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Many of the physiological reactions to hemorrhage have long been

known and carefully studied. It was early recognized that after any

considerable loss of blood, body fluids enter the circulation in an attempt

to restore volume. With the development of blood pressure reading

devices, it was found that the vasomotor center tends to bring about a

general constriction of the peripheral blood vessels, which compensates

for the decreased viscosity of the blood and diminishes the capacity

of the circulatory system so that blood pressure may be maintained

and an adequate supply of blood furnished to the central nerv'ous system

and other vital organs. The larger arteries also passively accommodate

themselves to the decreased volume. Arterial blood pressure remains

practically constant until blood equalling 2 to 3 per cent of the body

weight is lost. The pulse rate increases with the advancing hemorrhage

due most likely to decreased vagal tonus. A faster respiratory rate

may facilitate venous return. Although it is obvious that sooner or

later the curtailment of venous return and the interference 'with diastolic

filling of the ventricle must decrease the cardiac output, actual experi-

ments on the part played by the heart in the compensations to hemor-

rhage have been very few and the exact point at which hemorrhage

decreases output has never been determined. Johansson and Tiger-

stedt (1), using the pericardial sac as an uncalibrated cardiometer,

showed that the heart empties itself more completely after hemorrhage.

Wiggers (2), (3) in excellent reviews of the literature and studies of

his own on hemorrhage, deduced from pulse pressure tracings that a

latent period of a few seconds to several minutes might intervene before

the filling of the ventricles was affected, this being due to the luxus
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2 WALTER J. MEEK AND J. A. E. EYSTER

supply of blood in the venous cisterns temporarily supplying the deficit.

Although Wiggers (2) states that he compared pulse pressure tracings

with volume outputs as determined by a cardiometer, the data were

not presented and so far as we can find there are no papers in the

literature of hemorrhage in which systolic output or heart size have been

directly studied.

The work presented here is briefly the effect of successive small

hemorrhages on the diastolic size of the heart as determined by the

x-ray, and a further investigation of the problem by the more usual

laboratory' methods such as the cardiometer and arterial and venous

manometers.

Methods. Dogs were used in all experiments. For the x-ray exami-

nations they were morphinized and tied to an operating board. By
means of a plumb bob and a marked spot on the dog between the

shoulder blades the animal could be placed under the tube in exactly

the pre\'ious position. This point was always further tested by seeing

if the successive negatives would superimpose, using the shadows of

the ribs as guide marks. In this way one could be sure that any vari-

ation in the outline of the heart was due to a change in the heart itself

and not to distortion resulting from a different position of the animal.

These precautions, which keep the heart in its natural place in the

thorax and rigidly control the series of x-ray photographs, are believed

to be of great importance in experimental work of this kind. The
pictures were made during successive inspirations with two or three

short flashes from a Coohdge tube, the spark gap being about 4^ inches

and the current about 35 milliamperes.

The cannula for bleeding was placed in the femoral artery, the

incision Ijcing made under cocaine. Bleeding was rapid, seldom lasting

over 1 minute. X-ray plates were made before, during and at intervals

after the hemorrhage.

X-rays taken as described give the diastolic shadow of the heart.

For comparison the heart shadows were measured with a planimeter.

A variation in the .silhouette area is of course taken lo moan a corre-

sponding change in heart volume. With good films the ureas cjui 1)0

marked off with very little error. In the dog's heart, where the apex

often lies well al)Ovc the diaphragm in inspiration, tlu* only ])arl of the

outline loft to the oxixTunontor's judgniont is \\\v lino across the base.

If this Ik» carried across with reference to the sanie intercostal space

the error from this source in successive films is negligible. It is pos-

nibic tu take a series of observations on a normal dog with variations

of only al)out 5 per cent.
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In the experiments in which cardiometer and blood pressure readings

were obtained, the animals were morphinized, etherized and the. chest

opened under artificial respiration. The cardiometer was of the glass

bulb type with a perforated rubber membrane to fit around the auriculo-

ventricular groove. Care was used in its appUcation so that the blood

flow into the ventricle might not be obstructed. SystoUc and diastolic

pressures were obtained with maximal and minimal valves. Venous

pressure was determined by inserting a sound into the vena cava

through the femoral vein and balancing the pressure against a manom-
eter filled with salt solution.

X-ray examination after hemorrhage. According to the known reac-

tions to hemorrhage which have already been mentioned, it has been

generally thought that following a rapid loss of blood there is at once,

or certainly within a few seconds, a peripheral vasoconstriction and

an increased heart rate. Since the blood volume is decreased these

reactions would seem to necessitate a decreased cardiac output per

beat. This could be brought about by diminution of systole, or as

more naturally and usually supposed, by a decrease in diastoUc size,

that is in cardiac filling.

X-ray photographs of the heart before and after hemorrhage show,

however, contrary to the opinion just expressed, that the diastoUc

size of the heart is maintained even after the loss of large quantities

of blood. In twenty-one experiments, each with from two to six

hemorrhages, the heart did not decrease more than 5 per cent, a figure

we have allowed for unavoidable variations in the method, until the

loss of blood on an average equaled 2 per cent of the body weight.

The lowest figure was 1.2 per cent and the highest 2.9 per cent. In

the dog this represents a loss of from 11 to 28 per cent of the blood

volume. In table 1 may be seen a summary of nine of these experi-

ments. The others were quite similar but have not been included for

the sake of space. Figures 1 and 2 present the data of two of the

experiments not included in table 1. The steady decrease in blood

volume is sharply contrasted with the sudden reduction in diastoUc

heart size which occurs when about 20 per cent of the blood is lost,

and which would seem to indicate the breakdown of some protective

mechanism.

The advantage to the heart in retaining its diastolic size is evident in

Ught of the work of Patterson, Piper and StarHng (4) and GeseU (5),

who have shown that, as in the case of skeletal muscle, the efficiency

of cardiac contraction depends on the length of the muscle fibers.
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Just how the heart after hemorrhage secures a venous return adequate

and under sufficient pressure to maintain the normal distention of the

ventricle is by no means a simple problem. It is not due to any change

in pulse rate. It is of course well known that hemorrhage increases

heart- rates, but this does not occur until considerable blood is lost, a

fact not always observed in the Uterature. In our experiments it will

be seen in the curves and in table 1 that there was usually no significant

change in heart rate until the sudden decrease in cardiac size occurred.

To favor the heart in retaining its diastoUc size the rate would have to

decrease along with the loss of blood. This did not occur in our experi-

ments, although experiments H 13 and H 27 may at first glance seem to

be exceptions. These experiments show a gradual reduction of rate

due to the passing off of atropine. The rates, however, came to a

standstill during the last hemorrhages just at the time when changes

would have been most marked if this were a mechanism enabling the

heart by complete filUng to retain its diastoUc size.

After the loss of large amounts of blood the pulse is greatly acceler-

ated. This acceleration often occurs with the marked decrease in

diastolic size of the heart, as may be seen in figures 1 and 2. In other

experiments, however, such as H 9, H 13, H 14 and H 27, there are

decreases of cardiac size unassociated with any increase in pulse rate.

It would seem that the sharp decrease in size of the cardiac silhouette

area was associated with some phenomenon other than changes in

heart rate.

It might be said that the heart retains its size after hemorrhage due

to the inflow of tissue juices which at once restores the blood volume.

That hemorrhage is followed by a dilution of the blood and that this

may be detected even at the end of a short hemorrhage is an old obser-

vation dating from the time of Vierordt (6) or even earlier. Textbook

statements often lead us to believe that in a few minutes this inflow

entirely replaces the lost fluid. Such however we do not beUeve to be

the case. The very extensive litonituro on this subject has few examples

of significant dilutions imder 20 minutes. Scott (7) for example, found

in one dog that 59 minutes after bleeding 206 cc. the hemoglobin indi-

cated return of only 23 cc. from the tissue fluid. The quickest return

WM 71 cc. in 20 minutes after a hemorrhage of 212 cc. These were 8

and 7 kilo dogs respectively. Ilichct, Brodin and Saint-Girons (8) have

recently studied the effect of liemorrhage on the specific gravity of the

blood. They found tiiut after heruorrhagcH of 125 cc. in dogs averaging

about 15 kiluB the s|>ecific gravity at once fell but became stable in
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TABLE 1

Showing the effect of hemorrhages of varying degrees on heart rate, blood pressure

and diastolic size of the heart. The amount bled is expressed in cubic centimeters

and in per cent of body weight. Corrections have not been made for the specific

gravity of blood. The area of the heart is expressed in square centimeters

EXPEBIMENT
NUMBER
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about 15 minutes. A 10 per cent loss of blood reduced the specific

graA-ity from 1.056 to 1.054, which indicates a dilution of about 4 per

cent.

Brperinent

Blood
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Srperimeat HIO

Blood
Volume

Hemo-
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Fig. 2. Curves showing the changes in blood volume, hemoglobin, pulse

rate, blood pressure and heart size after three successive hemorrhages. Deter-

minations are plotted as in figure 1. The maintenance of heart size after

hemorrhages amounting to nearly 30 per cent of the blood volume is very strik-

ing. At this time the pulse rate was within 6 beats of normal and the blood

pressure had increased 5 per cent. The third bleeding destroyed the compen-
sating mechanism and the diastolic heart size decreased at once.
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40 per cent. Other experiments showed somewhat greater dilutions

but in none was the inflow of tissue fluid during the period of the experi-

ment sufficient to restore the blood volume to an>i:hing hke its normal

value.

In agreement with Richet we have found that specific gravity deter-

minations give e\'idence of dilution earlier than can be obtained by

hemoglobin readings. For determining specific gravity we have used

Hammerschlag's method. In three experiments in which the hemor-

rhage equaled 15 to 25 per cent of the blood voliune, the specific gravity

during the time necessary for x-ray examinations fell only 0.002, that

is from 1.054 to 1.052. This would indicate that less than 5 per cent

of the blood volume had been replaced by tissue fluids. Neither the

literature nor our own observations would seem to justify attributing

to the absorption of tissue fluid more than a secondary part in the

maintenance of the cardiac diastoUc size after hemorrhage. It may be

worth noting that in rabbits blood volume is more quickly restored than

in dogs, a conclusion we have arrived at from the literature and con-

firmed by several experiments of our own.

If after hemorrhages amounting to 2 per cent of the body weight the

heart maintains its diastolic size it would seem that up to this point

cardiac fiUing was not interfered with and that the output per beat was

still normal. It might, however, be that the extent of systole was

reduced and that, undetected by diastolic x-ray picture, the output

had actually been falling with the decreased blood volume. In order

to investigate this point we studied the effects of hemorrhage in the

anesthetized dog with the chest open by means of the cardio-plethysmo-

graph and blood pressure manometers.

Cardio-plethysmographic and blood pressure records after hemorrhage.

In tables 2 and 3 are presented the complete data from two experi-

ments showing the effect of successive hemorrhages on cardiac output,

venous pressure and arterial pressure. Eight other experiments have

l3cen made with quite similar results.

It will be seen from these tables that during and inuucdiately fol-

lowing small hemorrhages amounting to less than 1 per cent of the

body weight, the cardiac output per miiuito is always, and systolic,

diastolic and pulse pressures arc usually, slightly decreased. Within a

few ininutes or even less, however, recovery of the normal is generally

coniplote.

In this scries of eight experiments the cardiac output \)vv ininuto

never failed to Ik* reduced immediately after a small heniorrimge.
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The reduction, so long as the blood lost was under 1 per cent of the

body weight, was not great. It was brought about by a decrease in

output per beat rather than by changes in heart rate. The limited

TABLE 2

Data from experiment 5 shoxoing the effect of five successive hemorrhages
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TABLE 3

Data from experiment 7 showing the effect of nine successive hemorrhages
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Arterial blood pressures were somewhat more inconstant than the

volume outputs. The result of the first bleedings was often a tendency

to raise systoUc pressure either at once or during the next few minutes.

Both of the experiments submitted illustrate this point. Later there

was a sUght fall of systoUc pressure with a prompt recovery. Venous

pressiu-e showed no significant changes.

When the amount of bleeding averaged from 0.75 to 1 per cent of the

body weight the usual sUght reduction in output appeared after the

hemorrhage but the recovery was not as complete as previously. For

example, in experiment 5, table 2, 3- minutes after the second bleeding

the minute output exceeded the normal by nearly 200 cc, but after the

third bleeding the recovery was not quite to normal.

When the amount of blood drawn exceeded about 1.2 per cent of the

body weight the cardio-vascular reactions differed from those above

described. The decrease in output per minute and per beat became

particularly marked. The systolic and pulse pressures were consider-

ably lowered. The diastoUc and mean pressures, however, usually

held up near normal until a later bleeding. Venous pressure was per-

manently lowered. These changes may be noted as the result of the

fourth bleeding in table 2 and the eighth bleeding in table 3.

It would seem that the cardio-vascular reactions to hemorrhage as

determined particularly by output fell into three stages. First after

bleedings not exceeding on the average 0.7 per cent of the body weight

there is quick recovery with over-compensation, that is an actual

increase in output. Second, after bleeding from 0.7 to 1 per cent of

the body weight there is a return of the output to normal but the

rebound above normal, so marked in the first stage, is lacking. One

is tempted to assume that some compensating mechanism has reached

its Umit and that this is a critical stage. Third, after hemorrhages

amounting to 1.2 per cent of the body weight or more there is failure

to increase the output anywhere near to normal. These figures are

of course only approximate, varying in different animals, but the

stages themselves were apparent in all the experiments.

The effect of hemorrhage on the capillaries and venules. So far we have

shown that, except for a very brief period immediately after bleeding,

the heart may retain its diastoUc size and keep up its usual minute

volume output until there is a total hemorrhage of about 2 per cent of

the body weight in the intact animal under morphia, and about 1.2 per

cent when the heart is exposed under anesthesia and artificial respira-

tion. Since in the dog the total amount of blood is nearly 10 per cent
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of the body weight (9), (10), these figures indicate that in the intact

animal during a reduction of approximately 20 per cent in blood volume

the heart may still keep up its nonnal output. To do this the right

heart must continue to receive its usual supply of blood, for the systolic

output certainly depends directly on the inflow during diastole. The

problem resolves itself into finding an explanation for the adequate blood

supply to the right heart. That the body fluids cannot serve as a source

in the time required we have already shown. Theoretically the con-

ditions might be met if the velocity of the venous return were suffi-

ciently augmented. For this, however, there is no evidence, since the

venous pressure remained unchanged. The same fact would seem to

preclude a decrease in the capacity of the pulmonary bed sufficient

to compensate for the hemorrhage. The portal circulation with its

double resistance is particularly fitted to serve as a reservoir for the

venae cavae, as pointed out by Krogh (11), but constriction of arterioles

is necessary to render this supply available. The failure of systoUc

blood pressure uniformly to increase after the bleedings seems to exclude

this explanation. The recent work of Hooker (12) on the functional

activity of the venules and capillaries has called our attention to a

possible solution of the problem. If there are venules or capillaries

containing blood, but not in the active course of the circulation, a

constriction of these vessels would add fluid and tend to maintain the

effective circulation. Cardiac output, after a brief period for the read-

justment, might be maintained so long as the content of stagnant ven-

ules and capillaries sufficed to meet the loss from hemorrhage. That

there are such capillaries and venules we know from the work of Roy
and Brown (13) and Danzer and Hooker (14). The latter discuss fully

the literature of this very interesting subject.

To find if there is any evidence for such a hypothesis, we have

observed the venules and capillaries in the ears of dogs before, during

and after hemorrhage. For this purpose we have used the method of

illumination described by Hooker (12). Three animals have been

studied. Dog 1 weighed 3.65 kilos. After bleeding 100 cc. or 2.7

per cent of his body weight the blood vessels slowly decreased during

the next 3 minutes. That this was due to the hemorrhage could scarcely

Ix; doubted for the flow had continued for sometime j^reviously. Dog
2 weighed 8 kilos. He was bled 100 cc. with no observable effect. On
a Mccond bleeding, when the hemorrhage had reaclunl a total of 100 cc,

there was an almost instantaneous whitening of the ear caused by the

constriction of the venules and capillaries, both of those that had been
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very active, and those that had been less so or entirely stagnant. There

was thus a noticeable effect on the blood vessels when the bleeding

equaled 2 per cent of the body weight. Dog 3 weighed 10.8 kilos and

was bled 216 cc. Photomicrographs were taken immediately before

and after the hemorrhage. These are reproduced in figure 3. The
constriction of the venules and capillaries is very striking.

These experiments are clear proof that at a certain stage of hemor-

rhage there is some kind of a circulatory reaction resulting in the

Fig. 3. Photomicrographs of the surface of a dog's ear before and after a

hemorrhage of 215 cc. or 2 per cent of the body weight. Magnification 90 X.
Plates not retouched.

constriction of the venules and capillaries in the skin. All the indi-

cations are that the response is active and not passive. Whether or

not it is brought about through nerv^ous connections has not been

investigated. The most obvious purpose served by this reaction would

be to furnish an adequate supply of blood for the venous return to the

right heart.

It is realized that the constriction of vessels in the skin could not

make up for a very large hemorrhage since only some 2 or 3 per cent

of the total blood volume is normally found at the surface of the body.
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What we have seen is probably the last stage in the body's attempt to

keep up the effective circulation. At first the stagnant vessels in the

muscles or organs of the splanchnic area are probably called upon.

Later when the circulation is at the breaking point, as it is when the

bleeding equals 2 per cent of the body weight, venules and capillaries

are constricted in widespread areas. In a word, the fact that at a

certain stage of hemorrhage the venules and capillaries are seen to

constrict justifies the hypothesis that there may have been initial

constriction, particularly of stagnant vessels, which would thereby add

a sufficient volume of blood to preserve the status quo of the effective

circulation. It is believed that by some such means as this the heart

is enabled to keep up its minute volume output until the hemorrhage

reaches relatively large proportions.

SUMMARY

The effect of hemorrhage on the diastolic heart size of the dog has

been studied by means of the x-ray. In anesthetized animals under

artificial respiration the cardiac output and venous pressures have been

determined after bleeding by cardiometers and manometers.

In the intact animal hemorrhage amounting to about 2.1 per cent

of the body weight is necessary before the diastolic heart size, and

presumably the output, is reduced. In the anesthetized animal with

open chest, the minute volume output is maintained, with the exception

of a slight drop immediately after bleeding, until the total hemorrhage

equals about 1.2 per cent of the body weight.

Various mechanisms which might account for maintenance of cardiac

output under these conditions are discussed. The only satisfactory

explanation seems to be that the effective circulation is kept up by

constriction of venules and capillaries, particularly those which have

been more or less stagnant. Evidence in support of this idea is sub-

mitted. When hemorrhage in the intact animal roaches about 2 per

cent of the body weight, the venules and capillaries of the car may
be seen markedly to constrict. Since such a mechanism is thus shown

to exist, it Ixicomes probable that it may have been operating in various

parte of the Ixxiy in earlier stages of the hemorrhage and that in this

way there was provided a constant venous return and cardiac output

even though the blood volume was decreased.
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In 1918 I published an account of some observations on catalase in

which it was showTi that when Uver and muscle act together on hydro-

gen peroxide, the amount of gas given off is in excess of the sum of the

two acting separatelj' (1). Loevenhart (2), in a similar observation in

1905, attributed it to a neutralizing effect on the retarding action of

the acid, and argued against the presence of a kinase. About the same

time Battelli and Stern (3) described a philocatalase which had the

property of antagonizing anticatalase and of regenerating catalase.

They also described an "activator" of philocatalase. Some earlier

experiments of my own seemed to show that muscle acted as well in

acid as in neutral peroxide, and this, taken with other reasons, led me
to the tentative suggestion that there might be an accelerator secreted

by the liver. At this point the work was brought to an abrupt termi-

nation by absence from the University and the question of an accel-

erator was left for the future. Upon my return I again took up the

problem, but was unable to get results that were consistent. Only

occasionally could acceleration be obtained in acid H2O2. Meanwhile

Takeda (4) pointed out that the acceleration in neutral peroxide was

absent in many cases. He also found that acceleration occurred in

acid H2O2 when liver was combined with boiled muscle, egg white or

peptone solution. Takeda suggests that the accelerating effect is due

to some organic substance contained in the tissue; possibly a "pro-

tective colloid."

Having convinced myself that the hypotlicsis of a liver hormone is

untenable, the following results are offen^l :is a soincnvhat movo definite

explanation of the phenomenon than those hitherto suggested.

* The expenses of this research were paid out of a grant from the Research

Board of the University of California.
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Method. Granted an acceleration of catalytic activity when liver

and muscle are placed in acid H2O2, and no acceleration when placed

in neutral H2O2, it does not follow that there is no accelerator secreted

by the liver. It may be one which acts in an acid medium and not in a

neutral. Obviously the thing to do is to separate the two if possible,

and with that in view catalase was prepared from rabbits' liver and

muscle by a method which is a combination of that of Battelli and

Stern (5) for catalase, and Van Slyke and Cullen (6) for urease. (My
attention was called to the latter by my colleague, C. L. A. Schmidt of

the Department of Biochemistry.) The rabbits were perfused through

the aorta with m/6 NaCl until the fluid ran white from the veins.

The tissue was reduced to a pulp in a meat grinder and shaken for an

hour or so with twice its volume of distilled water. It was then strained

through linen in a press and the pulp subjected to a second extraction

with its own volume of distilled water, the two watery extracts were

added together and poured slowly into "a volume of acetone so large

that the enzyme undergoes practically instant dehydration." (Van

Slyke and Cullen state that the volume of acetone should not be less

than ten times that of the water extract, but I have obtained excellent

preparations of catalase with three or four volumes.) The dense pre-

cipitate was filtered through hardened filter paper. After evaporating

the acetone from the precipitate by a current of air, the precipitate

was mixed with two volumes of distilled water and either shaken for

an hour or two or allowed to stand for several hours. It was then

filtered, and the filtrate precipitated with acetone as before. After

filtering through hardened filter paper, the precipitate was dried in a

vacuum over sulphuric acid, and pulverized in a mortar. This gives a

catalase impure of course, which is very active. Twent}" milligrams

of liver catalase thus prepared from rabbit's liver gave off 69 cc. of

oxygen from neutral hydrogen peroxide in 10 minutes. Twenty
milligrams of muscle catalase prepared from the same rabbit gave 12

cc. of oxygen in 10 minutes. Two hundred grams of liver yielded

about 3 grams of catalase, while 200 grams of muscle gave but 0.9

gram. The amounts vary, however, with the individual.

Other methods have been tried, such as precipitation with ether and
with alcohol, but the above method has yielded a more soluble prepa-

ration in my hands. Incidentally it may be said that precipitation

with ether does not destroy the catalase, although Burge (7) states

that liquid ether will destroy catalase very quickly.
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Results. When liver catalase and muscle catalase act together on

acid or neutral H2O2 there is practically no acceleration. The slight

acceleration shown in table 1 is within the experimental error of the

method used, as Becht (8) has pointed out. The catalase was prepared

as described in the text. The volume of oxygen is reduced to 0° and

TABLE 1

1<

3^

6<

8CBGTANCE

Muscle catalase

Liver

Muscle catalase 0.02 gram and liver

catalase

Muscle catalase

Liver

Muscle catalase 0.02 gram and liver

catalase

Muscle catalase

Liver

Muscle catalase 0.02 gram and liver

catalase

Muscle catalase

Liver

Muscle catalase 0.02 gram and liver

catalase

Muscle catalase

Liver

Muscle catalase 0.02 gram and liver

catalase

Muscle catalase

Liver

Muscle catalase 0.02 gram and liver

catalase

QUAN-
TITT
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TABLE 2

SUBSTANCE

Muscle

Liver

Muscle 0.5 gram and liver . .

Muscle

Egg white (boiled)

Muscle 0.5 gram and egg

white

Muscle

Serum (rabbit)

Muscle 0.5 gram and serum

.

Muscle
Muscle

Muscle

Muscle
Liver catalase

Muscle 0.5 gram and liver

catalase

Muscle (boiled)

Liver catalase

Muscle 0.5 gram and liver

catalase

Liver

Egg white (boiled)

Liver 0.1 gram and egg white

Liver

Serum (rabbit)

Liver . 1 gram and serum . . .

Liver

Liver

Liver

Muscle catalase

Liver (fresh)

Muscle catalase 0.02 gram
and liver

0.5 gm.

0.1 gm.

0.1 gm.

0.5 gm.

0.5 gm.

0.5 gm.

0.5 gm.

0.5 cc.

0.5 cc.

0.5 gm
0.5 gm
1.0 gm

0.5 gm
0.02 gm

0.02 gm

0.5 gm
0.02 gm

0.02 gm

0.1 gm
0.5 gm
0.5 gm

0.1 gm.

0.5 cc.

5 cc.

0.1 gm.

0.1 gm.

0.2 gm.

0.02 gm,

0.1 gm.

0.1 gm.

H20,
INITIAL
PH
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TABLE 2—Concluded

11<

12^

8CB.ST.\.XCE

Casein (neutral)

Liver catalase

Casein 0.5 gram and liver

catalase

*Na caseinate

Liver catalase

Na caseinate 0.5 gram and

liver catalase

QUJINTITY
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CONCLUSION

It would seem then, that we must abandon the hypothesis of a liver

hormone and conclude that at least one of the factors of the accelera-

tion is a change in pH of the H2O2, brought about by the action of the

proteins and possibly salts also. If we take Loevenhart's "neutraliza-

tion" and Takeda's "protective action" in a broad sense, they are in

agreement with the above. Whether this is a "buffer" action of the

proteins or an adsorption phenomenon is not within the scope of this

paper to determine.
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In" doing some work on chloroform anesthesia we found certain

changes in the blood diastases. Knowing that chloroform injures liver

cells, the question arose as to whether the blood diastases might not

come chiefly from the hver, instead of the pancreas, as Gould and Carl-

son's work indicates (1). It was thought possible that measurements

of changes in the diastase content of the blood after pancreas operation

and administration of ether and chloroform might aid in determining

the source of the starch-splitting enzymes of the blood serum.

Experimental work. The determination of the serum diastases was

made according to the method devised by McGuigan and Von Hess (2)

except the starch solution used was ^ per cent instead of 1 per cent.

The essential of the method is the incubation of a measured volume of

^ per cent soluble starch solution with a measured amount of serum

until no color is produced by the mixing of 1 cc. of dilute iodine-potas-

sium iodide solution and one drop of incubated mixture. The results

are expressed in minutes required for the disappearance of the color

reaction.

Serums were prepared from a number of normal dogs and the diastase

contents determined. The results are given in table 1.

A group of animals was operated on to remove all of the pancreas

except the tip of the tail which was imphintod with its own blood sup-

ply under the skin of the abdomen. Determinations were made on

these animals 3 days in succession after they had well recovered from

the operation. The average results for each animal are given in

tabic 1.

After observations were completed on the animals from which the

pancreas had l)cen partially removed, the remuiiiiiig fnijiUKMit of pan-

creas waa taken away. After several days, a series of drlcrmiiKitions

on the diastase content of the scrums of these dogs wis hkkIc. The

22
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results are given in table 1, the average of several days' observations

being taken.

The immediate effects of anesthesia on the blood diastases were

determined on several groups of dogs. A group of animals with healed

partial pancreatectomies was given 15 minutes of ether anesthesia.

The blood diastases were measured before and after this procedure. A
second group of dogs with healed complete pancreatectomies was sub-

jected to the same tests. A third group of dogs was given chloroform

and the diastases measured before and after 15 minutes of anesthesia.

These were normal animals. A group of partially pancreatectomized

TABLE 1

The effect of partial and complete removal of the pancreas on blood diastases

{expressed in minutes)

NORMAL DOOa
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TABLE 2

Immediate effect of anesthesia and pancreatectomy on blood diastases
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tested in the same way as the second group. The results of these tests

are given in table 3.

The group averages are given in table 4. The values for the imme-

diate effect of ether on the diastases of normal dogs are taken from a

previous article (3). The values here stated are half those in the

article because in that work the starch solution was 1 per cent and in

this ^ per cent.

TABLE 4

The average immediate and prolonged effects of anesthesia and pancreatectomy on

blood diastases
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Ross and McGuigan (3) made observations on the diastase changes

brought on by ether anesthesia with variation in diet. Ether anesthesia

caused no change in the blood diastases of dogs fed on either a meat or a

mixed diet.

The work we desired to do required that the pancreas be removed

completely from a number of dogs. The removal was done in two

operations. The two-stage operation was for the purpose of producing

the least amount of disturbance in the animal. Since the material was

available, confirmatorj'^ tests were made to see the effect of the removal

of the pancreas on the blood diastases. The results given in table 1

show the average diastase time as 21.1 minutes for normal animals,

18.5 minutes for partially pancreatectomized dogs and 33.4 minutes

for dogs without any pancreas tissue. This confirms the findings of

Schlessinger and Gould and Carlson, that the removal of the pancreas

decreases the blood diastases.

The effect of ether anesthesia on the blood diastases of animals with

varying amounts of pancreas was measured. The table of averages

is number 4. Anesthesia of normal dogs with ether changed the dias-

tase time from 20.5 to 20.0 minutes, of partially pancreatectomized

dogs changed the diastase time from 16.8 minutes to 16.2 minutes,

and dogs without any pancreas from 34.0 minutes to 32.6 minutes.

The changes are considered negligible.

The effect of chloroform anesthesia on dogs with varying amounts of

pancreas was distinctive. The average results are given in table 4.

Normal dogs had their diastase time changed from 17.6 minutes to 42.0

minutes. This marked decrease in diastases in normal dogs due to

chlorofoiTO anesthesia might be caused by cither one or both of two

things, i.e., liver injury, if the Uver is a source of diasatases, and pan-

creas injury. It is commonly known that chloroform injures liver

cells. Whipple and Sperry (7) found chloroform capable of producing

considerable injury to the cells of the pancreas. Partially and com-

pletely pancreatectomized dogs did not have an appreciable change

produced by chloroform anesthesia. This finding rules out the possi-

bility that the liver injury was the cause of the change in blood diastases

resulting from chloroform anesthesia and leaves us to conclude that the

injury to the pancreas was the factor that reduced the diastases.

To test the influence of ether and chloroform further two groups of

animals were given a half-hour anesthesia one day and the diastases

measured before the anesthesia and the following day. One group of

animals was anesthetised with ether, the other with chloroform. The
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results are given in table 3. Since a fast preceding a chloroform anes-

thesia increases the injury to liver cells from the drug action (8), it is

reasonable to suppose that the injury elsewhere, such as in the pan-

creas, would be likewise influenced. Therefore another group of dogs

was subjected to a fast of 2 days and then given chloroform as before and

diastase determinations made before the anesthesia and the following

day. The results are given in table 3. The averages from table 3

are given in table 4. Ether anesthesia produced an average change

from 14.8 minutes to 12.8 minutes in 24 hours. The change is negli-

gible. A half-hour chloroform anesthesia changed the diastase time

from 16.8 minutes to 23.8 minutes the following day, increasing the time

7 minutes. The group of animals fasting 2 days had their diastase

time changed from 14.8 minutes to 25.5 minutes the following day,

increasing the time lOJ minutes.

Chloroform in these two groups of dogs again produced marked de-

creases in the blood diastases. In the group of animals subjected to

a fast in which we would expect greater injury to the pancreas produced

by chloroform, this drug brought about a greater decrease in the blood

diastases than was the case with normal animals. These results again

suggest that the pancreas is the chief source of the starch-splitting

enzymes of the blood serum.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A group of 13 normal dogs was tested as to the diastatic power of

their serums.

Groups of dogs which still retained part of the pancreas were tested 3

successive days as to the diastatic power of the blood. They were given

ether anesthesia for 15 minutes and the diastases of the blood deter-

mined before and after. They were given chloroform anesthesia for

15 minutes and the same measurements were made.

Groups of dogs from which the pancreas had been completely removed

were subjected to tests. The diastase content of the blood was deter-

mined. They were given 15 minutes of ether anesthesia and the

diastases measured before and after the anesthesia. They were given

15 minutes of chloroform anesthesia and the same measurements made.

Three groups of animals were used to determine the effect of ether,

chloroform and chloroform preceded by fasting upon the diastase con-

tent of the blood the following day. Anesthesia in each case was 30

minutes in length.
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The results of the tests were as follows:

1. The removal of the pancreas decreased the blood diastases

marked^.
2. Ether anesthesia had no effect on the diastases of either normal,

partially pancreatectomized dogs or dogs with no pancreas.

3. Chloroform produced a marked fall in the blood diastases of nor-

mal dogs. It did not produce any appreciable change in animals whose

pancreas had been partially or completeh' removed.

4. Half an hour of ether anesthesia produced no change in the dias-

tases found present the following day.

5. Fasting before chloroform anesthesia increased the effect of the

drug.

The preceding results with the findings of others quoted above lead

us to conclude that the pancreas is practically the only source of the

blood diastases.
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It is known that oxidation is low in the unfertihzed egg and that it

increases after fertiUzation (1). It is also known that oxidation or

metabolism is low in the newly bom, that during youth it increases

rapidly to a maximum, and gradually declines throughout adult Ufe to

become almost as low in extreme old age as at bij-th (2). There is

much evidence that whenever oxidation is increased or decreased in

animals as well as in plants there occurs a corresponding increase or

decrease in catalase, an enzyme possessing the property of liberating

oxygen from hydrogen peroxide (3).

The object of the present investigation was to determine if there is

an increase or decrease in catalase corresponding with the increase or

decrease in oxidation during the different phases of the life cycle enumer-

ated above. The animals used were mice and Colorado potato beetles.

After skinning the mice the entire animals were macerated vigorously

in a mortar with a small amount of sand for 5 minutes. Whole beetles

were macerated in a similar manner.

Catalase determinations were made by adding the macerated material

to neutral hydrogen peroxide in a bottle and the amount of oxygen lib-

erated in 10 minutes was taken as a measure of the catalase content.

The amount of macerated mouse was 1.0 gram and of the beetles 0.5

gram. Maceration for more than 5 minutes produced httle or no

effect on the amount of oxj^gen liberated by the material.

The results of the determinations are shown in figures 1 and 2. It

may be seen in figure 1 that 0.5 gram of unfertilized beetle eggs liber-

ated 18 cc. of oxygen from hydrogen peroxide in 10 minutes and a simi-

lar amount of fertilized eggs liberated 35 cc. The unfertilized eggs

were removed from the body cavity of the beetles and washed in a

0.9 per cent solution of sodium chloride. The fertilized eggs were col-

lected, soon after they were laid, from the leaves of the potato plant

29
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and washed as were the unfertilized ones. The increase in catalase

in the fertiUzed eggs is attributed to the stimulation of the egg by the

spermatozoon to an increased output of this enzyme.

It may be seen further in figure 1 that 0.5 gram of newly hatched

macerated larvae liberated 280 cc. of oxj^gen; quarter grown larvae,

800 cc; half grown, 1250 cc; three-quarter grown, 1725 cc; pupae,

1800 cc; adult beetles, 1750 cc; and very old beetles, 900 cc By com-
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one-fourth grown mice, 435 cc; one-half grown mice, 582 cc; mother or

adult mice, 715 cc. and very old mice, 400 cc. The very old mice were

about 2 years old. By comparing these figures it may be seen that

the amounts of catalase increased with an increase in age up to maturity,

and that there was a decrease in catalase in the very old mice.

Determinations of the catalase content of young mice that had been

deprived of food at birth were also made and it was found that the
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SUMMARY

The increased oxidation or metabolism with resulting development

after fertilization is attributed to an increase in catalase brought about

by the stimulation of the egg by the spermatozoon to an increased

production of this enzjTiie.

The low metaboUsm or oxidation in the newly born is attributed to

the low catalase content, while the intense metabolism characteristic

of youth and adult Ufe is attributed to the high catalase content due to

the stimulation of the alimentarv' glands, particularly the liver, to an

increased formation of this enzjTiie.

Similarly the low metabolism of the aged is attributed to the low

catalase content brought about presumably by a lessened output of

catalase from the ahmentarj^ glands.
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Yeast has been used in bread making since the earliest times and

continues as the great leavening agency, although sometimes sub-

stituted in this capacity by one of a variety of baking powders depend-

ing on the liberation of carbon dioxide from inorganic carbonates.

There has also been some tendency of recent years to decrease the

amount of yeast used in bread making as a matter of economy.

In view of the fact that bread is the chief of staple foods, it is of

importance to know whether the yeast used in its preparation should

be looked upon merely as a generator of carbon dioxide or whether

yeast improves the nutritive value of the loaf. If, as seems clear,

yeast must of itself be considered as a food, it is of importance to know
in what way it supplements the other ingredients of bread and in what

amounts it should be used to obtain a product of maximum nutritive

value. Also we cannot afford to underestimate the possibility of yeasts

ultimately replacing in the diet certain other important foodstuffs.

It has been known for a number of years that the ash of yeast is

especially rich in the important element phosphorus, containing at the

same time very considerable amounts of potassium and lesser amounts

of other inorganic elements essential in nutrition. Yeast also contains

a considerable amount of carbohydrate, including cellulose and gum-
like substances and glycogen. It is high in protein and in a nucleic

acid yielding purine and pyrimidine bases, a pentose, and phosphoric

acid on hydrolysis.

That yeast contains an antineuritic substance was shown by Schau-

mann (1). Hopkins first showed yeast to contain a substance small

amounts of which accelerated the growth of rats fed purified foods

(2). These observations have been repeatedly confirmed and extended

1 The expenses of this investigation were defrayed in part by a grant from
Mrs. M. H. Henderson.
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until it is now generally recognized that yeast is one of the richest

and cheapest sources of water-soluble vitamine.

A number of experiments have been carried out to determine the extent

of digestion and absorption by men and lower animals of the protein

of 3'east, values of from 82 to 98.4 per cent having been obtained where

yeast was merely an added food. Yeast as a sole source of nitrogen

was utiUzed bj- dogs to the extent of 66 to 76 per cent according to

experiments of Schill, who found in spite of this relatively low coeffi-

cient of digestibihty that the protein of yeast led to a greater nitrogen

retention than was obtained with the usual diet of dog biscuits (3).

That 5^east could be used in human nutrition to replace from 10 to 30

per cent of the nitrogen of a mixed diet was shown in this laboratory

by Hawk, Smith and Holder (4), who found biscuits prepared from

yeast-containing flour were attractive in flavor, (in fact preferred by the

subjects to ordinary white biscuits), and that the subjects gained more

weight and showed a distinctly higher nitrogen retention on the yeast-

containing diet. Osborne and Mendel found that rats could grow for

over a year on a diet in which yeast was the sole source of protein as

well as of water-soluble vitamine (5). Karr (6) found the feeding of

yeast to dogs on a diet deficient in water-soluble vitamine and possibly

protein to lead to increased nitrogen retention. He also found that

addition of yeast to such a diet led to an increased consumption of

food by such animals. Mattill and Conklin (7) found adolescent rats

fed milk only did not thrive or reproduce, but the addition of yeast

led to normal growth and partially successful reproduction.

Experimental procedure. The experimental procedure was simple.

Young male albino rats, obtained from the rat colony of the Wistar

Institute of Anatomy, were used as experimental subjects, and were

divided into two groups of eleven rats each. The attempt was made to

have the two groups as nearly alike as possible at the start of the

experiment. The average weights for the two groups at the start were

60 and 61 grans respectively, as is shown in chart 3.

The rats in one group were fed white bread made to approximate

closely standard homo-made bread, while the rats in the other group

wore fed bread made with considerable extra yeast. The higli yeast

content was obtained l)y mixing 5 ytor cent of dried compressed yeast^

with the flour and by using six times as much frcsli y(»ast as was used

* Fleuchmann's compressed yeast wsis used. This \('!»st wns dried heWnv

lOft'C, then powdered nnd mixed with the wheat flour.
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in making the standard bread. The recipes used in making the two

kinds of bread were as follows:

Extra yeast bread Standard bread

, ,. . j/i milk „, , ,. . ,|i milk
2 quarts liquid||

^^,^^^^
2i quarts hquidj,

^^.^^^^

7i lbs. flour 71 lbs. flour

6 oz. dried yeast 6 oz. Crisco

6 oz. Crisco • 3 teaspoons salt

3 teaspoons salt 3 cakes yeast

18 yeast cakes 3 teaspoons sugar

6 teaspoons sugar

It is necessary to decrease liquid when using additional j^east. The

dried yeast flour needs additional cake yeast to "raise" it.

At the end of two weeks, butter and a mixture of inorganic salts

(8) were added to the diet of each group. The rats were weighed each

week. The weights of the individual rats are shown in charts 1 and 2.

In chart 3 the results are summarized by means of average curves for

the rats on standard and on extra yeast bread.

It will be noted that on the average the rats fed extra yeast bread

gained 66 grams in 11 weeks or nearly three times as much as the rats

fed standard bread (23 grams), average gains per week being 6 grams

and 2 grams respectively. The rats fed extra yeast were also far supe-

rior in general physical appearance as can be seen from the pictures of

rats 4 and 14 (fig. 4) that weighed the same at the beginning of the

experiment and were fairly typical of their respective groups. Hats

3 and 13 (fig. 5) also weighed the same at the beginning of the study,

and their pictures are reproduced for comparison.

The bread used as a standard was by no means a poor quality bread

but on the contrary was somewhat better than the average as the

liquid used in its preparation was one-half milk, which is absent from

some products. About 10 per cent of the protein of this bread was

milk protein, while about one-fifth of the protein of the extra yeast

bread was yeast protein, the latter also of course containing milk, to

make a total of about 30 per cent of non-wheat protein.

Patent wheat flours and breads made from them without suitable

addition are known to be deficient in water-soluble vitamine and in

protein (9). The use of milk to the extent of one-half the liquid

required or sufficient to replace 10 per cent of the wheat protein by
milk protein did not lead to significant gains in weight, in spite of the

higher quality of the proteins of milk. That the milk addition should
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furnish sufficient water-soluble vitamine would not be expected from

the relatively low vitamine content of milk as indicated by the work of

Osborne and Mendel (10), who found even 15 cc. of fresh unpasteurized

summer milk inferior to 0.2 gram of dried yeast in this respect.

Qrr: -rS

CharZ Z>.

Standard ^read

Ex-tra. Lf&a.'si'^reQd

'diMe)^

/h ^oheMi.

The addition of o {wr cent of dried yeast to the flour, therefore,

undoubtedly increased the content of water-s()lul)le vitamine from a

very low to an adequate level and also supplemented the protein of

the flour in an important way. The fact that even with this 5 per cent

yeast addition maximal growth was not attained indicates that a

greater amount of yea.Ht could lx» used to advantane in further improving

the bread protein a« well iw for the stimulatory action of the yeast on
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protein metabolism, which may be associated with the high vitamine

content of yeast. Because of this high content of yeast in water-

soluble B less of it would be required to make the bread adequate in

this respect than to supplement properly its protein, and smaller

amounts than would be necessary for the latter purpose would be of

value in connection with diets containing moderate amounts of meat

and milk, which would adequately supplement the bread protein, but

which are low in water-soluble vitamine.

CONCLUSIONS

Flour containing 5 per cent of yeast powder makes a palatable bread

much more nutritious than ordinary bread. The yeast supplements

both the water-soluble B and protein content of wheat flour. Yeast

is thus a nutrient constituent of bread, and any increase in its amount
up to quantities far in excess of those ordinarily used will improve the

food value of the product.
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According to Jentzen and Beuttner, Thomas Winn, an American

farmer, first made the observation that in castrated cows milk produc-

tion may continue for several j^ears (1). Since then this observation has

been frequently confirmed and the effect of castration on the composition

of the milk studied. ]Marshall and Jolly moreover found that castra-

tion carried out during the latter part of pregnancy permits further

growth of the mammary gland and subsequent lactation (2).

It has furthermore been observed that cows which are not milked

"run dry," that evidently suckling acts as a stimulus of secretion (3).

To our knowledge a systematic study of the course of lactation and the

influence of suckling and castration on the mammary gland following

labor has not yet been made. We used for our experiments the same

rats and guinea pigs which served for the two preceding studies which

concerned the uterus and ovaries in the period following labor.

THE MAMMARY GLAND IN NURSING RATS AND GUINEA PICS

Six to twelve hours after labor the mammaiy glands in rat and

guinea pig are in a similar condition. In both as a result of the prolif-

erative processes during pregnancy the glands are large, but the epi-

thelial colls have not yet r(>a<'h('(l their full siz(% ii(>ither arc the acini

afl yet usually distended, although we find some acini with a larger

lumen in the rat. \ limited nutiiber of vacuoles indicnte in both the

onset of Hccrotion.

There are, however, some (liffereii((>s hclween the guinea pig and rat.

In accordance with the observations of l-ocb and Hesselberg (4) we find

in the guinea pig wmhi after labor a number of mitoses in acinus cells,

40
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while they are quite rare in the rat. This corresponds to the effect of

heat and ovulation on proliferative processes in the mammary gland of

the guinea pig, which we described previously. Accordingly we find

also a few mitoses in the duct epithehum of the guinea pig, but not of the

rat. The condition of the stroma corresponds to the state of activity in

the parenchyma. Thus we find in the guinea pig the connective tissue

around the acini cellular consisting of fairly large fibroblasts with vesic-

ular nuclei which show some mitoses, while in the rat the condition of

the stroma is intermediate, the stroma consisting of thin strands of

fibrous or fibrillar tissue with small cells and with a much smaller num-

ber of mitoses. In the rat, on the other hand, this growth period which

in the guinea pig we called primary is absent.

Two days after labor we find in both rat and guinea pig further prog-

ress toward active secretion, but in the guinea pig the stage reached is

somewhat further advanced than in the rat. In the rat the gland is

red in color due to the presence of many distended capillaries, in the

guinea pig the presence of milk gives it a reddish-white appearance. In

both the gland epithelium has enlarged since labor, but in the guinea

pig it has reached about the maximum size, while in the rat this stage

has not quite been reached.

In both rat and guinea pig many gland cells contain vacuoles, indi-

cating active secretion; but in the rat we find now in addition an active

stage of mitotic proliferation in the gland cells which has apparently

already passed in the guinea pig. In the rat we find accordingly also

some mitoses in the gland ducts while they are absent in the guinea

pig. In accordance with the activity in the parenchyma at this stage

there is in the rat also more proliferation in the connective tissue cells

than in the guinea pig. This proliferation is probably in some way
connected with those conditions which lead to secretion. It. is due

to a stimulus which developed in the transition to the state of secretion

in the gland cells rather than to the action of an ovarian hormone.

In both the stroma consists of thin fibers with small connective tissue

cells. There is no marked difference between the castrated and non-

castrated animals, but in the rat the number of mitoses is a little larger

in the non-castrated animals, while the gland cells are of greater size

in the castrated rats. In the stroma of the non-castrated guinea pig

the number of mitoses is greater than in the castrated animal; these in

all probability represent merely accidental variations.

There is, however, one noticeable difference between the rat and the

guinea pig which remains constant throughout the period of lactation.
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In the former amitotic proliferation of the nuclei is rare at all times, while

in the guinea pig amitotically dividing nuclei are frequent. Amitoses

and mitoses are to some extent mutually exclusive. We find therefore

in the rat the number of amitoses as yet smaller than later in accordance

with the fact that an active mitotic proliferation is going on at this

period. Marked mitotic proliferation is furthermore incompatible with

active secretion. Accordingly secretion has not yet reached full devel-

opment in the rat at this period.

This proliferation in the mammary gland of the rat does not depend

upon a substance given off by either corpus luteum or ovary as a whole,

because it is present also in castrated animals, although not to so marked

an extent as in non-castrated animals. The early proliferation in the

guinea pig evidently depends upon the same factor that determines

heat and o\'ulation.

In the guinea pig we observe in this specimen as also in later speci-

mens a coalescence of some adjoining acini, the separating stroma being

dissolved.

Seven days after labor secretion is fully established in the rat. Many
acini contain large lumina filled with secretion. While the epithelium

of the glands has reached its full height, in some of the larger acini

the epithehum is flat probably as the result of the pressure of the in-

creased secretion. Here also adjoining acini may coalesce. In accord-

ance with the full establishment of secretion mitotic proliferation has

now ceased and amitotic proliferation of the nuclei is somewhat more

frequent, but in the rat amitoses remain on the whole rare. As in the

guinea pig so also in the rat the higher epithelium of tlic glands,—and this

applies especially to those cells in which the nuclei divide amitotically

—

the cytoplasm, takes on a bluish hemotoxylin stain. Around the acini

the connective tissue forms a thin fibrous coat with small connective

tissue cells which show very rare mitoses. There is no essential dilfcr-

ence between the normal and castrated animal.

In the guinea pig conditions are similar to those found two days after

labor. Secretion is fully established. Neighboring acini may fuse

together. Some very dilated acini have flat epithelium as the effect of

pressure. A few mitoses appear in the acini of the castrated guinea

pig, and they arc still somewhat more frequent in tii(> ducts of the cas-

trated animal. Mitoses happen thus in this case to 1)(> nion* frequent in

the castrated than in tlie non-castrated guinea pig.

Two, three ami four uuckn after labor conditions are very similar in the

inammury Kl&nds of ruts to tliosc found after one week. There exist
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however some slight differences. In all of them fusion of neighboring

acini may occasionally occur and this may lead to the formation of

small cystlike formations.

While the gland epithelium is usually high in all of these animals,

some more dilated acini have flat epithelium, the vacuolar part of the

cytoplasm having already been discharged. At two and four weeks

only exceptional mitoses are found, both in the castrated and non-cas-

trated animals, and in parenchyma as well as in stroma. At three weeks

mitoses are more frequent in the parenchyma (gland and duct cells) as

well as in the stroma of the castrated animal. This mitotic proliferation

must therefore be caused by conditions in the gland itself or its direct

environment; it cannot be due to an ovarian hormone. On the whole

the glands in the castrated and non-castrated animals behave exactly

alike. There are always a few amitoses present in both. After three

and four weeks a certain increase in the amount of red staining material

is noticeable in gland and duct lumina. This may either indicate that

the suckling has become less active at this time and that consequently

a slight stagnation in the secreted material has occurred, or it may indi-

cate that secretion is proceeding very actively, that consequently more
material is produced than can be removed through suckling.

In the guinea pig conditions after two weeks are similar to those

found after seven days. Occasionally neighboring acini fuse; some
acini are more distended and lined with low cuboidal or flat epithelium.

Mitoses are absent, but frequent amitoses are found. There is no dif-

ference between the non-castrated and the castrated animal. After

three weeks some slight changes are noticed. At this period we are at

or near the point where the transition from intense activity to a marked
diminution in the nursing occurs. We find more colloid-like eosin

staining material in gland, lumina and ducts. Nuclear amitoses in

gland cells are most frequent at this period and at some parts the epi-

thelial cells are degenerating through vacuolization or pyknosis. We
find a considerable hyperemia in both glands; some lymphocytes and
polynuclear leucocytes are scattered in the stroma and occasionally

small masses of leucocytes are found around and inside of some acini.

These facts evidently indicate the presence of disturbing factors, per-

haps due to a disproportion between secretion and removal of secreted

material. It initiates the retrogressive changes. Exceptional mitoses

are found in the parenchyma and stroma in the non-castrated animal.

In all other respects the glands are like those found at two weeks.

There is no difference between the castrated and the non-castrated

animals.
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The beginning of the retrogressive changes in the mammary gland of

the guinea pig is much more marked after four weeks. At this period

the guinea pigs no longer nurse their young ones to the same extent as

before and the mammary gland is therefore smaller in both animals.

The gland is still composed of many lobules, but thej^ are much smaller

than formerlj- and each lobule consists of many acini which are likewise

now much smaller, although there are still some with a medium sized

or large lumen. The gland cells also are smaller and lower; they are

medium or low cuboidal. The number of vacuoles in the gland cells

has much decreased and those present are small. The number of ami-

toses is likewise much smaller, but in some of the larger acini a few

amitoses are still observed. The number of mitoses on the contrary

has increased; we find about two or three mitoses in each section in the

gland cells and also a certain number of them in the stroma, especially

of the castrated animal. As usual a certain reciprocal relation exists

between amitotic and mitotic activity, and again we find a certain

parallelism between mitoses in parenchyma and stroma.

A direct destruction of gland tissue is indicated by the presence of

karyolysis and karyorrhexis in some acinus cells. In accordance with

all these findings the quantity of colloid-like material in the glands and

ducts has much decreased.

While formerly only a thin fibrous coat surrounded the acini, we now
find a large amount of dense fibrous tissue around the acini. Again

some lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes are scattered in the

stroma; some of the lymphocytes even are migrating through the epi-

thelium of the acini and ducts and we find some masses of polynuclear

leucocytes around and in some acini. This transitional stage evidently

leads to disturbances which attract lymphocytes and polynuclear leuco-

cytes. As we see, conditions are essentially similar in the castrated and

the non-castrated animals.

After five weeks we find for the first time decided retrogression in the

rat, while in the guinea pig, in which it had begun somewhat earlier,

retrogre.ssion has made further progress at this time. In the rat the

maniMiary gland has become nuich smaller; the lobules are smaller and

each lobule consists of a much reduced number of acini wiiicii have a

smaller lumen than formerly. The individual gland colls likewise are

smaller. The number of vacuoles in the gland cells is reduced and there

is IcHH eolloid-like material in the lumen of the acini and ducts. The con-

nective ti.sMue around the acini has now generally become densely fibrous

and it ia partly edematous. Those lobules which are surrounded by
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dense connective tissue, usually consist of especially small acini; this

may be due to some pressure exerted by the stroma. Some Ijinphocytes

and polynuclear leucocytes are scattered in the stroma and some of

them migrate through the glandular epithelium. In the castrated

animal the mammary gland is similar.

We find therefore at five weeks in the rat conditions corresponding

to those seen in the guinea pig after four weeks. There is a further

similarity. Just as we found in the guinea pig with beginning retrogres-

sion at four weeks a decrease in amitoses and in other signs of secretion

coinciding with a relative increase in mitoses, so we find also in the rat

some increase in mitoses at five weeks; about two to three amitoses can

be seen in the gland cells in each section. A few mitoses are also found

in the ducts and in the stroma; again these mitoses are due to local

changes and not to influence of an ovarian hormone.

In the guinea pig retrogression has still further progressed at five

weeks. In both the castrated and the non-castrated animals the mam-
mary gland has further decreased in size; the gland is still composed of

many lobules, but they are now much smaller and each lobule consists

of a smaller number of acini which latter are also generally very small.

Some acini, however, are still somewhat larger. The epithelial cells

are now lower and the number of vacuoles and also of amitoses has de-

creased considerably. They are observed in those acini which are still

relatively larger. In the non-castrated animal we again find a relative

increase in mitoses in the parenchyma as well as in the stroma, while in

the castrated guinea pig mitotic proliferation has ceased at this time.

The colloid-like material in acini and ducts is small in amount; the

stroma is densely fibrous. In the non-castrated guinea pig the nuclei

of the acinus cells are on the whole pale, while they take the stain well

in the castrated animal. In both we find epithelial cells which degen-

erate by vacuolization, karj^olysis or karyorrhexis; the degeneration is

somewhat less pronounced in the castrated animal. In both guinea

pigs many h^mphocytes and some polynuclear leucocj'tes are found in

the stroma and some of them migrate through the epithelium of acini

and ducts, and collecting around and inside of acini, they may contrib-

ute to the destruction of the gland.

THE MAMMARY GLAND IN NON-NURSING RATS AND GUINEA PIGS

Two days after labor. In both rat and guinea pig the effect of the

lack of nursing is noticeable as early as two daj's after labor.
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In both the nursing and the non-nursing rat at this period the mam-
mar\' glands are large, but while in the nursing animal they are red col-

ored, indicating an active circulation, in the non-nursing rat the}'- are

pale. The lobules are somewhat smaller in size in the non-nursing rat.

In the non-nursing animal the lobules consist of large acini, but this is

mainly due to the considerable amount of vacuolar and colloid material

found in the lumen of the acini and in the ducts. The ducts are dilated

by the stagnating secretion. The gland cells themselves are here dis-

tinctly lower than in the nursing rat; they are low cuboidal or flat,, al-

though some cells are a little higher. Again we notice a coalescence of

some neighboring acini. As in the nursing rats the gland cells contain

vacuoles, which are more frequent in the non-castrated than in the cas-

trated animals, but the nuclei are on the whole pale in the non-castrated

rat, while in the castrated rat the nuclei stain well with hematoxylin.

While in the nursing rats rare amitoses are found, they are lacking alto-

gether in the non-nursing rats, indicating a cessation or diminution in

secretory activity in the latter animals. On the other hand, a certain

number of mitoses are observed in the gland cells of the non-castrated rat,

they were exceptional in the castrated animal. In the nursing animals

the stimulus of nursing evidently called forth a much greater mitotic

proliferation. The character of the stroma is not yet changed, but the

number of mitoses in the stroma is reduced in the non-nursing rats.

There are as yet very few lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes in

the stroma. With exception of the few differences mentioned the glands

in the castrated and the non-castrated rats were similar.

On the whole we find analogous conditions in the nursing guinea pigs

after two days. The glands differ here from those of the nursing

guinea pigs in the following points: a, The gland cells are not quite

so high; b, in the non-castrated animal the nuclei of the gland cells are

pale; they stain well in the castrated animal; c, while in the nursing ani-

mals small vacuoles were seen at this period, in the non-nursing guinea

pigs many epithelial cells contain granules. Some granules get into the

lumen of the acini and some acini are fillcMl with granules, d, in the

non-nursing guinea pig some gland colls are (l(>g(MHM!iling (vacuolization,

pyknosis, karyolysis, karyorrhexis) ; c, amitos(\s nrv im\no.nt in the nurs-

ing, and ver}' rare in (he non-nursing aninuils; /, colloid-liko material

is more plentiful in the lumen of acini and (hicts in the nursing than in

the non-nursing animals; g, mitotic proliferation is rare in the j^aron-

chyma of the non-nursing animals, but a f<'\v mitoses nre found while

they arc absent in flic (lursing guinea pig; /i, in the tion-iunsiiiu;. non-cas-
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trated guinea pig there is already a small increase in lymphocytes and

polynuclear leucocytes in the stroma. This increase is lacking in the

castrated animal.

Seven days after labor a great decrease in the size of the mammary
gland has taken place in the rat, the diminution between the third and

seventh day following labor is very marked. The gland is now of small

size, while at two days it was still large; both the number of lobules and

of acini is much diminished. There are only few lobules and few acini

left in both the castrated and the non-castrated rats. The acini are

of small size, they have a small lumen and low cuboidal epithelium which

is also of small size. The absorption of the secreted material has much
further progressed in the non-castrated animal; here very little colloid

is visible in acini and ducts and all the ducts have a narrow lumen;

there is more colloid-like material left in the acini a«d ducts in the cas-

trated rat; here some of the ducts are even cystically dilated by retained

secretion. Thus it comes about that in the castrated rat some acini

appear larger than in the non-castrated rat. In some gland cells blood

pigment can be seen. Only very few of the epithelial cells contain

vacuoles. Evidently the back pressure of the secretion and the lack

of the stimulating effect of the suckling cause a cessation in the forma-

tion and secretion of milk. As in all non-nursing rats amitoses are

completely absent. On the other hand, in contradistinction to the

nursing rats, there is still some mitotic proliferation going on in the gland

cells of the non-nursing, non-castrated animal; it is absent in the cas-

trated animal. The connective tissue has relatively increased around

the acini; it is of a fibrous character, mitoses in the stroma are very rare.

In both the castrated and the non-castrated rats there are many
lymphocytes and some polynuclear leucocytes present in the stroma;

occasionally the polynuclear leucocytes form small collections. Some
of these cells migrate through the glandular epithelium and thus they

may injure some of the acini and ducts.

In the non-nursing guinea pigs the same process occurs at this period,

but the retrogression is not so rapid as in the rat. As in the non-nursing

rat the mammary gland is smaller than that of the non-nursing guinea

pig two days after labor; it comprises still many, but much smaller lob-

ules and each lobule has less acini which have a small or medium sized

lumen. In the non-castrated, but not in the castrated guinea pig,

there are occasionally some large acini present. The epithelium is low,

cuboidal or flat in the acini of medium or small size, and somewhat higher

and larger in some of the larger acini. It is therefore at places higher
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in the non-castrated than in the castrated guinea pig. Some of the

higher cells have large vacuoles and the nuclei divide here amitotically.

There is therefore more vacuolization and more amitotic division in

the non-castrated annual. There are only very few amitoses in the

castrated guinea pig; but they are also much diminished in the non-

nursing, non-castrated guinea pig as compared with the nursing, non-

castrated guinea pig at the corresponding period.

The more active secretion in the non-castrated animal is also indi-

cated by the greater amount of colloid-like material in the larger acini

as well as ducts of this animal. The stroma is relatively more fibrous

than at two days in the non-nursing animals and also as compared to

the nursing guinea pigs; it is especially dense around the smaller acini.

The connective tissue nuclei are small.

In contradistinction to the amitoses, we find a considerable number

of mitoses mainly in the gland cells, less in the gland ducts. The mi-

toses in the connective tissue cells are likewise much increased. In the

nursing guinea pigs mitoses are lacking or very rare at this time. In a

similar way we find an increase in the number of mitoses in the non-

nursing rat at this period, but in the rat it is still more marked in the

following period.

In the non-castrated guinea pig many lymphocytes and some poly-

nuclear leucocytes are found in the stroma and some of them migrate

through the epithelium of the gland and destroy some parts of it.

In the castrated animals the number of lymphocytes is much smaller;

again they injure here some of the acini.

In contradistinction to the rat we again find in the guinea pig marked

degenerative processes in the gland tissue. Vacuolization, karyolysis,

pyknosis and karyorrhexis are seen in the gland cells. Lymphocytes

may participate in this destruction. At some places the epithelium

has disappeared, and the colloid material is entering the stroma, and

connective tissue begins to proliferate and to fill spaces formerly occu-

pied by gland tissue. In the castrated guinea pig the amount of degen-

eration is less.

Two weeks {16 days) after labor. In the rat the size of the gland has

still further decreased and has almost reached its lowest level. It con-

sists of very few anfl small lobules and isolated ducts. Each lobule

comprises very few small acini. The gluiid ('(>lls are small and only a

few of them contain vacuoles. Little colloid-like material is found in

acini and in the ducts, which latter have a very narrow lumen. The
stroma is fibrous, but small in amount; it contains some lymphocytes
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and polynuclear leucocytes, some of which migrate through the epithe-

hum of acini and ducts. There is a considerable mitotic proliferation

going on in the glands of the castrated and the non-castrated animals;

it is more marked in the latter. The mitoses in the stroma are excep-

tional. In the castrated rat the lumina of the acini are furthermore

smaller and they contain less secreted material than in the non-castrated

animal. There are also fewer vacuoles present in the castrated rat.

Otherwise both behave alike.

In the guinea pig a more steady, less abrupt decline in the size and

activity of the mammary gland takes place; the gland is small and con-

tains fewer lobules and fewer acini than formerly. In general the acini

are small and the gland cells are low cuboidal and also of small size;

however, around the larger ducts there are some acini with a large lumen

and lined by high cuboidal epithelial cells. It is especially these higher

cells which contain vacuoles and divide amitotically or degenerate in

the usual manner. On the whole the occurrence of vacuoles and ami-

toses in the gland cells is infrequent. Some products of secretion are

seen in the large acini and in the ducts. The stroma is fibrous; there is

more dense fibrous tissue around the small than around the larger acini.

There are many lymphocytes and some polynuclear lymphocytes in

the stroma and some of them are passing through the epithelium and de-

stroying it. Mitoses are quite frequent; but they are more frequent in

the non-castrated than in the castrated animals; in the former they are

also frequent in the stroma. In the castrated guinea pig not only the

mitoses are less, but the high gland cells are missing; there are further-

more fewer amitoses, fewer degenerating cells and a smaller number of

lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes.

After three iveeks the mammary gland in the non-nursing rat is similar

to that found after two weeks. Glands and acinus cells are small.

At this time as after two weeks some blood pigment can be found in

the epithelial cells. The ducts are mostly isolated, unaccompanied by
acini. Some masses of lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes are

encountered around some acini and some of the lymphocytes migrate

through the glandular epithelium.

The number of mitoses in the gland tissue proper happens to be much
reduced in this specimen; they are lacking altogether in the stroma.

The gland of the castrated animal differs from that of the non-castrated

rat in the following points: In the former the acini and the gland cells

are somewhat smaller; there are less vacuoles, less mitoses, less products

of secretion; furthermore the number of lymphocytes and polynuclears

is smaller.
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In the guinea pig also the glands are on the whole similar to those

found after two days and we notice the same differences between the

glands of the non-castrated and the castrated animals as before. How-

ever, large acini are now absent and degenerating cells are no longer

found; amitoses are still rarer than before. Mitoses are not infrequent;

they occur in both parenchyma and stroma. While quite a number

occur in the gland cells in the castrated guinea pig they are here not so

frequent as in the non-castrated animal. In the castrated guinea pig

the mammary gland as a whole is smaller and the individual lobules

and acini are also smaller. The acini lined with larger and higher

epithelial cells are here not visible. The number of vacuoles, and the

quantity of secreted material in the acini and the number of lympho-

cj'tes in the stroma is less; but even in the castrated animal we find some

masses of lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes around and inside

some acini.

Four weeks after labor the mammary gland in the non-castrated, non-

nursing rat is small, but perhaps not quite so small as at three weeks;

the number of lobules and acini is slightly larger. The main differ-

ence, however, consists in the very much larger number of mitoses which

we find here everywhere in acinus, duct cells and stroma. Some ducts

have still a wide lumen. Some acinus cells and connective tissue cells

contain blood pigment.

Where there existed in the previous periods some difference between

the non-castrated and the castrated non-nursing rats, it is still more

marked in these specimens. In the castrated animal the gland is smaller,

consists of fewer lobules and acini which latter are very small; the gland

cells themselves are also much smaller. The ducts have a narrow

lumen and the amount of secreted material is less. The number of

mitoses is very much less in all the structures. There are here fewer

lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes in the stroma than in the non-

castrated animal.

In the guinea pig at this time no marked change has taken place from

the preceding i)oriod except that the number of mitoses has (locroasod

very mucii in both the non-castrated and the castrated animals; they

arc very rare in the non-castrated and absent in tin ( .i^n.ihd animals,

The numlK»r of vacuoles and amitoses in both animals is very small.

There is a very small quantity of thick colloid-like material in some

acini and in the ducts. Again there arc in the non-castrated animal

many lymphocytCH an<l polynuclear leueoeytivs present and some of

th«'iri migrate thrf)ngli the gland epithelium; occasionally lariie coUec-
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tions of the lymphocytes are observed around and in some acini which

are partly destroyed. In the castrated animal the number of lympho-

cytes and polynuclear lymphocytes present is smaller.

After five weeks the mammary gland in both the castrated and the

non-castrated rat is very small and hardly visible to the naked eye.

It is composed of very few lobules and isolated ducts. In each lobule

there are very few and very small acini which are lined with small low

cuboidal epithelium. Mitoses are now exceptional in the glands of

both the castrated and the non-castrated rat. Colloid-like material

is very small in amount or absent. Very few acinus cells have vacuoles

and they are fine. The ducts are very narrow. The stroma around the

acini consists of little fibrous connective tissue, with small cells. Some
epithelial and stroma cells contain blood pigment. There are some

lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes in the stroma and some of the

lymphocytes are passing through the gland epithelium.

In the castrated animal the acinus cells are somewhat smaller and

there are fewer lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes present in the

stroma; otherwise both glands are similar. At this time the lowest

point in both size and activity of the glands has approximately been

reached in the glands of the castrated and the non-castrated rats.

In the non-nursing guinea pigs the mammary gland also shows a

still further decrease in size from the former period. It consists now of

a few lobules and a few small acini; the acinus cells are small and low.

Only exceptional mitoses and very rare mitoses are visible. The num-
ber of vacuoles and the amount of colloid-like material is very small.

The stroma is fibrous and partly slightly edematous. There are many
lymphocytes and some polynuclear leucocytes and some of them collect

around the glandular epithelium and migrate through it. In the cas-

trated guinea pig the number of lymphocytes is smaller.

We see then that at five weeks in both non-nursing rat and guinea

pig the lowest state has been reached and that at this time the differ-

ence between the mammary gland of the castrated and the non-

castrated animal has almost disappeared.

DISCUSSION

1 . Curves of activity and size of the mammary gland in the nursing ani-

mals. In both rat and guinea pig the mammary gland has not yet

reached its maximum secretory activity ten or twelve hours after labor.

This is attained in the guinea pig two daj^s and in the rat about seven
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days after labor, or somewhat earlier; the maximum is therefore reached

earUer in the guinea pig. From this period on the gland maintains

approximately the same condition for several weeks. In the rat a maxi-

mum of secretion is found three and four weeks after labor; then a sud-

den diminution in the size of the glands and of the gland cells is notice-

able five weeks after labor. This goes hand in hand with a diminution

in those signs which indicate secretory activity in the gland. In the

guinea pig a critical point is reached three weeks after labor, when we
find associated with certain conditions indicating a maximum of secre-

tion (maximum of amitoses, much colloid material) the first signs of

degeneration in some gland cells. In the following two weeks we find

involutionary changes, which are much more marked at five than at

four weeks after labor. In the guinea pig in which the young at the

time of birth are much more mature than in the rat, suckling ceases at

an earlier period.

Five weeks after labor we find in the rat a marked decrease in the

size of lobules and acini, in the number of acini and in the size of the

gland cells; in the guinea pig a similar decrease occurs four and five weeks

after labor.

2. Besides changes in the size of the lobules and acini and in the size

and shape of cells, we find changes in the processes of secretion, namely,

in the number and size of vacuoles, the frequency of amitoses in the

acinus cells and the amount of colloid-like material in the lumen of

the acini and ducts.

In the rat the number of vacuoles increases in the first two days after

labor; a decrease occurs at five weeks. In the guinea pig the initial

increase is simultaneous with that in the rat; the decrease in number
and size of vacuoles is very marked at four weeks and still more pro-

nounced at five weeks.

Amitoses occur in the rat as well as in the guinea pig when the gland

cells have reached a large size; but throughout they are much more fre-

quent in the guinea pig than in the rat. They decrease in rat and

guinea pig with the cessation of suckling. The diminution in the col-

loid-like material at this period is especially noticeable in the guinea

P»«.

5. The mitotic proliferation in the glands shows an interesting rela-

tion to the activity or cessation of activity in the glands. In the rat

an active mitotic proliferation in the parenchyma and stroma is found

two days after labor; this coincides with the peroid of ascent toward

full Hccrctory activity. At that time the number of amitoses in tlio
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rat has not yet reached a maximum. When the secretorj'^ activity is

fully established mitotic activity is very low; mitoses are exceptional

and occasionally a somewhat increased number occurs, as for instance

three weeks after labor in the castrated rat. But with the cessation of

secretion five weeks after labor, at a time when the number of amitoses

is much diminished, the mitotic activity has again become quite active.

In the guinea pig we find a marked mitotic activity soon after labor,

at a time when a new ovulation is imminent and the animal is in heat.

With the full development of secretion and of amitotic activity mitoses

become very rare in parenchyma and stroma; but as in the rat with

beginning cessation of secretion and diminution in the number of ami-

toses the mitoses become again frequent after four weeks; this mitotic

activity is still present but with diminished intensity five weeks after

labor. On the whole mitoses in the parenchyma and in the stroma

follow a parallel course. As a rule an increase in the number of mitoses

in the stroma is found concomitantly with an increase in the parenchyma;

but occasionally mitoses are increased in the stroma without a simul-

taneous increase in the parenchyma and vice versa. It is possible that

sometimes the increase in the mitotic activity of the stroma has just

passed or not yet begun at the time of examination. On the whole

this parallelism to which we had drawn attention previously is unmis-

takable.

This appearance of what might be designated as alternating prolifer-

ating activity in rat and guinea pig does not depend on hormones

secreted by the gonads; it occurs also in castrated animals. It is in the

main due directly to changes in the mammary gland itself.

J^. While in the actively proliferating mammary gland of the guinea

pig the stroma is at least in parts rich in fibroblasts, in the secreting

gland of the nursing animal the stroma is fibrous in the guinea pig as

well as in the rat. However, the amount of fibrous tissue around the

secreting acini is very small. As soon as the secretion ceases, the

amount of fibrous tissue around the acini increases considerably. This

is perhaps to a great extent due to a retraction of the fibrous stroma

which has been made possible through the diminution in the size and

number of the acini.

5. Lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes are found primarily in

the stroma. Secondarily they often collect around certain acini and

penetrate through the acini or lining of the ducts into the lumen of the

gland. In the rat as well as in the guinea pig they appear when the

secretion begins to cease and an involution of the gland sets in. Thus
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we find them in the rat five weeks after labor; in the guinea pig they

appear earUer, namely, three weeks after labor; they are visible four

weeks after labor and become still more numerous at five weeks. A small

number of them is seen in the guinea pig soon after labor and in the

beginning of secretion. Somehow the changes produced by cessation

of secretion attract these cells. They are on the whole less numerous

in the castrated animals. This is especially noticeable in the series of

non-nursing animals; but it is likewise evident in the series of nursing

animals five weeks after labor.

6. The mammarj' glands in the castrated and the non-castrated rats

and guinea pigs are essentially alike during the period of secretion.

The effect exerted by the ovary is negligible in comparison with the

effect exerted by the suckling and with the changes brought about

through the sudden cessation of growth stimuli in a mammaiy gland in

which hyperplasia had been previously caused through the growth fac-

tors active during pregnancy.

There are minor differences between the castrated and the non-

castrated animals; they are probably of an accidental character, but

our findings in the non-nursing animals where the differences are more

definite suggest that also in the first series certain differences between

the castrated and the non-castrated animals may be due to the influ-

ence of the ovarj\ They are the following: a, Two days after labor the

number of mitoses is greater in the mammary gland of the non-cas-

trated than of the castrated rat. In a similar way the number of mi-

toses is much greater in the mammary gland of the non-castrated than

of the castrated guinea pig five weeks after labor. We interpret these

facts as indicating that the effect of the ovarian hormone may be effec-

tive in the time following secretion or preceding it. 6, In the rat the

number of lymphocytes in the stroma of the mammary gland five weeks

after labor is less in the castrated rat than in the non-castrated rat.

This difference between the castrated and the non-castrated animals is

more pronounced in the series of non-nursing animals.

7. It might be asked whether the growth stinuili which cause the

growth of the mammary gland in the normal pregnant guinea pig

might be equally efficient in causing proliferation in the gland of the

guinea pig, nursing her young in the period following labor. In our

previous pa|)<>r we gave .some facts whi(;h make it very prol^able that in

the suckling guinea pig these growth stimuli of pregnancy are ineffec-

tive (4). We found that fifteen, nineteen and twenty-nine days after

labor in guinea pigs which had been impregnated directly following
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labor and which suckled their young, mitotic proliferation was absent in

the glands, that on the other hand the typical amitotic proliferation of

the nuclei was in evidence.

We may then conclude that the processes active during secretion suc-

cessfully counteract the influence of the growth stimuli of pregnancy.

8. The curves of involution of the mammaiy gland in the non-nursing

animals take a somewhat different course in the rat and in the guinea

pig. In the rat the descent is very rapid ; it is already noticeable after

two days, becomes very marked after seven days, and has almost reached

its lowest point at fifteen days following labor; it progresses extremely

slowly during the following four weeks. Lobules and acini decrease in

number and size; epithelial cells become smaller. In the guinea pig

the main decline takes place also in the first two weeks, but the decrease

is somewhat less abrupt and proceeds more evenly toward end of the

fifth week. The essential changes involved in involution are in both

species the same. This difference in the curves is perhaps referable

to the fact that in the rat the gland tissue is distributed over a much
wider area than in the guinea pig where the gland is concentrated in

two places. It is of interest to compare these curves with those of the

retrogressing uterus. Here we also find a more rapid decline in the

rat than in the guinea pig.

9. The changes found in the non-nursing animals are the same as

those found in the nursing animals after cessation of suckling, namely,

besides the diminution in size and number of lobules and acini a dimi-

nution in the number of vacuoles, in the size of the acinus cells, in the

amount of colloid-like material in acini and ducts, in the character of

the stroma, which becomes more densely fibrous and is present in a

relatively larger quantity in the nursing animals. The number of

nuclear amitoses is much diminished in the guinea pig; they are absent

in the non-nursing rat.

There is an additional difference between rat and guinea pig; in the

latter degenerative processes in the gland cells are much more marked
than in the rat. In the guinea pig gland cells degenerate under the

appearances of pyknosis, karyorrhexis and karyolysis and cj^toplasmic

vacuolization in the first two weeks following labor; a maximum in these

changes is reached about one week after labor. At that time whole

parts of the gland may be substituted by connective tissue. In the rat

these degenerative processes are not noticeable. This difference is per-

haps again due to the fact that in the guinea pig the whole gland tissue

is concentrated in two areas; therefore the destructive processes are here

more violent than in the rat.
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10. We found in the series of nursing animals a migration of lympho-

cytes and poh'nuelear leucocytes from the vessels into the stroma of the

gland and from these into the acini and ducts. The same condition we
find in a more marked manner in the non-nursing series* Here we find

throughout an emigration of lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes.

It increases in the fii-st few days following labor and is fully developed

seven days after labor. In the guinea pig it is at all times much stronger

in the non-castrated than in the castrated animals; in the rat the same

difference becomes apparent from the third week on.

The substances produced in the gland during the process of involu-

tion attract these cells. These processes of involution are therefore

more marked in the non-castrated than in the castrated animals.

11. A study of mitotic proliferation in the non-nursing series confirms

the conclusions we arrived at in the analysis of the glands of the first

series. Here we found that cessation of nursing was accompanied by

a resumption of mitotic proliferation in the formerly secreting glands.

In the non-nursing rats we note active mitotic proliferation two, seven

and fifteen days after labor. At three weeks proliferation is suspended

;

but at four weeks it is once more active, reaching here a maximum in the

non-castrated animal. In the non-nursing guinea pig mitotic prolif-

eration is verj' active seven days after labor, it is still quite noticeable,

although less intense two and three weeks after labor. Four and five

weeks after labor it has again become rare. There is in general a cor-

respondence between mitotic activity in the stroma and parenchyma.

In the rat we find throughout the non-nursing series and in the guinea

pig two and three weeks after labor, a decided inferiority of the cas-

trated animals, as far as mitotic proliferation is concerned. But even

in the castrated animals there is present an active endogenous stimulus

for cell proliferation which is independent of an ovarian hormone. It

is evidently some factor active in the gland itself which at certain times

causes this mitotic cell proliferation. This stimulus is probably at least

at a certain period identical with the stimulus which calls forth the

secretion of milk. At other times it is probably related to those regres-

sive conditions in the parenchyma which follow milk secretion, when
we find degenerative processes in th(> gland or solution of gland tissue.

Both of these conditions are of a similar character; in both wo have to

deal with degenerative proce.s.se8 and with a discarding citluM- of a part

of the cytoplasm or of the whole cell. In a c(Mtain sense they may
therefore be classed aniotig the regenerative stimuli. In the secretory

gland these stimuli merely lead to an amitotic division of the nuclei;
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but as soon as secretion ceases mitotic proliferation can set in. We find

therefore here an alternating relation between amitotic and mitotic

proliferation.

13. There is present in addition to the local proliferative stimuli a

secondary condition emanating from the ovary which reinforces the

action of the local stimuli. Thus we find that in the castrated animals

mitotic proliferation is less marked than in the non-castrated animals,

although at the time when the endogenous stimuli are at the height of

their action proliferation may reach the same intensity in the castrated

and non-castrated animals.

13. We have stated that in the castrated animals mitotic proliferation

in the mammary gland was less than in the non-castrated rats and guinea

pigs. There was furthermore some difference in the amount of infil-

tration with lymphocytes and polynuclear leucocytes in these two kinds

of animals. A comparison of the glands in the non-nursing series shows

still further differences between the castrated and the non-castrated ani-

mals. In the rat the size of acini, of acinus cells, the number of vacu-

oles and of the amount of colloid are usually somewhat smaller in the

castrated animals. In the guinea pig we find similar differences in the

size of the acinus cells and in the number of amitoses in the first three

weeks following labor in the non-nursing series.

We may then conclude that the effect of the ovarian hormone on the

mammary gland is present even in the period following labor, that its

effect is however covered up by the much stronger effect of suckling

and that as soon as this stimulus ceases the effect of castration becomes

again apparent, although it may be weak.

14- It has been observed that the suckling of the breast on one side

may cause the pressing out of milk from the breast of the other side

(5). This suggests the participation of reflexes which connect the sep-

arate glands in the process of suckling. It was therefore of interest to

test the effect of suckling in one breast on the involutionary changes in

the other breast, which take place if here suckling has been made im-

possible through ligating the nipple. This we did in several cases in

nursing guinea pigs. In each case we found that the gland which could

i)o longer be used for suckling retrogressed rapidly, in a way compa-

rable to the involution of the mammary gland in the non-nursing guinea

pig; on the contrary the gland of the other side which was suckled by

the young continued to be large and to produce milk. We may there-

fore conclude that the process which maintains the active state of lac-

tation in the mammarj^ gland consists solely in the local effect of the

withdrawal of the milk.
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15. Since Virchow it is customary to distinguish between functional

and formative stimuli. The latter lead to multiplication of cells and

nuclei, to growth generally and to differentiation,, the former initiate

those changes which lead to function unaccompanied by growth. The
stimuli initiating lactation are of an intermediate character; thej''

produce a combination of processes of secretion and of an abortive

growth, usually consisting in amitotic nuclear division, but under cer-

tain conditions advancing to mitotic cell proliferation.

In the case of the mammary gland the processes of secretion probably

involve a loss of parts of the cytoplasm and it is probably this factor

which is responsible for phenomena of growth which we observe during

lactation or following it.

SUMMARY

1. Castration does not noticeably modify the condition of the lac-

tating mammary gland in rat and guinea pig. The effects of castration

become manifest as soon as suckling ceases.

2. The changes found in the mammary gland during lactation, after

cessation of suckling and in animals which have been prevented from

suckling are similar in rat and guinea pig, but some differences exist in

the time curves in both species in nursing as well as in non-nursing ani-

mals; differences exist furthermore in the frequency of amitotic prolifer-

ation, and the kind and intensity of degeneration of gland tissue in

both species.

3. An alternating relation exists between mitotic cell proliferation and

amitotic nuclear proliferation in the mammary gland. The latter is

accompanying secretion, the former precedes and follows secretion.

Both are associated in a causal way with the cellular processes on which

lactation in all probability depends (a partial solution of cytoplasm) or

which initiate the return of the gland to the resting condition (total

solution of parts of tissue).

4. The stimulus calling forth lactation is intermediate in character

between a functional and a formative stimulus and partakes somewhat
of the character of both.

5. The stimuli which call forth proliferation in the mammary gland

during lactation and directly following lactation are essentially of an

endogenous character; there is secondarily ailded to this stimulus the

action of ovarian hormone. Lactation prevents the action of this hor-

mone from becoming manifest. It tn:inif(>sts itself with the cessation

of lactation.
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6. Secretion not only prevents the ovarian hormone from manifesting

itself in the mammary gland, but also those formative stimuli which

are active during pregnancy.

7. Involution of the mammary gland in the non-suckling animal is

essentially a local process; it is induced in the mammary gland by the

lack of use in one particular gland, without reference to the function

of other glands.

8. Invasion of the mammary gland by polynuclear leucocytes and lym-

phocytes occurs especially during the period of involution in contra-

distinction to that of lactation. It is less marked in the castrated

animals.

9. The stroma of the secretory gland consists of thin connective tis-

sue fibers, in contrast with the proliferating gland where the stroma is

often cellular. In the resting gland the stroma is densely fibrous.

10. If we compare the influence of castration and nursing on involu-

tion in uterus and mammary gland, we notice in the mammary gland

a dominance of the effect of nursing over that of castration, while in

the uterus the opposite relation exists.

In both species our results show a very rapid effect of castration and
nursing on the activities and size in both organs and especially do they

indicate a very early diminution in proliferative activities of the tissues

as the result of castration.
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The cause of the excretion of creatine by women is as yet unex-

plained. Krause (1) observed creatinuria regularly immediately fol-

lowing menstruation and considered that the excretion was related

to changes associated with the sexual cycle in woman. M. S. Rose

(2) and W. C. Rose (3) and collaborators, however, were not able to

confirm the work of Krause. They found the creatinuria irregular and

without any relation to the period of menstruation. Great variations

between individual subjects were also observed. Krause (4) has sug-

gested that women occupy a position intermediate between men and

children as far as concerns their creatine metabolism. Men are able

to completely metabolize the creatine normally produced in metab-

olism; in children, the power of conversion or of destruction of creatine

is very slight; while according to the conception of Krause, women are

able to metabolize the greater part, but frequently not all, of the

creatine which is normally the product of the metabolic activities of

the muscles. This implies that there is a diminished power of destruc-

tion of creatine in women, but as far as is known to the writers, this is

based on indirect evidence and has never been demonstrated experi-

mentally. Denis and Minot (5), (6) have recently maintainod that

the excretion of creatine by women is associated with a high level of

protein metabolism, since even in normal women diets high in protein

caused the excretion of large amounts of creatine. They had pr(>viously

shown that in adults of both sexes in cases of Graves' disease (7) and

in normal children (8) the output of .creatine varied with the level of

protein metabolism. With nonnal men howevcM* ('r(\'itinuria could not

\ic induced by ingestion of excessive amounts of prolixin. The theory

of Miss Denis points to an .exogenous origin of creatine from protein

and to a definite? .siiturulion point of the organism for creatine, beyond

which excretion of creatine whetiier exogenous or endogenous takes

place. The nuiKcleH of women and children even allowing for individual
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variations, would be assumed to have a lower saturation point than

those of men since creatinuria may be so readily induced by increases

in protein content of the diet in the former. Several investigators

(2), (3) have recently reported that they have been unable to confirm

the work of Denis and Minot. Denis and Minot (6) however maintain

that the diets employed by W. C. Rose (3) were not sufficiently high

in protein content to cause creatinuria. It is to be noted that in the

earlier experiments of Denis (5), creatinuria was obtained at essentially

the same level of nitrogen excretion as was reached in the experiments

of Rose. The criticism is also made that the periods of high protein

diet followed a low protein diet and were too brief to give opportunity

for the production of creatinuria. In three of the four high protein

periods with normal women reported by Miss Denis (5), (6), however,

creatine appears on the first day of the high protein period despite a

previous diet of low protein content.

The experiments of the present series were undertaken to afford

additional evidence on the following points since the experimental data

of previous workers seemed conflicting, a, The relation of creatinuria

to the sexual cycle in the normal adult female. 6, The influence of the

protein content of the diet on the creatinuria of women, c, The ability

of the female organism to destroy creatine administered per os. Is

the destruction or transformation of ingested creatine by the adult

female influenced by variations in the sexual functions?

METHODS

Creatinine was determined by the microchemical method of Folin,

creatine by the method of S. R. Benedict, pure creatinine being used

as the standard in both cases, and total nitrogen by the method of

Kjeldahl-Gunning.

Three healthy women, students or instructors in the laboratory,

served as subjects of the experiments. They were all maintained on

a creatine-creatinine free diet during the periods of study. Milk and

foods in which milk was present to any great extent were also excluded

from the diet. The low protein diet consisted chiefly of potatoes

supplemented by bread, butter, fruit and green vegetables. The
high protein diets of the earlier experiments consisted mainlj' of eggs,

beans and bread, while later the protein was supplied by glidine, a

commercial diabetic food of high nitrogen content, supplemented by
legumes and cheese. The food was not weighed, but the intake was
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relatively constant in the periods of low protein intake. In the

periods of high protein ingestion, however, the consumption of food

was not. uniform, an attempt being made to secure a maximum

TABLE 1
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1918-19. A comparison of the results of these experiments with

those of later ones in which the same individuals served as subjects

shows rather striking differences in the frequency of the occurrence of

creatine in the urine. In the earlier experiments warm weather made
the continuance of the high protein diets difficult, so that lat^er experi-

ments were more successful from this point of view.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Relation of the excretion of creatine to the menstrual period. According

to Krause (1), creatine normally disappears from the urine at the onset

of menstruation, reappearing immediately after menstruation has

ceased. His experiments are open to the objection that the analyses

were made at irregular intervals sometimes a month apart. The
results given in the tables of the present study afford data from three

women under carefully controlled conditions and include eight complete

menstrual periods with fore and after periods. In table 2 are pre-

sented data covering two successive menstrual periods with the whole

of the intervening period. For one subject (S) the data include five

complete menstrual periods.

The findings maj^ be briefly summarized as follows. In four cases

creatine was present just before the onset of the menses; in four (leav-

ing out of consideration those days in which creatine was ingested),

it occurred during the menstrual period; and in three, creatinuria was
observed shortly after menstruation. In no case was a tendency

toward creatinuria more marked during or near the period of menstru-

ation than at any other time. In fact except in the first two experi-

ments (table 1), which will be discussed later, creatinuria was not only

rare and of very brief duration when it occurred, but the amounts
excreted were very small. The results seem to justify the conclusion

that the periodic variations in the sexual function in women can bear

no direct relation t9 the intermittent creatinuria frequently observed,

a conclusion in harmony with more recent work (2), (3). In this

connection it is of interest to recall that although according to Hunter
and Campbell (9) the total creatine content of the blood of women is

higher than that of men, no variation in the content of the creatine of

blood during menstruation has been observed by Wang and Dentler

(10). The analyses presented however include only one menstrual

and one intermenstrual sample for each individual. The value of their

results would be greatly increased if analyses had been made at more
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TABLE 2
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frequent intervals on the same individual and checked by urinary

creatine determinations, in view of the relation observed by Hunter

and Campbell between the creatine content of blood and urine.

Protein ingestion and creatinuria. The failure of other investigators

(2), (3) to produce creatinuria in normal women by high protein diets

as had Denis (5), (6) suggested that there might be a relation between

the menstrual cycle and creatinuria following protein ingestion. The
organism might at some period of the menstrual cycle be more easily

stimulated to creatinuria by ingestion of excessive quantities of protein

than at others. Denis does not indicate in her experiments the relation

of the protein periods to the period of menstruation. Accordingly in

the present study of the influence of high protein diets an attempt was

made to determine whether there was any difference in the influence

of the protein at different periods of the menstrual cycle.

In the case of subject S (table 1), the ingestion of larger amounts of

protein seemed at first to give rise to creatinuria, but even with con-

tinued increase in the urinary nitrogen, creatine disappeared entirely

from the urine, suggesting that the metabolic processes may be able

to adjust themselves to the higher protein level. With subject A,

although the increase in the nitrogen output was not as marked, creatine

appeared {persistently. This may possibly be attributed to the fact that

the subject was suffering at the time from a mild attack of hyperthy-

roidism (7). In later experiments with the same subject when the

thyroid condition was improved (table 4) no creatine excretion was

observed to accompany a higher protein level. With subject S at a

later period (table 3) creatine appeared only once although the nitrogen

excretion was three times as great in the high protein period as in the

preceding low protein one. The results indicate that in these subjects,

at least, there is no more tendency to creatinuria during menstruation

when the diet is high in its content of protein than when it is low; in

fact in table 3 during the high protein period there was a total absence

of creatine in the urine during the menses. Creatinuria was no more

easilj' provoked by a high protein diet in one period of the menstrual

cj'cle than in another. The failure to induce significant creatinuria

by high protein diets is in accord with -the findings of M. S. Rose (2)

and W.C.Rose (3).

Gamble and Goldschmidt (11) have recently demonstrated that

the creatinuria of infants associated with high protein diets derived

largely from milk is not due to the protein per se, but probably to the

creatine content of the milk ingested. They observed that the quantity
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TABLE 3

SUBJECT S., WEIGHT 56.7 KGM.

Creatinine Creatine as creatinine Total \

Period I. Low protein diet

1919



TABLE 4

SUBJECT A., WEIGHT 65.0 KGM.

Creatinine Creatine as creatinine Total N
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of whey fed was more directly related to the degree of creatinuria than

was the total protein value of the food. We have carried out one

study on the efifects of diets high in milk on the creatinuria of women.

A weighed basal diet low in protein content was ingested during a fore

period followed by a period in which casein in the form of "cottage

cheese"^ was added to the basal diet. Protein-free milk was then

ingested in amounts equivalent to six quarts of milk, and finally fresh

milk and milk powder equivalent to the same quantity of milk (table

6). Although in the high milk period the nitrogen excretion was four

TABLE 5

SUBJECT B., WEIGHT 51 KGM.

Creatinine Creatine as creatinine Total N
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TABLE

SUBJECT 8., WEIGHT 58.6 KQM.

Creati-
nine

Crea-
tine as
creati-
nine

Total
N Diet

Period I

I9i0
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Folin (12), in man on a low protein diet creatine in amounts less than

2 to 5 grams is completely retained. In a later publication however

Folin and Denis (13) state that "one gram of creatine per day is about

the maximum amount which a full grown man can be made to retain,

even when kept on a low protein diet and on high protein diets the

amounts retained are smaller than on low protein diets." Burns and

Orr (14) observed creatinuria after ingestion of only 0.5 gram of creatine.

Myers and Fine (15) recovered 16 to 29 per cent of administered creatine

when 2 grams or less were fed, while Rose and Dimmitt (16) recovered

from 5 to 10 per cent after feeding 1 to 2 grams. We have not been

able to find any record of results of creatine administration to women.

It is frequently implied (4), (17) that the organism of the female has

less power to utihze or convert creatine when ingested than the male,

but direct experimental evidence seems to be lacking.

As shown in table 2 with subject S after ingestion of 0.494 gram of

creatine during menstruation the excretion of the creatine administered

was almost quantitative. An equal amount of creatine fed during the

intermenstrual period and in the succeeding menstrual period did

not cause creatinuria nor increase the elimination of creatinine. With

the same subject (table 3) ingestion of 1 gram of creatine either in one

dose or divided into hourly doses of 0.1 gram to facilitate absorption

resulted in the elimination of about 3 per cent in the urine. With

subject A (table 4) after the administration of creatine in amounts,

varj'-ing from 0.5 to 2.0 grams, creatine was excreted in amounts corre-

sponding to about 10 to 16 per cent of that ingested.

In general the results of these experiments are comparable with the

results of similar experiments upon men. With the one exception

mentioned above, creatine administered per os to women in amounts

up to 2 grams resulted in slight creatinuria only. There seems there-

fore to be no marked difference in the assimilation and retention of

ingested creatine by healthy men and women.

In seeking a possible cause for the excretion of creatine by women,

the difference between the results of InMc 1 and of tables 3 and 4 is

suggestive. As previously stated, durinjj; llic earlier experiments (table

1) both subjects were in poor physical condition, resulting from an

unusually hard year of university work. The week of May 10-17

in particular was one of piiysical and nervous strain, and in both sub-

jects, especially subject A, creatinuria was observed. In contrast with

the frequent occurrence of creatine in (liese experiments, is the infre-

quent elimination of creatine in tlu^ laiei experinienls (tables 2 to 4)
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which were carried out during the summer and at the beginning of the

college year, when the subjects were in better physical condition. It

seems possible also that the creatinuria observed at the beginning of

the high protein diet (table 1, subject S, table 6) might have been related

to the difficulty of ingestion of such a diet. This is borne out by the

gradual disappearance of the creatinuria as the subject became accus-

tomed to the diet. It would be of interest to compare the creatine

excretion of healthy women who lead an outdoor hfe with that of women
who work indoors under high nervous tension.

SUMMARY

1. There appears to be no direct relation between the phases of the

menstrual cycle and the appearance of creatine in the urine of the

adult woman.
2. Protein per se was not the causal factor in the production of

creatinuria in normal woman. No evidence was obtained that there

was any greater tendency toward the production of creatinuria by high

protein diets during the menstrual period than during the intermen-

strual period.

3. The results of the administration of creatine per os do not afford

any evidence in support of the theory that the power of the adult

female organism to destroy or convert ingested creatine is less than

that of the male.
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Numerous attempts have been made in the past to determine whether

or not the puhnonary arteries are under vasomotor control. Most of

the experimental work has been done on mammals. Because of tech-

nical difficulties the results obtained on stimulation of various nerves

never gave clear and convincing evidence of the vasomotor control,

for the changes in rate of flow through the pulmonary vessels or rise

in pressure of the pulmonary artery as a result of stimulation of various

nerves could be explained on the rate or strength of heart beat or on

changes in the general arterial or venous pressure as a result of the

stimulation. So uncertain were most of the results that many of the

writers of textbooks do not even treat of the matter as a controversial

question but incline to the belief that the pulmonary blood vessels are

not under vasomotor control. Others, whom we will mention presently,

felt reasonably certain that vasomotor nerves to the pulmonary vessels

exist, if it will be conceded that a change in the rate of the blood flow

through the isolated and perfused lung as the result of the injection of

adrenalin furnishes positive proof that vasomotor nerves supply the

pulmonary vessels.

literature

Our first observations on vasomotor nerves to the pulmonary vessels

were made quite aceidently during the experimental study of a prob-

' A demonstration of the presence of vasomotor nerves in the vagosympa-
thetic to the puhnonary vessels of the frog hing (rana pipiens) was given to the

members of the American Physiological Society at the Hull Physiological Labora-

tory, the University of Chicago, December 29, 1920.

72
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lem of an entirely different nature. Since the results were so clear-cut

and decisive we concluded that we could present data on pulmonary

vasomotor nerves which were, because of the fortunate experimental

conditions employed by us, quite striking and original. After we had

made an extended search of the literature it became evident that many

of the previous investigators and writei-s on this subject failed to present

all of the evidence to their readers. Certainly, some of the most con-

vincing experimental work on the subject had been overlooked by some

and discredited by others, without going to the trouble of repeating it.

We therefore felt that a brief chronological survey of the previous work

was desirable before the presentation of our own results.

It seems that even before Claude Bernard and Brown-S^quard had

demonstrated by their classical experiments the presence of vasocon-

strictor nerves in the cervical sympathetic (1851) Moritz Schiff (22)

noted, in 1847, a congestion of the lungs following double vagotomy

which was quite different from the congestion and consolidation of the

lungs of pneumonic animals. On the basis of our present knowledge his

observations might be interpreted as a congestion due to the release of

the pulmonary vessels from the tonic influence of vasoconstrictor nerves

carried by the vagus. At any rate, the observation is interesting since

it was made on the very vessels which even after the discovery of vaso-

motor nerves have been supposed, on the basis of experimental studies,

to possess few if any vasomotor nerves of physiological consequence.

In two long papers (22), (23) Schiff, on the basis of nmnerous and ingen-

ious experiments coupled with accurate observations, ably defended

his position against Traube in maintaining that double vagotomy effects

a hyperemia of the lung which is quite different from the aspiration

pneumonia which may secondarily be engrafted on the hyperemic con-

dition, if operative procedures are not instituted to prevent it. Traube,

among others, never recognized the ''neuroparalytic congestion" of the

pulmonary blood vessels described by Schiff following double vagot-

omy. On the discovery of vasomotor nerves some three years later

Schiff interpreted his "neuroparalytic congestion" of the lungs in terms

of a dilatation of the pulmonary vessels because of section of tonic vaso-

constrictor nerves contained in the vagus of the pulmonary vessels.

Forty-four years after the appearance of his first paper (24) (1894) on

neuroparalytic pulmonary congestion he devised experiments to dem-
onstrate by direct stimulation vasoconstrictor control of the pulmo-

nary vessels through the vagus nerve. His failure to satisfactorily

prove their existence in the mammal can probably be explained by a
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misguiding procedure in the preparation of his animals which will be

discussed more fully presently.^

No further work on vasomotor nerves to the pulmonary vessels is

reported until Brown-S^quard (4) reopened the investigation in 1871-

1873. As a result of his work physiologists focussed their attention

on the thoracic sjTnpathetic nerves as the vasomotor nerves to the

pulmonary vessels; for Brown-S^quard failed to obtain any vasomotor

effects on stimulation of the vagus nerve after atropinization of the ani-

mal. In 1874, Genzemer (29) confirmed the findings of Schiff and

extended the work chiefly in these two directions: a, he maintained

that the congestion of the lungs after double vagotomy appears within

several hours after the operation; and h, stated that on exposing the

parietal pleura by removal of the intercostal muscles it was possible

to see vdth great plainness a marked reddening of the lung immedi-

ately following section of both vagi nerves (rabbits). The author con-

cludes that tonic vasoconstrictor nerves for the pulmonary nerves are

present in the vagi and that an aspiration pneumonia is a condition

which often supervenes as a secondary phenomenon following double

vagotomy. A few years later Lichtheim (18) Ukewise eliminated the

vagus nerve as a possible vasomotor nerve to the pulmonary vessels

when he failed to observe any change in the pressure of the pulmonary

artery following stimulation in animals cUropinized in order to eliminate

the usual cardio-inhibitory effects incident to such stimulation. Since

he obtained an increased pressure in the pulmonary artery following

direct stimulation of medulla oblongata, faradization of the cervical

cord, asphyxia and strychnine he concluded that the vasomotor nerves

run down the cord and reach the lungs by way of the thoracic sympa-

thetic chain rather than by way of the vago-sympathetic, a conclusion,

as we have seen, previously arrived at by Brown-S^quard. In support

of this position Frangois-Franck (10) showed conclusively that stimu-

lation of the thoracic sympathetic nerves to the lungs is followed by a

rise in the pressure of the pulmonary artery synchronous with a fall

in the pressure in the left auricle. He Ukewise concluded that the vagus

contained no vasomotor fibers for the pulmonary vessels; for stimulation

of the vagus nerves in animals atropimzed to eliminate the disturbing

cardiac effects had not the slightest effect on the pressure in the pul-

monary artery or left auricle.

* SchifT finally came to the cooclusion, in 1894, that the vagus carried vaso-

oonttriotor fibers to the bronchial arteries and that the branches of the pulmonary

artary reoeired TMOOonitriotor branches from the thoracic sympathetic nerves.
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No one remembered or considered seriously the neuroparalytic con-

gestion or hyperemia of the lung following double vagotomy (chiefly

in rabbits) when Brown-S^quard and those who followed him demon-

strated that stimulation of the vagus in animals prepared by injection

of atropine to eUminate cardio-inhibitory effects was without the sUght-

est effect on the pulmonary vessels. Nor did anyone take particular

note of or seriously consider (except Schiff in 1894) two short articles

by Couvreur (8), (9) which appeared in 1889. In these articles Couv-

reur stated that if the peripheral vagus trunk of a frog is stimulated

after sectioning the cardiac fibers, one can under the microscope see

a complete cessation of the blood flow through the lung.' He attrib-

uted these effects to the sympathetic fibers contained in the peripheral

vagus trunk on the basis of the previous work of Brown-Sequard and

FranQois-Franck on the atropinized mammal; and hazarded the guess

that the hemorrhages into the lung following double vagotomy might be

explained on the basis of vasoconstrictor nerves carried in the vagus

of some mammals. He had seen such effects one-half hour after double

vagotomy in guinea pigs. It seems that he was not famiUar with the

similar views of Schiff outUned above and published 32 years previously.

Last year Ozorio de Almeida (30) reported a fatal congestion and

edema of the lungs of double vagotomized guinea pigs following the

stimulation of the peripheral ends of the vagus nerves. Double

vagotomy alone without stimulation of the nerves did not effect an

edema.

In the year 1890 Arthaud and Butte (1) stated that the vasocon-

strictor fibers in the trunk of the vagosympathetic nerves of the frog

described by Couvreur were in tonic activity; for these two investi-

gators found that section of the vago-sympathetic nerve on one side

led to a marked vasodilatation of the vessels of the corresponding lung.

Among others, Cavazzani (7) was not impressed by the statements of

Couvreur and Arthaud and Butte; for the following year he refused to

accept the assertion or the experimental evidence on the basis of the

work reported by the physiologists mentioned above, that even light

excitation of the vagus in frogs gave constriction sufficient to com-
pletely arrest the circulation through the lung. Cavazzani (1891) was
apparently the first who investigated the vasomotor innervation of the

^ When making the original observations on the frog and the turtle we were
not acquainted with the work of Couvreur, Arthaud and Butte, and Krogh.
As a matter of fact all of our experimental work was completed before we insti-

tuted a search of the literature which is presented in this section.
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lungs by the perfusion method. Perfusing the lungs under constant

pressure and then stimulating various nerves, he found that the sym-

patheties contained dilator and that the vagus contained constrictor

nerves to the pulmonary vessels. Stimulation of the vago-sympathetic

in the dog was usually followed by dilatation, however. Two years

later Henriques (15) reported finding a rise in the pressure of the pul-

monary artery accompanied by a fall in the pressure of the left auricle

following stimulation of the vagus of a curarized cat. Since similar

observ'ations in dogs and rabbits effected a drop in arterial pressure of

the pubnonary artery with rise in the left intra-auricular pressure with

no change in the rate of the heart he concluded that the vagus contains

chiefly dilator fibers for the pulmonary vessels of the dog and rabbit

and constrictor fibers to the pulmonary vessels of the cat. This con-

clusion for the cat was drawn from a single experiment and the author

himself questions its validity. Parenthetically, we might call the read-

er's attention to the fact that Henriques did not atropinize his ani-

mals prior to vagus stimulation. His work was reviewed the following

year by Bradford and Dean (2) who measured simultaneously the pres-

sure in the pulmonary and carotid arteries in morphinized, curarized,

and doubly vagotomized dogs under chloroform anesthesia whilst stim-

ulating various anterior roots of the dorsal cord within the spinal

column. They obtained evidence of the presence of vasomotor (specifi-

cally vasoconstrictor fibers) for the pulmonary vessels in the 3rd, 4th

and 5th dorsal nerves. They also attempted to elicit reflex constriction

of the pulmonary vessels by stimulation of the intercostal, sciatic, etc.,

nerves. They concluded that the vasomotor sj'^stem of the pulmonary

vessels is but poorly developed. A search for the presence of vasomotor

fibers in the vagus was unsuccessful. Following the lead set by previ-

ous investigators these authors also injected atropine to eliminate the

cardiac effects of the vagus on the heart. No mention is made of the

work of Couvreur; but the work of Henriques is mentioned as a unique

example of the only author who ascribed vasomotor action to the

vagus for the pulmonary vessels. During the following two years,

FranQoiH-Franck (11), (12), (13), (14) extended and strengthened the

position held by him since the appearance of his first work in 1881. He
measured simultaneously the pressure in a branch of pulmonary artery,

the aorta, the left auricle and took plethysmographio records of the lung

while stimulating the thoracic sympathetic trunk at various points or

first thoracic nerve. He confirmed the work of Bradford and Dean in

every particular. Among other things he showed that vasoconstriction
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of the lung following stimulation of the sympathetic nerves was accom-

panied by an increase in the lung volume of the affected side together

with a decrease in the left intra-auricular pressure. The increase in

volume of the lungs under these conditions he attributed to the increased

efficiency of the ventricular systole. By his method he demonstrated

reflex vasoconstriction of the pulmonary vessels resulting from stimu-

lation of the central ends of the crural, sciatic, and central abdominal

vagus (from the latter after atropinization to prevent reflex cardiac

inhibition). In fact, every afferent nerve (cutaneous or visceral) which

he tried gave him the phenomenon. He considered the vasoconstriction

in the pulmonary vessels as possible mechanism useful under certain

conditions in preventing the arterial pressure from becoming too high

by limiting the amount of blood going to the left ventricle. The mat-

ter received no further attention aside from a review of the Uterature

on the pulmonary circulation by Tigerstedt in 1903 (27). In this

review the work of Couvreur is not mentioned in the text though the

bibliography includes a reference to it. Considering that an account

of Couvreur's work appeared in his monograph on the physiology of

the circulation published 10 years earlier (26), it would appear that

Tigerstedt was not impressed with its accuracy or importance.

From this time on investigations have been restricted chiefly—almost

exclusively so—to perfusion experiments of the isolated lung with a

drug whose action is generally considered to be on vasomotor nerve

endings, namely, adrenalin. Brodie and Dixon (3) perfused the iso-

lated lungs of cats with cats' own blood, for they found that when they

diluted the blood with Ringer's solution edema of the lungs soon super-

vened. In half of their experiments the lung was inflated rhythmically.

The lung was perfused through the pulmonary artery. Another can-

nula tied to the left auricle collected the blood which issued from the

perfused lung, the other lung having been tied off. As a control on the

viability of the preparation under the conditions of experimentation

the same methods were employed on other organs whose vessels possess

vasomotor nerves easily demonstrable under better physiological condi-

tions. These investigators failed to obtain evidence of any vasomotor

control over the pulmonary vessels on stimulation of the spinal cord,

thoracic sympathetic chain, loop of Vieussens, inferior cervical ganglion,

vagus nerve, or the base of lung itself although under identical condi-

tions stimulation of nerves to the hind legs or intestine gave marked

evidence of vasoconstriction of the vessels of these organs. Even adre-

nalin was without effect in the dosage used, whereas the same dosage
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produced the anticipated results in the vessels of the limbs and intes-

tines. Pilocarpine and muscarine, which are considered universally as

stimulants to nerve terminals, caused contraction of the systemic ves-

sels but relaxation of the puhnonary vessels. They concluded, there-

fore, that the pulmonary vessels are devoid of any significant number

of vasomotor fibers. The same year Plumier (20) confirmed some of the

findings of Fran5ois-Franck and furthermore stated the vasoconstrictor

action follovsing stimulation of the loop of Vieussens is bilateral; for he

described a rise in the pressure of the right pulmonary artery with a

drop in the left intra-auricular pressure on stimulation of the left sym-

pathetic nerve (dogs). In a second paper Plumier (21) described exper-

iments of the same nature and performed under conditions similar to

those of Brodie and Dixon. In his experience stimulation of the annu-

lus of Vieussens always caused vasoconstriction of the pulmonary ves-

sels as did injections of adrenaUn. Plumier emphasized the impor-

tance of using fresh defibrinated blood without diluting it with Ringer's

solution. He furthermore suggested that the solutions of adrenalin used

by Brodie and Dixon (1:20,000 in cc. doses) were too weak. Plumier

used from 0.2 to 0.5 mgm. adrenalin as a dose. This dose caused enor-

mous vasoconstriction preceded by a vasodilatation. He does not

call attention to this primary dilatation. Plumier concluded that the

vasomotor nerve endings in the lung were less sensitive to adrenalin

than those of the leg for he could never completely stop the flow through

the lungs by its use as he could by perfusion of the drug through

the vessels of the leg. Some years later, Langendorff (17) showed that

adrenalin caused constriction in the isolated branches of the pulmonary

artery of the sheep, pig, calf and cat. This constriction was more pow-

erful (if the tracing submitted is representative of all his experiments)

than the constriction obtained on direct stimulation of the arterial wall

itself with a tetanizing current.

Krogh in 1907 (16) made the following observations on the vasomotor

control in the lungs of the turtle. The blood was rendered non-coagu-

lablc by hirudin and a Y-cannula placed in the pulmonary vein on one

ride, so that the return of the pulmonary vein blood could be tempo-

rarily prevented and the blood collected in a receptable for measurement

of the blood-flow rate per unit of time. Ilccords were also taken of the

general arterial pressure. With this method of investigation Krogh

found /, that the rate of the blood flow through the lung varied inde-

pendcmtiy of the variation in the general arterial pressure; S, that on

section of the vago-sympathetic nerve in the neck there was a great in-
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crease in the rate of the blood flow through the lung of the same side,

and subsequent variations in the blood flow through this denervated

lung ran parallel with the changes in the general arterial pressure; 3,

that on section of the vago-sympathetic nerve on one side the rate of

the blood flow through the lung of the opposite side was reduced.

Krogh concluded that the vago-sympathetic nerves in the turtle

contain vasomotor nerves to the lung blood vessels, and that these (the

vasoconstrictors) are in tonic activity.

The only objection that may be raised against Krogh's observations

and conclusion is that the state of contraction of the lungs was not

controlled.

In 1909 Wiggers (28) published experiments which essentially confirm

the earlier work of Plumier.

As a general recapitulation we might state that before the discovery

of vasomotor nerve fibers of any kind, Schiff (1847) suggested on the

basis of experimental results that the vagi nerves carried fibers to the

blood vessels of the lungs and that division of these fibers effected a

neuroparalytic hyperemia of the lungs. Subsequent attempts to de-

tect vasomotor fibers for the pulmonary blood vessels in the vagi of

mammals failed except in two instances: Henriques (1893) on the basis

of but few experiments definitely decided on their presence as did Schiff

(1894). Henriques did not use atropine to eliminate the inevitable

confusing cardiac inhibition which would itself markedly diminish or

totally stop the flow of blood through the pulmonary vessels; Schiff

used it to some extent but warns investigators not to use the drug in

large quantities on the basis of his experience with it. All other inves-

tigators before Henriques and since then who failed to detect any vaso-

motor fibers in the vagus for the pulmonary vessels have without

exception used this drug. (Brown-Sequard, 1871 ; Lichtheim, 1876; Fran-

gois-Franck, 1880; Bradford and Dean, 1894.) On the basis of such

decisive negative evidence, Couvreur's (1889) description of vasomotor

fibers for the pulmonary vessels in the vagus of the frog (really vaso-

sympathetic) was most generally overlooked by some investigators,

openly discredited by one investigator (Cavazzani, 1891), and slowly

relegated to oblivion by another (Tigerstedt, 1903). That these vaso-

constrictor nerves in the vagus were in constant tonic activity as stated

by Arthaud and Butte (1890), received even less consideration by sub-

sequent writers and investigators. Accordingly, later physiologists

disregarded the vagus and looked for vasomotor fibers in the sympa-

thetic nerves to the lung and found them (Bradford and Dean, 1894;
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Fran5ois-Franck 1891 and 1895; Plumier, 1904). Brodie and Dixon

alone denied their presence (1904), Bradford and Dean (1894) and

Frangois-Franck (1896) even described experiments in which reflex pul-

monarj' vasoconstriction was effected by the stimulation of various

afferent nen-es (%asceral and cutaneous). Krogh (1907 and 1910) pre-

sented undubitable e\ddence that the vago-sympathetic nerve in the

turtle contains tonic vasoconstrictor action over the pulmonary vessels.

No cognizance of this work appears to have been given by any writer

except Stewart (25). With the discovery of the specific hemodynamic

properties and mode of action of adrenalin, the problem was again

investigated by perfusing the surviving mammalian lung with blood

or a blood-Ringer mixture and noting the effect of adrenalin on the rate

of flow through the lung. The results, on the whole, were positive

(Plumier, 1904; Wiggers, 1909) in that such perfusions reduced the rate

of flow through the lung.

But this method does not decide whether the vagus or the sympa-

thetics carry the vasomotor fibers. The assumption that the drug,

adrenalin, stimulates only the myoneural junctions of the sympathetics, is

in the case of our experiments, quite unwarranted; for if we can show

that the vagus carries vasoconstrictor nerves to the pulmonary vessels

of the frog and turtle and that these are paralyzed by atropine, it might

be possible to explain the constrictor action of adrenalin on the blood

vessels of the frog's and turtle's lung by its stimulating action on the

myoneural junctions of the vagus. At any rate, from our experience

with atropine on the frog and turtle it would seem highly probable that

previous investigators have failed to detect the vagus vasomotor fibers

for the pulmonary vessels in the mammals by paralyzing the nerve with

this drug before stimulating, except Cavazzani (1891) who, using the

perfusion method, described vasoconstrictors in the vagus of rabbits but

dilators in the vago-sympathetics of dogs.

METHODS

Experimenta on frogs. In all cases the animals were decerebrated.

No anesthetics were employed. Moderate doses of curare were used

in some preparations. In other cases the animals were immobilized b^
section of the spinal cord below the medulla and pithing it posteriorly.

The animals were fixed dorsal side down, and tiic lungs exposed by a

ventral median incision extending from the pubis to the angle of the

jaw. In nearly every case the Ivmg under observation was provided
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with a cannula in the tip for recording the intrapuknonic pressure and

where the experiments involved section of the vago-sympathetic nerve,

the glottis was closed by forceps prior to this section, as described in

our first paper on lung automatism and lung reflexes in the amphibia (5).

1. Changes in the tonus of the pulmonary blood vessels on section of

the cervical sympathetic and the vagus nerves. With the glottis closed and

the lungs moderately distended by inflation with air, the cervical sym-

pathetic nerve was isolated and sectioned between the brachial plexus

and the root of the vagus, the vago-sympathetic nerve was sectioned

in the neck, and the changes in caliber of the pulmonary arteries

produced by these sections determined by direct inspection of the

lung. The section of these nerves may induce change in the caUber

of the pulmonary arteries indirectly through changes in the heart rate

and general arterial pressure. These factors would operate equally on

the intact and the denervated lung. Hence, in this series of experi-

ments, the blood vessels of the intact lung served as a control of the

cardiac and arterial blood pressure factors.

2. Changes in the tonus of the pulmonary arteries on stimulation of the

peripheral end of the cervical sympathetic and the vagus nerves. The
changes in the caliber of the pulmonary vessels were determined by di-

rect inspection. The cardiac and the arterial blood pressure factors

were controlled in the following ways : a, tying of the heart at the sinus

or excision of the heart; 6, paralysis of the cardiac vagus with moderate

doses of nicotine or curare, and recording the arterial pressure from a

branch of the left aorta, in case the right lung was used for observation,

or vice versa. The factor of variations in the lung tonus was controlled

by moderate doses of nicotine (intravenously) or dilute solutions of

atropine appUed to the surface of the main pulmonary arteries. It has

been shown by us previously that nicotine reverses the effects of vagus

stimulation on the lung motor tissues. Hence by the use of this drug

it is possible to observe the influence of the vagus stimulation on the

pulmonary arteries parallel with either contraction or dilatation of the

lung musculature. In the frog the main branches of the pulmonary

artery run on the surface of the lung. Dilute solutions of atropine

applied directly to the pulmonary artery paralyze the vagus vaso-

motor fibers before the lung motor fibers, so that the purely mechanical

effects of lung contractions on the caUber of the pulmonary arteries

may be studied.

3. Perfusion of the lung. This method was used for the study of the

action of epinephrin and other drugs on the pulmonary blood vessels as
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well as the influence of the stimulation of the vago-sympathetic nerve on

these vessels. In these experiments the lung was left in situ, the glottis

being closed and a cannula being fixed in the tip of the lung for record-

ing the intrapulmonic pressure. The right lung was used. The arte-

rial cannula was tied in the right aorta and all branches of this aorta

Ugated, save" the right puhnonary artery. The main pulmonary vein,

even in the conmion frog, is large enough for insertion of a cannula, but

anatomical relations and mechanical conditions render this method

impossible. For that reason we inserted the cannula for the venous

outflow through the auricle into the sinus venosus. The ventricle

being excised and the left aorta Ugated, the only fluid entering the sinus

is that from a pulmonary vein from the right side. This method of

perfusion of the frog's lung works very satisfactorily, and when proper

mechanical adjustments are made the drop method of venous outflow

becomes a very deUcate indicator of the tonus of the pulmonary vessels.

The chief difiiculty lies in securing a physiological substitute for the

frog's blood. Pure Ringer solution will not do. When pure Ringer's

solution is perfused through the frog's lung, even under very moderate

pressure, the lung passes into extreme tetanus or hypertonus within a

few seconds, and in a few minutes the lung becomes edematous (as

noted by previous investigators) and the lung cavity fills up with

Ringer's solution and mucus. The nerves both to the lung motor tis-

sues and to the blood vessels are quickly paralyzed. We found it nec-

essary to add i to I defibrinated frog's blood to the Ringer solution in

order to keep the lung tissues approximately normal for 20 to 30 minutes

of perfusion.

The drugs were added to the perfusion -fluid close to the inflow can-

nula in the aorta, and without change in the perfusion pressure. The

mechanical infhience from the lung contractions or relaxation following

the vagus stimulation were again controlled by appropriate doses of

nicotine.

J^. The influence of the body temperature of the frog. The work on the

frog was l)egun in the summer of 1920 and resumed in November and

December of the same year. Frogs as secured from the dealers in this

comnuxlity vary greatly in vigor, depending probably on the length of

time in captivity and the care in handling. We noted that the frogs

kept in running water (S^-IO^C.) during the month of December

r'xhibit<Ml as a whole much feebler vasomotor rospoiisis in ilu>Umgs than

did the frogH worked on during the summer. WC thcnloic resorted to

the exixnlient of slowly wanning the frogs to approximately room tem-
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perature (20°-25°C.) before the experiments. Raising the body tem-

perature in this manner appeared to increase the intensity and rapidity

of pulmonary vasomotor action.

5. Mechanical spread of excitaiioh current from the vagus to the pulmon-

ary blood vessels. We noted early in the work that the weak tetanizing

current applied to pulmonary artery at the base of the lung causes

extreme contraction of the artery throughout its whole length. Unless

special care is taken on tetanization of the peripheral vagus there may
occur an escape of the current to the carotid and by muscular conduc-

tion down the pulmonary artery. This source of error was checked up

by tetanization of the carotid isolated from the vagus. The stimulation

of the carotid does not change the caliber of the pulmonary arteries.

Experiments on turtles. All animals were decerebrated. No anes-

thetics were used, but in some cases the preparations were partially or

completely curarized.

1

.

Changes in tonus of the pulmonary blood vessels on section of the vagi

nerves in the neck. These were investigated in two ways. The lungs

were isolated from the dorsal side, and the bronchi or the trachea

ligated after moderate inflation of the lungs with air. In such prepara-

tions the change in caliber of the pulmonary vessels in each lung follow-

ing section of the respective vagus nerve was determined by direct

inspection of the lung. In another series we perfused one lung in situ,

with Ringer plus defibrinated blood, care being taken in fixing the can-

nulae in the pulmonary artery and vein to leave the pulmonary branches

of the vagus intact. The rate of blood flow through this lung was then

recorded by the drop method, parallel with the record of the intrapul-

monic pressure so as to control the mechanical factor involved in lung

contractions and relaxations. Section of the vagus in such preparations

yield objective evidence of change in the caliber of the lung blood vessels.

2. Changes in the caliber of the lung arteries on stimulation of the

peripheral end of the vagus nerve. This was investigated in the following

way: a, The respective lung was isolated from the dorsal side except

for the pulmonary nerves and blood vessels, the bronchus ligated; the

vagi branches to the heart sectioned or paralyzed by intravenous

injection of nicotine; arterial blood pressure recorded from the central

end of the pulmonary artery of the opposite side. In such preparations

the effects on the pulmonary blood vessels produced by tetanization of

the peripheral vagus were determined by direct inspection of the lung.

In most of the preparations in this series the animals were fixed ventral

side down, the plastron left intact and the lungs isolated from the dor-
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sal side. In a few preparations the plastron was removed and the lungs

isolated from the ventral side, in order to be sure that the possible pul-

monary branches of the cervical sympathetic nerve would be left intact.

These preparations were used particularly to determine the influence of

the sympathetic nerves on the pulmonary arteries.

b. One lung was isolated and perfused with a Ringer-turtle blood

mixture in situ, and the effects of vagi stimulation on the caliber of

the pulmonary' vessels determined by the change in rate of the venous

flow. No attention was paid to the cardiac action of the vagus stimu-

lation, as this could not influence the perfused lung.

c. The lung was isolated, excised, and perfused with the Ringer-blood

mixture under constant pressure. The bronchus was ligated and a

cannula fixed in the tip of the lung for recording the intrapulmonic

pressure. During the perfusion the preparation was kept moist with

Ringer solution. The drop method of venous flow recorded the influ-

ence of vagus stimulation on the pulmonary vessels, and the mechanical

factor of the lung contraction controlled by inflation of the lung to a

pressure equal to or exceeding that induced by tetanization of the vagus.

S. The action of epinephrin and other drugs on the pulmonary vessels.

Most of the experiments in this series were made by perfusing the iso-

lated lung (excised or in situ) with a Ringer blood mixture under con-

stant pressure, while taking parallel records of the intrapulmonic pres-

sure (lung tonus or contractions). In a few cases the drugs were

injected intravenously and the action on the pulmonary vessels deter-

mined by direct inspection of the exposed lung, parallel records being

taken of the intrapulmonic pressure and the general arterial pressure.

The drugs were introduced into the perfusion fluid near the cannula

fixed in the pulmonary artery.

4. The reflex control of the pulmonary vasomotor mechanism. Only

a few experiments were made on this phase of the problem. In all

cases the lung under observation was isolated from the dorsal side and

prepared for recording of the intrapulmonic pressure and the general

arterial pressure, care being taken not to injure the pulmonary branches

of the vagus nerve. Various afferent nerves were then stimulated and

the effects on the lung blood vessels noted by direct inspection. In

other preparations the lung, prepared as above, was perfused with the

Ringer-blood mixture, the reflex effects from sensory stimulation on the

lung arteries recorded by the rate of the venous outflow.

For a more detailed account of our method of preparing the turtle

for observing and recording the lung rhythms, the reader is referred to

an earlier paper in this series (6).
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RESULTS ON THE FROG

1. The effects on the tonus of the pulmonary arteries of ligation of the

vagus and the cervical sympathetic nerve. When the frog is prepared

and the lungs exposed for the study of the lung automatism and the

lung reflexes, as described by us in an eariier report, the pulmonary

arteries on the two lungs show usually an equal degree of dilatation,

as nearly as this can be determined by direct inspection. Occasionally

the arteries of one lung are more constricted than on the opposite lung,

and in some preparations there is periodic variation in the size of the

lung arteries, Hke Traube-Hering waves of blood pressures. These

periodic variations in the caliber of the lung arteries may or may not be

synchronous in the two lungs. Blood pressure records were not taken

in these animals. Under these conditions the periodic variations in the

size of the pulmonary arteries that were synchronous in the two lungs

could have been due to changes in the strength of the heart beat and con-

sequent changes in the arterial pressure, that could not be detected by

the method of direct inspection. It was not due to changes in the rate

of the heart. But this explanation fails to account for the tonus varia-

tions in the arterial vessels that were not synchronous in the two lungs.

In many of the preparations the glottis was closed and graphic records

taken of the lung tonus and the lung contractions. In this way we
determined that the periodic changes in the caliber of the pulmonary

arteries were independent of the tonus changes in the lung musculature.

In these preparations Ugation of the cervical sympathetic nerve had

in no instance any influence on the caliber of the pulmonary arteries

either on the same or on the opposite side. But ligation or section of

the vagus nerve usually caused, on the same side, a temporary constriction

of the lung arteries followed by a permanent dilatation. The temporary

vasoconstriction was noted less frequently than the permanent dilata-

tion. It is obvious that both the temporary constriction and the per-

manent dilatation of the arteries had to be marked in order to be made
out with a certainty by direct inspection. In some of our preparations

the permanent dilatation of the lung arteries following the hgation of

the vagus nerve on the same side was as marked as the hyperemia of

the ear after section of the sympathetic nerve in the rabbit.

It should be noted that Ugation of the vagus produces the above

effects on the pulmonary vessels of the same side only. The fact that

the caliber of the arteries of the intact lung is not influenced by section

of the vagus on the opposite side eUminates the heart and the blood
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pressure as factors in the vasodilatation of the denervated lung. But

ligation of the vagus induces a permanent hypertonus of the lung on

the same side. Before we may conclude on the basis of these experi-

ments that the vagus contains vasoconstrictor fibers to the lung and

that this vasoconstrictor mechanism is in tonic activity, it is necessary

to show that the vasodilatation is not an effect of the lung hypertonus.

It is conceivable that the lung contraction may induce dilatation of the

lung arteries as a mechanical effect of capillary compression and hence

increased resistance. Or, the vasodilatation may be a type of periph-

eral physiological coordination, the greater muscular work in the lung

effecting local vasodilatation by diffusion of tissue metabolites. The
complete answer to these possible explanations is secured by another

hne of experiments. But the following facts may be stated here. In

some preparations the hgation of the vagus caused hypertonicity of

the lung but no vasodilatation that could be detected by direct inspec-

tion. This shows that the pulmonary vasodilatation is probably not

due to lung hypertonus, as the latter may be induced without the

former.

The obvious conclusions from these experiments seem to be that

the vagus (but not the sympathetic) contains pulmonary vasoconstrictor

fibers, and that this mechanism is in tonic activity. The degree of this

tonic activity will naturally vary with the condition of the frog, the

trauma of the operation, degree of asphyxia, etc.

2. The influence on the pulmonary arteries of stimulation of the periph-

eral end of the vagus and the sympathetic nerves. This was determined

by direct inspection, and by the rate of venous flow in the perfused lung.

In the case of the first method the cardiac factor was controlled by

curare or nicotine.

Typical tracings illustrating the results obtained by the first method
are reproduced in figures 1 and 2. It will bo noted that tetanization of

the peripheral vagus (after nicotinization) induces complete constric-

tion of the lung arteries, with no change in pulse and arterial pressure

or with a sjiichronous acceleration of the heart and rise in blood pres-

sure (stimulation of the accelerator nerves), and independent of the

lung contraction and lung inhibition. These experiments eliminate the

heart, the l)lood pressure and the lung tonus as factors in pulmonary

va«OCOn8triction. We are obviously dealing with a true vasomotor

nerve mechanism. In good preparations the oblitonition of the pul-

monary arteries on tetanization of the ptMiphcral vagus is as (()m])lote

as the blanching of the car on stinuilalion of the cvrvical sympallictic
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Fig. 2. Simultaneous records of the intrupulmonic pressure, constriction of

the pulmonary arteries and nent'ral arterial blood i)res8ure of a frog on tctaniza-

tion of the peripheral cn<l of the vago sympat het ie after t he iiit ravenous injection

of 2 mRm. nicotine. Frog deeerehrated , spinal cord t rnnscci cd below < he medulla

and pithed, (-annula in tip of right lung, glottis elosed with tuosquito forceps.

Intravenous injection through the abdominal vein. Blood pressure from left
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nerve, in the mammal (rabbit, cat). By our method the vagus-lung

vasomotor mechanism is as readily demonstrated as the vasomotor

nerves to the ear.

All of our experiments attempting to influence the tonus of the pul-

monary blood vessels by stimulation of the peripheral end of the cer-

vical sympathetic nerve yielded negative results. Since stimulation of

the cervical sympathetic resulted in cardiac acceleration without a vaso-

constriction of the pulmonary vessels, it is reasonable to assume that

the vasomotor nerves were not injured in the isolation of the sympa-

thetic. The pulmonary vasomotor fibers in the vago-sympathetic

nerve belong therefore essentially to the vagus system. If the cervical

sympathetic nerves contain any vasomotor fibers to the pulmonary ves-

sels our method of direct inspection fails to reveal them.

Tracings showing the effect of vagus stimulation on the flow of blood

through the perfused lung are reproduced in figures 3 to 5. It will be

noted that tetanization of the peripheral vagus retards or stops the

blood flow through the lung, irrespective of whether the stimulation

induces an increase or a decrease in the lung tonus. The pulmonary

vasomotor mechanism thus works independently of the lung motor

mechanism. In fresh preparations tetanization of the vagus causes

sufficient vasoconstriction to stop completely the blood flow through

the lung. But this vasomotor mechanism fails quickly in the perfused

preparations.

aortic arch. In all tracings L = record of intrapulmonic pressure; b = signal

magnet tracing in which the upstroke indicates the complete constriction of the

pulmonary arteries as determined by direct observation and the downstroke

their complete reappearance; c = signal magnet tracing indicating at x stimu-

lation of the peripheral end of the vagus; d of tracing C is a record of the aortic

pressure, e being the mm. Hg. pressure.

In A the constriction of the pulmonary vessels on stimulation of the vagus

at X occurs during or is associated with a contraction of the pulmonary muscula-

ture.

In B the complete vasoconstriction on vagus stimulation occurs without any

significant change in the intrapulmonic pressure or even with a slight inhibition

of the lung, y, together with a cardiac acceleration.

In C stimulation of the peripheral vagus at x caused a complete constriction

of the pulmonary vessels accompanied in several instances by slight rise in the

aortic pressure (cardiac acceleration) and a slight rise in the intrapulmonic pres-

sure, which in every instance comes on after the vasoconstriction is complete

and outlasts the vasoconstriction.

Showing the independence of the cardiac, the vasoconstrictor and lung motor

action of the vagus.
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In none of our preparations and with no strength or type of stimula-

tion of the peripheral vagus did we obtain primary dilatation of the

pulmonarj' blood vessels. This does not necessarily mean that vaso-

dilator nerves are absent. It does mean, at least, that the constrictor

mechanism is preponderant.

3. The effect of epinephrin and histamine on the pulmonary blood ves-

sels. It would seem that the facts recorded in the foregoing sections

B

Fig. 6. Records of the intrapulmonic pressure, L, and venous outflow of the

right lung of the frog in drops of frog blood-Ringer's mixture (mostly Ringer's),

P, with lowermost line indicating by signal magnet the injection of the drug,

adrenalin chloride. Perfusion of the right lung by way of the left aortic arch,

all other blood vessels distal to the right pulmonary artery (including the bulbus

aortae) having been tied off. The perfusion mixture returning from the lung

wa« collected by a cannula tied into the auricle through the sinus. All injec-

tions made by hypodermic needle at cannula of inflow into the lung. Showing in

A slight vasoconstrictor action following the perfusion of the lung with zla cc.

of 1 : 1000 adrenalin solution ; in B, pronounced vasoconstrictor action on doubling

the dose.

are sufficient proof that the blood vessels of the frog's lung are supplied

with vasomotor nerves through the vagus system. Nevertheless a

numlMT of experiments was made with the action of <>piiioi)hrin on the

perfused lung, partly because of the contradictory results obtained from

epinephrin by previous investigators in the case of the mammalian lung,

and partly because of the prevalent view that ei)iiiophrin is specific for

Hvmp.'iilictic ncrv'c endings, and in case of the piilmoiiiuy l)lood vessels
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of the frog the vasomotor nerves most probably belong to the vagus

system, not to the sympathetic. Will epinephrin act on the vagus

nerve endings?

Typical records showing the effect of epinephrin on the tonus of the

pulmonary blood vessels of the frog are reproduced in figures 5 and 6.

Primary vasodilatation from small doses of epinephrin is obtained only

in very fresh preparations. The prolonged vasoconstrictor action from

larger doses of the drug can be demonstrated in a perfused preparation

over a somewhat longer period. But the blood vessels of the perfused

lung soon (10 to 20 minutes) cease to react to epinephrin in any concen-

tration. But there is no question of the vasoconstrictor action of

epinephrin in moderately large doses in the fresh preparation.

In comparing our results on the perfused lung with those of previous

investigators on perfusion of the frog's hind legs, it seems that the pul-

monary vessels are less sensitive to epinephrin than are the blood vessels

of the extremities, a conclusion previously arrived at by Plumier (21)

during similar perfusion experiments of the mammalian lung. We
believe this difference is only apparent and due to the rapid deteriora-

tion of the lung tissues under perfusion, as compared to the extremities.

In any event, epinephrin has the same action on the lung arteries as on

the arteries of the sj'^stemic circulation, despite the fact that the pul-

monary vasomotor nerves belong to the vagus system.

The action of histamine: We have reported elsewhere that intrave-

nous injection of histamine in the frog may cause lung dilatation or

lung contraction, depending on the concentration of the drug and the

physiological condition of the local nervous system in the lung. If the

perfused lung is in fresh condition the pulmonary blood vessels are more

sensitive to histamine than the lung motor tissues, that is, concentra-

tions of histamine that have little or no action on the lung tonus cause

a marked and prolonged contraction of the lung blood vessels (fig. 7).

It should also be noted that the perfused lung very soon fails to respond

to histamine in any concentration.

4. The paralysis of the pulmonary vasomotor . nervous mechanism by

atropine. The discovery that atropine abolishes the vasomotor action

of the vagus nerve on the lung arteries, made early in the work, created

at first a very perplexing situation. So far as we know, atropine does

not paralyze vasomotor nerves in any other organ in any species of

animals investigated. We observed the fact in attempting to elimi-

nate the cardiac factor (on vagus stimulation) by atropine, following the

lead of nearly all previous workers on the mammalian lung. Prepara-
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tions that showed marked vasoconstriction in the lung on vagus stimu-

lation failed to show this effect after sufficient atropinization to paralyze

the cardiac vagus. Now, as atropine also abolishes the lung motor

fibers in the vagi, the suggestion was obvious that our apparent vaso-

motor action in the lung is in some way due to change in the lung tonus.

This unexpected action of atropine called for special scrutiny of our

experiments, and devising of additional tests to place the matter beyond

controversy. We believe this has been done in the following way:

When atropine is injected into the circulation the lung motor and the

vasomotor fibers are paralyzed practically at the same rate (fig. 8), but

Fig. 9. Record of the intrapulmonic pressure, L, of the right lung of a frog with

signal magnet record indicating at D complete disappearance and at R complete

reappearance of the large superficial pulmonary vessels on electrical stimulation

of the right peripheral vagus at x before and after irrigation of the lung (y-y)

with several drops of 0.1 per cent solution of atropine sulphate.

Frog decerebrated, spinal cord transected below medulla and pithed. Can-

nula in tip of right lung. Cardio-inhibitory effects of vagus abolished with nico-

tine introduced into the pericardial sac. At x, electrical stimulation of the

peripheral end of the vagus.

Showing paralyzing action of atropine on the vasomotor fibers before the lung

motor fibers and indicating furthermore that the contraction of the lung mus-

culature itself is not responsible for the complete vasoconstriction seen before

the application of atropine.

when a few drops of dilute atropine solution are painted directly on the

pulmonary arteries, the vasomotor nerves fail before the lung motor

nerves. A record illustrating this selective action is reproduced in

figure 9.

These results project two discordant facts into the foreground of the

pharmacology and physiolog}^ of epinephrin and atropine, the latter

paralyzing the pulmonary vasomotor nerves, and the former exhibiting

the typical hemodynamic action on blood vessels that are innervated,

not by the sympathetic but by the vagus. We are sure of the facts, no

matter how divergent they are from the prevalent views of the chemo-

taxis of these drugs.
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5. Vasomotor reflexes in the lungs. Having demonstrated the pres-

ence of vagal vasomotor nerves to the pulmonary arteries and their

tonic activity, we naturally became interested in the reflex control of

this mechanism. All our observations on this phase were made on

preparations sufficiently curarized to eliminate the readily elicited

cardio-inhibitory reflex, and direct inspection of the lung arteries had

to be relied on to determine reflex effects. It needs scarcely to be

pointed out that direct inspection can detect marked vasoconstriction

or vasodilatation only. Slight vasomotor changes will escape detection.

In decerebrated and hghtly curarized frogs marked reflex vasocon-

striction can usually be produced in the lung by tetanization of the

central end of the opposite vagus or the central end of the brachial nerve

on either side. This probably occurs against a rise in general arterial

pressure. Reflex vasodilatation in the lung could never be detected

by our method of observation. Theoretically, it should occur even in

the absence of vasodilator nerves, through central inhibition of the tonus

of the vasoconstrictors.

We have been impressed by the difficulty in securing reflex vaso-

motor effects in the frog's lungs in comparison with the ease that lung

motor, cardiac, and skeletal reflexes are obtained in this species from

all afferent nerves. But this difference may be only apparent or due

to the failure of noting slight changes in the caliber of the pulmonary

arteries by direct inspection.

RESULTS ON THE TURTLE

/. Influence on the pulmonary blood vessels of section of the vagi and

the sympathetic nerves. In several preparations the pulmonary arteries

were found markedly constricted after isolation of the lungs by our

method of preparation. This might be due to mechanical injury to

the lung arteries in the process of lung isolation. We have previously

called attention to the fact that in the turtle mechanical handling of

even a large artery like the carotid may cause extreme tonic con-

striction of the artery lasting for 10 to 30 minutes. The pulmonary

arteries behave in the same manner. It is therefore necessary to exer-

cise great care in isolating the lungs so as not to subject the lung

arteries to rough mechanical handling. The type of tonic arterial

constriction duo to direct mechanical stimulation is always local or

confined to the region of the artery subject to direct handling. This

fact renders it a priori improbable that a tonic vasoconstriction
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extending uniformly over the entire lung is due to direct mechanical

injury. In such preparations section of the vagus nerve in the neck leads

to a prompt and lasting vasodilatation in the lung of the same side. This

is not due to improvement in the heart and a higher arterial pressure.

Were this the cause, the vasodilatation should occur in both lungs.

The fact is that it is always confined to the lung on the side of the

vagus section. It also occurs in preparations in which the vagus sec-

tion does not augment the heart beat or raise the arterial pressure.

Section of the cervical sympathetic had in no case any effect on the

caliber of the pulmonary vessels. Moreover, section of the vagus close

to its exit from the skull has the same effect as section of the nerve

further peripherally after the cervical sympathetic nerve has joined

the vagus trunk. These experiments with direct observation have

Fig. 10. Perfusion of left lung (in situ) of a decerebrated and curarized turtle,

fixed dorsal side down and plastron removed. Left vagus intact; perfusion

fluid, Ringer's defibrinated turtle blood. L, record of intrapulmonic pressure;

V, rate of venous outflow (drops), a, section of left vagus in the neck. Showing
vasodilatation in the lungs following section of the vagus.

been corroborated on lungs perfused in situ, but with the vagus nerve

intact. A typical record showing about 75 per cent increase in the rate

of blood flow through the lung following section of the vagus nerve

is reproduced in figure 10.

In most of our experiments records were taken of the intrapulmonic

pressure. The section of the vagus nerve produces no changes in the

lung tonus or lung contraction that can account for the permanent

dilatation of the pulmonary vessels. We must therefore conclude that

the pulmonary arteries in the turtle are provided with vasomotor nerves

through the vagi, and that this vasomotor mechanism is, at least in

some animals, in tonic activity. In our most favorable preparations

the hyperemia of the lung following section of the vagus nerve is as

marked as the hyperemia of the ear following section of the cervical

sympathetic nerve.
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But why should we not be able to demonstrate this pulmonary-vaso-

motor tonus in all of our preparations? In many animals the section

of the vagus nerve did not appreciably alter the caliber of the pulmon-

ary arteries. This was particularly true in animals in poor condition

from long captivity or other causes. We were probably also dealing

with the factor of traumatic and nervous shock, unavoidable from the

method of preparing the animals. The temperature of the animal may
be a factor as it is in the frog. We have only worked on turtles taken

from cold water. In no instance did we warm up the turtles as we did

the frogs before preparing them for experimentation.

£. Pulmonary vasomotor rhythm. In some of our preparations peri-

odic alterations in the caliber of the pulmonary arteries were noted

similar to those described for the frog. In the turtle this was seen both

in the intact and the denervated lung. The mechanism of this rhythm

is therefore partly peripheral. The periodic changes in the caliber of

the arteries is so marked that there is no mistaking it even with direct

inspection. This peripheral vasomotor rhythm is independent of the

tonus of the lung motor tissues (fig. 11). This vasomotor rhythm was

seen more frequently in the perfused lung than in lungs with the normal

circulation intact. Similar periodic changes in the caliber of the pul-

monary vessels of the mammalian lung were noted by Cavazanni (7).

S. The influence on the 'pulmonary blood vessels of stimulation of the

vagus and the sympathetic nerves. This phase of the question was inves-

tigated on isolated lung perfused in situ or after excision from the body,

as well as by direct inspection of the lung with the circulation intact.

In every case controls were run on the lung contraction induced by
the vagus stimulation. Typical records illustrating the results ob-

tained are reproduced in figures 12 to 15. Weak tetanization of the

peripheral vagus in a perfused lung may cause vasodilatation (fig. 12).

But in most of the preparations all strengths of vagus tetanization that

had any effect on the pulmonary circulation at all, caused vasoconstric-

tion (figs. 13 and 14). The strength of the tetanizing current required

to influence the pulmonary vessels when applied to the peripheral vagus

causes at the same time contraction of the lung musculature. The
lung, excised or in situ, perfused with a mixture of Ringer plus defibri-

nated turtle blood deteriorates gradually, though not as rapidly as the

perfused lung of the frog. In a perfused turtle lung gradually deteri-

orating the pulmonary vasomotor mechanism fails long l)efore the

failure of the lung motor mechanism. In fact some preparations show-

ing good vasoconstriction of the lungs on vagus stimulation when the
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Fig. 14 Fig. 15

Fig. 14. Excised lungs of the turtle, perfused with Ringer's solution + defibri-

nated turtle blood. Bronchus ligated, cannula in tip of lung. L, record of lung

tonus. V, rate of venous outflow in drops. Signal, tetanization of the lung

vagus. A and B, records from left lung in fresh condition, \ mgm. atropin sul-

phate injected into perfusion solution near the pulmonary artery between records

A and B. C, record from right lung of the same turtle 26 hours later. Showing

pulmonary vasoconstrictor action of the vagus A, paralysis of this action by

atropin B, and more rapid failure of the vasomotor mechanism than of the lung

motor mechanism as the lung is placed in non-physiological conditions, C.

Fig. 15. Records of the intrapulmonic pressure, L, and arterial blood pressure,

P, (right pulmonary artery) in the turtle. Animal decerebrated and curarized.

Left lung isolated from the dorsal side, the bronchus ligated, and the cannula

for recording the intrapulmonic pressure fixed in the tip of the lung. Left vagus

sectioned in the neck, the cardiac and gastric branches of the vagus sectioned,

leaving only the pulmonary branches intact.

a. Stimulation of the peripheral end of the left vagus with a weak tetanizing

current. The end of tetanization indicates the complete disappearance of the

pulse in the arteries of the left lung; r, reappearance of the pulse in the left

lung; h, raising the intrapulmonic pressure (left lung) by air inflation above that

due to the lung contraction following tetanization of the vagus. This artificial

raising of the intrapulmonic pressure did not obliterate the pulse in the lung

arteries.

101
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circulation was left intact, failed to respond with vasomotor action when
artificial perfusion had been established. Even in our best prepara-

tions the vagus acts on the pulmonary arteries only during the first 10

to 15 minutes of the perfusion, while the vagus lung motor mechanism

maj' persist for hours in the perfused lung. When the peripheral vagus

(the cardiac fibers being sectioned) is tetanized with the lung in situ

and the circulation intact, there is produced so marked a vasoconstric-

tion in the lung that the pulse disappears even in the large branches of

the pulmonary arteries (fig. 15), but the constriction is rarely great

enough to completely obliterate the lumen of these arteries, as is the

case in the frog's lung.

We have been imable to influence the lung blood vessels by the stimu-

lation of the cervical sympathetic nerve. We have stimulated this

nerve intact and with the vagus intact; also the peripheral end with the

vagus intact, and the central end both with sectioned and intact vagus,

all with equally negative results no matter whether the lungs were iso-

lated from the ventral or the dorsal side. It would therefore seem that

in the turtle, as in the frog, the pulmonary vasomotor nerves belong to

the vagus system.

We have stated, and accompanying tracings show the fact, that in

all cases where tetanization of the peripheral vagus causes pulmonary

vasomotor action there is also contraction of the lung. Is there not

a possibility that the vasomotor changes are mechanical effects due

to the contraction of the lung musculature? This question can be

answered in the negative, for the following reasons

:

a. In preparations in which the vasomotor nerves have failed owing

to poor physiological condition the vagus stimulation causes lung con-

traction, but no change in the caUber of the blood vessels. Hence lung

contractions do not necessarily produce demonstable changes in the

caliber of the blood vessels or the rate of the blood flow (figs. 13, 14).

6. Increasing the intrapulmonic pressure artificially (by inflation) even

above that caused by the active lung contraction does not obliterate

the lung arterial pulse, at least not to the same extent that it is done

by the vagus stimulation (fig. 15). Of course, raising the intrapulmonic

pressure by inflation produces different mechanical conditions on the

lung bloo<! vos-sels than those produced by the lung contractions. And
it is poHsible to raise the intrapulmonic pressure by inflation to such a

degree that the arterial pulse of the intact lung is weakened, and the

flow of blood through the perfused lung retarded.
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c. Certain drugs (epinephrin, histamine, pituitrin) act both on the

lung motor and the lung vasomotor mechanism, but the actions on

these two mechanisms do not run parallel. For example, epinephrin,

causes vasodilatation or constriction parallel with or without relaxation

of the lung musculature. Histamine causes vasoconstriction and lung

contraction, but the vasoconstriction persists longer than the lung

contraction.

d. On theoretical ground it seems possible that the active lung con-

traction by pressure on lung capillaries and veins may temporarily

augment the venous outflow, and thus give the effects of vasodilatation.

We have tested this possibility by occluding the lung artery prior to the

tetanization of the vagus in the perfused lung. Under these condi-

tions the lung contraction caused by the tetanization of the vagus nerve

does not start up a temporary venous outflow from the lung. It seems

therefore clear that tracings like that reproduced in figure 12 cannot be

due to this mechanical factor.

It is true that the relation of the main lung arteries to the lung mus-

culature is not qs simple in the turtle as in the frog. In the frog the

main branches of the lung arteries run on the surface of the lung; in

the turtle these arteries, at least in part of their course, pass through

the body of the lung, and may therefore be more directly influenced by
the tonus of the lung musculature. But the facts enumerated (a, 5,

c, d) show conclusively that the vasomotor changes in the lung follow-

ing tetanization of the peripheral vagus are direct vasomotor effects

and not mechanical products of the changes in tonus of tiie lung mus-

culature.

4- Action of epinephrin, histamine and pituitrin on the pulmonary

blood vessels. The action of these drugs was studied both by introduction

into the general circulation and by addition to the perfusion mixture

of the isolated lung. The latter method gives the most satisfactory

data as it eliminates the change in general arterial pressure and tiie

uncertainties of direct inspection.

If the perfused lung is in good condition the weakest concentration

of epinephrin that affects the lung blood vessels at all causes vasodilata-

tion (figs. 16, 17). If the lung blood vessels are in marked tonus the vaso-

dilatation caused by the minimal quantities of epinephrin may increase

the rate of the blood flow through the lung several hundred per cent.

Larger quantities of the drug have the opposite effect or a vasoconstric-

tor action, which in fresh preparations may last 10 to 15 minutes (fig.

18). The older and poorer the preparation the feebler and shorter the



Fig. 16. Exciseci lung of the turtle. Perfused through pulinonarj- artery with

Ringer solution + a small quantity of defibrinated turtle blood. Bronchus

ligated, cannula for recording intrapulmonic pressure in tip of lung. L, record

of lung tonus. V, venous outflow in drops. Addition of adrenalin to the per-

fusion solution close to the pulmonary artery, a, 0.1 cc. ; b, 0.2 cc. ; c, 0.5 cc. adren-

alin (1:10C0). Showing inhibition of lung tonus, and vasodilator and constrictor

action of adrenalin on the pulmonary vessels.

Fig. 17. Perfusion of isolated lung of turtle with Ringer -f defibrinated turtle

blood. i4, lung vessels in strong tonus. .Band C, lung vcssolsdilated. a, b, c,

injection of ^ cc. adrenalin (1:1000) into perfusion fluid into i)ulnionary artery.

Showing opposite vasomotor action of the same concentration of adrenalin

depending on the tonus of the vessels.
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vasomotor response to epinephrin, and lungs perfused for 30 to 60 min-

utes with a Ringer-blood mixture and still giving good lung contrac-

tions in response to the tetanization of the vagus may fail to show any

vasomotor effect even when enormous quantities (1 cc. 1:1000) of the

drug are added to the perfusion mixture.

If the excised and perfused lung is in a state of marked tonus epi-

nephrin in quantities that induce vasomotor action causes at the same

time inhibition of the lung tonus (fig. 16).

On the basis of the prevailing theory of epinephrin vasomotor action,

the above results show that the pulmonary blood vessels of the turtle

are provided both with dilator and constrictor nerves. We have al-

ready adduced proofs of the presence of these nervous mechanisms

independent of the epinephrin data, .but the latter are interesting and

may be interpreted as confirmatory. In the turtle as in the frog, epi-

nephrin appears to exert its typical hemodynamic action on nerves that

belong to the vagus, not to the sympathetic system.

Histamine as well as pituitrin causes pulmonary vasoconstriction

and lung contraction (figs. 19, 20). The actions* of these drugs on the

two motor systems do not run parallel. In the case of the excised and

perfused lung, at least, the blood vessels are more sensitive than is the

lung musculature.

5. The action of atropine on the pulmonary vasomotor mechanism.

Atropine in doses that paralyze the cardiac and the pulmonary vagi

abolishes at the same time the vagus action on the lung blood vessels,

just as in the frog. In fact, this drug may completely abolish the

vasomotor lung action before the paralysis of the lung motor action

(fig. 14 C).

The comments made in connection with this phenomenon in the frog

need not be repeated here.

6. Lung vasomotor reflexes. Our attempts to secure vasomotor re-

flexes into the lung were not extensive. As in the frog, the vasomotor

reflexes are not readily elicited, at least in animals prepared by our

method. This may be due to a condition of prolonged "shock" of the

pulmonary vasomotor center in the medulla or to the complexity of the

peripheral nerve mechanism. It may be noted that motor reflexes

into the stomach are, if anj-thing, difficult to produce.

With the lung exposed and left with the circulation intact pulmonary

vasomotor reflexes must be judged by direct inspection of the lung

blood vessels. Slight changes in the cahber of the vessels cannot be

detected by direct inspection. Perfusion of the lung in situ, with
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the pulmonarj' vagus intact, permits more accurate records, but this

method has the disadvantage of rapid failure of the vasomotor nerves.

In figure 21 typical tracings secured by this method are reproduced,

showing slight vasomotor action (dilator and constrictor) on stimula-

tion of the posterior nares, and the central end of the sciatic nerve.

Our few experiments on this phase indicate at least that pulmonary

llllllllflllllMlllli^^

Fig. 18. Record of perfusion of the excised lung of the turtle with Ringer +
defibrinated turtle blood. Signal, introduction of 5V cc. 1:1000 adrenalin in

perfusion fluid near the pulmonary artery. Showing intense and prolonged vaso-

constrictor action of the drug.

B

Fig, 19. Transfuflion of the cxcIsimI lung of the turtle with Ringer -|- defibri-

n*t«d turtle blood. L, record of lung tonus (intrapulmonic pressure). V, rate

of venouH outflow (drops). Addition of histamine chloride to perfusion fluid

near pulmonary artery, a, tho cc. ; b, iho', c, tU cc. 1:1000. Showing histamine

contracture of the pulmonary blood vessels independent of the histamine tetany

of the lung musculature.
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vasomotor reflexes are much more difficult to elicit than the motor

reflexes into the lung musculature.

7. The peripheral lung tonus and the secondary action of the vagus on

this tonus. In our previous studies on lung automatism in the turtle,

Fig. 20. Record of perfusion of the excised lung of the turtle with Ringer +
defibrinated turtle blood. L, record of lung tonus (intrapulmonic pressure).

V, rate of venous outflow (drops). A, signal, addition of ^ cc. ; B, signal, 1 cc.

pituitrin to perfusion fluid near pulmonary artery. Showing pulmonary vaso-

constrictor action of pituitrin independent of the contraction of the lung

musculature.

Fig. 21. Perfusion of the turtle lung (right) in situ. Animal decerebrated,

curarized, and fixed dorsal side down. Anterior third of plastron removed to

permit access to pulmonary vessels. Right vagus intact. Perfusion fluid. Ringer

+ defibrinated turtle blood. V, rate of venous outflow (drops), a, tetanization

of central end of sciatic nerve; b, mechanical stimulation of the posterior nares.

Indicating pulmonary vasomotor reflexes. (Record of the intrapulmonic pressure

not obtained owing to mucus in the bronchus.)

we secured little or no evidence of the existence of inhibitory nerves to

the lung motor tissues, and very little indication of a peripheral tonus

independent of the motor fibers of the vagi and the activity of the cen-
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tral nervous system. To be sure, a feeble lung rhythm was sometimes

seen in the lungs after section of the vagi nerves.

In the present series we have frequently noticed a gradual increase in

the lung tonus during perfusion with the Ringer-blood mixture, both

of the excised lung and of the lung left in situ, and the vagus intact.

On this tonus contraction there is always superimposed a feeble but

Fig. 22. Record of lung (left) tonus in a decerebrated and curarized turtle.

Animal fixed dorsal side down. Platron removed. Left bronchus ligated. Can-

nula in tip of lung. Viscera removed from ventral surface of lung. Lung per-

fused through the pulmonary artery with Ringer + defibrinated turtle blood.

X, section of left vagus in the neck. Showing a gradual increase in the lung tonus

with indications of a peripheral tonus rhythm after section of the vagus; The
intervals between the tracing sections A, B, C and D = about 10 minutes.

Fig. 2.i. Kecords of the bloo(i pres.sure (right puhuonary artery) and loft

lung, L, tonus in a decerebrated and curarized turtle. Loft lung isolated, except

for pulmonary blood vessels and vagus, a, repeated injections into the jugular

vein of ^g cc. 1:100 histamine chloride; b, tetanization of loft peripheral vagus.

Showing inhibition of the histamine tetanus following the primary lung contrac-

tion on vagus stimulation.

distinct rhythm of varying rate. In the preparations where we per-

fused the lung in situ and with the vagus intact, it was noted at times

that the tontia rise began on section of the vagus nerve (fig. 22). Tliis seems

to indicate that there are some inhibitory fibers to the hiiig motor ti.^-

sues in the vagi nerves. The fact that epinephrin inhibits the tonus in

th« turtle lung points in the same direction, if one may accept the theory

of cxcliuuvc nerve ending action of this drug.
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We also wish to record another fact observed in this series that may
be interpreted on this basis. If the perfused lung, excised or in situ,

is in a state of considerable tonus, stimulation of the vagus still causes

further contraction of the lung musculature, but following the stimula-

tion the relaxation of the lung musculature does not stop at the tonus

level existing prior to the stimulation but drops much lower, and this

secondary tonus inhibition lasts for some time. This phenomenon

occurs whether the lung tonus is spontaneous or induced by such drugs

as histamine (fig. 14 A, fig. 23). We recognize that this fact is capable

of several interpretations, such as depressor action of fatigue metabo-

lites, etc. It may also be due to the action of inhibitory fibers in the

vagus nerve outlasting the more direct and powerful action of the

motor fibers.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Frogs: 1. Section of the vago-sympathetic nerves leads to dilatation

of the lung arteries on the same side, parallel with the development of

hypertonus of the lungs. This tonic constrictor action of the vago-

sympathetic nerve on the lung arteries appears to be due to vagus

fibers, as section of the sympathetic nerve by itself is without effect on

the lung.

2. Stimulation of the peripheral end of the vago-sympathetic nerve

induces contraction of the lung arteries on the same side. In good prep-

arations this contraction is maximal. The pulmonary vasoconstric-

tion is independent of the vagus action on the heart (elimination of

cardiac vagus by curare, nicotine, direct perfusion of the lung, and exci-

sion of the heart) and on the lung motor tissues, as it may occur parallel

with lung contraction, lung dilatation or no change in lung tonus.

Stimulation of the peripheral end of the cervical sympathetic nerve has

no effect on the tonus of the pulmonary arteries. Hence the vasocon-

strictor fibers appear to belong to the vagus system.

3. In the lung perfused with a mixture of frog's blood and Ringer's

solution minimal doses of epinephrin have a vasodilator action; larger

doses, a vasoconstrictor action. The perfused lung deteriorates rapidly

and these vascular responses to epinephrin occur only in very fresh

preparations.

4. Histamine and pituitrin cause vasoconstriction in the lungs. The
vascular motor tissues are more sensitive to these drugs than the lung

motor tissues.
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5. Atropine in doses that paralyze the cardiac vagus and the luiig

motor fibers in the vagus abohshes also the vasomotor action of the

vagus on the pulmonarj' blood vessels.

6. Pulmonarj' vasoconstrictor reflexes have been obtained from the

central vagus and the brachial nerves.

Turtles: 1. Section of the vagus causes dilatation of the pulmonary

arteries on the same side. This is not due to cardiac and arterial blood

pressure changes, because it occurs only in the lung on the side of the

vagus section, and it occurs in the lung perfused in situ. Section of

the cervical sympathetic nerve has no action on the tonus of the pul-

monarj' blood vessels. The tonic vasoconstrictor action in the lungs

appears therefore to be due to vagus fibers.

2. Periodic variations in the tonus of the pulmonary arteries may
occur in the intact lung. These tonus variations may disappear on sec-

tion of the vagus on the same side. A vasomotor rhythm of strictly

peripheral origin has also been observed in the denervated lung, par-

ticularly under perfusion.

3. Stimulation of the peripheral end of the vagus nerve causes vaso-

constriction in the lung of the same side. In a few preparations weak

tetanization of the vagus caused vasodilatation in the lung. Stimula-

tion of the cervical sympathetic nerve has no influence on the tonus

of the pulmonary blood vessels.

The pulmonary vasomotor effects of tetanization of the vagus are inde-

pendent of cardiac and arterial pressure factors (section of the cardiac

vagus, direct perfusion of the lung) , and are at least partly independent

of the lung contraction induced by the stimulation.

4. In the lung perfused with a mixture of turtle's blood and Ringer's

solution minimal doses of epinephrin cause pulmonary vasodilatation;

larger doses, pulmonary vasoconstriction. The perfused lung deterior-

ates gradually, the vagus vasomotor action and the hemodynamic
action of epinephrin disappear long before the lung motor action of the

vagus.

5. The pulmonary vasomotor action of the vagus is abolished by

doses of atropine that paralyze the cardiac and the lung motor vagi

fibers.

6. Pulmonary vasoconstrictor reflexes have been observed from elec-

trical stimulation of the central sciatic nerve and mechanical irritation

of the posterior nares.

7. Histamine and pituitrin cause contraction of the pulmonary blood

vessels. This action is independent of the contraction of the lung mus-

culature induced by these drugs.
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General: 1. We have been unable to obtain any pulmonary vasomotor

action from the cervical sympathetic nerves in these animals. These

are merely negative results, and we do not attach positive significance

to them at present.

2. On the basis of the prevailing theory of epinephrin action, the

pulmonary vasodilatation induced by minimal doses of epinephrin indi-

cates vasodilator nerves to the lungs. In the turtle these vasodilator

fibers appear to be included in the vagus; in the frog our work does not

disclose the course of the vasodilator nerves.

3. Both in the frog and in the turtle atropine in pharmacological

doses paralyzes the pulmonary vasomotor nerve mechanism. So far

as we know this is the first clear demonstration of vasomotor paralysis

by this drug. This fact appears to render questionable the work of pre-

vious investigators on the subject of pulmonary vasomotor control in

the mammal where atropine was used to ehminate the cardiac factor.

4. It would seem that the pulmonary vasomotor reflexes (central

and peripheral) must be taken into account in lung physiology and
pathology. Drugs like epinephrin, histamine, atropine and pituitrin

act parallel but independently on the vasomotor and lung motor
mechanism.

5. The pulmonary vasomotor nervous mechanism is more readily

fatigued and more quickly paralyzed by untoward physiological condi-

tions than any other vasomotor mechanism known to us in the mammal.
This may indicate a complex system of neurones on the pulmonary
vasomotor pathway. This fact serves, at least in part, to explain past

failures in the research on vasomotor control in the lungs. We are

apparently dealing with a mechanism having the delicate physiological

balance of complex reflexes. The animal must be in good condition

and the lung fresh, particularly if perfusion methods are used. Com-
parisons by the perfusion method may not be made with the lung and
the skeletal muscles (hind legs). The lungs api>ear to be as delicate

organs as some glands (e.g., the pancreas). For the lung of the frog

and the turtle Ringer's solution is a poison, not a physiological solution,

as it is for the skeletal muscles and motor nerves. The delicacy of the

mechanism may also explain the apparent difl&cultj'" in inducing pulmon-
ary vasomotor reflexes under our experimental conditions.

6. Our evidence goes to show that the pulmonary vasoconstrictor

nerves belong to the vagus sj'^stem, that is, they are not nerve fibers

that join the vagus from sympathetic connections outside the skull.

We have also seen that epinephrin causes vasoconstriction in these
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lungs. It is idle to speculate whether these facts demand a revision

of the theorj' of epinephrin hemodynamics or a further analysis (ana-

tomical and physiological) of the correlation of the vagus and the

sympathetic systems.
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In 1855 Budge (1) observed in a young rabbit, after section of the

left cervical sympathetic nerve and of the branches distal (cepha'ad)

to the right superior cervical gangUon, that the right was the smaller

of the two pupils half an hour after the operation; whereas, 48 hours

after the operation the right pupil was the larger of the two. In adult

rabbits 24 hours after a similar operation he found the pupil larger

on the side on which the post-ganglionic fibers had l)een cut. Following

Budge many observers reported paradoxical effects in the pupil-dilator

mechanism as the result of lesions in the course of the cervical sympa-

thetic from the origin of its preganglionic h\yei's in the upper thoracic

region of the spinal cord, to the ending of its post-ganglionic fibers in the

region of the ciliary body and iris. The most noteworthy oontributiona

on the subject came from Schiff (2), Kowalewsky (3), Braunstein (4),

Lewandowsky (5), Langendorff (6), Anderson (7) and Meltzer and
Auer (8).

Many observers noted the fact that after removal of one superior

cervical ganglion, or section of one sjTnpathetic nerve, the pupil on the

side of operation under certain circumstances, e.g., asphyxia, excite-

ment, injections of adrenalin, death, etc., became larger than its fellow.

Because of the fact that the pupil on the side on which the efferent dilator

path had been severed exhibited greater power of dilatation than its

fellow, Langendorff (6) called the phenomenon paradoxical pupil dilata-

tion, to the paradoxical phenomena already noted by other observers.

Anderson (7), as the result of his investigations, added the paradoxical

pupillary effects (constriction) consequent on section of the third cranial

nerve or the equivalent of this, viz., removal of the ciUary ganghon or

section of the short ciliary nerves. Elliott (9) found that para-

doxical phenomena ensued in every organ supplied by the sj'mpathetic

system after section of the pre- or post-ganglionic fibers passing to that

113
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organ. It should be noted that the paradoxical effects seen after lesions

of the cervical sjTnpathetic are not limited to the pupil but include

widening of the fissura 'palpebrarum, withdrawal of the membrana nic-

titans, and bulging or proptosis of the eyeball. In the present studies

attention was directed chiefly to alterations in the pupils and mem-
branes. The width of the pupils, protrusion of the membranes, etc.,

were estimated where it is not expressly stated that actual measurements

were taken.
,

None of the observers quoted, and none in the author's recollection,

has made reference to the possibility of paradoxical effects consequent

upon lesions of the afferent pathways, although it has long been known
that stimulation of sensorj^ nerves causes pupil dilatation. In the

present studies after nerve section, etc., in cats, tests were made from

time to time for paradoxical phenomena chiefly by injections of adre-

naUn into the jugular vein as first practised by Lewandowsky (5) and

subsequently by Langley (10) and by Meltzer and Meltzer (11). Other

methods of evoking paradoxical effects were occasionally employed such

as asph^Tciation, intravenous injections of pituitrin and of lactic acid,

and finally instillations of adrenahn into the conjunctival sacs as prac-

tised by Meltzer and Auer (8). The condition of the pupils in death

was carefully recorded as the death agony is a potent means of evoking

paradoxical effects. When not otherwise stated adrenaUn, etc., em-

ployed as an excitant of paradoxical effects, was administered intra-

venously. All operations were done under ether anesthesia. Before

acceptance each animal ^as tested with adrenalin. The failure of con-

junctival instillations of adrenaUn to elicit frank paradoxical effects

after sciatic section, etc., in instances in which paradoxical effects

were readily elicited by adrenalin intravenously is of no significance

since such instillations were often ineffective after cervical sympathetic

section where adrenalin intravenously elicited paradoxical effects.

Section of one sciatic nerve. Numerous experiments were made in

which one sciatic nerve was divided. In all instances paradoxical

eflfects were readily evoked in the contralateral pupil by adrenalin.

Description is confined to three animals with abstracted protocols.

In cat 1 well-marked paradoxical phenomena were evoked in the

left eye 13 days after section of the right sciatic nerve. On the 2nd

day after excision of the scar-area and suture of the divided nerve

ends the paradoxical phenomena were still demonstrable in the left

eye but had disappeared by the 4th day and were again demonstrable

on the 13th day. On the 2l8t day after excision of the scar and suture
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of the nerve ends the paradoxical phenomena had almost disappeared,

being only manifest in the constriction period after adrenahn when the

left pupil was larger than its fellow. On this day 1^ inches of the distal

segment of the divided nerve were removed and the gap bridged with cat-

gut sutures. Twenty minutes later the paradoxical phenomena were

about as immediately before the operation but were absent after that

for 8 days and were demonstrable again 20 days after the operation.

(Photograph 1.)

!

''^.'

Fig. 1. Reappearance of paradoxical effects in the left ej'e after "freshening"

the end of the proximal segment of the right sciatic nerve which had been sutured

41 days previously.

Fig. 2. Paradoxical effects in left eye on the 17th day after division of the right

sciatic nerve and 7 minutes after section of both cervical sympathetic nerves.

Fig. 3. Reappearance of paradoxical effects in the right eye on 10th day after

excision of the scar area in the left sciatic nerve which had been divided 18 days

previously.

Fig. 4. Paradoxical effects in the left eye on the 12th day after injection of

the right sciatic nerve with 60 per cent alcohol and 16 minutes after cord tran-

section between roots Lii and iii.
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On the 85th and 99th day (51st and 65th after excision of the distal

segment of the divided sciatic, etc.), adrenahn failed to evoke paradoxical

effects in the left eye. On the 99th day (65th after their insertion) the

catgut strands were removed. On the 10th and 13th days after this

last operation adrenalin failed to evoke appreciable paradoxical effects

V n
JV^^'^Tff"

Fig. 5. Paradoxical effects in the left eye evoked by ether anesthesia on the

37th day after section of posterior spinal roots Lvii to Sii on the right side.

Fig. 6. Paradoxical effects in the left eye evoked by adrenalin given intra-

venously on the 37th day after section of the posterior spinal nerve roots Lvii

to Sii on the right .side.

Fig. 7. Paradoxical effects evoked by adrenalin instilled into the conjunctival

sac on the 37th day after .section of tlie posterior nerve roots Lvii to Sii on

the right side ami 1 hour after tninscction of the cord between roots Lii and iii.

in the left eye. lOvidcntly tlic removal of the catgtit slnuids had little

effect iijwn the panidoxical mechanism. Histological examination

failed to fihow rcKennrating nerve fibers along the course of the catgut

BtrundH. One centimeter was now excised from the extremity of the

proximal slump of the divided sciatic. On the 7th day after this last
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operation adrenalin failed to evoke paradoxical effects. On the 9th

day paradoxical effects were evoked but were easily exhausted since a

lethal dose of lactic acid given a few minutes later failed to elicit them.

Protocol. Cat 1. Female, adult, non-yregnant, non-lactating
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after the primary nerve section) paradoxical effects were present in the

left eye before spinal cord transection midway between the 2nd and 3rd

lumbar roots. At different intervals ranging from 16 to 43 minutes

after the cord transection adrenaUn caused both pupils to dilate but the

right was always larger than the left so that the paradoxical phenomena

in the left eye had evidently been suspended temporarily as the result

of the lumbar transection. Six minutes after spinal transection between

roots Cv and vi adrenalin caused greater and more prompt dilatation

in the right than in the left pupil although in the constriction period

the left was for a time the larger of the two. Eleven minutes after the

cervical transection adrenalin administered in 5 per cent dextrose solu-

tion evoked paradoxical effects in the left eye. Adrenalin administered

without sugar solution 10 and 14 minutes later did not evoke paradoxical

effects in the left eye. Half an hour later, however, or about 1 hour

after the cervical transection, adrenalin in sugar solution evoked typi-

cal pai-adoxical phenomena in the left eye. The right and left cervical

sympathetic nerves were then cut and 5 minutes later 5 cc. of sugar

solution, given intravenously, had no effect on the pupils whereas adre-

nalin, given in sugar solution, evoked well-marked paradoxical phenom-

ena in the left eye. (Photograph 2.) After these experiments the

animal Uved about 13 hours. Six hours after death traces of paradoxi-

cal phenomena were visible in the left eye. In assessing the value of

these observations the reader is reminded that they were made 17 days

after the original nerve section ; that is to say, at a period when among
other things regenerative and compensatory changes had been estab-

lished to a considerable extent in the spinal cord and dorsal root ganglia.

In cat 3 the cord was transversely hemisected on the right side at the

level of root C ii. The nerve root was considerably damaged, as shown

at autopsy. Immediately after the hemisection the right pupil was

larger than the left. Three days after the operation the left pupil was

much larger than the right. As time went on the difference in the size

of the pupils diminished somewhat but the* right remained persistently

smaller by 2 mm. or more than the left. AdrenaUn on the 34th, 54th

and 76th days caused dilatation of both pupils but the right was always

considerably smaller than the left. This was considered a good case

to test the effects of section of the contralateral sciatic nerve upon the

constricted pupil. Accordingly on the 77th day the left sciatic nerve

was divided. On the 12th day after the nerve section although the

right pupil under all ordinary circumstances was smaller than its fellow

adrenahn evoked paradoxical dilatation in the right pupil which for a
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short time was the larger of the two. By the 18th day adrenalin no

longer evoked paradoxical phenomena in the right eye. The scar

region of the divided nerve was now excised and a portion of fresh nor-

mal sciatic nerve from another cat sutured in place between the divided

nerve ends and 10 days later, although the right pupil was considerably

smaller than the left, adrenahn evoked well-marked paradoxical phe-

nomena in the right pupil which became larger for a time than its fellow

(photograph 3). On the 17th day after this last operation well-marked

paradoxical efifects could not be obtained by adrenalin nor by mechani-

cal asphyxiation.

Protocol. Cat S. Male adult
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from nerve injuries (causalgia, etc.), it was decided to test the effects

of alcoholic injections into one sciatic nerve upon the pupils. The

results were as consistent and striking as those obtained after sciatic

section.

In cat 4 an injection of 60 per cent alcohol was made into the right

sciatic nerve. Twelve days later paradoxical phenomena were in evi-

dence in the left eye before and after cord transection between roots L ii

and iii, and in death (photograph 4).

Protocol. Cat 4. Female about S months old
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eye although the left pupil on this day, after each injection of adrenahn,

began to dilate before its fellow. On the 31st day adrenalin applied

locally to each conjunctival sac failed to evoke dilatation in the pupil of

either eye. On the 37th daj' well-marked paradoxical effects appeared

in the left eye incidental to ether anesthesia and after adrenalin intra-

venously, and appUed locally to the conjunctival sac. . Transection of the

cord between roots L ii and iii caused momentary^ dilatation in both

pupils but beyond this was without apparent effect upon the paradoxical

phenomena which were as readily elicited after as before the operation

(photographs 5, 6 and 7).

Protocol. Cat 5. Adult, male
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In two other animals posterior nerve root section was done. The

results were comparable to those just described though less striking

quantitatively possibly because of slight injuries to the spinal cord and

root ganglia.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

After evulsion of one superior cervical gangUon intravenous injec-

tions or other paradoxical excitants do not elicit paradoxical effects

before the expiration of 24 hours. Similarly after section of the

sympathetic nerve in the neck paradoxical phenomena cannot as a

rule be elicited before the expiration of from 5 to 7 days although

under exceptional conditions they may be elicited as early as the

3rd day. The period of latency or "incubation" after section of

one sciatic nerve varies from 8 to 12 days but the paradoxical phe-

nomena may occasionally be ehcited earUer, as in cat 2. The appar-

ent prolongation of the "incubation" period in cat 5 after section of the

posterior nerve roots was undoubtedly due to slight unavoidable injury

of the cord or root ganglia at the time of operation. This induced

on its own account pupillary phenomena which, for the time being,

overshadowed the effects proper of the nerve root section. The well-

known difficulty with which regeneration takes place in the posterior

nerve roots after section explains the extraordinary persistence of the

paradoxical phenomena as contrasted with their early appearance and

disappearance after section or injury of one sciatic nerve. Following

evulsion of one superior cervical ganglion paradoxical effects may be

ehcited in the corresponding eye for practically an indefinite period

even though partial regeneration in the post-gangUonic paths may be

demonstrated. After section of one cervical sympathetic nerve it is,

however, easy to demonstrate that as regeneration takes place the

paradoxical phenomena disappear, that is to say, in the course of a few

weeks. The persistence of paradoxical phenomena so long after evul-

sion of one cervical ganglion is not a matter for wonder. Indeed when

one considers the nature of the operation it becomes at once apparent

that regeneration proceeds with difficulty and could hardly be expected

ever to become complete. The condition here is analogous to what

occurs after posterior nerve root section. After section or injurj' of

one sciatic nerve the neurone bodies of the injured axones exhibit phe-

nomena (axonal reaction phenomena, retrograde degeneration) indica-

tive of suspension of function. These reach their maximum about
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the 14th or 15th day, sooner or later, depending on circumstances, when
the neurone bodies begin to exhibit changes indicating restoration of

function. These changes take place in the proximal portions of the

injured neurones, whether the divided nerve ends have been sutured

or not, and there is evidence" that at this stage and later on the regener-

ating neurones hj-perfunction. It is noteworthy that after section of

one sciatic nerve the disappearance of paradoxical effects coincides

closely with the initiation of the disappearance of the axonal reaction

phenomena. These facts taken in conjunction with the delayed disap-

pearance of paradoxical phenomena after posterior nerve root section,

and with the further fact that, in cat 1 after the disappearance of para-

doxical phenomena these could be re-induced at will by further section

or injury of the proximal segment of the divided sciatic, warrant the con-

clusion that after section or injury of one sciatic nerve the appearance

and disappearance of paradoxical phenomena are conditioned respec-

tively by the suspension and restoration of specific neural functioning

in the related neurone bodies situated in the dorsal root gangha.

Anderson (7), corroborating the prior finding of Lewandowsky (5),

came to the conclusion that the mechanism of the paradoxical ocular

phenomena after evulsion of one superior cervical ganglion, or section of

one cervical sympathetic nerve, consists of increased irritability of the

dilator pupillae muscle. Such increase of irritability of the effector

mechanism of dilatation is the result of interruption of efferent impulses

via the cervical sympathetic. After sciatic section or injury there occurs

a similar failure of outflow of impulses to the dilator mechanism over

the cervical sympathetic nerve though less in degree than in the case

of ganglionectomy or section of the cervical sympathetic. The con-

clusion seems warranted that in the waking state afferent impulses

coming from the periphery, or at least from that portion of it supplied

by the sciatic nerves, are immediate factors in conditioning the outflow

of impulses from the upper thoracic cord segments which govern pupil

dilatation through the cervical sympathetic nerve. There is, more-

over, some evidence pointing to the probability that each sciatic nerve

sends impulses to the upper thoracic segments of both sides (lower

cilio-spinal center of Budge) although the relation in this respect is

mainly a crossed one.

The temporary disappearance of paradoxical effects in cat 2 immedi-

ately after spinal cord transection has its counterpart in the case with

which exhaustion occurs in the paradoxical mechanism at certain times.

Thus after ganghonectomy or sympathetic section, toward the end of
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the incubation period, or, in the case of sympathetic section, in the re-

generation period just before the paradoxical phenomena disappear,

repeated injections of adrenahn may fail to evoke paradoxical effects

unless a period of rest be allowed to intervene. Here the effect of dex-

trose solution in restoring the exhausted effector mechanism is significant.

Persistence of the possibihty of evoking paradoxical effects after cervi-

cal and lumbar cord transection as well as after section of both cervical

sympathetics, is further evidence that the paradoxical pupillary phe-

nomena observed after section or injury of one sciatic nerve are identical

in kind with the paradoxical phenomena observed after ganglionectomy

or section of the cervical sympathetic nerve. This conclusion is further

supported by observations made upon cat 5 in which, after section

of the lumbo-sacral posterior nerve roots, adrenalin applied locally to

the conjunctival sac induced marked paradoxical phenomena in the

contralateral eye.

CONCLUSIONS

1

.

After section or injury of one sciatic nerve the appearance and dis-

appearance of paradoxical phenomena in the contralateral pupil are

conditioned respectively by the suspension and restoration of specific

neural functioning in the injured neurones of the proximal segment and
more particularly in the neurone bodies situated in the dorsal root

gangUa.

2. In the waking state afferent impulses from the periphery, passing

inward over each sciatic nerve, impinge upon the motor neurones situ-

ated in the lateral horns of the upper thoracic segments (lower cilio-

spinal center of Budge) conditioning reflexly the outflow of impulses

that reach the pupil-dilator mechanism via the cervical sympathetic

nerves.

3. The impingement of afferent sciatic impulses upon the upper thor-

acic cord segments is probably bilateral although the maximal effect is

exerted upon the segments of contralateral side.

4. The paradoxical pupillary effects observed after section or alcohoUc

injection of one sciatic nerve are identical in kind with the paradoxical

phenomena observed after removal of one superior cervical ganglion

or after section of one cervical sympathetic nerve.
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In a recent paper (1) experiments were cited which indicate that

developing sea-urchin eggs when subjected to suitable concentrations

of various lipoid-soluble substances, i.e., the higher alcohols, show

unmistakable rhythms of susceptibility and resistance according to the

phase of physiological activity at the specific time of treatment. Such

observations constitute additional evidence that a very intimate rela-

tion or correlation exists between the general physiological condition

of the egg and the physical state of its plasma-membrane. The pres-

ent paper is a preliminary report of experiments conducted in the Ught

of recent advances to analyze the effects of various concentrations of

the alcohols upon the resulting fatigue curves of excised frog muscles

so immersed. The bearing such a study has on the theoretical and

practical aspects of responses is apparent when one recalls that in any
protoplasmic system, an increased (sensitization) or decreased irrita-

bility or spontaneous activity (anesthesia) may be brought about by
the conditions of concentration, temperature, and the physiological

state of the system.

In the case of substances, in proper concentrations, producing in-

creased irritability, numerous examples might be cited both in plants

and animals. It is well known that general nervous excitability is

increased by weak doses of ether, alcohol and other active substances.

Rhythmical activity such as that which takes place in cilia, or the heart

beat, etc., is increased in weak solutions of alcohol and other narcotics.

Carlson (2) has demonstrated that the nerve-cells controlUng the heart

beat of Limulus are induced to faster rhythmical action in weak solutions

of alcohol, chloral hydrate, chloretone and chloroform. In experiments

by Tashiro and Adams (3) similar responses in excitability in the nerve

127
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and its output of carbon dioxide were noted when treated with low

concentrations of urethane and chloral hydrate. In muscle-nerve

physiologj^ the phenomenon of "treppe" exhibited by contracting mus-

cle is probably due, as has been shown by Lee (4), to the stimulating

action of small quantities of fatigue substances, which in higher concen-

trations decrease irritability. On the plant side numerous practical

uses have been made of the fact that many depressant substances when

administered in low concentration increase rate of growth; thus ether

has been used in "forcing" plant growth by those interested in com-

mercial horticulture.

Other striking effects of narcosis have been recorded in plants when

treated with weak solutions of chloroform and ether on the side of oxy-

gen consumption. (Tashiro and Adams cite observations of Kosinski

showing that respiration in yeast cells increased in presence of 0.5 per

cent ether; 5 per cent reduced respiration one-half, while 7 per cent

almost stops it (4).) Rotation in plant cells has been observed within

the protoplasm during the early stages of ether and chloroform narcosis,

and it is recorded that the irritability of certain sensitive plants is

heightened in traces of ether.

Loeb, LilUe, Torrey, Moore and others have observed striking behav-

ior activities induced in various organisms when treated with the

proper concentrations of certain anesthetics. Thus Loeb was able to

produce a positive heliotropic response in Daphniae when subjected to

weak solutions of alcohol and ether in strengths that vary from a third

to a half of those required for anesthesia. Lillie in experiments with

the marine annelid larvae (Arenicola) found that he could change the

behavior from a normally positive to a negative heliotropism in various

weak anesthetic substances.

On the other hand and opposite to sensitization is the phenomenon of

reversible decrease in irritability or responsiveness which is anesthesia,

and the vital processes that are subject to such an arrest are numerable

and varied, and may be brought about in a number of different ways,

i.e., mechanical, thermal, electrical or chemical. In discussing the the-

ory of anesthesia, Lillie (7) lists a few of the vital processes so effected

BB follows: They include amoeboid movements; protoplasmic rotation

in plant cells; all processes depending on response to stimulation, like

muscular contraction and stimulation and conduction in nerve; auto-

matic rhythmical activities like the heart l)eat or the motion of cilia or

spermatozoa; coil-division; the artificial initiation of development in

unfertilized eggs; various fermentative and oxidative processes; light-
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production, e.g., by luminous bacteria; typical metabolic processes

like the assimilation of carbon dioxide by plants; growth processes in

plants and animals, and developmental processes dependent on growth

and cell division. It is of especial significance to note that processes

depending upon growth and development are included in the list, and

when anesthesia is administered during proper progressive develop-

mental stages, far-reaching consequences may result. Thus abnormal-

ities of growth and development as well as changes in irritability may
be produced under the influence of anesthesia, as Stockard (5) and

McClendon (6) have shown in the production of cyclopia in developing

fish eggs, and other developmental defects produced by alcohol in the

case of mammals as later shown by Stockard.

It is beyond the scope and purpose of this brief introductory review of

facts concerned with responses of the vital processes to attempt to dis-

cuss the cause or causes of observed phenomena, but it seems logical

to infer that like manifestations of ordinary stimulation, they are in some

way intimately dependent on surface-changes of the plasma-membrane.

The question as to just how these surface-changes are effected is a

critical one, and one that needs more careful research. Lillie (7) in

his discussion of the theory of anesthesia has thrown some light on the

problem and suggests that it is highly probable that the whole processes

of sensitization and anesthesia are akin to the processes of stimulation.

They depend upon local initiation of the excitation state which is in

turn qualified by semipermeability, electrical polarization and specific

metabolic activity. Hence altering the physical and chemical condi-

tions of the membrane alters the whole physiological process. With
this brief discussion, we may proceed to the consideration of the mode
of experimentation described.

Methods and apparatus. The experiments about to be described were

performed intermittently between April and December of the past year,

the frogs being obtained in five dozen lots from a supply house in Chi-

cago, the batches consisting for the most part of the common or leopard

frog, Rana pipiens Schreher, sometimes called Rana virescens Kalm.

After making all due mechanical arrangements, the specimen was killed

by pithing, the brain and spinal cord destroyed, and the gastrocnemius

muscle removed and placed immediately in the glass cylinder of a

Harvard type muscle warmer, arranged and mounted in such a way as to

allow easy manipulation in pouring solutions of desired strengths, and

so connected to the inductorium and the light muscle lever as to allow

the transcribing of a record on the kymograph when the muscle was
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stimulated by the intermittent induction shocks. Immediately above

the muscle lever was mounted a Deprez double electric signal marker,

the upper marker being connected through wires with a Harvard type

chronometer beating off intervals of a half-minute; the lower being

connected through wires with the primary circuit through a Harvard

type vibrating interrupter beating seconds (a make and break during

the second so that the muscle actually received through the inductorium

two stimuli per second). The current used through wires was from

electric storage battery, type "D," cells maintained approximately at

full charge (1.225 s. g.) delivering a voltage to the inductorium of about

2 per cell. Usually two cells were used to impel the induction coil of

the interrupter, with one cell furnishing the current to the inductorium

and the muscle which of course was connected to the inductorium

through the terminals of the secondary coil. The secondary coil in all

experiments was placed over the primary so that it was 2 cm. from its

fully closed position, thus delivering to the muscle practically its maxi-

mal induction. After extended preliminary experimentation it was

found that about the optimum mechanical advantage in terms of lev-

erage for the muscle lever consisted of having the muscle attachment 8

mm. from the pivotal fulcrum opposed by a 30 gram weight placed 14

mm. on the opposite side, the entire length of the writing arm being

150 mm. from the pivot. The kymograph used in recording was of

the modified Harvard slow driving, long paper type, so provided with

a fan that it made one revolution in about 17 minutes. All records shown

in the subjoined plates were made with the drum revolving at this uni-

form speed so that from this factor they are comparable.

During the experimentations care has been exercised to keep the vari-

ous mechanical and thermal conditions as constant as possible; the

temperature has not been allowed to fluctuate more than 2 degrees at

any time, usually the room temperature being kept at approximately

21*0. during all the experiments. The various concentrations of fluids

used were made up in advance according to computed volumes per

cent, and placed in small, cork-stoppered flasks of 150 cc. capacity, so

that at the time of experimentation they were approximately that of

room temperature. The manner of attachment of the muscle to the

electrodes was carefully observed, and consisted of inserting the needle

in the tendon achilles just at the junction of the fascia of the numerous

muscle bundles for the lower contact; the upper end of the muscle being

made secure by piercing the tcndonous fascia at the knee joint between

the distal end of the fenuir and the proximal end of the tibia. This
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precaution to make secure the electrodes was found to be imperative

since otherwise the inertia of the falling weight on the writing lever

opposing the muscle would invariably alter the elasticity of the muscle

and complicate the curves, especially in the initial excursions of the

lever.

By closing the short ciruit bar on the key, the interrupter in the pri-

mary circuit activated intermittently the signal magnet and at the same

time sent the make and break shocks to the muscle through the induc-

torium. It is assumed that by keeping constant the relative positions

of the primary and the secondary coils, the resulting successive induced

shocks which reach the muscle will be approximately of the same

strength throughout any series of experiments. This factor, of course,

is a very important one since the responses of skeletal muscles when

suppUed with gradations of current are markedly affected in a number

of its phases, especially fatigue, as has been recently shown by Pratt

(8). Assuming the factors just mentioned to be fairly constant through-

out the series of experiments to be described, there is yet another

variable not easily controlled, that of metabolic variabiUty in the indi-

vidual muscles. Selection as to eqUaUty in size and weight of the exper-

imental muscles has been the only available criterion on this point.

From comparative uniformity of the resulting curves obtained on

repeated trials it would seem that this criterion could be relied upon

within the Umits of experimental procedure.

The alcohols used throughout the experiments were obtained from

different sources; the methyl, ethyl and n-butyl were redistilled in

the organic laboratory here at the college; the n-propyl was obtained

from Merck; n-amyl, nonyl, decyl were obtained from the Eastman

Kodak Laboratories, the last two named being put on the market as

"technical" and were not used in this series of experiments. The sec-

ondary octyl was purified by the Eastman Kodak Company while its

isomere capryl was "practical" and was redistilled here in the organic

laboratory. Eastman's "technical" heptyl alcohol was used but for

the most part records with this alcohol were unsatisfactory, probably

because of its oily nature.

Experimentation. Ranges in suitable concentrations of the alcohols

vary widely according to the specifically desired physiological result.

For example, Overton in his study of narcosis of tadpoles found the

range to lie between 0.57 mol per L. for methyl to 0.0004 mol per L. for

octyl. Contrasted to these concentrations are observations by Fiihner

and Neubauer in producing hemolysis where the range varied from 7.34
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mols per L. for methyl, to 0.004 for octyl, and Vernon's range in the

destruction of indophenol oxidase was even higher in the first four mem-
bers of the series that he tried, being 10.5 to 14 mols per L. for methyl

to 0.032 to 0.9 mol for butyl. These last figures correspond very closely

to those found to apply to isocapillary solutions, e.g., from 14.0 mols per

L. for methyl to 0.14 mol for amyl. On this basis it was necessary to

compute ranges of concentrations over rather wide limits, and to select

therefrom those concentrations that promised to produce the desired

physiological effects, i.e., bearing in mind that solutions of strengths

above the optimum concentration would likely be too toxic and would

result in depression or inhibition (anesthesia) of the muscular response,

and on the other hand those below would probably have a stimulating

(sensitization) effect.

TABLE 1

Methyl . .

Ethyl . . .

N-Propyl

N-Butyl

.

N-Amyl

.

Heptyl . .

S-Octyl

.

Capryl . .

CONCENTBATIONB OF AIiCOBOLS

vol. per cent

Strong

95.0

Strong

Strong

Strong

Strong

Strong

Strong

vol. per eerU
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The mean time necessary to fatigue a muscle either in physiological

salt solution or in air was found to be about 4 minutes, as recorded by
the chronometer beating half-minutes, basing the calculation arbitrar-

ily upon the point at which the lower margin of the second contracture

phase begins its final descent.

Methyl alcohol. Strong methyl alcohol is markedly stimulating

during the first few induced contractions (perhaps a dozen strokes of

the lever), but its toxic effect is immediately noticeable and the prog-

ress of the second contracture is rapidly completed, the whole taking

place in less than 2 minutes. A typical curve using this alcohol is

shown in figure 1.

Methyl alcohol in strength of 50 vol. per cent (fig. 2) produces a

rather uniform curve. The initial contracture phase is noticeably lack-

ing, with an accompanying relaxation phase apparent as indicated by
a drop in the excursion of the writing point. The second contracture

phase is similar in form and duration to that produced by alcohol of

great strength, fatigue resulting in this case in about If minutes.

Alcohol of 29.1 vol. per cent, as typically shown in figure 3, is decidedly

stimulating during the initial contractions, but produces rapid fatigue

once the secondary contracture phase is entered upon, the fatigue proc-

ess lasting only 1^ minutes.

Of all the concentrations tried with this alcohol it would seem from

the records obtained that 20.8 vol. per cent gives the best combination

of initial stimulation followed by rapid fatigue indicating toxicity and

alcohol of approximately this concentration may perhaps be considered

as about on the border, possessing favorable penetrating qualities. The
muscle reached its final contracture phase in about 2\ minutes and pro-

duces an interesting curve as shown in figure 4.

Methyl alcohol of 12.4 vol. per cent is obviously below optimum
concentration to produce rapid fatigue. It, like the higher grades of

this alcohol, stimulates noticeably during the initial contractions, pro-

ceeds to assume contracture proportions. A typical -curv^e produced by
muscles thus subjected is shown in figure 5, and from comparison is

similar to one produced in normal salt solution (fig. 12).

Ethyl alcohol. Strong ethyl alcohol has a surprising stimulating effect

upon muscles undergoing the fatigue process, so that the onset of the

second contracture phase is very slow and remarkably gradual. The
treppe effect brought about is perhaps more conspicuous here than in

any other cases tried. Once the final contracture phase is produced,

however, it is maintained for a long time with scarcely any decUne ap-
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Plate 1. 1. Tj-pical fatigue curve resulting from stimulation of muscle im-

mersed in strong methj'l alcohol. Note the initial relaxation phase is almost

lacking, and the temporary stimulating effect as evidenced by the height of the

first few contractions.

2. Fatigue curve of muscle immersed in 50 vol. per cent methyl alcohol. The
early relaxation phase is here beginning to be conspicuous and is somewhat
prolonged.

3. Typical curve when inamersed in 29.1 vol. per cent methyl alcohol. Relaxa-

tion phase more pronounced, conspicuous treppe, but rather rapid onset of

secondary contracture.

4. Curve resulting on immersion in 20.8 vol. per cent methyl alcohol. This

concentration perhaps may be regarded as lying in a relative range of concen-

tration where phases are well balanced in modification. A rather prolonged ini-

tial relaxation with long constant strokes, a uniform secondary contracture

terminating in a reversible decline toward the end.

5. Curve resulting from immersion in the weakest alcohol used, 12.4 vol. per

cent. Somewhat stimulating as evidenced by the early relaxation phase, the

height of the excursions and the duration of upper margin of the plateau of

secondary' contracture.

6. Comparative curve resulting from stimulating muscle in air. Note the

height of excursions, the initial relaxation phase, and the gradual and uniform

development of secondary contracture. The whiter area inside is caused by the

less intense "make" shocks.

7. Typical strong ethyl alcohol curve. Practically no initial relaxation phase,

gradual onset of secondary contraction, a conspicuous treppe and a sustained

contracture plateau.

8. Typical curve using 50 vol. per cent ethyl alcohol. Phases in marked con-

trast to proceeding, initial relaxation, rapidly developing secondary with main-

tained plateau becoming reversible.

9. Typical curve using 17.2 vol. per cent ethyl alcohol. Stimulating with modi-

fied toxic effect, note the rather prolonged initial relaxation followed by rapidly

developing secondary with sharply declining plateau.

10. Typical curve using 9.1 vol. per cent ethyl alcohol. Stimulating with

more slowly toxic effect. Gradual onset of secondary contracture and mainte-

nance of plateau and reversible decline.

It. Typical curve using 7.4 vol. per cent ethyl alcohol. Not greatly different

from preceding.

IB. Typical curve obtained under same experimental conditions as all the

others but in physiological salt solution, 0.7 vol. per cent. Note the initial relax-

ation phase accompanied by treppe at the top, the gradual onset of secondary

contracture, and a slowly reversible decline, with maintained gradual inclined

plateau.

IS. Characteristic curve resulting from immersion in strong propyl alcohol.

Primary contracture very evident with no reversal to relaxation whatsoever,

immediate onset of secondary contracture, terminating in irreversible plateau.

14. Typical curve using saturated solution of propyl alcohol. A slight assump-

tion of initial relaxation, no treppe, uniform plateau almost irreversible.

15, 16, 17. Typical curves using 13.5, 5.9 and 3.7 vol. per cent propyl alcohol.

First two maintaining almost an irreversible plateau, the last showing a ra])id

decline.

Plate 2. 18. Typical curve in strong butyl alcohol. Practical absence of ini-

tial relaxation phase, rapid onset of secondary contracture with maintained final

plateau.

19. A suggestion of initial relaxation i)hasc in naturaled solution of butyl alco-

hol, with maintained horizontal plateuu which is slowly reversible.

to, it, tt. Curves resulting on inunorsion in 1.7, 3.4 and 4.7 vol. per cent butyl

alcohol, rcipcctively. By n ini«tuko the order in strengths was reversed in the

labeling, it is the strongest (4.7), tO the weakest (1.7). Characteristic in

rerenible decline.

tS. Typical curve in strong amyl. Note Hiniilar contours to those obtained

with propyl and butyl alcohols of equal strengths.
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^4- Typical curve obtained in saturated solution of amyl alcohol. Compara-
tively similar to equivalent strength of propyl and butyl alcohols.

25, 26, 27. Curves produced in solutions of 1.1, 0.5 and 0.2 vol. per cent amyl
alcohol, respectively. Characteristically different from those of similar strengths
of propyl and butyl, and more closely resembling those of weak solution of methyl
alcohol, S, 4 and 5.

28. Curve resulting from immersion in secondary octyl alcohol and in sharp
contrast to those in strong solutions of its predecessors, propyl, butyl and amyl
alcohols. Notice an initial relaxation phase which occurs nowhere else in curves
of strong alcohols, and almost as extensive as that produced in salt solution,

12, in fact, in all its details it is almost a duplication of curves produced in salt

solution.

29. Saturated solution of secondary octyl alcohol. It .contrasts sharply with
curves obtained from similar concentrations of propyl, butyl and amyl alco-

hols, and its nearest simile is that produced by comparative strength of ethyl
alcohol, 8.

^, SI, 32. Curves of secondary octyl alcohol of weak strengths, 0.62, 0.29 and
0.15 vol. per cent, respectively. These as can readily be seen are easily com-
parable to those obtained from similar strengths of butyl, and to a less degree of

propyl alcohols.
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parent. Muscles in tliis strengh fatigue quite as slowly as those sub-

mitted to phj'siological salt solution. Figure 7 shows a typical record

obtained with strong ethyl alcohol. There is little initial relaxation

apparent such as develops in concentrations of lower strengths.

Ethj'l alcohol of 50 vol. per cent is remarkable in that it produces a

sustained relaxation phase of uniform responsiveness as evidenced by the

plateau form of the record (fig. 8), accompanied by a rather uniform

base line. Once the fatigue is brought about, the second contraction

phase appears rapidly as e\ddenced by the uniform ascent of the lower

margin of the described curve. Contracture, however, is not prolonged

as in strong alcohol, but begins immediately and is regular as in the

case of nonnal fatigue.

The relative effects of subjecting muscles to the three lower concen-

trations of ethji alcohol, namely 17.2, 9.1 and 7.4 vol. per cent, may
best be seen by referring to typical cui'ves shown respectively in figiu'cs

9, 10 and 11. That an increase in sensitization is caused by a decrease

in concentration is strikingly apparent here. The highest of these three

concentrations brings about almost immediately the onset of secondary

contracture, so that the upper margin of the curve drops regularly while

the lower margin has an accompanying uniform rapid rise, the whole

fatigue process taking only 1| minutes to complete. Contrasted to this

type of curve are those of lower concentrations, where the secondary

contracture phase is gradually induced and maintained at a relatively

higher and more uniformly regular level. In both of these the time

necessary to fatigue is better than 2^ minutes, and the increased respon-

siveness of the muscle is evidenced by the increased height of the record-

ing lever. Once initiated, the decline in the secondary relaxation is

rapid in all three cases, which is in marked contrast to curves produced

by practically all concentrations of propyl or butyl alcohols (see figs.

13 to 19 inclusive) or in the case of strong methyl and ethyl alcohols

(figs. 1 and 7). This point, it would seem, is an important one in the

analysis, since it implies that once the stinuilating effect has run its

course, changes are brought al)out in the muscle which in turn now
reverw; the process and something akin to anesthesia ensues so that the

relaxation is induc(Ml as rapidly as contracture was at first effected.

Propyl alcohol. Propyl alcohol in all ranges of concentrations exccjit

one (3.7 vol. per cent, fig. 17) gives striking and characteristic fatigue

curvcH as may be seen by referring to figures 13 to 17. On being im-

mersed the nui.scle inunediately begins to shorten and this is accompan-

ied by an increastid Kensitization in most of the concentrations tri(Ml.
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This tendency to immediate shortening is especially noticeable in strong

and saturated solutions, but is more or less conspicuous in the lower

concentrations. In strong propyl alcohol there is only a suggestion of

the treppe, the noticeable phase being the uniform secondary contracture

which is maintained at a relatively high level (fig. 13). Saturated

propyl forms a plateau with accompanying contracture (fig. 14) with

maintained high contracture phase. In strengths 13.3 and 5.9 vol.

per cent the resulting curves are very similar to one another as shown

in figures 15 and 16, respectively. In the lowest concentration tried,

3.7 vol. per cent, the muscle fatigues uniformly and quickly, but after

the completion of the second contraction phase it goes into relaxation

rapidly so that the resulting curve (fig. 17) is in this respect exceptional

to the other concentration of this alcohol, but comparable to the lower

strengths of ethyl alcohol noted above.

Butyl alcohol. Strong and saturated solutions of this alcohol give

curves (figs. 18 and 19) which are typical and which are comparable

with similar strengths of butyl alcohol just described. Contracture

starts almost immediately on being stimulated and is maintained at

a remarkably uniform rate with almost no relaxation phase at the end

of the fatigue cycle. The three solutions of weaker strength of this

alcohol tried, namely, 4.7 (fig. 22), 3.4 (fig. 21) and 1.7 (fig. 20) vol.

per cent gave typical curves similar to each other and to the weakest

concentrations of ethyl and propyl alcohols. This would seem to indi-

cate that the differences in range as computed were not sufficient to

give decided differences in effective physiological responses sufficient to

analyze. All tend to have a definite comparable initial relaxation

phase as indicated by the drop in the writing point in the early progress

of the curve, and all on the completion of the second contracture phase

have a rather rapid onset of secondary relaxation as indicated by the

abrupt descent at the terminal portion of the curves. It is very evi-

dent, too, that these concentrations have an exhaustive stimulating

effect since fatigue once started proceeds rapidly, and that in this re-

spect they are more potent than the three low grades of either methyl

and ethyl alcohols and even more so than comparable toxic strengths

of its predecessor, propyl alcohol.

Amyl alcohol. In strong and saturated concentrations amyl alcohol

gives curves similar to those of comparable strengths of both propyl

and butyl alcohols and decidedly in contrast to comparable strengths

of methyl and ethyl alcohols. With strong amyl alcohol the first con-

tracture phase is produced immediately on being stimulated, as shown
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in figure 23, and proceeds gradually to produce the secondary contrac-

ture (see fig. 13 for comparison with propyl alcohol). The plateau of

secondary contracture is with this alcohol more pronounced and exten-

sive than is the case with propyl or butyl alcohols. The three lower

concentrations used, 1.1, 0.5 and 0.2 vol. per cent, strange to say, give

curves (figs. 25, 26 and 27, respectively) which in all details more

closely resemble the three comparable strengths of methyl alcohol than

any other concentrations of its predecessors (see figs. 3, 4 and 5 in

comparison).

Hexyl and heptyl alcohols. No hexyl alcohol was available at the time

of experimentation so that no records were obtained. Heptyl alcohol

was at hand and its effects on fatigue in different concentrations some-

what explored but due to incompleteness of records no comparisons of

value can be made at this time.

Octyl alcohol. Two isomeric solutions of this alcohol were tried, a sec-

ondary octyl from a purification process of the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, and a so-called capryl alcohol from the same source, redistilled

here. Little difference physiologically could be seen in using either

in similar concentrations. Both give curves (figs. 28 and 29) in strong

and saturated solutions which are remarkable in their similarity, not

to their immediate predecessors of equal strengths, but to ethyl alcohol.

The three lower concentrations, however, give curves (figs. 30, 31 and

32) which are fairly comparable to similar concentrations of butyl

alcohol, with perhaps a less marked similarity to the weakest strength

of ethyl and propyl alcohols. These considerations when taken to-

gether with certain other data seem to point to the fact that octyl alco-

hol in various concentrations does not exert as striking penetrating

qualities as butyl, propyl or amyl alcohols. From incomplete records

obtained in use of heptyl it would seem that this alcohol also is in a

similar category.

SUMMARY

Making use of proper laboratory apparatus herein described in which

experimental conditions may be kept reasonably constant, records were

obtained in the development of fatigue in the gastrocnemius muscle

of the frog while being subjected during its stimulation to certain com-

puted concentrations of various alcohols.

The ranges of concentrations exi)l()r(Ml may be briefly tabulated;

strong and saturated solutions of methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, amyl,

heptyl, octyl and capryl, with computed gradations in three series of
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each, varying from 29.1 methyl, to 0.62 vol. per cent octyl; 20.8 vol.

per cent methyl, to 0.29 vol. per cent octyl; and 12.4 methyl to 0.15

vol. per cent octyl, respectively.

On comparative analysis of the various phases of these curves cer-

tain inferences can be drawn as to penetration and its resulting effects

on the muscle of the different alcoholic concentrations used, both as to

stimulation or sensitization and inhibition or anesthetic effects. Strong

concentrations in general give remarkably uniform modifications in

phases of contraction, especially in producing immediate contracture

which merges without interruption into irreversible secondary contrac-

ture. Certain weak solutions in general are markedly stimulating as

evidenced by initial and somewhat prolonged relaxation phase followed

by a reversible contracture phase which is very pronounced. Certain

predictable differences were obtained in concentrations between the

two extremes.

The evidence presented would seem to indicate that muscles when
undergoing the process of fatigue are quahtatively susceptible to differ-

ences in concentration of the medium with which they are surrounded.

This impUes that an intimate relation exists between the physical state

of the muscular envelope (plasma-membrane) and the changing physi-

ological conditions within.
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In a series of preceding papers we have attempted an analysis of the

conditions which lead to the changes in the blood cells of Limulus after

they have left the body of the animal. These changes concern the clot

formation, the shape of the cells, the granules, amoeboid movement
and the consistency of the cell (1), In this paper we shall analyze the

effect of changes in osmotic pressure and constitution of medium, the

effect of changes in temperature and of the character of the cellfibrin

on the amoeboid movements in their dependence upon the consistency

of the cell, and we shall discuss some wider bearings which our experi-

ments may have on the theory of tissue formation and tissue movements

in general.

We used the method described in a previous paper. We prepared ex-

perimental cellfibrin tissue and observed the migration of cells from this

tissue in the hollow sUde. In order to eUminate the effect of variable

factors, such as variations in the size of the piece, in the amount of

fluid added and others, we made a very large number of preparations.

It will not be necessary to review again the literature on iimoeboid

movement. This has been done repeatedly especially by Rhumbler.

The most generally accepted view is that amoeboid movement depends

on primary changes in surface tension in a liquid medium. This view

has again been upheld quite recently by Tait (2).

Effect of osmotic pressure of medium on rate and amount of outgrowth.

Of all the media used the outgrowth was found best in Limulus serum,

at least in the beginning of the experiment. On the second day, or per-

haps somewhat earlier, the growth may become equally good or even

somewhat better in a m/2 NaCl solution. In solution of a higher os-

motic pressure than m NaCl no outgrowth occurs. In m NaCl only a

trace of growth is seen. In } m NaCl there is a distinct outgrowth,

140
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but it is usually considerably less than in solutions of | m NaCl —
m/2 NaCl. In these solutions generally the optimal growth is reached.

In m/4 NaCl it is in the majority of cases less good than in m/2 NaCl,

but occasionally it may be equally good; only in a very small minority

of cases was it better. In m/6 and m/8 NaCl it is much less good than

in m/2 NaCl.

In interpreting these results we must consider the probabihty that

gradually substances are extracted from the tissue and added to the

solution. This not only would tend to increase the osmotic pressure of

the solution, and thus shift the optimum toward the originally hypo-

tonic solutions, but in addition it might tend to add to the NaCl solu-

tion substances which render the constitution of the solutions more

similar to the body fluid. In determining the effect of the medium on

the tissue we have to take into consideration not only the width of the

zone in which migrating amoebocytes are found, but also the density

of the field (the number of outgrown cells) and the character of the cells,

the preservation of the granules, the character of the pseudopodia and

the intensity of the spreading-out process.

The influence of osmotic pressure on the character of pseudopods and

amoeboid movem£nts. The character of the pseudopods and amoeboid

movement in the amoeboyctes of Limulus is not fixed but is variable

and the variations depend upon a number of variable factors, such as

character of cellfibrin tissue, temperature, difference in chemical com-

position of the surrounding medium and osmotic pressure.

We shall here discuss the typical effects caused by changes in osmotic

pressure in NaCl solutions leaving the other factors approximately

constant. This will be followed by a discussion of the other variable

factors.

In m NaCl solutions the pseudopods are sharp, fine, threadUke or

they are sharp tongue pseudopods. In | m NaCl the cells are usually

relatively small, contracted, granular. The granules appear small and

are close together. The cells begin to spread out in contact with the

glass, but the intensity of spreading out and the number of spread-out

cells is restricted. NaCl tends gradually to lead to a solution of the

granules.

Usually the pseudopods are here fine and long, threadlike; sharp

pointed tongue pseudopods are also quite common. The thread pseu-

dopods are very often multiple and very long, they may show a tree-like

ramification so that structures not unUke gha cells are produced ; or the

appearance may be similar to bipolar or multipolar gangUa cells. At
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the angles of triangular cells processes are attached which are very

long, become finer in their distal parts and split dichotomously. In

other cases we find very fine long dichotomous threads sitting on broader

tongue pseudopods. In certain cases we may even find broad tongue

pseudopodia, drops and small balloons in f m NaCl solutions. This

occurs especially if cellfibrin tissue is used which has a very low degree

of resistance and if the tissue has been exposed to the temperature of

the incubator. But even in these cases the drops and balloons are

usually smaller than in non-hypertonic solutions and we are apt to

find transitions to tongue pseudopodia. After having been kept for

several days, even in the ice chest, many cells are flat, spread out, hya-

line, and these cells usually show long branching pseudopods. These

long threadUke pseudopods change even f m NaCl solution, they may
be partly drawn in and be sent out again at other places. On the whole

the movement of the granuloplasm and of the hyaloplasm tends to be

slow in this solution, and the granuloplasm is apt to move as a connected

mass, although occasionally some granules may advance isolated into

the pseudopod. We find here also successive formation of tongue

pseudopodia. The granules move not only into the broader pseudopods,

but occasionally also into fine threadlike pseudopods, the interior of

which is less consistent than the periphery.

If we observe the cells emigrating from a piece of cellfibrin tissue in

f m NaCl solution, in which the temperature has been raised by plac-

ing the specimen soon after it has been made, under the microscope near

an electric lamp, we may notice the appearance of very sharp pseudo-

pods with which the cells emigrate from the tissue. In beginning how-

ever the pseudopods may not yet be quite so sharp as later, when the

solution has had time to act on the cells and when perhaps the hyper-

tonicity of the solution has been still further increased through sub-

stances extracted from the tissue.

In cells which have become more or less hyaline in the solution we
may notice a framework of hyaline glistening, apparently relatively solid

hyaloplasm from which protrude long fine pseudopods of a similar con-

sistency, and which includes a vacuolar space in which the nucleus is

situated. Some granules which are left in the cell move in contact with

the hyaline framework or with fibers which are suspended in the vacuole,

and it appears almost as if the granules were attached to the more solid

structures. However, they become free and move in the vacuole, as

soon as the fibers are dissolved. In f m NaCl the amoebocji^es show

only a slight agglutination; the marked clump formation as we find it
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especially in serum but also in some other solutions, is here usually

absent.

In f —^m/2 NaCl solutions the cells are at first contracted granular.

Gradually they spread out in contact with the glass and become hya-

hne; the cells which are not in contact with the glass remain contracted

for a longer period and they keep their granules for a considerable time,

but ultimately some of these cells may also become hyaUne. The
extending cells are at first still granular. Agglutination of cells into

clumps is here usually more marked than in f m NaCl, but less so than

in blood serum. In m/2 NaCl the pseudopods are usually sharp,

medium or broad tongue pseudopods with a prevalence of the sharp

type. Some thread pseudopods may also occur. Under the same con-

ditions, when drops and balloons appear in f m NaCl solution, they may
likewise appear in m/2 NaCl. This is especially the case whenever less

resistant tissue is used and if the tissue had been kept at a higher

temperature. But in m/2 NaCl these drop and balloon pseudopods

are more frequent than in f m NaCl and they may even occur spon-

taneously at room temperature in older specimens and especially in the

most advanced cells which are more directly exposed to the salt solu-

tion. If we observe under the microscope the cells emigrating from

the tissue in a freshly prepared specimen near a heat emitting lamp cir-

cus movement may occur, but it is very rare ; it occurs under conditions

which favor balloon formation.

Three-eighths m NaCl and m/4 NaCl : Only a few experiments were

carried out with f m NaCl, in the majority of cases m/4 NaCl was used.

Here the same variety of pseudopodia and movements are found as in

m/2 NaCl, namely, sharp, medium and broad tongue pseudopodia,

drops, balloons and half-moons; but the relative frequency with which

these different types are observed is different in m/4 and m/2 NaCl.

Broad tongue pseudopodia, drops, balloons and half-moons are here

relatively more frequent. The same factors which favor the formation

of the latter in isotonic solutions have the same effect in m/4 NaCl;
but they are more effective in the latter solution. These factors are

length of time, during which the cells are exposed to the solution, higher

temperature and the use of less resistant tissue. After exposuio to the

incubator temperature drops and balloons are apt to appear; they are

more frequent in the peripheral, most advanced cells, than in the

central cells. Circus movements may appear, but are rare.

M/6 and m/8 NaCl solutions: Wc can treat these two solutions jointly;

their effect is ecNsentially the same, although it is more pronounced in the

latter solution.
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Tongue pseudopodia as well as drops, balloon pseudopodia, half-moons

and courts may be seen, but the balloons, drops, courts and half-

moons are here relatively much more frequent than in the less hypotonic

solutions. Balloons, courts and half-moons may be considered as the

typical pseudopodia in these hypotonic solutions, but broad and even

sharp tongue pseudopodia may also occur; they are the more frequent,

the more resistant the tissue is, the less the time is which has elapsed

since the specimen was exposed to the solution, the less the tissue was

exposed to a higher temperature. We observe here occasionally pari

passu movement of the granuloplasm into the half-moon ; thus a partial

extension of the cell may take place. In this condition the granulo-

plasm enters the pseudopods at once. The cell on the whole in this

solution is rather large, the granules are well separated from each

other and they are large. In consequence the cells are apt to appear

as dark granular cells under the low power of the microscope. The

cells are soft and the granuloplasm usually moves rapidly into the bal-

loons. Successive balloons also occur, and the cell as a whole may
show locomotion by these means.

If we observe a piece of tissue in these hypotonic solutions near a

lamp at a higher temperature, we notice in the first hour and a half

after the specimen has been made, an emigration of granular cells with

large balloons, which are usually directed toward the outside and into

which the granuloplasm moves. The large majority of the cells show

these balloons in the first 90 minutes. Then the number of cells which

emigrate with tongue pseudopodia becomes more frequent; and a num-

ber of cells may begin to show broad tongue pseudopodia or transitions

between tongue pseudopodia and balloons in the solution. Under

certain conditions sharp and broad tongue pseudopodia may even

predominate in these solutions. It is possible that gradually substances

are extracted from the tissue which increase the osmotic pressure of

the solution and make it also otherwise more adequate for the blood

cells.

A broad tongue pseudopod may explode into a balloon and a bal-

loon may become transformed into an irregular tongue pseudopod.

Thus transitional forms are produced. Slight circus movements are

also occasionally observed. The same cell may alternately show broad

tongue pseudopodia and balloons, and balloons may also be polarized,

appear preferably at a certain pole of the cell. Balloons appear here

much earlier than in solutions with a higher osmotic pressure and again

they are more frequent in less resistant fibrin and at higher temperature.
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If we lower the osmotic pressure of the medium still further by plac-

ing the tissue in distilled water, no outgrowth occurs. As I have shown
previously blood cells do not under those conditions show those phe-

nomena which we observe in hypotonic salt solutions, but the water

changes the cell substance throughout in such a way that amoeboid

movements are no longer possible. The cell becomes round, polygonal

or leaflike and the majority of granules disappear; only exceptionally

may we find a cell which shows a very broad or balloon pseudopod under

those conditions. This is probably at places where through extraction

of substances from the tissue the osmotic pressure of the fluid has been

raised.

In blood senmi of Limulus the typical pseudopodia are the various

kinds of tongue pseudopodia; but here also some drops or even half-

moons may form under certain conditions. The factors which favor the

appearance of round pseudopods are the same as those mentioned previ-

ously : namely, spontaneous changes taking place in the cells, after a

certain time—usually several days—has elapsed, the use of less resistant

tissues and the use of higher temperature.

If we compare the behavior of the cells in Limulus serum and approxi-

mately isotonic NaCl solutions (m/2 and f m), we find the following

differences. In serum the tongue pseudopods are on the average

broader than in NaCl solutions. In serum the cells tend to spread out

with granules intact, while in NaCl solutions the cells are either more

contracted, or if they do spread out especially in contact with the glass

they lose part of their granules earlier than in serum. In serum the

cells are agglutinated in small clumps to a greater extent than in NaCl
solutions, where they are distributed more evenly.

Effect of various salt solutions on the amoebocytes. In our former

investigations we studied the effect of various substances on the amoe-

bocytes of Limulus. At that time we considered especially the cell

consistency and the fate of the cell granules and only secondarily were

we concerned with the character of pseudopods in these solutions. In

our recent experiments we studied more particularly the effect of these

solutions on the amoeboid movements. So far we gave special attention

to the action of KCl, because we found previously that the various

potassium salts seemed to have a softening influence on the proto-

plasm of the blood cells. We also noticed that the pseudopodia were

less sharp in isotonic KCl than in NaCl solutions.

Effect of m/£ KCl on the amoeboid activity. If we place a piece of

tissue in a m/2 KCl solution on a cover glass, wc find only a very lim-
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ited outgrowth of cells. The majority of the cells are round and granu-

lar; some of the cells become hyahne. Pseudopodial activity is Umited;

we may find sharp and broad tongue pseudopods but also somewhat

swollen cells with courts, half-moons and drop pseudopodia, and others

presenting structures resembling eggs with fertiUzation membranes;

furthermore pseudopods transitional between tongue and balloon or

drop pseudopods. Here also the character of the tissue is of some effect,

and also the temperature effects are noticeable, but even in tissue kept

in the ice chest some results of softening, as the formation of courts can

be observed. If the softening effect in the cytoplasm is sufficiently

marked, Brownian movement of the granules may be seen in the cells.

If we use f m KCl solution, which is somewhat hypertonic, we ob-

serve round granular or hyaline fixed cells in contrast to a f m NaCl solu-

tion, where the cells show very sharp fine pseudopods. The most char-

acteristic effects of KCl however are obtained in m/4 solution which is

somewhat hypotonic. Here the cells are usually round, rather large;

the granules are larger and distinct and the cell appears dark, granular.

The outgrowth in this solution is usually sUght, similar to that in m/8
NaCl. If we observe under the microscope the outgrowth of cells from

the tissue near the lamp soon after the specimen has been made, we find

many cells with large balloons which are directed outward, away from

the tissue. The granuloplasm moves into these balloons.

Other cells move out with irregular balloons which form transitions

to broad tongue pseudopods. Here also the granules move into the bal-

loons rather rapidly. If we observe the cells somewhat later, after they

have been in this solution for some time we find in addition to the bal-

loons cells with half-moons, courts; other cells resemble eggs with fer-

tihzation membranes. There are occasionally some cells with tongue

pseudopodia, or transitional forms between balloon and tongue pseu-

dopodio, but usually they are absent. A court pseudopodium may
also send out an irregular process.

The balloons usually form on different sides of the cells successively

and granules enter the balloons. The balloons in a m/4 KCl solution

are very large, larger than in any other solution so far investigated.

The cell as a whole may move if the granuloplasm enters the balloon.

If we observe at room temperature tissue in m/4 KCl solution soon after

it has been taken from the ice chest, we usually find balloons and courts

in the cells; these balloons change their position, are drawn in at one

place and sent out at another. Granules enter these balloons and

courts; but we usually do not find any circus movements which we
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described in our previous paper. These circus movements consist in

the rapid formation of a balloon ; this balloon begins to move in a circle

around a part of the cell circumference and simultaneously the granulo-

plasm pours as a whole into the balloon and follows the circus movement
of the latter. Thus the whole cell, the hyaloplasm as well as the gran-

uloplasm of the cell has become irregular in outline. Through the sub-

sequent retraction of the balloon which presses upon the granuloplasm,

both granuloplasm and hyaloplasm may again become rounded off and

the cell take the appearance of a ball.

Such circus movements are, as stated, usually absent in cells kept at

a lower temperature, but they appear and often in many cells simul-

taneously, as soon as the temperature of the specimen is raised, by

placing the microscope near a lamp. Usually a cell performs those

circus movements for some time ; then the movement stops and the cell

is at rest for a short time, when the movement begins again.

We thus see a distinct effect of temperature on the circus movements

of balloons. In this regard they behave like other pseudopodial move-

ments and in accordance with the effect of temperature on the rapidity

of outgrowth. Also in m/4 KCl solution the outgrowth of the cellfibrin

tissue is greater at incubator than at room temperature, or in the ice

chest. Often the circus movements are only partial, the peripheral part

of the granuloplasm carrying out these movements, while the central

part remains stationary.

The first effect of warming the cells seems to be an increased Brownian

movement of the granules within the cell; this is followed bj^ the circus

movements. In some cases the softening of the granuloplasm which is a

prerequisite of the typical circus movement occurs without the forma-

tion of balloons. In such cases the granuloplasm may show a very

active streaming within the cell without any subsequent outflowing of

the granuloplasm, and without any circus movements following. In

this case we have a condition analogous to protoplasmic movements
within the cell such as is found in plant cells, unaccompanied by pseudo-

podial movement.

We have stated previously that in some cases even in a m/4 KCl
solution some cells show the formation of tongue pseudopods. If we
follow the fate of such cells, we notice that they usually continue to send

out tongue pseudopodia, while the cells with balloons and circus move-

ments continue to produce balloons, and circus movements. Excep-

tionally it may he seen that in a cell which presents a tongue pseudopod,

a balloon with subsequent circus movements may develop.
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These circus movements may continue in a specimen for several days.

As we have stated they are only active at a higher temperature. How-
ever, if the temperature exceeds a certain optimum, the movements
cease; thus while at the temperature of the incubator of about 34° circus

movements may be seen at first, they cease here much earlier than in

cells kept at a somewhat lower temperature.

The characteristic feature of the action of m/4 KCl is its effect on the

granuloplasm. It shares the production of the balloons, half-moons,

courts with hypotonic solutions of NaCl ; but even in this case the action

of m/4 KCl is much more marked than in a NaCl solution of equal os-

motic pressure. In a m/4 KCl solution the balloons are much more

frequent and often larger than in a m/4 NaCl solution. In addition a

m/4 KCl solution softens the granuloplasm in such a way that it flows

readily into the balloon, or in some cases moves actively within the

cell and shows protoplasmic streaming. The mass of granules are ap-

parently held together by a mass of denser protoplasm which at the

periphery is perhaps so dense that it assumes the character of a second

membrane. Under the influence of the m/4 KCl this membrane or

mass of dense protoplasm is softened or partly dissolved and the granu-

loplasm flows very readily. Sometimes the softening or solution of the

membrane may be localized and affect only a limited area of the mem-
brane ; then we see an opening in the periphery of the granuloplasm

through which it streams into the balloon. At other times the softening

is general.

We see then the action of m/4 KCl is essentially a softening, dissolving

one. Not only is here the granuloplasm softened, but also the layer of

exoplasm which forms the outer layer of the pseudopod. There is evi-

dence which points to the conclusion that in a balloon this layer is

softer than in a sharp tongue pseudopod, such as is found in isotonic or

hypertonic solutions.

There are two components in this action of m/4 KCl. First, the

softening effect of KCl, which is already indicated in isotonic solutions

and secondly a weakly hypotonic effect which greatly increases the

effect of the KCl but which in itself would be unable to produce the

effects observed in a m/4 KCl solution.*

1 We have found the effect of M/4 KCl identical in two different prepara-

tions of KCl, one a Kahlbaum preparation and the other a purified KCl prepa-
ration obtained from the laboratory of Doctor Denis at the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital. It is therefore not probable that the effect of the solution was
due to accidental admixtures.
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In accordance with our previous observations we find that in solution

of NH4CI the majoritj' of the cells remain more or less unchanged as

round or oval or slightly irregular granular cells; they appear almost as

fixed cells; but in m/2 NH4CI some tongue pseudopodia and some drops

and balloons may develop. In m/4 NH4CI the number of drops and

balloons and of half-moons is greater; granules may pour into them

through openings in the periphery of the granuloplasm; occasionally also

a tongue pseudopod or a transitional pseudopod may be seen. There

is ver>" little active movement taking place in this solution, although

there may be a layer of round granular cells on the upper as well as the

lower surface of the fluid which surrounds the tissue. It is probable

that at least many of these cells were passively detached from the piece,

although some active movement may occur. Here also the cell move-

ment is more considerable at higher than at lower temperature.

If we observe under the microscope near a lamp the tissue in a m/4
NH4CI solution soon after the specimen has been made, we notice some

drops and balloous into which granules move. After one-half hour

some larger balloons may be formed, some of which are directed toward

the piece. Occasionally cells come out of the piece with tongue pseudo-

pods, but outside of the tissue balloons are formed.

With CaCl2 very few experiments were made. As in our previous

experiments we found that m/2-m/4 CaCl2 solutions produce a hyaline

condition of the cells, which latter may be extended or contracted.

They have glistening refractile protoplasm, which often includes a large

vacuole; a few sharp pseudopods may form. The outgrowth in this

solution is very slight.

In the literature I could find only some isolated observations, indi-

cating that under certain conditions a change in the shape of a cell can

be produced. Thus Zacharias observed that in a 5 per cent solution of

Na phosphate certain spermatozoa and even an intestinal cell formed

pseudopods and cilia (3). Verworn observed that if the water in which

amoeba lived and moved was made faintly alkaline in the course of 15

to 20 minutes the character of the pseudopods changed to that charac-

teristic of amoeba radiosa (4).

Effect of mixtures of salts on the outgrowth of celljibrin tissue. If we

remove the protein constituents of Limulus serum by boiling and filter-

ing, a marked deterioration takes place ; the out growth in the remaining

fluid is very much diminished in the large majority of experiments.

However, in certain cases the result is bettor, approaching even that in

unchanged scrum, although not quite reaching this level. As far as our
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experiments indicate, this variation is due mainly to variations in the

character of the cellfibrin used. If this is very resistant, the outgrowth

may be relatively good. The same apphes to sterile sea water. Here

also the outgrowth is much less good than in serum and it may be lack-

ing altogether, if the cellfibrin is not very resistant. The difference

between serum and sea water under those conditions is very marked

;

but even with resistant cellfibrin the difference, while not so marked,

is quite distinct.

Sea water in Woods Hole is alkaline in reaction. If we use instead

a neutral mixture of salts, of similar composition to sea water (Van't

Hoff solution) the results may become somewhat better, but so far the

effect has not been so good as in serum even under the most favorable

circumstances ; the outgrowth has been less and the migrating cells have

become hyaUne at an earlier date than in serum. We find here again

the same dependence upon the character of the cellfibrin used.

From this we may conclude that the proteins of the serum exert a

protective influence upon the blood cells and at the same time, as we

shall show elsewhere, that they are specifically adapted to the blood

cells.

The effect of temperature on the rate of outgrowth. In a number of

experiments we compared the rapidity of outgrowth in specimens kept

in the ice chest (8°-10°), at room temperature (on the average 19"-

24°) and in the incubator (about 34"). We found that the rate of out-

growth was more rapid at higher temperature; it was most rapid at

the temperature of the incubator, least rapid in the ice chest. The
difference between the rate of outgrowth at the different temperatures

varies considerably in the individual experiments. Usually it was less

than should have been expected according to the van't Hoff rule. This

variabiUty is due to variations in the size of the pieces, amount of fluid

used and similar factors ; but in addition there is another factor at work

which tends to counteract the beneficial effects of the higher temp)era-

ture. A rise in temperature accelerates not only those processes which

lead to pseudopodial activity, but simultaneously it accelerates other

processes in the cells which are unfavorable to pseudopodial activity,

namely, a spreading out of the cells in contact with the glass, a process

which is accelerated by a rise in temperature up to a certain limit. A
further rise favors contraction (the exact temperature at which this

change takes place remains still to be determined). Furthermore at a

higher temperature there takes place a more rapid solution of granules

and other changes which modify pseudopodial activity unfavorably.
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In addition it is to be assumed that the larger number of cells which

leave the cellfibrin tissue at the higher temperature, and spread out

near the glass, present an obstacle to the subsequent outgrowth of other

cells.

All these factors tend to counteract the favorable effects of a rise in

temperature and thus the results are somewhat variable and usually

less marked than should be expected according to the van't Hoff law.

The effect of temperature on the rate of outgrowth was noticeable

not only in serum, but also in various salt solutions, even in m/2 KCl
and m/4 KCl. the outgrowth being more considerable at the higher

temperature.

Effect of temperature on the character of amoeboid movement: a. If we
keep pieces taken from the same tissue surrounded by the same medium,

in the ice chest, at room temperature and in the incubator (at about

33°-34°), we notice that the influence of the medium on the character

of the pseudopods is noticeable in all the specimens irrespective of the

temperature; the hypotonic effects of m/4r-m/8 NaCl, the hypertonic

effects of f m NaCl, the influence of isotonic solutions and the charac-

teristic effects of m/4 KCl solutions were distinct at low as well as high

temperatures. There was however noticeable in many, although not

in all experiments, some effects of a rise in temperature. In the first

place the movements of hyaloplasm as well as of granuloplasm were more

active at a higher temperature. The Brownian movement was more

noticeable. We mentioned already that the circus movements of the

cells suspended in m/4 KCl began only at a higher temperature. There

was furthermore a tendency for the pseudopods to become broader,

more rounded off at a higher temperature and to be sharper, thinner

at a lower temperature. Thus the balloons, drops, courts and inter-

mediate pseudopods seemed relatively more numerous at incubator

than at room temperature, and still more so at ice chest temperature.

This relative preponderance of the broader pseudopods at a higher

temperature could be found in all kinds of solutions. This difference

however was not observed in every case. Whether this effect was

noticeable depended probably to some extent on the character of the

tissue used. It will be necessary to carry out further experiments in

order to make po88il)le more definite statements as to the conditions

under which this influence of temperature becomes noticeable.

6. There is however quite definite another effect of temperature

which can he obtained regularly.
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If we expose a specimen in a hollow slide to a higher temperature by

placing it near an electric lamp in such a way that a thermometer being

held in direct contact with the specimen reaches a temperature of 39° to

43° in about 3 to 12 minutes, and if we then remove the specimen from

the direct effect of the lamp and place it for examination under the mi-

croscope we observe definite changes which have in common, a, the

contraction of many blood cells and h, the production of droplets and

small balloons.

If we heat a specimen in the manner indicated, we frequently observe

under the microscope at first tongue pseudopodia forming in round

granular contracted cells. Within 2 to 5 minutes this is followed by

the formation of droplets or small balloons on the surface of the con-

tracted cells. This continues for 10 or 15 minutes or even for a longer

period. Isolated granules or the connected granuloplasm enter these

droplets, and inasmuch as these droplets are often numerous, the fiUing

of these droplets by granules may cause the appearance of mulberry

forms. The unevenness of the cell outlines thus produced gradually

disappears again and in the end, after 10 to 20 minutes, new tongue

pseudopodia appear and subsequently the cell begins gradually once

more to expand. We find thus a distinct cycle of changes as the result

of the heating, first formation of tongue pseudopodia, then appearance

of single or multiple drops and small balloons, and in the end again

tongue pseudopodia.

However, in many cases this cycle is not complete. Sometimes we
find at once the formation of drop pseudopodia to which are perhaps

admixed a few tongue pseudopodia. These may persist throughout, or

they may be followed in the latter stage by a mixture of drops and tongue

pseudopodia in which the latter gradually become more prevalent, or

may be the only ones visible in the last period. It is not quite clear

what these differences depend upon. It is probable that tissues which

in the unheated condition tend to the formation of balloon and drop

pseudopodia and courts show after heating a similar tendency toward

the formation of pure drops.

Insufficient heating is another cause which may lead to the formation

of tongue instead of drop pseudopodia. Heating up to 36° to 39°

within a period of 5 to 7 minutes often is not sufficient to cause the

production of drops, but calls forth the formation of tongue pseudo-

pods.

Again we find here an interchange between tongue and drop or bal-

loon pseudopods. Thus drop or balloon pseudopodia may develop
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spines and thus become tongue pseudopods. Or a tongue pseudopod

may in its entirety or partially explode into a drop or balloon. The
same cell may at one time show tongue pseudopods, later drops and then

again tongue pseudopods; or a cell may show simultaneously at one

place drops, at another place a tongue pseudopod. At a certain stage

of the cycle there may appear successive balloons, which form at the

same pole of the cell and into which the granuloplasm moves, thus in-

suring a locomotion of the cell as a whole.

These changes under the influence of heating occur in solutions differ-

ing as much as m/6 NaCl on the one hand and f m NaCl on the other.

They appear also in serum and in Van't Hoff solution. They develop

quite readily in f m NaCl solution; here either the complete cycle may
appear or merely multiple drops. In all these media the drops are rela-

tively small, but as far as can be judged without accurate measurements

they are smaller in f m NaCl than in isotonic or hypotonic solutions.

In m/4 KCl heating does not call forth the formation of typical

small droplets, but the ordinary balloons may continue to be produced

after heating. In heated cells at first no circus movements appear, but

later they may again take place. Also in other solutions slight circus

movements may appear in cells which have been heated previously.

In m/4 KCl solution heating stimulates in some cases the formation of

tongue pseudopods. In m/2 NH4CI a reaction is obtained with greater

difficulty. In a number of cases heating does not call forth the pro-

duction of tongue pseudopods or drops. In other cases some drops or

tongue pseudopodia may be produced. In m/4 NH4CI likewise heat-

ing remains either without effect or it causes the formation of droplets

and balloons. We see then that a certain reactive state of the proto-

plasm and a certain consistency is required in order to obtain these

responses.

It is possible to obtain with the same specimen the same cycle re-

peatedly. After one cycle has been finished the specimen may be heated

again and a new response is called forth. We obtained this reaction

as often as 5 or 6 times in succession with the same specimen.

If we put the specimen later into the ice chest for several hours, the

cells begin to expand again in their usual manner, and through heating

again the typical reaction may be obtained. However, the return

to the lower temperature does not necessarily mean a complete return to

the old condition of the protoplasm. The tissue has to some extent

been definitely changed through the previous heating and in the ice

chest certain cells continue to produce balloons, drops or courts, although
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tongue pseudopodia may also appear. A moderate heating of such

tissue under the microscope near the lamp may again temporarily

stimulate the production of tongue pseudopodia.

Differences in the amoeboid activity of different cellfibrin tissues. As
we have mentioned previously, the cells migrating from dififerent kinds

of cellfibrin of Limulus behave in certain cases differently, while in

other cases the cellfibrins are equal. Usually fresh, 1- to 2-day old

tissue is better than 5-day old tissue, and the latter is superior to 10-day

old fibrin. But this is not always the case; other factors besides age

play a part in determining the behavior of the tissue. Thus cellfibrin

which has partly retracted after standing for 5 days or longer in the

ice chest was found inferior even if parts of the tissue were used which

had not yet retracted. In such cases the tendency to retraction is

present even in such parts of the tissue in which the change is not yet

visible. The elastic tension under wjiich the tissue is held has increased.

Usually such tissue is not equal to fresh cellfibrin.

The state of health of the Limulus from which the experimental

tissue was obtained is of special significance. If an anemic individual

served for this purpose, the cellfibrin is less active and resistant, and

younger tissue from an anemic, weak individual may be inferior to the

somewhat older tissue from a healthy Limulus. On the other hand I

did not find a noteworthy difference between tissue prepared from blood

which gave a deeply blue color after standing and other tissues obtained

from somewhat paler blood.

The differences between various tissues may be as follows: 1, The more

resistant healthier and younger tissue shows usually a better outgrowth.

2, In such tissue the cells have usually a greater tendency to preserve

the granules than in inferior tissue, where in some cases the cells become

hyaline more rapidly. 3, The character of the pseudopods differs in

both cases. In inferior tissues there is on the whole a greater tendency

to the formation of balloon and drop pseudopods, while in very healthy

young tissues the tendency is greater toward the formation of tongue

pseudopodia. Of course the character of the media in which the tissue

is placed determines how far that tendency is realized; but in hyper-

tonic (f m NaCl) as well as in hypotonic solutions (m/6 NaCl) this

tendency finds expression.

The degree of variation caused by differences in the experimental

tissue varies greatly in different cases and may also vary in different

solutions. While in certain experiments the difference between differ-

ent tissues may be relatively shght in favorable media such as healthy
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Limulus serum unhealed or heated to 56°, 60° or 70° or m/2 NaCl, it is

very much more pronounced if we use more unfavorable media, as, e.g.,

Limulus serum heated to 100°, very old Limulus serum, heterologous

serum, seawater or even Van't Hoff solution. In such cases there may
be a considerable outgrowth if good tissues are employed, while the

outgrowth is very sUght or lacking altogether if the inferior tissue is

used.

The factors which determine the direction of movement of cells from the

cellfibrin tissue into the surrounding medium. As in the case of other

tissues, the constituent cells of which are motile, we can also in the case

of the experimental Limulus tissue recognize two factors which deter-

mine the direction of outgrowth, namely, a, The stereotropic response

which induces tissue cells to move in contact with a solid base (this reac-

tion was first described by us in 1898 and later by Harrison and others)

;

and 6, the tendency to centrifugal growth.

The former we explained on the basis of our observations in amoebo-

C3rtes as due to changes in consistency in the surface layer of the cells

which make them sticky. We pointed out the relationship between

this phenomenon and other phenomena, like phagocytosis, the forma-

tion of foreign body giant cells, and the giving off of substances acceler-

ating the coagulation of the blood on the part of blood cells. In all

these cases the contact with a sohd body, strange to the Ufe of the nor-

mal cell, leads to the response, which apparently everywhere consists

in a diminution in the consistency of the cell surface. In some cases

this leads to an agglutination of cells, such as we find in the formation

of experimental cellfibrin tissue; in other cases the diminution in con-

sistency of the cell surface proceeds so far that two cells which at first

stick together become united into one. This may take place in the forma-

tion of foreign body giant cells and in the formation of other kinds of

syncytia.

The tendency to centrifugal growth leads to a radial outgrowth which

we notice in the growth of various tissue elements and which is especially

noticeable if ti.ssues grow in the test tube. In previous i^ipers we con-

sidered the possibility that differences in electric potential between the

side of injury and the normal side of the tissue might direct the out-

ward growth of tlu' cells. However, some preliminary oxp(Miinonts

which we carried out in the summer of 1919 and of 1920 (the latter were

d|»ne in association with Mr. Samuel E. Pond) and in which we exposed

small pieces of cellfibrin tissue in a niediuin of Limulus serum to the

action of a constant galvanic current, so far failed to show any influence

of the current on the migration of the cells.
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In addition we carried out several experiments in which we exposed

in a dark room the experimental tissue kept as usual in hollow slides

to the beam of an electric lamp. In each experiment a number of

sHdes were placed in the field of the light rays, control sUdes were kept

in the dark. The intensity of the Ught which was used varied approxi-

mately between 2500 and 1000 meter candles.^

The time of exposure varied approximately between 4 and 7 hours in

different experiments. The tissues were suspended in serum, in m/2
NaCl and in m/4 NaCl. There was no noticeable difference between

the outgrowth on the side directed toward or away from the hght,

neither was there a marked difference between these specimens and

control specimens kept in the dark. Neither the direction nor the

intensity of the outgrowth was consistently influenced by the hght.

In other experiments we found that if we place two pieces of tissue

near each other, either in a dish or on a coverglass in a hollow slide, the

tissues do not exert a repellent effect upon each other; the cells coming

from each piece grow toward each other. The same result we obtained

in experiments in which we placed two pieces of mammalian tissue in

the test tube; both pieces were surrounded by coagulum of blood plasma.

The cells coming from the two pieces were not repelled by each other.

If we observe the direction in which the pseudopods are sent out we

notice that in the cells which emigrate from the piece of tissue the

pseudopods are directed outward; this applies also to the balloon and

drop pseudopods which form in certain media. In cells which have

moved away from the tissue the majority of the pseudopods are hkewise

usually directed outward, but others point in the opposite direction,

namely, toward the piece, or they are sent out in a lateral direction.

Cells may move toward each other and meet and stick together. Sub-

sequently the agglutinating cells send out pseudopods in such a way

that the cells become again separated from each other.

On the basis of our observations and experiments the centrifugal out-

growth may be interpreted by assuming that contact with a cell leads

to a resting condition at the place of contact and that the strange

environment surrounding the cells elsewhere produces changes in con-

sistency of the surface of the cell and leads to the production of pseudo-

pods. This would insure a tendency of the cells to move awaj^ from

each other. After the cells have once left the piece of tissue their cen-

trifugal growth is to some extent a chance phenomenon. They have a

2 1 wish to express my thanks to Dr. Selig Hecht who put his apparatus at my
disposal for these experiments.
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much better chance to move without finding an obstacle in migrating

in the direction away from the tissue; in moving toward the tissue they

meet much more frequently other cells to which they stick and from

which they become separated only by the sending out of pseudopods in

an outward direction. Thus according to the law of chance the tissue

would spread out more and more in a centrifugal direction.

It is furthermore probable that there exists a tendency for a cell to

persevere in the sending out of pseudopodia at a certain pole. We often

notice that tongue as well as balloon pseudopodia are sent out con-

secutively at the same pole. At other times, however, the direction

changes; this is especially frequent in the case of the rapidly forming

pseudopods, the balloons and drops. But it occurs also in the case of

tongue pseudopods. Pseudopods can be sent out at any part of the

cell surface; but we noticed that if a drop pseudopod had developed at

one pole and this drop had been subsequently filled out by granules,

the opposite pole was favored for the formation of tongue pseudopods,

while the place where the drop had formed remained at rest at least

for some time afterward.

If we consider all these factors we come to the conclusion that chance

plays an important part in the centrifugal growth of the tissue.

The Limulus clot considered as a tissue. Further light is thrown on

the character of the pseudopodia and of amoeboid movement of the

amoebocytes by a consideration of the blood clot of Limulus.

In my earlier papers on the blood of arthropods I pointed out that the

blood clot of Limulus represents a tissue which is free from fibrin. I

showed that under certain conditions structures can be obtained which

resemble connective tissue (in isotonic solutions, as a result of mechani-

cal factors), under other conditions structures are produced which re-

semble epithelial tissues (in hypotonic, sUghtly alkaline solutions).

Last summer I observed that by the use of sUghtly hypertonic solutions

structures can be obtained under certain conditions which closely re-

semble nerve and gUa tissue. While of course no identity exists between

such tissues and the experimental structures, yet I believe that these

analogies are of significance and indicate conditions under which the

normal tissues develop. They point to the conclusion that differences

in the consistency of the various cells which constitute these tissues

play a part and that these differences in consistency are to some extent

analogous to those which lead to the experimental production of these

structures in vitro. I believe furthermore that in the normal tissue

formation changes in the consistency of the surface layer of the cells
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which lead to agglutination play a similar role to tha^t found in experi-

mental tissue and that the sending out of amoeboid processes and move-

ments of granules into the pseudopods are of significance in both cases.

Also the effect of pull and pressure is similar in the case of the normal

tissues and of Limulus clot.

In 1919 we showed that the essential processes of wound healing

can be imitated in tissue which has been prepared experimentally in

such a way that an even layer of agglutinated cells is produced.

There is however a special reason why the resemblance of the Limulus

clot to a tissue should be discussed in this connection. The typical

Limulus tissue is a soUd structure, which resembles in this respect

fibrin and connective tissue. It resembles also fibrin and connective

tissue in that it retracts spontaneously and especially if cuts are made
into the tissue. Now this elasticity is dependent upon a change in the

physical character of the cells after they have begun to spread out or

after a part of the cell protoplasm has been drawn out or flown out from

ruptured cells. These structures acquire elasticity and their outer

layer becomes gelatinous. This applies especially to the pseudopods

which are sent out by the cells. We have thus an additional proof

of the change in consistency of the cell protoplasm during amoeboid

movement; but while the changes in consistency during amoeboid move-

ment are reversible, in tissue formation we have to deal with further-

going changes which are no longer completely reversible. However,

some cells which are widely spread out, and connected with other cells

by means of long pseudopodia and form thus a part of a tissue can in

certain cases again be made to contract by exposure to a higher

temperature.

We see therefore that the cell protoplasm after it has spread out

acquires certain new physical properties which cause it to contract.

It is conceivable that an analogous change in physical properties is also

at the base of the contractive phase in amoeboid movement. The lat-

ter would represent an acute process, while the tissue retraction would

represent the same phenomenon as a slow, non-reversible process.

In previous papers I showed that in Limulus blood no conversion of

fibrinogen into fibrin takes place; a real coagulation does not occur

here, but merely an agglutination of blood cells (5). This coagulum is

therefore comparable to a tissue. Last summer I found additional

facts which confirm this conclusion. We could show that in all those

arthropods in which a true coagulation takes place, I did not succeed

in preparing an experimental cellfibrin tissue by the methods employed
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in the case of Limulus blood. The fibrin which surrounds the clumps of

agglutinated blood cells prevents the outgrowth of the amoebocytes.

The clot of lobster, bluecrab, spidercrab, rockcrab blood cannot be used

as experimental tissue.

That our interpretation of this phenomenon is correct follows also

from the fact that if we surround a piece of Limulus cell fibrin with a

layer of uncoagulated plasma of lobster, bluecrab or rockcrab blood,

the surrounding clot prevents the outgrowth of the cells. While the

serum obtained from the corresponding clot permits an outgrowth,

the amoeboc3i;es do evidently not develop a sufficient kinetic energy

to overcome the mechanical obstacles presented by the fibrin.

We may therefore conclude that in the blood clot of Limulus such an

envelope of true fibrin is absent.

On the character of amoeboid movement and tissue formation. In 1901

we observed that the sending out of pseudopods in amoebocytes depended

upon a change in consistency of the protoplasm of the cells. During

the process of formation the cytoplasm was soft and very soon after-

ward the outer part of it became solid (6). Our subsequent observa-

tions confirmed the solid character of the pseudopods (7) and especially

Jennings noticed the sohd character of pseudopods also in amoebae (8).

We interpreted therefore in our earlier paper amoeboid movement
as due to changes in consistency of the protoplasm comparable from a

mechanical point of view to the transformation of fibrinogen into fibrin,

but a reversible process. The recent studies of Pauly and especially

Jacques Loeb on proteins make understandable such reversible changes

which take place whenever the neutral protein changes either through

combination with acid or alkali or even with a neutral salt into a

protein salt. Under those conditions the protein takes up H2O and

changes in viscosity take place. On this basis we explained previously

the changes in stickiness and in shape which occur in the blood cells as

soon as they leave the body of the animal. In agreement with this

interpretation are the marked changes which we observed in the physical

properties of the blood cells under various conditions. These changes

in consistency and elasticity were tested by us directly by exerting

pressure and traction upon the blood cells and by rolling them up

between glass slides (9).

Secondarily added to these changes in consistency are changes in

surface tension which take place whenever the changes in consistency

lead to a suiiicient liquefaction. These we noted in certain hypotonic

solutions, but particularly in slightly hypotonic KCl solutions. The
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balloons and drop pseudopodia, the courts and half-moons show very

clearly the influence of surface tension.

In this paper we have shown that we can experimentally change the

consistency of the protoplasm and that the character of the pseudopodia

corresponds to the consistency. This is a further proof in favor of the

conclusion that the formation of pseudopods depends upon changes in

consistency in the protoplasm. These changes in consistency not only

modified the character of the pseudopods but the whole cell and a very

viscid consistency of the protoplasm is associated with pseudopods

whose character agrees with such a viscid condition. The same cor-

respondence we find between a soft, liquid protoplasm and the char-

acter of the pseudopods. We can experimentally grade the consistency

and accordingly the pseudopodia. The size and distance of the gran-

ules, their fixedness or their ability to carry out Brownian movements,

the character of the movement of the granuloplasm, whether it moves

slowly, connectedly as a whole or rapidly and as individual granules,

the size of the cell, indicate the character of the protoplasm.

As we have stated the number of amoebocytes which show the typical

response to the changed environment varies in different cases. Not all

the cells present the typical pseudopodia in hypotonic or hypertonic

solutions. Certain cells are evidently more resistant to the osmotic

changes in the environment. In addition, as we have stated previ-

ously, it is probable that especially in hypotonic solutions gradually an

,
increase in osmotic pressure occurs through solution of certain cell

constituents. These changes in the medium in which the cells are

placed not only modify the character of the cjrtoplasm, but also the

rigidity of the pseudopodial exoplasm. While normally it resembles

solid gelatine, it is somewhat softer in the balloon pseudopods. Here

it adapts itself to the internal pressure of the fluid and can readily be

pushed in through pressure from the outside. It appears therefore

that the degree of soUdification of the external protoplasm may also

vary in intensity. We saw that all possible transitions exist between

the typical tongue pseudopodia and the balloon and drop pseudopods;

furthermore one kind can be transformed into the other kind and the

same cell can produce in succession first one, then the other kind. More-
over we saw that the cell as a whole, particularly the granuloplasm,

behaves toward these drop and balloon as it does toward the other

pseudopods—it moves into them.

As we have stated in our previous papers the majority of the granules

in the amoebocytes of Limulus are situated near the surface of the cell.
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Preceding amoeboid movement the consistency of the exoplasm becomes

more fluid. This change is strictly locaUzed and leads to the formation

of a sharp spine or sharp tongue; this is often followed by a widening

of the area of softening and thus a somewhat broader tongue is formed

at the base of the spine and hfts the former up. This is the most fre-

quent mode of origin of the typical tongue pseudopodia. In other

cases, however, a pseudopod starts as a broader, rounded-off pseudopod

and secondarily develops on top a sharp ridge or spine.

While this process of partial Hquefaction is taking place and the soft-

ened hyaloplasm flows out assuming a shape in accordance with the

degree of viscosity of the substance, and in certain cases in accordance

with the amount of and the degree of fluidity of outflowing endoplasm,

the granules underneath the softened area seem to be held together by

a more viscous material. Gradually a pull is exerted on this granulo-

plasm and it also moves into the pseudopod. This is perhaps accom-

panied by a process of partial Hquefaction in this material surrounding

the granules. Sometimes it appears as if a sharp opening were pro-

duced through hquefaction in a shell separating the granuloplasm from

the pseudopod and this opening permitted now the granules to pour

into the pseudopods. This is observed especially under conditions

under which the consistency of the whole cell has been diminished. It

is therefore very probable that changes in consistency occur not only

in the exoplasm, but also in the granuloplasm. Especially marked is

this softening of the granuloplasm under conditions which lead to the

formation of circus movements.

The formation of the pseudopods depends then upon processes of

liquefaction and upon a separation of the more Uquid and the more

solid parts of the cell, and in this respect the formation of pseudopods,

the formation of droplets in cytolysis and the formation of a fertiliza-

tion membrane in the mature ovum are related phenomena. We have

produced experimentally in the amoebocytes analogous processes.

While the mode of formation of the fertilization membrane and of the

corresponding structures in the amoebocytes is not identical, the prin-

ciple underlying the formation of both structures is the same. The

typical formation of pseudopods represents a change of medium inten-

sity while the formation of the structures resembling eggs with fertiliza-

tion membranes on the one hand and long ramified threads on the

other represents extreme processes in a continuous series.

As we have seen, it is possible to change the character of the amoe-

boid movement and of the pseudopods, not only through a change in
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the medium in which the blood cells are suspended, but also through

changes in the temperature of the medium. We saw that a rise in tem-

perature above that of the room favors a contraction of the blood cells

and that even cells which in contact with the glass had spread out can

again contract. If the rise in temperature is still greater, the cycle of

changes takes place which we have described above; prominent among
these changes is the temporary formation of multiple drop pseudopodia

and mulberry cells.

In addition it is at least probable that a higher temperature in general

favors the broadening of pseudopods. The most probable interpreta-

tion of these phenomena is that it is due to a greater liquefaction of the

protoplasm produced by the increase in temperature. If the liquefac-

tion (as indicated by the Brownian movement of the formerly fixed

granules, which is sometimes noticeable) is sufficiently marked, the

cell rounds off, loses its stickiness, becomes partially or entirely detached

from the sUde and sends out drop instead of tongue pseudopodia. This

change is to some extent reversible; the cell protoplasm becomes again

more consistent and sticky and spreads out, if returned to the ice chest.

However, as we have seen, a permanent change in consistency of the

protoplasm has been produced through this heating. Changes which

take place spontaneously but slowly have been thus accelerated.

With this interpretation would agree the observations of Greeley

who found that a lowering of the temperature causes a sohdification

of the protoplasm, while raising the temperature has the opposite effect

and favors the taking up of water (11). K. Gruber observed in amoeba
proteins that exposing the organisms to a temperature of 30° for several

hours causes the formation of a peripheral hyahne layer which Gruber

interprets as due to liquefaction; returned to cool water, hyaline drop-

like processes formed, which gave the amoeba the appearance of a

mulberry; this is subsequently followed by a resumption of the normal

movements (12). There is apparently some similarity between these

processes and those observed by us in blood cells of Limulus after heat-

ing. The rise in temperature sets in motion a cycle of changes asso-

ciated with an increase in the fluidity of the cell.

It is very probable that the dropUke formations which A. Golubew (13)

and R. Klemensiewicz (14) produced in the leucocytes of amphibian

blood through the appUcation of interrupted electric currents are of a

similar nature. Strong stimuh of various kinds would then produce

similar changes in consistency of the protoplasm and similar reactions.
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We conclude then in accordance with our previous interpretation

that changes in consistency of the protoplasm are the primary factors

in the amoeboid movement of amoebocytes and of the leucocytes in

general, and that changes in surface tension may follow secondarily.

That it holds good also in the case of amoebae is made probable through

the observations of Jennings (15), Delhnger (16), E. Schultz (17), Kite

(18), Mast (19), Chambers (20) and Hyman (21). Even Rhumbler who
following Berthold, Quincke and Verworn maintains that in general

amoebae are Uquid and that the amoeboid movement is primarily due

to changes in surface tension in a Uquid medium, has admitted that in

certain cases changes in consistency of the protoplasm play a part (22).

We believe the evidence points to the conclusion that in general changes

in consistency are the primary factor in amoeboid movement, that sur-

face tension changes follow secondarily and that only if the liquefaction

has proceeded sufl&ciently far may perhaps surface tension changes

represent the primary factor.

Our observations on the conditions which modify amoeboid move-

ments have a bearing also on the analysis of tissue formation as we
attempted it on the basis of our experiments. The stickiness which

develops in the isolated cells as a result of mechanical and chemical

stimuh, and which leads to agglutination and is thus at the base of the

tissue formation, cannot be caused primarily by changes in surface

tension in a liquid substance, but must be due to changes in consistency

similar in character to those taking place in gelatine when it becomes

sticky. These changes are probably dependent upon changes in the

relation between proteid molecules and the surrounding water. Closely

related to these changes are those upon which depends the stereotrop-

ism of tissue cells, phagocytosis and the formation of foreign body giant

cells, as we have shown on previous occasions.

The stereotropic reaction consists in a spreading out of the cell and

the changes associated with this process lead to a creation of potential

energy. The spread-out cells and cell fibers are held under tension and

retract when cut. In the course of their formation elasticity has devel-

oped. This is probably also the cause of the retractibility and tension

which we find in various natural tissues. These are likewise due to

these changes in consistency of the protoplasm.
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SUMMARY

1. The amount of outgrowth from the amoeboc3i;e tissue depends

upon the osmotic pressure of the medium. The optimal point is at a

concentration of about m/2 NaCl. From there a decrease takes place

toward both sides, the decrease increasing with diminishing and increas-

ing osmotic pressure.

2. The fa-ctors on which the behavior of amoebocytes emigrating

from (experimental) cellfibrin tissue (rapidity of movement, degree of

the stereotropic spreading out, preservation of granules, character of

pseudopodia and amoeboid movement, consistency of the protoplasm)

depends are the following: a, character and age of the tissue used; b,

osmotic pressure and character of substances in the medium surround-

ing the tissue; c, temperature; d, time during which the tissue is exposed

to the medium. It is possible to modify experimentally the majority of

these factors and thus to modify the character of the pseudopods and

of the amoeboid movement.

3. Through changes in osmotic pressure of the surrounding medium
it is possible to change the consistency of the cell and concomitantly

the character of the amoeboid movements.

4. K, NH4 and Ca have typical effects on the cells and their amoeboid

movements. KCl in a slightly hypotonic solution leads to a marked

softening of the whole cell, including the granuloplasm and thus it is

possiWe to produce circus movements of the cell and occasionally intra-

cellular plasmastreaming. These movements do not usually occur at

a temperature of 10°; they are accelerated by a moderate rise in tem-

perature (to about 25°-28°).

5. Mixtures of salts, similar to those found in the blood have so far

not given results as good as Limulus serum. They are especially inferior

to serum, if cellfibrin is used which is less resistant.

6. A rise in temperature increases the rate of outgrowth from the

cellfibrin tissue. This outgrowth however is usually less marked than

should be expected according to the Van't Hoff rule. This is probably

due to the fact that a rise in temperature favors at the same time de-

structive changes in the cells.

A rise in temperature also increases the protoplasmic movements
within the cell. Under certain conditions it leads to a broadening and

rounding off of the pseudopods. If the rise in temperature is sufficiently

sharp a cycle of changes can be produced, the most typical part of
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which is the formation of multiple drop pseudopodia and of mulberry

forms. Although these changes are to some extent reversible, heating

causes a permanent alteration of the protoplasm.

7. The cells derived from different cellfibrin tissues differ in their

behavior. Older tissues and tissue obtained from anemic animals

manifest their inferiority especially in less favorable media.

8. The migration of cells from tissues is determined by two factors:

a, the stereotropic reaction, and 6, the tendency toward centrifugal

growth. The former depends upon changes in consistency of the pro-

toplasm induced by changes in environment and especially by contact

with soUd bodies. As we have pointed out previously, the same reac-

tion plays a part in phagocytosis, in the formation of foreign body giant

cells (where the foreign body may produce still further-going changes in

the cell consistency) and in the giving off of substances accelerating the

coagulation of the blood. The tendency toward centrifugal growth

can best be explained by assuming that contact with a cell leads to a

resting condition at the place of contact, while the change in environ-

ment elsewhere leads to movement. To some extent the centrifugal

growth would thus be a chance of phenomenon. So far we have not

found either a galvanotropic or a phototropic reaction in the amoebo-

cjrtes.

9. Additional proof is given that the clot of Limulus blood is not true

fibrin but consists merely of agglutinated cells. It is shown that this

clot can be considered as the type of a tissue and that the factors under-

lying the formation of this clot are similar to those active in tissue forma-

tion; prominent among those factors are changes in the consistency of

the protoplasm. Gradations in the consistency of the protoplasm lead

to the production of various structures which are analogous to various

normal tissues.

10. It is probable that amoeboid movement in blood and tissue cells

as well as in protozoa, the agglutinative processes underlying the forma-

tion of normal and experimental tissue are due to primary changes in

consistency to which may be added secondarily changes in surface ten-

sion. It is furthermore probable that the formation of pseudopods

and the processes leading to the formation of a fertilization membrane

in the mature ovum are related phenomena.
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For many years it has been held that the thyroid gland is supplied

with true secretory nerves. In support of this assertion there is con-

siderable anatomical evidence and some physiological evidence. Of

late the nerves which anatomists have traced into the thyroid gland and

have considered to be possibly secretory in function have been declared

to be branches of the cervical sympathetic nerve. And recent physi-

ological work has tended to confirm this view. Only twelve years ago

Wiener (1) published the report of experiments from which he concluded

that extirpation of the inferior cervical ganglion produces a marked

atrophy of the thyroid gland on the side of the extirpation. Wiener

maintained that no comparable effect on the lobe of the thyroid gland

on the side of the operation could be produced by vagotomy or by

removal of the superior cervical ganglion. More recently Rahe et al. (2)

announced that they were able to produce a quite marked diminution

in the iodine concentration of the lobe of the thyroid gland on one side

by stimulating the thyroid nerves in several different ways. They

stimulated the nerves of the superior thyroid artery, the intact vago-

sympathetic nerve as well as the vago-sympathetic nerve near the level

of the superior cervical ganglion after ligating the nerve low in the neck

and cutting the nerve central to the point of stimulation. They found

that the most marked loss was brought about l)y the stimulation of the

intact vago-sympathetic nerve.

Watts (3) undertook to find out whether or not the results obtained

by Rahc, Rogers, Fawcett and Beebe might be due to vasomotor

168
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changes in the gland on the stimulated side. Watts likewise found

that he could reduce the iodine content of the right or left lobe of the

thyroid gland of the dog by stimulating the "cervical sympathetic iso-

lated from the vagus sheath" and the "nerve filaments accompanying

the superior thyroid vessels." However Watts maintained that he

could cause some diminution in the iodine content simply by periodi-

cally reducing the blood flow through the gland by "occluding the main
thyroid artery" the nerves of which had been dissected away. Hence
he concluded that all of the effects of stimulation on the iodine content

can be accounted for by the coincident vasomotor changes which he

showed to be present.

Positive evidence of the secretory effect of sympathetic stimulation

has been reported by Cannon and his co-workers (4) in several communi-
cations. Working with cats they sutured the phrenic nerve with the

cervical sympathetic nerve and observed following the operation in-

creased basal metabolism, respiratory hippus and faUing hair which

they interpreted as the results of hypersecretion of the thyroid gland

caused by the periodic bombardment of the gland by impulses carried

from the respiratory center to the gland's secretory nerves. Cannon
and Cattell (5) adduced additional evidence as to the role of the sympa-
thetic nerves in experiments dealing with the electrical condition of the

gland. Following the stimulation of the upper thoracic sympathetic

nerves or the injection of epinephrin they were able to show a definite

action current in the thyroid gland after a latent period of five to seven

seconds. Recently Cannon and Smith (6) maintained that gentle mas-
sage of the thyroid gland or stimulation of the cervical s>Tapathetic

nerve increases the rate of the denervated heart. The denervated

heart is said not to be affected when the cervical sympathetic nerve is

stimulated after removal of the thyroid gland. Moreover Levy (7) ob-

served that the pressor effect of epinephrin after a variable latent period

is increased by the stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve. He
declared that stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve has no such

effect after thyroidectomy.

However the conclusions based on the experiments mentioned above

have not been universally accepted. Burget (8) was unable to alter the

thyroid gland noticeably either by uniting the phrenic and cervical

sympathetic nerves or by removing a section of the cervical sympathetic

nerve. Marine, Rogoff and Stewart (9) sutured. together the phrenic

and cervical sympathetic nerves in several cats. They demonstrated a

functional union between the phrenic and cervical sympathetic nerves
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but observed no exophthalmos, tachycardia or respiratory hippus in

their animals. There was no apparent difference either grossly or his-

tologically in the lobes of the thyi'oid gland on the operated and the non-

operated sides. Troell (10) reported that he was unable to produce

either exophthalmos or respiratory hippus by suturing the proximal end

of the phrenic nerve to the cervical sympathetic nerve. Employing

cocaine as a sensitizer for sympathetic nerve endings, Mills (11) did

not observe, following the repeated injection of cocaine, any alteration

in the amount or nature of the thyroid secretion as judged by what is

known of the gland's histology. Finally Rogoff (12) records one experi-

ment in which he drew blood from a vein of the left lobe of the thyroid

gland and at the same time stimulated the cervical sympathetic nerve

on that side in the hope of increasing the secretoiy activity of the stimu-

lated lobe. From the right lobe he also collected blood by way of a

vein. While drawing the blood he massaged the right lobe to some

extent but did not stimulate the right cervical sympathetic nerve. He
found that specimens of dried blood from each lobe were potent when
fed to tadpoles. But he could detect iodine chemically only in the

blood from the non-stimulated lobe. Moreover the non-stimulated lobe

had a lower iodine content than the stimulated lobe.

In connection with some studies on the distribution of iodine in cells

and colloid in the thyroid gland I attempted to alter acutely the total

iodine content of the gland by stimulating the vago-sympathetic nerve

of the dog. Some inconsistencies in the results in the early part of

the work forced me to investigate the matter more carefully and to

repeat the work of Rahe et al. (2) and of Watts (3).

Methods. Dogs were used in all of the experiments. All except

those whose numbers are above that of no. 78 were given daily feedings

of iodine over a period of one to eleven days. The daily feeding con-

sisted of a capsule containing two drops of tincture of iodine in starch.

In the animals fed iodine the stimulation of the vago-sympathetic nerve

was undertaken from two to ten days after the last feeding of iodine.

Throughout the experiments the animals were lightly anesthetized with

€ther. Platinum wire electrodes were applied to opposite sides of the

carefully isolated vago-sympathetic nerve and shielded from all sur-

rounding tissues by glass. In all of the experiments except those re-

corded in table 5, a tetanizing current from three to six times as strong

as that sufficient to bring about a pupillary dilatation and apparent

protnirion of the bulbus oculi was employed. The regulation of the

•treogtb of the current was made possible by a rheostat inserted in the
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circuit. Again in all of the experiments except those to be found in

table 5 the stimulating current throughout the period of stimulation

was made for about 0.8 second at intervals of 1.6 seconds by means of

a clock and ratchet device. The strength of the current used and the

rate at which the current was made in the experiments of table 5 are

described below.

TABLE 1

Variations in the iodine content of neighboring specimens of the same lobe of the

thyroid gland
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TABLE 2

Quantitative determination of iodine in whole gland and in cells free from colloid

material of thyroid glands of dogs whose isolated vagosympathetic nerve had

previously been stimulated for approximately three hours

X
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Hence it was thought desirable to analyze not single blocks or sam-

ples of dried powdered mixtures of whole gland but to analyze the whole

gland in each case. In experiments in which this last mentioned tech-

nique was employed the whole gland was carefully cleaned of connec-

tive tissue and blood vessels, and thoroughly dried first over an electric

hot plate and then in an electric oven. After two to three hours' dry-

ing in the electric oven the gland was broken into several pieces whose

weight was about 0.5 gram each and whose number therefore depended

on the size of the gland. The iodine determinations were made accord-

ing to the method earlier described by Kendall (13). By analysis of

powdered thyroid of known iodine content the accuracy of the method

(to about 0.008 mgm. of iodine) and the purity of the reagents used

were frequently examined and found to be satisfactory.

The strength of the current employed in all of the experiments re-

corded in table 2 was three times that sufiicent to cause dilatation of

the pupil and apparent protrusion of the bulbus oculi. Both the stimu-

lated and the non-stimulated vago-sympathetic nerves were cut in

two places: at a point in the neighborhood of the eighteenth tracheal

ring and also at a level a little above that of the hyoid bone. The reason

for cutting the non-stimulated nerve in such a manner was to eliminate

the possible effect of tonic secretory impulses on the non-stimulated

lobe. The vago-sympathetic nerve was stimulated a little above the

point at which it was cut low in the neck. In the above experiments

the ratio of the percentage of iodine in cells to the percentage of iodine

in whole gland was determined by a method previously described (14).

From the data given in table 2 it may be seen that stimulation of the

vago-sympathetic nerve under the conditions described is without ap-

preciable effect on either the ratio value or the concentration of iodine

in the whole gland.

When it was found that there was no consistent diminution in the

concentration of iodine in the stimulated lobe only the stimulated

vago-sympathetic nerve was sectioned in the manner described above.

In experiments 76, 79 and 80 a strength of current six times that neces-

sary to cause ocular changes characteristic of sympathetic stimulation

was used; in all of the other experiments to be found in table 3 the cur-

rent was of the same strength as that used in the experiments recorded

in table 2. From the standpoint of the iodine concentration in whole

gland the results given in tables 2 and 3 are very similar. Stimulation

apparently has no effect on the concentration of iodine in the stimulated

lobe.
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By stimulating the intact vago-sjTnpathetic nerve Rahe et al. (2) de-

clare that they were able to produce the most marked diminution in the

iodine content of a given lobe of the thyroid gland. In the three experi-

ments of table 4 of my series, the intact vago-sympathetic nerve was

TABLES

The concentration of iodine in the lobes of the thyroid gland of the dog after the

stimulation of the isolated vagosympathetic 7ierve on one side for a period of

approximately three hours

Ajauxi.
NTTMBER

72

74

75*

76

77

79

80

82

83

84

LOBE STIMU-
LATED

Right

Right

Left

Right

Right

Right

Left

Left

Left

Uft

LENGTH OF PERIOD OF
STIMULATION

2 hrs. 60 min.

3 hrs. 10 min.

3 hrs. 10 min.

3 hrs. 10 min.

3 hrs. 30 min.

3 hrs. 15 min.

4 hrs. min.

3 hrs. 10 min.

3 hrs. 15 min.

3 hrs. 10 min.

WEIGHT OF
DRIED WHOLE

GLAND

gram.

L 1.2883

R 1.4258

L 2.0197

R 1.5013

L
R

1.4975

1.8796

L 0.4653

R 0.3509

L 0.7055

R 0.7914

0.2421

0.1995

L 0.6342

R 0.4850

L 0.8483

R 0.7516

L 1.2435

R 0.0163

L 0.7682

R 0.0022

IODINE IN
DRIED WHOLE

GLAND

per cent

0.186

0.189

0-.381

0.373

0.334

0.360

0.770

0.821

0.471

0.508

0.474

0.498

0.465

0.477

0.203

0.206

0.105

0.103

0.129

0.146

APPARENT GAIN
(+)ORLOSS(—

)

IN CONCENTRA-
TION OF IODINE
IN STIMULATED

LOBE

per cent

+0.003

-0.0C8

-0.026

-f0.051

+0.037

+0.024

-0.012

-0.003

+0.002

-0.016

* Bntirt right lobe not analyied.
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stimulated in the neck at about the level of the fifteenth tracheal ring.

The current was of the same strength as that employed in the experi-

ments of table 2; each time the current was made there ensued a respira-

tory arrest and the ocular changes typical of sympathetic stimulation.

Again there was no consistent change in the concentration of iodine in

the stimulated lobe.

TABLE 4

The concentration of iodine in the lobes of the thyroid gland of the dog after the

stimulation of the intact vagosympathetic nerve on one side for a period of approx-

imately three hours

ANIMAL
NUMBEH



TABLE 5

The concentration of iodine in the lobes of the thryoid gland of the dog after the stim-

ulation of the vagosympathetic nerve, the syjnpathetic portion of which was left

intact above the point of stimulation

AMIMAI.
mm-
BBB
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vago-sympathetic nerve was stimulated just above the point at which

it was cut near the eighteenth tracheal ring. It was easily possible to

vary the strength of the electrical stimulus so that a current of such a

strength was employed as just to bring about the ocular changes char-

acteristically associated with stimulation of the cervical sympathetic

nerve. Mendenhall (15) has emphasized the markedly toxic effects of

ether on the sympathetic nervous system. In a preparation like that

last described the sensitivity of the cervical sympathetic nerve to the

depressant action of ether could easily be demonstrated. A tetanizing

current of rather low frequency from a Stoelting inductorium was made
for 5.5 seconds at intervals of 11.8 seconds throughout the period of

stimulation. At the end of most of these experiments a vein of the

stimulated lobe, in most cases without the ligation of its companion

veins, was cannulated and the effect on blood flow of stimulation of the

gland under the same conditions as those employed in the experiment

was observed. In ten out of sixteen experiments no difficulty was en-

countered in demonstrating a vasoconstriction in the gland on stim-

ulating the vago-sympathetic nerve with an electric current of the same

strength and delivered at the same rate as that used in the previous

stimulation period. The threshold of excitability for the vasoconstrictor

nerves of the thyroid gland appears to be considerably lower than that

for the submaxillary gland as reported by Gruber (16). The relatively

low threshold of excitability of the vasoconstrictor nerves of the thjToid

to epinephrin stimulation has been observed by Gunning (17).

From table 5 it may be seen that stimulation of the vago-sympathetic

nerve with the sympathetic trunk intact above the eighteenth tracheal

ring has no appreciable effect on the concentration of iodine in the stim-

ulated lobe. In a number of experiments it was unequivocally demon-
strated that vasoconstrictor fibers to the gland were being stimulated;

yet such stimulation did not alter detectably the iodine content of the

lobe subjected to stimulation.

Effect of stimulation of the vago-sympathetic nerve on the concentration

of water in the thyroid gland. In table 6 may be found data relative to

the effect of stimulation of the vago-sympathetic nerve on the concen-

tration of water in the thyroid gland. I was unable to find that stimu-

lation had any effect on the concentration of water in the stimulated

lobe even in experiments in which vasomotor changes were definitely

proved to result from stimulation.
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TABLE 6

The concentration of water in the lobes of the thyroid gland of the dog after the stimu-

lation of the vagosympathetic nerve for a period of from three to four
hours

AimiAi.
KUMBBB
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DISCUSSION

If we consider the data described above we find that following the

stimulation of a given lobe of the thyroid gland there was no consistent

change in the concentration of iodine in that lobe compared with the

TABLE 7

A comparison of the effect of the different methods of stimulation of the vagosympa-
thetic nerve on the concentration of iodine in the thyroid gland of the dog
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in the percentage of iodine in the lobes of dried thyroid gland of the dog

is 0.015 per cent in this vicinity. If we consider as non-significant all

differences in the percentage of iodine in dried thyi-oid of 0.010 per cent

or less we see that stimulation, while causing an apparent diminution

in the concentration of iodine in 16 or 36.4 per cent of the glands, and

an apparent increase in the concentration of iodine in 10 or 22.7 per

cent of the glands, had no effect on the iodine concentration of 18 or

40.9 per cent of the stimulated glands. The greater part of the experi-

mental data presented may be briefly summarized in table 7.

The differences which I found above appear to be due to normal

variations in the concentration of iodine in the two lobes of the dog's

thyroid gland. The average percentage difference in the concentration

of iodine in the two lobes of the dog's thyroid gland depends on a num-

ber of factors such as the type of gland, the time of year and the feed-

ing of iodine. Hence I am forced to conclude that if stimulation of the

vago-sjTnpathetic nerve in the dog has any effect on the concentration

of iodine in the thyroid gland, that effect is considerably less than the

normal variation in the iodine content of the stimulated and control

lol)es. The presence of normal variations relatively so much greater

than the variations which may follow stimulation renders valueless the

application of more refined methods of iodine determination in the study

of the effect of stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve on the

concentration of iodine in the thyroid gland.

SUMMARY

1. Periodic stimulation of the isolated vago-sjinpathetic nerve by
an induced current of a moderate to strong intensity over a period of

from three to three and a half hours does not appreciably alter the

distribution ratio of iodine between cells and colloid.

2. The findings of Rahe, Rogers, Fawcett and Becbe (2) and of Watts

(3) that stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve for a comparable

period of time reduces the concentration of iodine in the stimulated

lolxj were not confirmed. Watts' assertion that such stimulation reduces

the water content of the stimulated lolx» was not confirmed.

3. Conclusions as to the direct secretory control which the cervical

sympathetic nerves exercise on the thyroid gland are based in no small

measure on the alleged effect of stimulation of the cervical sympathetic

nerve on the iodine content of the gland. Conclusions having such a

basis apparently arc untenable.
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The extensibility of muscle was first systematically investigated by
Weber (1) in 1846. It was he who found that a muscle stretched by
the addition of equal increments of weight does not follow Hooke's

law. Its curve of extensibility is not a straight line but a hyperbola.

Weber's findings have been confirmed beyond question. There are,

however, some other organic substances, non-living, which do not fol-

low Hooke's law when extended bj'^ weights (2). Therefore, is the

muscle which is stretched by a weight purely passive, or, does it put

forth an active effort to support the weight ; that is, does the stretching

of a living muscle involve an increase in its metabolism, an energy

transformation, the doing of work?

Guerrini (3) considers the specific- form of the curve of extensibility

of muscle as affording evidence of a vital response in the muscle. He
speaks of the later more gradual part of the curve as dependent upon

the biological factor, arguing from the lessening or total disappearance

of this part of the curve, the straightening out of the curve in other

words, when the vitality of the muscle is lessened or destroyed. He
cites particularly poisoning of the muscle by various means and fatty

degeneration of the muscle as affecting the curve in this manner. Many
observers are agreed that the extensibility of muscle is increased, the

curve more nearly approaches a straight line, during contraction and

with the development of fatigue.

iirodie (4) found that nmsdes in situ with intact nerve and blood

supply were more resistant to extending forces, the same weight caused

less lengthening, than isolated muscles or muscles in situ whose nerve

supply hud been cut.

182
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Rood (5) in 1861 claimed to have demonstrated that a sudden stretch-

ing may serve as a stimulus and cause the muscle to contract. Fick

(6), on the other hand, emphatically denied such a possibiUty. We
have ourselves observed the phenomenon to take place in some of our

experiments. If simply an incision is made over the gastrocnemius ten-

don in a decerebrated frog and the tendon freed and cut without dis-

section of the muscle, or interference with its nerve and blood supply,

the appUcation of a small extending force, 10 or 20 grams, is not infre-

quently followed immediately by a contraction of the muscle. We
have seen the tone of the muscle so increased that its actual length was

less than before the weight was applied.

Montgomery (7) appears to have been the first to conceive the pos-

sibility that the stretching of a muscle may be accompanied by chemical

as well as physical changes within the muscle. He did not, however,

venture to reveal the nature of these chemical changes.

Meyerstein and Thiry (8), Schmulewitsch (9), Westermann (10),

Blix (11), Danilewsky (12) and Roy (13) all found that there is a rise

of temperature in a muscle when it is stretched. Danilewsky, it is

true, attempted to explain the temperature change as due to internal

friction and Westermann and Roy observed qualitatively similar ele-

vation of temperature in dead muscle and other tissues removed at

autopsy; but the other authors quoted beUeved that there was an

actual increased production of heat coincident with the extension.

Hill (14) also has recently recorded the production of heat when a

muscle is extended by a weight. He gives to this heat production a

twofold explanation : Based upon a mathematical formula the tempera-

ture should rise because the coefficient of thermal expansion for muscle

is negative; there is a wasting of work with Uberation of heat in over-

coming viscous forces when the muscle is stretched at a finite rate.

Du Bois Reymond (15) and v. Koranyi and Vas (16) reported a

change in the electrical condition of muscle, a negative variation, when
it is "regularly" stretched.

Wundt (17) and Nasse (18) found in their experiments that the muscle

which has been stretched fatigues more quickly upon subsequent stimu-

lation than one which has not been stretched. On the other hand, the

possibility of a fatiguing effect of mere stretching has been denied by

Kronecker (19), Harless (20) and Leber (21). It should be pointed

out that the last two authors employed small weights and allowed them
to act for short periods only.
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Taking up the question at this point we have carried out a series of

twenty-five experiments with a view to determining the possible extent

to which the stretching of a muscle may influence the development of

fatigue.

Both gastrocnemius muscles were removed from a pithed frog as

speedily as possible with especial care to avoid traction on either muscle.

Each was fastened in the femur clamp of a separate moist chamber of

the Harvard type and fine wires were run from the base of the moist

chamber to the muscle for its direct stimulation. A pin-hook with

attached thread was passed through each tendo Achilhs. One was left

free; the other was fastened to a muscle lever and made to support a

weight of 100 grams for varying lengths of time. Subsequently each

muscle was stimulated with an induced current to the point of complete

exhaustion. In two instances, experiments 4 and 21, a tetanizing cur-

rent was employed; in all of the other experiments the stimuli were

single break shocks. In the first seven experiments the stretched and

unstretched muscles were connected in series in one secondary circuit

of an induction coil so that both muscles were stimulated simultaneously.

The strength of the stimulus was that which called forth maximal re-

sponse in the unstretched muscle. The stimuU were sent in at the rate

of one per second. The direction of the current in the secondary circuit

was varied so that in some experiments the stretched muscle and in

others the unstretched muscle was first traversed by the current.

In the remainder of the experiments the two muscles were stimulated

separately. It made no difference in the results whether the unstretched

muscle was stimulated first or allowed to hang in the moist chamber

until after the intervals of stretching and stimulation of the other

muscle. For these experiments the strength of the stimulus was ap-

proximately the maximal break shock. Exact determination was not

made to avoid delay, our judgment being based upon previous experi-

ence. The stimulus was of course the same for both muscles of a pair.

The minimal stimulus for each muscle was determined in some of the

experiments.

The stimulation of the stretched muscle was always carried out im-

mediately upon the removal of the weight. The muscle was always

left attached to the muscle lever and sometimes additional 20 or 30

grams were susptmded from it. The unstretched muscle was connected

to the muscle lever just prior to its stimulation and a load of 20 or 30

gramH a<lded if necessary to make the conditions uniform. Usually

the writing point of the muscle lever was brought against the smoked
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surface of the kymograph and the contractions recorded. The time

required to effect complete exhaustion of each muscle was determined

with a stop-watch. The results of these experiments are set forth in

table 1.

TABLE 1
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in which the interval of stretching was only 30 minutes with the others

in which the extending force was allowed to act longer, that the effect

was to a slight degree increased by the longer periods of stretching. In

the former group the stretched muscle was completely fatigued in 13.46

per cent less time than the unstretched muscle and in the latter group

in 14.41 per cent less time. When each muscle was required to lift a

load of 20 or 30 grams at each contraction the difference in the fatigue

time was 11.14 per cent; when the muscles were not loaded during the

time of stimulation the stretched muscle was exhausted in 16.66 per

cent less time than the other.

These results wovild seem to be sufficiently marked to justify the con-

clusion that a previous stretching hastens the onset of fatigue in a

muscle. This is not due simply to an alteration in the irritabiUty of

the muscle since the average minimal stimulus is shghtly weaker for

the stretched than for the unstretched muscle. Obviously there is no

opportunity for the isolated muscle to replenish its store of energy-

yielding material and the using up of some of this by the muscle in com-

bating the stretching force would hasten the development of fatigue

since fatigue is not only a matter of accumulation of waste products but

also an exhaustion of energy-yielding material.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The gastrocnemius muscle of the frog which has been stretched

by a weight of 100 grams for periods of 30 minutes to 3 hours is com-

pletely exhausted by subsequent stimulation in less time than an un-

stretched muscle kept in moist air for similar periods of time.

2. This difference is increased slightly by increasing the duration of

the stretching.

3. The stretching does not uniformly affect the irritability of the

muscle.

4. It is suggested that the muscle uses up some of its available store

of energy-yielding material in combating the stretching force and that

the development of fatigue is hastened for this reason.
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In a previous paper (1) we showed that the gastrocnemius of the

frog, when stretched by a weight of 100 grams for ^ to 3 hours, can be

completely fatigued in 85.98 per cent of the time required in the case

of an unstretched muscle, when both are stimulated by the same strength

induced current. We suggested that this effect of stretching might

result because the muscle uses up some of its available reserve of energy-

yielding material in combating the extending force, and that the muscle,

to a certain extent at least, puts forth an active effort to support the

weight. One would expect such an effort to involve the consumption

of oxygen and production of carbon dioxide. The following experiment

is indirect evidence of oxygen consumption under these circumstances.

We arranged two moist chambers with air-tight covers and provided

circulation of oxygen through one and of nitrogen through the othel".

The flow of gases was regulated so as to be uniform in rate and pressure

in the two chambers. Both gastrocnemii of a pithed frog were pre-

pared and fastened in the femur clamps, one in the oxygen chamber, the

other in the nitrogen chamber. After the flow of gases had been estab-

lished and time allowed for air displacement in the apparatus, both

muscles were loaded with equal weights and the amount of stretching

of each in equal periods of time recorded. In six such experiments the

actual lengthening of the muscle in oxygen averaged 4.05 mm. and of

the muscle in nitrogen 5.08 mm. ; the latter had stretched 25.43 per cent

more than the former. Deprived of oxygen, therefore, the muscle is

less resistant to the stretching force. Similarly Brodic (2) found that

muscles in situ with intact nerve and blood supply were more resistant

to stretching than isolated muscles. It is also true that in our experi-

ments and in thoso of Brodic where the extension was greatest the recov-

ery on removal of the weight was least perfect.

188
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Gotschlich (3) in 1894 investigated the possible production of lactic

acid by a muscle when it is stretched. He allowed weights of 100 to

1000 grains to extend one gastrocnemius of the frog (the other muscle

was used as a control) for 1 hour. He then made muscle extracts in

physiological saline solution and examined these extracts for lactic acid

using the sodium salt of alizarin as indicator. He found uniformly no

evidence of lactic acid in the unstretched muscle. He always found

lactic acid in the muscle which had been stretched, the amount present

being roughly proportional to the stretching force. It was also increased

when the extension was effected at a higher temperature, 25°C. as com-

pared with ll^C. When the load was 1000 grams, extending the muscle

for 1 hour, he reports the detection of 1.69 mgm. of lactic acid per gram

of muscle. GotschUch says, "With maximal load and a temperature

of 25°C. the quantity of acid was almost as great as that produced by a

series of two hundred maximal contractions." He observed also that

the acidity was still further increased by rhythmical loading and

unloading over that resulting from constant stretching.

Carrey (4) notes that muscles which have been stretched increase

in weight more rapidly than unstretched muscles when immersed in

physiological saUne solution. The difference is particularly marked

when large weights are allowed to act for considerable periods of time.

Fletcher (5) has shown that fatigued muscles, similarly immersed,

increase in weight by the taking up of water more rapidly than resting

muscles. He explains this as due to increased osmotic pressure within

the muscle on account of the breaking up of substances during contrac-

tion. Accordingly Garrey interprets his findings as indicating an

increased osmotic pressure in the stretched muscle from a like cause.

We have determined the amount of carbon dioxide produced in

stretched and unstretched muscles by employing the principles of the

apparatus devised by Tashiro (6), (7). The chief modification neces-

sary for our purpose was an increase in the capacity of the apparatus.

The services of a glass-blower were not available so that we have made

use of such pieces of ready made glassware as were available in the lab-

oratory. The set-up is shown in figure 1 and consisted in brief of the

following parts:

A twelve liter bottle, A, containing 20 per cent solution of sodium hydroxide

is connected through 1 with another twelve liter bottle, B, which holds at the

beginning a small amount of 20 per cent sodium hydroxide solution. The air

in B is vigorously shaken with the hydroxide solution, completely removing the

carbon dioxide. By siphoning over more hydroxide solution from A this carbon
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dioxide free air is driven out of B as required into the container, D, a 2,000 cc.

flask. This flask is in siphon relation with the open wide-mouthed bottle, C,

containing 5 per cent sodium hj'droxide solution. Weak hydroxide solution is

used so that the chamber will not be too dry and at the same time contamination

of the carbon dioxide free air in D will be prevented. By means of C the air in

D and in fact throughout the remainder of the apparatus is kept at atmospheric

pressure. The chambers, G and G', cylindrical separatory funnels, were provided

with carefully fitted stoppers from the under surface of which the muscles were

suspended. These stoppers were so arranged that they might be mercury sealed.

Into each chamber was run a tube with upturned end, X and X', to form a cup

for the drop of barium hydrate solution. Connected with G and G' was a mercury

reservoir, H, for regulating their capacity. Also connected with G and G' respec-

tively were graduated burettes, / and /', by which measured small quantities of

Fig. 1

mercury could be withdrawn as required in the quantitative determination of

the carbon dioxide produced. 'The blood gas bulbs, F and F', with the mercury
pressure funnels, E and E', were used for the withdrawal of air from G and G'

and its subsequent replacement in the quantitative analysis. A bottle, J, con-

taining saturated solution of barium hydrate was connected with the tubing

terminating at X and X', and an efficient electric vacuum pump was connected

on at A'. Heavy walled capillary glass tubing and stopcocks were used through-

out, except the terminal part of the barium hydrate tubes, A' and A'', where 3 mm.
bore tubing was used. All rubber connections were maile as short as possible

and all joints were rendered air-tight by repeated coating with shellac.

The first step in the cxpcriinontal procedure consisted in the testing

of the apparatus for its air-ti^hlncss and the absokite freedom from

carbon dioxide of the air sup|)U('(l from B.
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With the apparatus clean and dry stopcocks 4, 6 and 7 were turned so as to

make connection between D and G, G' only. Stopcock 3 was closed, stopcocks

8, 9 and 11 were opened and stopcock 10 was turned to connect the upright tube

with 11, excluding the tube from /. The air was now exhausted from the cham-

bers G and G' by the pump at K. Stopcock 11 was closed and stopcock S opened

permitting carbon dioxide free air to enter from D to fill the vacuum created

in G and G'. The pressure was made equal to atmospheric pressure by adjusting

the level of C. This process of evacuating G and G' and refilling with C02-free

air was always repeated at least four times. The efficiency of the apparatus

depends very largely upon the thoroughness of this washing-out process. When
G and G' finally contained pure C02-free air barium hydrate solution was let in

from J by turning stopcock 10 in the proper direction {11 was closed) and very

gradually opening stopcocks 8 and 9 in turn until a hemispherical drop of clear

barium hydrate solution stood on the upturned tubes at A' and X'. Stopcocks

8 and 9 were closed, the pressure quickly adjusted to atmospheric pressure at C
and stopcock 3 was closed. If the air is absolutely free of carbon dioxide the

drops of barium hydroxide solution remain clear indefinitely. On the other

hand, if carbon dioxide is present, even as little as 1 X 10~^ grams will cause

precipitation within 10 minutes of particles of barium carbonate in the drop of

barium hydrate and larger amounts will cause increase in the size and number
of the particles (7). The precipitate is detected by observation of the drop

through a magnifying lens.

In our apparatus the drop of barium hj'drate obtained in the manner

described remained clear over night in repeated tests, proving beyond

question that the air in B was absolutely carbon dioxide free, that the

washing out process was thorough and complete, and that there were

no leaks.

Oxidation processes which would lead to the production of carbon

dioxide have been shown by various investigators,—Herman (8), Hill (9),

Gyllensward (10)—to occur in the surviving isolated muscles of the frog.

To prove liberation of carbon dioxide in a muscle under the influence

of a stretching force it is necessary to demonstrate, therefore, that

such a muscle produces carbon dioxide more rapidly or in greater

amount than a muscle of the same size under the same conditions of

temperature, atmospheric pressure and surrounding medium. It was

for a comparison of this sort that the two chambers, G and G', were

provided. It was further necessary for an exact comparison to have the

capacity of the two chambers identical. For this purpose both cham-

bers were stoppered in the usual manner after placing in one the weight

to be subsequently used to stretch the muscle (an ordinary 50-gram

weight with a wire ring attached). Then the chambei-s were completely

filled with mercury from H, exactly 150 cc. of mercury were withdrawn

from each and the stopcocks 13, 14 and 15 closed, leaving a safety
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layer of mercury in the bottom of each chamber. The gas capacity

of G was, therefore, exactly equal to the gas capacity of G' before the

introduction of the muscles.

Both gastrocnemii of a pithed frog were prepared in the usual manner,

care being exercised to cut the tendon, the tibia and the femur at the

same points in both preparations. Except in a very few of the early

experiments all the muscular tissue about the knee joint except the

gastrocnemius was carefully dissected away. An S-shaped pin-hook

was passed through the knee joint and another through the tendon of

each preparation. Each muscle was hung from a hook on the under

surface of the stopper of its chamber; the 50-gram weight was hung

from one of the muscles; the stoppers were put into position and sealed.

The air was exhausted and G andC refilled withC02-freeairby the wash-

ing out process described in connection with the testing of the apparatus.

The drops of barium hydrate were got into position; pressure in various

parts of the apparatus was equalized by adjustment at C; and very

careful watch was kept for the first appearance of precipitate in the

barium hydrate. Twenty-one such observations were made.

Averaging the results of these experiments we find that 4.07 minutes

elapsed between the placing of the drop of barium hydrate in position

in the chamber containing the stretched muscle and the first appearance

of precipitate, whereas the interval was 17.47 minutes in the case of

the unstretched muscle. In the individual experiments the results var-

ied between 2 and 10 minutes for the stretched muscle and between 10

and 30 minutes for the unstretched muscle. In every instance the drop

of barium hydrate in relation with the stretched muscle showed precipi-

tate much sooner than that in relation with the unstretched muscle.

As a further check the use of the chambers was alternated from time

to time with proper volume correction. Since we used companion

muscles from the same frog it seems justifiable to disregard any slight

diflferences there might have been in the two muscles under identical

tension conditions. In nearly all cases, as pointed out, all muscular

tissue other than the gastrocnemius was dissected away avoiding any

variation from this source. Theoretically the surface area of the muscle

might be increased by stretching and with increased surface area there

might be greater diffusion outward of carbon dioxide without necessarily

increased production. But actual measurement showed that there was

sometimes no change at all and at other times a sUght, usually insignifi-

cant, increase in surface area.
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We have made but one quantitative determination of the carbon

dioxide produced by the stretched and unstretched muscles, again

following the method described by Tashiro (7).

With stopcock 3 closed and all the other stopcocks turned to make connection

between F, F' and the tube to the pump, E and E' were raised until a bit of

mercury was forced from each direction into the capillary tube between stopcocks

4 and 6. Stopcocks 5 and 12 were now closed and stopcocks 4 and 6 turned cut-

ting off the connection to F and F' respectively. E and E' were kept elevated

so that the mercury in them was at least up to the level of the upper horizontal

tubing. The mercury in the tubing between stopcocks 4 and 6 was displaced

into G, G' by greatly elevating C and was withdrawn into I, I' so as to restore the

correct volume in the muscle chambers.

The two gastrocnemius muscles were prepared as in the other experiments,

placed in position in the chambers G and G' with the 50-gram weight suspended

from the muscle in G' and the washing out process gone through with in the way
already described. At the expiration of 60 minutes stopcocks 4, 5, 6 and 7 were

turned to make connection between G and F only. Then, stopcocks 13 and 14

having been opened, by raising H mercury was run into G and the air displaced

into F. It was of course necessary to lower E at the same time sufficiently to

maintain atmospheric pressure. After the expulsion of all of the air in G stop-

cock 6 was closed, mercury was again withdrawn from G to restore its volume

to 150 cc. and stopcock IS was closed. In like manner the air in G' was trans-

ferred into F'. The muscles were removed, the stoppers replaced and sealed,

the washing out process repeated and drops of barium hydrate solution got into

position at X and X' when the chambers finally contained COj-free air. The
pressure was made equal to atmospheric pressure by adjustment at C; stopcocks

3, 8 and 9 were closed. Stopcocks 4, 5, 6 and 7 were turned to make connection

between F and G (the chamber which had contained the unstretched muscle).

By opening stopcock IS and turning stopcock 16 at the bottom of the graduated

cylinder /, measured volumes of mercury were withdrawn from G permitting air

to enter from F with readjustment of pressure by raising E as necessary. In

this manner 5 cc. of air were transferred from F into G. Ten minutes later, the

drop of barium hydrate being still clear, another 5 cc. of air were transferred into

G. We continued to transfer 5 cc. of air at a time at 10-minute intervals until

the thirteenth instalment (a total of 65 cc.) was introduced. Three minutes

later precipitate began to form at X. By the same method air was transferred

from F' to G' (the chamber which had contained the stretched muscle) in 5 cc.

increments at 10-minute intervals. Three and a half minutes after the intro-

duction of the third 5 cc. increment, precipitate first appeared at A''. The quan-

tity of air containing the minimum amount of carbon dioxide which will pre-

cipitate barium carbonate when diluted by 150 cc. of COj-free air was, therefore,

approximately 65 cc. when using air in which the unstretched muscle had been

suspended and 15 cc. when using air in which the stretched muscle had been sus-

pended. To arrive more closely at the minimum quantity of air required to pro-

duce a precipitate in the two cases the capacity of each of the chambers was
restored to 150 cc. by introduction of mercury from H, the washing-out process
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was repeated and drops of barium hydrate again got into position at A' and X'.

Sixty cubic centimeters of air were run in at once from F to G by removing mer-

cury into /. Ten minutes later the drop was still clear. Then 1 cc. of air at a

time was introduced at ten minute intervals. Six minutes after the introduction

of the second 1 cc. increment precipitate began to form at A'. Ten cubic centi-

meters of air were transferred from F' to G' and 1 cc. at a time at 10-minute inter-

vals until precipitate began to form at X', 2 minutes after the introduction of

the fourth cubic centimeter. Therefore, 62 cc. of air from the chamber which

had held the unstretched 'muscle and 14 cc. of air from the chamber which had

held the stretched muscle each contained the minimum quantity of carbon diox-

ide necessary to cause a precipitate in the drop of barium hydrate, when added

to 150 cc. of COi-free air.

According to Tashiro (6) the minimum quantity of carbon dioxide

which will cause a precipitate to form within 10 minutes in the drop of

barium hj-drate is 1 X 10~^ grams when the total volume of the chamber

in which the analysis is made is 15 to 25 cc. In our experiments, where

the total volume of the analysis chamber was 150 cc, the minimum
carbon dioxide value will be at least as great, possibly greater. Using

Tashiro's figures, however, as equivalent to the 62 cc. in the one case

and 14 cc. in the other, we calculate the total carbon dioxide produced by

150
the unstretched muscle in 60 minutes as — X 10"' or 2.4 X lO"'^ grams,

62

150
and by the stretched muscle in the same period as— X 10~^ or 10.7 X

14

\Q-^ grams; the latter had produced 4.45 times as much as the former.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The isolated gastrocnemius muscle of the frog when extended by

a weight of 50 grams produces carbon dioxide at a faster rate than an

unstretched muscle otherwise under the same conditions.

2. In a 60-minute period the stretched muscle produces about four

and a half times as much carbon dioxide as the unstretched muscle.

3. The increased carbon dioxide production is direct evidence that

the stretched muscle puts forth an active effort to support the weight.

The experiments herein described were carried out chiefly in the

Department of Physiology of McGill University and our thanks are due

Prof. John Tait for the courtesies extended.

We wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to Mr. Charles A. Eddy
for making the diagruin which accompanies this report.
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This paper is a report and an interpretation of the differences of

resistance of two groups of albino rats to the loss, by operation, of

the parathjToid secretion. No general review of previous studies of

the parathj'roids is given and reference is made only to the landmarks

and investigations pertinent to the present subject, since that mass of

material has been thoroughly covered by other workers (1).

Gruber (2), in 1845, was probably the fii*st to call attention in the

literature to those httle groups of cells anatomically associated with

the thjToid gland which we now know as the parathyroids from the

name given to them by Sandstrom (3) in 1880, and around the function

of which in connection with thyroid function there raged that vivid

controversy between Gley (4) and Moussu (5). Later work has estab-

lished definitely that the parathyroids do possess a distinct function

independent of that of the thyroid. Whether or not the parathyroids

possess functions that are complementary, supplementary or antag-

onistic to any thyroid functions is not germane to the present dis-

cussion.

The discovery of the parathyroid glands in the albino rat can be

credited to Cristiani (6), who reported that this animal possessed two of

these glands, one associated with each of the two lobes of the thyroid;

thus distinguishing it from many other mammalia, most of which have

four. Although Erdheim (7) claimed to have found cellular groups,

which in his opinion are to be considered as accessory parathyroids, in

various places in the nock and in the upper polo of tiio thynuis, yet he

hedges by stating that these so-called accessory glands arc always very

small and only a minute part of the total parathyroid tissue and do

106
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not seem to take part in any function of the gland. Moreover, he fails

to present any plates showing the histological structure of these cell

groups as supporting his contention that they are parathyroid tissue.

It has been suggested that these small groups of cells could as well

be thymic residues as accessory parathyroids. Later studies by Vin-

cent and Jolly (8) and Thompson (9) sustain the earlier findings that

the rat has but two parathyroid glands. I have carefully examined

with a hand lens the neck and thymus of my operated animals and have

yet to find any tissue that could be designated as parathyroid tissue

outside of that found in close association with the thyroid.

In 1884 Schiff (10) described in detail the symptoms of tetany and

disturbances of the nervous system following the removal of the thyroid

gland from dogs, thus correlating them with similar occurrences observed

after strumectomy in man previously reported from the clinical side by

Weiss (11) and Reverdin (12). Since that time there have been many
other descriptions of these phemonena, all phases of which I have seen

in my operated rats, and which are now known to be due to the loss

of the parathyroid secretion and not to a thyroid disturbance or the

mechanical effects of the operation.

Inasmuch as the symptoms occurring after the removal of the para-

thyroids point unmistakably to an involvement of the nervous system in

the final result, various workers have attempted to find histological evi-

dences of alterations in the different parts of the nervous system of ani-

mals dying in parathyroid tetany. Much contradictory e\idence is

given. Awtokratow (13), Sanquirico and Canalis (14), de Quervain

(15) and others could find no constant changes in the nerve elements

sufficient to justify the opinion that anatomical alterations of cells or

fibers are factors in the expression of parathyroid tetany. On the

other hand Capobianco (16), Vassale and Donaggio (17), Maas (18),

Lup6 (19) and others report the presence of intensive degenerative

changes in various parts of the nervous system. Unfortunately, how-

ever, but little agreement is found among the investigators as to the

exact part of the nervous system attacked; though all agree that the

tetany observed is due to an intoxication of the nervous system.

These discrepancies are explicable from the fact that the specimens

examined varied in the length of time they had been in the fixing fluid

from a few days to a year or more; from the fact that the different

workers failed to use the same method of fixation and staining; and from

the fact that their specimens were taken from animals dying after

thyreo-parathyroidectomy or parathyroidectomy at intervals from a

few days to several weeks.
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In 1912 MoUgaard (20), appreciating that a probable cause of these

differences lay in the technique of fixation, made a histological com-

parison of the motor cells of the cord, the cells of the spinal ganglia,

and the motor cortex of normal dogs and of dogs dying in parathyroid

tetany. He used for his study sections cut from fresh frozen specimens.

He found no changes in the motor cortex and no degenerative changes

anyrs'here. He did find, however, that there were cells in the cord and

spinal ganglia of the parathyroidectomised animals that differed frOm

the normal in that no network could be brought out on staining. He
therefore concluded that the cause of the parathyroid tetany and con-

vulsions is an alteration of the physical condition of the nerve cells

due to some toxic substance. This is supported from the physiological

side by the experiments of Paton, Findlay and Watson (21) which they

interpret as showing that the nervous symptoms are due to the condi-

tion of the central nervous system; that the cerebral arc is not directly

involved; and that the electrical excitability of the peripheral nerves

is increased when any marked decrease in parathyroid tissue has been

produced.

Hence the evidence that the death of the parathyroidectomised ani-

mals is due to an immediate degenerative effect on the nerve elements

of a toxic substance, either produced as a result of a perverted metab-

olism following the lack of the parathyroid secretion, or which is a

normal product of neuro-muscular metabolism and is now uncompen-

sated for by destruction or neutralization through the mediation of the

parathyroid secretion, is quite generally negatived. This is particu-

larly true from the fact that many of my parathyroidectomised rats

exhibited tetany paralysis and convulsions within an hour and a half,

and died in convulsions within three or four hours after the operation.

The possibility of marked degenerative changes having occurred in the

nervous system in vivo in this short period is rather dubious. This,

however, does not exclude the possibility that through a long-continued

action of the parathyroid deficiency there may be produced degenera-

tive changes in the nerve elements by virtue of the repeated action of

small amounts of the unknown constituent which in larger amounts

produces acute tetany and death. In connection with the idea that

these nerve disturbances are due to some toxic substance, attention

should l)e called to the fact that although Paton and Findlay (22) con-

sider that the idea of the parathyroid acting as "detoxicating some

normal product of metabolism as hardly worthy of consideration" yet

they base their theory of idiopathic and parathyroid tetany on the
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development of some " guanidine-like body" in these conditions and

state that "the parathyroids thus control the metaboUsm of guanidine

in the body by preventing its development in undue amounts." This

to my mind is a distinction without a difference.

From the repoHs of Cramer (23) and his collaborators, Gies (24)

and his collaborators, Kojima (25) and Larson (27), it is evident that

the rat can survive thyreo-parathyroidectomy or parathyroidectomy

for some time without indications of an acute involvement of the nerv-

ous system, thus disproving Cristiani's (27) statement that com-

plete thyroidectomy is always fatal. These observations lead one to

suspect that either the nervous system of the survivors is different in

its powers of resistance to the toxemia from that of those which die, or

that the cause of the disturbances is not present in sufficient concen-

trations at any one time to produce acute symptoms.

My interest was attracted to this particular phase of the subject

by the fact that although frequent deaths occurred from parathyroid

tetany in my thyreo-parathyroidectomised rats, yet some of the

operated animals did not die.

The general technique of removal of the thyroid apparatus was no

different from that described by Cristiani (6) and others; but when
the parathyroids were alone removed they were cut out of the thyroid

with sharp, fine-pointed scissors. Hemorrhage was prevented by stop-

ping off the superior thyroid arteries with small clamps made from

ordinary paper-clips bent into appropriate shape and having the opposed

ends flattened.

On examination it was found that the operated animals had come
from two separate groups of rats, and that the greater percentage of

survivals had occurred in the group that came from the so-called "Ex-

perimental Colony" of the Wistar Institute. We have here at the

Wistar Institute two colonies of albino rats, among others, both of

which are the descendants of the same original pair. One of these

colonies, that which is called the Experimental colony, has been petted

and gentled, while the other, the Standard stock, has had only that

human contact incident to routine feeding and cage- cleaning. The
behavior of the rats in this latter group is that of the ordinary labora-

tory animal. They are timid, apprehensive and high-strung. When
picked up they are tense and resistant, frequently exhibiting their

natural defensive instincts of fear and rage by biting. The picture as a

ivhole is one of constant high irritability and neuro-muscidar tension. It

is of course not impossible that the high grade of emotional tension ever
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present in the rats that have not been gentled contributes to the general

picture of high tension through mediation of the adrenals.

The behavior of the gentled group is in marked contrast to that of

the others. In these animals the defensive instincts have been re-

pressed by the constant handUng and petting. This gentling has been

carried on for the last five generations. When the animals are picked

up they are relaxed and jdelding. They are not easily frightened.

They give a uniform picture of placidity. The threshold of the neuro-

muscular reactions to potentially disturbing stimuli is almost prohibitively

high.

We now turn to the actual experimentation carried out in order to

determine whether or not there was a difference in the susceptibihty

of the animals from the two groups to the loss of the parathyroid

secretion.

A total of 304 rats was operated. Both sexes were used in this study

and the ages varied from 30 to 100 days. The majority of operations,

however, were done on rats around 55 days old.

It has been noticed in the preliminary work that if the rats did not

develop tetany or convulsions and die within 48 hours then they prob-

ably would continue to Uve for a considerable period thereafter. In

fact the majority of survivals of the 48-hour period lived until they

were 150 days old when they were killed for examination. Conse-

quently it was evident that the fatalities from acute parathyroid tetany

would usually occur in less than 48 hours. This period then was

taken as the standard of probable survival.

Complete thyroidectomy, which included the removal of the para-

thyroids, was done on 90 rats from the Standard stock consisting of

rats that had not been gentled. Out of these 79 per cent died in para-

thyroid tetany within the 48-hour period. During the same period 96

rats from the Experimental colony, the gentled stock, were similarly

operated. The survivals from this series were many more. Eighty-

seven per cent lived and but 13 per cent died. Among a series of rats

from the Standard stock 28 were thyreo-parathyroidcctomised in two

stages. One-half of the thyroid apparatus was removed at the firet

operation and the second half was removed two weeks later. The mor-

tality in this group was 08 per cent, or slightly Jowor tban that of the first

lot recorded. The lower mortality is explicable^ by the fact that during

the interval some of the rats had become slightly less tense, though

no special attempts had been madi; to gentle them.
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In order to demonstrate that the results were not due to the loss of

the thyroid but were due solely to the removal of the parathyroids, 51

rats from the Standard stock were parathyroidectomised. Within less

than 48 hours 76 per cent of them had died. When 31 rats from the

gentled stock were parathyroidectomised but 13 per cent of them
died. The almost exact coincidence of these ratios with those of the

thyreo-parathyroidectomised groups is conclusive evidence that we are

here dealing with a parathyroid loss alone as the causative factor in

the fatalities.

I next removed 28 animals born of the gentled stock from their mothers

at weaning and put them, until they were 55 days old, under the same

conditions of environment as the rats in the Standard stock. They
were not gentled. At the same time a like number of rats from the

Standard stock were removed from their mothers at weaning and set

aside under their usual environmental conditions for thyreo-para-

thyroidectomy at 55 days of age as controls. The usual 78 per cent of

fatalities occurred in the Standard rats. However, much to my sur-

prise, when the progeny of the gentled rats were brought to me they

were almost as tame as their parents and when completelj^ thyroidec-

tomised but 14 per cent of them died. This rather indicates that the

gentling process for three generations had resulted in the elimination of

the defensive reactions of the young with a consequent stabilization of

the nervous system and lowered tension which had been passed along.

A final study was then made in which one-half of each of several lit-

ters, of rats from the Standard stock were placed in the Experimental

colony at weaning and gentled, while the other half was to have been

kept under the usual conditions of Standard room care and not gentled.

As controls the same number of animals from several litters of the

gentled stock were similarly split, one-half of which was put under the

Standard stock conditions and the other half kept and gentled as usual.

When this series was brought to the laboratory for operation at the age

of 55 days they all, those from the Standard stock as well as those from

the gentled stock, appeared tame, non-resistant and relaxed. Acute

tetany did not appear within the 48-hour period in any of these rats after

the loss of the parathyroid secretion by operation. This definitely

showed that the stability of the nervous system is a strong factor in the

resistance of albino rats to the loss of the parathyroid secretion. A
study of the records of the sex, body weight and body length of all the

lots operated showed that these factors could not be considered as

playing any significant role in the final results. Nor could any dietary
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differences of either qualitative or quantitative nature be invoked as

contributing causes. The only observable differences in the two groups

of operated animals are their nervous reactions to the environment as

already described. That such differences have been shown to exert

an influence on metabolic stabiUty has already been indicated (28).

That they should result in such marked differences in dependency on the

parathyroid secretion is remarkable and affords conclusive evidence

that a condition of nervous stabiUty is conducive to a greater resistance

to the loss of the parathyroid secretion than is a condition of high-

strung irritability.

In view of the striking differences obtained a brief attempt at inter-

pretation seems justified, based on related data from other sources.

It would be a gratuitous assumption to consider that the differences in

mortaUty in the two groups were due to differences in grade of para-

thyroid secretion, since we have no direct indication of this latter

possibiUty. Yet if the condition of hypertension in the rats that had

not been gentled is to be considered as a result of a diminished parathy-

roid secretion, the condition of stability shown in the gentled group

should pari passu be considered as due to a relatively greater parathj^-

roid secretion. If such is the case this would imply a natural or acquired

greater dependency on such secretion and hence more serious defection

on its removal. This we have seen is not the case.

Now it is a well-known fact that excitabiHty tends to the produc-

tion of a condition of heightened muscular tone, while calmness or lack

of emotional strain results in a lower tension. This simply means that

the metabolic changes taking place incident to the maintenance of muscle

tone are of a lower order of magnitude in gentled animals than they

are in rats that have not been gentled. Such being the case, let us

assume as a working basis that the normal function of the parathyroid

is to prevent the accumulation of or to cause the catalytic destruction

of any tetany-producing substance such as ammonia, which MacCallum

and Voegtlin (29) have shown to be excreted in more than normal

amounts in parathyroid tetany; which Carlson and Jacobson (30)

showed to cause tetany; and which Tashiro (31) has demonstrated to

be a product of the tetanized nerve-muscle preparation; or of guani-

dine, which RurnK and Sharpe (32) have found to l)e increased in the

blood and urine of parathyroitlectomised dogs, and which Paton and

Findlay (22) have shown to produce symptoms identical with those

produced by pnr;ilIi\nMil Icf.iny. Then in cilhor case, whether those

substances arc mIiikuhi.'iI liy-priKUicts from the metabolism of muscle

tone due to the lack of the regulating effect of the parathyroid secretion
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on that phase of muscle metabolism, or whether they are normal

products of this reaction and are not neutralized or destroyed because

of the lack of the catalyzing agent produced by the parathyroids, the

explanation of the high mortahty in the group of rats of high nervous

tension can be based on the idea of an inherently greater tendency to

the formation of the toxic compounds than is found in those rats of

low muscle tone. When the parathyroids are removed from the latter

type of animal the decrease in the catalytic effect is less destructive

because less of the toxic compounds are normally produced and the

animal continues to live because the body as a whole is able in some

way to dispose of this smaller amount on the basis of the same general

principle Kendall (33) has evolved for the vitality expressed in athyroid

conditions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A study is reported of the relative mortality after thyreo-parathy-

roidectomy and parathyroidectomy of two groups of albino rats, differing

only in the stability of their nervous systems as evidenced by excita-

bility and a high-tension reaction to the environment in the one group,

designated as Standard stock, or rats that had not been gentled; and

by a condition of relaxation and high threshold toward potentially

disturbing stimuli in the other or gentled group. In all, 304 rats were

operated. Complete thyroidectomy resulted in a mortality by acute

parathyroid tetany of 79 per cent of the Standard stock rats. The
same operation in the gentled rats gave but a 13 per cent mortaUty.

The same ratios were found to hold when parathyroidectomy alone

was done. Gentled rats of the third generation when put from wean-

ing under conditions of identical environment as those obtaining for

the Standard group still showed but a 14 per cent mortaUty, Standard

stock rats when gentled had their mortality rate reduced to zero in the

relatively small series studied. No sex, size, weight or dietary variations

can be used as explaining the differences in mortality of the two groups.

For reasons explained in the text, 48 hours was taken as the standard

period of survival in the comparisons.

It is therefore concluded that the condition of stability of the nerv-

ous system induced in albino rats by gentling and petting produces

in them a marked resistance to the loss of the parathyroid secretion,

which in excitable rats normally results in death from acute parathyroid

tetany in less than 48 hours.

This is interpreted on the basis of our present knowledge to be pos-

sibly due to an inherently lesser production in the gentled rats of
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certain known tetany-producing substances such as ammonia or guani-

dine as by-products of that phase of muscle metabolism concerned

with muscle tone. Whether or not these toxic substances accumulate in

the operated rats that have not been gentled because of an abnormal

metabohsm due to the loss of a regulating influence exerted by the para-

thyroids, or whether they are normal products of muscle catabolism

and accumulate because they are not neutrahzed or destroyed by the

catalytic action of the parathyroid secretion is a question calling for

further study.
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The fact that the proteins of the navy bean, Phaseolus vulgaris,

not only are deficient in cystine but also require cooking for a short

time before they become biologically available has been shown in a

recent publication from this laboratory (1). This suggested a line of

attack upon the problem of the nutritive value of the closely related

lima bean, Phaseolus lunatus. At the time that the paper on the

navy bean was published the question as to what effect cooking had

upon the proteins was left in abeyance. It has since been shown (2)

that the difference due to cooking is to be explained, at least in part, to

an increase in digestibihty.

In the present paper it is shown that the Uma bean when cooked,

dried, supplemented with cystine, and fed to albino rats as the sole

source of protein in an otherwise complete diet produced normal growth.

The animals fed a similar diet without the addition of cystine merely

maintained their weight. Those receiving a diet of raw lima bean

meal, however, made no growth, even if cystine was added to complete

the diet.

Experiments with raw and cooked lima bean m£al. A diet was pre-

pared which contained 75 parts of raw Uma bean meal, 11 parts of lard,

10 parts of butter fat and 4 parts of an inorganic salt mixture.^ A
similar diet was made with Uma bean meal which had been cooked and

dried. Both of these diets contained 15 per cent of protein. The
rats fed either of the diets made no growth, but were able to maintain

their weight. The growth curves are shown on chart 1.

1 The composition of the salt mixture used in the diets described in this paper

is the same as that used by Osborne and Mendel (3) in their experimental diets.
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Experiments with raw and cooked lima bean meal supplemented with

cystine. Two diets were prepared, one from cooked and the other

from uncooked lima bean meal, to both of which 0.3 per cent of cystine

was added. To complete these diets, each of which contained 15 per

cent of protein, butter fat, lard and an inorganic salt mixture were

added. The animals receiving the cooked lima bean meal supple-

mented with cystine grew normally, while those fed the raw lima bean

meal and cystine diet merely maintained their weight. These experi-

ments indicate that the lima bean meal, after it had been cooked and

dried, contained sufficient water-soluble vitamine. Rat 607 cf gained

very little in weight the first 65 days, during which it received the raw

lima bean diet supplemented with 0.3 per cent cystine. At the end of

this period it was given a similar diet with the exception that the Uma
bean meal had been cooked. The animal then at once resumed the

normal rate of growth. The composition of the diets and the growth

curves are recorded on chart 2.

SUMMARY

A diet of cooked lima bean meal supplemented with 0.3 per cent of

cystine, together with the other necessary non-protein dietary ingre-

dients, furnished adequate protein for the normal growth of albino

rats. A similar diet, to which no cystine was added, merely main-

tained the weight of the experimental animals. Growth did not occur

if the diet consisted of either raw or cooked Uma bean meal which was
not supplemented with cystine although the other non-protein dietary

factors were added.
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The adsuki bean, Phaseolus angularis, has long been used as food by
the people of the Orient. Its varieties are very numerous and are

distinguished principally by their period of maturity, together with

the color of seeds and pods. The seeds are subcylindric with ends a

little flattened and sUghtly longer than broad and the embryo in all

cases nearly white and brittle in consistency.^

Nutritive studies with the navy and lima beans, which belong to the

same botanical genus, have already been pubUshed from this labora-

tory (1), (2). The proteins of these two seeds lacked two factors

before they became available for the normal nutrition of albino rats.

First, a deficiency of cystine, which was corrected by the addition of

0.3 per cent of this amino acid to a diet adequate in other respects.

Second, cooking, without which growth could not be obtained. In the

case of the adsuki bean, however, while it was found that its proteins

were deficient in cystine, cooking was not required.

Experiments were made with the isolated adsuki globulin as well as

with raw and cooked adsuki bean meal. When the isolated protein,^

together with the other non-protein dietary essentials, was fed to albino

rats they grew at about two-thirds of the normal rate. If, however,

* The beans used in the experiments described in this paper were furnished by
the Bureau of Plant Industry, United* States Department of Agriculture, and

were the maroon variety. A complete description of the adsuki bean is given

by C. V. Piper and W. J. Morse in U. S. Dept. Agric. Bulletin 119, 1914.

* The adsuki protein was prepared by precipitating a clarified 1 per cent sodium

chloride extract of adsuki bean meal in 5 volumes of distilled water. The protein

thus obtained was washed until free from chlorides and the water removed with

absolute alcohol and absolute ether. Unpublished experiments by Chas. E. F.

Gersdorff of this laboratory indicate that the adsuki protein so prepared is a

mixture oontaiifing two globulins differing in their sulfur content.
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the protein was supplemented with cystine, the rate of growth was

markedly increased.

A diet of either raw or cooked adsuki bean meal and the other neces-

sary dietary ingredients enabled albino rats to grow at only about one-

third to two-thirds of the normal rate. If, however, 0.34 per cent of

cystine was first added to either the raw or cooked bean meal, the rats

grew at the normal rate. The growth obtained with the raw adsuki

bean meal supplemented with cystine was surprising in view of the

fact that neither the navy nor the lima bean produced growth, even

when this factor was added.
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Growths experiments with raw and cooked adsuki bean meal. Diets

were prepared from both the raw and cooked bean meal, to which was

added an adequate inorganic salt mixture,^ butter fat and lard. These

diets enabled the rats to grow at only from one-third to two-thirds of

the normal rate. The composition of the diet and the growth curves

are shown on chart 2.

Growth experiments with raw and cooked adsuki bean meal, supple-

mented with 0.34 V^ cent of cystine. Rats grew at the normal rate

when fed a diet similar to that described above, except that 0.34 per

cent of cystine replaced an equivalent quantity of the bean meal. It

is interesting to note that the raw bean meal, when supplemented with

cystine, was as efficient in producing normal growth as the cooked

meal. These results are shown graphically on chart 3.

TABLE 1

Average gain of body weight per gram of ingested protein. 4-week period*

Gain per gram of protein ingested

(grams)

Protein in diet (per cent)

COOKED
ADSUKI
BEAN
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SUMMARY

Raw or cooked adsuki bean meal supplemented with cystine fur-

nished adequate protein and water-soluble vitamine for normal growth.

Similar diets without the addition of cystine enabled the albino rats

to grow at only one-third to two-thirds of the normal rate. Com-
parable results were obtained with the isolated adsuki bean globuhn.
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It has been assumed by some writers that when blood from the

adrenals is collected in the ordinary way through an abdominal inci-

sion, the secretion of epinephrin may be artificially increased by the

experimental conditions, and that the rate of output estimated under

these conditions may therefore be too high. No experimental evi-

dence in support of this assumption has been brought forward. We
have nevertheless judged it worth while to compare the output esti-

mated on blood obtained by the abdominal operation, with that esti-

mated on blood obtained by an extraperitoneal operation. It is

possible, without opening the peritoneum, to prepare the left lumbo-

adrenal vein in dogs through a lumbar incision, so as to collect the

blood flowing from the adrenal without obstruction.

A lumbar incision is made, beginning just below the last rib and extending
downward about 2\ to 3 inches. The muscles are either cut or the fibers separated
until the peritoneum is seen. With the aid of a gauze sponge the peritoneum is

carefully separated downward (and backward) from the adjacent tissues, exposing
the adrenal gland with its vein entering the cava, or, as is not infrequently found,
the renal vein, especially in dogs. During this procedure it is necessary to exer-
cise caution not to tear the lumbar vein or one of the small veins entering it.

A loose ligature is placed around the adrenal vein between the gland and the cava.
A cannula is inserted into the lumbar end of the lumbo-adrenal vein, after tying
small veins entering it, and the course of the adrenal blood directed through the
cannula by occluding the adrenal vein at the cava (or renal vein). This is accom-
plished by traction on the loose ligature or by clipping the vein, the ligature serv-
ing as a guide to the adrenal vein.

As will be seen in the experiments quoted, the outputs determined
on the blood collected extraperitoneally were within the usual range of

the outputs estimated in etherized dogs with blood collected after
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opening the abdomen. Further, when the output was calculated on

one and the feame animal, first, with adrenal blood collected extraperi-

toneally and then with adrenal blood collected after the abdomen was

opened, no clear difference could be made out, within the Umits of

error of the method of estimation.

In the first experiment to be cited (dog 355) blood was obtained

from the left adrenal through a lumbar incision. The abdomen was

then opened and blood collected from both adrenals.

Condensed protocol; dog S55; female; weight 17.85 kgm.

11:25 a.m. to 12:00 m. Under morphine and ether, via extraperitoneal route

(lumbar incision), inserted cannula into lumbar end of left lumbo-

adrenal vein. By occluding adrenal vein at the junction with

the cava, with a small clip, collected blood from the left adrenal.

12:01 p.m. First specimen, 2.75 grams in 30 seconds (5.5 grams per minute).

12:01J p.m. Second specimen, 10.9 grams in 3 minutes (3.6 grams per minute).

Removed clip from left adrenal vein.

12:10 to 12:35 p.m. Abdomen opened, cava pocket completed (coeliac axis and
superior mesenteric arteries were tied, in addition to the blood

vessels usually tied). Collected blood from both adrenals.

12:35^ p.m. Third specimen, 10.7 grams in 30 seconds (21.4 grams per minute).

12:36 p.m. Fourth specimen, 21.6 grams in one minute. Obtained indifferent

(venous) blood specimen. Combined weight of adrenals, 2.3

grams.

The second adrenal specimen, collected from the left adrenal extra-

peritoneally, caused a much greater inhibition of the intestine segment

than the fourth specimen, collected from both adrenals after opening

the abdomen, corresponding to the greatly increased flow in the

fourth due to the increased blood pressure caused by tying the coeliac

axis, superior mesenteric artery and abdominal aorta (fig. 1, observa-

tions 48 and 54).

The assay showed that the second specimen was stronger than

1:7,000,000, stronger than 1:5,700,000, somewhat weaker than 1:

4,300,000, decidedly weaker than 1:3,500,000 (fig. 1, observations 48

and 50, and other observations not reproduced). The second speci-

men was assayed at 1:5,0(K),000, corresponding to an output of 0.0007

mgm. per minute, or 0.00004 mgm. per kilogram per minute for the

left adrenal alone. On the assumption that the output is the same

for each adrenal, this would give 0.00008 mgm. \)0X kilogram per min-

ute for the two adrenals.

The fourth Kf)ccimen, collected from both adrenals uftcM- opcMiing the

abdomen, was found to bo decidedly weaker than 1 : 10,0()0,()U() lulrena-
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lin, weaker than 1:13,000,000 (confirmed by several sets of observa-

tions), weaker than 1:14,300,000, not much different from 1:17,000,000.

Taking it at 1 : 17,000,000, we get 0.0013 mgm. per minute as the out-

put from both adrenals, i.e., 0.00007 mgm. per kilogram of body weight

per minute. The output per kilogram of body weight is less than the

average, but still within the normal range. We do not know whether

the average output per kilogram is the same for large as for small dogs,

but the matter is of no importance for our present question.

Fig. 1. Intestine tracings. Bloods from dog 355. At 45, 47, 49 and 53, Ringer

was replaced by indifferent (jugular) blood and this, at 46, by indifferent blood

to which was added adrenalin to make a concentration of 1:7,000,000; at 48, by

the second adrenal blood specimen; at 50, by indifferent blood to which was added

adrenalin to make a concentration of 1:3,500,000; at 54, by the fourth adrenal

specimen. All the bloods were diluted with one volume Ringer (the adrenalin

bloods after adding the adrenalin). Time trace in half-minutes. Reduced to

one-half.

In the next experiment (dog 487) the left lumbo-adrenal vein was

permanently tied off near the cava after specimens of the adrenal

blood (first, second and third) had been collected. The abdomen was

then opened and blood collected from the remaining (right) adrenal in

the usual way.

Condensed protocol; dog 487; male; weight, 13.78 kgm.

10:00 to 10:30 a.m. Under ether, via extraperitoneal route (lumbar incision),

inserted cannula into lumbar end of left lumbo-adrenal vein. By
occluding adrenal vein at the junction with the cava, collected

blood from left adrenal.

10:315 a.m. First specimen, 2.1 grams in 30 seconds (4.2 grams per minute).

10:32 a.m. Second specimen, 10.9 grams in 3 minutes (3.6 grams per minute).

10:35 a.m. Third specimen, 11.0 grams in 3 minutes (3.7 grams per minute).
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10:40 to 11:03 a.m. Tied left adrenal vein. Abdomen opened and cava pocket

completed in usual manner, the coeliac axis and superior mesen-

teric artery not being tied. Collected blood from right adrenal.

11:04 a.m. Fourth specimen, 5.0 grams in one minute.

11:05 a.m. Fifth specimen, 15.2 grams in 3 minutes (5.1 grams per minute).

Obtained indifferent (arterial) blood specimen. Combined weight

of adrenals, 1.7 gram.

The second and third adrenal specimens had about the same con-

centration of epinephrin. They were shown to be much stronger

than 1:5,300,000, stronger than 1:2,700,000, decidedly weaker than

Fig. 2. Intestine tracings. Bloods from dog 487. At 7 and 9 Ringer was re-

placed by indifferent (arterial) blood and this, at 8, by indifferent blood to which

was added adrenalin to make a concentration of 1:1,325,000; at 10, by the third

adrenal blood specimen (collected from left adrenal by extraperitoneal route).

All the bloods were diluted with three volumes Ringer (the adrenalin blood after

adding the adrenalin). Reduced to one-half.

1:1,350,000 (fig. 2, confirmed by several other observations). As the

reaction when the blood was simply diluted with three volumes of

Ringer's solution was too strong for an exact assay, the third specimen

was now diluted with one volume of indifforoiit l)lood before dilution

with Uinger's solution. In this way the third specimen was shown to

be somewhat weaker than 1 :2,0{)0,()0(), stronger than 1:2,()50,000

(fig. 3, confirmed by other observations not reproduced). It was

aeeayed at 1:2,3(H),000, corresponding to an out)>iit of O.OOIO nigm.
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per minute, or 0.00012 mgm. per kilogram of body weight per minute

for the left adrenal alone. This is fully equal to the average output

for dogs, under the conditions of our experiments (1), when the adrenal

blood is collected after opening the abdomen (average 0.00022 mgm.
per kilogram per minute for the two adrenals).

The fifth adrenal specimen, collected from the right adrenal after

opening the abdomen, had a concentration of epinephrin not very dif-

ferent from that of the second and third specimens, although the blood

Fig. 3. Intestine tracings. Bloods from dog 487. At IS, 15 and 17, Ringer
was replaced by indifferent (arterial) Mood and this, at H, by the third adrenal

blood si)ecimen (collected from left adrenal by extraperitoneal route) diluted

with one volume of indifferent blood; at 16, bj' indifferent blood to which was
added adrenalin to make a concentration of 1 : 4,0.'X),000; at 18, by indifferent blood

to which was added adrenalin to make a concentration of 1 :5,330,0(X>. All the

bloods were diluted with three volumes Ringer (the adrenal blood after adding
the indifferent blood, and the adrenalin bloods after adding the adrenalin).

Reduced to one-half.

flow was somewhat greater, as the blood pressure had been raised by

tying the abdominal aorta when the abdomen was opened. The fifth

specimen was shown to be decidedly stronger than 1:2,650,000, weaker

than 1 : 1 ,325,000 (fig. 4, confirmed by other observations not repro-

duced). The assay was now continued with the fifth specimen diluted

with one volume of ind fferent blood, and the fifth specimen was found

to be somewhat stronger than 1:2,650,000, but decidedly weaker than

1 : 2,000,000 (fig. 5, observations 32 to 36). Qualitatively it was shown
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again that there was no great difference in concentration between the

third and the fifth specimens (fig. 5, observations 42 and 44), whereas

the first (preHminarj-) specimen was much weaker than the second

(fig. 5, observations 38 and 40). This indicates that manipulation in

the insertion of the cannula by the lumbar route was not in any way
responsible for the output of epinephrin in the second and third speci-

Fig. 4. Intestine tracings. Bloods from dog 487. At 25, 27 and 29 Ringer

was replaced by indifferent (arterial) blood, and this, at 26, by indifferent blood

to which was added adrenalin to make a concentration of 1:1,325,000; at 28, by
the fifth adrenal blood specimen (collected from the right adrenal by "cava
pocket"); at SO, by indifferent blood to which was added adrenalin to make a

concentration of 1:2,650,000. All the bloods were diluted with three volumes

Ringer (the adrenalin bloods after adding the adrenalin). Reduced to one-half.

mens. The fifth specimen was taken at 1:2,500,000, corresponding

to an output of 0.002 mgm. per minute or 0.00014 mgm. per kilogram

per minute for the right adrenal, practicalh' the same as the output

obtained for the left adrenal with extraperitoneal collection of the

blood. It is obvious that the opening of the abdomen could not have

aenaibly increased the output of epinephrin from the right adrenal.
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Fig. 5. Intestine tracings. Bloods from dog 487. At Si, 55, 55, 57, S9, 41 and

45 Ringer was replaced by indifferent (arterial) blood, and this, at 32, by the fifth

adrenal blood specimen (collected from the right adrenal by "cava pocket"),

diluted with one volume indifferent blood; at 54, by indifferent blood to which

was added adrenalin to make a concentration of 1 : 5,300,000; at 36, by indifferent

blood to which was added adrenalin to make a concentration of 1:4,000,000; at

38, by the first adrenal specimen (collected from left adrenal by extraperitoneal

route), diluted with one volume indifferent blood; at W, by the second adrenal

specimen (collected from the left adrenal by extraperitoneal route), diluted with

one volume indifferent blood; at 42, by the third adrenal specimen (collected

from the left adrenal by extraperitoneal route), diluted with one volume indif-

ferent blood; at 44, by the fifth adrenal specimen diluted with one volume indif-

ferent blood. All the bloods were diluted with three volumes Ringer (the adrenal

bloods after adding the indifferent blood, and the adrenalin bloods after adding
the adrenalin). Reduced to one-half.

SUMMARY

The rate of epinephrin output is approximately the same whether

it is estimated on adrenal vein blood collected without opening the

abdomen or after opening the abdomen.
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The progressive diminution in the epinephrin store of the adrenals,

which goes on at least for several houi-s after an operation when the

innervation of the glands has not been interfered with, has been studied

by us in a previous paper (1). It might be associated solely with the

action of the anesthetic since Elliott (2) has shown that general anes-

thetics, such as ether, chloroform or urethane, cause depletion of the

store of an adrenal whose nerves are intact, as compared with that of

its previously denervated fellow. Or the depletion might be due to

the effects of the trauma as well as to the anesthetic. In either case

the depletion could be caused by an increase in the rate of output of

epinephrin through the epinephrin-secretory nervous mechanism, with-

out change in the rate of formation of epinephrin, or to interference

with the formation of epinephrin, while the Uberation went on with-

out change from the innervated gland, or finally to any disturbance of

the normal balance between production and output in favor of the

latter. That trauma as such, or at least the trauma associated with

abdominal operations for the study of the epinephrin output, docs not

influence the output in an important degree, is indicated by the obser-

vations in the immediately preceding paper (3), in which it is shown

that the epinephrin output in dogs is, within the limits of error of our

experimental methods, the same when estimated upon adrenal blood

coUectetl extraperitoneally through a lumbar incision, and upon adrenal

blood collected after opening the abdomen. There remains tiie possi-

bility that the trauma might interfere with the filling up of the epi-

nephrin store. The experiments sununarized in tal)le 1 show, however,

that when one adrenal is removed under local anesthesia (ethyl chlo-

ride), the wound sutured, and the other adrenal removed 5 to 7 hours

later, after killing the animal suddenly, there is generally no depletion

220
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of the epinephrin store of the second adrenal. In 9 out of 15 rabbits

the store of the second adrenal, as estimated by the method of Folin,

Cannon and Denis (4) was precisely equal to that of the first. In one

rabbit the store of the second adrenal was a little greater than that of

the first. In two of the remaining rabbits (368 and 400) the difference

TABLE 1

Normal rabbits

NUMBER OF
ANIMAL
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adrenal removed for the whole 15 ammals is, however, only 1.11:1.

Or putting it in another way, the sum of the epinephrin stores in the

adrenals first excised is 3.17 mgm., and in the adrenals excised later

2.92 mgm., giving a ratio of 1.08: 1.

In one cat, a young female weighing 1.49 kgm., the left adrenal was

removed under ethj'l chloride anesthesia by an extraperitoneal opera-

tion. It weighed 0.16 gm. and contained 0.20 mgm. epinephrin. The
cat was killed 6^ hours later and the right adrenal removed. It weighed

0.182 gm. and contained 0.18 mgm. epinephrin, showing no definite

post-operative depletion.

So far, then, as these results go, the influence of trauma on the post-

operative depletion, appears to be very slight and inconstant.

A second series of observations was made in the same way on 25

rabbits from which the thyroids and the whole, or the greater portion

of the parathyroids had been removed. These rabbits were kindly

handed over to us by Dr. David Marine, who had used them in work

carried on by himself and Dr. O. T. Manley, and desired to sacrifice

them for autopsy.

In most of the rabbits the thyroid operation had been performed 7 or 8 weeks

before they were given to us. In rabbits 428 and 429 the thyroids and parathy-

roids were excised 15 weeks, in rabbits 414 and 426 only 5 weeks before we made
our observations on the adrenals. In rabbits 480, 481, 482 and 483 the thyroids

were removed more than a year before we got them. In all cases most of the

right and left lobes (with the superior parathyroids) was excised, also the whole

of the right inferior parathyroid and J to /o of the left inferior parathyroid, or

sometimes the whole. In rabbit 360 it is noted that all the left inferior parathy-

roid was removed, and in 389 that J of it was removed and the blood supply of

the stump probably interfered with. The majority of the animals received

calcium chloride for some time, and tetany was only observed in one or two cases.

When calcium chloride was given it was discontinued at least a month before the

animals were handed over to us. Thyroid homeo-transplantation under the

skin of the abdomen was done in many of the animals, but the grafts were prac-

tically always found negative. The last examination of the grafts, under ether,

was about a month to 6 weeks before we got the aninuils, but in rabbits 414, 425,

426, 428 and 429 the last etherization was only 6 to 9 days before they were handed

over to U8. It is noted that one of the animals (414) had been repeatedly injected

with sheep's erythrocytes, the last injection being made one month before the

thyroids and the whole of the parathyroids were removed.

Of the 25 rabbits in table 2, 16 Rave practical equality of epinephrin

store in the two adrenals, or a difTerence not clc^arly surpassing tiie

range of the ordinary variation. Three animals arc included in this

group in which the store of the adrenal last removed was somewhat
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TABLE 2

Thyro-parathyroidectomised rabbits

NUMBER OP
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greater than that of the gland first removed. In 9 of the animals an

undoubted deficiency of epinephrin developed in the second adrenal.

The average of the ratios of the weight of epinephrin contained in

the first adrenal to that contained in the second for the 25 animals of

the series is 1.27:1. Or, if we add together the weights of epinephrin

in the glands first excised, we get 7.86 mgm., as compared with 6.42

mgm. in the glands removed at the end of the experiment, giving a

ratio of 1 .22 : 1 . The variabihtj' of the ratio in the individual experi-

ments (standard deviation, calculated as if the quantities were a num-

ber of fortuitously differing quantities, = 0.31) is so great that the

probable error of the mean (± 0.042) is greater than in the series of

normal rabbits (db 0.031) in spite of the larger number of animals.

But in neither series are the ratios well distributed about the mean.

Although, therefore, the average depletion in table 2 comes out at

about 20 per cent, as compared with 10 per cent in table 1, it would

be risky to draw from this the conclusion that trauma has a greater

effect in inducing post-operative depletion in the epinephrin store in

the thyro-parathj'roidectomised rabbits. More weight might perhaps

be given to the fact, that the number of animals in which an undoubted

depletion was observed was twice as great in these as in the normal

rabbits, and also to the fact that the degree of depletion, when it was

present, was apt to be greater.- It might be thought possible that if

.

the general metaboUsm of the animal was depressed by the loss of the

thyroids, the formation of epinephrin might also be slowed, and that

this might be accentuated by the operation while the liberation of

epinephrin went on. A depletion of the store would then result, and

be more or less marked, of course, in different individuals. It is also

not beyond the bounds of possibiUty that changes in the sympathetic

nervous system, associated with the removal of the thyroids and the

chief part of the parathyroids, might render it easier for post-operative

depletion of the epinephrin store to become evident even in the absence

of a general anesthetic.

There is another factor, however, which complicates the matter,

apart from the relatively small number of experiments. It will be

seen from tables 1 and 2 that while the average bodyweight of the

normal rabbits was somewhat greater than tliat of the thyro-para-

thyroidectomised rabbits, the average weight of the adrenals was

more than 60 per cent greater in the latter group. The normal ani-

mals had an average of 170 mgm. of adrenal per kilogram of hodyweight

and the thyroidectomised rabbits an average of 287 mgm., a difference
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of over 60 per cent. Both averages are somewhat too low, as it hacT

not been intended to use the data for any other purpose than com-

parison of the epinephrin stores of the two adrenals, and the animals

were therefore weighed without removal of the gastro-intestinal con-

tents. Considerable error in calculating the relative weight of an

organ in terms of bodyweight is introduced if the intestinal contents

are included in the bodyweight, especially in an animal Uke the rabbit

where they vary so greatly in amount. There can be no serious error,

however, in comparing the average results in tables 1 and 2, because in

both series the bodyweights are the gross weights and the errors due to

inclusion of the gastro-intestinal contents would, on the average, be

about the same in each. The animals were all fed on the same diet.

Gley (5) gives the average total weight of the adrenals in normal

rabbits as 0.25 gram, a much smaller weight than in our animals. The

weights of the rabbits, so far as he has given them, are on the average

about the same as those in table 1. We are unable to account for this

discrepancy, but recognize that the variability of the adrenal weight

in animals of the same size is considerable. Herring (6) gives the

average as 0.20 gram adrenal per kilogram bodyweight for 3 normal

rabbits.

The weight of epinephrin per gram of adrenal in the adrenal first

removed, and in which little, if any, depletion due to the operation

could have occurred, was on the average 1.01 mgm. in the normal and

0.97 mgm. in the thyro-parathyroidectomised rabbits. Putting it in

another way, the total epinephrin in the adrenals removed first in

table 1 was 3.17 mgm. and the total weight of the adrenals 3.289 grams,

i.e., 0.96 mgm. epinephrin per gram of adrenal. The total epinephrin

in the glands first excised in table 2 was 7.86 mgm. and the total weight

of these glands 7.718 grams, i.e., 1.02 mgm. epinephrin per gram

adrenal. In other words, the hypertrophy of the adrenals in the sec-

ond group has been accompanied by an almost precisely proportional

increase, on the average, of epinephrin. The simplest assumption to

explain this would be that the medulla had hypertrophied pari passu

with the cortex. But this does not necessarily follow. It might be

that the medullary cells, without increase in number or total mass,

were on the average better filled with epinephrin in the hypertrophied

glands, either because of the increased blood flow or for other reasons.

The percentage of epinephrin in the largest adrenals may be even

somewhat greater than the average. Thus, in table 2 there are 8 rab-

bits, the first removed adrenal of which weighed more than 0.300 gram.
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The total weight of the 8 adrenals was 3.809 grams (average 0.476

gram) and the total weight of epinephrin in them 4.40 mgm. (1.15

mgm. epinephrin per gram adrenal). Apart from the fact that when

the epinephrin store is large the error in its estimation is less than when

it is small, and that the ratio measuring the depletion can therefore be

more exactly estimated, it is conceivable that the large and better

filled adrenals may more easily part with a portion of the epinephrin

store after operation than the small adrenals with a smaller store.

Be this as it may, the possibihty should be considered that it is not

the loss of the thyroids and parathyroids as such but the adrenal hyper-

trophy, however produced, with the associated enhancement of the

total epinephrin store, which may be responsible for the apparently

greater tendency to post-operative depletion, in the absence of a general

anesthetic. For instance, if we compare animals with adrenals within

the same range of wdght (0.2 to 0.3 gram) from tables 1 and 2, it

appears that in 9 normal rabbits the average of the ratios representing

the epinephrin in the adrenal first removed to that in the adrenal last

removed was 1.16. The average weight of the adrenal first excised

was 0.238 gram. In 14 thyroidectomised rabbits with adrenals weigh-

ing between 0.2 and 0.3 gram, the corresponding average ratio was 1.20

and the average weight of the adrenal first removed 0.254 gram. Here

there was practically no difference between the two groups in the ten-

dency to post-operative depletion. It must be pointed out also that

in both tables there are animals with large adrenals g,nd correspond-

ingly large loads of epinephrin which show no depletion whatever.

At first glance it might appear that the tendency to post-operative

depletion was greater when the peritoneum had been opened than when

the first adrenal was removed by an extraperitoneal operation. If

trauma, as such, is really an important factor in the depletion, it might

be argued that the depletion should be greater and more frequent after

the (supposedly) more severe intraperitoneal operation. It so happens,

however, what could not have been known till the animals had been

operated on, that the average hypertrophy, or at least the average

weight of the adrenal in proportion to the bodyweight, was 40 to 50

per cent greater and the epinephrin load correspondingly greater in

the animals (in table 2) subjected to the intraperitoneal operation

than in the others. The 12 rabbits operated upon through the i)ori-

toneum had a total bodyweight of 26.88 kgm. and a total adrenal

weight of 8.988 grams (average 0.33 gram adrenal per kilogram of body-

weight). If the proportion is calculated for each animal separately
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and the average then taken it is 0.34 gram adrenal per kilogram body-

weight. The 13 animals (in table 2) operated upon extraperitoneally

had a total bodyweight of 26.51 kgm. and an adrenal weight of 6.374

grams (average 0.24 gram per kilogram, and the same if calculated in

the other way). If, then, there is a greater tendency for the big

adrenal to exhibit post-operative depletion, when no general anesthetic

is given, this may be the effective factor rather than the difference in

the nature of the operations. As already remarked, with groups of

animals so small and showing such a degree of variability in the results,

it is not possible to come to any very definite conclusion on this point.

The absolute amount of epinephrin in the adrenals in the animals in

table 2 is considerably greater than in the normal rabbits (0.61 mgm.
per animal, as against 0.42 mgm.). In making this calculation the

epinephrin store of the adrenal first removed has been doubled, except

in the instances in which the load of the adrenal excised last was not

less than that of the first adrenal, in which case the loads of the two

adrenals were simply added. This procedure is necessary because

when the second adrenal has a distinctly smaller store than the first it

must be assumed that its original store was depleted after the operation.

When the total epinephrin is calculated as a fraction of the body-

weight there is, of course, a marked preponderance in favor of the

animals in table 2 (average 0.29 mgm. epinephrin, as against 0.18 mgm.
per kilogram of bodj'weight).

The most definite conclusion we feel able to draw from our results is

that the hypertrophy of the adrenals, whether it is to be attributed

solely to the effects of removal of the thyroids and parathyroids or

not, carried with it a corresponding increase in the epinephrin store, so

that on the average the weight of epinephrin per unit of weight of the

gland was at least as great in the big as in the small glands, while the

weight of epinephrin per unit of bodyweight was much increased in the

animals with adrenal hypertrophy.

In the literature one occasionally encounters the statement that "hypertro-
phied" adrenals have a much diminished content of epinephrin (for instance after

action of various toxins). But from the context it is usuallj' apparent that what
is called hypertrophy is really edema, a condition which, of course, produces

a marked increase in the weight of the adrenal far more rapidly than a true

hypertrophy can do, and is associated with great loss or even total disappearance

of the epinephrin store (1). As regards the effects upon the adrenals of removal
of the thyroids alone or with the parathyroids, there is very little agreement.

Rogowitch (7) saw no change in the adrenals of rabbits after "complete"
thyroidectomy. The animals showed no symptoms which he could associate
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with the operation in the 2 to 6 months for which they survived. It cannot be

known how much of the parathyroids was removed. He did not weigh the glands

and made observations on very few animals.

R. G. Hoskins (8) quotes a number of other observers who obtained a negative

result in rabbits. He found (9) that the adrenals of the offspring of guinea pigs

thyroidectomised before conception were hypertrophied on an average by 20

per cent (expressed as percentages of the bodyweight). In one successful experi-

ment on a bitch the puppies had hypertrophy of the adrenals. Tln^roidectomy

in new-born guinea pigs had no effect on the adrenals, so far as could be ascer-

tained at the end of 15 days.

Pick and Pineles (10) saw hj-pertrophy of the adrenals in 2 goats on which

thyroidectomy had been performed at the age of 6 to 10 weeks.

Biedl (11) observed a slight hypertrophy of the adrenal cortex in dogs after

removal of the thyroids.

Gley (5) found great hypertrophy of the adrenals of rabbits after thyro-para-

thyroidectomy when they lived a long time. He did not make an assay of the

epinephrin, but compared the effect on the blood pressure of dogs of injecting

known amounts of the extract of the glands with the effect of similar amounts

from the glands of normal animals. He concluded that the epinephrin content

of the adrenals was not diminished, unless, after a long time, the animals were

suffering from the condition which he speaks of as "myxoedema."
Tatum (22) has described hyperplasia of the adrenal medulla with increase of

fatty material in the cortex, as a result of complete removal of the thyroid in

rabbits 2 to 3 weeks old. The inferior parathyroids were not removed.

Carlson (12) says that "after complete thyroidectomy (young rabbits) we in-

variably get a hypertrophy of the suprarenals to two or three times their normal

size."

Herring (6) states that complete thyroidectomy (with removal of the para-

thyroids) has little, if any, permanent effect upon the adrenalin content of the

suprarenals of the rabbit, although he points out that his experiments were not

numerous enough (5 rabbits allowed to live 30 to 73 days after operation). Also

there seemed to be no definite effect upon the adrenal weiglit. None of the ani-

mals showed any symptoms.

It has been stated by various observers that feeding with thyroid substance,

—

R. G. Hoskins (13), Herring (14), E. R. Hoskins (15), Hewitt (16)—or injecting

with an ether-soluble material derived from the thyroid—Iscovesco (17)—causes

hypertrophy of the adrenals in various animals (guinea i)igs, rats, rabbits, cats).

Herring also concluded that the epinephrin content of the adrenals and especially

the weight of epinephrin in proportion to the bodyweight are increased. Kuri-

yams (18) maintains that the variations found by Herring both in the adrenal

weight and epinephrin content fall within the normal range, and could fmd no

evidence that in the rat there was any special influence of thyroid feeding. In

any case, thyroid substance is stated to cause an increase in size in so many dif-

ferent organs, that hypertrophy of the adrenal, associated with thyroid feeding,

would be no indication that any special physiological relationship exists between

the thyroid and the adrenals, and would certainly be no indication that hyper-

trophy of the adrenals might not also be assooiated with thyroidectomy. Many
conditiona would seem lu affect the size of these glands. Thus Guieyesso (10),
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Watrin (20) and other observers consider their hypertrophy during pregnancy

a normal physiological event. Hatai (21) has asserted that they hypertrophy

in female rats, subjected to prolonged muscular exercise daily for several months.

SUMMARY

The question of the relative importance of the anesthetic and the

trauma in causing post-operative depletion of the epinephrin store of

the adrenals, was tested by removing one adrenal (in rabbits) under

local anesthesia (ethyl chloride) and the other after killing the animal

after an interval of 5 to 7 hours. In 12 out of 15 rabbits no evidence

of depletion was found. In the remaining three there seems to have

been a genuine moderate depletion of the second adrenal as compared
with the first. In one cat there was no depletion. The post-operative

depletion observed in operations under general anesthesia appears,

therefore, to be related to the anesthesia in a greater degree than to the

trauma.

In another series of 25 rabbits which were handed over to us bj' Dr.

David Marine, and on which thyro-parathyroidectomj^ had been

performed, similar observations were made on the epinephrin store.

The average weight of the adrenals in these animals in proportion to

the bodyweight was considerably greater than in the normal rabbits.

The average weight of epinephrin per unit weight of adrenal was the

same in these animals as in the normal series. The store had there-

fore increased on the average in the same proportion as the gland

weight. The average weight of epinephrin per kilogram of bodyweight

was markedly greater than in the normal series.

Sixteen of the 25 rabbits showed no evidence of post-operative deple-

tion. In the remaining 9 animals there was an undoubted deficiency

in the epinephrin store of the adrenal last removed, as compared with

its fellow.
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In an earlier paper the methods employed in the study of the move-

ments of the cerebrospinal fluid were carefully reviewed and discussed

at considerable length (1). It was pointed out that the outflow method

so commonly employed was unsatisfactory for the following reasons:

1, The preliminary drainage of the fluid reduced the pressure within

the skull, so that new formation might or might not be by the normal

mechanism. 2, Since contained in so compUcated a system it obviously

is impossible to remove all the fluid present at the beginning of the

experiment and thus to differentiate between preformed and newly

formed fluid, A part of the fluid flowing from the needle may thus be

fluid flowing from a higher to a lower level under the influence of grav-

ity, or of other pressure. S, It was impossible by this method to

judge the effect of arterial and venous change and the readjustment,

for the fluid which had fallen from the tube was lost, and could not

reenter the canal if the opportunity presented itself. 4; It is possible

for blood to accumulate in the sinuses, displacing fluid through the

needle, thus setting up a pseudo-secretion without any new formation

of fluid. 5, It is difficult, if not impossible, to control the effects of

respiratory movements.

The manometric method was considered more suitable but open to

some criticism: 1, Pressure conditions are such as to favor the absorp-

tion of fluid along the natural channels. Thus the rise in pressure
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might mean new formation, while the fall which followed might mean
absorption along the normal channels by the usual mechanism. It

was shown, however, that the fall occurred just the same with the

jugulars ligated as with the jugulars open, and therefore, since the

jugular are conceded to be the pathway of absorption, absorption

could not have been the cause of the fall. 2, It must be conceded that

some of the fluid of the body can be formed against high, others only

against low pressure. It is possible, therefore, that the pressure of

formation of the fluid might be so low as to be checked by the pressure

found at times in the manometric method of determination. It was

with the idea of eliminating this possible criticism that the present

work was undertaken.

The method of study employed is open to some of the errors pointed

out for the outflow method. It reduces the pressure, it is slow in

revealing pressure changes both when pressures are rising and falling,

but especially in the latter case it does not differentiate between pre-

formed and newly formed fluid, but it does show that under the influence

of drugs, if the fluid pressure is kept a constant, outflow and inflow are

equally a part of the picture of the action, and thus under the influence

of drugs there is absolutely no evidence of new formation of fluid.

This then is further proof of our contention that the increased outflow

and increased fluid pressure observed are to be explained upon a purely

mechanical basis, the result of changes in the arterial or venous pres-

sures or both.

Method. The animal was anesthetized by the intraperitoneal injec-

tion of chloretone in oil in dosage sufficient to produce complete anes-

thesia and immobilization in from 15 to 30 minutes. The animal was

then tracheotomized and no further anesthetic was required. Com-
plete immobilization is absolutely necessary in this method because

even the slightest voluntary movement is liable to puncture the medulla

or cause hemorrhage into the canal, rendering the animal unfit for

further study.

The amount of chloretone needed is not sufficient materially to

reduce the reactivity of the centers, for the graphs all show typical

reactions to the dnigs which wore subsequently given. Arterial and

venous pressures were taken as described in the earlier paper. In most

cases we recorded the venous change by direct readings, as well as by

a tambour adjust <•(! to the dnini. The tamlunir record is only approxi-

mately, th(! numljcr readings of venous pressure absolutely correct.

In the case of the fluid we recorded, instead of pressure, the vohime
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changes. A short, wide hypodermic needle was attached by means of

a short piece of gum tubing to the bottom aperture of a Mariotte

bottle having a transverse diameter of 50 mm. and a total capacity of

150 cc. In a bottle of this size the addition of 1 cc. of fluid raises the

level by almost exactly 0.5 mm. Thus since the amount of fluid dis-

placed amounts rarely to more than 2 cc, the change in level between

the lowest and the highest point will be only about 1 mm., an amount

insuflficient to produce any appreciable difference in pressure. After

the needle was thrust through the atlanto-occipital membrane the

bottle was placed on a stand so adjusted that the bottom was level

with the midline of the canal, and so incUned that the side to which

the tubular aperture was fused was 4 mm. lower than the other. This

inclination was estabhshed in order to insure that fluid and not air

would reenter the canal as long as any was present in the bottle. In

this arrangement when the ligament is punctured fluid flows from the

canal into the bottom of the bottle until an equiUbrium is established,

ordinarily about 2 cc. enter. Ten minutes were allowed for the estab-

lishment of the equilibrium, then the upper aperture of the bottle was

connected by means of air tight tubing to a large-bowled but very deU-

cate tambour covered with moderately heavy rubber dam stretched

barely taut across the bowl. Since the bowl was large (5 cm.), the

rubber almost slack and the volume change small, the amount of tension

exerted by the rubber stretched by the admission of fluid into the bottle

is negligible. The writing point of the tambour wrote on the drum
above the blood pressure and parallel with the venous pressure.

By this means we were able to measure accurately graphically the

volume increase of fluid within the bottle without modifying the pres-

sure, thus permitting the fluid to flow from or into the canal with the

minimum of interference. In an experiment in which venous pressure

increased and the fluid outflow increased there was room in the bottle

for the increase without altering the pressure; when the venous pres-

sure returned to the normal the fluid was available to reenter the canal

if the opportunity was offered. In this way we were able to measure

the volume change in the fluid in the canal plus a reservoir with a total

capacity of about 200 cc; the bottle, rubber tubing and tambour bowl.

We standardized the system after each experiment by clamping the

tube between the Mariotte bottle and the needle, and injecting known
amounts of water into the bottle, and recorded the amount of change in

the tambour lever in the usual manner. If there is new formation under

the influence of drugs the fluid should flow out into the bottle in amount
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equal to the amount formed, then when vascular readjustment takes

place the fluid should remain in the bottle for there has been no increase

in pressure in the system to force it back into the canal as was the case

where the manometer was used. As we see the conditions here if the

fluid failed to return to the canal, it would not necessarily constitute

proof that there had been new formation, because there might be lack-

ing within the canal the force to compel the return of the fluid, but

if the fluid returns, then this method gives the required proof that there has

been no new fluid formation, otherwise there should be no room in the

canal for the fluid forced out. As stated before, this method is open

to the criticism that the pressure within the canal is reduced.

We did not feel that many experiments need be performed, especially

after we found that the results agreed absolutely with those already

pubhshed secured by the other method. The only difference in results

by this method from those already secured by the other method is the

constant one obviously to be expected; viz., venous rise and fluid rise

will be more or less synchronous because we are dealing with a definite

positive force—the rise in venous pressure—in some cases the rise is

slow because of the resistance encountered by the fluid in the needle

and at other points in the system. The greatest delay, however, comes

in the fall in the fluid volume, because it is to be expected that equah-

zation of differences in pressure under the conditions would be slow,

because there could be no great negative pressure developed within to

suck the fluid back, nor is there any positive force on the outside to drive

it back as in the manometer method, where a great difference in the

level of fluid on the two sides of the manometer is developed. Thus

the readjustment is slow and tedious in some cases—but in others

surprisingly rapid.

Adrenalin. The position taken in the earlier paper was that, in

agreement with some earlier writers, we were of the opinion that the

changes reported in fluid pressure by the manometric, and the increased

outflow by the drop method after the injection of adrenalin are due

entirely to vascular changes and readjustments within the skull. The

results are exactly the same whether the vagi be cut or paralyzed with

atropine. With the rise in arterial pressure in the dog injected with

adrenalin comes a very pronounced rise in venous ])ressure. If the

fluid is flowing out of the needle inserted into the fourth ventricle

there is a marked t(*ini)()rHry increa-scd outflow, most mark(Ml while

venous pressure is rising, but which may persist so long as MrtcMial and

venous pressures are higher than normal. This outflow y\n{^<. not
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necessarily cease when the pressures cease to rise. This outflow is seen

even if the sinus pressure is kept as nearly constant as possible by per-

mitting the sinus to bleed during the action of the drug. If the dural

canal is connected with a water manometer the pressure in the fluid

manometer closely follows the venous pressure, the only difference

being that the fluid pressure continues to rise after arterial and venous

pressures have begun to fall and never reaches the same height. These

differences have been adequately explained on mechanical grounds.

To support our earlier claims that in the case of adrenalin we are

dealing with mechanical changes we present figure 1. This is a single

tracing typical of several others made by this method. In others

the return to normal was better than in the case presented. As can

be seen from the graph, the arterial curve is tj^jical of adrenalin admin-

istered to atropinized dogs. The rise is steep, and practically complete in

15 seconds. A slight rise continued for the next 1 1 seconds but this is due

largely to increased strength of the heart resulting in increased oscilla-

tion of the mercury column. Thus the true vasomotor effect is complete

in 15 seconds. The venous rise is complete in 16 seconds, and begins

to fall away immediately. This fall continued slowly but steadily for

several minutes. There is no doubt that there was a sUght leak in the

venous tambour system, but the venous pressure readings on the second

line from the bottom are correct. The fluid volume, as can be seen from

the graph, increased for 90 seconds, and when the maximum was reached

between 2 and 2.5 cc. had entered the bottle from the canal, an amount

which raised the level of the fluid in the bottle by not more that 1.25

mm. Following this with the arterial and venous readjustment, this

fluid with the exception of about 0.6 cc. returned to the canal. It must

be noted that arterial pressure was 10 mm., the venous pressure 38

mm. higher at the end than at the beginning of the observation, a

difference sufficient to explain why the 0.6 cc. failed to return to the

canal, its place being occupied by the increased amount of blood in the

sinuses under the increased pressure. In two other experiments,

graphically less satisfactory, the return was perfect in both cases.

Since the conditions in this experiment reproduce the conditions

during the period of active outflow in the typical outflow experiment

and since it is perfectly clear that the fluid returns to the canal, we
conclude that the fluid which escapes from the canal by the outflow

method during the pressor phase of adrenaUn acti\Tity is not newly

formed but is preformed fluid mechanically forced out of the canal by
increased arterial and venous pressure. Where conditions are absolutely
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Fig. 1. The etfect of adrenalin on venous pressure and fluid volume

Fig. 2. The efTect of the pituitary liquid on venous pressure and fluid volume
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satisfactory, outflow and return are equal, and since by this method

the pressure is kept under the normal so that the question of too high

a pressure for formation cannot enter, as was the case by the manometer

method, we conclude that we have conclusive evidence that there is no

new formation of fluid during any phase of adrenalin action. The

increased outflow, and the increased pressure of the fluid being due

only to the alteration of the amount of blood and the changes of the

pressure in the arteries and veins within the skull.

Pituitary extract. When the same method of study was appUed to

extract of the pituitary, equally striking results were obtained . Of four

experiments the most satisfactory is shown in figure 2.

In this case the arterial pressure curve is a typical curve for a normal

dog; a steep rise with a certain degree of slowing, which persisted after

the arterial rise had disappeared, and a slow return of the blood pressure

almost to normal after about 20 minutes. The venous pressure rose at

first abruptly from 44 to 62, then more slowly to 64, and then fell gradu-

ally to 44. The fluid curve was almost exactly synchronous, a very small

fraction over 1 cc. of fluid being displaced at the point of greatest

arterial and venous pressures, and the return was, as far as venous

pressure and fluid volume are concerned, exactly to the starting point

at the same time, viz., 8 minutes after the injection. At that time

the arterial pressure was 6 mm. lower than normal. It is thus perfectly

clear that in this case following the injection of 2 cc. of the commercial

extract of pituitary, the rise in arterial and venous pressures forced out

1 cc. of fluid into the bottle; this fluid rapidly made its way back into

the canal during the period of readjustment of the vascular condition

within the skull. New formation should have been possible in this

case for the pressure was never appreciably increased (0.5 mm. of

water) during the experiment and the return was not forced by any

outside pressure. We therefore have made it clear that: The injection

of extract of the pituitary is followed by the mechanical forcing out of

the fluid from the canal during the rise in arterial and venous pressure,

even if the fluid pressure is kept low this fluid returns to the canal in an

amount exactly equal to that forced out during the pressor phase of

action of the drug. We conclude: There is no increase in the amount

of fluid in the canal during the action of pituitary extract, therefore,

pituiturin does not increase the rate of formation of the cerebrospinal fluid.

Pilocarpine. As has already been stated, of all drugs having the

power of stimulating the secretory mechanism of animals to activity,

pilocarpine possesses this action to the highest degree. Thus if a
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secretory response on the part of the mechanism forming the fluid is

to be expected in any case it is to be expected after pilocarpine. The
changes in the venous and arterial pressure are sufficient to explain

the changes in fluid pressure and in fluid outflow. In order to cover

the ground more fully, we applied this additional method to the study

of the action of pilocarpine upon the fluid. As a typical experiment we
show figure 3. The time elapsing between the injection and the end

of this record is almost exactly 15 minutes. The arterial curve is one

typical of a small dose of pilocarpine, with a short period of inhibition

and fall in arterial pressure, followed by escape of the beat from the

vagus, followed by a rise in the arterial pressure. As can be seen from

the graph the venous pressure in the skull rose sharply from the first,

fell sUghtly during the arterial decline, then completed its rise, the

maximum coming in 1 minute and 20 seconds, and then slowly fell

exactly to normal (shown by the readings). The fluid volume curve

is exactly similar, even the irregularities present on the venous curve

being reproduced, except that the maximum came 40 seconds after the

venous pressure maximum. The total fluid escaping was 1.3 cc. The
fluid return also was practically exactly to the level normal before

the injection of the drug. Thus it is perfectly obvious that we are

dealing in this case with mechanical changes; the rise in venous pressure

particularly forcing the fluid out into the bottle, only to permit it to

return as the vascular condition of the skull returned to normal. Thus
we conclude small doses of pilocarpine do not increase the rate of forma-

tion of the fluid, the increased outflow or the increased pressure is

due to the alteration of arterial and venous pressure within the skull.

Larger doses of the drug produce exactly the same effects. The fluid

response in this case was small, although the venous pressure rose 69

mm. and the return of fluid to normal was immediate although the

venous pressure remained high. When the vagus inhibition was

released by atropine there was a temporary rise in venous pressure, a

rise in arterial pressure and a prolonged increase in fluid volume forced

out into the bottle, an increase persisting throughout the curve. The

fluid eventually all reentered the canal. This is undoubtedly the expla-

nation of what happened in the cases reported by Dixon and Halli-

burton (2) who observed increased outflow following the injection of

atropine. In these cases the fluid is forced out by alterations of pressure

conditions within the skull, and would return during the period of

readjustment. Frequently fluid return to the skull is hastened after

atropine.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. A method is described for measuring and recording graphically the

amount of fluid in the skull under slightly less than the normal pressure.

2. Adrenalin does not increase fluid formation, because by this

method it can be shown that the fluid flows out of the canal during the

pressor stage of the action, but returns in equal amount while vascular

readjustment is taking place.

3. In the same way it can be shown that pituiturin does not increase

fluid formation.

4. In the same way it can be shown that pilocarpine does not increase

fluid formation.

5. Atropine following pilocarpine may—but by no means always

—

produce increased arterial and venous pressure, accompanied by an

increase in the amount of fluid forced into the bottle. The return of

this fluid may be slow and tedious but finally takes place. It is believed

that this also is a purely mechanical change not accompanied by new
formation.
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For the purpose of ascertaining whether certain conditions of the cir-

culation may influence the ability for compensating to low oxygen, we
selected from 2000 cases ten groups for special study. These selections

include men with high and low systolic arterial pressures, high and low

diastolic pressures, large and small pulse pressures, rapid and slow pulse

rates, and men in whom the systohc pressure rose and others in whom it

fell while they were standing.

For each group we have determined the character of the response to

low oxygen by calculating the means, with probable errors, for 10 per-

centages of oxygen during the rebreathing experiment in which 52

liters of air were rebreathed until the subject became inefficient. The
individual cases have been listed as to the final oxygen reached and
whether the reaction was of the fainting or non-fainting type.

Low and high systolic arterial pressures. Assuming that a low systolic

pressure may mean that the nutriment supply to the tissues is inade-

quate, and that a high systolic pressure, in that it is a measure of vas-

cular and heart strain, might be associated with danger of heart strain

during the low oxygen compensation, we selected for special study 26

cases in which the systolic pressure for the reclining posture was 98 mm.
Hg. or less and 40 cases in which the reclining pressure was 138 mm. or

more.

The compensatory reactions, as determined by calculating means,

have been plotted for these two groups in figure 1. Several differences

should be noted in the curves. On the whole the reactions are quite

alike. However, toward the end of the rebreathing period there oc-

curred in the diastolic pressure a more rapid and greater fall for the

high than the low pressure group. The difference is best seen at 8 per

241
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cent oxygen when the diastolic pressure had fallen 15.5 mm. for the

high and only 5 mm. for the low systolic pressure group. In the high

group the systolic pressure down to 8 per cent oxygen showed a gradual

fall, dropping from 157 mm. at 3 minutes to 147 mm., while in the low

group the systolic pressure maintained a level, being 114 mm. at 3 min-

utes and 113 mm. at 8 per cent oxygen. These differences in the sys-

tolic and diastolic pressures affect the pulse pressure which at 8 per cent

oxygen had increased 16.3 mm. for the high as against 9.2 mm. for the

low group.

1. T7mi cr-HuMit 1. M—CT^t J.

Fig. 1. Composite curves determined by calculating the means for the postural

and low oxygen compensatory responses of two groups of men with high and low

systolic pressures.

A comparison of the compensatory curves of these two groups with

the normal curves of reaction presented in our earlier paper (1) shows

that the changes followed the usual course in all factors, except the

arterial systolic pressure. In the non-fainting type of response a slight

or moderate rise in the systolic pressure occurs during the last 6 or 8

minutes. In neither of these two selected groups was the rise usually

present. Seven, 17.5 per cent, of the 40 men witli a high systolic pres-

sure showed a terminal rise of from 2 to 10 mm.; while there were 8,
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32.5 per cent, of the group of 26 low-pressure cases with a sHght systoHc

rise toward the end. As a rule, therefore, men with a high systolic

pressure make the compensation to low oxygen without further increas-

ing the vascivlar strain by a compensatory rise. To prevent such an

increase there occurs a greater vasodilatation than ordinary, as is evi-

denced by the diastolic pressure fall.

The question of increased strain has been further considered. Prior

to the beginning of rebreathing, as the men were seated before the

machine, the systolic pressure of the 40 men with a high pressure ranged

from 134 to 160 mm. As has been shown only 7 had a final terminal

rise, but all showed some degree of psychic rise which was maintained

in part by the majority of the cases. So it might be assumed that the

pressures met by the heart were extraordinary in some men. In this

group the last determination of the systolic pressure, taken just before

TABLE 1

Summary of final oxygen reached
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The members of each group have been classified as to whether they

belonged to the fainting or non-fainting type of reactors. Among those

having a low systolic pressure 9, or 34.6 per cent, and among those with

a high systolic pressure 11, or 27.5 per cent, belonged to the non-fainting

type. Here again it is evident that the systolic pressure does not deter-

mine the type of reaction that will be made to low oxygen.

There were only 2 men in whom the systolic pressure remained at

100 mm. or less during the entire rebreathing experiment. They com-

pensated to 7.4 and 7.9 per cent of oxygen respectively. The lowest

systolic pressure observed in a seated subject was 93 mm. and this man
reached 7.4 per cent oxygen. Available evidence indicates that the low

systolic pressures here considered, keep the brain as well supplied with

metabolism necessities during the conditions of the low oxygen of re-

breathing as do higher systolic pressures.

Low and high diastolic pressures. Since it is the diastolic pressure

that supphes the force that fills the coronary vessels of the heart, there

must be a critical diastolic pressure below which the heart will suffer

from a lack of an adequate supply of oxygen and nutriments. In order

to determine the possible influence of extremely high and low pressures

we have compared a small group of men in whom the reclining posture

diastolic pressure ranged between 40 and 56 mm. and another in which

it ranged between 90 and 98 mm. There appears to be no outstanding

difference in the reactions of the two groups to the low oxygen of

rebreathing. Failures from the development of the fainting reaction

were more common among the men with a high than with a low dias-

tolic pressure. For the six cases with the lowest diastolic pressure

the final oxygen was 8.3, 8.1, 7.6, 7.4, 7.1 and 7.0 per cent respectively.

None failed unusually early nor tolerated to an extremely low oxygen.

Five of these men were removed by the psychologist at the appearance

of complete mental inefficiency. It is evident, therefore, that as a

rule the higher brain centers suffered from oxygen-want before the cir-

culation was much affected. Hence it appears that the lowest dias-

tolic pressure found among these aviators did not jeopardize the

heart functions in the low oxygen test.

Low and high pulse pressures. Another circulatory measure of the

nutritive stream to the tissues is the pulse pressure. Hence it appeared

probable that with a low pulse pressure the brain, as well as other tis-

sues, might be more quickly affected by the decrease in the oxygen of

the rebreathing experiment than when the pulse pressure is high. We
therefore selected 14 cases with the lowest and 19 with the highest pulse
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pressure for a comparative study. The low pulse pressures ranged for

the reclining posture between 26 and 32 mm., in standing between 20

and 28 mm. ; and for the high between 62 and 84 mm. for both postures.

By this scheme of selection men with low and high systolic pressures

are again brought into contrast. The compensatory curves are there-

fore quite like those shown in figure 1.

In final oxygen reached by these men there were 37 per cent of the

high pulse pressure group who went to 7 per cent or less, while in the

low group only 14 per cent went as low. Nevertheless, it is found that

when the individual cases are considered, no clear advantage is held

by the man with a low or a high pulse pressure. A selection is given

below of 5 cases with the lowest and 5 with the highest pulse pressure to

illustrate this. The numbers give the pulse pressure at regular inter-

vals throughout the test. The first number in each case is in milli-

meters of pulse pressure for the subject when seated just before re-

breathing was begun. The second gives the pressure during the third

minute of rebreathing and registers the psychic increase. The last 4

or 5 numbers bring out the low oxj'gen effect. The special cases follow:

Ptr eerU of
final oxygen

(1) 25-30-28-30-28-29-30-32-36-30 7.6

(2) 28^6^0-32-31-30-32-36-32 7.9

(3) 31-36-38-36-38-37-33-32-40-52 6.2

(4) 31-42-38-36^0-40-38-^4^6-62 7.9

(5) 33-30-32-24-28-30-30-36-34-32 7.3

(1) 73-104-88-80-82-82-92-108-112 8.2

(2) 71-106-104-1C6-101-100-100-102-122-136 7.4

(3) 71-76-66-70-76-80-72-80-96-88
: 7.4

(4) 68-80-82-83-80-83-86-90-106-108-112 6.9

(5) 67-70-69-67-62-64-65-64-68-70-74 6.8

There were about equal percentages of men in each group removed
by the psychologist because of complete demoralization of voluntary

attention and motor coordination. Hence it is evident that no material

advantage is gained by either a high or low pulse pressure so far as the

maintenance of the brain is concerned.

Rapid and slow rates of heartbeat. On the basis of the belief that a

high heart rate indicates a poor physical condition and that physically

fit men trained for muscular work show a slow rate, we selected two
groups of men to determine what influence the heart rate has on the

abiUty for compensating to low ox>^gen. There were 123 men with a
rapid pulse whose rates were in the rechning posture 87 and above and
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in the standing position 108 and above. In the other group with a

slow pulse, there were 95 men whose rates in the reclining posture were

60 and less and when standing 75 and less.

The data for the two groups are summarized in the curves of figure 2.

That selection on the basis of pulse rate differences does not isolate

groups that differ in the vasomotor circulatory factors is well brought

out in the arterial pressures for the several postures and during rebreath-

ing. Throughout the entire period of rebreathing, the systolic, dias-

toUc and pulse pressures were about equal and the changes almost

identical for the two groups, and quite hke those of the average run of

cases.

I PULSt HIGH

I PULSE LOW

Fig. 2. Composite curves for a group of 123 men with a rapid and 95 men with

a slow pulse rate.

The pulse rate curves are also similar, but on different levels. When
sitting, just prior to the commencement of rebreathing, the rate for

the rapid pulse group was 99 and for the slow 73; at 9, 8 and 7 per cent

of oxygen during the rebreathing the increase in the number of beats

in the pulse rate was for the former 20, 23 and 28 and for the latter 19,
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25 and 28 beats respectively. A more equal degree of response could

scarcely be expected on any other basis of choosing cases.

An inquiry to determine how low in oxygen the members of each

group went brings out apparently a slight advantage in favor of the

rapid pulse group. In this group 82 per cent of the men tolerated to

less than 8 per cent oxygen while only 69.5 per cent with a slow pulse

went as low. However, the two groups showed equal proportions of

those who compensated to less than 7 per cent of oxygen. In the

rapid rate group there were 46, or 37.4 per cent, and in the slow pulse

rate group 35 cases, or 36.9 per cent, who went below 7 per cent oxygen.

All available evidence supports the conclusion that the initial pulse

rate does not give an indication of the manner in which the response

will be made nor of the capacity of the individual to respond to the

low oxygen of the rebreathing experiment.

Rise and jail of the systolic arterial pressure on standing. It has been

assumed that a fall in the systohc arterial pressure with standing gives

evidence of physical weakness and unfitness. So we selected, from

men who in the recumbent posture had a systolic pressure within the

limits of 110 and 122 mm. Hg., 104 men, who showed on standing a

compensatory systohc pressure rise of 12 mm. or more; and 117 who
showed a fall of 8 mm. or more.

On this basis of selection two groups were obtained in which the

mean pulse rates were almost equal and in which there were well-

defined arterial blood pressure differences. However, beginning with

these differences the two groups maintained them with surprising uni-

formity throughout the compensations to the low oxygen of rebreathing

and showed up about equally well in the percentage of men who went

to less than 7 per cent oxygen.

The mean value for the final oxygen percentage was calculated for

each of our 10 groups. There was a striking uniformity in which all

ranged between 7.2 and 7.7 per cent. The mean value for the final

oxygen in a group of 2279 cases was 7.4 per cent. So we find that each

of our 10 groups, selected because of a divergence from the average in

some one circulatory factor, corresponded very closely to the majority

of all men in ability to compensate to the low oxygen of rebreathing.

The mean time taken by the 10 groups to reach the final oxygen ranged

between 22.3 and 25.2 minutes. This also is close to the mean time

found for 2279 cases, which was 24.7 minutes.

The mean increase in the per-minute volume of breathing for each

of the groups was also very nearly the same, except in the high systolic

THE AMERICAN JOUBNAI. OF PBTSIOLOGT, VOL. 56, NO. 2
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pressure group. This increase as registered for the last minute of re-

breathing ranged between 3300 and 3700 cc. For the high systolic

pressure group the mean respiratory increase was 4300 cc. per minute.

These findings confirm our other data which show that the circulatory

factor basis of selection does not separate men that differ in ability to

compensate to low oxygen.

SUMMARY

Ten special groups were selected from 2000 cases for a study of the

influence of various circulatory factors on the power of compensating

to low oxygen. These included high and low systolic pressures, high

and low diastolic pressures, large and small pulse pressures, rapid and

slow pulse rates and cases of systolic pressure rise and of a fall on stand-

ing. All of the groups responded in a similar manner and compensated

to equally low percentages of oxygen. None of the conditions studied

placed the heart or the nervous system under a handicap greater than

is present in average conditions of the several circulatory factors

considered.
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While carrying out a series of student experiments with the steadiness

test as described by Whipple,^ it occurred to one of us (D) that invol-

untary movements or tremors probably play an important, if not a

predominant part in rifle shooting. To test the truth of this hypothe-

sis we carried out a short series of preliminary experiments with a

group of five soldiers,'^ two sharpshooters (revolver) and three others

who had failed to qualify as marksmen. These preliminary experi-

ments encouraged us to carry out more extensive trials with large num-
bers of men and improved apparatus. With the cooperation of the

office of the Surgeon General, we were able to test seventy-three men of

known marksmanship at Camp Meade. In calculating the coefficient of

correlation between rifle shooting ability and steadiness we used the

rank difference method. This gave us a positive correlation of 0.61.

Since this correlation is well within the significant and practically use-

ful region, it may prove to be of value in selecting a, men physiologic-

ally unfitted to become rifle shots; and 6, men who show an unusual

degree of motor control and are therefore preferred material for inten-

sive range training. The advantages of improving motor control and

therefore shooting ability by practice with the steadiness apparatus

rather than with firearms will be discussed further on.

Apparatus. Our preliminary experiments were carried out accord-

ing to Whipple's directions (pp. 156-157), but we soon found several

serious practical objections to this method. The Whipple apparatus

consists of a brass plate set at an angle of 45° and pierced with two

series of holes whose diameters, in sixty-fourths of an inch, are 32, 20,

> Whipple, G. M., 1914, Manual of mental and physical tests, Baltimore, War-
wick & York, Inc.

* We are indebted to Col. O. G. Brown for placing these men at our disposal.

240
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16 and 13 in the top row and 11, 10, 9,8 and 7 in the bottom row. A
metallic needle (size not stated) with a flexible connection, is wired in

series with the plate, two dry cells and a telegraph sounder or buzzer,

in such a way that contact between the needle and plate will actuate the

sounder. A writing lever attached to the armature of the sounder

records contacts on a kjTnograph.

The subject is instructed to hold the needle within the largest hole

and to maintain this position, so far as possible, without touching the

brass plate during the 15 seconds allowed for the trial. The chck of

the sounder serves as a warning for him that the needle is making con-

tact with the plate. This precaution is particularly necessary in the

case of the smaller holes.

The chief objections to this method may be summarized as follows:

1, The arrangement of the holes in two rows introduces a disproportion-

ately large error in passing from the fourth hole at the end of the top

row to the fifth at the beginning of the second row;' S, when the test is

given in a standing position, there is no simple way to adjust the instru-

ment to the varying heights of different subjects; 3, the counting of the

number of contacts on the kymograph is a laborious and time-consuming

process, and, in the case of the smaller holes, the duration of a single con-

tact introduces a complicating factor.

To overcome these objections to the Whipple method, we used an

apparatus essentially Uke one devised by Dr. Knight Dunlap. Our
instrument consisted of two circular brass plates, six inches in diameter,

mounted, one-eighth of an inch apart, on the end of a half-inch brass

rod ten inches long. The test holes were drilled through the outer

plate which could be revolved so as to bring every hole into the same
relative position in front of the subject and directly over a thirteen-

sixteenths inch hole in the second plate. After dividing the plate into

sixteen equal sectors, fifteen holes were drilled five-eighths of an inch

from the edge of the plate as follows: 32, 28, 24, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14, 13,

12, 11, 10, 9, 8 and 7 sixty-fourths of an inch respectively. The second

plate, containing only the if inch hole, covered all the holes in the outer

plate except the one into which the needle was inserted. The sub-

ject's attention could therefore be concentrated more easily on the test

hole.

By means of clamps and a heavy vertical stand, the brass plates

were adjusted to suit the heights of different subjects. The plates

' Personal communication from Dr. Knight Dunlap.
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were set at an angle of 45° and, with the help of a horizontal rod, the top

edge of the plate was always placed on a level with the subject's right

shoulder. Preliminary trials had shown this adjustment to be satis-

factory and quite uniform. Our stylus was made of a Gj-inch piece of

number 39 B. and S. stub steel stock (diameter 0.0995 inch) mounted

in a light, cyhndrical, wooden handle, 3^ inches long and ^ inch in diam-

eter. The brass plate, stylus, two dry cells and buzzer and a double

telephone receiver were all wired in series in such a way that the stylus

in making contact with the brass plate actuated both the buzzer and

the telephone. The buzzer served to warn the subject of prolonged con-

tact in the smaller holes. The brief contacts which failed to sound the

buzzer were easily picked up by the operator through the telephone.

In place of the kymograph recording device, we used a Veeder mechan-

ical counter and the operator pressed the counter each time the tele-

phone clicked. This simpUfied method of recording contacts saved an

enormous amount of time.

Experimental procedure. The experiments at Camp Meade were

carried out in the hospital laboratory.* The apparatus was set up

on a solid table in such a way that the subject stood with his back to the

window; but the plate and stylus were well illuminated. One operator

managed the telephone, counter and stop-watch, while the other oper-

ator instructed the subjects, adjusted the plates to the proper heights,

recorded the names of the subjects on special cards and controlled any

tendency on the part of the subjects to withdraw the stylus or to brace

the elbow against the body. General instructions were reduced to a

minimum by having six men in the laboratory at the beginning of the

experiment and, as each man finished his trial, a new man entered and

took his place. The test itself is so simple that the men readily under-

stood what was expected of them by watching the five men ahead go

through the experiment. As each man took his place before the appa-

ratus, he was shown the significance of the buzzer and he was also given

a brief preliminary trial, usually in hole number 16. This was intended

as a "shock absorber"* and generally served to reassure the subject.

In conducting the tests the subject was always allowed 3 or 4 seconds for

taking the position in each hole, since a certain amount of movement

* We are indebted to the military authorities of the Third Corps Area and at

Camp Meade for their generous cooperation in this research.

' For this and other excellent practical suggestions regarding the giving of

psychological tests see Link, H, C, 1919, Employment psychology, Macmillan

Co.
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appears when the needle is first inserted that is almost immediately

checked by the subject's own control. The time for each trial was 20

seconds. We foimd no difficulty in giving the test at the rate of twenty

men per hour.

Tests made with two groups of students during the past 2 years

had shown that hole number 13 is a satisfactory starting point. In

the majority of cases each man was therefore tested in holes 13, 12, 11

and 10. When the subject made a total of less than 50 contacts in

these four holes he was also tested in number 9. PreHminary experience

had shown that when the total number of contacts for any series of

holes is greater than about 50 it is generally useless to make observa-

tions in the next smaller hole, since the contacts then tend to become

so frequent that an accurate count is impossible. We therefore adopted

this principle with all subjects. In six cases the subject could not get

beyond hole number 1 1 ; and the most unsteady man, who was likewise

the poorest marksman, made 88 contacts in hole number 13. (See

table 3.) It is of interest that this individual was the only subject of

more than one hundred tested who made more than 50 contacts in hole

13. This fact seems completely to justify our selection of hole 13 as

a practical starting point for the test.

An analysis of rifle shooting. Before discussing our method of scor-

ing the steadiness records and their correlation with marksmanship, a

brief analysis of the physiological and psychological aspects of rifle

shooting seems in order. Successful rifle shooting requires: a, vision

sufficiently good to see the sights and target clearly and without blurring;

b, a high degree of motor control (eye and hand coordination) to enable

the marksman to hold the target, the front and the rear sights in align-

ment; c, a slow, steady pressure, not a jerk, on the trigger, the so-called

"trigger-squeeze," applied at the moment of sight and target align-

ment; and d, a complete indifference to the soimd of the shot, that is, an

absence of so-called "gun-shyness" or "flinching." Such technical

points as sight elevation and judgment in the matter of cross wind cur-

rents need not concern us in this discussion.

Of these four factors the first, vision, can in most cases be corrected

with proper glasses. The trigger-squeeze is a matter of practice and

presents no insiinnounta])le physiological or psychological obsluclo. A
"gun-ehy" individual, whether man or dog, is generally considered

hopelesB, since the re8[)onse is ordinarily quite beyond voluntary con-

trol. Probably, in the case of man, a study and exposure of the origin

of the gun-fihynesH would remove the difficulty far wunv rai)i(lly than
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attempting to accustom the individual to the sound of gunfire. As a

practical problem, however, gun-shy individuals are relatively rare.

In our study we found a single man who made an excellent steadiness

record but failed to qualify as a marksman. (See number 66 in table

3, column 1. This individual has the largest D^ value also.) We sus-

pect this man of being gun-shy but we have no positive evidence for

our suspicion.

There remains the factor of motor control. Although an individual

with an oscillating gun barrel is at an obvious disadvantage on the

rifle range, neither the degree of involuntary tremors nor the control of

such tremors has ever received systematic study in the case of marks-

men. In our opinion, involuntary movements constitute an important

and easily measured barrier to successful marksmanship. It must

remain for future investigations to show whether training of involun-

tary movements by the use of a steadiness apparatus will improve rifle

shooting. The practical advantages of preparing men to become marks-

men by laboratory training rather than by range practice are too obvious

to require further comment.

The rating of marksmanship. Rifle shots in the Infantry of the

United States Army are divided into six groups, as shown in the follow-

ing table.

TABLE 1

1. Expert rifleman.

.

2. Sharpshooter . . .

3. Marksman
4. First-class man . ,

5. Second-class man
6. Unqualified

RITLB riBINO
POINTS

253

238

202

177

152

Less than 152

NUMBBB or MKN
TESTED

3

17

14

12

10

17

Although all men in the first five grades must attain a high degree

of accuracy in estimating distances, the main criterion for ranking rifle

shots is actual range score. In our table 3 we have therefore ranked

our seventy-three subjects on the basis of their best range scores, made
under uniform and carefully controlled conditions. The exact details of

distances, number of shots fired, method of scoring targets, etc., are irrele-

vant to our discussion but may be found in the Small Arms Firing Man-
ual for 1913, issued by the War Department.

Method of scoring the steadiness test. In our laboratory experience

with student subjects, we found that the steadiest individuals could hold
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the stj^lus for 20 seconds in holes 13, 12 and 11 without a single contact.

As an empirical basis for comparison, we therefore counted all contacts

in hole number 10 as single units, but penalized contacts in 11, 12 and

13 by counting single contacts as 5, 10 and 20 units respectively. The

TABLE 2

Method of scoring the steadiness records

HOLE NOB.

Subject 1

13

12

11

10

9

Total

2

3

14

X
X
X
X
X

20.0

10.0

5.0

1.0

0.5

19

10

3

7

20 = 4

Subject 19

13

12

11

10

9

Total

2

3

10

22

38

X
X
X
X
X

20.0

10.0

5.0

1.0

0.5

75

40

30

50

22

19

161
=32.2

Subject 47

13
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TABLE 3

Correlation of marksmanship and steadiness by rank differences

MABK8MAN8HIP
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The coefficient of correlation between rifle shooting and steadiness. We
were interested in determining the degree to which great steadiness

and expert shooting ability tend to occur in the same individual. We
therefore calculated our coefficient of correlation between rifle shooting

and steadiness by the rank difference method.®

The formula:

6SD2
P= 1

n (n2 - 1)

gives us a value for p = +0.61, In addition to each man's rank, we

have given the actual rifle and steadiness scores in our table 3.

Where several men had the same score as the three men who made

239 on the rifle range (number 11, table 3) they were all given the same

rank (11) and in this instance rank niunbers 10 and 12 were not as-

signed. This is the customary statistical procedure. Although the

high positive value of the coefficient of correlation is well within the

significant range, it must not be imagined that a single expert rifle

shot will inevitably make a high steadiness score. Predictive tests

are useful as short cuts in grouping large numbers of individuals. They

are incomparably more efficient, provided the tests themselves have

been properly tested, than the methods of trial and error and learning

by experience.

CONCLUSIONS

From the foregoing experiments it is clear that steadiness is definitely

associated (p = +0.61) with marksmanship in the case of men who have

had range experience. The practical value of a test of this sort lies

in its use as a predictive means of selecting probable expert rifle mate-

rial and eliminating men who are physiologically unfitted to qualify

as marksmen. Since the steadiness test requires only about 3 minutes

per man, it would be far more efficient as regards time, cost of muni-

tions and the nerves of men and officers to select material for elimina-

tion or range development by this test rather than by the slow and

costly method of giving every man a try-out with the rifle. In om*

experiments we have, however, only tested the test on men of known
ability. It remains for future work to show how extcnsivoly this test

may l)e used with raw recruits. Range practice may increase a man's

steadiness and, conversely, steadiness i)ractice may improve a man's

range score. Further experiments alone will tell.

• The tubloH |)til>liHhc(I by tho Scott Co., IMiiliuiclpliiji, in tlio Journ.nl of Applied

PBycholoKy, iv, 115, Krcntly facilitate the (•(»m|)utiili()n of the coefficient of corre-

lin rnntr rliffnmnnn mnllinriUtion by the rank difTerenco method.
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In a previous report (1) attention was called to the fact that prolonged

tonic contraction of the muscle of the turtle's stomach cannot be in-

duced by electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve. It was also pointed

out that by cutting the nerves and allowing the animals to survive for

one to two days in crucial experiments no evidence is obtained of tonic

stimulating action, but on the contrary hypertonic muscular activity

frequently follows destruction of the medulla or cutting of both vagi, thus

indicating a tonic inhibitory action of the medullary centers.

It is however a fact that a tetanizing induced current applied to the

vagus nerve will cause a generalized contraction of the stomach with

or without peristaltic waves. The peculiar fact that this contraction

soon disappears although stimulation of the nerve be continued, sug-

gested a study of the role of the intrinsic plexuses in relation to vagus

stimulation. For this we have contrasted the effects of vagus stimula-

tion on gastric activity with that of direct stimulation of gastric muscu-

lature.

Methods. To record the effects of vagus stimulation the turtles were

decerebrated, the medulla oblongata being left intact, and a rubber

balloon was put into the stomach. This was connected with a water

manometer for graphic tracing. In addition to this an opening was

made in the back of the shell on the left side to expose the stomach to

direct observation. After such an opening the animal can still breathe

through the remaining lung and asphyxia is avoided. For direct stim-

ulation of the stomach platinum electrodes were placed directly on the

stomach or a strip of gastric muscle was suspended in oxygenated

Ringer's solution.

In the work on the dog a gastric fistula was made and after the

wound was healed the animal was decerebrated according to Sherring-

257
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ton's method. Graphic tracings were made 6 to 24 hours later, and the

vagus stimulated without the necessity of anesthesia.

Results: 1. If the vagus nerve be stimulated with tetanizing induced

shocks for a long time (15 minutes or more) the stomach at first con-

tracts strongly and then relaxes at the same rate as follows a spontane-

ous contraction, although the stimulation is being continued. After a

time a second weaker contraction may follow but the stomach soon

relaxes and remains quiescent although the stimulation be continued.

A sudden increase in intensity of stimulation at this stage may be fol-

lowed by a contraction and then the stomach relaxes in spite of the

Fig. 1. Gastric contractions of decerebrate turtle. V-1, Passage of voltaic

current through peripheral end of vagus nerve (6 volts) ; V~i, repeated with twelve

volts; 1, i, S, 4, stimulation of vagus nerve with voltaic current by single closing

and breaking voltaic current; T, weak tetanizing induced shocks applied to the

vagus; T-1, medium tetanizing shocks to vagus; T-2, very strong tetanizing

current to vagus; T-S, tetanizing current directly to the stomach wall.

continued stimulation (fig. 1). The continuous application of the in-

duced shocks to the vagus does not therefore lead to long-continued

increase of muscle tone. On the contrary, after strong contractions

the tonus is for a long time lower than that preceding the stimulation.

This same fact has been noted in the dog (fig. 2). It seems to be a

general rule that maximum contractions induced by vagus stimulation

leave the stomach in a state of temporary depression.
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2. Continuous passage of galvanic current through the vagus nerve

gives no evidence of stimulating effects but sometimes there is a slight

inhibitory effect. A series of voltaic stimuli given at the rate of six

per second gave the same effects as induced shocks.

Fig. 2. Weak hunger contractions of decerebrate dog. Induced shocks on
peripheral end of vagus. Contraction followed by inhibition.

S. Number of stimuU: A single induced shock, howsoever intense,

applied to the vagus nerve, has never in our observation caused a gastric

contraction.

4. Rate of stimulation : Single induced shocks at the rate of one every

2 seconds or slower leads to inhibition of gastric tone in the turtle.

Single induced shocks at the rate of six per second or faster, lead to

contraction. Mechanical stimulation such as handling the nerve or
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traction on the nerve leads to inhibition in both turtle and dog (fig. 3)

.

Weak stimulation or a slow rate of stimulation favors inhibition.

Fig. 3. Hunger contractions of decerebrate dog.

of peripheral end of vagus by traction on ligature.

A', Mechanical stimulation

6. Intensity of stimulation : The greater the intensity of the induced

current, the less is the minimum number of induced shocks required

to cause gastric contractions.

urvBirsiTT or
OOKKBITT
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6. Influence of asphyxia: Prolonged asphyxia (12 to 48 hours)

abolished the response of gastric contraction to vagus stimulation.

Although when this stage was reached stimulation of the gastric mus-

culature was followed by contraction.

7. Influence of temperature: If the temperature of the turtle is low-

ered to about 10°C., motor responses to vagus stimulation cease. In-

creasing the body temperature of the turtle up to 25°C. leads to in-

creased vigor of gastric contraction after vagus stimulation. This

temperature effect may of course be either a muscular or a neuromuscu-

lar afl"air.

8. Artificial rhythm : We have not found it possible to produce rhyth-

mical contractions of approximately uniform extent by repeated periods

of vagus stimulation.

Fig. 4. Isolated strip of muscle of turtle stomach suspended in oxygenated
Ringer's solution. S, Induced shocks applied directly to the strip; Vol., passage
of voltaic current through the isolated muscle strip.

These characteristic effects on the turtle stomach of vagus stimulation

are not due to temporary asphyxia of the stomach due to simultaneous

inhibition of the heart, for it requires hours of asphyxia to abolish vagus
action, and these effects described can be induced for a time after liga-

tion of the arteries from the heart. Furthermore, none of these are

directly dependent on possible simultaneous inhibitory influences ex-

erted through the splanchnic nerves for they can be elicited in the dog
after cutting the splanchnic nerves and in the turtle after destruction

of the spinal cord.
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In contrast to the preceding, if the muscle strip be directly stimulated

the following effects may be obtained:

1. Induced shocks at a rapid rate (6 to 40 per second) are followed

by a contraction which persists as long as stimulation is continued (at

least 15 minutes) (fig. 4).

2. By slow rate of stimulation we have not succeeded in inducing

relaxation.

3. Continuous passage of a voltaic current leads to a tetanic contrac-

tion of the stomach which may continue during the flow of the current

and also for an hour or more after the stimulating current is removed
(fig. 4).

4. A single shock has given us no muscular contraction.

5. The muscle strip is much more resistant to asphyxia. Thus after

the animal has been asphyxiated until stimulation of the vagus no longer

induces contraction, on direct stimulation of the muscle itself, contrac-

tions can be obtained.

6. When the body temperature has been lowered until motor responses

fail from vagus stimulation, direct stimulation of the muscle is followed

by contraction.

7. An artificial rhythm is easily induced in the muscle strip by re-

peated short intervals of stimulation with the induced current.

DISCUSSION

From these experiments it is evident that any theory of the tonic

action of the vagus on gastric motility must take into account the

following considerations

:

1

.

The vagus may have either an excitatory effect on gastric motility,

or an inhibitory influence on gastric tone and contractions, in both

dog and turtle, and according to Langley (2) and to Page May (3) the

same is true of the rabbit, cat and monkey.

2. In the turtle no method of increasing gastric tonus is available by
stimulation of the vagus.

3. Inability to induce a tetanic contraction in the turtle by vagus

stimulation is dependent on the production of fatigue at the vagus

synapses or refractory condition within the gastric nerve plexuses, and

not to a peculiar condition of the muscle itself.

4. Lowering of temperature and asphyxia abolish the rosjionse of

contraction to vagus stimulation, by acting on some part of the intrinsic

plexuses rather than on the muscle tissue.
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5. The inhibitory effects of vagus stimulation are not so susceptible

to fatigue as the motor effects.

Page May has pointed out that no evidence of a tonic vagus effect is

available in anesthetized mammals. Carlson (5) speaks of the inabihty

to reflexly augment gastric tone or motility. As pointed out in this

paper, relatively intense stimulation is required to overcome the resist-

ance to conduction of the intrinsic plexuses. Drugs which are supposed

to stimulate the medullary centers (picrotoxin and apomorphine) in the

dog and rabbit have given only inhibition, and in the turtle temporary

stimulation followed by depression (6). These considerations there-

fore raise the question as to whether or not the vagus normally exerts a

tonic stimulating action on gastric motility. On the other hand, al-

most incontrovertible are the facts that stimulation of the vagus with

the ordinary tetanizing induced shocks induces a short period of con-

tractions, and the observations of Cannon (4) and Carlson (5) that sec-

tioning both nerves leads to depression of gastric tonus. The only

possible criticisms of the later results might be that there is no proof

of nervous stimulation in the normal animal as intense as is required

experimentally to cause contractions, and that depression of tonus after

vagotomy may be secondary to some other disturbance in the viscera,

perhaps sphincters, secretions, etc. The explanation of the paradox

involved is to be sought perhaps in the further study of the properties

of the intrinsic plexuses and conduction between the vagus and these

plexuses.
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The influence of drugs on psychological functions and on animal

behavior has been very little studied by either psychologists or phar-

macologists. The senior author in conjunction with several collabo-

rators has found it convenient and productive of valuable results to

study the pharmacological effects of drugs in this respect on albino

rats in *the circular maze. This apparatus enables the investigator to

study not only the neuromuscular coordination of the animals, but

also such specifically psychological phenomena as rate of learning,

memory-habit and general behavior of the animals. Furthermore, in

case of drugs, the maze offers, in the opinion of the authors, a con-

venient and valuable method of detecting the earliest and mildest

symptoms of narcosis, using the latter term in its broadest sense,

namely, as denoting a loss of normal responsiveness and automatic

activity of the living organism. In this way Macht and Mora (1)

have investigated the effects of opium alkaloids on albino rats; and

again Macht and Bloom have made a similar study of the antipyretics,

in one research (2), and have analyzed the cerebral effects of cocaine in

another (3). In the present communication the authors propose to

describe the results of a comparative study of three drugs which play

an important r61e, not only in pharmacology, but also in social and

personal hygiene—ethanol, caffeine and nicotine.

Description of the maze. A full description of the maze with illustra-

tions has been published elsewhere (1), (2). Here only a brief recapit-

ulation is made. The circular maze is made with wooden base and

aluminum walls. The base is 150 cm. in diameter and 4 cm. in thick-

ness. Its upper surface is marked off by grooves into a series of con-

centric circles. The diameter of eacli of the circles is as follows, begin-

ning with the outermost one: 140 cm., 100 cm., 80 cm., 60 cm., 40 cm.

and 20 cm. Into the circular grooves are inserted siieets of aluminum
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18.5 cm. high and 0.8 mm. thick. Each strip of aluminmn is cut just

10 cm. shorter than the length of the circular groove into which it is to

be fitted, thus giving an opening into the alley. By means of this

arrangement it is possible to sUde the aluminum around in its groove

and thus place the entrance in any desirable position. In the present

investigation the 7 openings or entrances to the alleys were placed in

such a position that the rat had to make alternate turns to right and

left before reaching the center of the maze. In addition to the doors

or openings, the alleys were provided also with obstructing partitions

which formed a number of blind cul-de-sacs. A wire screen prevents

the animals from crawling over the top. A camera lucida attachment

to the maze has been invented by Professor Watson and is also described

in full in the previous papers by the senior author. By means of this

camera lucida attachment, the movements of an animal in the maze

can be traced upon white paper with a soft pencil. Such tracings are

especially useful in the study of the learning of the maze problem, such

as has been done by Miss Hubbert and others. In the present inves-

tigation, where the effect of drugs on the behavior of the animals was

studied after the rats had been trained, the use of this attachment was

not essential and it was therefore dispensed with in a great many of the

experiments.

The study of the behavior of the rats in the circular maze is begun

by placing an animal in the center of the maze and feeding it for three

successive days. During these three preliminary feedings, which last

from 10 to 15 minutes, the entrance is blocked off so that the animal

may not roam around. On the fourth day the rat is placed in the cage,

then the trap-door is raised and the animal allowed to enter the first

alley. The animal then gradually learns to find its way to the center

of the maze, when it is taken out and the experiment is repeated.

Generally three trials are made on each day. For work with the maze

albino rats, which are tame, must be employed. The animals must be

handled gently with the hands and under no circumstances must they;

be picked up with forceps or similar instruments. The most suitable

animals are found to be rats approximately 60 to 90 days old. Older

animals are apt to be sluggish, while very young rats do not learn the

maze problem so readily. Ordinarily the albino rats learn the maze

problem in about 2 weeks, and sometimes within a shorter period of

time. An animal is considered to have solved the maze problem when
it has learned to find its way into the center of the maze by the short-

est route, that is, without any errors, on three successive trials. The
technic of training is described in detail by Hubbert (4).
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Analysis of the data furnished by the maze. In studying the effect of

drugs, the maze problem can be utiHzed in two ways. Animals may be

subjected to the influence of the drug action first and then trained

in the maze with the purpose of ascertaining the effect on the rate of

learning. Again, animals may be first taught to solve the maze prob-

lem and then the effect of a drug is studied in reference to its influence

on their behavior, memory-habit, etc. Furthermore, other data can

be obtained from the maze, after administering drugs to rats, which

show the effect on neuromuscular coordination and various somatic

changes. As to exactly what the mechanism of learning the maze

problem may be, the explanations given by various experimental psy-

chologists differ widely. Among the hypotheses which have been

advanced to account for the reintegration of conduction paths in learn-

ing, there are at least three which stand out as rather opposed to one

another in respect to the neural processes which they imply (5). The

hypothesis suggested by Ladd and Woodworth (6) assumes inhibition

of successive activities as the fundamental process which results in the

selection and fixation of random activities. The second hypothesis,

given by Angell and others (7), assumes nervous reinforcement as the

fundamental process by which successive acts become linked together

in habit-formation. The third hypothesis, that of Watson (8), depends

chiefly upon the chance spreading of nervous excitation, or the simul-

taneous activation of two afferent pathways in such a way that the final

common part of one is able to divert the discharge of the other and so

bring about a permanent connection between itself and this afferent

path. These hypotheses by no means exhaust the theoretical con-

siderations of the maze problem (9). For the study of drug action,

however, the various theoretical considerations are of secondary impor-

tance and the data obtained are of a much more definite nature, as will

be seen from the following exposition.

Experimental data. In the present investigation a total of 40 rats

was used. Most of the animals were males from 2 to 6 months old, a

few females were also used. The drugs studied were dissolved in

sodium chloride solution of 0.8 per cent and given by injection imme-

diately after three normal trials were made in the maze. At the expi-

ration of about 30 minutes the effects of the drugs were investigated

and additional readings were made one or more hours later. Wherever

possible the effects of the three drugs were studied on the same indi-

viduals, though, of course, not on the same days.
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Effect of ethanol. Two to 4 per cent solutions of absolute ethanol in

saline were employed. These were injected in some cases intraperi-

toneally and in other cases intramuscularly. No difference in the

effects was noted between the two methods of administration. Con-

trol experiments were made with saUne solution on the one hand and

with distilled water on the other. The most striking feature in con-

nection with the ethanol action noted, was its comparative low toxicity.

One, 2, 3 and even more cubic centimeters of a 2 per cent solution

TABLE 1

Effect of ethanol
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Effect of nicotine. Nicotine tartrate was dissolved in normal saline

solution. This was injected either intraperitoneally or intramuscularly.

The drug was found to be much more depressant than either ethanol or

caffeine. The smallest dose to produce any effect was found to be

0.02 mgm. Such a dose of the tartrate is equivalent to about 0.0066

TABLE 2

Effect of nicotine tartrate
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TABLE 3

Effect of caffeine
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Effect of caffeine. The drug employed was the alkaloid caffeina

U. S, P. This was dissolved in saline to make solutions of 0.2 per cent

and 0.5 per cent and the drug was in this case also injected either

intraperitoneally or subcutaneously. In the present investigation the

authors noted no primary improvement or any stimulation effect after

injection of the drug as indicated by a shortening of the running time

or by a lower number of errors. Occasionally there was noted, how-
ever, a nervousness or excitability of the animals as indicated by a

jerkiness or suddenness in their movements. When studied in the

maze however the effect on the animals, even in such cases, could not

be called a stimulating one, but rather of a depressant character. The
smallest doses of the drug to produce any change were 5 to 6 mgm. per

100 grams of weight. Such doses were found to retard the progression

of the animals and produce a depression in their memory-habit, as

may be seen from table 3.

DISCUSSION

A comparative study of all the data obtained by the authors with

the three drugs examined reveals the fact that as far as the effects on

the intelligent behavior of rats in the maze are concerned they are all

depressant, that is, when given in sufficient quantity they impair the

running time of the animals and the accuracy of discrimination or choos-

ing the proper path or so-called memory-habit. The authors were not

able to discern in any case, even after very small doses of the drugs

examined, any stimulating effect in this respect. The only drug of the

three in question, as far as they know, that has been experimented with

in the maze, was caffeine. Lashley (5) investigated the effects of small

doses of caffeine when injected into rats on their behavior in the maze

:

and his results show also that this drug does not produce a real stimu-

lation.

It is interesting to note that of the three substances studied by the

present authors, ethanol is much the least toxic. Large doses of this

drug must be injected in order to produce a depressant effect. The
smallest dose giving a definite depression was found to be 80 mgm.
per 100 grams weight of the animals; although in some individuals

doees of GO mgm. also suggested a slight depressant action. Nicotine

was by far the most toxic of the three drugs. It was interesting to note

however that the effects of this poison did not manifest themselves

always immediately after injection. The depression came on some-

times much later and in almost all cases persisted for at least 2 days.
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The effects of caffeine were almost as unexpected as those of ethanol.

Whenever this drug was found to produce an effect, such effect was of

a depressant character. The smallest doses found to be effective in this

way were 4 or 5 mgm. per 100 grams weight of the rats. Such doses

while never producing an improvement in the absolute running time of

the animals, or in their accuracy, often produced a spasmodic jerkiness

in the muscular movements of the animals, so that the animals would

start off to run at a very rapid gait. Such movements, however, were

generally combined with an increased number of errors, so that the

total time consumed in reaching the center of the maze was prolonged.

After large doses of caffeine the impairment in the behavior of the rats

was much more marked, but in the case of this drug, unlike the experi-

ences with the other two drugs, there was a greater number of indi-

vidual variations. It would seem that young rats were more sensitive

to the action of the drug than older ones, but this observation requires

further corroboration. After large doses of caffeine such as 10 to 20

mgm. per 100 grams weight, the impairment in the neuromuscular

functions and the cerebral response of the rats lasted for many days,

sometimes for 2 weeks. It was further noted that after large doses of

caffeine the rats exhibited a stiffening of the tail, that is, the so-called

Straub phenomenon. This was not surprising inasmuch as the anal-

ysis of the mechanism of this phenomenon shows that it is produced

by a muscular spasm of the sphincters of the bladder and the rectum (10).

A comparison of the relative toxicity of ethanol, caffeine and nico-

tine obtained in the present investigation with the rats naturally invites

a comparison of the relative toxicity of these drugs in man. Thus it

would be interesting to determine the relative quantities of the three

pharmacological agents, ethanol, caffeine and nicotine, which are

absorbed by man on imbibing various beverages or on smoking cigars

and tobacco in other forms, on the one hand, and comparing the rela-

tive toxicity of the same drugs for man, on the other hand. Such a

discussion is however beyond the scope and purpose of the present

paper.

SUMMARY

1. The effects of ethanol, caffeine and nicotine were studied on the

behavior of rats in the circular maze.

2. It was found that none of the drugs studied by this method pro-

duced an improvement or stimulation in the behavior of the rats.
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3. It was found that all of the three drugs when injected in sufficient

quantities produced a depressant effect, nicotine tartrate being the

most toxic, caffeine com.ng next and ethanol being the weakest in this

respect.
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In the course of a class demonstration on reciprocal innervation in

the decerebrate cat an interesting effect of Ught etherization on reflex

behavior was recently noted; it appeared to be of such significance in

its bearing on the physiology of the spinal nerve centers as to warrant

further study.

The normal dominant reflex responses to stimulation of an afferent

nerve in a hind limb are the flexion reflex and the crossed extension

reflex; the flexion reflex consists in reflex excitation of the flexor muscles

and inhibition of the extensor muscles in the same limb as the stimu-

lated nerve; the crossed extension reflex consists in reflex excitation

of the extensors and inhibition of the flexors in the opposite hind limb

(1, p. 108). Many researches have pointed to the view that in general

the stimulation of an afferent nerve tends to provoke two antagonistic

central effects. Thus when an afferent nerve in a hind limb is stimulated

the effect is to produce not simply the dominant reflex responses just

described, but also a tendency in an exactly opposite sense which may
or may not be latent (2) ; that is, a tendency to produce excitation of

extensors and inhibition of flexors on the same side as the stimulated

nerve. Sherrington and Sowtbn (3) using a decerebrate cat, showed

that whereas the usual and universally obtainable result of stimulating

an afferent nerve in the hind hmb was to produce reflex inhibition of

the knee extensor, vasto-crureus, they could under certain conditions

change this result into the direct opposite, namely, reflex excitation of

the extensor muscles, by changing the strength and form of the electri-

cal stimulus, provided the extensor muscles exhibited at the outset a

fair degree of reflex tonus. Strong faradization regularly produced

inhibition; weak faradization sometimes produced excitation, and weak
alternating currents with a frequency of 20 cycles a second and con-
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sequently much less abrupt onset than induction shocks, were especially-

efficacious in producing the excitatory response. In short, strong and

abrupt stimuli regularly provoked inhibition; weak stimuli, especially

consisting of currents with gradual onset, provoked reflex excitation,

if a sufficient background of reflex tonus existed.

Sherrington has investigated the phenomenon of extensor rebound

following inhibition (4) . This is present in a large proportion of decer-

ebrate preparations, and consists of a fairly vigorous reflex contrac-

tion of extensor muscles following the cessation of stimulation applied

to an afferent nerve in the same limb, when their tonic contraction

has been inhibited during the application of the stimulus. This re-

sponse was first likened to the setting free of a pent up stream of energy

(1, pp. 203-212), but after Sherrington and Sowton had found that an

immediate excitatory effect was being produced by afferent stimulation,

replacing under certain conditions the usual inhibitory effect, they pro-

posed an explanation of this rebound contraction as being due to a two-

fold reflex influence exerted by the stimulus during its application, and

the greater persistence of the excitatory effect after its withdrawal (5).

Sherrington's observations on the rebound contraction include addi-

tional reasons for this view, to which attention has already been called

(6, p. 160). It may well be emphasized that the flexion reflex is notably

characterized by its brief latency and brief after-discharge, in short,

by its approximate limitation to the duration of the apphed stimulus.

The crossed extension reflex on the other hand is strikingly character-

ized by a longer latency and a very much longer after-discharge (1, p.

77). One of its most salient features is the fact that it outlasts the

exciting stimulus usually by many seconds. It is also well established

that the flexion reflex is usually much the more easily provoked of the

two, and if with equally strong stimuli an attempt is made to provoke

the two simultaneously the flexion reflex normally completely dominates

in the reflex effect. Therefore if in an afferent stimulus a tendency to

produce a central effect similar to the crossed extension reflex were to

exist together with a tendency to produce the flexion reflex, we should

expect exactly what we find in the usual response to stimulation of a

single afferent nerve in the limb under observation; namely, flexion

during application of the stimulus and, following its cessation, the

appearance of the extensor effect whicli is well known to be character-

ized by its after-discharge or tendency to outlast the stimulus.

Graham Brown (7) has reported a rhythmic i-eflex response to simul-

taneous application of two antagonistic sliimili; that is, to stimulation
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of afferent nerves in both hind legs. At the same time I reported a

similar but more rapid rhythm in response to the same procedure (8).

In certain preparations I found a similar rhythmic response to the stimu-

lation of a single afferent nerve, and was led to regard this as evidence

of the two antagonistic elements in the central effect. Sherrington (9)

found that in the cat or dog a small dose of strychnine converted the

usual inhibitory effect on the knee extensor of stimulating an afferent

nerve, into an excitatory effect. He found that this change could then

be undone by administration of chloroform or ether. Subsequently

Sherrington and Sowton (10) reported that in the decerebrate cat the

usual excitatory effect on the extensors of stimulating a nerve in the

opposite leg was changed by chloroform into an inhibitory effect. This

reversal appears before the effect of chloroform has gone far enough

to abolish the reflex tonus in the extensor muscles which is necessary

as a background for inhibition. Both the strychnine and chloroform

reversals are rendered more intelligible by the concept of a twofold

effect always present in response to any afferent stimulus. The con-

version of a reflex effect into its exact opposite by a drug is a puzzling

phenomenon until we recognize that two antagonistic elements in the

central disturbance are always present; then the conversion of inhi-

bition into excitation by strychnine appears as the abolition of the in-

hibitory content, enabling the excitatory content to come into evidence;

and the conversion of excitation into inhibition by chloroform may
similarly be interpreted as due to the aboUtion of the excitatory content

of the disturbance.

OBSERVATIONS

The initial observation which struck me as being significant in con-

nection with the above considerations and which led me to seek a repe-

tition of it in other experiments, was as follows:

A cat was decerebrated under deep ether anesthesia with the decere-

brating device described by Miller and Sherrington (11), the transection

being about 3 mm. in front of the anterior edge of the anterior colliculi.

Instead of a steady state of decerebrate rigidity the animal showed con-

siderable spontaneous activity in the fore limbs, neck and trunk. In

my experience, this is usually the result of a transection farther forward

than that which gives typical decerebrate rigidity. Therefore, the

animal was again etherized and a fresh transection made at the front

edge of the anterior colliculi. The animal still showed much the same

sort of activity as after the first transection, but was nevertheless pre-
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pared for the demonstration of reciprocal innervation of antagonistic

muscles. Stimulating electrodes were applied to the two sciatic nerves

and all muscles of the right hind leg were paralyzed by nerve section

except the vasto-crureus and the semitendinosus. The former was

left with its normal attachments so that its contractions and relaxations

should be shown by extension and flexion of the knee joint; the tendon

of the semitendinosus was cut from its insertion and connected with a

muscle lever to show separately the simultaneous behavior of a knee

flexor. The reflexes were demonstrated, but the spread of reflex re-

sponse to muscle groups in the anterior part of the animal was marked,

and the almost constant activity of the fore limbs was distracting.

Therefore the animal was again lightly etherized and a third transection

was made through the middle of the anterior colHculi and close to the

front edge of the posterior colliculi. After this transection the animal

developed good typical decerebrate rigidity in the fore limbs, but little

or none in the hind limbs. The sprawling activities disappeared, and

the reflexes became more regular.

Shortly after this third transection, and while the animal was still

under the effects of ether, it was noted that the crossed stimulus,—that

is, stimulation of the left sciatic nerve,—even if strong, caused, instead

of the usual full extension, only partial extension during stimulation,

but a marked increase of extension when the stimulus ceased. This

effect was observed repeatedly. As the ether wore off it became less

prohounced. The effect appeared also to fatigue. If a second exten-

sor stimulus was applied while the after-discharge of the first was still

pronounced, the effect was not present. After a few minutes the ani-

mal was etherized again, and the effect became distinctly more pro-

nounced, again becoming less so as the animal came out of ether. A
third etherization produced the same result. No rebound contraction

followed the inhibition of the extensors on stimulating the right sciatic

nerve (flexion reflex), unless this reflex was evoked shortly after the

cessation of the crossed stimulation; that is, during the time normally

occupied by the after-discharge of the crossed extension reflex.

It was not feasible to prepare the necessary apparatus for making a

permanent record from this animal, but five cats were subsequently

decerebrated and prepared for recording this effect. In every case the

transection was made in the neighborhood of the colliculi, usually about

the middle of the anterior colliculi. In one case the transection was

very close to the anterior edge of the cerebellum. In the first three

experiments, including the one just described, the stimulating apparatus
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consisted of a small inductorium such as is used for class work, operated

by a buzzer interrupting the primary current approximately 50 times a

second. The coil was not calibrated and no attempt was made to

determine the strength of primary current. In the last three experi-

ments a Berne coil was used which had been calibrated for break shocks

in accordance with Martin's scale (12, p. 55). The primary current

was measured with an ammeter and was interrupted by means of a

rotary device so designed that the frequency of interruption and the

duration of closure at each contact could be independently regulated

at will.

The construction of this interrupter is as follows: On the shaft of a

twelve volt D. C. motor is mounted a cylinder with six copper segments

with which contact is made by two light copper brushes so designed as

to have a natural period of vibration much more rapid than any fre-

quency with which the apparatus is to be used. The six segments pro-

vide for six interruptions per revolution, and one of the brushes is so

arranged that its position with respect to the other can be varied in

such a way that the duration of closure each time the circuit is closed

may be varied from to 92 per cent of the time from the beginning of

one closure to the beginning of the next. Coupled with this motor

is a magneto connected with a voltmeter to serve as a speed indicator,

and in the armature circuit is a carbon rheostat by which the speed may
be regulated with considerable accuracy. It is possible to obtain fre-

quencies of interruption from 25 to 270 per second. Tests with the

string galvanometer when the apparatus was new showed perfectly main-

tained closure at all speeds tested. Recently a similar test has shown

that at fairly high speeds one closure in each revolution, that is, one in

six, is not perfectly maintained, and may thus result in the production

of extra induction shocks. In these experiments the movable brush

was so placed as to give 70 per cent of closure ; that is, the break shock

would occur after 70 per cent of the time had elapsed from one make
shock to the next. This adjustment has been adopted as standard be-

cause Erlanger and Garrey (13) showed that the relatively great dura-

tion of make shocks may result in a reduction of the intensity of break

shocks if the latter follow too close after them.

In the first four experiments the operative procedures were carried

out exactly as described in the case of the first experiment. In the last

two experiments no stimulating electrodes were applied to the right

sciatic nerve, but it was cut at the hip, including the nerve to the ham-

string muscles. All branches of the anterior crural nerve were cut
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except those to the vasto-crureus muscle. The psoas muscles were cut,

and as many branches of the obturator nerve as could be conveniently-

reached. In ever>' experiment the femur was clamped vertically so

that the foot would fall by gravity if the muscle relaxed. Thus all

motions which could be recorded on the drum were excluded except

those due to contraction or relaxation of the vasto-crureus muscle.

A strength of stimulus was selected at which a strong crossed exten-

sion reflex was obtained. A record of this was then obtained on a

slowly moving drum, the time of application of the stimulus being

recorded by a signal magnet. The drum was stopped and synchronous

ordinates were obtained by again stimulating the nerve while the drum
was stationary. Thus by measuring back from one of these synchron-

ous ordinates it was possible to determine the point in the myogram
corresponding with the cessation of the stimulus. After recording a

few normal responses the animal was etherized and at intervals the

response to similar procedure was obtained. The duration of stimu-

lation was varied somewhat. In general it was maintained until the

contraction of the muscle had practically ceased to increase. When
the cessation of the stimulus was followed by the marked increase noted

in the first animal, this would appear conspicuously on the record.

As soon as the effect had appeared, or failing that, as soon as the crossed

extension reflex had become reduced by the effect of ether to a very

weak contraction, the ether was withdrawn and a series of records was
taken as the effect of it was wearing off, until the reflex had returned to

its normal character as unaffected by the anesthetic.

In every animal investigated the effect was found. In three out of

the six it was marked ; in the remaining three it was usually observable,

but was not nearly so striking as in the other three. Figures 1 and 2

show typical records obtained from two of those animals in which the

effect was marked. Figure 1 is taken from the animal in which the

transection was made close to the cerebellum, and in this animal the

eflfect was more marked than in any other. Ether had been given for 3

minutes from an ether bottle connected with a tracheal cannula. Four

minutes after its withdrawal the first stimulus shown in the record was
applied, the strength of stimulus being much greater than that required

to produce a vigorous reflex before etherization. Just before this ob-

servation a somewhat weaker stimulus had failed to i)roduce any reflex

response. The second stimulus shown in the record was applied one

minute after the first, the next two with intervals of 1^ minutes preced-

ing them, and the last two with intervals of 2 minutes preceding them.
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Thus the last record, which shows an approximately normal crossed

extension reflex with only a slight trace of the effect under discussion at

the end, was obtained 12 minutes after the withdrawal of ether.

Figure 2 shows the effect in another of the preparations in which

it was marked. The first contraction shown is the normal reflex, before

ether was administered. Immediately after this observation ether was

applied for 40 seconds. The second stimulus was applied a minute

after the first. Between the second and third observations the strength

of stimulus was increased, and the greater strength continued through-

out the remainder. The last observation in the series was made 4

minutes after the first. Here a recovery from the ether has already

begun to make the effect less pronounced.

Fig. 3. Two and one-half hours after decerebration. Stimuli 170 Z units

throughout. Interruption of primary current as in figure 2. Time in seconds

at the bottom.

Figure 3 shows a typical series of observations from one of the ani-

mals in which the effect was least marked. This aninuil remained in

good condition for a long time, and observations were made throughout

the course of ten successive etherizations. The effect appeared to a

slight extent, as is shown in the figure, during the onset of seven out

of these ten etherizations. It failed to appear during the recovery from
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ether. Ether was administered between the first and second observa-

tions shown in the figure, and withdrawn between the sixth and seventh

observations. Fifteen minutes elapsed from the first to the last obser-

vation in the series and the intervals between the separate observa-

tions varied from 15 seconds to 2^ minutes. The strength of stimulus

was maintained constant throughout the series.

DISCUSSION

General considerations. Graham Brown (14, fig 5, p. 348) has re-

corded a reflex response which shows superficially a close resemblance

to the effect here described. This was obtained in a low spinal prepa-

ration 7^ hours after cutting the spinal cord. Contralateral stimulation

produced extensor contraction, followed, on withdrawal of the stimulus,

by a marked increase in the amplitude of contraction. In his observa-

tion there was no narcosis and the effect appears to have depended on

a low spinal transection, a procedure which is well known to swing the

"neural balance" away from extension toward flexion. He has also

described a "narcosis progression" (15), (16) or rhythmic alternation

between flexion and extension, occurring reciprocally in the two hind

limbs under narcosis and independent of afferent stimulation. This

may be related in some way to the effect here described, but the relation

does not appear to be very close since the effect here described shows no

evidence of rhythm, but merely an increase in extension whenever the

stimulus ceases.

The partial abeyance, under the influence of ether, of the crossed

extension reflex during the application of the stimulus which normally

provokes it, appeared to me significant as illustrating an effect similar to

the chloroform reversal of Sherrington and Sowton (10). Reflex exci-

tation appears to have been in part converted into reflex inhibition.

The release of reflex excitation on cessation of the external stimulus at

once suggests the rebound contraction of extensors following their reflex

inhibition in the majority of normal decerebrate preparations. The
picture is most easily interpreted on the assumption that the external

stimulus produces two antagonistic central influences—extensor and

flexor; that is, with respect to the extensor motor neurones—excitatory

and inhibitory (8). On this view the effect of ether is to narcotize the

extensor element more than the flexor, and thereby prevent the usual

dominance of the extensor effect during the application of the stimulus.

But since extensor reflexes are notably characterized by a prolonged
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after-discharge as compared with flexor reflexes (1, p. 30), the increased

extensor activity following the withdrawal of the stimulus may be

simply the expression of this difference in after-discharge. This view

is in harmony with the interpretation of the reflex rebound proposed by
Sherrington and Sowton already referred to in the introduction. Gra-

ham Brown has shown that the crossed extension reflex is abolished by
general narcosis more readily than the flexion reflex (16, p. 30). This

fact lends support to the view outlined above, for in the dual effect the

extensor element normally prevails, and yet under ether it is visibly

restrained by the flexor element as long as the stimulus lasts, and only

becomes wholly dominant when the stimulus ceases.

The effect here described does not appear to have occurred in the

experiments of Sherrington and Sowton in which they showed a con-

version of reflex excitation into reflex inhibition by the action of chloro-

form (10). It is possible that this is due to a difference between the

two drugs, but it seems to me more likely that the difference depends

on the degree of narcosis or on the intensity or rhythm of stimulation.

That the absence of this effect in their experiment may be due to the

weakness of their stimulus as compared with mine, is rendered probable

by the fact that their stimulus is expressly stated to have been weak,

whereas in these experiments it was found necessary to use stimuli

stronger than were required to produce a powerful crossed extension

reflex before narcosis.

In their earlier paper they observed that merely changing the inten-

sity of stimulation sufficed to cause a reversal of the central effect.

Thus in their experiment with chloroform the stimuli may have been

inadequate to excite the extensor mechanism in the central complex

under the degree of narcosis then present, at least to the extent neces-

sary to induce the requisite after-discharge. Sherrington (1, fig. 27, p.

77) has shown that the crossed extension reflex changes as the stimuli

increase in strength chiefly by showing a much longer after-discharge;

an observation which may be significant in this connection, since it is

the after-discharge on which the effect depends.

Basis of analysis. The observations on which most of our knowledge

of reflex behavior rests were made when the character of the nerve

impulse, as revealed by the work of Lucas and Adrian (17), (18), (19),

(20), (21), was unknown. It was customary to think of nerve iminilscs

as streams of energy which could be graded in intensity by grading the

strength of stimulus, much as one increases a stream of water by open-

ing a faucet.
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It is now well established that the nerve impulse obeys the "all-or-

none" law (21); that the only gradations which can occur in a single

response, aside from varying the number of conducting units excited,

are due to the relative refractory phase (stage of recovery from previous

response), unless there is a deranged state of the tissue through narcosis

or other injurious condition. In any lapse of time beyond that required

for a single response there is also the possibility of gradation in the fre-

quency with which the responses follow each other in each conducting

unit. There can hardly be a reasonable doubt that this law applies to

all nerve fibers, afferent and efferent alike, since no morphological or

functional differences have been found which indicate any divergence

so profound as would be involved by an exception to this law.

It will be interesting to see how some of the phenomena of central

antagonism, "neural balance," etc., can be interpreted in terms of this

new conception of the nerve impulses of which the reflexes are built.

In particular it will be of interest to see how far the explanation of reflex

inhibition proposed by Lucas (17), (22) can be made to fit the facts of

reciprocal innervation and the relationships observed between opposing

central effects.

Gradation in reflex response strikingly follows gradation in intensity

of afferent stimulus over a very wide range of intensities (23) . Graham
Brown (24), studying gradations in the reflex response of the tenuissi-

mus muscle, concluded that each motor neurone must discharge with

graded intensity. His stimuli were not single induction shocks, but a

series of tetanizing stimuli; furthermore it has been shown (23, p. 205)

that even a single induction shock of great strength may produce com-

pound instead of simple stimulation. Thus the possibility of gradation

in frequency is introduced and with it the possibility of central summa-
tion. His results therefore do not prove the existence of any other

mode of gradation than those specified above. It has been shown in a

previous paper (23, p. 211) that even after a single induction shock has

been made strong enough to excite all the fibers of an afferent nerve,

as judged by the fact that it provokes a maximal action current, further

increments in the intensity of the induction shock can produce very

great additional increments in the extent of reflex responses. The
explanation of this seems to be compound stimulation. By this I

mean that the stimulus provokes so profound a local disturbance that

the local excitatory process persists through the refractory phase and

is able to initiate a second and possibly a third propagated disturbance

in a single nerve fiber. This must be borne in mind in appraising many
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of the researches in which reflexes were studied under the effect of strong

faradic stimulation.

We may start our analysis of reflex behavior with the assumption

that all differences in afferent stimulation must depend ultimately

on differences in the number of fibers stimulated and differences in

frequency of impulses in the individual fibers, bearing in mind that in

the case of strong stimuli the nerve impulses may have a higher fre-

quency than the induction shocks which induce them, owing to the pos-

sibihty of compound stimulation arising from individual shocks, and

that at high frequencies the impulses will be of more or less subnormal

(22) (and under certain circumstances (25), (26) supernormal) mag-
nitude, according to the frequency.

Lutz (27), working on frogs, found that the average threshold of

stimulation for the nerve-muscle preparation was about 4 Z units (Mar-

tin's scale) whereas the average threshold for the flexion reflex with

electrodes similarly applied to an afferent nerve was about 8 Z units.

By cooling the frog he raised the threshold for the nerve-muscle prepa-

ration by about 0.1 Z unit per degree C, whereas the threshold for re-

flex stimulation was raised nine times as much as this per degree C. (28).

Since he worked with single induction shocks of threshold strength,

and consequently almost certainly far too weak to produce compound
stimulation in the nerve, each afferent fiber carried only a single impulse

to the center; there was therefore no opportunity for summation of

successive propagated disturbances. If individual reflex arcs were iso-

lated so that each afferent fiber was connected with a single motor neu-

rone and only one, then if such an arc were capable of transmitting a

single impulse it should make no difference in the motor response of

that arc how strong a stimulus was used, provided it was above thresh-

old. The reflex preparation would then be analogous to the nerve-

muscle preparation, but with one more junctional point in each conduct-

ing path. Under these conditions the difference in threshold which

Lutz found between the nerve-muscle and the reflex preparations would

depend on a difference in irritability between afferent and motor fibers.

A difference as large as he found would on this assumi)tion be surprising,

but not impossible. But the great rise in the threshold of the reflex

preparation on cooling as contrasted with that of the norvo-muscle

preparation, would imply on any such basis a most improbable func-

tional difference; l)etwnen afferent and motor fibers; it seems altogether

unlikely that afferent fibers, morphologically so similar to motor fibers,

should have nine times as large a temperature coeflicient of threshold.
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Accepting the all-or-none law and assuming isolated reflex paths, the

only other possible explanation would be that cooling in every case

established a central block in all the synapses except those which hap-

pened to be connected with those fibers in the afferent nerve which

were relatively inexcitable or relatively inaccessible to the stimulating

current. This involves a series of coincidences obviously most improb-

able. The most reasonable explanation seems to be that individual

reflex arcs are not isolated, but that two or more afferent neurones

converge at a single central neurone, internuncial or motor (cf. 28, p,

525, fig. 6). This does not necessarily imply that in a given collective

reflex arc there are more afferent than motor fibers. It is conceivable

that a group of ten afferent fibers might each make connection with

every one of ten motor neurones. The extensive branching known
histologically to exist in the grey matter would account for such inter-

connection to a high degree of complexity, and the large excess of affer-

ent over motor neurones favors it. I have elsewhere shown (29) physi-

ological evidence that individual motor neurones are accessible to affer-

ent impulses from fibers in different nerve trunks which evoke the same

reflex response. Impulses from two or more afferent fibers converging

at synapses of a single motor neurone might suffice to set up in it an

impulse or series of impulses which one approaching through a single

afferent neurone would fail to do.

In making our analysis of reflex activity we may then take for granted

the possibility of gradation in the frequency of impulses in each fiber

and in the number of fibers involved, and furthermore the possibility

of convergence of these fibers on individual central neurones.

Possible mechanism of reflex inhibition. The explanation of reflex

inhibition proposed by Lucas (22), (17) is based on his analysis of the

so-called Wedensky inhibition. Briefly stated, it is that in some portion

of the conducting path involved in the reflex process, presumably the

last internuncial neurone traversed by the disturbance before the motor

neurone, the impulses follow each other with such frequency that each

occurs during the relative refractory period following its predecessor,

and consequently is subnormal; that the synapse through which the

impulses must pass in order to reach the motor neurone constitutes a

region of decrement through which these subnormal impulses cannot

pass, although full-sized impulses such as would occur at a slower fre-

quency of discharge could pass through. A neurone so occupied would

establish an absolute block provided that only through it could the

motor neurone be excited, for at all times it would be either absolutely
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or relatively refractory and incapable of a larger response than those

subnormal impulses already being conducted and extinguished at the

synapse. In the subsequent discussion we may conveniently designate

this the "pre-motor" neurone. In such a neurone there would he corre-

lated with the degree of decrement at the terminal synapse a critical fre-

quency of nerve impulses above which the effect would he inhibitory, and

below which, excitatory.

The balancing of antagonistic central effects. In discussing this expla-

nation Adrian (30, p. 45, cf. 17, p. 98) has mentioned as an objection

Sherrington's observation (31) that if an excitatory and an inhibitory

nerve are excited at the same time the effect produced is a simple alge-

braic summation of the two single effects (i.e., an intermediate degree

of extension) , and depends entirely on the relative strength of the two

stimuli. It appears difficult to reconcile this fact with the proposed

explanation, for (30, p. 45) "the frequency of the impulses in the central

paths should be, if anything, greater when both nerves are stimulated

than when the inhibitory nerve is acting by itself, and therefore the

impulses should be still further reduced in intensity."

I have studied this same balancing of excitatorj^ and inhibitory cen-

tral effects in the vasto-crureus muscle of the decerebrate cat, using

induction shocks from coils calibrated according to Martin's scale. In

my experience stimulation of the afferent nerve on the same side as the

extensor muscle observed, unless very weak, has always sufficed to

produce complete inhibition, unless the central effect was compli-

cated by a synaptic fatigue resulting from continued stimulation of that

nerve (29, p. 112). Under similar experimental conditions Gregg and

I found that induction shocks of 40 to 50 Z units were required to excite

all fibers in the sciatic nerve of the cat as judged by the size of the

resulting action current. It is desirable to know at what strength of

inhibitory stimulus its effect can still be partly overcome by an exci-

tatory stimulus.

I have examined a series of old records, some of which have been

published (6), with a view to estimating the degree of inhibition, by

measuring on the myograph the percentage of the total possible relax-

ation obtained by inhibitory stimuli of various strengths applied to the

peroneal nerve. The relaxations have been measured in each case from

the degree of contraction existing at the time the inhibitory stimulus was

applied. In every experiment in the series the make shocks were sub-

minimal, and the break shocks were delivered to each nerve at a

rate between 40 and 50 per second. The results of this examination
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are shown in table 1. For the sake of indicating when two or more

observations were made on the same preparation, these are identified

by the same numbers that were assigned to them in an eariier paper (6).

These identification numbers are given in the first column. In the third

column is mentioned the degree of decerebrate tonus existing at the

time of the test, and to which was added the crossed extension reflex

in all but three observations. In every case the knee was in approxi-

mately extreme extension when the inhibitory stimulus was applied.

Preparation 5 was a high spinal preparation and therefore without

TABLE 1
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all the afferent fibers. Moreover in these experiments only the pero-

neal branch of the sciatic nerve was used, and it has been shownby Camis

(32) that no one branch of the sciatic nerve can produce as strong a

central flexion effect as can be produced by stimulation of the entire

sciatic nerve.

These considerations seem to justif}^ the way out of the difficulty

which is proposed in the final chapter of Lucas's monograph (17, p. 99),

namely, that a failure of complete inhibition in this center can only

occur when a considerable number of afferent fibers remains unexcited

and therefore a considerable proportion of the motor neurones remains

free from the inhibitor^' effect.

An objection might be raised to the validity of these comparisons on the

ground that Z units are not absolute but onh' relative units of intensity;

that is, the stimulating value of the Z unit varies with the resistance in

the secondary circuit. Under perfectly constant conditions, that is,

with electrodes undisturbed in contact with a given tissue so that the

secondary resistance cannot vary appreciably, Z units offer a fairly

accurate standard of comparison between different successive stimuli,

the error amounting only to about ±2 per cent. In the comparison of

stimuli applied to different types of tissue through different types of

electrodes the variation in the stimulating efficiency is so great that

the Z unit is of comparative^ little value, but when stimulating elec-

trodes of the same design and dimensions are applied in the same way
to nerves of approximately the same size the conditions are so closely

similar that the error in comparing the stimuli in successive experiments

in Z units is probably not much greater than that in comparing suc-

cessive stimuU in the same experiment. Porter (33) in a series of 52

determinations of the threshold of the nerve-muscle preparation in the

spinal cat, each in a separate animal, with electrodes appUed to the

radial nerve, found only 21, or 40 per cent, differing from the average

value by a ratio of more than two to one. Considering the possibility

of real variation in irritability from animal to animal, and especially

of local impairment of the nerve at the point stimulated due to handling,

etc., this series may be considered good evidence of the approximate

validity of the Z unit as a comparison for stimuli under similar condi-

tions. The evidence shown in figure 1 of a previous paper (23) indicates

that in appraising the real value of a stimulus far more error is likely to

arise through local impairment of the nerve trunk, which usually occurs

near the point at which the ligature is applied, than from differences

in resistance in the secondary circuit or in the concentration of lines of
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current flow when electrodes of the same design are applied in the

same manner to either the peroneal or popUteal nerve in the cat (these

nerves being approximately the same size).

It may probably be safely concluded that if with the electrodes ap-

plied as in these experiments maximal stimulation is only attained at

about 40 Z units in the sciatic nerve, stimuli of 15 Z units or less simi-

larly applied to either popliteal or peroneal nerve will almost certainly

be submaximal; that is, will fail to stimulate all fibers. Thus we may
reasonably dispose of the obstacle which Adrian recognizes as standing

in the way of accepting the proposed explanation of central inhibition.

Electrical reversal. In Lucas's monograph significant facts are men-

tioned in support of this explanation of inhibition (17, p. 96). One is

the reversal of reflex effect shown by Sherrington and Sowton to result

from changing the character of electrical stimulation, already men-

tioned in the introduction; this may conveniently be designated "elec-

trical reversal." The observed facts are that in the case of the exten-

sor center faradization of the afferent nerve in the same lunb, unless very

weak, produces inhibition. Weak galvanic currents each lasting 0.04

second and succeeding each other at a rate of 12 per second, caused

reflex excitation; currents of the same duration and frequency but

approximately ten times as strong, caused reflex inhibition. Alternat-

ing currents of 20 cycles a second from a rheonome caused reflex exci-

tation. Tiedermann is cited as showing that in a frog under strych-

nine, reflex excitation is converted into inhibition by an increase in the

frequency of stimulation.

Lucas and Adrian (17, p. 96), (30) point out how the proposed expla-

nation harmonizes with these facts, for in the so-called Wedensky
inhibition which furnishes the model, an increase in frequency at the

appropriate strength of stimulus, or an increase in strength at the appro-

priate frequency, would serve to convert excitation into inhibition. Fur-

ther support is found in the fact that Tiedermann, and also Sherrington

and Sowton, obtained with certain strengths and frequencies of fara-

dization an initial twitch followed by inhibition (3, fig. 3), just as is

found in the Wedensky inhibition.

Thus far the facts of electrical reversal fit the proposed explanation

as well as could be desired. The impUcation is that when a series of

stimuli appUed to an afferent nerve causes excitation in the extensor

motor neurones each impulse in an afferent fiber sets up a single

impulse in the "pre-motor" neurone, and that when the frequency of

afferent stimulation is increased by the required amount to produce cen-
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tral inhibition, still each afferent impulse sets up a single impulse in the

pre-motor neurone, but that now each comes nearly enough in the rela-

tive refractory period of this neurone to make the impulses subnor-

mal by the amount required for their extinction at the final synapse.

The application of the theory in this form to the observations of Sher-

rington and Sowi;on would require that the relative refractory period

in the pre-motor neurone should last more than a 28th of a second,

since inhibition is found with induction shocks of moderate intensity

delivered at a frequency of 28 a second. The strengths of these shocks

are not definitely given nor the primary current producing them, but from

the coil distances it may be inferred that the shocks were probably not

strong enough to produce compound stimulation. In my own obser-

vations strong inhibition was produced, as already stated, by induction

shocks of only 10 Z units at frequencies between 40 and 50 per second.

If the theory is to be applied without further complication it will re-

quire that the pre-motor neurone should still be only capable of con-

ducting subnormal impulses, 0.02 second in my experiments, and 0.036

second in the experiment of Sherrington and Sowton, after the passage

of a previous impulse. This would imply a refractory period far longer

than is found in peripheral nerves in mammals at body temperature.

However, this is not in itself necessarily a serious obstacle.

Greater difficulty is presented by the fact that Porter (33) has in

a large number of spinal preparations evoked the flexion reflex by a

single induction shock which varied in the different experiments from

a minimum of less than 1 Z unit to a maximum of 21 Z units. These

stimuli are presumably far too weak to produce compound stimulation

in the afferent nerve. Sherrington has found that the flexion reflex

regularly includes inhibition of the extensor muscles (1, p. 93), and if

this can be evoked by a single induction shock too weak to produce

compound stimulation, we cannot depend on any frequency of im-

pulses in the afferent fibers for the causation of inhibition. If this is

the case the application of the theory must become more complicated.

The question whether it is possible to produce reflex inhibition of a

skeletal muscle by applying to an afferent nerve a single induction shock

too weak to cause compound (rhythmic) stimulation, seemed to me
crucial in deciding whether we may explain the phenomenon of elec-

trical reversal in tlie direct and simple manner proposed by Lucas and

Adrian. I have therefore made a series of experiments in a decerebrate

cat to test the point. The transection was made at the anterior col-

liculi. The right leg was prepared for recording the contraction of the
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vasto-crureus muscle as described earlier in this paper, the stimuli being

applied to the popliteal nerve. After a series of records was obtained,

the left gastrocnemius muscle was similarly studied, and finally the left

vasto-crureus, the stimuli being appUed in each case to the peroneal

nerve. In the series with the left vasto-crureus the psoas muscle was

not cut and only the saphenous and sartorius branches of the anterior

crural nerve, since knee flexion must signify inhibition irrespective

of the action of the hip flexors. The stimuli used were single break

shocks, and the primary circuit was broken by the key described in an

earUer paper, consisting of a sharp amalgamated copper point dipping

into mercury. This key insures a clean break without risk of closure

after the circuit is once broken.

In each of the three nerve centers examined in this animal, inhibition

could be obtained with single induction shocks of moderate intensity.

In the first test with the right vasto-crureus muscle the tonus was com-

paratively weak and the inhibitory effect did not regularly appear in a

pure form. Sometimes it was complicated by an excitatory response

and sometimes completely replaced by it. In the left gastrocnemius

preparation inhibition was regularly obtained with single induction

shocks varying from 5 to 80 Z units. In the left vasto-crureus center

inhibition was regularly obtained with single shocks varying from 4

Z units to over 300. The inhibitory effect was rendered more marked

by passive extension of the knee, before each test, the knee manifesting

the "shortening reaction" (34); that is, remaining in a slightly more

extended condition after passive extension than before. Figure 4 A
shows a series of consecutive tests with increasing strength of induction

shocks. Figure 4 B shows a similar series of tests taken immediately

after those in figure 4 A with stimuli of progressively decreasing strength.

In each case the drum was stopped, the knee passively extended, the

drum then started, the stimulus applied, and after the reaction had

been completed the drum was stopped again and the knee was again

extended with the drum stationary, thus making between each two

successive observations an ordinate on the drum. The entire series

shown in figure 4 occupied somewhat less than 10 minutes; that is, the

observations were made at a rate of between 2 and 3 a minute.

One of the afferent nerves used in this experiment was subsequently

cut centrally and connected with a string galvanometer without dis-

turbing the contacts of the stimulating electrodes. The galvanometer

was of the Hindle type with a string of only 1.5m diameter, and there-

fore adapted to responding rapidly to very small changes. Stimuli of
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varying strengths were applied and the action currents were recorded

monophasically. The responses became maximal when the strength

of the break shocks had been raised to about 45 Z units; even with break

shocks of more than 200 Z units no evidence could be found of a second

action current in response to a single shock.

Fig. 4, Left vasto-crureus inhibited by single ascending break shocks applied

to left peroneal nerve (see text). The stimuli taken in order were as follows:

in A, 18 Z, 27 Z, 33 Z, 42 Z, 54 Z, 73 Z, 105 Z; in B, 149 Z, 105 Z, 73 Z, 54 Z, 42 Z,

33 Z, 27 Z, 22 Z, 18«Z, 13 Z, 10 Z, 8 Z, 6 Z, 5 Z, 4 Z. Speed of drum constant

throughout. The records in A are photographed on a larger scale than in B.

Time in seconds below.

Clearly inhibition can be caused by a single induction shock almost

certainly too weak to set up more than one imi)ulso in a single liber;

therefore the electrical reversal cannot bo o.\i)lainod by the simple

extension of the stimulation frequency into the pro-motor neurone.

Inhibition must depend on something other than the peripheral stunu-
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lation frequency. This does not mean that it cannot depend on a

special frequency of impulses in the premotor neurone, as proposed by
Lucas, but that if this frequency exists it must be set up in some other

way. It may be that convergence of many afferent fibers at a single

internuncial neurone will suffice to impart to it the necessary frequency

of excitation. The conduction times of the different fibers converging

on the synapse might differenough to provide a rapid sequence of separate

impulses arriving at the confluence of the dendrites. This explanation

would imply a very high frequency, since the total reduced reflex time

in the flexion reflex is about 4a (35, p. 144), and it is unlikely that the

conduction times of different afferent paths to the pre-motor neurone

would differ from each other by more than a small fraction of this amount.

It may be significant in this connection that Gregg and I found reason

to infer that certain central portions of reflex conducting paths have

briefer refractory periods than the afferent nerve fibers (23, p. 221).

It is quite conceivable that the change from inhibition to excitation

on reduction of the strength of afferent stimulation might be explained

on this same basis of converging afferent fibers. If the stimuli are re-

duced to submaximal strength fewer fibers would be stimulated, and

consequently there might be fewer impulses set up by the different con-

verging fibers in a given time; the frequency in the pre-motor neurone

might thus be reduced below the critical value and thus become excita-

tory. Also the current of gradual onset from the rheonome, by initiating

the individual impulses at different instants instead of simultaneously,

might favor a lower frequency of arrival at the synapse on the part of

the converging impulses. Thus through the principle of convergence

we may arrive at a possible explanation of electrical reversal.

We must not forget that tonus has been found a prerequisite for this

excitatory effect. Sherrington and Sowton found the ipselateral exten-

sor contraction unobtainable in the decapitate preparation (3, p. 442),

and in the decerebrate animal either absent or poor unless the reflex

tonus of the muscle was good. This fact in itself shows that the exci-

tatory effect cannot be conditioned solely by an appropriately low fre-

quency of afferent stimuli; there must be a certain reinforcement

through other central paths. How to fit such reinforcement into the

scheme of critical frequencies in an internuncial neurone is difficult to

see, although a possible method may be found with the aid of addi-

tional nervous connections for whose existence reasons will be shown
presently.
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Rebound. At this point we should consider the question of extensor

rebound contraction following inhibition. An early view of this re-

sponse was that the reflex energy of which tonus was the expression

accumulates during inhibition, and upon its release breaks through

with renewed intensity. Aside from the fact that in this way of look-

ing at rebound we are treating tonus as if it were a stream of water,

and ignoring the nature, mode of initiation and of propagation of the

nerve impulses which make up reflex activity, the view is untenable for

reasons which I have discussed elsewhere (6, p. 160). Sherrington

found that the amount of rebound contraction following inhibition

shows no correlation with the amount of tonic activity inhibited (4,

p. 59); for instance, inhibition prolonged beyond a certain time is fol-

lowed by less rebound than if the inhibition is briefer. Rebound
therefore cannot depend merely on the accumulation of the suppressed

tonus. Neither can it depend solely on the flexed position of the limb,

for if so, the duration of inhibition (flexion) should make no difference;

furthermore rebound occurs in the de-afferented preparation (14, p.

394), which would be impossible if it depended on proprioceptive

impulses from the inhibited muscle. Apparently rebound depends on

some central effect set up by the inhibitory stimulus itself, an effect

which fatigues if this stimulus be continued long enough.

Looking at rebound from the point of view of nerve impulse fre-

quency an attractive hypothesis for explaining it would be to suppose

that during the afferent stimulation which produces inhibition the

impulses converge at the pre-motor neurone with such frequency that

the inhibitor}' rhythm is set up in it, but that on cessation of stimula-

tion the frequency of impulses impinging on this neurone decreases till

the rhythm in it falls below the critical value and becomes excitatory.

This is quite conceivably so, but it requires some further assumption

to account for the persistence of a series of impulses impinging on the

pre-motor neurone for several seconds after the stimulation of the affer-

ent nerve has ceased. Some central mechanism must be excited which

continues to transmit impulses to the motor neurones for a long time

after the afferent impulses have ceased to come in. We may possibly

account for this fact without postulating in the central complex any

properties foreign to peripheral conducting paths, if we assume a suf-

ficiently extensive series of branching paths in which conduction is

delayed, as it probably is in the synapses. A single impulse might,

through extensive branching of the fiber which conducts it, set up other

impulses in a large number of central neurones, and these in turn might
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set up impulses in other neurones, and the synaptic delays in some of

the more extensive paths might suffice to account for the observed con-

tinuance of the motor response through many seconds; and yet there

need not exist in each conducting path any functional property which

has not been demonstrated in the nerve-muscle preparation.

The same considerations apply to the crossed extension reflex, in

which the after-discharge is perhaps its most striking feature. Sher-

rington has shown a crossed extension reflex with an after-discharge

of more than 12 seconds (1, p. 77). This is probably in part due to the

secondary reflex effect originating in the proprioceptive impulses coming

from the extensor muscle itself. Sherrington has shown that the " short-

ening reaction" is attributable to these afferent impulses (34), and the

after-discharge of the crossed extension reflex is undoubtedly to some

extent a kindred phenomenon. On the other hand a considerable

after-discharge can occur when all these proprioceptive impulses are

completely cut off, as is shown by the after-discharge amounting to

several seconds occurring in the crossed extension reflex in the de-affer-

ent preparation (6, fig. 16).

Additional instances of delayed reflex response which may be Ukened

to the after-discharge in the case of the crossed extension reflex are shown

in figure 4 B and figure 5, the latter being obtained from the right vasto-

crureus preparation in the same animal whose left vasto-crureus fur-

nished the records in figure 4. In each case induction shocks of moderate

intensity, and therefore almost certainly setting up only a synchronous

volley of single impulses in the afferent nerve, provoked complex central

responses involving alternations between flexion and extension; i.e.,

between excitation and inhibition (cf. 14, p. 372). They illustrate the

initiation of" complex central effects far outlasting the arrival of the

afferent impulses in the central structures, and therefore demanding

for their execution far more than simple unbranched conduction to the

pre-motor neurone. In this connection we should recall the observa-

tion of Dreyer and Sherrington (36) which led them to conclude that

with single induction shocks of moderate intensity, "repetitive volleys"

of impulses are evoked in the motor neurones involved in the simple

flexion reflex. The triphasic responses appearing in figures 5 and 6,

beginning with excitation, changing into inhibition, and ending with

excitation, might be explained if we suppose the initial contraction to

be due to the first full-sized impulse set up in each pre-motor neurone

before the inhibitory frequency has been estabUshed and the final con-

traction to be causQd by a decrease in frequency such as was suggested

to explain rebound.
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Prom the various facts enumerated above we must conclude that to

accept the proposed explanation of inhibition we must recognize that

the frequency of impulses in the pre-motor neurone does not correspond

Fig. 5. Right vasto-crureus muscle. Siiijtlc iiscciuling l)ro!ik-shocks applied

to right popliteal nerve. In each series the drum was not stopped between obser-

vations. The secondary coil distance was decreased after each stimulus. Stim-

uli in Z units as follows: A and C, 46. 59, 81, 116, 164, 240, 319, 408, 484, 545,

093, 631 ; B, 36, 46, 59, 81, 116, 164, 240, 319, 408, 484, 545. Time in seconds below.

directly with the frequency of impulses in the individual afferent fibers,

and may indeed bo only very indirectly dependent on that frequency (a

condition wjjicth may be fulfilled by convergence of afferent fibers at a

common central neurone); and furthermore, afferent impulses must in
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some cases excite in the center some mechanism which enables the

motor response to outlast the influx of afferent impulses far more than

could be explained simply by their direct convergence upon the pre-

motor neurone. There must be more elaborate paths than the simple

termination of afferent fibers at the pre-motor neurone to account for

the various delayed effects, but such paths need not preclude the pres-

ence of direct connection as well.

Chloroform and ether reversal. We must now consider the conver-

sion of reflex excitation into reflex inhibition under the influence of

chloroform, described by Sherrington and Sowton, and with it the tran-

sitional phenomenon under the influence of hght ether anesthesia which

forms the primary subject of this paper. In the final chapter of Lucas's

monograph it has been suggested that this effect of chloroform may be

readily explained by its known action in producing in a peripheral nerve

a decrement in conduction. It is well known that nerve centers are

more sensitive to the action of chloroform than nerve trunks, and there-

fore it is quite reasonable to suppose that if the synapse is a region of

decrement, then at an early stage in the action of chloroform this decre-

ment would be increased to the point of extinguishing those impulses

which were previously able to pass the final synapse. Impulses tra-

versing the pre-motor neurone at a frequency such that, in absence of

chloroform, each was large enough to traverse the final synapse and

excite the motor neurone, might fail to do so when the decrement at this

final synapse had been increased by the action of the drug. In this

way excitation might be replaced by inhibition.

Next comes the question whether this explanation will cover the

facts shown in this paper; namely, the partial suppression under ether

of the crossed extension reflex during the application of the stimulus,

followed by a marked increase in extensor contraction as soon as stimu-

lation ceases. There is no reason to suppose that ether will increase the

decrement in every synapse in a spinal center by precisely the same

amount. Let us suppose, therefore, that in some of the motor neurones

the decrement is increased enough to make the existing frequency of

nerve impulses in the pre-motor neurone inhibitory, but that in other

motor neurones the effect has not sufficed to make this change. Under

this condition we shall get during the appUcation of the stimuli inhibi-

tion in some neurones and excitation in others, and consequently the

observed intermediate degree of contraction in the muscle.

But this explanation alone will not account for the increased con-

traction following cessation of the stimuU. We have still to explain
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the fact that some of those motor neurones which are inhibited during

afferent stimulation are excited when it ceases. Tl:ie crossed extension

reflex is normally characterized by a prolonged after-discharge, and we
have already found it necessary to postulate some elaborate conducting

paths involved in this reflex arc. In this way we have established a

condition for the continuance of motor response after afferent stimula-

tion has ceased, but we have yet to find a mechanism for the sudden

replacement of inhibition by excitation. It is possible that we may
invoke the explanation proposed for rebound contraction, namely, that

the impulses converging at the individual pre-motor neurone during

afferent stimulation arrive with an inhibitory frequency, but that after

stimulation has ceased they arrive less and less frequently. Some arcs

with an increased decrement at the final synapse would then become inhibi-

tory while impulses were crowding in rapidly as a result of afferent

stimulation, but would still have a small enough decrement for the

impulses at the reduced frequency (after afferent stimulation has ceased)

to pass through. This view simply appHes the principle of convergence

already proposed to explain rebound in the homolateral arc, to the

terminal effect in the more complex arc involved in the crossed exten-

sion reflex with its characteristically long delay. But it requires that the

impulses from the crossed arc shall arrive at a given pre-motor neurone

with a lower frequency than in the case of the homolateral arc, since in

absence of narcosis the normal response even to the most powerful

afferent stimulation is excitation instead of inhibition.

Just as the narcotic reversal may be explained on the basis of increased

decrement in the final synapse, so the opposite reversal by strychnine

(9), (37) (conversion of inhibition into excitation) might be explained

on the basis of diminution of decrement. If the decrement in these

synapses largely disappears, a frequency of impulses in the pre-motor

neurone, normally inhibitory, would become excitatory.

It should be mentioned that Bayliss (38) has found effects of chloro-

form and strychnine on the vasomotor reflexes quite similar to those

which Sherrington and his co-workers have found in the case of the

limb reflexes, and it is probable that the ultimate explanation of one

group of phenomena will hold good, at least in part, for the other.

Reciprocal innervation. Thus far the discussion has dealt wholly

with the extcn.sor motor neurones. In any working scheme we must

allow for the reciprocal effects in the flexor motor neurones. The same

stimulus which inhil)itH the extensors regularly excites the flexors (1,

p. 93) ; the afferent fibers through which we excite the flexor motor neu-
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rones presumably give off branches which inhibit the extensors. This

mechanism may be harmonized with the proposed scheme by assuming

that the convergence of paths at individual pre-motor neurones in the

flexor center is such that a lower frequency results in them from the si-

multaneous excitation of the afferent fibers than in the extensor center.

Or the same result may be obtained if the decrement in the final synapse

in the flexion reflex arc is less than in the corresponding synapse of the

extensor arc, so that a frequency which in the pre-motor neurones of the

extensor center is inhibitory, will in those of the flexor center be below

the critical frequency, and therefore excitatory. That even the simple

flexion reflex, evoked by a single induction shock, involves more than one

impulse in each motor neurone, is suggested by the observations of

Dreyer and Sherrington (36), although Gregg and I (35) were unable to

find evidence to substantiate this view, except in the case of induction

shocks so strong as to produce compound stimulation (23).^ If the

reflex involves only a single impulse in each pre-motor neurone, the

question of frequency does not arise, since this neurone, if not already

occupied, will then conduct a full-sized impulse which will readilj^ pass

through the final synapse and excite the motor neurone.

The inhibition of flexion during the crossed extension reflex could

conceivably depend on convergence of fibers at the individual pre-motor

neurone in the flexor center, imparting to it an inhibitory frequency of

impulses. This presents a difficulty due to the fact that maximal af-

ferent stimulation produces a flexion reflex which cannot be inhibited

by any contralateral stimulus. Reflex inhibition which in the exten-

sor center under maximal ipselateral stimulation constitutes an abso-

lute block, fails in the case of contralateral flexors to block the recipro-

cal excitatory effects of strong ipselateral stimulation. According to

the proposed explanation by frequency, a block should be absolute; no

amount of stimulation of other nerves should break through it. In a

later section we shall find reason to assume additional connections

which will provide a different explanation of the inhibition of contralat-

eral flexors, and thus offer a way out of the difficulty.

Postural reversal. We now come to the postural reversal or "Um-
kehr," which has been described by Sherrington (39, p. 299) and also

studied by Magnus (40). In general this means the determination of

the type of response to a given stimulus by the limb posture existing

when the stimulus is applied. In the old-fashioned terminology' this

'cf. Sassa and Sherrington: Proc. Roy. Soc, 1921, xcii, 108.
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is described as a "tilting of the neural balance." Sherrington has

found that certain stimuli will cause flexion if the limb is already pas-

sively extended, and extension if it is flexed. Magnus has found that

the cat's tail when stimulated at the tip is reflexly drawn toward the

median plane from whichever side it happens to be hanging. He has

shown that this phenomenon depends upon proprioceptive impulses;

that is, afferent impulses coming from receptors within the muscle.

Since passive flexion stretches the extensor muscles and favors reflex

extension, it is supposed that the afferent impulses from a stretched

muscle predispose to an excitatory response the motor neurones of that

muscle, and this view is supported by the above-mentioned observation

of Magnus. Graham Brown (41) has found in the guinea pig a reversal

in the opposite sense, due to actively

maintained posture; when the limb was
actively in a state of flexion the reflex

response was further flexion, and when it

was actively extended the reflex response

was further extension. The two facts

might be reconciled as both due to in-

creased state of tension within the muscle,

since either passive flexion or active ex-

tension will increase the tension in the

extensor muscle. On the other hand I

have obtained evidence of postural rever-

sal in the same sense as that shown by
Sherrington and Magnus even in the case

of actively maintained posture. This is

shown in the comparison between figures

A B 5 and 6. Figure 6 was from the same
Fig. 6. Right vasto-crureus animal, and made after the observations

muscle (see text). Stimuli, shown in figure 5B and immediately before
smglc break shocks: A, 81 Z; ,, • n k r^ \ n r i.

g go 2
those m figure 5 C. In figure 5 each

stimulus was applied after the limb had

returned to a semi-flexed posture following the preceding stimulus. In

figure 6 two observations are shown, in each of wliich the crossed exten-

sion reflex was evoked by pinching the toe of the opposite foot; during

the subsidence of this response and while the limb was still considerably

extended, a single shock was applied (as in fig. 5) to the ipsolateral

nerve. In figure A the stimulus was of the same strength as in the

third observation of figure 5 C. In figure B the stimulus was the
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same as in the second observation of figure 5 C; it was applied just after

the second peak in the myogram, the response to the stimulus of pinch-

ing being in itself rhythmic. In eveiy one of the four observations

under comparison the response is triphasic, first excitatory, then inhi-

bitory, then excitatory. In each case when the stimulus was sent in

during the state of reflex extension the inhibitory part of the response

was very much increased in magnitude. This fact argues against

harmonizing the reversal of Graham Brown with that of Magnus and

Sherrington on the common ground of tension, for presumably the ten-

sion is greater during this state of active contraction than in the less

active state, although it may be less in certain idle fibers, and it is con-

ceivable that these idle fibers form a majority of the whole muscle

and that their lack of tension is what determines the character of the

response. In the experiment shown in figure 6 the motor nerves to

the flexor muscles were cut, and therefore any proprioceptive afferent

impulses influencing the result must have come from the extensor muscle

itself.

In opposition to the view that the tension irrespective of the degree

of shortening is what determines the nature of the afferent effect on

the central response, may be cited the observations of Sherrington on

"plastic tonus" (34), (42). He described what he calls the "shortening

reaction" and the "lengthening reaction" in the vasto-crureus prepa-

ration of the decerebrate cat with moderate degrees of decerebrate

rigidity. In the "shortening reaction" when the extensor muscle is

allowed to shorten by passive extension of the knee it "takes up slack"

and remains shortened; in the "lengthening reaction" when the knee

is forcibly flexed there is inhibition of decerebrate tonus in the muscle

and the knee remains flexed. Sherrington showed that these responses

are reflex in nature, depending on afferent impulses arising in the vasto-

crureus muscle itself. He further showed that in the case of the "short-

ening reaction" essentially the same thing happened if the muscle was

reflexly contracted, and that in either case it was the shortening of the

muscle—it made no difference whether activelj'^ or passively produced

—that provided the adequate stimulus for the central effect. In short,

the degree of shortening, irrespective of tension, seems to be the condi-

tion that determines what afferent impulses are set up. This fact sug-

gests the view that the predisposing influence on the central response

which Magnus and Sherrington have found traceable to posture, prob-

ably depends on the effect of actual shortening or lengthening of the

muscle rather than on the amount of tension. This view would har-
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monize the observations shown in figure 6 with the observations of Sher-

rington and Magnus.

The reversal in the guinea pig described by Graham Brown seems to

be at variance with this principle. It should be recalled that this re-

versal was most marked in the intact animal in which the cerebral cor-

tex was free to modify reflex behavior, and that it was only with diffi-

culty obtained in the decerebrate animal. Moreover, the stimulus used

to evoke the reflexes, manipulation of the "femoral fold" of the skin,

was not very well adapted to qualitative regulation or to accurate limi-

tation of the stimulus to the same fibers in every test. The apparent

contradiction may be attributable to these considerations, or it may be

due to a difference in the organization of the guinea pig's centers from

those of the cat, with respect to postural regulation.

The explanation of the divergence, proposed by Graham Brown (41,

p. 287), does not harmonize well with the knowledge of the nerve

impulse which has come to light since his paper was published. He
suggests that the actively maintained posture is an expression of a

heightened state of excitation in the center of the tonically contracted

muscle, and that to this excitation is added that induced by the sensory

stimulus. We now know that a nerve impulse cannot be increased in

magnitude by any increase in the stimulus which initiates it. On
the other hand, such an effect as he invokes might under certain

conditions be simulated by a summation of propagated disturbances

such as Adrian and Lucas have described (25)

.

In fitting these facts of reversal into our proposed scheme we must
remember that in general increased convergence of impulses at a pre-

motor neurone decreases the chance of excitation of the motor neurones

and increases the chance of inhibition. Let us assume that shortening

of the extensor muscle, active or passive, sets up afferent impulses of a

certain frequency, and that these set up impulses in the pre-motor neu-

rones of the extensor center; we have then the condition for the

"shortening reaction." Following our proposed scheme, the resulting

frequency in the pre-motor neurones must be too low to be inhibitory.

Those afferent stimuli whose central effect is subject to postural rever-

sal may in themselves deliver to the pro-motor neurones in the extensor

center impulses of a frequency also below the critical value. If when
this stimulus is applied the limb is in a flexed posture and no impulses

are coming to the pre-motor neurones through the afferent fibers from

the extensor muscle itself, then the stimuhis will cause an excitatory

response, resulting in extension. But if the limb is already extended,
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with the result that impulses of an excitatory frequency are already

being set up in the pre-motor neurones by the afferent impulses from

the muscle, and then if the external stimulus causes additional impulses

to impinge on these pre-motor neurones, we shall have the condition for

inhibition, because their effect will be to increase the frequency of im-

pulses in these neurones above the critical value. Flexion will therefore

result. In this way the proposed scheme might provide a mechanism

for the "Umkehr" or postural reversal of reflex effect.

Before leaving the subject of postural effects we should note that the

histologists have found two distinct types of sensory nerve endings in

skeletal muscles,—free nerve endings and those which terminate in the

structure of the muscle spindle (43). By assigning different functions

to these two types we might find a further means of explaining inhar-

monious observations, but we should be adding to the complexity of a

picture which has already been complicated beyond the indications of

experimental fact.

Intrinsic alternation offlexion and extension. One more phenomenon of

fundamental importance in the behavior of nerve centers remains to be

considered,—the tendency to rhythmic alternation between flexion and

extension even after all afferent impulses have been eliminated. Sher-

rington (44) has shown that the scratch reflex proceeds with unaltered

rhythm in response to appropriate cutaneous stimulation, even after

severance of all afferent fibers coming from the muscles involved.

More recently Graham Brown (16) has studied the rhythmic alterna-

tion between flexion and extension which is characteristic of progression.

This rhythm is slower than that of the scratch reflex, being usually one

to two beats a second. He found that the intact animal under general

narcosis tends to exhibit these movements spontaneously. At a mod-

erate depth of narcosis transection of the spinal cord in the lumbar

region will interrupt them. Their independence of afferent impulses

is shown by their persistence after the severance of all afferent fibers

from the limb under observation, and especially by their persistence at a

depth of narcosis at which neither strong stimulation of a nerve in the

opposite leg nor transection of the spinal cord produces any response.

The progression rhythm persists under increasing narcosis almost if not

quite as long as respiration. The rebound contraction disappears much
earlier in narcosis than the progression rhythm.

Graham Brown proposes as an explanation (16, p. 37) that the motor

neurone sends off a branch-fiber through which it may inhibit activity

in the motor neurones of the antagonistic muscle. He mentions mor-
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phological evidence of a branch leaving the axone of the spinal motor
neurone not far from the cell body. To account for the rhythmic alter-

nation he suggests that this inhibitory effect may become fatigued and
thus in time enable the inhibited neurone to become active and in turn

inhibit its antagonist.

Let us see how this phenomenon can be treated in accordance with

our scheme of analysis. If we assume that the collateral branch of the

motor neurone leads to the pre-motor neurone of the antagonistic center

Fig. 7. Diagram of spinal neurones and their connections to provide a possible

basis for analysis of reflexes. Afferent neurones shown in light lines; internun-

cial neurones in double lines; motor neurones in heavy lines. E, extensor muscle;

F, flexor muscle; MP, median plane; C A, contralateral afferent fibers; I A,

ipselateral afferent fibers; D P, delay paths, representing extensive central con-

nections to provide for prolonged after-discharge; E P M, extensor pre-motor

neurone; F P M, flexor pre-motor neurone; E M, extensor motor neurone; F M,
flexor motor neurone; E M B, collateral branch of extensor motor neurone;

F M B, collateral branch of flexor motor neurone.

(fig. 7) we shall at once establish the condition for converting excitation

into inhibition in that center. Thus if a pre-motor neurone in the ex-

tensor center is at a given moment conducting impulses with a frequency

below the critical value, and therefore causing excitation in the motor

neurone, then if a series of impulses is set up in the flexor motor neu-

rone, these will by virtue of the collateral branch leading to the ex-

tensor pre-motor neurone, set up in it additional impulsc^s which will

raise the frequency therein above the critical value, and inhibition will
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result. The same picture may be reciprocally applied to the inhibition

of flexors through activity in the extensor motor neurones. But the

question at once arises, if impulses in the extensor motor neurone suflace

to set up in the flexor pre-motor neurone impulses which combined

with those from another source will be of inhibitory frequency, how can

a flexion reflex be produced by afferent stimulation? In point of fact,

we know that moderate stimulation of an appropriate nerve will inhibit

the strongest extensor contraction and produce a flexion reflex. This

may be explained as the result of the direct convergence of the afferent

fibers at the extensor pre-motor neurone producing in it an inhibitory

frequency in the manner already discussed. The resulting inhibition

of the extensor motor neurone would stop the stream of impulses in

the branch leading to the flexor pre-motor neurone and leave the

latter free to be effectively excited through the afferent path. We may
also invoke the aid of synaptic fatigue, a condition closely paralleled in

the nerve-muscle junction and actually demonstrated in certain re-

flexes (29) . The synapse at which the collateral branch of the extensor

motor neurone makes contact with the flexor pre-motor neurone may
fatigue rapidly and become non-conducting. If this were so then the

inhibitory effect on the flexor center of impulses in the branch of the

extensor motor neurone would soon wear off and the flexor pre-motor

neurone would be free to respond to an excitatory stimulus without

being first released in the roundabout way outlined above. Such a

synaptic fatigue seems necessary to provide for the intrinsic progression

rhythm described by Graham Brown as occurring in absence of rhj^thmic

afferent stimulation.

The connections described will with the aid of synaptic fatigue explain

the rhythmic alternation between flexion and extension, provided there

is some initial source of nerve impulses in the central (pre-motor)

Deurones. Indeed some such source must exist no matter how we
organize the neurones or what connections we provide. The scheme

outlined provides for the intermittent interruption of impulses first in

one set of motor neurones and then in the other, but what is to start

them again? Either we must assume something in the grey matter

of the spinal cord which can initiate nerve impulses, something possibly

excitable by a so-called blood stimulus, or we must assume that through'

some such elaboration of branching paths as was suggested to explain

after-discharge, a small disturbance, once started, is kept alive and

enabled to excite a neurone again after the stage of inhibition is past.
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It is possible that we might greatly simplify the entire scheme by
relegating most of the inhibitory effects we have examined to the col-

lateral branches of the motor neurones which Graham Brown has pos-

tulated for the explanation of progression rhythm. If we could explain

the reciprocal innervation of antagonistic muscles as due to the effect

of these branches in raising the impulse frequency in the antagonistic

pre-motor neurone above the critical value, and thus make inhibition

of one center secondary to the excitation of motor neurones in the oppo-

site center, we should avoid the need of the somewhat difficult assump-

tion made at the start, that the convergence at the individual pre-motor

neurones of afferent fibers with different conducting times is responsible

for imparting to them the inhibitory frequency. By invoking the aid

of these branches we should make the inhibitory frequency depend on

the arrival of impulses from them at the pre-motor neurones in alterna-

tion with those coming directly through the afferent fibers. In par-

ticular, this explanation would clear away the difficulty we met in try-

ing to explain crossed (contralateral) inhibition of flexors by convergence

of afferent fibers, for if inhibition of the flexors depends on joint action

through the opposite afferent nerve (fig. 7, C A) and the collateral

branch, E M B, oi the extensor motor neurone, then all that is neces-

sary to release the flexor motor neurones from inhibition is to stop the

discharge of impulses in the extensor motor neurones. But here we
must introduce a difference between flexors and extensors to account

for the dominance of the flexion reflex. It must be possible to inhibit

the extensor center without first initiating impulses in the flexor motor

neurones; otherwise it would be impossible to break through the block

of inhibition in the flexor center, as is done by a powerful ipselateral

stimulus. To this end we must retain the idea of inhibition of exten-

sors by convergence of afferent fibers, / A; but the crossed inhibition

of flexors may well depend on the combined frequency of impulses ar-

riving through afferent fibers and through collateral branches of exten-

sor motor neurones.

There is another argument for this differentiation between the mech-

anisms of flexor and extensor inhibition. We have seen that the pro-

gression rhythm in absence of afferent impulses requires rapid fatigue in

Ihe synapse at which the collateral branch approaches the opposed pre-

motor neurone. But if inhibition always depended on th(>so branches

and not on direct afferent convergence as at first proposed, then how
could we reconcile the assumed rapid synaptic fatigue with the observed

fact that strong afferent stimulation will keep decerebrate rigidity in
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the extensors inhibited for a long time? This might be explained if

the synaptic fatigue did not readily progress beyond a certain point at

which it established a decrement sufficient to block very small impulses

such as would occur if they followed each other with high frequency,

but insufficient to block the larger impulses occurring at lower frequen-

cies. The persistently dominant flexion reflex would on this view in-

volve the slower frequency of impulses. In this connection it should

be noted that in earlier experiments on an inhibitory reflex I have ob-

served fatigue involving only the particular reflex arc employed, and

probably therefore occurring in the synapse (29, p. 116). But such an

explanation becomes unnecessary if we adhere to the view of afferent

convergence to account for inhibition of extensors.

It will be recalled that the reinforcement by tonus of the excitatory

phase of the electrical reversal, described by Sherrington and Sowton,

appeared difficult to reconcile with the explanation of inhibition by the

convergence of afferent fibers. This difficulty can perhaps be met with

the aid of "summation of propagated disturbances," (25) enabling an

afferent impulse appropriately timed after other impulses from the

hind-brain to get through a synapse where the decrement is too great

for a single impulse to pass.

We might attempt further analysis by assuming that the collateral

branches of the flexor motor neurones are less subject to synaptic fatigue

than the extensors, or that few reflexes involve all the motor neurones

of a center at once, they being usually active and idle in rotation, or by
assuming that in many cases when a chain of connections is traced

from the flexor center through the collateral branch to the extensor

center and back to the flexor center, it does not lead back to the same
individual neurone from which it started, or by introducing the addi-

tional assumption that two or more pre-motor neurones may converge

at a single motor neurone and thus provide a higher frequency in the

collateral branch than that in any one pre-motor neurone contributing to

it. But all these maneuvers are so complex and so speculative that it

seems hardly worth while to follow them.

CONCLUSION

This analysis of reflex organization has led into many details which

have little or no foundation either in experiment or anatomy, and which

may therefore seem far-fetched and improbable. It would be simpler

and perhaps more satisfactory to recognize merely two antagonistic
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central efifects induced by every afferent stimulus, as was done in the

introduction, and to assume that these effects depend merely on the

excitation of the two antagonistic mechanisms or groups of neurones

each so arranged as to produce its appropriate effect on the motor neu-

rones. Such a simple assumption would not conflict with the explana-

tion of inhibition proposed by Lucas, for we might assume that each

group of neurones in some way has the property of imparting to the

pre-motor neurones of one center a relatively slow and therefore excit-

atory frequency of nerve impulses, and to the pre-motor neurone of

the opposite center a more rapid and therefore inhibitory frequency;

but such a simple assumption would fail to explain how these groups of

neurones contrived to impart these determining frequencies to the pre-

motor neurones. We should be leaving the analysis incomplete and
describing the effect without attempting to explain the method. The
more elaborate analysis as proposed furnishes a complete set of possible

if not probable details for explaining all the facts considered without

invoking any pecuhar principle of reflex behavior or any functional

capacity which has not been clearly demonstrated in the simple con-

ducting paths constituting the nerve-muscle preparation, which have

been so thoroughly analyzed in the laboratory. The proposed analysis

is not set up as being in its present form at all probable. The under-

lying idea in carrying it as far as I have has been that expressed by
Keith Lucas (17, p. 2) as follows: "Are we to suppose that the central

nervous system uses some process different from that which is the basis

of conduction in peripheral nerves, or is it more probable that the

apparent differences rest only on our ignorance of the elementary facts

of the conduction process? If we had a fuller knowledge of conduc-

tion as it occurs in peripheral nerve, should we not see Inhibition, Sum-
mation, and After-discharge as the natural and inevitable consequences

of that one conduction process working under conditions of varying

complexity?" As a method of attacking the problem he suggests

—

" that we should firfet inquire with all care whether the elementary phe-

nomena of conduction, as they are to be seen in the simple motor nerve

and muscle, can give a satisfactory basis for the understanding of cen-

tral phenomena; if they cannot, and in that case only, we shall be forced

to postulate some new process peculiar to the central nervous system."

Guided by this idea I have sought to examine those of the more definitely

established facts of reflex behavior with which I am acquainted, with a

view to seeing if the known functional capacities of the peripheral con-

ducting tissues could be made a possible basis for explaining thoni all.
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The result of the analysis is of course inconclusive in the present state of

our knowledge; it neither proves nor disproves the applicability of

Lucas's proposed explanation of inhibition to reflex phenomena. But

I believe it is worth recording that the attempt has as yet brought

to light no insuperable obstacles.

SUMMARY

1. The decerebrate cat under a certain degree of ether narcosis exhib-

its a modification of the crossed extension reflex, as follows: During

the application of a strong tetanizing stimulus to an afferent nerve in

the hind limb, the knee extensor muscle in the opposite hind limb ex-

hibits instead of the usual full contraction, a partial contraction during

the application of the stimulus, followed on its cessation by a distinct

increase in contraction. In some preparations this increase is marked,

in others only barely discernible. The effect disappears as the animal

is allowed to come out of ether.

2. This effect is similar in one respect to the conversion of reflex

excitation into inhibition under chloroform, described by Sherrington

and Sowton; in another respect it is similar to the rebound contraction

occurring in extensor muscles after reflex inhibition. Taken in connec-

tion with these observations and with the strychnine reversal of reflex

effect and the electrical reversal described by Sherrington and Sowton,

this observation tends to support the view that in general the stimula-

tion of a single afferent nerve in a hind limb tends to evoke simulta-

neously two antagonistic reflex effects one of which usually dominates

and masks the opposite effect which, though latent, is always present.

3. An attempt is made to analyze these various reflex effects in terms

of the nerve impulses of which they are composed, avoiding the postu-

lation of any properties in the central conducting path differing funda-

mentally from those which have been demonstrated and analyzed in the

nerve-muscle preparation.

4. In view of the all-or-none law of nerve conduction the differences

in the effects of different afferent stimuli must depend ultimately on dif-

ferences in the number of afferent fibers stimulated and in the frequency

with which each individual fiber is made to respond.

5. Certain facts concerning reflexes require for their explanation the

convergence of several afferent conducting paths or their central con-

nections, at a single motor neurone.
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6. Proceeding from the basis of these facts an attempt is made to

see how far the explanation of reflex inhibition as proposed by Lucas

can be applied in the present state of our knowledge to some of the

more definitely established facts concerning reflexes. The proposed

explanation is based on the analysis by Lucas of so-called Wedensky
inhibition. Briefly it is that the impulses follow each other in a con-

ducting path with such frequency that each occurs during the relative

refractory period following its predecessor and therefore being subnor-

mal, cannot pass the region of decrement existing at the next synapse

without extinction; an internuncial ("pre-motor") neurone being the

last Unk of the chain leading to the motor neurone, has a critical fre-

quency of nerve impulses above which their effect will be inhibitory and

below which excitatory.

7. The balancing or algebraic summation of antagonistic central

effects described by Sherrington is examined in the light of our present

knowledge of the intensity df the afferent stimuli required to produce

the effect. This evidence makes it extremely improbable that such

balancing can ever be obtained in extensors with inhibitory stimuli

strong enough to excite all the fibers in the afferent nerve. This phe-

nomenon, therefore, which has hitherto been regarded as an obstacle

to the appUcation of the supposed explanation need not be so considered.

8. The electrical reversal or change from inhibition to excitation on

changing the intensity and character of the electrical stimulus applied

to an afferent nerve cannot be as simply explained on the basis here

considered as appears at first sight. Reflex inhibition can be produced

by a single induction shock of moderate intensity, too weak to set up
more than a single impulse in each afferent fiber. Therefore if reflex

inhibition so produced depends on the frequency of impulses in the pre-

motor neurone, this frequency must be set up by convergence of afferent

paths or other central connections and not depend directly on the fre-

quency with which the afferent fibers are stimulated.

9. It is suggested that rebound contraction following inhibition may
depend on a decrease in the frequency with which impulses converge

at the pre-motor neurone when they cease to enter the central mechan-

ism through the afferent fibers. Both rebound and the after-discharge

of such reflexes as the crossed extension reflex require an elaboration of

central conducting paths great enough to introduce a long delay in the

arrival of some impulses at the motor neurones.

10. The conversion of excitation into inhibition by chloroform can

be readily explained, as has already been proposed by Lucas, as resulting
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from increased decrement at the synapse due to the action of the drug.

The observation first described in this paper may be explained as the

result of a similar action occurring in some of the individual reflex arcs,

together with a change in the frequency of converging impulses such as

was invoked to explain rebound.

11. The reciprocal innervation of antagonistic muscles requires ap-

propriate branches so arranged that impulses shall converge at the pre-

motor neurones with the proper frequencies to produce excitatory and

inhibitory effects.

12. The postural reversal of reflex effect described by Magnus and

Sherrington, lends itself well to explanation on the proposed scheme, if

we may assume that the proprioceptive impulses on which the effect has

been shown to depend are induced by a shortened state of the intra-

muscular receptor, and arriving at the pre-motor neurone, cause the

excitatory frequency of impulses existing therein to be raised above the

critical value and become inhibitory.

13. The intrinsic tendency of the spinal centers to exhibit a rhythmic

alternation between flexion and extension in absence of afferent stimu-

lation and at a depth of narcosis at which even transection of the spinal

cord causes no effect, may be explained by further elaboration of a sug-

gestion by Graham Brown, i.e., that collateral branches are given off

whereby impulses may be conducted to the ' pre-motor neurone of the

opposite center and there produce jointly with impulses entering through

other paths an inhibitory frequency. The rhythmic alternation would

require a still further assumption of a certain measure of synaptic

fatigue causing this effect after a brief time to become inoperative and
the excitatory frequency therefore to be resumed.

14. The proposed explanations are speculative and more complex

than the simple assumption that stimulation of an afferent nerve excites

in every instance two antagonistic central effects, but they serve the

purpose of demonstrating that so far as we can see at present there are

no insuperable obstacles in the way of explaining reflex phenomena on

the basis of nerve impulse frequency proposed by Lucas.

I wish to express my thanks to Miss L. Hompe, Miss A. Hopkins and

Miss M. Taylor for help in some of the experiments, and in preparing

the work for publication.
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Many investigators consider the whole subject of blood volume to

be in a state of hopeless confusion. Say our critics, how can we think

otherwise when one set of observers report, the blood volume of dogs as

10 per cent body weight (dye methods), another as 8 per cent (CO method)

and still others as 7 per cent (Welcker method). In this series of

papers we submit experimental data which go far to explain these dis-

crepancies and point the way to a blood volume method which is reason-

ably accurate (5 per cent error). In a word, our experimental data indi-

cate that the blood plasma volume is accurately determined as 5 per cent

(5 cc. per 100 gram body weight) by a number of dye methods. Fur-

thermore our data show that the total body hemoglobin is accurately

determined as approximately 4 per cent by the CO and Welcker methods.

But in our opinion the true total blood volume is 5-f 4 = 9 per cent body

weight, and not 10 per cent or 8 per cent respectively, calculating the

hematocrit as 50 per cent. The fundamental error, therefore, is the as-

sumption that the ratio of cells to ylasma is a constant in all parts of the

circulation. This we believe is contrary to fact. Experimental data

and discussion of related facts are submitted below in their proper place

(paper VII of this series).

It is not necessary to review the different methods and blood volume

values as we can refer to a recent discussion by Salvesen (4). We may
note in passing that the dilution blood volume methods of Cohnstein

and Zuntz (1) which depend upon injection of isotonic sodium chloride

solutions have no further usefulness. The recent experiments of Smith

and Mendel (5) demonstrate the rapidity with which isotonic salt so-

lutions leave the blood stream. Much of this solution may disappear

313
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\N'ithiii 5 minutes. Some observations in this laboratory on dogs con-

firm this work of Smith and Mendel on rabbits.

It has been assumed by some workers that the wide divergence in

blood volume values might be explained by differences in technical pro-

cedure. We thought it highly desirable that these various methods be

used in this laboratory with a uniform technique, using the same healthy

animals under controlled conditions. For this reason we have described

in much detail the various technical procedures and subjected our

methods to a variety of control tests.

The carbon monoxide method is very simple in principle. The CO
is inhaled and a sample of blood is withdrawn for analysis to determine

the amount of contained CO. This gives the amount of dilution effected

by the circulating blood and so the total circulating hemoglobin or red

cells. It is assumed that the CO is held only by the hemoglobin of the

TABLE 1

Known amounts of CO mixed with deoxidized blood and quantitatively recovered

EXPERIMENT
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to remove any sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide and water present. The carbon

monoxide runs into the 100 cc. graduated burette D, previously filled with water

and supplied with a leveling bulb, D'. This is connected by one arm of a three-

way stopcock with a 50 cc. burette E, also previously filled with water and sup-

plied with a leveling bulb, E'. The gas is run through these burettes and out

through the arm of another three-way stopcock to B again, where about 200 cc.

are burned, thus thoroughly rinsing out the connections. The two burettes are

then filled with gas and all stopcocks closed except the one at A which is turned

Fig. 1

so as to allow the CO still generating to escape to the outside. The connecting

tubes are clamped at X and Y. The gas in E is measured at atmospheric pres-

sure by means of the leveling bulb and 50 cc. are run up into the graduated

cylinder F, which contains a solution of copper sulphate in concentrated hydro-

chloric acid (prepared by Sandmeyer's method). The solution on gentle shaking

for a few seconds absorbs all the CO leaving behind the impurities, the volume of

which is read directly at atmospheric pressure with the leveling bulb, F'. The
gas is then run out of F by raising the leveling bulb and opening the stop-cock.

The solution is thus ready for the next analysis.

The respiratory chamber, H, consists of a tank half filled with concentrated

NaOH in which stands a bell-jar of about 2000 cc. capacity. The available gas
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space is 1000 cc. This is connected with D through the other arm of the three-

way stopcock and also with the oxygen tank, as shown in figure 1. It is also

connected with the nosepiece, I. This consists of a glass bottle from which the

bottom has been removed, of size varying according to the weight of the dog.

A piece of automobile inner tubing of suitable diameter and length is slipped

over the bottom of the bottle so as to form a cap for the dog's nose and protect

the animal from the glass edge.

To prepare the respiratory chamber the air is sucked up to a mark, leaving

about 500 cc. of air in the chamber and the tube to the hood is clamped. Oxygen

is then allowed to enter in sufficient quantity to keep a slightly negative pressure

within the respiratory chamber. This prevents any outflow of CO during the

exhalation. The Oj makes a smaller respiratory chamber possible and prevents

any discomfort to the dog due to deficiency of oxygen. The apparatus is now
ready for use.

The dog is tied on its back with the head at the edge of the table. The neck

over the jugular vein is shaved and the nose is well greased with crude vaseline,

as is also the inside of the nosepiece. This is slipped over the dog's nose to

completely cover the mouth and nostrils and held firinly during the inhalation.

The tube to the respiratory chamber is immediately undamped. When all is

adjusted, a measured quantity of CO (sufl5cient to saturate the blood corpuscles

one-third if one assume 100 cc. of blood per kilogram body weight, of O2 capacity

21 cc. per 100 cc. blood) is run in, and the tube rinsed with oxygen. The dog

breathes into the respiratory chamber for 6 minutes. During this time as the

volume of the gas in the chamber decreases, due to absorption of carbon dioxide,

oxygen is supplied from the tank to keep the quantity of gas practically constant.

At the end of 6 minutes the nosepiece is removed. Four minutes later two 5

cc. samples of blood are drawn, by means of a hypodermic syringe, from the

jugular vein and placed in tubes with powdered sodium oxalate to prevent

clotting. A 10 cc. sample is then taken in a hematocrit tube containing 2 cc. of

1.6 per cent sodium oxalate (isotonic for blood). A sample of air from the

respiratory chamber is taken and analyzed as described later.

The purpose of this method is to introduce into the animal's blood stream a

known amount of CO. It is therefore essential that there should be no dead

space and that the residue of CO left in the respiratory chamber and dog's lungs

be accurately determined. The possible dead space is the tube from D to H.

This is eliminated by the inhalations of the dog combined with the flooding of

the tube with oxygen. The method employed in analyzing the respiratory

chamlier air will be discussed shortly. The entire procedure from making the

gas to taking the samples is readily carried out and may be completed within

80 minutes.

Method of analyzing the samples of blood. The samples of blood are analyzed

in the Van Slykc apparatus for blood gas analysis (6). The method employed is

that described by Van Slyke and Salvesen (7). Our technique in detail is as

follows: Three cubic centimeters of 0.4 per cent ammonia are introduced into

the fiO cc. chamber of a carefully calibrated Van Slyke apparatus. This is fol-

lowed respectively by 3 drops of caprylic alcohol and 3 drops of a 1 per cent

aqueous solution of saponin. Following this 3 oc. more of the aumionia solu-

tion are added. The chamber is evacuated and shaken a few times to extract
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the air. This is expelled and the process repeated to make certain that all the

air is removed and that there is no leak around the stopcocks. On opening the

lower stopcock, the solution should rise with a click to the top. Two cubic

centimeters of this solution are run up into the cup. A 2 cc. Ostwald pipette,

calibrated for complete delivery, is used to introduce the sample of blood into

the cup under the ammonia solution. The blood and supernatant liquid are run

into the chamber and the cup rinsed with a few drops of ammonia solution. One
minute is allowed for laking. One cubic centimeter of a saturated potassium

ferricyanide solution is then added, the stopcock sealed with mercury, and the

apparatus evacuated until only about 2 cc. of mercury remain in the 50 cc. cham-
ber. The machine is shaken for 15 minutes by a motor which throws the solu-

tion gently with a rotary motion against the sides of the chamber, but does not

shake so violently as to emulsify the mercury. We found inconsistency in the

readings of CO attendant on the variations in the length and severity of shaking,

and established this technique after carefully controlled experiments.' After

taking the apparatus off the shaking machine, the lower stopcock is opened and

1.5 cc. of pyrogallic acid solution (12 grams in 72 cc. of a 33 percent NaOH solu-

tion) are put in the cup and run in a little at a time to absorb the oxygen.

When the reading is constant the solution is trapped as completely as possible

in the bulb below the lower stopcock, the graduated tube is rinsed clean with

water, which also permits the reading of the bottom of the meniscus, previously

impossible on account of the turbidity of the solution. That no leak has occur-

red during the procedure is verified by running in a little of the copper solution.

This absorbs all but about 0.025 cc. of the gas. The analysis is duplicated.

Previously we have been satisfied to obtain duplicate readings which vary by
as much as 0.01 cc. With further experience they now rarely vary more than

0.005.

Discussion of the method of analyzing the hhod. The accuracy of this

method depends on the technique of the person working with the in-

strument. To check this we did a set of controls (table 1). About 2

cc. of blood are run into the 50 cc. chamber which is then evacuated

and the blood shaken. By this procedure the oxygen in combination

with the hemoglobin is removed. This may be run out of the machine

at intervals. Within 20 minutes the blood is almost completely de-

oxidized. The blood is then trapped in the lower bulb and the 50 cc.

chamber washed out. The connections are rinsed with CO gas and

about 0.2 or 0.3 cc. of CO is introduced and washed in with a few drops

of water to empty the bore of the stopcock and give a concave meniscus.

* Since sending this paper to press, an article by Theo. K. Kruse in the Ameri-

can Journal of Physiology, Volume Iv, number 2, page 289, has come to our

notice. In conformity with his results, we find that the long shaking is un-

necessary, if, after adding the potassium ferricyanide, and sealing, the solutions

are allowed to stand in contact for ten minutes. The apparatus is then evacu-

ated and shaken three minutes longer.
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The blood is then released from the lower bulb into the upper chamber

and mixed with the gas. With gentle shaking the CO is soon completely

absorbed. Six cubic centimeters of the ammonia saponin and ca-

prylic alcohol solution, freed of its gas content in a second Van Slyke

instrument, are then poured into the cup and let in to the chamber. The

routine analysis is made. As the figures in table 1 indicate, the amount

of CO recovered corresponds (within the hmit of error of our technique)

to that introduced into the machine.

TABLE 2

Blood analyses performed immediately and after g4 hours both with and without oil
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have, therefore, chosen 4 minutes as a routine length of time to allow

complete, even distribution of the gas. Haldane and Smith (3) dis-

cuss the possible loss of gas by physical solution in the body fluids. The

tension in the blood is so low (0.2 per cent, that supposing all body

fluids to be saturated at this same tension the quantity of CO so bound

is less than 1 cc.

TABLE 3

Readings of samples of blood drawn at varying intervals after inhalation of CO

DOG NUMBER
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sample for the hematocrit and the sample to be analyzed should be taken at the

same time so that the per cent of cells in each is the same. If this is the case

the true measure of the body hemoglobin will be obtained, though the plasma vol-

ume and total volume will be inaccurate according as the hematocrit fails to be

representative of the per cent cells in the whole blood.

Analysis of the gas remaining in the respiratory chamber. The principle of the

method of analysis employed is to absorb the oxygen from a 100 cc. sample of the

gas by means of pyrogallic acid solution. The remaining gas is then mixed with

2 cc. of blood, deoxidized as described before. This oxygen-free blood absorbs

the CO which is then determined by the routine analysis of the blood sample.

The technic in detail is as follows: A 100 cc. sample of the gas is drawn into a

graduated tube of capacity slightly over 105 cc, one end of which is provided

with a three-way stopcock, while the other end is connected with a leveling

bulb. Mercury is used to adjust the pressure. The tube resembles a urea tube

and is graduated only in 5 cc. intervals. Five cubic centimeters of pyrogallic

acid are added through one arm of the three-way stopcock and the whole appa-

ratus is shaken at short intervals to facilitate absorption of the oxygen. Mean-
while a little over 2 cc. of blood is deoxidized in the Van Slyke gas apparatus.

In about one-half hour the reading in the tube has become constant. The two

are connected with rubber tubing and the connections are filled with mercury.

As much gas as the analyzer will hold, at atmospheric pressure, is run over and

mixed with the blood. Gentle rotating to spread the blood over the walls of

the chamber, with remixing of the gas in the tube and Van Slyke apparatus at 3

minute intervals, insures practically complete absorption of the CO within 45

minutes. The blood is then analyzed by the routine technic—the gas-free ammo-
nia solution being introduced as above. An average of those analyses given in

table 4, in which the per cent of residual Oj is approximately 30 per cent, gives,

with a calculated total chamber and lung volume of 1500 to 2000 cc. (depending

on the size of the dog) approximately 2.00 cc. of unabsorbed CO. The total

volume of lungs and respiratory chamber is estimated rather than measured, as

by Gr6hant and Quinquaud, as the correction would be at most less than 1 cc.

of gas, which is a degree of precision the accuracy of the method does not permit.

The limited number of experiments so far performed suggests that

the amount of CO remaining in the respiratory chamber is a factor of

the per cent of O2 found in the jar. Thus table 4 shows that the resi-

dual CO is doubled or tripled when the per cent of O2 is between 40

and 50. The amount of O2 introduced into the respiratory chamber

is now regulated so as to constitute approximately 30 per cent of the

total volume. Under these conditions the residual CO amounts to

about 2 cc, which figure we now use in calculating the volume, as men-

tioned above.

This method is not the one first employed in the laboratory, nor is

it identical to those described in the literature. It has finally been

adopted l)ccau8c it is reasonably easy to carry out and may readily be

controlled. Two scries of controls were run. First, 100 cc. of air
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from the room or out of doors were analyzed in the same way. It was

found that on an average 0.08 cc. of a gas, which was not absorbed by

pyrogallic acid but was absorbed, by the copper solution, was obtained.

The gas was shown finally to be derived from the pyrogalUc acid then

in use. Subsequent experiments with other samples of pyrogallic acid

gave at most 0.01 cc. of such gas. The second series of controls consisted

in measuring in the analyzer a small quantity of CO, 0.2 to 0.3 cc, and

TABLE 4

Analyses of 100 cc. samples of gas from respiratory chamber taken immediately after

blood volume determination

EXPERIMENT
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show that the measured and calculated hemoglobin values compare

with reasonable accuracy. In all these experiments the control deter-

mination was made the day previous to the hemorrhage. The second

blood volume determination was done immediately following the hem-

orrhage. The determination of blood volume was made from 4 minutes

to 1.5 hours following the completion of the hemorrhage, depending

on the condition of the animal after the bleeding. In each instance

the blood was drawn by means of a needle in the jugular vein into 1.6

per cent sodium oxalate, measured, and the hematocrit values deter-

mined from a 10 cc. sample. Anesthesia was not used in these experi-

ments which cause no discomfort to the dogs except the puncture of

the skin by the hypodermic needle.

TABLE 6

Hemorrhage experiment

Dog 19-98. Young, active male. Weight, 55 pounds
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which cannot be discussed at this time but may explain some of these

fluctuations. Following the low level of the two days after the hem-

orrhages, we note a steady gain in hemoglobin volume. It may be

noted that the amount of blood removed for each analysis (20 cc.) is

allowed for in the bleeding periods and recorded figures. The calcu-

lated volume in each instance is obtained by subtracting from the nor-

mal cell volume the actual amount of red cells removed during the

bleeding and experimental analysis.

Dog 20-37.

TABLE 7

Hemorrhage experiment

Young, active, female. Weight, 22 pounds
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the measured volume over the calculated hemoglobin volume as 36 cc.

This might be explained as a temporary emergency reserve reaction

due to mobilization of hemoglobin normally retained in sluggish or

isolated sinusoids of the spleen and red marrow. The reaction is sim-

ilar in all these three experiments. Also there is a fall to the expected

value on the days following the hemorrhages. The several daysfol-

lo\Nang the two bleedings in the experiment show periodic fluctuations

in red cell volume but no significant rise in hemoglobin values. We
hope to come back to this point again in subsequent pubUcations.

Dog 19-66.

TABLE 8

Hemorrhage experiment

Young, active male. Weight, 29 pounds
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Dog 20-34.

TABLE 9

Hemorrhage experiment

Young, active male. Weight, 23 pounds

DATE 1920

April 13

April 14

April 14

April 15

April 15

April 16

April 20

3:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

3:10 p.m.

3:20 p.m.

3:40 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

RED CELL
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determming the second blood volume. The variation in cubic centi-

meters of blood per 100 grams of animal's body weight is due to the

variation in the plasma volume determination. The cell volume varies

within experimental limits. In other words, here again is evidence of

a reasonably correct cell volume determination by the CO inhalation

method as outlined above.

DISCUSSION

We wish to stress the fact that the carbon monoxide method gives

a true measure of the pigment substances of the body which hold CO
so tenaciously. These pigment substances include the hemoglobin of

the circulating blood and probably that in the stagnant sinusoids of

the spleen and red marrow. It is very probable that the muscle hem-
oglobin ^myohematin) is also included in these pigment substances

which dilute rapidly the inhaled carbon monoxide. We believe then

that this CO method gives an accurate measure of this body hemoglobin

but we fall into decided error when we calculate the total blood volume
from the red cell hematocrit. The correctness of this calculation de-

pends on the assumption that the blood hematocrit obtained from the

jugular vein is representative of all parts of the body circulation, in-

cluding arterioles and capillaries. We believe these figures obtained by
calculaiion are incorrect for the 'plasma volume which is actually much
larger than the hematocrit calculation would indicate.

In this paper we use the term hemoglobin volume to indicate the pig-

ment substances which are concerned in the dilution of the inhaled

carbon monoxide. It is evident that we do not believe that this figure

represents only the actively circulating hemoglobin in the red cells but

this circulating hemoglobin, of course, makes up the greatest part of the

figure (90 to 95 per cent).

The hemorrhage experiments in which unit amounts of blood are

removed, the body hemoglobin being measured before and after the

single or double bleedings, give strong evidence of the accuracy of the

method employed. The calculated and actual measured values corre-

spond very closely. Moreover, repeated determinations on normal

dogs under uniform conditions give figures which are quite uniform. All

this indicates that the method of estimation is accurate provided we
understand the fact that we are measuring only the body hemoglobin

and not the plasma volume.
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SUMMARY

The carbon monoxide method gives a reasonably accurate measure

of the body hemoglobin and hemoglobin volume. We use these terms to

indicate the total body pigment substances which fix the inhaled CO
and bring about its dilution in the circulating blood. It is obvious that

the true red cell hemoglobin volume is sUghtly less than the total hemo-

globin volume.

Repeated hemoglobin volume estimations on normal dogs give fig-

ures which are reasonably constant, allowing for certain expected physi-

ological variations.

Hemoglobin volume estimations before and after unit hemorrhages

give figures for the actual measured and indirectly calculated amounts

which are in close accord

In our opinion this method alone gives no accurate information con-

cerning plasma volume.

Various controls of the several steps of this method, as used in our

hands, are submitted. These controls estabhsh this method as accurate

at least within 5 per cent error. Further refinements and the use of

packed red cells, especially in anemia, increase the accuracy of the

method.
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The hemoglobin method is exactly like the vital dye method and

consists in the introduction intravenously of a known amount of a fresh

hemoglobin solution. After a 4 minute period to permit of uniform

distribution of the hemoglobin in the circulating blood a sample of

blood is drawn into isotonic oxalate. From this plasma sample is de-

termined colorimetrically the degree of dilution of the known hemo-
globin introduced and the blood plasma volume is directly measured.

We wish to repeat that this method and many other similar methods
give reasonably accurate figures for the blood plasma volume but we
may not assume that the calculated red cell volume as determined by
the hematocrit is also accurate. This point will be elaborated in the

following paper.

All our experimental data point to a relatively constant blood plasma

volume in adult dogs under uniform conditions. Estimated by the

hemoglobin or dye methods the normal blood plasma volume of an

adult healthy active dog is very close to 4.9 to 5,0 cc. per 100 gram
body weight. There are normal variations due to age, physical con-

dition and physiological activities which we hope to review in the near

future. At this point we may refer to observations made in this labora-

tory by means of the dye method (3), (2), (7).

One need not be surprised at certain fluctuations in the plasma vol-

ume aH determined by the hemoglobin or dye methods. On the other

hand there is more reason for surprise at the constant figures obtained

under certain conditions. When we contrast circulatory conditions

in resting dogs with those of great muscular activity or digestive activ-

ity we may well wonder at the mechanism which shuts off one mass of

body capillaries as another is opened to great activity. One can im-
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agine that the greater part of spleen and red marrow sinusoids may at

times be very incompletely washed with circulating plasma or again

actively a part of the circulation. There is reason to believe that this

constant circulating blood plasma is one factor in itself which is con-

cerned with the partial isolation of one capillary field as another is opened

for activity (digestion, for example). The blood proteins may be con-

cerned in this adjustment complex and it has been pointed out in pub-

Hcations (4), (5) from this laboratory that the body will not tolerate

great reductions in the concentration of the blood plasma proteins;

further that the body can form these serum proteins only with difficulty

and slowly. If the blood plasma proteins regulate circulating plasma

fluctuations we may say that the body tissues which produce or replace

the plasma proteins may take part in the regulation of circulating

plasma volumes. We hope to supply experimental data which will

help to solve these problems.

Some critics say that the dye method may be inaccurate because of

the fact that a chemical substance foreign to the body is introduced

into the blood stream. The very presence of this dye may modify cir-

culatory conditions although admittedly there is no evidence of any

cardio-vascular disturbance. To answer this objection hemoglobin is

an ideal substance as it is not foreign to the blood stream and may be

given intravenously in considerable amounts to dogs and man without

the slightest clinical disturbance. Hemoglobin was first used in this

way by Barratt and Yorke (1). The accuracy of the hemoglobin

method is largely dependent on our knowledge that no hemolysis of

red cells is caused at any step in the procedure. We have controlled

this point in our experiments as given below. It is significant that

the dye method and the hemoglobin method give identical figures for

blood plasma volume.

Method. The general technical procedure in these experiments is identical

with that previously described in work on blood plasma volume with vital dyes

(3). The hemoglobin solution used in our work is prepared in the following man-
ner: About 12 cc. of blood from the jugular vein of a dog are emptied into each

of two or three 15 cc. centrifuge tubes containing about 2 cc. of 1.6 per cent oxalate

solution. These tubes are then centrifuged for 30 minutes at 2500 revolutions per

minute. After removing the plasma, 6 cc. of the packed red cells are mixed and
shaken for 5 minutes with 30 cc. of distilled water. This makes a dilution of 1

cc. of packed cells in 6 cc. of fluid, which is a concentration at which the red cells

are completely laked. This solution is clear and contains a negligible amount of

stroma which will settle out on centrifugalization or on standing over night.

In most of our experiments this hemoglobin solution is not centrifugalized but
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allowed to stand over night in the ice chest. Twenty-five cubic centimeters of

the hemoglobin solution is the amount found to be satisfactory for determining

the plasma volume of an average dog. More or less may be used, depending

upon the size of the dog, and the individual taste in color readings.

In testing this method only normal adult dogs were used. A clean hypo-

dermic needle is inserted into the jugular vein, and about 12 cc. of blood drawn
in a clean syringe previously rinsed in 0.9 per cent saline. This sample of blood

is then emptied carefully without bubble formation to prevent hemolysis, into a

15 cc. graduated hematocrit tube containing 2 cc. of 1.6 per cent sodium oxalate

solution. The syringe is then rinsed in 0.9 saline and another sample of blood

drawn and emptied into another oxalated hematocrit tube similar to the first.

The blood and oxalate are mixed by inverting the tubes twice, which are then

stoppered. Twenty-five cubic centimeters of hemoglobin solution, which has

previously been measured into a porcelain dish using a calibrated pipette, are

drawn up into a large syringe along with 5 to 10 cc. of 0.9 per cent saline used to

wash out the porcelain dish. This solution is now injected slowly into the

jugular vein and the hemoglobin rinsed out of the large syringe by withdrawing

and reinjecting a little blood. The needle which has been in the vein during

this process is allowed to remain, while about 10 cc. of saline are slowly injected

to prevent clot formation in the needle. Exactly 4 minutes after injection of

the hemoglobin solution a sample of blood is drawn in a clean syringe previously

rinsed with 0.9 per cent saline, and emptied into a 15 cc. hematocrit tube con-

taining 2 cc. of 1.6 per cent sodium oxalate. Immediately the syringe is rinsed

in 0.9 per cent saline and a second sample is collected in a similar manner. Both

the tubes are then inverted twice to insure thorough mixing, and stoppered.

All four tubes are now centrifugalized at 2500 revolutions a minute for 30 min-

utes. The total contents and the number of cubic centimeters of cells are then

noted. The red cell hematocrit normal values are computed from the control

tubes.

The hemoglobin colored plasma is read in a Hellige's colorimeter against a

standard prepared as follows:

1. One cubic centimeter of the hemoglobin solution from which 25 cc. were

taken above for injection, is pipetted into a clean test tube to which is then

added exactly 9 cc. of distilled water, thus making a 10 per cent hemoglobin

solution.

2. Five cubic centimeters of the above 10 per cent solution are then diluted

with 10 cc. of clear plasma obtained from the first two samples of blood drawn
from the dog. Thus 0.5 cc. of the hemoglobin solution is diluted in 15 cc. of the

standard.

Against this standard the colored unknown plasma is read and expressed in

per cent. In the formula below let this reading be referred to as R. The num-
ber of cubic centimeters of hemoglobin solution injected into the dog is referred

to as D, and the correction for the dilution by the oxalate present in the tinted

plasms as C. Thus C expresses the ratio between the actual concentration of

color in the plasma when diluted with 2 cc. of oxalate solution to the value when
not so diluted.

The standard for color comparison contains 1 cc. of hemoglobin solution in 30

CO. of fluid.
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Therefore D cc. of the hemoglobin solution (amount injected) will impart

the same color intensity to 30 D cc. of fluid.

R
If, however, the color intensity is (i.e., the colonmetric reading in per

100 Kj

cent corrected for the dilution of the plasma "by the oxalate solution).

Then, the number of cubic centimeters of fluids that have been tinted byD

cc. of hemoglobin solution = — or, the plasma volume in cubic
R

3000 D C
centimeters = —

.

Unless otherwise stated all experiments were done upon healthy dogs. A
mixed diet of table scraps, including bones, meat, bread, potatoes, rice, etc.,

was given daily. Water was in the cages at all times.

Method control. If any hemolysis of red cells is produced by any of

the steps of this method then the method has little if anj' value. Dogs'

corpuscles are notoriously fragile and all workers in this field should

control the method in their hands under local laboratory conditions. For

this reason all specimens are drawn in duplicate and all readings of

these duplicate specimens must check. Blood should be emptied down
the sides of centrifuge tubes as air bubbles often cause slight hemolysis.

For the same reason the last 1 to 2 cc. of blood in the syringe which

may contain air bubbles should be discarded.

Our solution of hemoglobin is not made isotonic. Does this hypo-

tonic solution by itself cause any hemolysis in the circulation? We
controlled this step and others in the method by the injection of distilled

water into the vein instead of the hemoglobin solution. In all other

respects the blood samples, etc., were handled in the usual fashion de-

scribed above. Two samples of blood were drawn into isotonic sodium

oxalate after a period of 4 minutes following the injection of 25 cc. of

distilled water. Six dogs injected in this way with 25 cc. of distilled

water showed water-clear blood plasma obtained in the usual way.

There was no hemolysis.

Other experiments in which larger amounts of distilled water were

injected intravenously show that a very faint trace of hemolysis is ob-

served only when the distilled water injected amounts to approximately

10 per cent of the total plasma volume. It is obvious therefore that

we are within safe limits when hypotonic solutions in amounts less than

5 per cent of plasma volimie are used for intravenous injection.

Experimental observations. One of the first things to be established

for the hemoglobin method, as for the dye methods, is the curve of dis-

appearance of the introduced hemoglobin. It will be noted that the
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hemoglobin leaves the circulation less promptly than the vital dyes but

unlike the \'ital dyes is completely removed from the plasma within

18 hours. The body has other methods of dealing with hemoglobin in

the circulating plasma as compared with vital dyes which persist in the

blood stream for many days, depending in part upon the amount in-

jected (2). For certain purposes this complete removal of the hemo-

globin from the blood plasma within 18 hours is of especial importance

and makes the hemoglobin method of distinct value for certain experi-

mental work.

TABLE 11

Rate of elimination of hemoglobin solution from circulating blood plasma

DATE 1920
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such blood volume observations at relatively short periods without the

troublesome complication of a residual plasma dye.

Table 12 includes many observations on young adult, active, healthy

dogs. Several observations on the same animal under different dates

are recorded. There are considerable variations in body weight and

plasma volume. The dogs were all on a diet of mixed table scraps but

no effort was made to insure a constant food intake and body weight

in these experiments. The average for this group of dogs is 51.8 cc.

TABLE 12

Blood plasma determination on normal dogs

DATE 1920
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13. Compare the average plasma volume per kilo= 51.8 cc. for the

active dogs, and the plasma volume per kilo = 41.0 cc. for the large,

fat dogs (table 13).

TABLE 13

Blood plasma determination on normal large dogs

DATK 1920
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completed. They had access to water at all times. The lighter an

more active dog has a higher blood plasma volume per kilo and shows

the greater daily fluctuations. These daily bleedings of 20 to 30 cc.

cause a slight upset in the red blood cell hematocrit values and may be

in part responsible for the variations in plasma volume figures.

SUMMARY

The hemoglobin method gives a reasonably accurate measure of the

circulating blood plasma. Fresh standard hemoglobin solutions can

be prepared easily and when used with sufficient care will give uniform

figures which are identical with those obtained by the common vital

dyes used in blood volume work. The hemoglobin is completely re-

moved from the blood within 18 hours, which may be of advantage in

certain experiments.

Observations here recorded show that large, fat dogs present a plasma

volume per kilo which is uniformly lower than the figures for lean,

active, adult dogs.

In our opinion this method gives no direct information concerning

red cell or hemoglobin volume.
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A review of the many blood volume methods and a consideration of

the many apparent contradictions in these blood volume figures made
it clear to us that a detailed study of these various methods was desir-

able. We hope to throw some light on many of these vexed questions

so that finally we may come to understand the factors which regulate

the volume of the circulating blood and recognize the limitations of

the various methods. We submit the data of these experiments with

the conviction that these figures obtained under uniform conditions,

using the same animals and a controlled technic, are of greater value

than the data to be obtained in the Uterature. The methods of dif-

ferent investigators are often incompletely described and may present

gross errors—for example, the use of hypotonic oxalate solutions or dry

powdered oxalate to prevent blood coagulation may introduce errors

"i into the plasma volume figures which may exceed 10 per cent (1).

In brief, it is our conviction that the dye or hemoglobin methods give

the true plasma volume (4.8 cc. per 100 grams of body weight), that the

carbon mxmoxide method gives the true body hemoglobin volume (4.2 cc.

R. B. C. per 100 grams body weight), and finally that the true blood

volume is the sum of these two figures (9 cc. per 100 grams of body

weight). Hematocrit figures introduce errors when used to calculate

the plasma or red cell volume because of the assum])lion that the ratio

of cells and plasma is a constant for all parts of the circulation. This

error may become still larger in abnormal conditions whon^ 1lu> ratio

of cells to plasma may fiuctuate more than normal in dilTcrciil areas of

the circulation.

886
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For several years these blood volume problems have been of interest

to a considerable number of workers in this laboratory. These studies

developed as a part of an investigation into the problem of hemoglobin

regeneration after simple anemia. Some of these experiments have

been published (2). In the course of this work certain defects in the

blood volume method of Keith, Rowntree and Geraghty (3) were dis-

covered and modifications were proposed by Hooper, Smith, Belt and

Whipple (1). A variety of dye substances was tested by Dawson, Evans

and Whipple (4). An acacia blood plasma volume method was described

by McQuarrie and Davis (5) and certain advantages of this method

pointed out. This critical study by many different workers of these

various methods, their Hmitations and advantages, has been of great

value in the development of an accurate and controlled technic.

In all of these methods the same principle is employed,viz., a known
amount of the solution (dye, hemoglobin or acacia) is injected intra-

venously and adequate time is allowed for the complete admixture of

this substance with the blood. At the end of this period a sample of

blood is withdrawn into an isotonic oxalate solution and centrifugalized

to remove the blood cells. The concentration of the injected substance

in the supernatant plasma is then determined. It is now easy to com-

pute the volume of plasma required to dilute to this degree the total

mass of the substance injected. The original articles should be con-

sulted for details of these methods. We wish to emphasize the fact

that in theory all of these methods rest upon the same basis, viz., dilu-

tion of the injected substance by the blood plasma. For this reason

these methods should be termed plasma volume methods rather than

blood volume methods. A fact of equal importance is that these methods

agree in showing that in normal adult dogs there are about 4.8 cc. of

plasma per 100 grams of body weight.

The carbon monoxide method for the determination of blood volume

has been the subject of study by Arnold, Carrier, Smith and Whipple

(6). In its essential features their method is similar to that of Salvesen

(7). They have carried out many controls on the method and have sug-

gested some alterations in the method of Salvesen. The details of

the method need not be repeated. In brief, the animal is forced to

breathe into an air-tight but elastic chamber containing oxygen to-

gether with a measured amount of carbon monoxide. The carbon

monoxide is drawn into the lungs along with the oxygen where it is

absorbed almost quantitatively by the hemoglobin of the blood which

passes continuously through the vessels of the lungs. The measured
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amount of carbon monoxide is thus transferred from the respiratory-

chamber to the hemoglobin of the circulating blood. A sample of

blood is now drawn and its carbon monoxide content determined. The
carbon monoxide concentration in this sample furnishes an index of the

total quantity of hemoglobin in the body. It will be noted that where-

as the other methods mentioned above indicate the volume of plasma,

the carbon monoxide is taken up into the hemoglobin and thereby fur-

nishes us with an index of the total body hemoglobin.

For purposes of further comparison of methods we have used a modi-

fication of the direct blood volume method first employed in 1854 by
Welcker (8). The method consists essentially in determining the

amount of hemoglobin which can be washed out of the animal body.

Various modifications and improvements of Welcker's method have

been made in the last 50 years. Some of these changes have made pos-

sible the more complete removal of the hemoglobin from the body.

Others involve the use of the more recently devised methods of esti-

mating the amount of hemoglobin once it is washed out of the body.

The method as used by us is described in detail below By means of

this method, as in the carbon monoxide method, the blood constituent

primarily measured is the hemoglobin. With certain qualifications to

be mentioned later, either of these two methods enables one to deter-

mine fairly accurately the total red blood cell volume, for the hemoglobin

of the circulating blood is normally confined entirely to the red blood

cells and for each animal there is a definite ratio between the hemo-
globin and the red blood cells. These two methods should be termed

body hemoglobin or red blood cell volume methods.

In the experiments to be presented below, blood volume determina-

tions were carried out on each of a series of normal dogs, first by the

dye method, shortly thereafter by the carbon monoxide method, which

was in turn followed by a determination by a modification of the Wel-

cker method. In this way an excellent opportunity is afforded to study

and compare these three methods under practically identical condi-

tions of experimentation.

Method. Adult dogs maintained on a mixed diet were used in all experiments.

All were sound, healthy unimnls unloss othcrwiae noted. Free access to water
obtained at all times. Food was withheld for a period of about 12 hours prior to

the carrying out of the three blood volume determinations. This was done in

order that the plasma might be clear and free from fat.

In carrying out the dye method the jjfocedure previously outlined by Hooper,
Smith, Belt and Whipple (1) was followed in all respects. Following this, usu-
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ally within a few minutes, a determination by the carbon monoxide method as

outlined by Arnold, Carrier, Smith and Whipple (6) was carried out. For each of

these determinations approximately 20 cc. of blood were drawn. Preparations

were now made for the determination by the third method, i.e., the modified

Welcker method. The animal was placed under complete ether anesthesia. A
cannula was inserted into one of the larger arteries (carotid or femoral) in such

a manner that blood could be withdrawn at will. The animal was bled at a mod-
erately rapid rate from this artery. In order to prolong life and permit the

heart to pump out a major portion of the circulating blood cells, wann saline

was injected into the vascular system through a cannula inserted into one of

the larger veins. In all cases the saline was thus infused into either the femoral

or external jugular vein. The fluid was injected at a rate approximately equal to

that at which the blood was being withdrawn from the artery. In most cases the

heart's action ceased after this exchange of saline for blood had been continued

for about 20 minutes.

In order to wash from the vascular system as completely as possible the re-

maining traces of blood, the inflow cannula was changed and the saline was forced

under pressure into the arterial system. The fluid thus artificially forced to

circulate was in great part recovered from the right side of the heart by means
of a cannula inserted and tied into the right auricular appendage in such a way
as to drain the fluid collecting in the right auricle. In several of the earlier ex-

periments a part of the saline forced into the arterial system found its way back

past the aortic valves into the pulmonary circuit, and forcing its way into the

bronchi escaped through the nose. In subsequent experiments this was pre-

vented by clamping a heavy hemostat about the aorta just distal to the aortic

cusps during the period of artificial perfusion. The perfusate was thus pre-

vented from backing up into the pulmonary circulation.

During the period of perfusion the inflow of saline was occasionally inter-

rupted for a number of seconds, for the work of Larson and Bell (9), indicates

that intermittent perfusion is more efficacious in washing blood cells out of the

vascular system than is a steady continuous flow. To further aid in adequately

washing out of the smaller vessels general massage of the animal body was prac-

ticed. In most cases the artificial perfusion was continued for about IJ hour.

The fluid recovered during the last part of this period appeared almost as clear

as water and on centrifugalization such samples were found to contain very

few blood cells indeed. At autopsy only scattered traces of macroscopic blood

could be made out. These findings are described more in detail in individual

experiments. The relative freedom of the vessels from blood as shown by micro-

scopic study of stained sections will also be shown later.

All samples of blood recovered from the animal were received into oxalate to

prevent clotting. The blood withdrawn before the death of the animal was
collected separately in one container. The blood collected by artificial perfusion

was also collected separately, usually in two portions, the last portion being of

relatively large volume (5 to 15 liters) but containing as a rule less than 10 per

cent of the total hemoglobin recovered from the animals. Each sample thus

collected was measured and its hemoglobin content determined by the method of

Palmer (10). The total number of grams of hemoglobin removed was thus

ascertained.
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In spite of the prolonged artificial perfusion a certain small part of the total

hemoglobin remains behind in the body. In order to measure the total amount
of the pigment which perfusion failed to remove we have followed the practice

of grinding up and extracting from the various organs and tissues their content

of pigment. The skin in all cases was stripped off and being almost free of pig-

ment was discarded. The skeletal muscles together with the fascia were dis-

sected free from the skeletal system, ground up finely in a meat grinder, mixed

with water and stirred frequently for a period of about 6 hours. The fluid

and particles of muscle were separated in a meat press. A sample of the fluid

obtained was further freed of debris by centrifugalization, after which its hemo-

globin content was estimated. The parenchymatous organs were separately

and individually treated in a similar manner. The gall-bladder with its con-

tents was previously dissected free and discarded. The bile and fecal matter

were carefully washed out of the gastro-intestinal tract before this tissue was
ground up for extraction. The bones were broken up finely with a hatchet before

their extraction was attempted. It is recognized that only a part of the total

pigment thus extracted is true red blood cell pigment. Another portion is extra-

vascular pigment, particularly muscle hemoglobin. For this reason the organ

extracts are charted separately in all tables. The question as to how much of

this pigment can p:oi.erly be considered to be blood pigment will be discussed

later.

The quantity of blood hemoglobin recovered by bleeding and perfu-

sion is contained wholly within the red blood cells washed out. Know-
ing the total number of grams of hemoglobin, the total number of cubic

centimeters of red blood cells can be learned. To do this the hemo-

globin content of a given amount of red blood cells is determined by

reading the hemoglobin content of an initial sample of blood from the

same animal and taking into account the ratio of red blood cells to

plasma (hematocrit). These figures give us a factor by which the total

hemoglobin washed out may be multipled in order to show the total

volume of red blood cells recovered. This same factor may be used

to convert the hemoglobin figure into red blood cell volume in the case

of the carbon monoxide method.

The hemoglobin and red blood cell volume figures are thus given in

a very direct and relatively trustworthy manner by the carbon monoxide

method or Welcker method. In like manner the dye method being

easentially a plasma volume method indicates with fair accuracy the

total volume of plasma. In tabulating our results we have placed in

bold type those values for whose determination each method is espe-

cially adapted. This for the dye method includes plasma volume; for

the carbon monoxide or Welcker methods, the total hemoglobin and

red blood cell volume. All other figures tabulated are derived indirectly

from these on the basis of the hematocrit. As will be explained later,
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we have no assurance that the sample of blood centrifugalized (hemato-

crit) is representative of the entire blood. The figures based on the

hematocrit are therefore open to criticism. Our method of tabulation

enables one to distinguish these figures from those which are not open

to this criticism and are placed in bold type.

Experimental observations. The general plan of experimentation has

already been outlined. The results of 14 experiments are presented

below. Several others which were incomplete in some important re-

spect are omitted. Experiment 339 may be regarded as a typical ex-

periment. The procedure followed is presented in detail as illustrative

of the method used in all other experiments. In this experiment as

in most of the others, glucose was added to the saline infused. Our

experience indicates that if this be done the heart continues to beat

for a longer time and a larger proportion of the blood is expelled before

death occurs. This is to be desired because under conditions of arti-

ficial perfusion of dying tissues the vascular conditions are altered and

circulation in the more remote parts of the vascular tree is sluggish. In

addition the phenomenon of intravascular clotting following death ma}'

in some cases prove to be a disturbing factor. However, if artificial per-

fusion is relied upon to remove only the last traces of blood, such dis-

turbing factors are of relatively sUght importance. In this experiment

the perfusion was continued for nearly 2 hours. During the greater

part of this time the perfusate recovered was but slightly blood-tinged.

During the last 30 minutes it was almost as clear and colorless as water.

If 15 cc. of such a sample be centrifugaUzed only a very small layer of

blood cells will be found in the bottom of the tube. In all 8 grams of

hemoglobin were recovered through artificial perfusion, whereas 184

grams in all were recovered through bleeding and perfusion combined.

Thus only 4.3 per cent of the total was recovered by perfusion.

Experiment SS9. Dog 20-92. Adult male mongrel terrier, in good condition.

Weight, 15.45 kgm. Blood volume determination by dye method at 7:37 a.m.;

by the carbon monoxide method at 7:41 a.m. Ether anesthesia at 9:40 a.m. in

preparation for carrying out the modified Welcker determination. A cannula

was tied into the carotid artery. Bleeding from this cannula was commenced
at 9:45 a.m. Simultaneously and at approximately the same rate Locke's solu-

tion containing 1 per cent glucose and warmed to body temperature was injected

through a cannula into the external jugular vein. About 35d0 cc. of this fluid

were injected within a space of about 20 minutes. In the same period 3430 cc.

of blood were withdrawn from the carotid artery. The heart continued to beat

until nearly the end of this period at which time the blood flowing out was almost

colorless. In order to wash from the vascular system as completely as possible
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the remaining traces of blood, saline was forced under pressure into the arterial

system by way of the carotid. The fluid thus artificially forced to circulate was
recovered from the right side of the heart by means of a cannula inserted through
the right auricular appendage into the right auricle of the heart. During the

period of artificial perfusion the inflow of saline was occasionally interrupted for

a period of a minute or so. To further aid the perfusate in reachmg and ade-

quately washing out all of the smaller vessels, general massage of the animal

body was practiced. The perfusion was discontinued at 11:10 a.m. after having
been in effect nearly 2 hours.

At autopsy the peritoneal and thoracic cavities contain a small amount of

clear blood-tinged transudate. No blood is found in the cavities of the heart.

Experiment SS9. Dog.

TABLE 15

15.4s kgm. Hematocrit 50.1 per cent red blood cells

Dye method.

Carbon monoxide
method

Welcker method
Total bleedings

Extracts

Heart

Spleen

Skeletal muscles. . .

.

Bones

Total extracts

Total (including ex-

tracts)

TOTAL
HEMO-
GLOBIN

grama

277.0

223.0

184.0

0.23

0.26

22.8

3.32

26.6

211.0

TOTAL
R. B.C.

857.0

690.0

668.0

71

10

83

661.0

1710.0

1378.0

1133.0

1.40

1.60

141.0

21.0

165.0

1298.0

838.0

675.0

555.0

0.69

0.78

69.0

10.0

80.0

635.0

PER 100 GRAMS BODY WEIGHT

Hemo-
globin

grams

1.79

1.44

1.19

0.0016

0.0017

0.147

0.021

0.171

1.36

R.B.C.

cc.

5.55

4.47

3.68

0046

0062

469

067

636

4.22

Blood

11.07

8.92

7.33

0.0091

0.0104

0.913

0.133

1.066

8.40

Plasma

6.42

4.37

3.59

0.0045

0.0054

0.447

0.065

0.522

4.11

Lungs, liver, kidneys, gastro-intestinal tissues contain only trace of hemo-
globin.

The myocardium is pale brown. The lungs are crepitant througliout, are pale

grey and quite bloodless. The spleen appears quite normal. The liver is uni-

formly brown. The lobulation is very indistinct. No blood visible anywhere.
The mucosa of the esophagUH is pink. The entire gastro-intestinal tract ajjjiears

quite bloorilcRR. The pancreas, kidneys and pelvic organs contain no macro-
scopic blood whatsoever. Tiic l)one nuirrow (femur, ribs) is of a moderate
bright red color.

In microscopic sections no red blood cells are seen in the heart, lungs or liver,

and only an occuMional one can be found in the panoreivH. The spleen is quite

rich in red blood cells; none whatsoever arc found in the kidneys or gastro-

intestinal tract. No red blood cells could bo found in the skeletal muscle even
after prolonged search.
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The hemoglobin content of the samples recovered was now determined.

From the carotid artery 3430 cc. of blood were recovered before the death of the

animal. This was found by the method of Palmer to contain 167 grams of hemo-

globin. To this must be added 9 grams of hemoglobin which were contained in

the 55.6 cc. of blood drawn as samples for the dye and carbon monoxide method.

A total of 11,400 cc. was recovered during the period of artificial perfusion. In

this there were 8 grams of hemoglobin. The sum of these quantities (184 grams)

is entered in the table under the heading of "total bleedings." (See table 15.)

The skeletal muscles were stripped of and ground up finely in a meat grinder.

Total weight, 6920 grams. This mass of ground muscle was thoroughly mixed

up and to 500 grams 1500 cc. of distilled water were added. This was frequently

and vigorously stirred for a period of several hours. By use of the meat press

1350 cc. of hemoglobin-tinged liquid were recovered. It is certain that there

was more fluid .which could not be forced out with the press. By a more power-

ful press we could undoubtedly have removed at least 1500 cc. (i.e., an amount
corresponding to the quantity of water added for extraction). A sample of this

fluid was further clarified by centrifugalization (30 minutes at 3000 revolutions a

minute). To 100 cc. of this fluid 0.4 cc. of concentrated ammonia solution was
added. Carbon monoxide was bubbled through and the solution was compared

in a Duboscq colorimeter with a standard prepared as in the method of Palmer.

This extract fluid was found to contain 0.11 gram of hemoglobin per 100 cc. At
this rate 1500 cc. would contain 1.65 grams of hemoglobin. Had the entire 6920

grams of skeletal muscle been extracted instead of only 500 grams we should

have recovered 22.8 grams of hemoglobin. The other organs and tissues were

treated in the same manner. The bones were broken up finely with a hatchet

before being extracted. In all cases the macerated tissues remaining behind in

the meat press were quite pale, thus indicating that the extraction of hemoglobin

had been quite complete.

A sample of blood drawn from the dog at 7:32 a.m. contained 50.1 per cent

red blood cells as was shown by a thorough centrifugalization of a 10 cc. sample
of blood drawn into a 15 cc. hematocrit tube containing 2 cc. of isotonic sodium
oxalate (1.6 per cent (1) ). Another sample of whole blood drawn at the same
time was found to contain 16.20 grams of hemoglobin per 100 cc. Since the red

blood cells constitute but 50.1 per cent of the volume of this blood it is easily

seen that 100 cc. of packed cells would contain nearly twice this amount—32.3

grams per 100 cc, to be exact. This is equivalennt to saying that 1 gram of

hemoglobin is contained in 3.09 cc. of red blood cells. At this rate 184 grams
of hemoglobin (the amount in the "total bleedings") represent 568 cc. of red

blood cells. Since there are 100 parts of blood for every 50.1 parts of red blood

cells (as shown by the hematocrit) it follows that 568 cc. of red blood cells rep-

resent the quantity of red blood cells contained in 1133 cc. of blood. The differ-

ence between 1133 and 586 represents the volume of plasma plus that of the

white blood cells. In this experiment the white blood cells comprised about 0.9

per cent of the total blood, as was shown by the hematocrit. The red blood cells

plus the white blood cells, then, comprise 51.0 per cent of the blood. The other

49 per cent is plasma. Forty-nine per cent of 1133 is 555. This represents the

total plasma in the "total bleedings." The organ extracts may be figured in

the same manner with the results shown in table 15.

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OP PHYSIOLOGY, VOL. 56, NO. 2
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In the total extracts 26.6 grams more of hemoglobin were recovered.

We are convinced that for practical purposes the pigment is completely-

extracted by om* technic. A second extraction of the macerated bnnes

was attempted in experiment 339, but as is noted in the protocol very

little additional hemoglobin was dissolved out. Ordinarily a single

extraction of finely macerated skeletal muscle leaves the muscle debris

quite pale. Apparently by far the greater part of the pigment is re-

moved. A second extraction of much muscle debris was made in a num-
ber of cases. A tjTiical result is shown in experiment 349, table 16. In

this case 15.9 grams were removed by the first extraction and but 2.0

grams by the second extraction. After the second extraction the muscle

tissue was almost perfectly white. Similar extractions made in other

Cleans and tissues show essentially identical results. Repeated ex-

traction of such organs and tissues show that by far the greater portion

of the pigment is removed by the first extraction, provided that to the

macerated tissue at least an equal part of water be added for purposes

of extraction.

Experiment S49. Dog 19-71. Adult male mongrel shepherd. For several

weeks has been somewhat less active than normal and is somewhat undernour-

ished but on the whole is in fairly good condition. Weight, 16.36 kgm. Blood

volume determination by dye method at 8:40 a.m.; by the carbon monoxide
method at 9:01 a.m. Bleeding and perfusion under ether anesthesia in the

usual manner begun at 9:20 a.m. Warm 0.9 per cent saline to which was added
1 per cent of glucose was used for infusion. Following death of the animal the

tissues were perfused with plain 0.9 per cent saline warmed to body temperature.

A total of 24,580 cc. of blood-containing perfusion fluid was recovered.

At autopsy the thoracic organs appear to be almost perfectly free of blood.

The spleen is normal in size and appearance. The liver is dark brown, the lobu-

lation is distinct and no blood can be seen even at the centers of the lobules.

The stomach appears to be bloodless. The mucosa of the upper part of the small

intestine is faintly pink. The tips of some of the rugae of the mucosa of the

large intestine are reddened. The pancreas, kidneys and pelvic organs are free

of roacroecopic blood. The bone marrow is bright red.

Microflcopically but few red blood cells are seen in sections of myocardium.
The lung contains a moderate number. As usual the spleen is quite rich in blood

cell«. A few are seen in the vessels in the hepatic spaces. Sections of pancreas

are free of blood. A moderate number of red blood cells is found in the mucosa
of the tomaoh and many in the mucosa of the small intestine. On the other

hand Motion* of the Urge intestine and kidney arc free of red blood cells. An
oeeasional red blcMxI cell is to be found in sections of skeletal muscle.

From the carotid artery 3580 cc. of blood were recovered before the death of

the animal. Thi« was found to conatin 158 grams of hemoglobin. In addition

to thia 11 gramii of hemoglobin were contained in the H'.i cc. of 1)I()0(1 drawn as

•amplea. A total of 21,000 cc. of perfusate recovered during the period of arti-
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ficial perfusion contained 22 grams of hemoglobin. The skeletal muscles (7136

grams) were ground up, mixed thoroughly and a 200-gram sample extracted in

the usual manner with 400 cc. of water. After pressing out the fluid the muscle

debris was quite pale. To this debris 200 cc. of water were added and the mix-

ture frequently and thoroughly mixed for several hours. Had the entire mass
of skeletal muscle been extracted instead of only 200 grams we should have

obtained by the first extraction 15.9 grams of hemoglobin and only 2.0 grams by
the second extraction.

The other organs were extracted in the usual manner. By the first extrac-

tion the bones yielded 4.8 grams of hemoglobin; by the second extraction, 0.8

gram.

TABLE 16

Experiment S49. Dog; 16.S6 kgm. Hematocrit 46.4 pcr cent red blood cells

Dye method.

Carbon monoxide

method

Welcker method
Total bleedings . . .

.

Extracts

Heart

Spleen

Skeletal muscles.

Bones

Total extracts. .

.

Total (including c

tracts)

TOTAL
HEMO-
GLOBIN

grams

218.0

209.0

191.0

0.24

0.13

16.9

4.8

21.1

212.0

TOTAL
R. B. C.

822.0

729.0

664.0

737.0

cc.

1772.0

1571.0

1430.0

1.81

1.00

119.0

36.0

158.0

1588.0

932.0

826.0

752.0

0.95

0.53

63.0

19.0

83.0

835.0

PER 100 GRAMS BODY WEIGHT

globin
KB-C- »1«»*^ P*""^

grama

1.33

1.28

1.17

0016

0.0008

0.097

0.029

0.128

1.30

5.02

4 46

4.06

0061

0028

34

10

46

4.61

10.83

9.60

8.74

0.011

0.0061

0.73

0.22

0.97

9.71

6.69

5 05

4.60

0.0058

0.0032

0.39

0.12

0.52

5.12

Lungs, liver, kidneys and gastro-intestinal tissue contain only traces of

hemoglobin.

Additional evidence of the readiness with which hemoglobin can be

separated from macerated tissues is furnished by an experiment in

which we added a known amount of hemoglobin (in the form of blood)

to a weighed sample of macerated skeletal muscle. The mixture was

thoroughly stirred after which its hemoglobin was extracted in the

usual manner. Analysis showed that we recovered by a single extrac-

tion practically all of the added hemoglobin as well as the quantity of

pigment which the muscle was known to contain before the artificial

addition of hemoglobin.
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The freedom of the perfused tissues from red blood cells as shown by-

microscopic study is well illustrated in experiment 339. Almost com-

plete absence of red blood cells in all sections was noted. In sections

from normal unperfused dogs many red blood cells are to be seen. Our

experience has been that as a rule macroscopic appearance of the tissues

as regards its blood content is well borne out by the microscopic find-

ings. Experiment 351 also serves to illustrate this point. This ex-

periment represents one in which we were particularly unsuccessful in

perfusing the organs free of blood. The mucosa of the small intestine

was brick-red in color and the abundance of red blood cells was quite

strikingly shown in microscopic sections of this tissue. The large in-

testines were free of macroscopic blood and in confirmation no red blood

cells whatever could be found microscopically. In this connection it

will be recalled that in experiment 339 the absence of macroscopic

blood in the entire gastro-intestinal tract was confirmed by microscopic

study. The microscope furnishes, we beheve, a rather deUcate control

on the completeness of the removal from the tissues of red blood cells.

This is particularly fortunate since in certain tissues, such as skeletal

muscle or myocardium, it is impossible to determine in gross just how
much of the tissue color is due to residual blood and how much is due

to pigments peculiar to the tissues themselves. It is important not

to confuse the pigment normally contained within the muscle cells

(muscle hemoglobin) with blood pigment. In none of our series was

it possible to demonstrate more than a very occasional red blood cell

in sections of skeletal muscle. In experiment 339, for instance, even

after long-continued search, not a single red blood cell was found. It is

hardly necessary to state that normal imperfused skeletal muscle shows

considerable numbers of red blood cells. It would seem that the skele-

tal muscles were particularly easily freed of blood by perfusion. It

must be that the conditions of circulation here are such that a free flow

of saline to all of the finer ramifications of the blood vessels is quite

readily accomplished. Curiously enough the kidney with its double

capillary circulation is also left almost completely devoid of blood by

perfusion. In contrast, other organs such as the gastro-intestinal tract

can be thoroughly perfused only with difficulty. Still in most cases

we have been able to remove the blood almost entirely. The spleen

and bone marrow are unique in that they possess blood cells which are

not in direct conmiunication with the blood stream. A review of the

experiments presented shows that red blood cells are made out in fairly

large numbers in those tissues.
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TABLE 17

Experiment SBl. Dog; 9.00 kgm. Hematocrit ^.1 per cent red blood cells

Dye method.

Carbon monoxide
method

Welcker method
Total bleedings

Extracts

Heart

Spleen

Liver

Skeletal muscles. . .

.

Total extracts

Total (including ex-

tracts)

TOTAL
HEMO-
GLOBIN

grams

119.0

111.0

96.0

104.0

TOTAL
R. B. C.

381.0

358.0

306.0

0,

0,

1.

27,

30,

336.0

928.0

871.0

744.0

1.10

1.86

4.8

65.0

73.0

817.0

638.0

505.0

432.0

0.64

1.08

2.8

38.0

43.0

475.0

PEB 100 ORAM8 BOOT WEIGHT

Hemo-
globin

grama

1.32

1.23

1.06

0016

0027

R.B.c.

4.23

3.98

3.40

0.0060

0.0084

0068 0.022

092

103

1.16

0.30

0.33

3.73

Blood

10.31

9.68

8.27

0.0122

0.021

0.053

0.72

0.81

9.08

Plasma

6.98

5.61

4.80

0.0071

0.012

0.031

0.42

0.47

5.27

Lungs, liver, kidneys and gastro-intestinal tissue contain only traces of

hemoglobin.

Experiment 361. Dog 20-72. Short-haired female mongrel bull terrier. In

good condition. Weight, 9.00 kgm. Blood volume determination by dye method

at 8:30 a.m.; by the carbon monoxide method at 8:40 a.m. Bleeding and per-

fusion under ether anesthesia in the usual manner begun at 9:30 a.m. Total

duration of perfusion was 2 hours. A total of 18,010 cc. of blood -containing

fluid was recovered. The hemoglobin estimations were made in the usual

manner.

At autopsy the myocardium is pale. The lungs are quite well perfused except

for several small irregular red patches. The spleen is quite small but otherwise

appears normal. In areas scattered irregularly over the surface of the liver

blood can be seen at the centers of the lobules. On section the liver is pale grey

and cloudy. The lobulation is quite indistinct. The stomach shows but the

faintest traces of macroscopic blood. The mucosa of the entire small intestine

is of a brick-red color. An excess of mucus is present. The large intestine

appears to be bloodless. The pancreas is purplish grey and quite edematous.

The kidneys and pelvic organs are free of macroscopic blood.

In microscopic sections no red blood cells are seen in the section of myocar-

dium. Sections of lung show a few red blood cells. Blood cells are very numer-

ous in the spleen. The liver i^ cloudy. Its lobulation is poor. No red blood

cells are seen. The villi of the small intestine are quite rich in red blood cells,

although but few are to be seen deeper in the mucosa. No signs of blood seen

in sections of the large intestine, kidney or skeletal muscle. A moderate num-
ber of red blood cells is seen in the pancreas.

The organs and tissues were extracted in the usual manner (see table 17).
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In table 18 the quantity of hemoglobin extracted from the various

organs is charted. The averages agree fairly well with the findings in

the experiments aheadj' presented. The amount of hemoglobin is ex-

pressed in terms of body weight. It was impossible in this series to ex-

press the hemoglobin from each organ in terms of the total weight of

that organ on account of the fact that most of the organs were quite

edematous from perfusion and it was impossible to gain any very ac-

curate notion of the correct weights of these organs. However, we
have noted the weights of the various organs from other dogs killed

for other reasons. Assuming that the same figures hold for this series

of dogs we may calculate from table 18 that the lungs (normal weight

115 grams) must have contained about 0.01 gram of hemoglobin per 100

grams of tissue. The gastro-intestinal tract (normal weight about 500

grams) being as a rule somewhat less perfectly perfused, contained 0.015

gram per 100 grams of tissue. The Hver (average weight about 420 grams)

contains about 0.013 gram per 100 grams of liver substance. The spleen

which is so rich in residual blood contains about 0.10 gram per 100 grams

of tissue or approximately 0.25 gram for the entire organ. This same
table shows that the organ extracts have a total of 0.126 gram of hemo-
globin per 100 grams of body weight. Of this 0.103 gram or 82 per cent

•of the total is derived from the skeletal muscles. This seems rather

high when it is recalled that microscopic study showed the muscles to

contain so few red blood cells. Furthermore, using the results of table

18 as a basis it may be computed that from each 100 grams of skeletal

muscle 0.02 gram of hemoglobin was extracted. This is little more
than was recovered from a like quantity of lung tissue, but much less

than was recovered from the same amount of splenic tissue. Still

when it is recalled that the skeletal muscles constitute nearly one-half

of the total body weight it will be seen that the total amount of pig-

ment so recovered must of necessity constitute a large part of the total

extracts. The relatively large amount of hemoglobin removed from
the skeletal muscles by extraction must be derived only to a small

extent from blood contained in this tissue. There can be little doubt

that the greater part of this pigment is not blood hemoglobin but muscle

hemoglobin. The existence within the striped nmscle of such a pig-

ment is well known. It has been shown that it is very similar to, if

not identical with, blood hemoglobin (11).

From the l>ones 0.020 gram of hoinoglobin per 100 grams of body
wdgbt was recovered. Much of this likewise eantiot be considered as

belonging to the circulating blood. Part of t his exists in ext ravascular
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bone marrow cells which have not yet matured and been thrown into

circulation. The spleen contains many red blood cells which are not

in active circulation. These cannot be removed by any amount of

perfusion. The hver is of a brownish tint due to pigments peculiar to

the liver. The presence of these pigments makes it difficult to esti-

mate colorimetrically its blood hemoglobin content unless the latter be

fairly large.

In many experiments some of the organs were so well perfused that

by extraction such small amoimts of hemoglobin were recovered that

their quantitative estimation was impossible. In these cases no figures

at all are entered in the tables. For this reason the figure for total

extracts is slightly smaller than it would be if it had been possible to

include the extracts of all organs.

In view of all of these facts obviously considerable difficulty surrounds

an attempt to state with any degree of certainty just how much of

the total hemoglobin extracted should be considered to be derived

from blood cells left behind in the vessels after completion of perfusion.

It would seem that the blood hemoglobin must constitute somewhat

less than one-half of the total pigment extracted. If, however, we add

a small amount for incomplete extraction of the tissues we will probably

not err greatly in assuming such a figure. One-half of the total extracts

would be 0.063 gram of hemoglobin per 100 grams of body weight. If

this amount of hemoglobin be added to that obtained by bleeding and

perfusion combined (1.14 grams per 100 grams of body weight) we have

a total of 1.20 grams of blood hemoglobin per 100 grams of body weight.

Even though our assumption that one-half of the pigment extracted is

blood hemoglobin is somewhat erroneous, still this figure of 1.20 will

be but slightly affected, for a difference of only 5 per cent results, if

we neglect the extracts altogether or if we assume the other extreme

—

viz., that all of the extracted pigment is blood hemoglobin.

Muscle hemoglobin and other extravascular pigments of similar na-

ture furnish subject for debate not only in the case of the Welcker

raetho<I but in the carbon monoxide method as well. The muscle hem-
oglobin ha« been shown (11) to be very similar to that of blood hemo-
globin and on Iwing placed in contact with carbon monoxide it unites

with the latter to fonn a substance having a spectrum similar to that of

the carbon monoxide hemoglobin derived from blood hemoglobin. It

8C(>mH quite probable that the carbon monoxide, which is administered

in the carbon monoxide method and is taken up by the rod blood cells,

must through procenaes of difTusion reach and combine to some extent
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with the muscle hemoglobin. It seems more than likely that the car-

bon monoxide method indicates not only the blood hemoglobin but

takes in the muscle hemoglobin as well. We know of no other com-

pound in the mammalian body which possesses an especial aflBnity for

carbon monoxide. By phj^sical solution at the carbon monoxide ten-

sion obtaining in the plasma of blood one-half saturated with carbon

monoxide not more than 2 or 3 cc. of this gas could be taken up by all

of the body fluids, even assuming the latter to constitute a very great

proportion of the body. The error arising from this source would not

exceed 2 or 3 per cent. It is improbable that this amount of CO could

be held in body fluids in the presence of unsaturated hemoglobin.

Further study of table 19 shows in general the same figures for hemo-

globin and red cells by the CO method and the Welcker method. The

average figures show that the CO method gives figures which are 5 per

cent greater than those recorded by the Welcker method for hemo-

globin and tissue extracts combined. In general the figures correspond

within reasonable limits. It is more simple to explain the occasional

higher Welcker figures because we can assume incomplete equilibrium

and mixing of the circulating CO. When the CO figures are higher

than the Welcker figures we must assume some limitations in the accur-

acy of the technical procedure. The first experiment in table 19 (no.

330) is the only one which shows a startHng discrepancy between the

CO and Welcker figures. We have observed in other experiments that

small or young dogs apparently had an unusual capacity of removal of

CO from the blood stream. This point is being investigated further.

Other than this the probabihty of a technical error must be considered

as the figure of 5.28 cc. per 100 grams body weight is much above the

average of 4.39. We see, however, that individual variations in this

group of dogs is quite considerable—5.65 cc. per 100 grams, a maximum
and 2.84 cc. per 100 grams, a minimum—average of 4.39 cc. This

shows 100 per cent fluctuation between minimum and maximum. We
believe that the accumulation of more data will show that the larger

dogs show less variation in blood volume factors. These variations

are not associated with anemia as shown by the hematocrit column.

The plasma volume figures show less notable fluctuations—a maximum
of 6.74 cc. per 100 grams body weight

—

a minimum of 3.70 cc. and an

average of 5.03 cc.

From table H) it is seen that 1.34 grams of hemoglobin per 100 grams

of body weight arc found by the carbon monoxide method. This is

oonriderably higher than the amount which could be recovered in the
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Welcker method by bleeding and perfusion combined. If, however,

the total extracts are included in the Welcker determination we have

a figure which approximates the value of 1.34 obtained by the carbon

monoxide method. If experimental errors be taken into account these

two values may be considered as almost identical. That this total

hemoglobin (blood plus muscle hemoglobin) of the Welcker method

should approximate the total hemoglobin, as determined by the carbon

monoxide method, is evidence in favor of the view just outlined that

by the carbon monoxide method the muscle hemoglobin as well as the

blood hemoglobin is estimated.

DISCUSSION

Before attempting further to compare and correlate these three blood

volume methods let us emphasize what has already been stated, viz.,

that the values directly obtained by each of the methods are in all cases

tabulated in bold type. These figures include for the dye method

the plasma volume ; for the carbon monoxide and Welcker methods, the

figures for hemoglobin and red blood cell volume. All other figures are

derived indirectly from these figures on the assumption that the red blood

cell volume bears a ratio to the plasma volume identical to the ratio of reds

to plasma observed in a centrifugaUzed sample of blood drawn from the

jugular vein. In this assumption is involved the idea that the plasma

and red blood cells are thoroughly and uniformly mixed within the vas-

cular system and that a sample of blood taken from the jugular vein

contains neither more nor less than its proper proportion of red blood

cells. But this assumption falls to the ground if it can be shown that

conditions in certain parts of the vascular system (e. g., certain of the

smaller vessels) are such as to favor undue retention of either plasma or

red blood cells. We shall discuss presently certain evidence in favor

of the view that the blood is far from being uniformly mixed. At any

rate while the assumption mentioned above is under suspicion it is

well to trust only the figures placed in bold type. Most previous in-

vestigators have unreservedly accepted the other figures also. These

figures are included in our charts so that our results may be conveniently

compared with and correlated with the results of previous workers.

We believe that the evidence already presented entitles one to con-

clude that the carbon monoxide method or the Welcker method fur-

nished fairly reliable data concerning the total red blood cell volume.

As has been noted above the maximum figures by either method in aU

>^
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probability represent a figure which is somewhat greater than the true

red blood cell volume. For in the Welcker method a part of the pig-

ment extracted is not blood hemoglobin, but muscle hemoglobin. This

muscle hemoglobin probably unites with carbon monoxide and there-

by causes the carbon monoxide method to give values that are equally

too high. If we deduct from the results of both methods an amount

equal to one-half of the total organ extracts we shall have a red cell

volume of 4.18 cc. per 100 grams of body weight by the carbon mon-

oxide method and 3.97 by the Welcker method (see table 19). At any

rate in round numbers 4.1 cc. per 100 grams must represent a very close

approximation to the true red blood cell volume.

It must be emphasized repeatedly that the volume of actively circu-

lating red cells is definitely less than the total body hemoglobin which, of

course, includes muscle hemoglobin (Myohematin) and red cells in stag-

nant sinusoids in spleen and red marrow. It appears probable that

this immobile hemoglobin represents 5 to 10 per cent of the total body
hemoglobin which is concerned in the dilution of inhaled carbon monoxide.

The CO method does not permit us to differentiate between the rapidly

circulatinghemoglobin and the immobile or fixed hemoglobin. Perhaps

some method may be de\dsed by which this difficulty can be surmounted.

The proof as to the size of the plasma volume is somewhat more difl&cult

to obtain. To summarize, there are many methods for the determi-

nation of plasma volume. In all of them the principle is the same as

the principle of the dye method. Dyes other than vital red have been

used. Acacia, gelatin, dextrose, antitoxin and hemoglobin may also be

substituted for the dye. All of these methods agree in indicating that

the plasma volume is of the magnitude stated (4.8 cc. per 100 grams of

body weight). It is difficult to believe that all of the substances thus

used for the determination of plasma volume would be eliminated to

any great extent in the 4-minute period allowed for their admixture

with the plasma. Especially difficult is it to believe that substances

so diverse in nature would all be so much more rapidly eliminated in

the first few seconds than thereafter. The fact that dye once intro-

duced can be recovered in large measure by perfusion indicates that

destruction or elimination of dye is not great. Furthonnore, the elim-

ination of dye from circulation may be studied by withdrawing samples

of blood for analysis at varying intervals of time following injection of

the dye. A curve may be plotted to indicate these values. If this

curve be drawn backward to cover the period prior to the taking of

the 4Hninute sample the result indicates that not more than 5 per cent
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of the total dye injected is eliminated within the first 4 minutes. If a

correction be made for this, the method shows that there are 4.8 cc. of

plasma per 100 grams of body weight. We hope very soon to present

experimental data to supplement this brief review of the plasma volume

factors.

By hlood volume is meant the sum total of plasma volume, total red blood

cell volume and white blood cell volume. We have just discussed a method

which determines plasma volume (dye method) and two others (carbon

monoxide, Welcker) which determine red blood cell volume. No
thoroughly reliable data concerning the total volume of white blood

cells exists. Our hematocrit figures indicate that on an average the

white blood cells constitute about 1.3 per cent by volume of the circu-

lating blood. The work of Brodin, Richet and Saint-Girons (12) in-

dicates that only about 50 per cent of all the white blood cells are in

active circulation, the others being retained presumably in some of the

smaller vessels. On the basis of these observations the white blood

cell volume must constitute about 2.3 per cent of the total blood. If

so, there are approximately 0.21 cc. of white blood cells per 100 grams

of body weight. In this case the blood volume would equal per 100

grams of body weight, 4.8 cc. of plasma plus 4.2 cc. of red blood cells

plus 0.2 cc. of white blood cells—a total of 9.2 cc. This we feel repre-

sents fairly accurately the total blood volume in our series of dogs. We
wish to emphaszie our belief that it is only by a combination of methods

that a proper estimate of the blood volume can be obtained. There is

no justification for the custom of assuming that the plasma volume and

red blood cell volume bear to each other the same ratio as is found in a

centrifugalized sample of blood drawn from any of the usual sources.

Yet this is exactly what is done when by the use of the hematocrit the

total red blood cell volume is derived on the basis of a plasma volume

previously determined by the dye method or the acacia method or any

of the other plasma volume methods. It is equally incorrect to attempt

to estimate the plasma volume when merely the red blood cell volume

has been determined by either the carbon monoxide method or the

method of Welcker. Such estimations involve the assumption that the

ratio of red blood cells to plasma in blood drawn from the jugular vein

is a ratio which is representative of the blood as a whole. A great

amount of work has been reported which indicates that the distribution

of blood cells in the body is a very changeable factor. The well-known

observations of Cohnstein and Zuntz (13) may be cited in this regard.

By microscopic study of living preparations they found that the smaller
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vessels became crowded with red blood cells at the expense of plasma

imder certain conditions of vascular relaxation. Under conditions of

vasoconstriction the red blood cells became less numerous and these fine

vessels contained relatively more plasma. Much of the work on red

blood cell count changes with high altitude and with exercise and the

like may be explained on the basis of altered distribution of the blood

cells. Confirmation of such theories is lacking, for as yet no investi-

gator has studied these problems with a combination of a plasma volume

method and a red blood cell method. The mere fact that while the

red blood cell count rises, the red blood cell volume (or the total oxygen

capacity of the blood) is unaltered does not indicate what changes may
be occurring in the total volume of plasma. The work of Lamson
shows that imder certain conditions the blood cells may tend to accu-

mulate in the liver (14).

We believe that the results of the present paper indicate in a way
hitherto unsuspected, the variable admixture of the plasma and red

blood cells. A review of table 19 shows that on an average there are

5.03 cc. of plasma per 100 grams of body weight. As has been already

explained it seems probable that about 4 or 5 per cent of the dye in-

jected is eliminated in the 4 minutes allowed for mixing of the dye with

the plasma. Granting that this is true the corrected plasma volume

is about 4.8 cc. of plasma per 100 grams of body weight. According

to the same table there are about 4.2 cc. of red blood cells per 100 grams

of body weight. The plasma together with the red blood cells equals

the sum of these two figures or 9.0 cc. per 100 grams of body weight.

If to this the probable white blood cell volume (0.2 cc. per 100 grams
of body weight) be added, a sum-total of 9.2 cc. per 100 grams of body
weight is obtained. This represents, we believe, a close approximation

of the total blood volume. Since the red blood cells constitute 4.2 cc.

of this 9.2 cc. it is easily seen that the red blood cells constitute 45.5

per cent of the total blood. This value represents the true red blood

cell hematocrit. If, for instance, all of the plasma and blood cells could

be removed from the body, placed in a large container and completely

mixed, a sample of this blood on centrifugaUzation would be found to

contain 45.5 per cent of red blood cells. In the living animal it is im-

pofluble to secure any such ideal sample, since it is imi)ossible to take

blood from all parts of the vascular system at once. A sample of blood

taken from the jugular vein contains 50.7 per cent of red blood cells

(table 19)—a figure considerably higher than the true 45.5 per cent.

It would seem then that blood taken from the jugular vein is consider-
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ably too rich in red blood cells. In an effort to locate other regions

having a corresponding poverty in red blood cells we have drawn samples

from the femoral vein, carotid artery, femoral artery, portal vein and

other large vessels. Needless to say obstruction to the flow during

the taking of all such samples was carefully avoided. It is not neces-

sary to present all of the figures in detail. It will suffice to say that

blood drawn from all of these sources was found within very narrow

limits to contain the same percentage of red blood cells as was found in

blood drawn from the jugular vein. We next turned our attention to

the smaller vessels. It is very difficult to obtain any very exact infor-

mation regarding the richness in red blood cells of the blood contained

in such vessels. However, certain microscopic findings enable us to

draw some general conclusions. Almost as soon as the microscopic cir-

culation of the blood was first discovered it was observed that the flow

in the smaller vessels was not at a uniform rate in all parts of the cross

section. It was noted that in the central or axial portion of the stream

the flow is much more rapid than in the peripheral portion of the stream.

Furthermore the red blood cells are to be seen almost exclusively in

the central rapidly moving part of the stream. If the laws governing

the flow of simple Uquids in tubes hold here, the center of the stream

moves at a rate equal to twice the average velocity of the stream.

The "still space" represents a body of plasma which is relatively stag-

nant—withdrawn from the circulation, as it were. The width of this

layer undoubtedly varies in different vessels and under different con-

ditions of flow. It is ordinarily stated that this layer has a width of

at least one-eighth of the diameter of the vessel. If this be so it can

easily be shown that this "still space" constitutes about 44 per cent

of the cross sectional area of the vessel. Of course the plasma in this

"still space" is not perfectly stationary and hence is not completely

withdrawn from circulation. The rate of movement in any part of

the vessel is approximately inversely proportional to its distance from

the center. At this rate the plasma in the inner fourth of this so-called

"still space" may be thought of as moving at the same rate as the

innermost or "axial core" while the outer three-fourths of the "still

space (i. e., the three-fourths nearest the vessel wall) may then be con-

sidered as being perfectly stationary. If, then, the "still space" consti-

tutes 44 per cent of the cross sectional area of the vessel and three-

fourths of this "still space" can be considered as being stationary it

follows that 33 per cent (75 per cent of 44 per cent) of the contents of

the vessel is stagnant plasma. The other 67 per cent of the content
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of these small vessels is the actively circulating blood of the body and
in our series of animals contained 50.7 per cent by volume of red blood

cells. On an average there were 4.1 cc. of red blood cells per 100 grams

of body weight. If these cells were all actively circulating our hemato-

crit would indicate that they should be accompanied by 4.0 cc. per 100

grams of body weight of actively circulating plasma. Our experiments

show that the sum total of plasma is about 4.8 cc. per 100 grams of

body weight. The difference between 4.8 and 4.0 is 0.8—a figure which

represents the number of cubic centimeters of stagnant plasma per 100

grams of body weight. If the true blood volume be 9.0 cc. per 100

grams of body weight it is seen that the stagnant plasma constitutes

about 9 per cent by volume of the total blood. All of this plasma could

be stored away in the "still spaces" of the smaller vessels on the assump-

tion that such small vessels contained one-third of the total blood.

For, as was estimated above, about 33 per cent of the content of the

smaller vessels consists of stagnant plasma for which we must account.

It does not seem unreasonable to beUeve that one-third of the total

blood is contained in the small vessels possessing an axial stream, par-

ticularly when it is recalled that the total cross section of the finer arteri-

oles and venules has been estimated to be several hundred times the

cross section of the aorta. Furthermore, the length of some of the arteri-

oles is considerable. The total combined content of all such vessels must
be very great.

Unfortunately previous microscopic studies and measurements do
not enable us to estabUsh conclusively our theory that the total volume
of the "still space" is great enough to account for all of the plasma
which we have shown is stored somewhere. We hope within the near

future to be able to collect definite first-hand data on this point. These
considerations do, however, establish the fact that there is within the

"still spaces" at least a considerable quantity of stagnant plasma.

We must not overlook the possibiUty that plasma may also be "stored"

in other regions. Thus Cohnstein and Zuntz (13) held that there are

capillaries which are filled with plasma to the exclusion of red blood

cells. Some investigators may wish to maintain that a certain part of

the extravascular lymph spaces are quite accessible to the dye and that

the l3rmpb oonstitutcs some of the stagnant part of our "plasma volume.

"

The evidence now at hand is somewhat against this view. Our theory

involving the "still spaces" seems to cover all known facts both from
a quulitutivo and ((iiantitative standpoint. This view in no way con-

flict* with the work of those who wish to maintain that under certain
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conditions of circulation, red blood cells may be stored or deposited

to excess in certain parts of the vascular tree. Nor do we wish to deny

that under certain conditions the plasma volume may vary to a con-

siderable degree. Further evidence is being collected on these points.

We wish to emphasize the view already presented to explain why
the total "blood volume" as obtained by the dye method constitutes

9.5 to 10.5 cc. per 100 grams of body weight, while the total "blood

volume" obtained by the carbon monoxide or Welcker method consti-

tutes but 8 cc. per 100 grams of body weight. For blood drawn from

the jugular vein is composed of approximately equal parts of plasma

and blood cells. Anyone who did not know of the plasma stored away

in the smaller vessels might make the mistake of thinking that the blood

volume was twice the plasma volume or twice the total blood cell

volume. In case he had already established by the dye method the

fact that there are 4.8 cc. of plasma per 100 grams of body weight, he

would be led to conclude there there is twice this amount of blood

i. e., 9.6 cc. of blood per 100 grams of body weight. On the other hand,

if he had established by the carbon monoxide or Welcker method that

the red blood cell volume is 4.1 cc. per 100 grams of body weight he

would conclude that there are but 8.2 cc. of blood per 100 grams. As

our discussion shows, such calculations are not based upon sound prem-

ises. These workers should combine the plasma volume obtained by

the dye method with the red blood cell volume obtained by the carbon

monoxide or Welcker method. The result would be 8.9 cc. per 100

grams of body weight. If desired, one might add 0.2 cc. for white

blood cells. In this case the observer would conclude that there are

9.1 cc. of blood per 100 grams of body weight. This, we believe, repre-

sents a correct approximation of the actual blood volume.

SUMMARY

Three standard blood volume methods are compared by the same

workers under uniform conditions with a carefully controlled technic.

The dye method, the carbon monoxide method and a modified Welcker

method are all used on the same dog within a short space of time. The

comparative value of these figures is thereby enhanced.

The dye method determines with reasonable accuracy the plasma

volume but not the red cell volume. The carbon monoxide or Welcker

method determines the total hemoglobin or red cell volume but not

the plasma volume.
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The dye method in normal dogs gives a plasma volume of about 4.8

cc. of plasma per 100 grams body weight. The carbon monoxide method

in normal dogs gives the red cell volume as 4.2 cc. per 100 grams body

weight. There are probably about 0.2 cc. of white blood cells per 100

grams body weight. In our opinion the correct blood volume is the sum
of these figures or 4.8 cc. plasma + 4.2 cc. red cells + 0.2 cc. white

blood ceDs = 9.2 cc. blood volume per 100 grams body weight.

We believe other investigators have fallen into error due to calcu-

lation of the total blood volume based on the red cell hematocrit—usually

50 per cent in normal dogs. This gives erroneous figures of about 10

cc. per 100 grams body weight for the dye method and about 8 cc. per

100 grams body weight for the carbon monoxide method.

This error comes from the assumption that the blood cells and plasma

are imiformly mixed in all parts of the circulating system. There is

sufficient evidence to point to an excess of plasma over red cells in arter-

ioles and capillaries. The axial cell stream in arterioles, for example,

gives a marginal "still space" in which a considerable amount of plasma

may be stored.

The absolute value of circulating red cells must always be somewhat
smaller than the carbon monoxide figures which express the total body

hemoglobin, inclusive of muscle hemoglobin and hemoglobin in red

marrow and spleen sinusoids. The amount of this immobile body hemo-

globin is about 5 to 10 per cent of the total body hemoglobin.

The true total blood volume can be obtained by the use of the carbon

monoxide method (red cell volume) plus the dye or similar method
(plasma volume). The sum of these figures gives the true blood volume.
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In a previous paper (1) I reported the normal temperature variations

in rabbits and the temperature effects of operative procedures. The
animals were kept in large boxes in the experimental room in order to

avoid the disturbing effect of daily removal from the animal house.

They were always handled so as to cause as little excitement as possible

and were fed daily about 6 p.m., that is, the rabbits were kept uniformly

undisturbed but were allowed freedom in moving at will about the

case (2X3 feet square). They thus generally indulged in moderate

exercise.

Curve A is a specimen of the daily temperature variations of two

rabbits under the above conditions, showing ranges of 0.7°-1.4°C. in

the course of the day. In some cases the range was much greater, one

varying 2.6°C. in one day. "The figures and curves show that one

temperature observation cannot be used as the norm for that rabbit.

A change above or below this one reading cannot be considered to be

experimentally produced unless it is great enough to fall beyond the

range of normal variability. Some workers consider a steady rise or

fall as experimental compared with the fluctuating normal. It is con-

ceivable that the range would need to be determined for any given

experimental environment" (1).

In the same paper temperature variations were also given for rabbits

which, for experimental purposes, have been bound back uppermost to

an operating board. Under these conditions a marked fall, 1-2°C. or

more, was lecoided, the temperature remaining constant after the low

level had been reached. This constant level was, however, too low to

be used as a basis for experimental changes.
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The marked normal temperature variations indicated above tend to

make the rabbit an unsatisfactory animal for the experimental studies

of the regulation of body temperature. Further attempts were made,

however, to establish an experimental environment which would result

in a more constant temperature norm with less chance of fortuitous

extremes. The result of this effort is the basis of the present paper.

Rabbits instead of being allowed freedom in a large cage were placed

in a small box 6 X 18 inches long and 8 inches deep, in which they

generally remained quiescent for hours. To insure absolute quiet, the

head was placed in a Zwarmak head holder in one end of the box.

In this position they appeared to be very contented and comfortable

after the preliminary adjustments and would remain for hours without

even an attempt at movement. There were exceptions, to be sure.

Occasionally a male rabbit would make violent effort to escape. Those

remaining quiet were assured of a less fluctuating temperature by the

elimination of the effects of muscular exercise. Thus, one very pro-

nounced variable which might easily be responsible for the wide range of

normal variability was controlled, leaving only such as depend on food,

sex, age, etc., all of minor importance. The pyretic effect of muscular

exercise is a matter of every-day observation. Experimental exercise

in rabbits has been reported by Krause (2) to cause a rise from 39.05°C.

to 40.1°C. in 7 minutes. Thus chance movements, even though slight,

would be expected to produce temperature changes of sufficient magni-

tude to mask many of experimental origin.

Curves of the temperature variations after the effects of muscular

exercise have been eliminated show an almost constant temperature

after the preliminary fall which marks the recovery from previous

movement or that accompanying the process of adjustment in the box.

The only apparent change in most cases was a gradual slight rise toward

the end of the day. Marked fluctuations were never observed. In a

number of cases the rabbits were removed from the box to a large cage

after the temperature had been constant for some time. The release

was invariably followed by an abrupt and marked rise as shown in

curve C.

Curve B gives a specimen of the temperature variations of rabbits

kept in the manner described above, in a box admitting of no muscular

movement. The small range of variation and the lack of fluctuation are

very evident. Thirty-one observations of daily variations were made
on 19 rabbits with nearly identical results. A comparison of this curve

with curve A of a rabbit at large in a cage shows in the former a nearly
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uniform and non-fluctuating norm, departure from which could with a

fair degree of certainty be ascribed to any known experimental cause;

in the latter, large uncertain deviations of doubtful origin. It is true

that many rabbits in the cages maintained a fairly constant tempera-

ture, as constant in fact as many in the boxes; but this condition was
unpredictable. Those in the quiet of the box, though often showing

some deviation, never in any instance had marked extremes.

I have used this method far more than two years on some 150 rabbits

in my studies on the regulation of body temperature and have found

that marked variations occur only after experimental procedure.

SUMMARY

Rabbits kept in small boxes with a Zwarmak head holder do not

indulge in muscular exercise and therefore have a nearly constant body
temperature. This makes it possible to study small experimental tem-
perature changes with a degree of exactness not possible under the usual

wide normal range of variability of rabbits not in a similarly controlled

experimental environment.
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I have shown in a former paper (1) that an increase in intracranial

pressure is followed by a rise in body temperature in rabbits. The

increase in pressure was brought about by mechanical means, but might

be produced in various ways. The method of injecting salt solution

intravenously to increase or decrease the cerebro-spinal pressure was

suggested by the work of Weed and McKibben (2) in which it was

shown that hypotonic solutions increase and hypertonic (saturated)

solutions decrease the cerebro-spinal pressure in cats.

It seemed of interest to further test the possibiUty of a correlation

between cerebro-spinal pressure and body temperature by observing

the temperature effects of similar salt injections and their relation to

the pressure effects noted by these workers. It was expected that

the rise in the cerebro-spinal pressure produced in this manner would

be paralleled by a rise in body temperature similar to that following

mechanically increased pressure. The fall in cerebro-spinal pressure

might correspondingly be accompanied by a fall in body temperature.

Five to 10 cc. of distilled water were used as the hypotonic solution

and the same quantity or less of 6 m (saturated) NaCl as the hyper-

tonic solution. Injections were made in the marginal vein of the ears

of rabbits and caused no apparent discomfort or disturbance. Tem-

perature readings were immediately begun and continued at 2 to 15

minute intervals until the maximum change had been reached and a

return to normal had begun.

Since normal fluctuations are sUght when the rabbit is fastened in

the operating box (3) and as there were no variations due to anesthesia

or operative procedures (4), a steady rise or fall in temperature followed

365
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bj' a return to normal was considered as due to the effects of the salt

solution injected.

Distilled water, curve A, caused a gradual average rise of 1°C. with

a gradual return to normal. 6 m NaCl, curve F, which is practically a

saturated solution, caused an abrupt average fall of 0.6°C. in 5 to 20

minutes followed bj'' a rise to or above normal in 25 to 30 minutes.

The marked initial fall in temperature is the characteristic effect of

the 6 m NaCl. It occurred in 24 of the 30 cases of injection. The
six rabbits in which a rise after injection of 6 m NaCl was observed

instead of a fall had more or less severe convulsions following the

administration. This is apt to happen if the injection is too rapid or

the dose too large. The excessive muscular movements are no doubt

responsible for the rise in temperature in these exceptional cases.

The increase in body temperature due to distilled water, hjrpotonic

solution, and the fall due to 6 m NaCl, hypertonic solution, correspond

roughly to the rise and fall in cerebro-spinal pressure following injection

of the same concentrations as reported by Weed and McKibben (2).

Table of temperature changes following intravenous injections of NaCl

AVERAGE
TIME PRE-
CEDINQ
MAXIMUM
CHANQE

NUMBER OF
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temperature decreasing efifect—the same quantity being used with each

—is between 4 m and 6 m NaCl not between hypotonic and hypertonic

solutions as would be expected from the effects of the same solutions on

cerebro-spinal pressiu-e.

The discussion of the results will be given in a later communication

in connection with further data which are being obtained on the actual

cerebro-spinal pressure, blood volume and vasomotor changes accom-

panjdng the rise and fall in body temperature.

It is of interest to note that while these experiments were in progress

the work of Weed and McKibben (2) was repeated and their general

results confirmed by Foley and Putnam (5), who also introduced the

salt into the gastro-intestinal tract with similar results. The clinical

application of the same principle was made by Gushing (6) who found

that the brain volume could be altered by the administration of hyper-

tonic salt solution per os and that the brain is pecuHarly sensitive to

movements of water in the tissues. Also Sach and Belcher (7) are using

this method to decrease intracranial pressure before opening the dura

in brain tumor operations.

Thus, it seems to be an established fact that the movement of water

in the tissues due to changed osmotic conditions in the blood does alter

the bulk of the brain and the cerebro-spinal pressure. And the evi-

dence presented in this paper would seem to indicate that there is also

a correlation between changes in the cerebro-spinal pressure and changes

in body temperature.

SUMMARY

Distilled water, m/6, m/1, 2 m and 4 m sodium chloride in 5 to 10

cc. doses intravenously administered cause an average rise in body tem-

perature of 1 to 1.5*'C.; 6 m sodium chloride, on the other hand, causes

an initial fall of 0.6*0. followed by a rise to or slightly above normal.

The rise in temperature following the injection of hypotonic solutions

corresponds roughly to the rise in cerebro-spinal pressure;,and the fall

following 6 m (hypertonic) sodium chloride to the fall in cerebro-

spinal pressure after injections of hypotonic and hypertonic solutions as

reported by Weed and McKibben. This seems to further indicate

a correlation Ixjtwcen cerebro-spinal pressure and body temperature.
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Rabens (10) in his studies on blood transfusion from normal into

diabetic dogs, has found, incidentally, that on the same diet the diabetic

dogs eliminated in the urine only from about one-seventh to one-tenth

of the chlorides found in the urine of normal dogs.

Verhaegen (13) reports three diabetic patients, two examined by
himself and one by Kultz, whose gastric juice did not contain any
hydrochloric acid.

Great hunger and appetite and increased capacity to digest meat
have been observed in dogs with pancreatic diabetes.

To throw more light upon the above-mentioned observations, and to

search for a possible relation between the secretion of the pancreas

and that of the stomach, the study of the gastric juice in experimental

pancreatic diabetes was undertaken.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Operation: The abdominal incision for the Pavlov stomach pouch was made to

the left of the linea alba and the opening was brought out 2 cm. to the left of the

umbilicus. The pancreas was removed at one step, the abdominal incision

being made to the right side of the linea alba.

The gastric juice ivas collected by inserting a rubber tube, perforated at sev-

eral places, into the pouch. A glass tube was inserted into the external orifice of

the rubber tube so as to insure the drainage of the gastric juice to the outside,

some distance from the abdominal wall. A small bottle, into which the glass
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tube drained the gastric juice, was fastened to the trunk of the dog by means

of straps.

In order to avoid all inhibitory influences, the animals were never kept in

frames. In the active secretion period they were constantly watched to pre-

vent any attempt of an animal to turn on its back and thus spill the gastric

secretion.

The acidity of the gastric juice was determined by titrating with ^ N NaOH,
using dimethyl-amino-azobenzol and phenolphthalein as indicators.

The chlorides were determined according to the Volhard-Harvey method.

However, instead of 2 cc. 5 N ammonium thiocyanate being equal to 1 cc. of N
AgCl, 4 cc. of i anmionium thiocyanate solution were made equal to 1 cc. N
AgCl, thus insuring more accvu-ate results. In titrating according to the Volhard-

Harvey method the first change of color throughout the mixture must be taken

as an end point. If the solution which is being titrated is left to stand for a

ver>' short period the thiocyanate will have a solvent effect upon the silver

chloride, and the light brown color of the end point will disappear, and thus

further titration will give inaccurate results.

The pepsin activity of the gastric juice was determined by the Mett's egg

albumin tube method, modified by Carlson, and calculated according to the

Shutz law.

RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the character of the gastric juice before and

after total pancreatectomy with respect to the secretion curve and the

chemistry of the gastric juice, a few tables are inserted.

TABLE 1

The average hourly secretion of gastric juice
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The secretion curve. From table 1 it is evident that on a diet of meat

the normal animal secretes the highest quantity of gastric juice in the

first 2 hours. The curve of secretion then gradually dechnes, but the

secretion period lasts from 4 to 8 hours. This curve, as obtained by

us on normal dogs having a meat diet, is evidently the same as the

curve obtained by Pavlov under similar conditions. Dogs 7 and 9,

before total pancreatectomy, yield the highest quantity of gastric juice

in the first hour and the yield then decUnes with some fluctuations, but

the active secretion period lasts over 9 hours.

After total pancreatectomy dog 7 secreted in the first 2 hours less

than he did in the normal condition ; the secretion rising in the 3rd,

4th, 5th and 6th hours; the greatest being obtained in the 4th hour,

followed by decrease in the 7th hour and another increase in the fol-

lowing hours. The secretion period lasted over 11 hours. Dog 9,

after total pancreatectomy, has secreted in the first hour less than in any

other single hour of the active secretion period. The curve rose in the

3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th hours, the peak was reached in the 5th hour;

followed by a sudden drop in the 7th hour and another rise in the fol-

lowing hours. The active secretion period lasted more than 12 hours.

Thus the secretion curves in both dogs after total pancreatectomy are

apparently alike, and quite different from the normal secretion curve.

The lengthening of the secretion curve in diabetic dogs is evidently due

to the lasting spasm of the pylorus on the duodenal side. Pavlov (9) ob-

served that the passage of acid solution out of the stomach is remarkably

slower in the case of dogs with pancreatic fistula. Tobler (12) and

Lang (7) have shown that acid protein on the duodenal side checks gas-

tric evacuation. Hedblom's (6) experiments show that potato with

0.25 per cent acid passes out of the stomach more slowly than normal

potato, and faster than potato of 1 per cent acidity. Later, BoldyrefT

(1) showed that fluid of 0.5 per cent acidity passes out quickly from

the stomach into the duodenum and the acidity of the fluid remaining

in the stomach is reduced to about 0.15 per cent. When the pancreatic

ducts are ligated, the acid fluid remains in the stomach for a longer

period, and the acidity is reduced to only about 0.40 per cent. Can-

non's results are to the effect that the acidity on the duodenal side

closes the pylorus. These observations lend support to our contention

that the lengthening of the secretion curve of gastric juice after total

pancreatectomy is due to the absence of the external secretion of the

pancreas, which according to Boldyreff is the chief factor in neutraUzing

the acid contents of the stomach and duodenum. With the absence
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of the pancreatic juice, the pyloric sphincter on the duodenal side is

thrown into a lasting spasm, retaining the food in the stomach. The

longer the food remains in the stomach, the more the secretagogues are

formed, and therefore the greater is the secretion of gastric juice. It

would seem, therefore, that we have an adaptation by which the food

is subjected to pepsin-hydrochloric acid digestion for a longer period

than under the normal conditions.

7s there an absence of psychic secretion in pancreatic diabetes? The

quantity of gastric juice which a dog yields in the first 2 hours of the

active secretion period is equal to one-half of the total amount of that

of the whole secretion period (3). The great quantity of secretion ob-

tained in the first 2 hours is explained by the factor of psychic secretion,

which is added to the secretion brought about by the action of the secre-

tagogues.

In the diabetic dogs (table 1) the secretion in the first 2 hours is less

than that in the normal condition.

In view of the polyphagia present in pancreatic diabetes the question

naturally arises: "Is the polyphagia due to hunger or appetite?" Ac-

cording to Luckhart's (8) observations, one of the factors of polyphagia

is hunger. The hunger contractions persist after the removal of the

pancreas and become more intense with the progress of the disease.

As is evident in table 1, concerned with secretion after total pancrea-

tectomy, the first 2 hours of secretion are scanty. The above consider-

ations would suggest that these hunger contractions are not a factor

in the production of secretion during the first hours in the normal ani-

mal, and that the psychic factor of secretion is absent or impaired after

pancreatectomy.

The development of gastritis after total pancreatectomy in dogs with

Pavlov stomach pouches. After total pancreatectomy all the dogs devel-

oped symptoms of acute gastritis on the 2nd or 3rd day after the

operation. They were constantly retching and vomiting. Dog 2 and

dog 3 died on the 3rd day after the operation. The post mortem

revealed a highly hemorrhagic condition of the stomach and duodenal

muooea. Dogs 7 and 9 also developed symptoms of gastritis. Dog 7

lived 8 days after pancreatectomy and suddenly died. The stomach

muooea showed a highly hemorrhagic condition. Dog 9 was retching

and vomiting after the operation for 2 days, but then the symptoms

disappeared. This condition of gastritis has not been mentioned, nor

apparently ever noticed after total pancreatectomy.
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The acidity of the gastric juice after total pancreatectomy is not changed

to any considerable degree. Table 2 indicates that after total pancrea-

tectomy the free acidity of the gastric juice in dog 2 was 0.3646 which

is about the same as the average acidity of the animal in the normal

condition. Dog 3 gave a free acidity of 0.2918 in the single experiment

obtained, which is somewhat lower than the average acidity of the same

dog in the normal condition. Dog 7 before pancreatectomy gave a free

acidity of 0.4224, while after pancreatectomy the average free acidity

was brought up to 0.4403. Dog 9 showed a free acidity of 0.4146

before total pancreatectomy and 0.3104 after the pancreas was removed.

As indicated by table 2, the percentage of chlorides of the gastric

juice before and after pancreatectomy is about the same. The above

TABLE 2

Average acidities. Pepsin concentration and chlorides before and after

pancreatectomy

NUMBER OF
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tration reached 10.78 mm. Thus, there is conclusive evidence that the

pepsin concentration of the gastric juice after total pancreatectomy

has been increased.

GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF THE ACIDS, CHLORIDES AND PEPSIN OF

THE GASTRIC JUICE

The data accumulated in the examination of the gastric juice in the

normal animal warrant some remarks in regard to the acidity, chlorides

and pepsin concentration.

The free acidity of the gastric juice according to most observers fluctu-

ates between 0.4 per cent and 0.5 per cent. Our data accumulated in

the examination of many samples from various dogs, confirm the above

TABLE 3

Showing the relation between rate of secretion and acidity

KTMBER or
DOG

2

2

3

3

4

9

8

9

13

Meat and bread

Meat and bread

Meat and bread

Meat
Meat and bread

Meat
Meat
Meat
Meat

NUMBER OF
EXPERI-
MENTS
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when the acids are high. When the acids are low they have a rela-

tively high chloride content. If we assume that the mucus which

is mixed with the gastric juice is low in chlorides, the corresponding

high chlorides of the gastric juice with low acidities are probably due

to the strongly neutraUzing effect of the mucus. Our observation on

the uniformity of chlorides in the gastric juice confirms the work of

Roseman (11).

TABLE 4

Shovnng relation of pepsin concentration to acidity and chlorides

NUMBER OP
DOG
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The continuous secretion is high in pepsin hut low in acid. Table 5

gives the continuous secretion of dog 9 before and after pancreatectomy.

The gastric juice is low in acid, but high in pepsin. Our findings are in

accord with Carlson's observations on continuous secretion in man.

The gastric juice collected during the active secretion period does not

show anj"" direct proportion between the acidity and pepsin concentra-

tion as noticed by Edkins and Brinkman (2). On the contrary, there

is some evidence that gastric juice low in acidity is higher in pepsin as

is indicated in tables 4 and 5.

The flocculent, ropy juass, separated from the gastric juice is high in

pepsin, hut very low in add. Samples of gastric juice, containing mucus
were allowed to stand for a period of from 24 to 48 hours. At the bot-

tom of the test tube a flocculent, ropy mass is then generally found. The
examination of this ropy mass proved to be two to four times as high

in pepsin as the gastric juice of high acidity which was collected during

the active secretion period.

CONCLUSIONS

The secretion of the gastric juice after total pancreatectomy in dogs

with Pavlov stomach pouches, is different from the one obtained under

normal conditions:

1. The quantity of the first 2 hours is less than that in the normal

dogs, indicating the possible disturbance of the mechanism concerned

in psychic secretion; the quantity secreted in the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th

hours of the active secretion period is greater than in the normal curve;

the active secretion period is prolonged, lasting twelve or more hours.

2. The total quantity of gastric juice secreted on the same diet has

been more than doubled;

3. The pepsin concentration of the gastric juice is greatly increased;

4. The acidity of the gastric juice in pancreatic diabetes does not

essentially differ from the normal.

The hyjXT-sccrotion of gastric juice, the increase in pepsin concentra-

tion, and thti longer retention of the food in the stomach, jioint to an

adaptation to prolong and augment the pepsin-hydrochloric acid

digestion after total pancreatectomy.

A typical severe gastritis, with constant retching, and vomiting has

been observed after total pancreatectomy on dogs with Pavlov stomach

pouobes.
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The free acidity of the normal gastric juice during the active secre-

tion period does not fluctuate much, being between 0.3630 and 0.4146,

and the total acidity bet^^een 0.4199 and 0.4527. This confirms the

work of Pavlov, Carlson, JBoldyreff and others.

The chlorides of the gastric juice are uniform, thuvS confirming the

work of Roseman.

Continuous secretion is low in acid but high in pepsin, which confirms

the work of Carlson on human gastric juice.

The thick flocculent mucus separated from the gastric juice is high

in pepsin, but very low in acid.

I wish to express my thanks to Dr. J. J. Moorhead for his generous

help in some of the operations. I am deeply indebted to Doctor Carlson

who suggested this j^roblem.
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It is a well-known fact that aqueous, saline and other extracts of

the th3Toid gland of various animals cause contraction of the isolated

intestinal segment from laboratory animals. Nevertheless since this

property is exhibited bj'^ extracts of other tissues, such as thymus,

spleen, brain, kidney, liver, pancreas, parathyroid, intestinal mucosa

and musculature, heart, striated muscle, etc., as Wieland (1), Kohler

(2), Fawcett and his collaborators (3), Stern and Rothlin (4), Collip

(5) and others have shown, the production of the substances causing

the contraction can not be considered as a specific function of any

particular tissue. Indeed it is becoming increasingly evident that there

are substances elaborated by, or contained in, many tissues of the

body which exhibit a common type of effect on the blood pressure,

gastric secretion, heart-beat and other physiological processes, and

that this general type of reaction must be distinguished from the

specific action of extracts of special glands, as Clark (6) has recently

emphasized. Attention should be called to the fact that this similarity

of tyixi of reaction ])r()(luction by extracts from such ()))viously fvmc-

tionally diverse organs intlicates an underlying fundamental similarity

in mctalx)lic procedure of the various tissues and organs of the body

as a whole, upon which has boon sup(M-imi)()sc(l, through some jirocess

of evolution or development, the more i)r()minent physiological func-

tion commonly attributed to the particular organ in question.

It is not the purpose of this report to consider the i)rol)!iblo nature of

the active Hubstances in the extrjids, siiu;e we have but little if any

actual information with regard to iln point, llather our purpose is

to present as briefly as possible the changes in the amounts of the

880
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intestine-contracting substances of the thyroid of the abino rat accord-

ing to age, as measured by the reaction induced in isolated duodenal

segments of the rat by extracts of this gland.

The isolated duodenal segment of the adult, unexcited, male albino

rat was chosen as the test organ for this investigation because of its

qualitative and quantitative reUability for comparative studies of this

TABLE 1

The age and sex distribution of the animals the thyroid extracts of which were

tested, together with the averages of the intestine-contracting power of the extracts

according to the individual age groups

MALES
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for both males and females. The thyroid was removed from the

animal, under deep ether anesthesia, was weighed and ground in a

small mortar with fifty times its weight of fine dry sand to which was

added during the grinding that amount of Tyrode's solution (without

sugar) which would suffice to make the concentration of the thyroid in

the final solution equivalent to 0.25 per cent. Thus in all cases equal

»^ M3s»ireJttaPtSa%3Ait /Jtf" /re J^e >7tf

Chart showing the changes in the intestine-contracting power of equivalent

amounts of thyroid extracts from male and female albino rats according to age.

amounts of extract from each and all glands were representative of

equal unit weights of fresh thyroid tissue. The segnu^nts were stand-

ardized with 0.25 cc. of M/10 NaaCOa and the shortening induced by

1 cc. of the thyroid extract was compared therewith and expressed as

the per cent contraction in terms of M/10 NaoC'Os.

In all a total of 93 tests was made on 103 aniniids. The details of the

age and sex distribution are given in table 1. The figures in cohnnns

4 and 8 arc the average values obtained in the individual age groups

studied. These values have been j)l<)ttcd in chart 1. It should be

obvious that the size of the thyroid in the very young rats necessitated

the use of glands from several animaln for each test of the earlier ages.
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An inspection of the chart reveals several interesting features. Fore-

most among these, for purposes of validating the investigation as a

whole, is the quite general coincidence of the graphs for the two sexes

with regard to the type of change occurring with age. This demon-

strates that apparently no marked qualitative sex differences occur,

which indicates that the function of these intestine-contracting sub-

stances, if they have a function, subserves the same ends in both the

male and the female albino. The fact that the course of the curve

for the females, while similar to that of the males, precedes by a few

daj's the changes occurring in the graph of the males falls in rather

nicely with the observations reported by Donaldson (9) that certain

other physiological changes in the female albino rat, such as the open-

ing of the eyes and the onset of puberty, usually occur sUghtly before

they take place in the males, and supports the idea that we are here

dealing with an expression, indirect it is true, of a fundamental uni-

form difference in the development of the two sexes.

If we assume that the variations in the intestine-contracting ability

of the thyroid extracts tested are due to variations in the amount of

stimulating substances produced per unit weight of thyroid gland, it

is at once evident that there are four periods during the active growth

of the albino rat when the activity of the thyroid in producing this

stimulating complex is noticeably increased : ^ , at birth ; ^, at the period

of weaning; 3, at puberty; and 4, at the termination of rapid growth,

or 150 daj'^s. Following each of these periods of higher content of

stimulating substances or greater activity in their production, there

occurs a marked decrease in the content of the extracts as tested by
their action on the isolated intestinal segment. There is the post-

natal drop; the post-weaning drop, which is followed by a gradual

increase in activity up to the time of the jump to the ]3ubertal high-

point; the post-pubertal decrease or, in the females, the post-pubertal

plateau; and finally the big decline in activity occurring after the ani-

mals have reached full maturity and which is apparently under normal

conditions more or less the expression of the activity of the extracts of

the thyroid of adult animals. The general trend through all the ups

and downs up to the time of this regression is toward an increase in

activity. The jog at the time the eyes are opening (about 15 days)

may be significant.

The jogs in the curves at weaning and at puberty are similar in their

incidence to those observed by Hatai (10) in his study of the refractive

index of the blood of the albino rat and when correlated with data that

is now accumulating relative to the fatalities following thyreopara-
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thjToidectomy at different ages, point strongly to the probability that

these two periods, e.g., weaning and puberty, are critical points in

development, and points deserving of special investigation. Whether

or not they are periods at which the thyroid plays a particular and

significant role is yet to be determined.

Other studies of evidences of changes in thyroid activity with age

have been made. Fenger (11) found that the iodine content of this

tissue varied with age, and since he was of the opinion that "the amount

of iodine in the thyroid is an indication of the relative activity of the

gland" he concluded from his analyses that "there is evidently a grad-

ual rise in activity of the gland in the fetus and this activity is increased

shortly after birth, reaching its maximum in the young growing ani-

mal." "The iodine content of full-grown animals is very low." This

opinion and the findings on which it is based parallel the curves we

present. Fenger's studies were made on thyroid glands from beef,

sheep and hogs. Moroever Robertson (12) in a brief comparison of

the relation of the thyroid weight to body weight of the white mouse,

presents figures which show the maximum ratio to exist in animals

70 days of age, while in the adult animals of 210 days the ratio has

fallen to that present at 35 days. Since these three separate and dis-

tinct Unes of investigation give evidence of the same type and direction,

it is relatively safe to conclude that a phase of the activity of the thy-

roid gland, aside from all other factors, changes with the progress of

development of the organism.

It is not our intention to give the impression that the tests of the

thyroid extracts as carried out in this investigation are to be considered

as tests of the specific functional activity of the gland, or as expressing

variations in the production of its particular internal secretion which

Kendall (13) has isolated and named "thj'roxin." In fact the evidence

at present available justifies only the opinion that the variations

obeerved are but the particular expressions of general changes in the

organism as a whole, in which the thyroid gland, as part of that organ-

ism, participates. Nevertheless the possibility must not be overlooked

that the thyroid may take a directing or regulating part in these

changes and that the variations in its content or production of the

intestine-contracting substances as products of its activity may be

rough indices of variations in its specific functional activity.
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SUMMARY

When the effects on the standardized intestinal segment of equiva-

lent concentrations of extracts of thyroid glands from albino rats of

different ages are compared, it is found that certain differences in

strength are present according to the age of the animal from which the

gland was removed.

Apparently there occurs a heightened content or production of the

intestine-contracting substances in the thyxoid at birth, at weaning, at

puberty, and at the time rapid growth is about completed. Each of

these points of increased activity is followed by a period in which the

extracts are less active in stimulating the intestinal segment, though

the general trend is toward an increase until full maturity, when the

activity falls to a fairly uniform low level. This holds for both sexes.

A correlation of these variations with data from other sources leads

to the opinion that they are the particular expressions of general changes

in the organism in which the thyroid participates.
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In the preceding report it has been shown that extracts of the thyToid

gland of albino rats of both sexes at different ages exert a characteristic

contracting effect upon the isolated duodenal segment of the same

animal.

Since Kendall (1) has shown that the crj^stalline substance, thyroxin,

which he isolated from the thjToid, is an active principle of that gland,

in that when it is administered in conditions of hj'pothjToidism its effect

is similar to that of whole gland substance, it seemed worth while to

determine whether or not this compoimd is an active constituent of

the thyroid extracts causing the contraction of the isolated intestinal

segment. Although the data from other sources indicate that this in-

testine-contracting ability of the thyroid extracts is not specific but is

exhibited by extracts from many other tissues of the bodj^ and although

it might appear as if the testing of the possibility of such an effect being

produced by thyroxin is superfluous on the basis of the apparent in-

activation of the compound when put in alkaline solution, yd since

such assumptions of the activity or non-activity of any substance are

scientifically dangerous, it was considered that the point should be

settled with regard to thyroxin for definiteness if for nothing else.

Since thyroxin is precipitated as the mono-sodium salt from solution

in sodium carbonate, if allowed to stand in contact with the air,' while

it is readily soluble in sodium hydroxide, this latter compound was

used in fifteenth molecular concentration, both as the solvent for thyroxin

and as the standurdizing reagent, instead of the tenth molecular sodium

carbonate previously descrilxjd (2).

One miliigrum of pure crystalline thyroxin was dissolved in 10 cc. of

M/15 NuOH giving a concent nit ion of 0.025 nigin. thyroxin in the 0.25

cc. of sohition used for testing and also for standardizHtion. Consecu-

'Perton*! oomtnunioation from Dr. E. C. Kendall.
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tive dilutions with M/15 NaOH were then made which yielded, 5 X 10~^;

1 X 10-3; 2 X 10-"; 4 X 10-^; 8 X 10-«; 1.6 X 10-«; 3.2 X 10-^ and 6.4 X
10-^ mgni. of thyroxin respectively in each 0.25 cc. of solution. A sim-

ple calculation will show that the neutralization effect of the thyroxin

on the sodium hydroxide, even in the highest concentration, is less than

0.3 per cent, a value extremely small when compared with the limits of

accuracy of the method of testing, and which is obviously increasingly

diminished with the consecutive dilutions. This wide range of thy-

roxin concentration was studied because frequently differences in type of

physiological reaction to other organic products are observed when

Ti~\rTr~irnripnrij-vnj—ij-^-sr i.'-u u

Fig. 1. The effect of 1 X 10 ~' mgm. thyroxin on the isolated duodenal seg-

ment. The first two tracings are the responses to 0.25 cc. M/15 NaOH as

standard; the second two show the response to 0.25 cc. M/15 NaOH plus

thyroxin.

different doses are employed. The segments were standardized as de-

scribed in an earher report (2), using 0.25 cc. of M/15 NaOH instead

of M/10 Na-iCOs. When the measure of the response of the segment to

this amount of NaOH had been obtained the same amount of contract-

ing reagent containing thyroxin of a given concentration was added

and its effect compared with the result obtained in standardization.

In no case was there any evidence obtained that thyroxin causes of

itself a shortening of the intestinal segment, since in no case did the

NaOH solution of thyroxin cause an increase in contraction over that

produced by the NaOH itself. The general type of reaction is shown

in figure 1.
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However, the solutions where thyroxin was present in concentrations

of 3.2 X 10~^ and 6.4 X 10~^, particularly the former, seemed to exert

a depressant or retarding effect on the contraction, as is shown in

figure 2.

-Lf-Tie-if-Ti
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Fig. 2. The effect of 3.2 X 10^~ mffi"- thyroxin on the isolated duodeniil seg-

ment. The first two tracings are the responses to 0.25 cc. M /15 NaOH as

standard; the second two show the response to 0.25 cc. M/15 NaOH plus thyroxin;

while the fifth tracing is that obtained with 0.25 cc. M/15 NaOH alone.

Thi.s amount of thyroxin represents but an extrcnu'ly sinall propor-

tion of the iodine present either in normal blood, as determined by

Kendall (3), or in the thyroid Khmd, as reported by Fencer (4), and sug-

gcntii that the larger proportion of the iodine in the l)lo()(l or the thyroid

gland ifi not in combination ou thyroxin, if this reaction is an expression
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of a physiological activity of the compound on the tissue used for

testing.

The results do show, however, that thyroxin is not an active con-

stituent of the thyroid extracts, as described in the preceding paper, in

causing the characteristic effect on the isolated intestinal segment.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Solutions of thyroxin in fifteenth molecular sodium hydroxide, in

concentrations ranging from 5 X 10~' to 6.4 X 10~* do not cause any

increased contraction of the isolated intestinal segment over that pro-

duced by equivalent amounts of the sodium hydroxide solution used

as the standard. At concentrations of 3.2 X 10~' and 6.4 X 10~* thy-

roxin in sodium hydroxide solution apparently tends to exert a repres-

sant effect on the contraction produced by the hydroxide. These are

the only concentrations tested at which any physiological effect at all

was observed. It is evident from these results that thyroxin is not the

constituent of the thyroid extracts which causes the contraction of

the isolated intestinal segment described in the preceding paper.
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Acute oxygen deficiency produces a functional impairment of auriculo-

ventricular conduction. This has been demonstrated by Sherrington,

Lewis and Matthison and others (1), (2), (3), (4). The present inves-

tigation was undertaken to determine whether the same depression of

conduction occurs in animals during carbon monoxide asphyxia; and

further, whether this gas exerts a direct toxic action upon the heart,

independent of the anoxemia.

It is highly probable that the toxicity of carbon monoxide is wholly

dependent upon its union with hemoglobin, and thus upon asphyxia.

But even so, the conditions under carbon monoxide differ significantly

from those under inhalation of low concentration of oxygen. During

carbon monoxide asphyxia the tension of oxygen in the arterial blood

remains normal as long as pulmonary ventilation is maintained. It is

the quantity which is decreased. On the other hand, during inhalation

of low oxj'gen (as at a great altitude) both the quantity and tension

of oxygen in the arterial blood are decreased.

This difference might lead to effects upon the heart varying from those

observed in simple asphxyia by the investigators above mentioned.

General procedure. These observations were made upon dogs. A
normal elect rocardiogram^ was obtained through leads to the right

fore and left hind legs. With the electrodes still connected, the animal

waH i)Iaccd in u glass chamber of 300 liters capacity (minus the mass
of the animal in liters). An amount of carbon monoxide sufficient to

produce tlu' drsired concentration was measured in; the accuracy of

' Publinherl by pcrniiHsion of the Director of the United States Bureau of Mines.
* The nppnrntufl used in this invesf iniifon was an Kdohnann (»U>ctrooardio-

graphic omni i>ri-M..nted to the Modicnl School by Dr. Wnltcr .Imiucs of Now
York City.
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the concentrations obtained by this method has been proven by previous

work (5). With a dog of average size (8 to 10 kilos), the CO2 in the

('ham])er rose to 0.4 per cent in about 30 minutes and the oxy^gen fell

an amount depending on the respiratory quotient. At the end of each

30 minutes the chamber was opened and rapidly cleared by an electric

fan. It was then reclosed and a new charge of gas introduced. The

temperature of the chamber rose only a few degrees above that prevail-

ing in the room. Throughout the period of gassing, electrocardio-

graphic tracings were taken at short intervals. In a few experiments

resi)iratory tracings were obtained by means of a pneumograph. To
determine the percentage combination of the hemoglobin with carbon

monoxide the carmine method of Haldane was used (6). Blood was

drawn from the ear.

Rapid fatal asphjxia. In the first seven experiments the asphyxia

was carried to a fatal termination in a period of 25 to 40 minutes. The
concentration of carbon monoxide ranged from 45 to 70 parts in 10,000

of air.

The general course of the animals' behavior was similar in all of the

experiments. The usual excitement stage,—the whole course of events

closely resembling ether anesthesia,—was followed by increasing

unsteadiness on the feet, depression, and finally unconsciousness.

Res])iration became noticeably augmented soon after the gassing was

started, and developed into dyspnoea which reached its height shortly

l)efore unconsciousness developed, and then passed into irregular, or

even Cheyne-Stokes breathing. Following this, indications of respi-

ratory failure soon developed. The gasps, which previously had been

violent, became slower and feebler until finally respiration ceased

entirely. The heart continued to beat for several minutes thereafter.

Until the approach of respiratory failure, the electrocardiographic

findings were as follows: The heart rate increased almost from the first.

Ventricular extra-systoles occurred in many cases. The T wave

became greater in height, as in the observations made by Lewis and

Matthison (2) during asphyxia of the spinal cat. In our experiments,

however, there was almost uniformly a period of inversion of the T
wave, which occurred near the height of the respiratory augmentation.

(Note figures 1 and 2.) The heart rate decreased gradually as the

volume of pulmonary ventilation lessened in the late stage of the

asphyxia.

With the failing respiration the auricular wave, P, ceased to register

din-ing the exjiiratory pauses. A peculiar type of respiratory arrhyth-
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Fig. 1. From (Ior 1, after 10 minutes exposure to CO. Hate 172 per minuio.

P-R intcrvtil 0.11 second.

Fig. 2. From dog 1, after 18 minutes' exposure to CO. Rate 136. P-R
interval O.U necond. Showinn invor.sion of T wave.

Fig. 3. From dog 1. Typo of arrliytlunia developed during respiratory cm-
hnrriiMMment. No indiealioii of delayed a v eonduetion. ('essation of auricular

boat during reMpiratory puUHe with escape of ventricle. This is seen iiioro clearly

in figure 10, whicli giveH respiratory tracing.

Fig 4. From dog I. ('esMation of auricular beat at I imc i>f respiratory failure.

Ventricular rate 23 per minute.

Fig. 6. From dog I. Record continuation of no 1, slmu iuk ret um of imricular

wave and incrcaiie in cardiac rate.

Fig. fl. From dog I, Record taken 00 seconds after no. 5. (.laniiar r;it(! 01

per minute. P II interval 0.12 second.

Fig. 7. From <log 1. Developnuuit of 3-1 heart Mock. Auricular rate f)'.) per

minute. PR interval 2* Mcccmd.

Fig. M. From dnn I 1 1 heart block. Auricular rate 'lO per niiuutc. 1* R
interval 30 iK'cond.
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Fig. 9. From dog 1. Complete stoppage of ventricle 5| minutes after respira-

tory failure. Auricular rate 59 per minute.

Fig. 10. From dog 6. Type of arrhythmia which develops during respiratory

failure. Rapid rate with P \vave present, during inspiration Slow ventricular

rate, without P wave, during respiratory pause.

Fig. 11. From dog 4. Type of ventricular extra-systoles which develop at the

height of the gassing.

Fig. 12. From dog 4; 2-1 heart block, with ventricular extrasystoles.

Ventricular rate 48 per minute.

Fig. 13. From dog 4. Complete heart block Auricular rate 38 per minute.

Ventricular rate 69 per minute. Origin of ventricular wave other than nodal.
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mia developed. With inspiration the heart beat rapidly and the P
wave was present with no evidence of delayed a-v conduction. During

expiration and the following respiratory pause, the P wave was absent

and the ventricular rate decreased. Ventricular complexes, apparentlj'

of nodal origin, appeared, and continued until the auricle became

active with the next inspiration (figs. 3 and 10).

With the complete cessation of respiration the P wave disappeared

from the tracings and the nodal ventricular beats assumed a rate of 23

to 40 per minute (fig. 4). By the end of the following minute, evidence

of auricular activity had returned with httle indication of delay in

conduction (fig. 5). With the renewed activity of the auricle, the

heart rate increased to 70 or 100 beats per minute (fig. 6). Within

the next 2 minutes, delay of a-v conduction became evident in a length-

ening of the P-R interval.

From this point two types of activity were presented by the difi"crcnt

animals. In one type the impairment in a-v conduction became greater

and partial heart block developed, passing through the stages of

1-3 and 1-4 (figs. 7 and 8) to complete block. The ventricular

rate gradually became less, until at 4 or 5 minutes after respiratory

failure all evidence of ventricular activity had ceased, and the P wave

alone registered with a rate ranging from 40 to 60 per minute (fig. 9).

This wave continued for 2 or 3 minutes after which the string of the

electrocardiograph failed to give evidence of any cardiac activity.

In the second type the delayed conduction developed as in the first,

and the various stages of heart block followed. But along with this

condition, groups of regularly spaced ventricular extra-systoles occurred

at intervals with increasing frequency throughout the records (figs. 11,

12 and 13). The ventricular complexes continued after the P wave had

ceased to register. Their rate became slower and their contour more

bizarre until they passed finally into a state of ventricular fibrillation.

Protocols 1 and 2 are typical of acute asphyxia.

In one of the seven animals during the period of complete block the

auricle presented a rhythmic rate of approximately 750 per minute.

The waves gradually slowed during 3 minutes, after which they became

irregularly spaced and finally ceased (figs. 17 and 18). The ventricular

complexes continued until ventricular fibrillation supervened.

In acute carbon monoxide asphyxia, fatal in periods of less than an

hour, the anoxemia produced by the combination of hemoglobin with

carbon monoxide is not sufficient in itself to impair a-v conduction.

It is only after the great oxygen deprivation caused by failure of respi-

ration that this development occurs.
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Protocol 1. Experiment I.
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Protocol 2. Experiment 4. Rapid carbon monoxide asphyxia. Dog 4- Male, 9

kilos. Gassed in 60 parts carbon monoxide in 10,000 of air

TIME
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fallen much below normal (evidence of this will be presented in a later

paper) and for this reason, the Ch of the blood rises rapidly with the

increase in CO2. The respiration center fatigued or depressed through

the excessive anoxemia to which it has been responding, fails to be

stimulated by the rising Ch- As will be seen later it can be driven to

further acti\'ity by a very considerable increase in the CO2 of the blood

induced through forced inhalation of this gas in proper dilution.

The fatigued cardio-inhibitory center, apparently, maintains its

power of functioning after the respiration has failed. Its action is

seen in the inhibition of the auricle at this time. This phenomenon,

as noted later, is prevented by removing vagal action through injections

of atropine prior to gassing. With the further advance of the anoxemia

this center also loses its power of functioning and the auricle is freed

from the inhibition. The various cardiac activities from this time on

are purely those due to the action of oxygen deficiency upon the heart

itself.

Influence of atropine upon the cardiac events. As has been suggested

in the pre\'ious section, atropine aboHshes the period of auricular

cessation which occurs during the asphyxia at the time of respiratory

failure. In four animals, atropine, 15V gr., was administered hj-poder-

mically prior to the gassing which was carried out at a concentration of

50 parts in 10,000 of air.

Tlie heart maintained a rapid rate until the time of respiratory

failure. Following this, the rate slowed, the P-R time increased and
a-v block developed, but without the stage of auricular cessation noted

in the unatropinized animals. The dying heart ended in ventricular

fibrillation.

In one of the animals, a short period of alternation involving both

tlie R and T waves developed at the time of greatest respiratory aug-

mentation. This is illustrated in figure 15. Figures 14 and 16 precede

and follow this resjiectively by iioriods of 5 minutes. Neither gives

indications of alternation.

The development of the deviation in the direction of the T wave,

Bfi noted i)reviously, was unaffected by atropine.

Protocol 3 summarizeH the findings from an experimental asphyxia

preceded by fttroj)ine injection.

The heart after long exposure to carbon monoxide. The length of time

during which the animal is subjected to deprivation of oxygen is a

factor in bringing about jjutiiologicul changes quite as imporiaiit as

thf flegrcc of .•mo\cttii;i. I-'or the investigation of Ihis iioiiit, lliree
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Protocol S. Experiment 9. Carbon monoxide asphyxia after administration of

atropine («V gr.). Dog 9, female, H kilos. Gassed in 50 parts of carbon

monoxide in 10,000 of air

TIME
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Protocol 4. Experiment I4. Dog H. Male, 6 kilos. Gassed in 25 parts of carbon

monoxide in 10,000 of air

60

120

180

240

300

360

390

410

415

416

417

418

419

420

421

422

423

426

Normal record. Gas
started

Noticeable augmen-
tation of respira-

tion

Extremely labored

respiration

Cheyne-Stokes res-

piration

Respiration gasping

and irregular

Great respiratory

embarrassment

Respiration stopped

EI^ECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC RECORD

Rate 109. P-R interval 0.14 second.

Rate 164. P-R interval 0.14 second.

Rate 208. P-R interval 0.14 second. T wave in-

creased in height.

Rate 220. P-R interval 0.12 second.

Rate 216. P-R interval 0.12 second. Slight re-

spiratory arrhythmia. T wave diphasic.

Rate 196. P-R interval 0.14 second. Numerous
ventricular extra-systoles. T wave inverted.

Rate 186. P-R interval 0.14 second. Ventricular

extra-systoles.

Rate broken by ventricular extra-systoles.

Respiratory arrhythmia. Auricular inhibition

during respiratory pause. P-R interval 0.16

second.

Rate 52 per minute. P-R interval 0.21 second.

Rate 52 per minute. P-R interval 0.31 second.

3:1 block. Bizarre ventricular waves. Auricle 46

per minute.

Complete block. Auricular rate 26 per minute.

Ventricular rate 42 per minute.

Auricle stopped. Bizarre ventricular waves 28

per minute.

Ventricular waves 16 per minute.

Bizarre ventricular waves 46 per minute.

Bizarre ventricular waves. Irregular 74 per

minute.

Ventricular fibrillation.

Ventricular fibrillation.

The heart during recoven/. Three dogs were gassed rapidly as in

the first 8<;ries, elect rocardi()gnii)liic tracings being taken at intervals.

When a condition of advanced resjiiratory embarrassment was reached

the aniinalK were removed from the gassing chamber. A short period

of manual artificial r('sj)iration was necessary to prevent death and the

animnJH wore then allowed to recover. At intervals electrocardio-

graphic tracings were taken.
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The cardiac rate remained rapid during recovery and even after the

animal was apparently completely normal again, 3 or 4 hours later.

The T wave continued in the direction opposite to the normal after a

lapse of 4 hours following gassing. In all three of the animals the T
wave had assumed its normal position at the end of 24 hours and all

evidence of tachycardia had passed.

Three other animals were permitted to pass into the stage of complete

respiratory failure and remain so until partial heart block had developed.

The attempt was then made to resuscitate the animals by means of a

treatment recently devised in this laboratory (7). It consists in inha-

lation of 8 or 10 per cent CO2 in oxygen, initially under artificial respi-

ration, and then under spontaneous respiration stimulated by the CO2.

Recovery was successful with two of the animals. Electrocardiograms

could not be taken during the vigorous breathing induced by the CO2
in the inhalation. But after termination of the inhalation when the

animal had quieted sufficiently, after 10 to 18 minutes, to allow an

electrocardiographic record to be taken, all evidence of impairment of

conduction had passed off. One animal exhibited a normal curve with

only a moderate tachycardia and rather pronounced respiratory

arrhythmia. The second animal which had passed to a somewhat

greater stage of heart block (1-4) showed numerous ventricular extra-

systoles still persisting 2 hours after the recovery. The animal's later

condition was not followed, but there was no reason to doubt complete

recovery.

Asphyxia when respiration is sustained by CO2. The extent to which

the impairment of conduction was due to cessation of respiration was

investigated by preventing respiratory failure by means of inhalation

of 7 per cent carbon dioxide. At the moment of removal from the

gassing chamber the two animals used had respectively 82 and 84 per

cent of the hemoglobin in combination with carbon monoxide. They
were replaced in the chamber in an atmosphere containing carbon

monoxide plus carbon dioxide. Respiration continued actively, and

the absorption of carbon monoxide progressed to a higher degree than

has ever otherwise been observed in this laborator3^ One animal died

after 14 minutes due to cardiac inhibition. Administration of atropine

would undoubtedly have prevented this. The heart's blood showed

91 per cent of the hemoglobin combined with carbon monoxide. The
second dog was removed after an exposure of 12 minutes with 93 per

cent of its hemoglobin combined with carbon monoxide. This animal

died 6 minutes after removal from the chamber apparently from respi-
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ratory failure, presumably from inadequate CO2. Unfortunately no

tracing was obtained at this time. While in the CO2 atmosphere

neither animal showed any evidence of impairment of a-v conduction;

for respiration was maintained under this stimulus.

The evidence from these experiments indicates clearly that the

impairment of cardiac conduction under carbon monoxide is purely

due to anoxemia. Carbon monoxide exerts no direct toxic action on

the heart.

The experiments show another point of great interest, in that these

two animals reached a percentage saturation with carbon monoxide

much higher (6 to 15 per cent) than has ever occurred in this laboratory

when carbon monoxide in air was used. Evidently the presence of

carbon dioxide maintains respiration, prolongs life, and thus under the

conditions above described increases the degree of carbon monoxide

saturation.

Asphyxia wtih illuminating gas. It has been noted by Henderson

and Haggard (7) that animals asphyxiated with illuminating gas

(coal gas plus fattened water gas) diluted in air, die at a lower per-

centage saturation of hemoglobin with carbon monoxide than do

animals exposed to a comparable concentration of pure carbon monoxide.

Electrocardiographic and pneumographic tracings were taken from

animals gassed in illuminating gas diluted with air to a concentration of

50 parts of carbon monoxide in 10,000.

The course of events was essentially the same as that found under

rapid asphyxiation with pure carbon monoxide of hke concentration.

There was, however, a much greater augmentation of respiration, and

respiratory failure occurred at an earher stage. The period of auricular

cessation was slightly longer than in the animals exposed to pure carbon

monoxide; the development of delayed conduction and a-v block was
slower; and a greater time elapsed between the failure or respiration and

the final cessation of cardiac activity or development of ventricular

fibrillation.

Evidently the accessory toxic su])stancos in illuminating gas exert a

stimulating action upon respiration and thus hasten the development

of acapnia, and respiratory fatigue and failure. But during short

exposures there is no indication that these substances are directly and

rapidly toxic. The delay in development of heart block may be

accounted for by the greater oxygen supply (less carbon monoxide
saturation) at the time of respiratory failure.
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CONCLUSIONS

Death under carbon monoxide asphyxia is due to failure of respiration.

This is in the nature of a fatal apnoeavera. The anoxemia resulting

from the formation of carboxyhemoglobin induces excessive breathing;

and respiratory failure follows the excessive loss of CO2.

Oxygen deficiency caused by carbon monoxide, even in advanced

asphyxia is not in itself sufficient to cause impairment of auriculo-

ventricular conduction. Following respiratory failure, however, the

increased anoxemia from this cause speedily results in the development

of heart block through its various stages.

By restoring respiration and rapidly eUminating the carbon monoxide

by means of inhalations of carbon dioxide and oxygen, cardiac conduc-

tion is restored to normal following the development of block.

The cardio-inhibitory center maintains its activity longer than does

the respiratory center. This center is stimulated by the increased Ch
which occurs during respiratory failure. From this there results a

temporary cessation of auricular activity. This period of inhibition

is prevented by the administration of atropine.

When respiratory failure is prevented by means of inhalations of 8

or 10 per cent carbon dioxide, the carbon monoxide combination with

hemoglobin rises to an unusually high percentage without any evidence

of impairment in a-v conduction. This indicates that there is no direct

toxic action of carbon monoxide upon the cardiac conducting system.

Illuminating gas results in an earlier development of respiratory

failure than does pure carbon monoxide in corresponding concentration.

Electrocardiographic records are given from two animals which

differed from the rest in that one developed a transient period of alter-

nation involving the R and T waves and the other presented, during

the time of complete a-v block, a condition resembling auricular fibril-

lation or flutter.

In conclusion I wish to express my sincere thanks to Prof. Yandell

Henderson for his advice and suggestions made during the course of

this work.
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Large quantities of tomato^ seeds and skins are at the present time

discarded. These are by-products occurring in the manufacture of

tomato catsup, soups and pastes. Rabak (1) has estimated that 1500

tons of dried tomato seeds could be obtained annually in this country.

Tomato seeds contain approximately 22 per cent of a valuable oil

suitable for table use (2), (3), (4). The press cake which remains

after expelUng the oil contains about 37 per cent of protein (N X
6.25). This has been used to some extent as a fertilizer and also as a

cattle feed.

The isolation and chemical analysis of the proteins from the tomato
seed are in progress in this laboratory. Preliminary experiments

indicate the presence of two globulins differing chiefly in their nitro-

gen and sulphur content (5).

The nutrition experiments described in this paper with tomato seed

press cake^ show that its proteins are efficient for the normal growth

of albino rats, and that the press cake is as valuable a protein concen-

trate as peanut, soy bean or cocoanut press cake.

Tomato seed press cake may also contain some fat-soluble vitamine,

since normal growth was ol)tained on a diet in which the butter fat,

which is usually incorporated to provide this vitamine, was rcjilaced

by an equivalent amount of lard. There is still some question, how-

> Solanum etculentum.

•The tomato need press cake was furnished by J. H. Shraiior, formerly with

the Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture. The sooda, pre-

vious to cxpellinK the oil, were dried in direct heat rotary dryer iit a tempera-
tun; which did not «>xceed (Wd The resulting press cake was ground to a meal
which was incorporated in the ratiooii used in our experiments.

404
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ever, whether or not lard may be a source of fat-soluble vitamine.

Daniels and Loughlin (6) have reported successful experiments in which

lard was the only apparent source of fat-soluble vitamine in an other-

wise complete diet. In a recent publication by Osborne and Mendel

(7) it was shown that 28 per cent of lard, carefully rendered at a low

temperature did not contain enough fat-soluble vitamine for normal

growth. To explain these divergent results, Osborne and Mendel (7)

offered the following tentative hypothesis:

"Must we assume for the present either that the lard from different

sources varies in its content of fat-soluble vitamine, or that ether

alone fails to extract it from the non-fat foodstuffs?"
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butter fat and 4 parts of the Osborne and Mendel salt mixture, when
fed to albino rats, resulted in the normal rate of growth. These experi-

ments indicate that tomato seed press cake contains a sufficient quan-

tity of water-soluble vitamine for normal growth. Such a diet con-

tained 18.4 per cent of protein. The results of these experiments are

recorded on chart 1.

A similar diet, with the exception that the 10 parts of butter fat were

replaced by an equivalent amoimt of lard, was also adequate for nor-
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SUMMARY

A diet in which tomato seed press cake furnished the sole source of

protein and water-soluble vitamine enabled albino rats to grow at the

normal rate. Such a diet was made adequate by the addition of

starch, a suitable inorganic salt mixture, butter-fat and lard. Nor-

mal growth was also obtained when the butter fat of the above diet

was replaced by lard.
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As a result of the work of Lavoisier (1) and of a great number of

investigators (2) since his time, it is now known that a fall in the

external temperature as well as cold baths increase oxidation in warm-
blooded animals and decrease it in cold-blooded animals. The action

of cold on the skin of warm-blooded animals produces reflexly an

increased innervation of the muscles resulting in movements (shivering)

or in the increase in tone. Several observers (3) have shown that

unless the lowering of the temperature or the coldness of the bath is

sufficient to cause shivering or muscular tension, no increase in oxida-

tion results. Cold-blooded animals, on the other hand, have no heat

regulating mechanism such as is found in warm-blooded animals and

hence their heat production rises and falls with a rise and fall in

external temperature.

The increase in heat production brought about by cold in warm-

blooded animals is usually attributed to the additional heat produced

by the action of the muscles. Voit believed that the increase in

metal)olism brought about by cold was due to a reflex stimulation of

the muscles resulting in an increase in the inherent power of the muscle

cells to metalK)Iize.

We (4) had already found that whatever increased oxidation in the

body, the ingestion of food, for example, brought about an increase in

cataloHC, an enzyme jWHsessing the property of liberating oxygen from

hydrogen jxroxide, l)y stimuhiting the alimentary ghuids, i)artieularly

the liver, to an increased output of this enzyme, and that whatever

decroiWiMl oxidation, narcotics, for example, produced a decrease in

cataiuM* by decreasing its ()Uti)Ut from the liver and by (Urect destruc-

tion. Hene4^ we naturally turned to catalase for an ex]>lanati()n of the

increase in oxidation brought about by ex])osure of warm-blooded

408
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animals to cold and for the decrease in oxidation on exposure of cold-

blooded animals to low temperatm*es.

The warm-blooded animals used were dogs and the cold-blooded,

turtles. The effect on the blood catalase of keeping these animals

in a cold chamber as well as in hot and cold baths, and in baths at

different temperatures was tried out.

The cold chamber was constructed large enough to accommodate

a dog comfortably. A stream of fresh air was forced through the

chamber continuously. Further provision was made for the animal to

get fresh air by cutting a small window in the wall of the cold chamber

through which the animal could poke its snout. The temperature of

this chamber could be kept fairly constant over a period of several

hours. Catalase determinations were made of the blood of the jugular

before as well as at intervals after the dogs were placed in the chamber.

The determinations were made by adding 1 cc. of the jugular blood to

50 cc. of neutral hydrogen peroxide in a bottle and the amoxmt of

oxygen liberated in 10 minutes was taken as a measure of the catalase

content of the blood. The normal catalase content of the blood was

estabUshed by making determinations on two or three successive days

previous to performing the experiment.

The following experiment will illustrate the method as well as show

the effect of cold on the blood catalase in vivo. A short-haired, adult

dog weighing about 3 kilos was placed in the chamber at 2°C. and

permitted to remain there for 3 hours. One cubic centimeter of the

jugular blood of this dog prior to being placed in the chamber Uber-

ated 74 cc. of oxygen from 50 cc. of neutral hydrogen peroxide in 10

minutes. After he had been in the cold chamber for 3 hours, a similar

amount of jugular blood liberated 100 cc. of oxygen from hydrogen

peroxide in 10 minutes. The dog was then kept in a room at 22°C. for

17 hours and at the end of this time the catalase of the blood had re-

turned to normal, that is, 1 cc. of the blood liberated 70 cc. of oxygen

from hydrogen peroxide. This experiment was repeated using the

same dog with comparable results.

The catalase content of the jugular blood of another short-haired

dog, older and much fleshier than the preceding, was determined and

1 cc. of his blood was found to Hberate 250 cc. of oxygen. After being

in the chamber for 1| hours, his blood hberated 278 cc. of oxygen and

after 3 hours 293 cc. On keeping the dog for about 17 hours in a room
at a temperature of 22°C. the blood catalase returned to normal.
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E. Voit (5) showed that the metabolism of the pigeon may be doubled

by removing its feathers. Rubner (6) found that the metabolism of a

dog was greatly increased by the cHpping of his hair. The following

experiment was carried out using a very long-haired poodle dog to

determine if cold would produce a greater increase in the blood catalase

after his hair was clipped than it did before. One cubic centimeter

of the jugular blood of the long-haired poodle dog was found to hberate

226 CO. of oxygen from neutral hydrogen peroxide in 10 minutes. The
dog was kept in the cold chamber for 3 hours at 2°C. and at the end of

this time it was found that the blood catalase had been increased by
about 7 per cent. After the blood catalase of the dog had returned to

normal, his hair was cHpped and he was again placed in the chamber
at 2°C. for 3 hours. It was then found that the cold increased the

catalase of the jugular blood by about 16 per cent. By comparing

these results, it may be seen that the percentage increase produced

after the chpping was more than twice as great as it was before the

clipping.

The following experiment was carried out to determine the effect on

the blood catalase of exposing the same dog at different temperatures

for the same length of time. Three catalase determinations were

made using the jugular blood, one before the dog was placed in the cold

chamber, another after he had been in the chamber for 3 hours at 2°C.

and a third, 17 hours later during which time the dog was kept in a

room at 22°C. Similarly catalase determinations were made after the

dog had been kept in the cold chamber at 7°C., 15°C. and 22°C. respec-

tively. The results of the determinations are shown in figure 1. The
figures along the ordinate indicate percentage increase in catalase and

those along the abscissa, time in hours.

It may be seen that the exposure of the dog for 3 hours in the cold

chamber at 2*'C. increased the catalase of the blood 35 and 36 per cent

respectively in two experiments; that exposure at 7°C. increased it 18

per cent; exposure at 15°C. increased it 15 per cent and at room temper-

ature (22*'C.) practically no change in the catalase content of the blood

was j)roduced. It may be seen further that 17 hours after each experi-

ment during which time the animal was kept in a room at 22°C., the

blood <;ii;il;ivi' liiid returned to practically noniuil in all cnsos.

Kubini [7 J .iiiil (itlicrs have shown that cold batiis greatly increase

the oxidative
i ; that this effect decreases with a rise in the

temperaiun' "t n , i ,, ih. disappearing entirely at 35°C. and again is

increased at ll'( . I he increase in heat produdion brought about
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by cold baths is usually attributed to the additional heat produced

in shivering, and that by the very hot baths to the warming of the cells.

The following experiments were carried out to determine the effect

of very cold baths (3°C.) and baths at different temperatures on the

blood catalase. The animals used were dogs. Approximately 200

liters of water were used for the bath. The dog, with the exception

of his head and neck, was immersed in the water. There was very

little struggling on the part of the animal. Upon removing from the

bath, the animals were rubbed dry with a cloth and placed in a warm
chamber at 30°C. In a short time the dog was warm and comfortable.
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The following experiment was carried out to determine the effect of

baths at different temperatures on the blood catalase, using the same

dog. The results are showoi in figure 2. It may be seen that a bath at

3°C. for 10 minutes increased the blood catalase 35 and 29 per cent

respectively in two experiments, the same dog being used; that a bath

at IT^C. for 10 minutes increased the blood catalase 16 per cent; and a

bath at 35°C. produced practicallj^ no change in the catalase content

of the blood. It may be seen further that the blood catalase had

returned practically to normal 45 minutes after the baths.

It is known that oxidation is increased in cold-blooded animals when

the external temperature is raised and is decreased when the external

temperature is lowered. The following experiments were carried out to

determine the effect on the blood catalase of cold-blooded animals of

raising and lowering the external temperature.

The cold-blooded animals used were turtles (Pseudemys concinna).

Catalase determinations were made according to the method described

in the first part of this paper. The blood used was taken from the

aortic arches through a hole 2 cm. in diameter made in the plastron

just over the heart. This hole was kept closed by means of a cork.

Several determinations were made using the same turtle which had

been kept at ordinary room temperature (22°C.) and it was found that

1 cc. of blood Uberated 790 cc. of oxygen in 10 minutes from 200 cc.

of neutral hydrogen peroxide. This turtle was packed in crushed ice

for 15 hours and at the end of this time 1 cc. of the blood hberated

270 cc. of oxygen from neutral hydrogen peroxide. One cubic centi-

meter of blood from another turtle was found to Uberate 760 cc. of

oxygen from neutral hydrogen peroxide in 10 minutes. This turtle

was placed in warm water at 40°C. for 30 minutes. Upon removal

from the warm water 1 cc. of the blood Uberated 850 cc. of oxygen.

Experiments similar to the preceding were carried out with comparable

results.

The following experiment was carried out using the same turtle to

determine the effect on the l)lood catalase of exposing the animal to

cold as well as to heat. The animal was kept in a warm bath at 40*'C.

and later packed in crushed ice for 15 hours.

It may Ixj seen in figure 3 that 1 cc. of the blood of the turtle while

being kept at ordinary room temperature (22®C.) lil)('rnt(Ml 7()0 nnd 705

cc. of oxygen rcHiwctively from 200 cc. of neutral hydrogen jxnoxide

in 10 minuten and that after keeping this turtle in a hot bath (40°C.)

for 30 minutes the amount of oxygon lil)erate(l by the blood increased

to 850 cc. T« t'iMv be seen fiiHlHT ihni on keei)ing the turtle for the
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following 6 hours at room temperature, the blood catalase returned

to normal, that is, 1 cc. of blood Uberated 765 cc. of oxygen from hydro-

gen peroxide in 10 minutes. On keeping the turtle packed in crushed

ice for 15 hours, the blood catalase was greatly decreased, 1 cc. of blood
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SUMMARY

Low temperatures axid cold baths produce an increase in the blood

catalase of warm-blooded animals and a decrease in cold-blooded

animals, in keeping with the fact that cold increases oxidation in warm-

blooded animals and decreases it in cold-blooded animals. An increase

in the external temperature increases the blood catalase in cold-blooded

animals in keeping with the fact that it increases the oxidative processes.

The stimulating effect of low temperatures on catalase production

in warm-blooded animals decreases with a rise in temperature, disap-

pearing at room temperature (22°C.) in keeping with the fact that the

stimulating effect of cold on metaboUsm decreases with a rise in temper-

ature. Baths at 35°C. produce no increase in oxidation in warm-

blooded animals and it is shown in this paper that such baths do not

increase catalase.

The increase in oxidation in warm-blooded animals on exposure to

cold is attributed to an increase in catalase, and the decrease in oxida-

tion in cold-blooded animals on exposure to cold, to a decrease in

catalase. The increase in oxidation in cold-blooded animals occurring

with a rise in external temperature is attributed to an increase in

catalase.
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During the course of investigations pertaining to the behavior of the

heart under certain experimental pathological conditions, it became

evident that the compensatory phenomena of the ventricles involve

not only changes in the vigor of the ventricular contractions but altera-

tions also in the duration of certain phases of its contraction and relaxa-

tion processes. In order to determine how far these mechanisms are

normally operative in adapting the work of the heart to differing normal

conditions and how far they are held in reserve until abnormal con-

ditions arise, it became necessary to establish how the duration of each

consecutive phase of the cardiac cycle can be altered in length under

normal conditions. This not only involves a subdivision of the

periods of systole and diastole into still shorter phases but also neces-

sitates the establishment of precise criteria for the accurate calculation

of the length of these consecutive phases.

methods

An analysis of the consecutive phases of the cardiac cycle can be most

successfully accomplished by a study of pressure curves optically

recorded from the cardiac chambers and vascular system. During

the course of my work, extending over a period covering the last five

years, a total of about 6 kilometers of tracings showing simultaneous

pressure curves from two portions of the vascular system have accumu-

lated. These records include curves obtained under normal as well

as various experimental conditions produced in 192 different dogs.

In addition to this unusually large amount of material, a further series

415
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of 18 experiments was recently added in which three simultaneous

pressure curves from the auricle, ventricle and aorta were simultane-

ously recorded. In these experiments, in which the heart within the

pericardium was exposed, three optical manometers of essentially the

same t^T^e as described by the writer (1) in 1914, were inserted as fol-

lows: One into the left ventricular cavity through the muscular wall,

a second into the left auricle through the tip of the auricular appendage

and a third, via the innominate artery, into the aorta so that its tip

lay near the aortic valve. Each manometer was rigidly fixed by clamps

so that no movements of the light beams occurred when the cannulae

stopcocks were closed.

In endeavoring to establish precise time relations by the use of

several curves simultaneously recorded by such optical projections,

certain difl&culties arise. In the first place, attention must be paid to

the shifting of recorded points due to parallax. Methods of obviating

.such errors have been discussed by C. Tigerstedt (2), Garten (3), and

lately again by Straub (4). For various reasons, the methods sug-

gested for obviating such displacement or for correcting it could not

be employed in this work. The following arrangement was used:

Each manometer was illuminated by a separate arc light, the only

source of illumination still available which is capable of producing

satisfactory curves on bromide paper moving more than 100 mm.
per second. For anatomical reasons only one manometer (usually the

ventricular) could be so arranged that the reflection center of the

mirror was directly in line with the camera lens. The other mano-
meters, i.e., the auricular and aortic, were faced away from the photo-

kymograph and the incident beams projected on their mirrors were

reflected to two other "first surface" mirrors which were vertically

superimposed and so arranged that the light centers were in direct

line with the vertical camera slot. When care was taken in the align-

ment, subsequent photographic checks on stationery paper showed no
di.splaccmcnt of synchronous points due to parallax. Needless to say,

such checks were always made and appropriate corrections carried out

when needed.

A second difficulty arises in the evaluation of the time differences

due to u delay of pressure transmission within the vascular system.

In the case of compari.sons between arterial and ventricular curves,

for example, Huch correction has usnally l)een made by nu^nsuring the

distance of the arterial caninila from the aortic orifice and calculating

the delay on the basis that the pressure wave travels with a velocity of
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approximately 7 meters per second. Such corrections can not be con-

sidered very exact. In the first place, the velocity of the pressure

transmission changes during the cardiac cycle, being modified, at least,

by the momentary changes in the volume elasticity coefficient. This

is illustrated in figure 3, in which the delay in transmission of several

points of the pressure curves is shown. The upper curve was taken

from the innominate artery, 6 cm. from the semilunar valves; the

lower curves represent pressure changes quite close to the valves. If

we estimate the delay at obviously similar points such as D and H,

it will be found that the delay at point D equals 0.0187 second, whereas

at point H it is equivalent to 0.0034 second. Estimating the velocity

on the basis of post-mortem measurements above noted, it is found

that the velocity of pressure propagation is 3.2 meters per second at

the point D, and 17.6 meters per second at point H.

Furthermore, there is great difficulty in measuring with exactness

the distance between the aortic orifice and the arterial cannula, partly

because it is difficult to be quite certain as to the precise plane that

functionally separates aorta and ventricle; partly also because the

length of the aorta apparently changes with the fullness of the vessel

and the changing position of the heart during experimental work. It

is my impression that post-mortem measurements can not be made
with sufficient exactness for use in time corrections involving a few a.

It is therefore not surprising that various careful investigators, such

as Piper (5), C. Tigerstedt (2) and Garten (6), each believing his technic

unimpeachable, should have arrived at somewhat different interpre-

tations as to synchronous events in the several pressure curves. Since

it is probably as yet not possible always to rely implicitly on time

corrections made in this way, all interpretations must be tempered by

a consideration as to whether the dynamic events thus indicated are

possible. While synchronous events on different curves* can be estab-

lished without difficulty in such records as are used to illustrate this

paper, it must be frankly acknowledged that I have many tracings

in my possession in which adherence to strict corrective processes,

such as outlined above, would force one to admit that a condition of

dynamic chaos must exist in the cardiovascular mechanisms, and one

could point out many dynamic absurdities in published records of

other investigators were one inclined to be critical.
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SUGGESTED SUBDIVISIONS OF THE CARDIAC CYCLE

The term systole is generally used to designate the period of muscular

contraction and the term diastole, the combined period of physiological

relaxation and any possible additional phase of quiescence. This

division of the cardiac cycle has proven so useful in studying the cardiac

cycle that it seems desirable to adhere to it. A further subdivision of

these two periods has, however, been suggested, on separate occasions,

bj' different investigators. To promote clarity these will be referred

to as phases of systole and diastole in this article.

Subdivision of systole. The earlier work of Chauveau and Marey,

Hiirthle and V. Frey suggested the subdivision of ventricular systole

into two phases: an Anspannungszeit and Austreibungszeit. The

latter phase has been usually referred to as the ejection phase by

English writers but it has been more difficult to find a concise and

accurate term by which to designate the Anspannungszeit. The

phrase "period of rising tension" is too long and the term "presphygmic

period" is unfortunately inaccurate since, as Frank (7) first showed,

there is a well-mai'ked sphygmic oscillation during this phase. Frank

(8) has also pointed out that the dynamic reactions of the ventricle

closely correspond to those of an after-loaded skeletal muscle which

contracts first isometrically and later isotonically. On this basis I

suggested the term isometric phase in place of the period of rising ten-

sion. Frank has also definitely pointed out, however, that during the

ejection phase, the ventricle, unlike an after-loaded skeletal muscle,

is not contracting under an absolutely constant tension and that it

therefore contracts only in an approximately isotonic fashion. Starling

(9) proposed the term auxo-tonic (that is, acting under an increasing

'tension) as expressing the nature of ventricular contraction during

the ejection phase. This phrase, however, is also not quite descriptive

of the dynamic conditions of the normal heart which contracts first

again.st an increasing but later against a decreasing load. If a general

term is desirable, the phrase "allasotonic" (i.e., acting under a variable

tension) would seem more appropriate. On the whole, however, it

will be just as well perhaps to refer to the two phases of ventricular

Hystole as the isometric and ejection phases. In the light of other

InvcstigationH, it is necessary to consider the advisability of further

BulxiiviHion. Thus, Piper's interpretation of the optical ventricular

prcHHure curve (5), supported also by the work of Dean (10) and my
own analysis of the pressure curves, indicates that the a-v valves arc
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not closed effectively until a slight elevation of intraventricular pressure

has taken place. If this is the case, then the period rising tension may
include a pre-isometric as well as an isometric phase. So also it is

possibly necessary to divide the ejection phase into an early phase of

maximum ejection and a later phase of reduced or absent ejection.

Frank (8) has directed attention to the fact that the aortic pressure

rises during the early portion of ejection and falls during the latter

portion of this phase because the peripheral outflow from the arterial

system exceeds the ventricular volume ejected into the aorta during

this latter phase. This can only mean that the ventricle must eject a

smaller quantity of blood toward the end of systole. Such a reduced

ejection is manifest also in normal volume curves reported by Hender-

son (11), de Heer (12) and Straub (13), and according to Patterson,

Piper and Starling (9) such curves may show "some justification for

the old idea that the latter portion of ventricular systole represents a

'Verharrungszeit' or 'Riickstandage Contraction,' " i.e., a condition

in which the ventricles remain contracted without expelling any blood.

Phases of diastole. On the basis of pressure curves Hiirthle (14)

subdivided diastole into a phase of rapidly declining tension and a

diastolic inflow phase, de Heer (12) points out that the former repre-

sents a phase in which the ventricle relaxes with all valves closed, i.e.,

isometrically. Accordingly, the interval between the closure of the

semilunar valves and the opening of the a-v valves might be designated

as the isometric-relaxation phase. According to the volumetric studies

of Henderson and his co-workers (11), the inflow, starting at the opening

of the a-v valves, does not continue with equal rapidity until the end

of diastole, provided the period of diastole is sufficiently long; on the

contrary, there appears a phase of relative stasis or diminution in the

rate of blood flow from auricle to ventricle. This interval they have

designated as diastasis and originally added as a third major period

of the cardiac cycle. For reasons already indicated, it seems preferable

to consider this as a third phase of diastole.

More recent analyses of the pressure and volume curves of the ven-

tricles indicate that the phase of declining tension mentioned by Hiirthle

must be further subdivided. Finally, the experiments of Straub (13),

Patterson, Piper and Starling (9), and also those of Gesell (15) indicate

that auricular contraction affects the dynamics of ventricular efficiency

sufficiently to warrant its inclusion as a last phase of ventricular diastole.

As these suggested divisions of the cardiac cycle are not as yet uni-

versally accepted, we are not only confronted with the task of
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determining the demarcation of the several consecutive phases of the

ventricular cycle but are compelled also to inquire into the necessity, as

well as the desirabiUty, of these suggested subdivisions.

THE CONSECUTIVE PHASES OF THE VENTRICULAR CYCLE, AS INDICATED

BY THE PRESSURE CURVES

The consecutive changes in pressure occurring within the left auricle,

left ventricle and root of aorta of a vigorously beating heart are shown

in figures 1 and 2. The technical data are given in the legends. As

a basis for initiating analysis, five lines are drawn to indicate the custom-

ary subdivisions that have been used by others and myself in analyzing

the cardiac cycle. Lines 1-2 demarcate the interval usually desig-

nated as the isometric contraction phase; 2S limit the ejection phase;

3-4 comprise the early diastolic relaxation phase; ^-5 include the rapid

inflow phase and the balance of the c^^cle comprises the phase of diastasis

terminating in auricular systole. In considering the time limits of

these phases, the desirability of further subdivision will be discussed.

The demarcation of the isometric phase. If, as in figures 1 and 2,

we consider the isometric phase of contraction as beginning with the

onset of the pressure rise, we are at once confronted with the questions

as to whether the a-v valves are closed prior to ventricular systole and,

if not, whether the isometric contraction may be regarded as beginning

at this point.

The idea that the a-v valves are closed, not by the elevation of intra-

ventricular pressure following ventricular systole but by the cessation

of a jet of blood forced into the ventricle during auricular systole,

appears to have been first suggested by the observations of Baumgarten

(16) in 1843. This investigator showed that when a stream of water

directed against the valves is suddenly stopped, they imnKnliately

float into a position of closure so that the heart may be invertctl without

leakage of fluid through them. These observations have been confirmed

by Henderson and Johnson (17) in the case of valves mounted as

naturally as possible in a glass beaker. While these experiments leave

no doubt that the auricular and ventricular valves can float into apposi-

tion by the sudden interruption of a vigorous stream, it does not neces-

sarily follow that a similar mode of closure occurs in the beating heart

in which the force of auricular systole must be very much less and the

dynamic conditions are somewhat different. Direct records of the

movements of the vulvulur cusps in a beating lu'iirt recorded by Dvnn
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(10) indicated that while the force of auricular systole is indeed capable

of floating the valves toward a position of closure, a complete approxi-

mation accompanied by sound vibrations apparently does not take

place unless a subsequent ventricular systole follows.

3 4 c

•w.^\|/^*KL^A

IfflllffH I f lljlM lfl

Fig. 1. Synchronous records of intra-auricutr pressure (upper); jxilmonary
arterial (middle); right ventricular pressure (Icivver). Tuning fork 0.02 second;
1-S, isometric contraction phase; i-3, phases of maximum and reduced ejection;

S-D, proto-diastolic phase; D-4, isometric relaxation pha.se; 4-5, rapid inflow

phase; 5-6, diastasis. Further description in text.

The chief argument advanced by those who incline to the theory of

pre-systolic closure seems to be that, in such cases, a sHght regurgitation

of blood into the auricle must inevitably result unless the valves are

closed before ventricular systole begins. The writer has not been able

to follow clearly the logic involved. Henderson and Johnson, for

example, liken the regurgitation to the volume of air displaced from a

room into a corridor when a door closes by a hinge movement. Whether
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such a displacement should be considered as a regurgitation in the sense

that the term has come to assume, depends, of course, on whether the

door frame or the door itself is considered as the line of division between

the room and the corridor. In any case, no considerable volume could

be displaced auricle-ward, but such a displacement as occurs must

cause some elevation of auricular pressure. Are there any indications

on the pressure curve that this takes place? Even a casual inspection

Fig. 2. Synchronous records of aortic left auricular and left ventricular pres-

sures. Letters same as in figure 1.

of the auricular pressure curves such as are shown in figures 1 and 2,

indicatcfl that the intra-auricular pressure rises synchronously with or

very slightly after the first elevation of intraventricular i)ressure.

These and Hiniilar elevations shown also in the i)ublished curves of

Piper (5), a« well as in those of Garten and Wel)er (IS), might readily

\)C accounted for by such a regurgilalion. Close inspection of the

intraventricular i)reKsure curves also indicates that the pressure increases

in two 9imr('^. fir«f -lowly, f-n, then suddenly cl'Mngiiig to n st(>('i>ev
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incline, a-2. This change in the rate of tension development may, of

course, be attributed to various causes. Thus, de Heer (12) points

out that in such a gradual beginning, it resembles the isometric tension

curve of a skeletal muscle, and believes that it represents the time

required for the development of a concerted muscular contraction.

Fahr (19), without much warrant, interprets a similar rise in Garten's

curves as due to the earlier contraction of the papillary muscles. Piper

(5) explains this rise as due to a loss of energy during the closure of the

a-v valves, and is inclined to believe that a point somewhere near 1-a

represents the moment of complete closure of the a-v valves. The
further observation reported by Dean and myself (20) that the ampli-

tude of the first heart sound increases at this point would favor such

an interpretation.

The bulk of recent work tends to favor the idea that final and complete

closure of the a-v valves is not produced until some elevation of intra-

ventricular pressure has taken place. It may at once be pointed out,

however, that this does not preclude the incorporation of this short

interval in the isometric contraction phase for, during this interval of

time, the valves are undoubtedly in the process of closure and the orifice

must be exceedingly small. Consequently, during this brief interval,

the ventricular contraction must be so nearly isometric in character

as to make it undesirable to further subdivide this phase of contraction.

Having settled upon the initial elevation of intraventricular pressure

as the beginning of the isometric phase, we may consider the other

criteria that correspond to this point. Wiggers and Dean (20) have

shown that the jir^t maximal vibration of the first heart sound begins

synchronously with the first elevation of the pressure rise. Conse-

quently, this point may be taken as coincident with the elevation of

intraventricular pressure and the beginning of the isometric phase.

Is the beginning of the isometric phase also indicated on the arterial

pressure records from the aorta and central arteries? In a detailed

analysis of the central arterial pulse recorded from the subclavian or

innominate artery, Frank (7) observed that a small preliminary vibra-

tion (2te Vorschwingung), such as is marked C-D in figure 3, usually

precedes the primaiy rise in pressure. This wave he interpreted as

occurring during the isometric phase. Subsequent work, however,

indicates that the beginning of this wave does not definitely mark the

very onset of systole. In the pulmonary arterial pressure curves the

writer (2) usually found two such vibrations and similar double vibra-

tions are shown in the arterial pressure curves published by Piper (5)
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and Garten (6). These investigators, moreover, showed that such

double vibrations begin a few <r after the beginning of ventricular

contraction, relations that are confirmed in my tracings (cf. fig. 2).

Frank further observed that when arterial pressure is low, this pre-

liminary vibration is preceded by a negative dip similar to the depres-

sion B-C shown in figure 3. Such a depression is quite constantly

present in pulmonary arterial pressure curves and not infrequently in

optical arterial pulse tracings taken from man. These experiments

indicate that this negative depression, rather than the positive wave
following, coincides with the beginning of the intraventricular pressure

rise. When present, this depression may therefore be taken as the

beginning of systole. Unfortunately, however, it is so inconstant and

its beginning so difficult to determine, that such tracings can not be

relied upon in calculating the beginning of the isometric contraction

phase.

The phase of isometric contraction ends with the beginning of the

ejection phases. This point is indicated definitely by the sharp rise

of aortic pressure (figs. 1 and 2) but its location on the ventricular

pressure curves has been much discussed. According to Piper's inter-

pretation (5), the intraventricular pressure curve shows, at the moment
of ejection, a small notch topping the sharp rise of intraventricular

pressure; while C. Tigerstedt (2) and Garten (6) both believe that this

notch, when it occurs, is synchronous with the primary wave of the

aortic pulse. My own results are in agreement with those of the latter

investigators and indicate that the transition from the isometric to the

ejection phases occurs without interruption of the intraventricular

.pressure rise or is indicated at most by a very slight change in the

gradient (e.g., fig. 2). It follows that the intraventricular pressure

curves, on the whole, do not show a sufficiently clear criterion for

determining the end of the isometric contraction phase. Nor do

minor variations in intra-auricular pressure bear a constant relation

to the end of this phase. Thus, in figure 2, the sudden drop of intra-

auricular pressure occurs precisely with the rise of aortic pressure, but

in figure 3 it appears to occur somewhat earlier.

Conclusion: The onset of the isometric contraction phase may be

accurately obtained from the initial rise of iutravcMitricular jiressure,

from the onset of the first sound vibration, and sometimes thougli l(>ss

Burely, from a depression preceding the initial vibration in the arterial

prcamire curvoK; the end of th(» isometric contraction phase can be

determined only by the rise of aortic pressure.
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The ejection phase and its subdivision. The ejection phase obviousl}'

begins where the isometric contraction phase ends. As a matter of

convenience, Hiirthle placed its end at the point where the semilunar

valves have closed, which would be at the bottom of the incisura of

the intra-arterial pressure curve (figs. 1 and 2, D). Inasmuch as the

beginning of a muscular relaxation is definitely indicated by the begin-

ning of the incisura, it seems preferable to consider this the end of the

ejection phase. Accordingly it is possible, as in figures 1 and 2, to

Fig. 3. iS\'nchronous reconls of pressures in aorta near semilunar valves

(lower) and in innominate artery (upper). Showing the addition of systolic

vibrations in central arteries. Letters referred to in text.

include the ejection phase by the lines 2 and 3 and consider tlje pressure

variations in the cardiac chambers and large arteries.

The optical tracings recorded by O. Frank (7) from the subclavian

and innominate arteries show several variations during the ejection

phase (cf. also fig. 3). The pressure change is initiated by a large

primary vibration, D E F, reaching a prominent peak. This is fol-

lowed by a more gradual rise to a summit, G, and lastly by a gradual

decline to H. In the root of the aorta, near the semilunar valves,
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these variations are all present except the pronounced primary vibra-

tion, D E F, which is much reduced, according to the records published

by Piper (5), C. Tigerstedt (2) and Garten (6). That this is not deter-

mined by experimental conditions is clearly proven by synchronous

records of the aortic and subclavian pulse, a specimen of which is

shown in figure 3. It is quite apparent that this vibration is intensified

as the rapid pressure change is transmitted to the aortic branches.

The summit of the aortic pressure curve (figs. 1, 2 and 3, F) may come

early or late in the ejection phase, the time depending, according to

O. Frank, on how rapidly a balance is struck between systolic ejection

and the peripheral flow from the arterial system. Whenever, therefore,

the arterial pressure does not continue to increase until the end of

systole, the assumption may safely be made that the rate of ventricular

ejection has decreased and the summit may be used as the point sepa-

rating the early phase of maximal ejection from the later phase of

reduced ejection.

Before discussing the relation this bears to the mode of ventricular

contraction, it is necessary to briefly consider the changes of intra-

ventricular tension during these phases. Inasmuch as aorta and

ventricle are a connnon cavity during the entire phase of ejection, it

may be anticipated, on a priori considerations, that the contours of

the ventricular and aortic pressure curves are similar and that the times

of their summits coincide. This is frequently the case, as is shown in

figure 1, and also in many published tracings of C. Tigerstedt (2)

and Garten (6). It was therefore quite startling to find that in fully

')() i)cr cent of my tracings such correspondence does not obtain. Figure

2 i.s really used as an extreme illustration of such discrepancy in the

two curves. Obviously, the pressure summit, C, is reached quite

early in the aortic cui^ve, while it is greatly delayed in the intraventricu-

lar curve. In fact, while the aortic pressure is declining, the intra-

ventricular pres.sure is rising. The suggestion has therefore occurred

to nie that, under certain experunental coiidilions of the circulation, a

functional stenosis, due to the systolic approximation of the semilunar

valves, may supervene to produce such effects. Less l)lood entering

the aorta would account for I he aortic pressure decline; an increased

retention would, likewiw^ explain the simultaneous elevation of intra-

ventricular tension. Attention is directed to these instances in order

to impress the fact that a reduced discharge of the ventricle toward

the end of systole is not necessarily du(^ to a reduction in contractile

energy or to an inadequate volume of bloo<l for expulsion but may
poMMibly also uriw from an accidental functional valviiiiir piienomenon.
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Conclusion: The ejection of blood may be considered as occurring

in two phases, the maximum ejection phase and the reduced ejection

phase. The time occupied by these phases may be computed most

accurately from the aortic pressure curves, the maximum ejection

phase extending from the beginning of the steep pressure increase in

the aorta to the summit of the curve; the reduced ejection phase extend-

ing from the latter point to the beginning of the incisura.

The early diastolic fall in pressure and its subdivision. With the

beginning of ventricular relaxation, several consecutive events follow

in rapid sequence: the semilunar valves close, the a-v valves open

and then blood rushes into the ventricle. When the latter event begins,

the early diastolic fall in pressure is nearly completed. As this inflow

of blood is definitely accompanied by a fall of intra-auricular pressure,

we may consider the lines 3-4 (figs. 1 and 2) as limiting this phase.

In marking the beginning of this phase as taking place at themoment
when systole ceases (e.g., 3, figs. 1 and 2), we include the time occupied

by the closure of the semilunar valves, 3-d. As already pointed out,

Hiirthle and many who have followed him include this interval in the

period of systole. There can be no doubt, however, that ventricular

contraction ceases at 3 and that strictly this is not a post-systolic

phase. Is it, however, a proto-diastolic event? Has the left ventricle

actually begun to relax? What actually happens is this: with the ces-

sation of ventricular contraction at 3, the pressure at once falls in the

ventricle and communicating aorta. The backward movement of

blood, indicated in the aortic incisura, probably brings into apposition

the semilunar valves which have already floated toward a position of

closure. Not until such closure has been effected, however, does a

steep decline of intraventricular pressure, such as one might logically

associate with a relaxation process in muscle, take place. It is quite

probable therefore that the passing of the ventricle from a state of

systole to that of diastole is not a momentary event but is represented

rather by this time interval required for the closure of the semilunar

valves. In this sense the interval belongs, strictly speaking, neither

to the period of systole nor to that of diastole. Since we would be

unwarranted on the basis of such a hypothetical analysis and its ex-

tremely short duration in considering this as an intermediary period of

the ventricular cycle, we are forced to add it either to the period of

systole or to that of diastole. The former has usually been done.

Since all evidence points to the end of muscular contraction previous

to this point, however, and since the phase of diastole already includes

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYBIOLOGY, VOL. 56, NO. 3
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other events than those associated with actual relaxation processes in

the muscle, I believe it most logical to consider this as a proto-diastolic

rather than a post-systolic event.

As already- indicated, the duration of the proto-diastolic phase is

measured by the time required for the arterial fall in pressure desig-

nated as the incisura 3-d. A similar drop of pressure may be present

in the intraventricular pressure curve. Here, however, the end alone

is distinct, the beginning being, as a rule, difficult to place. The intra-

auricular pressure curve shows no landmarks by which the duration of

this phase can be directly determined.

The time interval existing between the complete closure of the semi-

lunar valves and the opening of the a-v valves, D-4, represents the

isometric relaxation phase. It is determined most accurately from the

combined aortic and auricular pressure curves. During this phase of

isometric relaxation, the pressure at first falls abruptly (fig. 1, D-E)

and then more gradually (fig. 1, E-4). Attention has been directed to

this change in gradient by Garten (6), who offers no explanation as to

its cause. In previous publications I have interpreted the change in

gradient as coincident with the inflow of blood from the auricle, i.e.,

have interpreted this to represent the end of the isometric relaxation

phase and the beginning of the rapid diastolic inflow phase. On the

basis of Piper's cui^ves (5) and also my own, this interpretation appears

incorrect. Obviously, a great transfer of blood from the ventricle to

the auricle does not occur until the auricular pressure drops, a short

time after (4). Tachograms of the ventricle recently reported by Straub

(13), (21) led him to believe that about this time the a-v valves bulge

more rapidly toward the ventricle previous to opening. This may be

the explanation of the change in pressure gradient. The end of the

i.sometric relaxation phase is therefore not clearlj'^ indicated on the

intraventricular pressure curve itself.

Condwnon: The early fall of ventricular pressure constitutes two

diastolic phastjs: a proto-(hastolic phase, tiie length of which is indicated

by the duration of the incisura of the arterial pressure curve, and an

i.sometric relaxation pha.se extending from the bottom of the incisura

to the fall of auricular prc.s.sure coincident with the onset of ventricular

fillinK.

The phaxcH of rapid (linslolic inflow and diastasis. According to the

vontriculnr volume curves of Henderson (11), the ventricles, under

nominl conditionH of venous pressure, fill within a short time interval

after op(*ninK of the a-v valves. If the cycle is long, this filling comes
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to an abrupt end due to an equalization of auricular and ventricular

pressures. The first stage may well be designated as the phase of

rapid inflow; the second, during which a gradual filling occurs, as

diastasis. Naturally, as Henderson and his collaborators point out,

the stage of diastasis is non-existent whenever the total period of diastole

does not exceed the time taken for the rapid inflow. Is this subdivision

of diastolic inflow justifiable? Not all physiologists hold that the

ventricle fills in this manner but, on the contrary, believe that approxi-

mately the same rate of ventricular inflow persists throughout diastole.

This idea is based on the interpretation of ventricular volume curves

recorded by Straub (21), Patterson, Piper and Starling (9), Socin (22)

and others. It is not proper at this time to enter into a discussion as to

the cause of these discrepancies. We may, however, at present ap-

proach the subject from another angle, viz., the evidence supplied by
synchronous pressure curves. If a period of stasis normally supervenes

in long cycles, we may anticipate that the intra-auricular pressure

recorded by sensitive manometers will rise subsequent to its diastolic

decline, whereas if a rapid inflow of blood into the ventricles continues

throughout diastole, no such increase should be observed. That the

latter condition is frequently found is apparent from tracings published

by Piper and also by Garten. In my own tracings about 28 per cent

of the left auricular pressure curves showed a definite increase such as

is evident in figure 1. In these cases, at least, we must infer a distinct

phase of diastasis. It is possible to interpret the failure of the auricular

pressure rise in the other 72 per cent of cases as showing that ventricular

inflow into the ventricles continues with sufficient rapidity so that no

rise of auricular pressure takes place. Even if such a phase is present

only in a minority of experiments, it seems desirable to retain this sub-

division of diastole into phases of rapid inflow and diastasis.

Conclusion: Since the ventricular inflow in a certain proportion of

cases is sufficiently interfered with to cause an elevation of auricular

pressure, it seems preferable to subdivide the filling periods of the

ventricle into a phase of rapid inflow extending from the fall of auricular

to the subsequent rise of auricular pressure (i.e., 4-3) and to consider

the remainder of diastole up to the beginning of auricular systole, 5-6,

as a phase of diastasis.

The "auricular-systole^' phase of diastole. Considerable diff'erence of

opinion has also developed as to the efficacy of auricular systole in

filling the ventricles. Henderson (11) believes that the auricular con-

traction contributes only an insignificant increment, while Straub (13),
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(21), Patterson, Piper and Starling (9), as well as Gesell (15) hold that

ventricular filling is helped in this way. As a more comprehensive

analysis of this question is anticipated, we shall restrict our present

evidence to the pressure curves. If auricular systole injects a consider-

able quantity of blood into the ventricle, we msiy anticipate an elevation

of intraventricular pressure. As Frank (7) pointed out, such a wave
is frequentlj'- found in the aortic pressure curve which he interprets as

a transmission of a similar intraventricular variation. Previously

published optical curves of different investigators give instances in

which such an auricular wave is present in the ventricle. In my large

collection of normal records it is present in only 13 per cent. In many
cases, as shown in figure 1, the wave may be entirely absent from the

intraventricular curve yet distinctly indicated by the intra-aortic

curve, which makes it probable that Frank's explanation of the latter

is incorrect and that it owes its origin to a direct communication of

pressure from the auricle. Again, it is desirable to take cognizance of

such a phasic event in the cardiac cycle since it is present in some cases.

Such recognition requires that we go further, however. Auricular

systole is capable of exerting a dynamic effect on the ventricle—either

increasing its volume or elevating the initial tension to which fibers

are submitted—only so long as the intra-auricular pressure continues

to rise. In a previous communication (23) I have pointed out that

auricular pressure rises only during the early half of its systole and that,

before systole is over, it may have declined to the pressure level existing

before its onset. This primaiy elevation of auricular pressure alone

causes a flow of blood ventricleward, while during the decline of auric-

ular pressure due to the passing off of certain fractionate contractions

blood actually enters the auricle from the veins. We may therefore

divide auricular systole into an early Dynamic Intei-val and an Inflow

Phase.

THE DURATION OF THE CONSECUTIVE PHASES OF THE CARDIAC CYCLE

IN THE DOG

The duration of each successive phase of the cardiac cycle of normal

dogs waa established in 38 carefully controlled oxporimcnts. Two
classes of these (*xp<MimentH were carried out, viz., a, those in which

the animal was placed under light morphine and chloretone anesthesia

and the thonicic ravity left intact ; and h, those in which the heart was
exposed but the iHTicurdium and its attachments left intact. In the

former experiments, right auricular and subclavian pressures were
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optically recorded together with the heart sounds; in the latter, curves

of left auricular, left ventricular and aortic pressures were taken.

From these records the successive phases summarized in the diagram

of figure 4, were calculated according to the criteria above analyzed.

The margin of variation in consecutive heart heats. When the duration

of the separate phases of systole and diastole are estimated by accurate

methods, small variations in the duration of many phases occur from

beat to beat. These are attributable partly to normal modifications

of the heart beat, partly perhaps to unavoidable errors or personal

factors introduced in measuring curves. It is therefore necessary for

any experimenter to evaluate the combined factors before lending

significance to variations which may occur under modified conditions

of the circulation.

SYSTOIZ DIASrOLE
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Fig. 4. Scheme showing consecutive phases of cardiac cycle

For this reason the duration of each successive phase in each of 15

consecutive cardiac cycles was first personally calculated and tabulated.

From 38 of these tabulations a second table was made which showed

the margin of variation that existed in each phase (table 1). A study

of such tables containing values for about 1000 cardiac cycles showed

the following maximal variations in 15 consecutive cycles of normal

anesthetized animals; the actual variations in most series of heart

beats being of course very much smaller: Isometric contraction phase,

0.008 second; maximum ejection phase, 0.01 second; reduced ejection

phase, 0.022 second; proto-diastolic phase, 0.01 second; isometric relax-

ation phase, 0.01 second; early diastolic inflow phase, 0.045 second;

diastasis phase, variable; auricular systole, 0.027 second (table 1).

Changes in the duration of any phase during experimental procedures
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in excess of these variations may therefore be safely considered as

prima facie evidence of an alteration arising in consequence of the

altered circulatory conditions.

The influence of opening the thorax and of cardiac exposure. In view

of the fact that the cardio-dynamics are certainly altered in many

TABLE 1

The duration of consecutive phases of the cardiac cycle in dogs
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as to ranges both of heart rate and lengths of systole and diastole,

making it possible to compare data as to variations of the smaller

phases.

Considering the results, phase by phase, it is evident that the isometric

contraction phase in the case of exposed hearts shows practically the

same variations as that of the enclosed heart. The durations of the

maximum ejection phase and reduced ejection phase, both absolute

and relative, show variations, however, that are distinctly greater in

the exposed heart. This indicates that the adaptation of the ejection

rate to the peripheral resistance is altered to varying degrees in different

operated animals. This is precisely what might be expected for the

amount of blood lost in opening the thorax, and possibly also the early

vascular reactions of shock incident to the operative procedures is

naturally variable in the case of different animals. Furthermore, the

value of the respiratory pressor factor (i.e., the assistance offered by

respiratory movements to the filling and emptying of the heart) is not

constant in different animals, consequently its elimination may operate

to affect the duration of the phases of maximum ejection more in some

animals than in others.

Passing to the diastolic phases, we note a remarkable correspondence

in the duration of the proto-diastolic phases, which it should be recalled

represent the times required for the semilunar valves to float into

apposition. If anything, this phase is slightly greater in the case of

the exposed heart. The predominant duration of the isometric relax-

ation phase is longer in the exposed heart by fully 0.02 second. The

phase of early diastolic inflow varies greatly both in closed and open

chest experiments, but the predominant length is again longer in the

case of the exposed heart. Whether this indicates that the negative

intrathoracic pressure assists the isometric relaxation and rate of rapid

inflow when the chest is intact can not be definitely stated. The fact

must be borne in mind that the data from open chest experiments were

derived by the aid of left auricular tracings, those from closed chest

experiments from right auricular tracings. We are not yet in a position

to state conclusively that the two ventricles always and necessarily

begin to fill at the same time.

In considering the great variation in the duration of the early diastolic

inflow phase, we must, of course, consider the possibility that this phase

might have been prematurely terminated in some cases by the onset of

the next systole. In other words, variations in this phase are only of

vital significance when the heart is slow and a phase of diastasis can
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exist. It was found in the 38 experiment studies that there were 14

cases in which a possible diastasis phase could exist. In 12, or 85

per cent, a distinct indication of a diastasis phase, such as is shown in

figure 1, was shown. In only two cases the fall of auricular and pre-

sumably a rapid rate of ventricular inflow continued until the onset of

the next auricular systole. In these 12 experiments in which the evi-

dence of a diastasis phase is present, the early diastolic inflow phase

varies from 0.044 to 0.13 second, the prevailing period in closed chest

experiments being 0.045 to 0.06 second. In the open chest experiments

the prevailing duration is somewhat longer, i.e., approximate^ 0.088

second. We may therefore infer that 0.045 second is the very minimum
time interval during which the heart can fill rapidly after opening of

the a-v valves and that in many cases this interval is much longer.

TABLE 2

Comparative results as to duration of diastolic phases

Proto-diastolic plus

A. Isometric relaxation

B. Rapid inflow

Total {A + B)

Auricular systole

HENDERSON
(11)

0.077

0.052

0.129

0.110

DE HEER (12)

0.025

0.135

0.15

0.085

AUTHOR S RESULTS

Open chest

0.085

0.08

0.165

0.07

Closed
chest

0.072

0.06

0.132

0.08

Physiological significance of results. One of the mooted questions of

cardiodynamics is that of the manner in which diastolic filling of the

ventricles takes place. The ventricular volume curves of Henderson

(11) and de Heer (12) indicate that, after short proto-diastolic and

isometric relaxation phases, ventricular filling follows rapidly. After

this the inflow rate is greatly reduced, i.e., a period of diastasis super-

venes which continues until the next auricular systole follows. In

the following table is given a comparison of the data calculated from

the typical reconstructed volume curves of Henderson (11) and de

Heer (12) together with some actual figun^s obtained from these experi-

ments a« to the relative lengths of the diastolic phases exclusive of

diastasis (table 2).

These conlpa^i^M)n8 render it obvious that (with the exception of a

wrong ralculution by de Heer for the proto-diastolic and isouK^tric

relaxation |K*rio(iH, which correspoiKJingly longth(Mis the early diastolic

inflow pha«<') the resultH are in as close agr(>ement as could logically be
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expected. This is of significance for it indicates that, as far as temporal

relations are concerned, the heart relieved of its pericardial support

and enclosed within a plethysmograph relaxes and fills like the heart

in the intact chest.

As previously stated, the view that the heart fills as indicated by

Henderson and his collaborators has not been supported by other

investigators who believe that filling continues rapidly throughout

diastole, and that no phase of diminished inflow or diastasis exists.

Henderson has repeatedly pointed out, by clear and emphatic logic,

that the failure of such records to evidence a diastasis phase is due to

a rapid heart rate and the consequent shortening of the total diastolic

length. On the basis of my results we may calculate how short total

diastole must become in order to have the phase of diastasis disappear

entirely. Let us add together what, on the basis of my results, must

admittedly be conservative intervals for the following diastolic events:

Second

(a) Proto-diastolic phase 0. 022

(b) Isometric relaxation phase 0.05

(c) Early diastolic inflow phase 0.06

(d) Auricular systole 0. 085

Total 0.217

It is obvious that unless diastole exceeds 0.217 second, no phase of

diastasis is possible; if it is shorter, the early diastolic inflow phase must

also be encroached upon by auricular systole.

Let us, however, make another calculation of the following events:

Second

Proto-diastolic phase 0.022

Isometric relaxation phase 0. 05

Auricular systole 0.085

Total 0. 157

It is obvious that the phase of early diastolic filling must be entirely

absent when total diastole is reduced to about 0.16 second, consequently

ventricular filling then occurs only during auricular systole. Owing

to the fact that systole and diastole vary independently in length, it

is not possible, I believe, to accurately translate these figures into terms

of heart rate. It is probable, however, that whenever the heart rate

increases to 180, auricular contractions come during the early diastolic

inflow phase, while at the rate of 200, ventricular filling must come

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, VOL. 56, NO. 3
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entirely during auricular contraction. I take this occasion to reem-

phasize by definite figures what Henderson and his collaborators have

so clearly demonstrated by the use of volume curves, because it seems

difficult to drive home the idea that such records as are obtained from

rapid hearts can supply no critical proof of what obtains in the filling

of hearts at rates that may be regarded as quite normal for man.

SUMMARY

An analysis of optical pressure curves from a total of over 200 dogs,

in 38 of which special pains were taken to maintain normal conditions,

leads to the following interpretation of the consecutive phases of the

ventricular cycle:

1. At the beginning of ventricular systole, the a-v valves have been

partly floated into apposition, probably in consequence of the sudden

cessation of a jet when the peak of the intra-auricular pressure curve

is reached about the middle of auricular systole. The first elevation

of intraventricular pressui'c firmly closes these valves and the ventricle

then contracts absolutely isometrically. This first phase of ventricular

systole extending from the beginning of the pressure rise until the opening

of the semilunar valves is preferably considered as the isometric contraction

phase. The predominant durations of this phase range from 0.048

to 0.05 second when the chest is intact, and from 0.045 to 0.05 second

when the heart is exposed.

2. As soon as intraventricular exceeds intra-aortic pressure, the

semilunar valves open and a comparatively large volume of blood is

ejected. As long as the volume ejected remains greater than the out-

flow from the peripheral arterioles, the aortic pressure continues to

rise. This marks a second phase of maximum ejection. As soon, how-

ever, as the systolic ejection decreases enough so that it no longer equals

the peripheral outflow, then the aortic pressure begins to decline. This

third phase when present may be designated as the phase of reduced

ejection. Thi.s terminates the period of systole. The absolute and

relative durations of these phases vary considerably, the greatest

variations in dosed chest experiments being 0.05 to 0.11 second for

the maximum ejection phase and 0.003 to 0.144 second for the

reduced ejection j)hnses.

3. When vontricuhir rehixation begins, aorta and ventricles are still

in conuntmiration. The first event, viz., the closing of the seniihniar

valveH, is Hignalled by a sharp drop in aortic and intraventricular pres-

sure, (leMignuted hh the IneiHura. This marks \\\o fourth or proto-diastolic
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phase. This phase is relatively constant averaging 0.022 second in

closed chest experiments and 0.025 second when the heart is exposed.

4. Following closure of the semilunar valves and until the a-v valves

have opened, the ventricle relaxes without anj^ flow of blood either from

or into its cavity. This marks the fifth phase or that of isometric

relaxation. The predominant duration of this phase in exposed hearts

is 0.06 to 0.07 second but is predominantly shorter in animals with

thorax intact, ranging from 0.048 to 0.05 second.

5. With the opening of the a-v valves and until either an equalization

of pressure between auricle and ventricle has taken place or a subse-

quent systole interrupts the filling, a rapid filling of the ventricles takes

place. This is the sixth phase, conveniently designated as the rapid

inflow phase. This phase averages from 0.048 to 0.05 second in closed

chest experiments and from 0.06 to 0.07 second in exposed hearts.

6. In long cycles and when the auricular pressure is normal, a period

of reduced filling obtains which may be designated, after Henderson's

suggestion, as the phase of diastasis. Its duration is obviously depend-

ent on the length of total diastole.

7. Finally there may be added an eighth phase during which the

dynamic interval of auricular systole affects the filling or pressure of

the ventricles. This does not continue until the end of auricular

systole, however, but a terminal phase of auricular systole in which

no dynamic effect can be exerted exists before the entire cycle is com-

pleted. The predominant durations of the total phase of auricular

systole average 0.07 second in exposed hearts and 0.085 second in hearts

enclosed within the thorax.

A pictorial summaiy of these dynamic events occurring during

ventricular systole and diastole is schematically indicated in figure 4.
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While the relation existing between the lengths of systole and diastole

have been quite extensively studied under a variety of conditions, both

in animals and man, the fundamental laws which determine the extent

and direction of these variations under different circulatory conditions

have not been clearly formulated.

Perhaps the most definite existing basis upon which to attempt such

a formulation of governing laws rests upon the interpretation given

the ventricular volume curves by Henderson and his collaborators (1).

These investigators, it will be recalled, pointed out that under normal

conditions of venous pressure both ventricular filling and discharge

occur after a constant pattern, exemplified by a record of the ventric-

ular volume changes. According to their interpretation, the extent of

ventricular filling and discharge under normal conditions can be deter-

mined solely by changes in the length of preceding diastoles. It was

recently pointed out by Katz and myself (2) that it becomes a neces-

sary corollary of such a conception that the durations of systole and

diastole at any heart rate must bear a fixed relation to each other,

which relation we believe it is possible to derive from an animal and

express in a curve form. Actual experimental observations showed,

however, that these relations are not maintained when the heart is

accelerated either by stimulation of the accelerator nerves or after

the administration of adrenalin. Subsequently Katz (3) also directed

attention to the fact that during the course of vagal slowing or during

subsequent recovery from such slowing, these relations do not hold

good. Our former observations may be interpreted in part at least as

indicating a specific effect of the accelerator nerves on the ventricles,

439
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but the latter effect certainly is more probably interpreted as, in some

way, associated with alterations either in venous pressure or arterial

resistance (3). That changes in venous return or arterial resistance

may have a direct determining effect on the length of systole is also

indicated in several reports from other laboratories. Thus Lombard

and Cope (4), finding that the systoles of the left ventricle are longer

in the sitting and h'ing down position than in the standing position,

suggested that the greater return of venous blood may possibly act to

lengthen the duration of systole in man. Such a lengthening effect of

increased venous return on systole was not demonstrated, however, in

the experiments of Patterson, Piper and Starling (5) who worked with

the heart of a "heart-lung preparation." On the other hand, these

investigators observed that an increased arterial resistance consistently

lengthens the contraction phase.

In view of the practical bearing that this problem has. on the inter-

pretation of many dynamic reactions, and in view also of the apparent

discrepancies suggested in the recent work, it seemed appropriate to

submit this question to a more fundamental analysis. This could

only be accomplished, however, by determining the effects of different

procedures on each of the consecutive subdivisions of the cardiac cycle.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Since, under physiological as well as pathological and pharmaco-

dynamic conditions, three variables may possibly affect the durations

of the consecutive phases of systole and diastole, viz., changes in heart

rate, venous return and arterial resistance, experiments were instituted

to test the reaction of these factors, when operating singly or com-

bined. In order to do this, intact animals were used exclusively

because, on mature reflection, it was felt that the use of a heart-lung

preparation introduced fully as many uncontroUalilc variables as the

employment of the intact animals, and would moreover be apt to show

wluit can take place rather than what does occur in the body.^

In order to study the effects produced by variations in heart rate,

the vagus nerves were divided or stimulated directly. In order to

I)revent changes in rate when arterial resistance and venous inflow were

altered, it was necessary to divide both vagi nerves. The volume of

venous return wits re<luce(l l)y compression of the inferior vena cava

' For a full diBcumion of this problem, consult Wiggcrs, Ilarvoy Lecture pub-

lished in the Archives of Internal Medicine 1921, xxvii, 475.
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and augmented by a graded inflow of saline solution. In such cases

records of the resulting effective venous pressure rather than of the

amount injected were kept. Arterial resistance was increased by the

production of peripheral vasoconstriction and also by mechanical

compression of the abdominal or ascending portions of the aorta.

Whenever possible, experiments were carried out both on animals with

thorax opened and on those in which the chest remained intact.

THE INFLUENCE OF INCREASING THE VOLUME OF VENOUS RETURN

In interpreting the uncomplicated effect of an augmentation of

venous return occasioned by saline infusion, it was important that the

venous pressure should not at the outset be below normal. Only

those experiments in which an effective right auricular pressure above

55 mm. saline solution existed are therefore included in this analysis.

It is also important that concomitant changes in heart rate or arterial

resistance should preferably not occur at all or, if taking place, that

they be taken into account. While, in many animals, saUne infusion

caused no appreciable change in heart rate when both vagi had been

severed, minor variations frequently occurred. Their possible influ-

ence on the duration of systolic phases, as will appear in later discus-

sion, could always be evaluated by bearing in mind that slowing alone

has a natural tendency to lengthen systole; acceleration, the reverse

effect. Arterial resistance always increased to some extent but, owing
to the slow rate of inflow and the reduced viscosity of the blood, sys-

temic diastolic pressure was not markedly altered (cf. table 1). In

fact, it was shown in control experiments that a similar degree of resis-

tance increase was either without effect on systole or tended to operate

in an opposite manner. It is therefore possible to clearly analyze the

specific effects resulting from an increased venous return.

Effect on relative duration of systole and diastole. If, during the course

of a venous infusion, the heart rate is counted it is usually found that

in spite of vagotomy a slight retardation of the beat takes place, and
that this may progress as the infusion continues. Comparison of the

periods of systole and diastole show, however, that the slowing is of

an entirely different order than when the vagus is stimulated; it is

systole rather than diastole that lengthens. The sequence of these

changes may be followed by data taken from experiment 231, x, which

are incorporated in table 1. The periods obtaining under normal
conditions are shown as a. Very soon after infusion started, the heart

slowed, b, due to an increase both in the length of systole and diastole.
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In c, the duration of diastole returned to normal but systole lengthened

still more. After discontinuing infusion, as shown in d, diastole became

shorter than it was at the start, but systole continued long. If the

vagus nerves are stimulated at the time when systole has lengthened

independent of diastole, a further lengthening of systole as well as

diastole takes place. This is illustrated in experiment 230, xiv, table 1.

The data shown as a and a' indicate control effects of vagus stimulation

when conditions were normal just before infusion started. The main-

tenance of normal diastolic length and the gradual lengthening of

systole during infusion are shown by 6 and d. Records from which

these data were derived were taken early during the infusion process.

When the vagus nerve was stimulated in addition and with the same

strength of current as had previously been used, a very great slowing

accompanied by a further lengthening of systole took place, e. After

cessation of stimulation, the length of diastole returned to normal but

systole remained lengthened, /.

Such results illustrate the response of a rapidly beating heart. It

still remains to test the reaction of a heart normally beating at a rate

which more nearly approximates that in man. Since it was important

to avoid the influence of a varying vagal tonus, it was necessary to

apply a continued electrical stimulus to the cut vagi and, during the

course of such slowing, sahne infusion was given. The results of such

an experiment are shown in experiment 233, x, table 1. The data

listed as a show the phasic relations existing during a mild stimulation

of the left vagus which, in this case, produced a typical sinus slowing.

While stimulation continued, infusion was started and during its con-

tinuance observations h and c were made. The data show without

further comment that there is the same tendency for systole to lengthen

independently of diastole.

Having shown that the duration of systole may increase independ-

ently of diastole when the return flow to the heart is increased, it

remains to show that the effects were not primarily due to the increased

arterial pressures against which the heart must expel its blood, espe-

cially so as Patterson, Piper and StarUng found that such an increase

of arterial resistance causes a lengthening of the contraction phase.

In the first place, as shown by the diastoUc pressure readings taken

throughout these observations, the administration of saline infusion, as

carried out in these experiments, does not cause any appreciable eleva-

tion of systemic pressure; in some cases a lengthening of systole occurs

without any variation of pressure. When the blood pressure lowers,
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as during vagus stimulation (e.g., exper. 230, xiv, e), systole lengthens

still further and, as the heart subsequently accelerates (e.g., /), and

before the blood pressure has returned to its former level, the systoles

still remain long. It is possible, however, to reduce suddenly the

arterial pressure during sahne infusion, by opening up a carotid artery,

thus allow-ing a profuse hemorrhage to take place for a short time.

Data from such an experiment are illustrated in experiment 233, e.

They show when compared with normal data, d, that systoUc length is

certainly not reduced, even though diastole may decrease shghtly.

As will be apparent later, such controls and others that have been

employed might have been dispensed with entirely for, contrary to the

findings of Patterson, Piper and Starling, an increased arterial resis-

tance of even greater magnitude does not lengthen systole in the intact

heart; but, on the contrary, tends to abbreviate it.

Influence on consecutive phases of systole. Tabulations of many
experiments, of which those incorporated in table 1 are but specimen

summaries, have shown that there is always a tendency for the iso-

metric contraction phase to become abbreviated. Sometimes this

abbreviation is marked, again it may be very shght. The following

reductions have been noted in different experiments: 0.04 to 0.028;

0.043 to 0.035; 0.05 to 0.032; 0.052 to 0.033; 0.05 to 0.045; 0.055 to

0.052; 0.042 to 0.04; 0.048 to 0.04C; 0.055 to 0.04; 0.058 to 0.047; 0.05

to 0.048; 0.051 to 0.056 (experimental increase); 0.052 to 0.048; 0.057

to 0.05. These observations l)ear out the results of Hiirthle (6) and
others who found that the duration of this phase is not related to the

absolute diastolic pressure in the aorta but is determined rather by the

difference between aortic and intraventricular pressures at the begin-

ning of systole. Hiirthle incUned to the opinion that the height of the

initial pressure within the ventricle at the moment of systole is the

fundamental factor. This interpretation is borne out by the results

of this research (cf. table 1).

Afl the isometric contraction phase decreases in length during the

continuance of an infusion, the combined phases of ejection loiigthon.

This indicates that tlu; duration of the ejection process is a(iui)ted to

the volume of blood which needs to be expelled. A study of the tables

rcvoalH no constancy as to whether the phase of maximal or reduced

ejection Ih predominantly affecteil. As a rule, the latter i)hasc is

lenfcthenod first and to greater degree; while the phase of maximal
ejection dwH not increase until a consi(leral)le ventricular distcMition

hajs supervened (cf. tnl»I«' IV T]\\< \^. imlm-Mlly, of no fimdjuncntul
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significance as bearing upon the nature of the ventricular behavior,

but merely means that the flow of diluted blood from the peripheral

arterial system keeps pace with the increased ventricular discharge

early in systole. This, it may be noted, however, would not be the case

if a secondary increase in arterial resistance were in any manner con-

cerned with the increase in length of systole, and strengthens our belief

that the rate of venous inflow is the direct factor involved.

There is apparently no doubt that an increased venous return and the

consequently greater ventricular filling acts to shorten the isometric contrac-

tion phase and to lengthen the ejection phases, thereby prolonging systole

as a whole. The question remains whether this is fundamentally due to

an increase in diastolic volume (i.e., greater initial length) or to an

increase in initial tension. The intraventricular changes occurring in

those experiments of this series in which the chest had been opened

have recently been reported and analyzed (7). They showed such

clear and prompt correspondence between volume and initial pressure

alterations that the conclusions seemed necessary that initial pressure

changes were fundamentally responsible for such volume changes as

occurred. Consequently, the conclusion is favored that the effects

which the volume of venous return exerts on the phases of systole are

fundamentally related to changes in initial intraventricular pressures.

Influence on consecutive phases of diastole. It is conceivable that the

time required for the semilunar valves to close (i.e., the proto-diastolic

phase) might be determined by the diastolic pressure existing in the

aorta at this time. Apparently this interval is so short, however, and

the pressure elevation so insignificant that no striking variations occur

(cf. table 1). The data also reveal no marked changes in the duration

of the isometric relaxation phase in the majority of cases. Occasion-

ally, as shown in experiment 231, x, this phase lengthens by about

0.02 second. The cause of such an occasional prolongation is not

clear. Suffice it to state that the causes which might be logically

invoked to explain such a change do not appear to exist during saline

infusion. They will be discussed more in detail later (cf. page 450).

Of greater importance as concerning the dynamics of the ventricle

are the data relating to the length of the rapid inflow phase. The
increased systoUc discharge during saline infusion is necessarily due to

a greater diastolic inflow. How is this brought about? Is the phase

of rapid inflow prolonged, or does the greater filling occur in the same
time interval? Tabulated data from these experiments fail to show

that this phase is lengthened. It is true that when a rapid heart (in
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which the phase of rapid inflow is abridged by a succeeding systole)

slows down during the course of an infusion, this phase may be length-

ened. This, however, is only a function of heart rate and would have

occurred regardless of infusion. In cases in which the heart previous

to infusion was sufficiently slow to permit of the existence of a diastasis

phase, the phase of rapid inflow was certainly not lengthened (e.g.,

exper. 233, x, table 1).

THE INFLUENCE OF INCREASED ARTERIAL RESISTANCE

The arterial resistance against which blood must be expelled was
augmented in three different ways, viz., a, by creating increased resis-

tance in the terminal branches of the arterial tree through reflex vaso-

constriction (stimulation of the central vagus nerve); 6, by compress-

ing the abdominal or lower thoracic aorta; and c, by compressing the

ascending aorta near the semilunar valves (aortic stenosis). As before,

the vagus nerves were cut, except as noted.

Effects on systole and diastole ratios. The net results of these experi-

ments may first be summarized as follows: At constant heart rates,

increasing the arterial resistance by vasoconstriction uniformly causes

a decrease in the length of systole independent of changes in diastole.

Similar changes usually follow compression of the abdominal or lower

thoacic aorta. In a few cases the length of systole remains unchanged,

however; in a few others it shghtly lengthens. The former results, it

may be pointed out, are contrary to, the latter in accord with the

reactions reported by Patterson, Piper and Starling (5). During aortic

stenosis systole invariably lengthens, thus confirming results ah'cady

reported by de Heer (8).

These effects may be illustrated by reference to a few reactions

tabulated in table 2. In experiment 219, ii, the effects of increased

resistance following reflex vasoconstriction, 6, are compared with nor-

mal values, a. A definite shortening of systole without any alteration

iti tlic length of diastole is seen. As shown in experiment 219, vii, a and
similar reduction of systole followed aortic compression even

tlioiigh diastole lengthened somewhat. Experiment 221, iii, shows

normal data. After compression of the lower thoracic aorta as shown
by data, v, systole decreased in length, diastole remaiiuvl unchanged.

Vulwu tlie aorta was stenosed in its ascending ixntioii, howcn'er, as

shown in vi, systole, on the contrary, lengthened, while diastole short-

ened. The data of experiment 231, vii, (table 2) are especially inter-

esting, inasmuch as we have already considered the effects of increased
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venous inflow in this same experiment (table 1), a represents data of

normal conditions in the closed chest; b, data obtained during com-

pression of the abdominal aorta; a reduction of systole occurred with-

out a change in the duration of diastole; c represents results obtained

while the peripheral end of the right vagus was stimulated during com-

pression of the aorta; systole lengthened with diastole; d shows effects

shortly after cessation of stimulation while aortic compression was still

retained, increased resistance clearly reduced the periods of systole.

The chest was opened and the study continued; xi shows results of

control data under these conditions; xii shows a lengthening of systole

during moderate aortic stenosis. - Similar lengthening is shown by
comparing x\'iii, b, with the normal, a. In experiment 234 i represents

data under nonnal conditions; v, c, the effect of compressing the abdom-

inal aorta, and v, d, the effect of additional slowing. Systole was

reduced as compared with normal even though diastole lengthened

appreciably. These data clearly show that increased resistance pro-

duced near the semilunar valves uniformly lengthens systole, while if the

resistance change occurs more peripherally it tends to abbreviate systole.

How may these contrary effects be explained? A clue was given by
the observ^ations that systole lengthens whenever the initial pressure

is greatly elevated but that it shortens whenever initial pressure

increases but little. In other words, the fact seems to stand out that

whenever initial pressure in the left ventricle increases considerably,

whether as a result of increased resistance to ejection or from increased

venous inflow, systole always lengthens. Increased resistance without

a material elevation of initial pressure has the contrary effect of abbre-

viating systole.

These reactions are in accord with those of skeletal muscles: If the

initial tension of an after-loaded skeletal nmsclc is kept constant, while

the lifted load is somewhat increased, the duration of the contraction

phase is reduced, for the contractile stress is apparently overpowered

sooner by a heavy than by a light load. If, however, tiie initial tension

and initial length arc increased at the same time that the lifted load

becomes j?Feater, then the contraction phase may lengthen. Return-

ing to these cx])eriments, it is evident that the chief vnri:il)le introduced

in the different experimental methods used to augincul k sist;i!i((> con-

sists in the length of elastic arteries interposed between the heart and

the area where the resistance was actuully incnMised. When the

arterioles contract, diastolic pressure may be markedly elevated but a

considerable stretch of elastic artery is still available to acconunodate
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any blood that may be ejected during systole. Consequently systolic

retention is small, diastolic volume not greatly increased and the initial

tension in the left ventricle rises but Uttle. In such cases the greater

arterial load acts to abbreviate systole. When the abdominal aorta is

compressed, the accommodative power of the larger arteries is reduced,

and the increase in diastolic volume and initial tension are not enough

to overbalance the tendency of increased resistance to shorten

systolic ejection. During aortic stenosis, however, the stretch of

elastic aorta capable of accommodating ejected blood practicallj^

vanishes, consequently a large volume of blood must be retained within

the ventricles at the end of each systole. This elevates the initial

tension sufficiently to lenthen systole.

Such effects were also obtained by de Heer after production of aortic

stenosis and appear to be the only conditions reproduced in the heart-

lung preparation by Patterson, Piper and Starhng. It is quite con-

ceivable why this was the case. In such a preparation a rubber tube

of comparatively small diameter was substituted for the aorta and its

branches and all the ejected fluid was required to pass through a

narrow cannula tied into the innominate artery. Under such artificial

conditions the accommodative capacity of the system reaches its

limits readily even when the arterial resistance is increased more

peripherally.

Influence on systolic phases. Turning to the effects on the detailed

phases of systole, we note no regularity in the changes of the isometric

contraction phase. As a rule, the length of this phase varies little when

resistance increases due to peripheral constriction or aortic compres-

sion, but if anything, a slight tendency to decrease is noted (e.g., exper.

219, ii, b, 221, v). During aortic stenosis, on the other hand, the

phase generally lengthens somewhat (exper. 231, xii). Exceptions or,

better stated, opposite effects occur, however, in many experiments

(e.g., exper. 219, vii, 221, vi). The failure of this phase to lengthen

consistently in all experiments emphasizes the relatively small impor-

tance which aortic pressure plays in determining the length of this

phase. The actual shortening is undoubtedly explained as an effect

of increased initial tension.

When systole shortens as a result of increased resistance of peripheral

origin, the reduction occurs chiefly in the ejection phases. As a rule,

the phase of reduced ejection is affected most and in extreme cases may
practically disappear (exper. 219, ii). When, during aortic stenosis,

systole lengthens, the maximum ejection phase is always prolonged
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while the phase of reduced ejection is generally abridged (exper. 231,

xii). Occasionally however it too may lengthen (e.g., exper. 221, vi).

Influence on phases of diastole. It may be anticipated that the

great pressm-e existing at the very end of systole may act to close the

semilunar valves more rapidly, i.e., decrease the proto-diastoUc inter-

val. Such a reduction was found in about 50 per cent of my experi-

ments, being illustrated in table 2, by comparing the data of experi-

ment 221, iii with v; experiment 231, vii, a with vii, b and experiment

231, xi with xii. The abbreviation, as might have been expected, is

the more evident the nearer the aortic valves the resistance change

takes place. The duration of the isometric relaxation phase was prac-

tically unaltered when increased resistance was occasioned by peri-

pheral constriction (e.g., exper. 219, ii, a, h). In some experiments in

which the abdominal aorta was compressed (e.g., exper. 221, iii, v)

and in all cases were aortic stenosis supervened, (e.g., exper. 231, xi,

xii) the phase lengthened definitely. While it is difficult to give a

logical explanation of these changes, four factors, acting separately or

together, may be thought of as effecting an increase in the length of an

isometric relaxation phase, viz.

:

1. The inherent rate of muscular relaxation during the isometric

phajse may be slower.

2. Intraventricular pressure being higher at the beginning of this

phase, it might at the same rate of relaxation take more time for the

pressure to decrease to the level of auricular pressure.

3. Since the opening of the a-v valves is determined by the balance

of pressure in the auricle and ventricle toward the end of this phase,

it is possible that either an increased intraventricular or a reduced

auricular pressure might delay the opening of the a-v valves and hence

prolong the isometric relaxation phase.

4. Finally, it is possible that the time interval by which the preced-

ing protodiastolic phase is abridged is added to the phase of isometric

relaxation.

After the a-v valves have opened, the continuation of the early dias-

tolic inflow phase depends solely on the length of time during which a

preasurc (liff(?rencc between auricle and ventricle is maintained. A
diaatolic retention of blood and an increased intraventricular jiressiu'c

certainly occur in cases of pronoimced aortic stenosis. Consequently,

it may lx» anticipated that the elevation of intraventricular pressure

would much sooner retard the inflow and act to reduce Ihe duration of

this phase in this case. In none of the experiments in which the heart
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was slow enough for a phase of diastasis to exist, was there, however,

any evidence that the inflow phase is abridged during augmented

arterial resistance of any kind. On the contrary there is, as shown in

experiment 231, vii, c, at times a slight tendency for this phase to

lengthen.

THE INFLUENCE OF HEART RATE

Influence on duration of systole and diastole. Section of both vagi

nerves producing a tachycardia by giving the tonically active accelera-

tors unopposed control, uniformly decreases the duration of systole

even when, as happened a few times, the length of diastole is unaffected.

The injection of small doses of epinephrin causes a further decrease in

the length of systole which persists even when the vagi are stimulated

in addition, and the heart in consequence becomes very slow.

The details of an experiment substantiating these deductions are

summarized in table 3, experiment 231.

The changes that take place when the heart is slowed depend on the

method through which the inhibitory influence of the vagus is brought

into action. When the peripheral end of a vagus nerve is stimulated

electrically, the systole: diastole ratios conform to a standard curve

only when new and constant dynamic relations have been reestabUshed

(e.g., exper. 228, viii). During the time that the systemic pressures

decline, changes in systoUc length are in no sense related to the length

of previous diastole. There is constantly a progressive increase in the

duration of systole as stimulation continues and this occurs quite

regardless of previous diastole. When stimulation has ceased, the

diastoles are promptly shortened but systoles only gradually and pro-

gressively regain their former lengths. These observations, illustrated

by the plots of experiments 216 and 232 in figure 1, are but confirma-

tory of independent observations recently pubUshed by Katz (3).

Such results really need no additional comment, yet attention may be

drawn to a striking relation shown in experiment 216. The heart beat

at the end of stimulation had a diastoHc length of 0.237 second with a

systolic period of 0.195 second—this period being precisely equivalent

to a systoUc interval accompanying an earlier vagal beat having a

diastole length of 1.819 second. A similar lack of relation was obtained

when the heart was reflexly slowed by stimulation of the central end

of one vagus nerve. The significant observation may be added that

it often happened that, when conditions had been stabihzed, systole

was more prolonged by reflex than by direct vagal slowing although
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diastole was always much larger in the latter case (cf. exper. 228, vi

and viii, table 3). The effect of vagal slowing by partial asphyxiation

was determined in 14 experiments. In 4 cases only was there a length-

ening of systole during beats with long diastoles which are at all com-

parable to direct or reflex vagal stimulation. In two experiments,

systole lengthened very httle; in two others, no change of systole was

apparent although diastole lengthened markedly. Of even greater

interest are six other experiments in which systole consistently decreased

in length while diastole increased. Thus in one of these experiments,

the systole : diastole ratio was — before slowing, -^ and

0.142
^-1^^ ^"^^

'

at different times during slowing process. The changes
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It is quite apparent from such observations that the variations of systole

when vagal slowing is accompanied by marked dynamic changes do not

correspond with those obtained when the vagus is stimulated directly.

This is probably accounted for by the fact that still other factors (e.g.,

simultaneous stimulation of the accelerator nerves, mechanical influ-

ence of high blood pressure or altered venous return) affect the dura-

tion of systole in an opposite direction. The balance of such opposing

forces determines whether systole actually lengthens, shortens or

remains unaltered as the cycles change. The detailed factors at work

will be analyzed more at length in a subsequent portion of this paper.

It may be profitable, however, at once to direct attention to the fact

that high arterial pressure is one influence capable of counteracting the

lengthening influence exerted by vagus slowing. Thus, in experiment

234, i, V, c (table 2) in which both vagi nerves were left intact, com-

pression of the abdominal aorta first decreased the duration of systole

without affecting the diastolic length appreciably. When later (v, d) a

natural reflex slowing was initiated by the high arterial pressure,

systole lengthened again but not above the duration it had at much
more rapid rates.

Effects on systolic phases. As long as marked variations in systemic

resistance or initial tension do not occur, the duration of the isometric

phase is not permanently altered. This is true, e.g., during cardiac

acceleration following vagotomy (e.g., exper. 231, i, v). Similarly

there is no permanent change when the peripheral end of the vagus is

stimulated (e.g., exper. 231, ix, c, 228, viii). When cardiac slowing is

accompanied by drastic elevation in arterial resistance and initial ten-

sion, e.g., during asphyxia (exper. 225, ii, 6) or during the action of

epinephrin in animals with vagi intact (exper. 228, iv, table 3), then the

isometric phase is definitely and permanently reduced. When, on the

other hand, epinephrin simultaneously causes a great elevation of

arterial pressure and cardiac acceleration in animals with vagi cut,

this phase is not affected (exper. 231, ix, a and b, table 3). This would

indicate that the reduction in the isometric phase is attributable neither

to a specific effect of epinephrin on the accelerator mechanisms or on

the heart itself nor to the height of arterial tension, but rather to the

initial tension which determined the rate of pressure development.

When epinephrin causes cardiac slowing, initial tension is markedly

increased (exper. 228, iv). In cases where it causes acceleration, it

is not greatly affected (exper. 231, ix, 6). That this is indeed a factor

is shown in experiment 231, ix, c where, upon additional stimulation of
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the vagus nerve, the phase is promptly abridged when the initial

tension is increased.

Since the isometric contraction phase alters only in exceptional

cases, i.e., where the initial tension is greatly increased, and in these,

in fact, tends to shorten, it is obvious that alterations in the duration

of systole are almost entirely due to changes in the ejection phase.

It will be recalled that whenever the heart is slowed through direct or

reflex vagus stimulation, the interval of systole progressively increases,

and that this is related neither to the duration of previous diastole nor

to the diastolic arterial pressure. On the other hand epinephrin.
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The conclusion may be drawn that when the heart changes its rate,

the duration of systolic ejection and hence that of systole is determined

not only by the previous diastole length, but often, to a far greater

extent, by the variation in initial tension within the ventricle.

It remains to interpret the cases where the systolic ejection was

reduced or unaltered, for both during asphyxia and during the action

of epinephrin the initial tension is also increased. One and pos-

sibly two other factors then counteract such an effect of augmented

initial tension to lengthen the period of systolic ejection and conse-

quently also that of systole. It has already been pointed out that a

great increase in arterial resistance tends to reduce the ejection phase

and, as this operates intensely during asphyxia and epinephrin action,

we have two counteracting tendencies at work—the augmented initial

pressure tendency to lengthen and the increased arterial resistance

acting to abbreviate this phase. The relative influence of these factors

determines whether systolic ejection is slightly lengthened, unaltered

or, as frequently happens, actually abbreviated.

In the case of slowing induced by epinephrin, at least another factor

can not be ruled out, viz., a specific effect on the accelerator mechan-

isms. That this is concerned is indicated by such observations as are

recorded in experiment 231, ix, table 3. In this case a small dose of

such a solution caused an increase in the cardiac rate, an elevation of

diastolic arterial pressure and a pronounced decrease in the systolic

ejection phase. During additional vagus stimulation (ix, c) when the

arterial pressure returned to normal and in spite of an elevation of

initial pressure and a prolonged diastole, systole was still less than

normal.

Effects on diastolic phases. Changes in heart rate produce only very

minor changes in the duration of the diastolic phases. As before indi-

cated, the duration of the proto-diastolic phase is so short that no

pronounced changes may be anticipated. This was the case except in

a few experiments in which the duration slightly decreased after direct

or reflex vagus stimulation (exper. 228, vi, viii). The duration of the

isometric relaxation phase was not affected during slowing beyond

the range of error with the exception of two cases (e.g., exper. 231,

ix, c) in which an increase of about 0.2 second occurred in some beats.

Similarly, a shght increase was obtained in three asphyxial experiments.

It is apparent that, with few exceptions, which, as a matter of fact, do

not show any extreme change in the isometric phase of relaxation, it

remains unaltered during various types of vagal slowing. No evidence
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has been found that the early diastolic inflow phase increases in length

during cardiac slowing of any type (table 3). These observations give

probabihtj' to the view that, as regards time relations at least, the dias-

tolic inflow period is entirely superimposable during vagus slowing.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Since pre\aous observations had indicated that the duration of

systole is not entirely determined by the length of previous diastole,

an investigation was undertaken to determine what other factors might

be concerned. The following conclusions were reached:

1. An increase in venous return above normal causes a lengthening

of ventricular systole, quite independent of diastole length. This

occurs as a result of the prolongation of the ejection phases, the iso-

metric phase of contraction having a tendency to be abridged. Since

the initial pressure was always elevated when this occurred, we may
formulate the conception that, whether or not the mechanical energy

liberated by contraction is fundamentally determined by the initial

length of the ventricular fibers at the inception of contraction, the diu'a-

tion of systole, at constant heart rates, varies directly as the initial

intraventricular pressure under such a variety of inflow conditions as

it is possible to produce in the mammalian heart in situ.

2. An increase in arterial resistance acts to abbreviate systole,

independently of changes in diastolic length. This abbreviation of

systole takes place in spite of a slight tendency of the isometric phase

to lengthen and is therefore due to a shortening of the ejection phase.

This shortening of the contraction phase is apparently due as in skeletal

muscle, to the fact that the muscular shortening is terminated earlier

by the greater load acting during the process of shortening.

3. When the increase in arterial resistance is of such grade and type

that the ventricle can not empty itself effectively, a marked retention

of blood occurs, and the diastolic volume and initial tension increase,

in consequence. As such an increase in initial pressure has a tendency

to lengthen systole, two opposing influences come into operation in

such elevation of arterial resistance, viz., a, the tendency of higher

art<;rial resistance to abbreviate; and h, the t(^ndency of increased

initial tension to lengthen systole. Both factors, no doubt, operate to

influence the duration of systole wlu^never the arterial resistance is

incrcancd, init one factor usually predominateH. When arterial resist-

ance increases as a result of intense peripheral vasoconstriction,

Bystolic retention is not pronounced and initial tension only slightly
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increased. Consequently the first factor predominates, and systole

decreases. When the aorta is stenosed, the accommodative capacity

of the aorta is reduced and large volumes of blood are retained within

the ventricle, consequently the initial tension increases very markedly.

The second factor then predominates and systole lengthens. When
the elasticity of the arterial system or the caliber of the vessels is insuffi-

cient to accommodate readily the systolic volume expelled by the

ventricles, an increase in peripheral resistance may also act to elevate

initial tension and lengthen systole. This explains the lengthening of

systole consistently found by Patterson, Piper and Starling in the

heart-lung preparation and we may expect to find such lengthening

also in arteriosclerosis involving the larger vessels.

4. The duration of systole is determined solely by changes in the

length of previous diastole only when the initial intraventricular pres-

sures and the aortic pressure at the beginning of diastole remain nearly

constant. Thus we find that, during vagal slowing and during the

acceleration subsequent to such stimulation, the duration of systole is

predominantly determined by changes in initial pressure, rather than

the length of preceding diastole. Again, when slowing occurs in asso-

ciation with an elevation of arterial resistance as during asphyxia or

epinephrin, the duration of systole may be abbreviated through the

influence of such higher resistance. There is evidence also that in the

case of adrenalin action or stimulation of the accelerator nerves, there

is a specific effect on the ventricle which acts independent of these

influences to shorten the contraction phase.

5. These observations indicate that not only under abnormal condi-

tions of venous and arterial pressures but also under such conditions

as may be considered quite normal, the systolic portion of the ventric-

ular volume curves can not be regarded as superimposable at different

rates of beat.

6. Since the phases of diastole alter so little in duration, however,

during the most diverse conditions of the circulation, it is not possible

from these observations to draw the same deductions in regard to the

superimposability of diastolic portions of the volume curves.
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Introduction. It has been stated (1) that when physical labor is in

character very severe, an increase in efficiency can be brought about

by interrupting the work at rather short intervals with spells of rest.

For example, in trench digging the interruption of work every 5 minutes

by a period of 10 minutes' rest was found more productive than when

the work was performed continuously. Again in the heavy work of

moulding in a large nmnition factory, it was found advantageous from

the point of view of production to rest 15 minutes once in every hour.

Wishing to observe a little more minutely the relation of the severity

of the exertion to the effect of spells of rest upon production, the fol-

lowing investigation was undertaken.

Method. The method employed was to determine the number of

revolutions of the wheel of a bicycle ergometer. Upon this wheel

rested a brake which could be weighted to a known degree. Two
subjects were used: M. M. J., female, 22 years, physical education

student; and P. M. D., male, 46 years, university professor. Each of

these subjects performed two series of experiments. The first con-

sisted in riding continuously for one hour; the second, in interrupting

the rides in such a manner that every 10 minutes of riding was followed

by a 5-minuto period of rest.

Results. The results of these experiments are shown in tables 1

and 2 and figures 1 and 2, which are sufficiently explained in their

legends and require only a brief connnent in this j)lace.

* The matorial UMtd in writinK this article was iirHt collected in the B. A.

Thetis of Lucy A. WuIIrich Hubnuttcd to the University of Wisconsin in 1919.

It WM also reported briefly before the Ainericim Pliysiological Society (this

Journal, 1021, Iv, 314).
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On perusing the tables and figures it is interesting to observe how
there is gradually approached and finally passed over a neutral point,

a point where it is quite indifferent whether the ride is interrupted by

spells of rest or is not. The subject is quite unconscious of this neutral

TABLE 1

KILOS
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TABLE 2
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Fig. 1

IZK UK r«b.27. Apj.u.

Fig. 2

Fig. h Effect of increasing the weight upon the number of revolutions per

hour. Ordinates represent number of revolutions of cycle ergometer; abscissae,

weight on brake; solid lines, continuous riding; broken lines, interrupted riding.

Each point on the curves represents the average of several rides. Note that as

the weight upon the brake tvas increased the advaritage of the continuous over the

interrupted work was decreased.

Fig. 2. Effect of practice and improved physical condition upon the number of

revolutions per hour with a heavy brake; 16 kilos. Ordinates represent num-
ber of revolutions of cycle ergometer; abscissae sequence of rides from February

27 to April 26; solid lines, continuous riding; broken lines, interrupted riding.

Each point on the curves, represents a single ride. Note that as the subject became

practiced and his physical condition improved, the advantage of the spells of rest

decreased, disappeared and was finally transformed into disadvantage.

CONCLUSIONS

1. When exercise is heavy., efficiency is increased by spells of rest.

2. When exercise is light, efficiency is decreased by spells of rest.

3. The neutral point, viz., where work is neither light nor heavy,

varies with the individual.

4. The neutral point varies in the same individual depending on

practice and physical condition (training).
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The importance in the animal economy of the loss of heat by radi-

ation, conduction and vaporization of water, justifies a study of the

factors governing this loss. Among these factors of no small signifi-

cance is the surface, i.e., skin temperature, particularly as influenced

by the nature of the integument and by the presence or absence of

protective covering, such as hair, fur, feathers or, in the case of civilized

man, clothing. Observations of the skin temperature of both clothed

and nude humans have been in progress in the Nutrition Laboratory

for a number of years. With many of the domestic animals numerous

data for the skin temperature are recorded in the literature, but these

were for the most part taken outside of the fur covering or the attempt

was made to secure the observations at the skin well covered with

fur. It is obvious that skin temperature measurements obtained

under these conditions are not only uncertain but likewise difficult

of interpretation, because of the large mass of stagnant warm air

contained in the fur. For comparison with the data obtained with

nude humans, therefore, the most accurate and most immediate results

are secured only with those lower animals that are hairless.

In connection with a series of observations at the New York Zo()logical

Park, which has cociperated with the Nutrition Lalwratory for a number
of years in the study of the metabolism of some of the lower animals,

it became possible to obtain skin temperature measurements oh several

of the largo pachyderms. The liberal scientific policy of Dr. W. T.

Homaduy, the Director of the New York Zoological Park, and i)articu-

larly the friendly (;o(ipcration of Mr. Raymond L. Ditmars, the Assistant

Curator of Muminuls and Curator of Hcptilcs, enabled us to make an

intensive study of the skin tomporaturc of two elephants, one rhi-

noccroH and a hippopotamus. These animals are, for the most part,

464
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well used to handling by man, and while obviously in captivity and

therefore under artificial conditions, nevertheless have lived under

these conditions for a decade or more and hence may be fairly said

to have adjusted themselves to their present environment.

A thermo-electric method of taking skin temperature measurements

has been carefully tested in the Nutrition Laboratory and a preUminary

communication has already been made with regard to certain results

obtained upon a human subject, both clothed and nude, after several

hours of exposure to cold.^ Since the animals chosen for the study

reported in this second paper were in many instances very restless and

only a few seconds could at times be taken to secure the temperature

records, this thermo-electric method was ideally adapted for our purpose

as it permits extremely rapid and accurate measurements. Fortunately,

repeated tests of our apparatus have shown that a 6-second period

of application of the thermo-junction suffices to give the true skin

temperature.

The apparatus consists of two copper-constantan thermo-junctions,

one of which is applied directly to the skin, while the other is placed in

a thermos bottle carrying a tenth degree Centigrade thermometer,

which can be read to hundredths . The terminal wires lead to agalvanom-

eter which is of such a degree of sensitivity that each millimeter scale

deflection corresponds approximately to 0.06°C. The galvanometer

was of a fairly low resistance, long leads could easily be used, and this

made it possible to go into the farther corners of the several animal

compartments without having to carry in delicate electrical apparatus,

with the danger of breakage. The constant temperature junction

(held at about 30°C.) was read practically every 3 or 4 minutes, and

approximately every hour the galvanometer "constant" was verified.

In the operation of taking the temperature measurements one of us

was at the galvanometer to read and make records of the deflections

on the scale, one applied the junction to the skin, and the third deter-

mined with a pen point on a series of sketches, outhne drawings or

picture postcards, the exact location of the measurement, this location

being given a number for subsequent reference. With a piece of chalk

each point of application was marked on the animal's hide, and subse-

quent readings could be taken at the same point for a check and control.

The skin temperature of a female Indian elephant and a male African

elephant. The first animal studied was a female Indian elephant,

Elephas indicus (Cuv.). At the time of our measurements she was

1 Benedict, Miles and Johnson: Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 1919, v, 218.
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25 years old, her estimated weight was 6300 pounds, and she was 8

feet 51 inches tall, 10 feet 7f inches long, and 4 feet 1 inch broad.

This animal, whUe thoroughly tractable and frequently used in summer
to carry children about the Park, was very nervous. The application

of the thermo-junction seemed to startle her and it required some
training to secure satisfactory readings. The incessant activity of

the animal likewise made the measurements difficult. Indeed, it is

probabl}' correct to state that at no time during our entire experience,

covering several days, was either elephant motionless for two consecu-

tive seconds.

While the temperature of the elephant house was kept relatively

constant at about 19.5°C., the weather at the time of our observations

was extremely cold and not infrequently a perceptibly cold draft from

one of the skjdights and pronounced

wind drafts from the wall could be

felt about the elephant's body. We
have reason to believe that these

drafts at times materially affected

the surface temperatures of the

animals. Thus, for example, when
the series of measurements was re-

peated on the second day, consider-

able differences in skin temperature
Fig. 1. Surface temperatures of a amounting to 3** or 4°C. were noticed

female Indian elephant deft side). .^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^
Temperature of environment, 19.5 O. .

^
,

mquisitiveness and restlessness of

the elephant, it was impossible to place a psychrometer within reach

of or anywhere near the animal. The psychrometer was, however,

placed around the corner in an adjoining compartment, under practi-

cally the same atmospheric conditions, and the temperature of the wet

bulb was found to be on the average lO.O^C. througliout our ()l)sorvations.

A topographical survey of the skin temperature of this female Indian

elephant is given in figure 1. In this and the following diagrams are

given only mea-surements on the unprotected skin areas. VAivh record

represents in most cases the average of a numl)er of measurements,

but occasionally a single measurement. The decimal point in each

numl)er servoH to indicate the exact location of the mensurcMnent;

in a few instances where this method could not be advatit:tg(V)usly

adhered to, an arrow points to the location of the measurement . Figures

1 represents the left side of the Indian elephant, since practically all
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of the observations were made upon this side. A few temperature

measurements were also obtained on the right side of the body, two

points on the exterior surface of the ear giving 23.7°C. and 24.1°C.,

respectively, and two points on the right shoulder giving 26.2°C.

and 25.0°C.

The relatively high values found around the lower end of the trunk,

particularly on the inside of the trunk, may be explained by the fact

that the expired air was constantly being blown against these parts.

In the semi-enclosed places, such as the groin and axilla, high values

were normally to be expected.

On the ear extraordinarily high temperatures were found. In general,

the temperature on the inside of the ear was somewhat warmer than

that on the outside, but one would normally expect that the tip end

of the ear would be relatively cold, as is the case with humans. As a

matter of fact, the warmest spot on this animal's entire surface was on

the tip end of the left ear, where two records averaging 32.o°C. were

obtained. Although it was impossible to make a very close examina-

tion of the ear and the skin was so rough that veins or arteries could

not be seen, every effort was made to take a sufficient number of obser-

vations to be sure we were not dealing with the temperature taken

directly over an arteiy. The two figures obtained at the tip end of

the left ear of 31.6°C. and 33.4°C. may therefore be considered as

certainly characteristic of the temperature at this particular point and

at the particular moment. Indeed, the temperature at this point was
so high that, when called to the attention of the keepers, it was noted

by the hand alone.

The right ear of this elephant gave at no point temperatures as high

as those found on the left car, the highest record obtained at any time

being 24.1°C. at a point approximately equivalent to where an average

of 32.5°C. was found on the left ear. This difference of substantially 8°

we are unable to explain. The keepers looked for a possible abscess as

a result of the use of an elephant hook, but nothing could be found to

account for the high temperature. With the other elephant a similar

observation of high temperature on the tip of the ear was made. Fur-

thermore, it should be stated that on the three days during which we
studied the elephants, marked differences in the temperature of the

two ears and, indeed, very wide and relatively rapid changes in temper-

ature on the periphery of the ear were frequently noted, thus sug-

gesting a large blood supply even to the tip of the ear.
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In general, as seen from figure 1 , there is a fairly uniform temperature

distribution over the skin of this Indian elephant, the average skin

temperature being close to 25.5°C.

Skin temperature measurements were likewise secured with a male

African elephant, Elephas oxytis (Matschie), which at the time of our

observations was 15 years old, 9 feet 3| inches tall, 11 feet Ij inches

long, 3 feet 7 inches broad, and had an estimated weight of 6000

pounds. This animal, though not considered so peaceful and tractable

as the female Indian elephant, having at times shown a rather unruly

disposition, proved to be extraordinarily docile in the hands of his

keeper, Mr. Walter Thuman, and, aside from the inevitable inquisitive-

ness and restlessness, permitted measurements ad libitum.

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 2. Surface temperatures of a male African elephant (left side). Tem-

perature of environment, 19.5°C.

Fig. 3. Surface temperatures of a male African elephant (right side). Tem-

perature of environment, 19.5°C.

Two somewhat extensive series of measurements were made upon

him on consecutive days. Both the left and the right sides were studied,

primarily with a view to noting if there was anything in the nature of a

general unilateral temperature distribution, as suggested by the curious

changes noted in the ear temperatures. The average values obtained

on the left side of this elephant are charted in figure 2 and those on

the right side in figure 3. While a careful study of the figures will

show that there was not perfect equality in the temperatures at any two

corresponding spots on opposite sides of the body, nevertheless if we

take into consideration the differences in temperature of the same spot

notful at different times of the day and on different days, there is nothing

in the data to warrant even a suspicion of a unilateral temperature
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distribution. Attention should be called again to the extraordinarily

high values found at the tip of the left ear, where one would ordinarily

expect low temperatures. The back of the ear, i.e., in a protected area,

had on the whole a higher temperature than the front, and very marked

differences were observed in relatively small areas. In this connection

it should be noted that the ears of the African elephant are considerably

larger than those of the Indian elephant.

The semi-enclosed parts, such as the groin and the axilla, and particu-

larly around the ear and the inside of the trunk, were characterized by

relatively high temperatures. The highest individual reading noted on

this animal was 33.6°C. well up in the groin. On the soles of the feet

temperatures were recorded of 24.3''C. on the left hind foot and 25.4''C.

on the left front foot.

All the observations taken with this animal seem to indicate a con-

siderably higher temperature down the front leg than down the hind

legs. It should be pointed out that this conclusion is based upon only

one series of temperature measurements down the front leg from the

shoulders to the toes, and it is to be regretted that a second series was

not obtained over this same area on the other front leg. As a matter

of fact, the computations of the temperature measurements were not

made until some time after the actual observations were recorded,

and hence this point was not clearly brought out until later. Since

this particular elephant was somewhat sensitive to being touched toward

the outer end of the trunk, very few observations could be obtained

there. The general picture of the data recorded for this male African

elephant shows an average skin temperature essentially that observed

with the female Indian elephant, i.e., 25.5°C.

The rectal temperature of elephants has not been extensively recorded.

Dr. W. R. Blair of the New York Zoological Park has furnished us with

the following information with regard to rectal temperatures taken by

himself to establish normal values. With the Indian elephant he

has found rectal temperatures of 97.4°F., 97.2°F. and 98°F. (i.e.,

36.2" to 36.7''C.). Our own observations on the rectal temperature of

the African elephant gave values of 35.90°C. and 35.85°C. Realizing

that the relatively large masses of feces passed by these animals, falling

upon a fairly warm concrete floor, would probably lose heat very

slowly in the center, a thermometer was thrust into the warm, moist

mass of feces as quickly as it was passed, and a record was thus obtained

of 36.7°C. for the temperature of the feces of the female elephant and

36.2°C. for those of the male elephant. It is probably true, therefore,
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that the rectal temperature of the elephant is not far from that of the

human body, possibly slightly lower than the average usually accepted

for man, which is 37°C.

The skin temperature of a black African rhinoceros. The rhinoceros

in the New York Zoological Park, a female, although reputed to be

rather intractable, was, as a matter of fact, a most willing subject. As

a rule she remained standing very quietly, and on one occasion actually

went to sleep, lying on her side, thus affording the best possible oppor-

tunity for obtaining the temperatures in the groin and on the soles of

the feet. This animal, of the species known as Rhinoceros hicornis

(Linn.), was born in 1905 and accordingly was 15 years old at the time

of our measurements. Her estimated weight was 1900 pounds, and

she was 4 feet 8 inches tall, 9 feet 6 inches long, and 2 feet 10 inches

broad. Her skin, although extraordinarily thick, was much smoother

than that of the elephants and thus gatve much more satisfactory

measurements.

In figure 4 are recorded only those temperatures found on the exposed

surface of the skin on the left side of the body. Obviously in the groin

and between the folds of skin high temperatures were noted, but these

are not given in this diagram. There is a slight tendency for the lower

temperatures to be found along the back rather than farther down the

sides and belly. The highest temperature recorded on the skin was

27.9°C. on the left flank. Since the temperature of the environment

in the rhinoceros compartment was essentially the same as that in the

elephant compartment, it is clear that the rhinoceros had a slightly

higher skin temperature than the elephant. In addition to the data

given in figure 4 a number of records were obtained in the folds of the

heavj' skin. One record in a fold at the top of the head directly back

of the ear showed 29.2*0. In the left axilla, deep in the fold, a temper-

ature of 29.6*0. was found, while well up in the groin two records of

33.4*0. and 33.3*0. were obtained. Two records on the soles of the

front feet gave 28.6*0. and 24.8*0., and on the sole of one of the hind

feet a temperature of 26.5*0. was noted. The average skin temperature

of this rhinoceros was 26.2*0., a value slightly highcc than the average

found with the elephants, which was 25.5°0.

We were able to secure one measurement of the rectal temperature

of this rhino(!eros, namely, 37.4*C-. (99.3*F.), wliich compares very well

with Doctor Blair's records for the Indian rliiiutceros of 100*, 99.7*

and 99.7*P.
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The skin temperature of a male hippopotamus. A specimen of the

Hippopotamus amphihius {Linn.), a male, was also studied. This

animal was 18 years old, had an estimated weight of 4600 pounds, and

was 4 feet 10 inches tall, 11 feet 6 inches long, and 4 feet 3 inches

broad. He was accustomed to spend much of his time in the water

in a large tank adjoining his compartment, the temperature of which

was approximately 15°C., but several hours prior to the taking of the

temperature measurements the tank was drained and the animal was

kept in a dry space along with his food. At the time of our measure-

Fig. 4. Surface temperatures of a female black African rhinoceros (left side).

Temperature of environment, 19.5°C.

Fig. 5. Surface temperatures of a male hippopotamus (left side). Tempera-
ture of environment, 19.5°C.

Fig. 6. Surface temperatures of a male hippopotamus (right side). Tempera-
ture of environment, 19.5°C.

ments, therefore, the animal's body was reasonably dry, and while it

felt slightly moist to the hand, no drops of water could be seen any-

where. The animal was extremely irritable and nervous, especially

during the second series of observations; it was only with difficulty

that we could secure the records here given, and we had to content

ourselves with temperatures of the exposed skin, as it was impossible

to measure the temperature in the groin, on the soles of the feet, or in

any of the semi-enclosed cavities. The temperature topography of

the hippopotamus is shown in figures 5 and 6 herewith, for the left and

right sides, respectively.
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From an inspection of the data in figures 5 and 6 it is clear that the

skin temperatures are distinctly low as the back bone is approached,

with a tendency for higher values down the side and under the belly.

Even here the picture is not perfectly clear, since one extremely low

value of 21.2°C. is noted near two high values of 30.6° and 30.9°C.

The evidence is sufficient, however, to show that the lower half of the

side of this animal has a relatively high temperature. It is not impos-

sible that the lower temperatures on the upper part of the side are

due to the vaporization of moisture from the skin and likewise to the

possible downward drafts of cold air from the skylight and the venti-

lators in the chamber. These drafts of air were not sufficient, however,

to affect the temperature of the wet and dry bulb' thermometer, which

remained essentially constant throughout the entire 3-day test.

From the relatively few measurements here recorded in figures 5

and 6 it is somewhat hazardous to estimate an average sldn temperature

for this animal. But if we follow the practice carried out with the

elephants and rhinoceros and assume the legitimacy of averaging these

results, we find the average for this animal is not far from 25.0°C.

The hippopotamus, therefore, has an average skin temperature essen-

tially that of the other three animals studied, although very much
greater differences were observed between the temperatures of the

back and belly than were found with either of the two elephants or

the rhinoceros.

The irritability and viciousness of this particular animal finally

resulted in the complete demolition of certain parts of our apparatus,

which prevented further readings. No rectal temperatures could be

secured with the animal, and the feces were not of sufficient volume

and consistency to make it possible to secure the temperature of the

feces immediately after their passage. It is probably true, however,

that the rectal temperature of the hippopotamus is not far from that

of the other large animals we studied, i.e., essentially that of man.

Suggestions for further study. All of the diagrams show that an

attempt was made to measure the temperature at a spot corresponding

approximately to the forehead of man, which always has a tomiKMature

much higher than other exposed parts of the body. With all of these

aninialH relatively low rather than high forehead temperatures were

recorded. Thi.s brings up the interesting question as to the ii)fluonce

upon the forehead temperature of the supply of blood to the l)rain,

thia factor undoubtedly being complicated by the extraordinarily

thick skull and very thick skin of these pachyderms. Almost nothing
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is known with regard to the blood supply and arterial distribution of

blood in these large animals and the importance and significance of a

thick skin as protection against heat loss, nor indeed is anything yet

known with regard to their total metabolism and heat production per

unit of weight or per unit of surface area. Measurements of this type

involve very large and elaborate apparatus and partake of the nature

of an engineering rather than a physiological problem. Aside from

expense, however, no technical difficulties stand in the way of actual

measurements of this type, although undoubtedly indirect calorimetric

determinations of the carbon-dioxide production and oxygen con-

sumption will have to be made rather than direct calorimetric measure-

ments. But whatever the heat production, undoubtedly the extremely

thick skin of these animals plays an important role in the protection

against heat loss.

It is to be hoped that at some time a series of temperature measure-

ments may be made with hairless animals of the types here studied,

when the environmental temperature is measurably higher and lower

than IQ.S^C. The higher environmental temperatures could readily

be obtained in certain seasons of the year, but the practicability of

subjecting these tropical animals to a temperature much lower than

19.5°C. without danger is a matter of much uncertainty.

SUMMARY

Measurements were made of the skin temperatures of a group of

large captive, hairless animals, namely, two. elephants, a rhinoceros

and a hippopotamus. For a number of years these animals had been

subjected to the same routine of life in a well-ordered animal house at

the New York Zoological Park and had become thoroughly acclimated

to the conditions. For several weeks, if not months, prior to this

investigation they had been living in an environmental temperature

essentially constant, i.e., 19.5*'C., and with no great changes in the

degree of humidity.

With the two elephants the average temperature of the skin was

25.5°C. Local conditions of environmental temperature and drafts

affected the skin temperature. Very pronounced temperature gradients

were observed on various parts of the ears and extraordinary tempera-

ture differences were found at the tips of the right and left ears, both

on the front and back of the ears and on different days. Of the three

types of animals studied the elephants were by far the most restless and
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much more active, for example, than the rhinoceros, who remained

standing still or lying down practically the entire time, while the ele-

phants were standing up and continually in motion. It is well known

that with humans during severe muscular work there is an increase in

skin temperature. On the basis of increased activity resulting in

increased metabolism, one would, therefore, normally have expected

to find a slightly higher skin temperature with the elephants than with

the rhinoceros, but the actual records show exactly the opposite. With

the rhinoceros the average skin temperature, 26.2°C., is somewhat

higher than with the male elephant. In the semi-enclosed places, such

as the groin and axilla and, especially with the rhinoceros, between the

folds of skin, very much higher temperatures are observed, a value as

high as 33.4°C. being found with the rhinoceros well up in the groin.

The hippopotamus, by reason of its moist skin and amphibious nature,

has a very widely varying skin temperature. Its skin is considerably

colder on the back than on the belly. The temperament of this animal

made it difficult to secure a sufficient number of measurements, but a

rough average gives a value for the skin temperature of 25''C., which

is not far from that found with the elephants.

All these animals, therefore, may be said in general to have essentially

the same skin temperature, averaging about 25.5°C., or about 6°C.

above the environmental temperature of 19.5°C. The rectal temper-

ature is essentially that of man. The fact that all four animals show

approximately the same average skin temperature is of special signifi-

cance and leads to the interesting query as to what would be the skin

temperature of a man who remained nude and in an environmental

temperature of lO.S^C. for a considerable length of time.
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That systemic asphyxiation is a factor in producing slowing of the

heart rhythm and in decreasing conductivity has long been known,

—

Klug (1), Konow and Stenbeck (2) and numerous later investigators.

Our present views as to the anatomical differentiations within the heart

have resulted from a series of papers presenting the morphological

and physiological facts of the conducting and nodal system,—Kent (3),

His (4), Keith and Flack (5), DeWitt (6), Mall (7), Lhamon (8),

Eyster and Meek (9) and many others. The facts of the functional

control of the heart rhythm and sequence from dominant centers as

understood at the present time have been developed especially by

Erlanger (10), Keith and Flack (5), Adam (11), Flack (12), Lewis (13),

Ganter and Zahn (14), Meek and Eyster (15) and Lewis (16). The

influence of temperature, of asphyxia, of drugs, and especially of the

extrinsic nerves on the sino-auricular and auriculo-ventricular rhythms

and on conduction have been discussed in several of the preceding ref-

erences and also by McWilliam (17), Lewis and Mathison (18), Mathi-

son (19), Meek and Eyster (20), Eyster and Meek (21), Schlomovitz,

Eyster and Meek (22), and by Lewis, White and Meakins (23). The

reference list is not exhaustive but the literature is fully reviewed n

several of the references given. We have also briefly reviewed the

literature on asphyxia in article III of this series (24).

The electrocardiographic method has been applied to the study of

the changes in the mammalian heart in numerous studies from the

laboratories of the University of Wisconsin by Eyster and Meek,
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who used also the method of asphyxia to follow the point of origin of

the pace-maker of the dying mammalian heart. In Lewis' laboratory

in London, too, numerous electrocardiographic studies have tended

to clarify our knowledge of the physiology both of the factors of intrinsic

and extrinsic cardiac regulative control. Lewis and Mathison (18)

showed that conduction and rhythm production are decreased even to

the point of suspension when an animal with open chest is allowed to

asphj-xiate by stopping artificial respiration, and they have published

electrocardiograms showing these points. Ganter and Zahn (14) and

Meek and Eyster (21) found that if the sino-auricular node was cooled

locally the pace-maker was driven to a lower point in the heart, i.e., the

auriculo-ventricular node. This the latter proved by two leads taken

directly from the exposed heart. Lewis, White and Mcakins (23) showed

that the displacement was by gradual steps in some annuals, the cat, and

by sudden shifts in others, the dog, as shown by shortening of the P-Il

interval. They observed that when the rhythm arises in the A-V node

the conduction may be retrograde, as indicated by the R-P interval, a

new point in mammalian heart physiology. Further asphyxiation

suppressed the retrograde conduction and all evidence of auricular

contractions disappeared. We call attention to the experiment of

Lewis, Meakins and White on the cat, figure 6, plate 2,. with the fol-

lowing legend: "After establishing A-V rhythm by applying cold con-

tinuously, a cat was asphyxiated; by the 145th second of asphyxia the

heart passed through several stages of partial reversed block and finally

the auricular contractions had vanished. The curve commences at

this state and shows the recovery of the S-A node soon after the with-

drawal of cold from it. The ventricular rate is practically unaltered

and complete heart-block is evidenced by the dissociation of auricular

and ventricular rhythms. " This figure is quoted as direct experimental

proof of asphyxial suppression of auricular contractions in the mam-
malian heart.

In our previous papers we have shown that, in men during extreme

oxygon-want very marked changes may occur in the mechanism of the

human heart. These critical chang(>s for the most part did not appear

until the stage of oxygen-want in which the oxygen is iiisullicicnt to

maintain the nervous system in conscious activity. In other words, the

more profound changes during low oxygen are iiuininejit at the approach

of uncoiiKciouKiiesH, and of skeletal niusculai' collapse, tliougli cardiac

slowing and diHturbanec of the normal mechanism follow these events

in Hcqucncc. Wc have published examples in wliicli two of the chief
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irregularities of the human heart are loss of auricular contraction as

evidenced by disappearance of the P wave, and loss of internodal

conduction as indicated by dissociation. In the present paper we
give in detail the reactions of an extreme case of this type, a case some-

what different but crucial as regards the nature and sequence of the

local cardiac changes which we have followed without interruption.

Lieut. 3. A. April ?0. 1919
(Maw)* (OiUudHsv)

Trpe ol test Refer. f>.lile.0.trQOflXil.QSrflEh._...D»r«tio» -86 miamt*—£9 —iKOtid*.

Phys. cond. at time ol te»t _.Q.«K«._

H««ct condition at doi«oltwt'""°°" ireTtuted
. very 8\fly_iM>a..iAgh"iI.rflJiBixaUoa.

chflat-oonprflaalon aaftd..

Recovery

Rcmnrlu:

...C.ansfi.laua...la-4Q...£e.Gca4B«-.»la

..a9y.eral...B).iiiut;e8

gei;;ht 160 Ibe. . height 69.2 InchejL
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•——'
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Fig. 1. The clinical chart of Lieut. S. A. shows the heart rate, dotted line;

systolic blood pressure, the top light line; diastolic blood pressure, the bottom

line; respiratory minute-volumes, heavy line. The heart rates are taken by

20-second counts at the wrist during the first 20 minutes, and from the electro-

cardiogram from the 20th minute to the end of the record. The blood pressures

are measured by the Rogers sphygmomanometer. The deciliters of air breathed

per minute were read off the Larsen recorder. The blood pressure, heart rate

and decileters of air are all shown by the legend to the left; oxygen percentages

are indicated to the right.
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Fig. 2. The heart rate per minute of Lieut. S. A. during the post-crisis stage

of oxygen-want, calculated beat by beat beginning with the 2Gth minute. Unc,

became unconscious at about this point; off, removed from the test.

TABLE 1

Showing the variation in the pulse and in the electrocardiogram at intervals through

the rehrealher test. Time in secotids. Amplitude of the deflection in 7nilli-

meters, equivalent to 10~* inillivolts. Lieut. S. A. April SO, 1919. Final oxygen

7.1 per cent. Time of run 25 minutes, 29 seconds. Equivalent altitude 28,000

feet

TBACC
AND
PUUB



TABLE 2

Variation in heart rate and in the electrocardiograms through the entire post-crisis

stage of Lieut. S. A . The rates are computed on the basis of the length of the

R-R intervals beginning at the crest of the maximum heart rate. The break

occurred at 25 minutes, 10 seconds. The measurements of the P-R and R-T intervals

are difficult and the factor of error is large. Lieut. S. A. April 30, 1919.

Time of run 25 minutes, 29 seconds. Final oxygen 7.1 per cent—28,000 feet

elevation.
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Lieut. S. A. was carried to the stage of unconsciousness in an altitude

test by the rebreather method, the procedure being the same as used in

our previous research. Electrocardiograms were obtained at 5 minute

intervals to 20 minutes, then a continuous electrocardiogram was

recorded for the last 6 minutes and to the close of the test. The graph

representing clinical progress of the entire test is shown in figure 1.

The general electrocardiographic changes throughout the test are given

in table 1. The heart rates calculated on the basis of the time of the

successive cycles from a moment before the maxium heart rate through

the terminal fall in rate to the end of the test are shown in figure 2.

The electrocardiographic data for the critical post-crisis period is pre-

sented in table 2. The electrocardiograms representing the successive

stages of the test are reproduced in plate 1, figures 1 to 8.

The general changes during the development of low oxygen are not

essentially different from the types previously described. Lieut. S.

A. follows the rule during the pre-crisis stage, both in the clinical

cardio-vascular responses and in the changes shown by the electro-

cardiograms. The heart accelerated to 136 at the crisis, but with con-

siderable variation in time of cycles between the 12th and 17th minutes.

The systolic pressure fell during the 13th to 18th minutes, which, taken

with the rise in diastolic pressure, the change in heart rate and the fall

in respiratory volume, indicates a failure to adequately respond to the

strain at this period. He rallied and continued to comijensate until

the 23rd minute and became unconscious in the 25th minute. These

irregularities of compensation characterize nervousness during the test

rather than weakness under the test. However, the test was made to

the extreme limits and thus revealed vital and illuminating post-crisis

changes in the heart.

Unconsciousness supervened at the point marked line in the elec-

trocardiographic record, figure 8. He was continued in the test until

his nuLscles l)egan to relax, i.e., 10 seconds after the evidence of uncon-

sciouHneas, and was then rajjidly removed from ihv rebr(>nlh(M-. Skele-

tal muscle relaxation l)ecamc complete during removal of \\w niouth-

Plale I. Thft olcrtrocardioRrnm of Lieut. S. A.; figure 1, normal; figure 2, after

AminutcH; figure 3, 10 minutes; figure 4, 15 minutes; figure /i, 20 miniites; figure 6,

22 minuteH; figure 7, 21 niiiuiteH; figure S, begins at 2() uiiiuilcs and 10 seconds;

figure 0, continuation of figure 8. Tlie four shadows on figure S and the word

off mark the point when Lieut, A. was taken olT tlie test. Tlie changes in lieart

rate in figuren K ancl 9 are shown graphically in text figure 2. 'i'iiuc in fifth

HOCondM. The U deflect ions of the origin.nl record have been strengthened hy

tho ongrnvor in roprmhicing tho plal(>.
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piece, and relaxation continued to the end of the cardiographic record.

His respirations at this time were very shallow and faint. Artificial

respiration by compression of the thorax was produced at this point.

Unfortunately at this critical time the electrocardiographic apparatus

l3ecame disconnected so that the transitional stages toward cardiac re-

covery were not recorded. He remained unconscious about 40 seconds,

then qulckl}' and suddenh' regained consciousness and muscular control.

He was a little pale, was not nauseated, suffered some slight headache

for several minutes, but otherwise showed no deleterious after-effects

from the experience.

Both the clinical determinations and the heart rates obtained from

the electrocardiogi'ams show early progressive acceleration of the heart.

This reaction is usually given by a normal compensator during the

early and pre-crisis stages of the altitude test. The heart rate aug-

mented from the rather high initial rate of 90 to a maximum of 136 per

minute at the crisis at the beginning of the 25th minute. At this time

the rate l)egan to decrease, at firet slowly through 6 or 7 beats, then very

rapidly, until the low rate of 44 per minute was reached when the test

was terminated. The beats remained at the slow rate for the remaining

10 seconds recorded.

The electrocardiogram taken continuously from the 20th minute,

tlierefore including the time from the moment of maximum heart rate

through the entire terminal or post-crisis period, shows in continuous

panorama the facts on which we base the interpretation of the extreme

effects of low oxygen on the behavior of the normal human heart. We
emphasize above all the evidence that oxygon deficiency does not

Income vital to the heart itself until late, certainly not before the onset

of uncon.sciousness. But when the crisis is reached the post-crisis

changes occur rapidly, indeed in a few seconds.

The graph, figure 2, and the electrocardiogram,figures 8 and 9 of plate

I, hIiow that (luring 20 consecutive beats the rate droi)]ied from 130 to

44 iK»r minute. The rate was 100 at the beginning of a group of 4

contractions complicated in the electrocardiographic record by skeletal

miiKctilar tremors. Unconsciousness occiUTod during this period, accord-

ing to the clinical evidence on which we l)ase judgment. I.ieut. S. A.

did not inunoditttely lose reflex control of his muscles, and still held the

ntoiith|)iece wifely for a few seconds longcn*. The rate was 81 at the

inversion of tin- I* and the onset of miconsciousnc^ss and (it) at its coiisiiin-

niation.

An inverted I' wave apprais (huiiig the last heart lu'ut of the group

in which Hkeletai niUHciilar contract ions occinred. This beat is coiiui-
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dent with a decided slowing in the rate, from 102 just preceding the

unconscious stage to 64 during this beat. There is also a sudden reduc-

tion in the P-R interval showing that the time of conduction from the

new source of the beat to the ventricular tissue is reduced, from 0.127

to 0.098 second (see table 2). Inversion of the P wave and shortening

of the P-R interval are interpreted as signifying origin of the rhythm

lower down in the system, i.e., the S-A node, or at least as low as the

coronary sinus portion of the A-V node, as indicated in certain displace-

ments observed by Ganton and Zahn, and by Meek and Eyster. The

inverted P exists through seven successive contractions though the third

contraction does not show the phenomenon clearly. In these seven

beats the P wave precedes the R by a very uniform but shortened time

interval.

On the third beat before the close of the test the P wave suddenly

shifts to a post R position with a relatively long R-P iilerval. The

last beat of the three in which this condition exists occurs at the moment

of taking "off." Each successive R-P interval is longer, 0.17, 0.21

and 0.28 second, signifying the progressive and rapid loss of reverse

conduction. This group of contractions indicates the shift of the

rhythmic center to a still lower or third point of origin, presumably low

in the A-V node. The sequence is reversed and conduction is back to

the auricle. At this moment the rate is at its slowest, i.e., 44 to 45

per minute, where it remains with little variation during the last 10

beats recorded.

Augmentation in the ampUtude of the R wave takes place at the time

when the P shifts to the post R position. We offer no obvious explana-

tion for this fact other than that the ventricle Ijeats first in sequence,

i.e., is the primary activity. During the last 10 beats the amplitude of

the R varies little or none from beat to beat. The irregularity of the

record from extrinsic currents confuses the R-S-T amplitudes to a degree.

The steps in the transition of the P outhned above indicate the

suppression of the successive pace-making foci. The normal S-A node

first succumbs during asphyxiation. The first ectopic rhythmic focus

next ceases to function. There is finally left a rhythmic center well

down in the conducting system adequate to maintain rhythm. It is

true the rhythm is at a greatly reduced rate although the reduction is

not so great as that often observed in pathological heart block.

At the moment of closing the experiment the P wave disappeared

entirely. It ^lid not reappear during the ten ventricular complexes of

the remainder of the record. This we interpret as suppression of func-
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tion of the conducting tissue sufficient to block conduction from the

lower rhythmic center back to the auricle, demonstrating for man the

additional new point that anoxemia blocks retrograde conduction from

the ventricle toward the auricle during A-V rhythm. This was first

shown to be true during systemic asphyxiation by the method of stop-

ping respiration in lower animals by Lewis, White and Meakins who of

com"se were dealing with excess of carbon dioxide as well as lack of

oxj'gen. All the remaining contractions are normal ventricular com-

plexes of the type in which the beat arises in the conducting system

rather than in the muscle. No ectopic beats occurred in this case.

There is only the merest suggestion of an increase in rhythm during

the ten beats that occur without auricular beats, in fact the rate is slow

and remarkably regular from the moment the first R-P interval occurs.

This record gives conclusive evidence from the human subject that

the pace-making function in the heart is depressed and lost in the de-

scending direction during anoxemia induced by the rebreather method.

The evidence from mammaUan experimental sources is confirmed for

the human. The most sensitive parts of the conducting system are the

S-A node and the internodal region. These are both rendered inactive

by oxygen-want long before rhythm and conduction are lost in the

A-V node and the peripheral parts of the system. We believe these

changes are immediately due to vago-spasm. But whether one accepts

the explanation of vagal stimulation or of direct asphyxial effects, it is

obvious that when for any reason, either physiological or pathological,

the S-A pace-making center ceases to function and the auricular or inter-

nodal paths cease to conduct, thus suppressing auricular contractions,

then the basic rhythmic property of the A-V node still persists to control

the contractions of the ventricle for a time until the crisis passes. This

control proceeds from the A-V node over the ventricle, and the rate

though slow is adequate for a circulation of considerable efficiency.

These observations agree with the deductions made in our ]irevious

paper. They confirm for man the facts pointed out by Mook and

Eyster (20) for the dog, i.e., that the heart is sensitive to extrinsic

control in the descending direction and "that the specialized tissues

of the heart exhibit from ai)()ve downward progressively dimiiiisliiug

degrees of autoniaticity.

"

The ca«c of Lieut. S.A. differs from the others reporfxMl by us in tliat

the Hhift of the iMMiitof origin of the rhythm and th(^ loss of internodal

conduction is by relatively sudden steps, rather thjin by progressive

(liMplaccmeni of the pace-maker and. of conduction.
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The facts observed in our case are clear-cut and definite and we
recognize that the practical significance in aviation and in clinical medi-

cine is definite and clear. The slowing of the rhythm, inversion of the

sequence to ventricle—auricle beats, and finally the decrease and disap-

pearance of auriculo-ventricular conduction are all changes perfectly

characteristic of over-activity of the vagus center. This human case

might be explained on the basis of Mathison's observations of

mammalian asphyxial vago-spasm. Wilson has shown that the S-A

node is particularly sensitive to vagal control in man both in the

normal (26), and in the stimulative stage of the action of atropine (27).

Vagus action not only changes auricular rate but lowers auricular inten-

sity, as shown by decrease in amplitude of the P. Change in amplitude

of the P was not observed in Lieut. S.A. The P was inverted—not the

usual type of vagus effect. The ventricular rate is most constant.

In view of the evidence of direct vagal inhibitory influence over the A-V
nodal rhythm, the failure of further ventricular slowing during the

extreme anoxemia needs explanation on the vago-spasm hypothesis.

However, we believe that the vagus stimulation hypothesis offers the

most convincing explanation and is confirmed by this hmnan case.

In the meantime we have in progress comparative experiments on

mammals based on the rebreather-electrocardiographic methods which

we hope will throw further light on the nature of the final post«-crisis

reactions of progressive oxygen-want as observed in man.

In closing this paper we again emphasize the numerous parallels

we have observed in the physiology of the normal nodal system of the hu-

man heart in comparison with the facts of cardiography estab)'-:;hed on

experimental animals. We also emphasize the correspondence as be-

tween simple anoxemia and the symptom complex of asphyxial ces-

sation of breathing when excess of carbon dioxide is added to anoxemia.

SUMMARY

An additional and extreme case of oxygen deficiency on the normal

human subject showing changes in the heart during a rebreatlK?r test

is presented with continuovis electrocardiogi'ams through the crisis and

post-crisis periods. The data show:

1. That reflex muscular control in the hmnan may persist 6 to 8

seconds after loss of consciousness from anoxemia.

2. That sino-auricular rhythm is lost by steps first to a lower point

in the sino-auricular system, second to a point nearer the base of the

ventricle, presumably the auriculo-ventricular node.
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3. That internodal conduction is finally lost a brief stage of revei-sed

conduction terminating in lengthening R-P intervals precedes total

loss of conduction.

4. That the ventricular rhythm is very persistent and unexpectedly

regular during the late post-crisis stage. In this case the equivalent

rates are from 63 to 44 increasing to 48 per minute in 10 seconds after

removal of the mouth piece.

5. That in man lack of oxygen induces a series of changes in cardiac

rhythm, in conduction and in suppression of auricular contractions

quite parallel to similar phenoniena established in experimental animals

under general asphyxiation.
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That oscillations appear in diaphragm muscle under various con-

ditions has long been known. Mosso observed them in dogs and rabbits

in normal sleep and under anesthesia (1). We have observed these

oscillations in urethanized dogs, cats and rabbits and in decerebrate

cats and rabbits (2). The reason for their appearance does not seem

to have attracted much attention. In searching through the literature

we have been unable to find data to locate their exact cause. There

seems, however, to be a general consensus of opinion that they are

due to central origin (3). In an attempt to find out whether these

oscillations may not be due in part to peripheral origin, the following

experiments were undertaken.

METHODS

The animals used in this investigation were pithed cats and

dogs which were previously anesthetised with ether or with urethane

(2 grams per kilo of body weight) by stomach. At times ether was

also administered to the urethanized animals to hasten the anesthesia

before operating. An animal was fastened back downward to an animal

holder, a cannula inserted into a femoral artery, and a mercury mano-

meter attached for recording the blood pressure which was used as an

indicator for the general condition of the preparation and for compari-

son with contractions of the diaphragm muscle.

The abdominal cavity was opened by a median incision and an S-

shaped hook attached to the diaphragm about midway between the

central tendon and the lateral chest wall as previously used by Nice and

his co-workers (4). From the S-shaped hook a thread was passed over

a pulley to a light writing lever which recorded the contractions of the

diaphragm on a revolving drum. In some of the experiments a ple-

thysmograph record was also made of the chest wall but no change

in the record took place so it was omitted later.

487
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In the earlier experiments the urethanized animals were permitted

to write simultaneous records of their blood pressure and movements

of the diaphragm until oscillatory waves appeared in the latter; but

soon this was found unnecessary so the stimuli were applied at once.

A tracheal cannula for artificial respiration was inserted, both phrenic

nerves severed in the neck, and a Harv^ard shielded electrode placed on

the peripheral end of a transected phrenic on the same side on which

the S-shaped hook had previously been attached to the diaphragm.

Both carotid arteries were tied off and the cord transected through

the foramen magnum and the brain pithed. Artificial respiration was

applied for from 2 to 5 minutes and then the peripheral end of a cut

phrenic nerve was stimulated with a series of break-induction shocks.

Artificial respiration was again applied and a new series of break in-

duction shocks sent into the nei-ve and so on. The temperature of the

animal was maintained by an electric heater.

The stimulating current for the phrenic nerve. The stimuli usied for

the peripheral end of the phrenic nerve were a series of break induction

ehocks obtained from a vulcanite key which is a modification of the

original one described by Martin (5). The key was operated by a

motor running at a uniform rate. The number of stimuli used varied

from 120 to 188 per minute, however, 148 was the usual number em-

ployed, yet the other figures seemed equally satisfactory. The strength

of the stimulus was the same throughout a single experiment.

RESULTS

Types of oscillations. In taking up the results of this work it

should Ik? stated that oscillations appeared most prominently in vigor-

ous, well-nourished animals while they failed to appear only in a few

asthenic ones. Another fact that should be noted is that these oscilla-

iionii may appear and disappear or take an entirelj' different form under

the same strength of stimulus, and the amplitude of the curve may vary

greatly.

In figure 1 the peripheral end of the left phrenic of a pithed dog was

stimulat<Mi 148 times jM'r minute. It is seen that the oscillations show

great variation. At li the rate of speed of the drum was increased to

got the individual variations in the single contractions of the muscle.

Oscillations similar to those in the first part of the curve A reappear.

Figure 2, which was taken on the same animal about 30 minutes later

than figure 1, hHowh more nuirked oscillations.
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Figure 3 was obtained from the right side of the diaphragm muscle

in a decerebrate cat. In A the typical oscillations that appear are seen

while J5 is a continuation of the stimulations in A after an intermission

of 2 minutes during which time artificial respiration had been admin-

istered. Although the strength of stimulus and the rate of stimulation

were the same as in A, the muscle curve in B shows no oscillations.

Fig. 1. Dog A. In this and all following records the upper curve indicates

the blood pressure; the middle curve the contractions of the diaphragm; and the

lower line the time in half-minutes. The left phrenic nerve was stimulated with

break induction shocks at the rate of 148 per minute. In B, which is a continu-

ation of A, the rate of speed of the drum was increased.

This is a common occurrence in these experiments. We have also

observed that oscillations may be obtained on one half of the dia-

phragm and refuse to appear on the opposite side.

Relations of the oscillations to blood pressure. The blood pressure in

pithed animals is known to be low. In figure 1 and figure 2 there are no

changes in blood pressure from the level that can account for the oscil-
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lations in the diaphragm muscle. In figure 3, A, there are some varia-

tions in blood pressure but not of sufficient size, it would seem, to account

for the changes in the cun-e of the diaphragm muscle.

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 2 Dog A. This record was obtained on the same animal as figure 1

about 30 minutes later.

Fig. 3. Cat. Oscillations in the right half of the diaphragm Phrenic nerve

stimulated 176 times per minute. B is a, continuation of A after an intermission

of 2 minutes.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Diaphragm muscle is unlike some other striated muscles in that it

ifi more resistant to fatigue, more resistant to death after excision from

the body, and is less injured in inanition (5).

Relation of blood yreasure. In pithed animals the blood pressure is

low yet these OHcillations appear on stimulation of the peripheral end

of a cut phrenic nerve.

Cannon and (Jnilx>r (6) have shown that oscillatory waves appear

in the tibialiK anticiiK nmscle of the cat in pithed animals and also in

excised porfuHod muHcle under rhythmic Faradic stimulation so that

blfK)d fir' ;•' »>ems not to l)e a factor in th(>se caHcs.
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Source of oscillations. Oscillations in diaphragm muscle are generally-

considered to be of central origin (7). Our results show that they appear

when the nerves from the central nervous system are severed and the

peripheral end of a phrenic is stimulated with break induction shocks.

Lee and his co-workers found "rhythmicity" appearing in isolated

diaphragm muscle of the cat when it was stimulated directly at a uni-

form rate (8). The question arises as to whether this "rhythmicity"

may not be a characteristic of the muscle itself that has given rise to

the oscillations in our experiments with the muscle in situ.

Since the upper cord was pithed and both phrenic nerves transected,

these oscillatory waves must be of peripheral origin and would seem to

be due to changes in the irritability of the muscle itself.

SUMMARY

1. Oscillations in diaphragm muscle similar to those occurring in

animals in normal sleep and under anesthesia and in decerebrate cats

and rabbits may appear when the cord is pithed in the cervical region,

the brain destroyed, both phrenic nerves transected and the peripheral

end of one stimulated with break induction shocks.

2. These oscillations take different forms and may appear, dis-

appear and re-appear under the same strength of stimulus.

3. There seems to be no relation between changes in blood pressure

and the character of the oscillations in diaphragm muscle in pithed

animals.

4. • The evidence indicates that the oscillations in our experiments

are due to changes in the irritability of the diaphragm muscle itself.
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Many experimenters who have had experience with the recording

of the action currents of nerve have felt the need of more sensitive

apparatus than has been available. The development of the three

electrode vacuum tube has suggested independently to a number of

physiologists that this instrument might be of great value in the eluci-

dation of problems in electro-physiologj\ It was first suggested to one

of the present authors in the spring of 1919 in a conversation with Mr.

A. S, Langsdorf. Since we have been working on this problem three

papers have appeared on the application of the vacuum tube to physi-

ology. Hober (1) repeated the older obsei-vations on muscle made by

Bernstein and Schoenlein, and by Wedenski with a telephone, bringing

to his aid a vacuum tube cascade. Little description of his instrument

is given. From the diagram it appears to be a three tube transformer

coupled cascade connected to input and output also by transformers.

The three filaments were operated from one battery as were also the

three plate circuits. No graphic methods were used; the author states,

however, that the apparatus was noisy.

^ Both amplifiers used were built by Doctor Newcomer at the Pennsylvania

Hospital. The experiments were jointly carried out at the Washington Uni-

versitv.
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Forbes and Thacher (2) have described a veiy serviceable arrangement

by which the action current of nerve maj- be amplified and recorded

with the string galvanometer. For this they used one tube with the

output connected to the galvanometer through a condenser. They also

made a veiy detailed study of their circuit in the search for the condi-

tions giving optimum amplification. Recently Daly and Shellshear (3)

have described an apparatus in which the tubes were each placed in

one arm of a Wheatstone bridge. They found three valves in cascade

were neeessarj'^ to give convenient amplification. Their apparatus has

the advantage of aperiodicity, but is not, however, in its present form,

of value for nerve studies on account of the large amount of adventitious

vibration appearing in their records.

The apparatus used in our first experiments (June, 1920) consisted

in an alternative one, two or three stage amplifier, resistance coupled

when used in cascade. The input could be connected either directly or

"W^^i/MNV^V*/

Fig. 1. Action currents from the phrenic nerve showing an admixture of

"noise." The record was made with two tubes and both the input and output

transformers. Time, I second. Magnification in all records 500 diameters.

through a transformer; the output could be connected to the galvanom-

eter cither through a transformer or a condenser. One 6 volt storage

cell served for all three filaments and one 150 volt drj' cell battery oper-

ated all three plate circuits. As the result of the loss of strings in at-

tcmpt.s to use the condenser output we confined our experiments at this

time fo the transformer. In the light of our subsequent experience

these aceicUuits seem in all probability to have been due to a leak be-

tween the string mounting and the ground.

As we were interested primarily in the recording of physiological

action (rurrents, the phrenic nerve was used as a test object. Good
ampHfirution was obtained with one or two tubes. Three tube ampli-

fication Hecined to be more than was practicable. Figure 1 shows the

action current obtained from the phrenic nerve during the hitler part

of inspiration and the beginning of expiration. Two tubes and the

transformer input and output connections were used. It will be seen
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from the record that the string was not quiet during the respiratory-

pause but shows a double rhythm, one of 63, the other of 380 per second.

This rhythm is continuous and may be traced into the records of the

action current.

As the result of these experiments it was apparent that the problem

of major importance was to so change the design that the galvanometer

string would be quiet when there were no input connections. The
apparatus was accordingly rebuilt as will be described, and proved to

be more satisfactory.

The nature of the central innervation of muscle was selected as a

good type of investigation that could be improved by directing the

attention to the action currents of the nerve as well as to those of

the muscle. Most of the numerous investigations of this subject have

been made on the action currents of muscle because means have been

lacking for the ready study of nerve activated from the central nervous

system.

Piper (4) led off the action currents from the forearm to the string

galvanometer and obtained a rhythmic oscillation of the string at the

rate of about 50 per second. He interpreted this as the rate of central

innervation. This interpretation met with considerable opposition as

it was known from previous work, and has been confirmed by more

recent work, that the action currents of muscle do not necessarily follow

the stimulus when applied either directly or indirectly through the

nerve (5), (6), (7). Wedenski, who studied muscle by means of a

telephone, found that the sound followed the rate of stimulation up

to a limit and then the muscle responded with a lower tone. When the

rate of stimulation was veiy fast the "bruit" in the telephone was very

similar to the sound produced by voluntary innervation; he therefore

ventured the opinion that the innervation rate of muscle may be very

much higher than that obtained from the muscle.

Wedenski's view was supported by Buchanan and by Garten. It

was found that a rhj^thmic response was obtained from muscle indis-

tinguishable from that occurring in voluntary innervation, not only

from stimuli of.high frequency but from the tetanus producing stimulus

which occurs from opening or closing a strong constant current applied

to nerve or muscle. Von Kries (8) had previously shown that a pro-

longed stimulus from a rheotome gave both a longer contraction and

action current than results from an induction shock and concluded

that the natural stimulus to muscle may vary in duration as well as in

strength and rate. These findings were confirmed by Hoffmann (9)
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who, however, found as the result of more delicate methods that the

muscle action current consisted, depending on the duration of the

stimulus, of from one to five waves and that the contraction was there-

fore a short tetanus. In the light of experiments by Dittler and

Oinuma (10) and Beritoff (11), the appearance of a rhythm in the

action current, depending upon the nature and the condition of the

tissue and partially independent of the rate of stimulation, when the

tissue is stimulated by a rapidly oscillating or strong constant current,

may be attributable to the rcfractoiy period of the tissue. In a later

work Garten (12) found that the oscillatoiy action current of muscle

produced by a closing tetanus is also present in the nerve. He then

expressed the opinion that the nerve rhjd:hm is of the same order of

magnitude as the muscle rhythm and thereby allows the possibility

that if the nerve rhythm is determined by the central nervous system,

the muscle rhythm is centrally controlled.

The sum of the experiments on the action currents of muscle clearly

shows that when a given rhythm is obtained by leading from muscle

in voluntary activity to a galvanometer, no conclusion is possible as

to whether or not this rhythm is also the rhythm in its nerve. It is

also equally true that the intrinsic period (Eigenperiode) of the muscle

is not revealed.

The question can only be settled by an examination of both the

muscle and its nerve, preferably simultaneously. This was done by
Dittler (13) in the case of the diaphragm. Action currents were taken

from the diaphragm of the rabbit and cat and compared with those ob-

tained from the phrenic nerve. In the latter case he was sufficiently

successful on connecting the cut end and side of the nerve to the string

galvanometer to obtain oscillations whose rate could be determined for

a part of the respiratory cycle. The nerve rate was very close to that of

the muscle. In a later investigation, Dittler and Garten (14) recorded

with two large string galvanometers the action currents of the dog's

phrenic simultaneously with the action currents of the corresponding side

of the diaphragm. Under these conditions whore the action currents

were necessarily smaller than those obtained by a huid from the cut end

and side of the nerve, they obtained small point.like deviations in the

string picture during inspiration, recognizable with a lens. In the

more successful experiments they beli(>ved they were able to identify

corresponding waves in the records of the phrenic and diaphragm but

state that it would l>o desirable for a more exact judgment to obtain

larger and then-forc more convincing curves of tl»e diphasic action

current.
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METHODS

The experiments were done on dogs under a morphine and ether

anesthesia. A wide exposure of the phrenic nerve usually on the right

side was made and the nerve dissected free from the vena cava, sur-

rounding connective tissue and fat, then severed close to the diaphragm.

This gives a long stretch of nerve which belongs entirely to one muscle.

The nerve was fastened through three non-polarizable electrodes con-

taining wool yarn that could be tied about the nerve. The third elec-

trode was not filled with zinc sulphate but served merely as a support

to prevent movements from being translated to the other two. All

the electrodes were supported on a stand, free from the operating

table to prevent vibration during respiration. The distal electrode

was connected with the cut end of the nerve and the ground. The
proximal was connected to the side of the nerve and to the grid of the

first tube. By means of a double throw switch the preparation could

be connected to the galvanometer either directly or through the ampli-

fier. The artificial ventilation necessary on account of the open thorax

was maintained to the point of apnea. The records were obtained

during periods of temporary suspension of the artificial respiration.

For a discussion of amplifier design the reader is referred to a chapter

on that subject by Van der Bijl (15). Figure 2 is a diagram of the

amplifier used in these experiments. The essential parts were all

manufactured by the Western Electric Company. The original design

used in June, 1920, was adapted at their suggestion from that of one

of their standard sets and Mr. R. E. Bitner of their Research Branch

has since given us valuable suggestions, the most important of which

was to recluce the adventitious vibrations by using separate batteries

for each tube. The input is connected to the grid circuit either directly

or through a transformer. In the first instance the grid circuit is

shunted with a resistance of 2 million ohms, in the latter with one of

100,000 ohms. The transformer Kas four taps permitting one to vary

with the switch, S\, the input impedence of the circuit to an optimum.

Each tube is operated by a separate plate battery of 150 to 160 volts

consisting of no. 734 Eveready dry cells. The filaments are operated

separately by three storage batteries of 6 volts each. Two resistances

of 500,000 ohms each are inserted between the second and third grids

and the ground. These serve to maintain the grids negative to the

filaments because of the potential drop in the filament resistances of

the filament circuits. In the plate circuit of each tube is inserted a
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resistance of 200,000 ohins separately shielded. The second and

third grids are protected from the potentials of the preceding plates

by the insertion of condensers each having a capacity of 2 microfarads.

Their resistance is 4 bilhon ohms. The tube and the plate battery act

as a generator of alternating potential because of variations in the tube

resistance. This potential is appHed across the circuit consisting of the

couphng condenser and the 500,000 ohm resistance and thus varies

the potential of the next grid. The alternating current output of

Fig. 2. The dotted lines represent the outlines of the metallic shield, the sides

and back being thrown open to show the wiring. The points G indicate the

grounding of a wire to the .shield. The three A batteries of 6 volts each and the

three B batteries of 150 volts each have their negative poles all connected to the

shield. The switches Si, »S« and Ss permit changing from a condenser to a trans-

former circuit. Si is a shunting switch to charge the output condenser. S3

changes the set from a two to a three stage amplifier. ^'4 and St, change the set

from a two stage to a one stage amplifier. Si changes the optimum input imped-

ance for the input transformer from 20 to 120,000 ohms.

the last tube is shunted across the 200,000 ohm rosistaiico through a

14 nnicrofarad condenser and the gulvanometor string. The condenser

has a resistance of 500 million ohms. In a few experiments a 34 micro-

fanwl conden.ser wa.s u.sed. As an alternative it is possible bj'^ the use

of (lie double tlirow switches, S^ and St, to connect the output of the

Iii-st tube to the primary and the string to the secondary of a trans-

former. Tlie optimiiin oiitptil iini)e(lence of this frunsformer is 500

oliin.s. and Ww itipiil iniiK'dence mutches that of the tube.
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The vacuum tubes are the Western Electric type V. They are

designed for use with a filament current of 1.3 amperes, a grid voltage

of —1.5, a normal plate voltage of 100, and a maximum input voltage

of 2. The value of the amplification constant n is 28. The plate

current under the conditions of our circuit is 0.45 milliampere. The
d.c. plate-filament resistance is therefore 155,000 ohms and the a.c.

resistance 77,500 ohms.

The actual wiring of the amplifier is nearly like that of the diagram.

The whole is within the indicated shield consisting of a wooden box

with a top and bottom of | inch steel and a lining around the sides of

^ inch lead. The box is padded on the inside with f inch wool felt.

The three tubes are screwed to a pine board and the latter wedged about

with rubber bath sponges. Switch Sz makes it easy to cut out one tube

and obtain a two stage amplifier using the two outside tubes. In

practice we never used more than the two tubes. Switches St and

Sa were inserted subsequently in order to use one tube only. The
rather heavy amplifier box with hinged lid and outside connecting

switches for the various batteries is supported on rubber stoppers and

placed inside a galvanized iron box not indicated on the diagram.

This second shield may have been unnecessary and it would probably

have been better to have improved the mechanical insulation of the

tubes and placed each of them in a separate steel compartment with

sufficient room to make the wiring straighter and simpler.

The input wire was protected by a grounded lead conduit with the

exception of a short wire connecting it to the zinc electrode and of a

double throw switch inserted for an alternative direct connection to the

galvanometer. The amplifier was located on the opposite side of the

room from the galvanometer, a distance of 14 feet, to protect it from the

currents of the lantern, galvanometer magnet and camera motor.

The camera motor and attachments were shielded with sheet-metal

as was also the tuning fork, except for a small aperture for the reed

attached to one of the prongs. The output wires were carried un-

shielded across the room to the galvanometer. When using the trans-

former the protecting resistances in the Leeds and Northrup box,

designed by Williams for use with the string galvanometer, afforded

sufficient protection. When the output condenser circuit was used a

shunt switch S% allowed the condenser to be charged before connection

was made to the galvanometer box through switch St. When con-

nection is made to the string the added circuit must be charged through

the string. It was, therefore, found advisable to connect an Ayrton
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universal shunt across the string, as this affords a better protection

against unforeseen potentials in the output, since it is necessary to

start with a 0.0001 part of the output through the string and proceed

through the fractions of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 to the total output current.

The leak of the condensers was so small that with a tense string com-

pensation was unnecessary. With a loose string the leak was con-

veniently compensated by employing a second galvanometer box

across the output terminals of the first.

It is of course necessary to have all the input connections and ampli-

fier switches in position before starting to throw in the galvanometer.

When using the condenser circuit disturbing the electrodes or touching

the input will usually break the string if the galvanometer is con-

nected. With the transformer circuit precautions of this sort are not

so necessary.

All amplifiers, no matter how carefully designed have a tendency to

sing, that is, to produce sustained oscillations of one or more frequencies.

Most of our time has been taken up in minimizing this effect. Although

we have been quite successful in this respect we are not yet certain

just what factors enter into the production of a quiet system. It is

necessary to have good electrical, mechanical and sound shielding of

the apparatus. The wiring must be simple and avoid as much as

possible inductance between the circuits of the different tubes. The

ground circuit must be heavy, the leads from it must not be too widely

distributed and the galvanometer ground should also come to the

same common point. We feel that our electrical and sound shielding

arc adequate but that our mechanical shielding needs to be improved.

The tubes themselves tend to sing less after they have been continu-

ously in use for a long period of time.

The apparatus was tested for amplification. By this is meant the

ratio of the deflection of the string of the galvanometer with the ampli-

fier to that occurring without it. The magnitude of the effective ampli-

fication is a function of the resistance of tiie preparation. This is due

to the fact that the deflection of the string depends upon the current

goinK through it and, therefore, for a given potential is small when the

resistance in the preparation is large; while on the other hand the

vacuum tube; tcrnds to act as an electrometer. This follows because

the current released by the tube is j)roi)or(ional to the alternating

current voltage drop across the grid resistance. If e„ is the voltage

dcvclopeil by a nt-rve of resistance I'n, the voltage drop Cg across the

2 million ohm grid resistance is
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2,000,000
^' ~ ^^

r„ + 2,000,000

The resistance of the nerve being small compared with 2 million ohms,

changes in the resistance of the nerve produce but small changes in

the voltage across the grid resistance.

When the deflection of a 3820 ohm string produced by 0.84 m. v.

obtained from a potentiometer was compared with the deflection

obtained when the same potential was impressed upon the grid of a

one tube amplifier, the amplification was found to be only 8.7 per cent.

When however 70,000 ohms, a resistance found in two of our nerve

preparations, were added in the connection to the string or to the grid,

the effective amplification became 27 times for one tube and 559 times

for two tubes, an advantage of two tubes over one tube of 20.7 times.

liOW operating efficiency, more apparent in the first instance, is due

to power loss in the output and input circuits. The power developed

in a string of a resistance To by a voltage Cg impressed upon the grid of

a tube having a plate resistance r^ and an amplification constant /x is

^ ^"^^
, (Van der Bijl art. 63)

Zg (defined Ijelow) can in the present argument be considered approxi-

mately equal to I'o. As the value of r^ is small compared with r^ the

development of power in the string falls considerably below a maximum.
When a source of potential e„ of internal resistance r„ is connected

directly to the string the power developed in the string is

2

(r„ + To?

We have seen that e„ is nearly equal to e„ and therefore if r„ is small

compared with To, as is the case when leading directly from the poten-

tiometer, this expression may be as large as or larger than the one

above. The tube acts as a generator of potential nCg with a high

internal resistance r^,. It operates into the galvanometer string which

has a relatively low resistance To. For the power expended in the

string to be a maximum To should equal r^. Increased output effi-

ciency could be obtained by matching the string impedance to the

tube impedance through a transformer. Similarly matching the

resistance of the source of potential to the grid resistance through an

input transformer would step up the input voltage and increase

efficiency.
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It is usually for other reasons undesirable to use transformers. It

is better to gain amplification bj' stepping up the input voltage e„

with additional tubes and it is by this means that the desired effective

amplification from a tissue of any resistance may be obtained. The
condenser output connection has been found to be generally more

practicable than the transformer connection. Curves obtained with

the latter must be integrated once and if there is also an input trans-

former twice, in order to obtain the form of the input wave. The
transformer connection is nevertheless of value under some circum-

stances. It can be made to amplify more efficiently and it is as free

from noise.

The conditions for distortionless

amplification are that the impressed

grid potential shall not be large

enough to cause the grid to absorb

current, that the dynamic character-

istic of the amplifier shall be linear

and finally that the amplification

shall be independent of the fre-

quency. The input potentials with

which we are dealing are so small

that the first condition does not enter

into consideration. The second con-

dition makes it necessary that the

deflection of the string shall be a

linear function of the input iwtential,

as far as the increasing tensions of

the string, on deflection, allow this

to be true, and that the angle of external imiM>(lance shall be ii(>:nly

zero. As a two tube condenser circuit was found to be the most useful

we have plotted the deflections produced by such a system against the

range of input potentials that will cause deflections of a tense siring

which do not exceed the limits of cm. paper. In this range, which

includeH rnont of our working range, the amplification is practically a
coiiMtant as the ixiints all come very close to a straight line (fig. .S).

The ini|M'(iunce of a circuit is delermined by its resist ;uic(>, inductance

and capacity and w the denominator of the expression

E

Fig 3. The points are a plot of the

string deflection against known grid

potentials when using two tubes and
a 14 microfarad output condenser.

I
^

V/^'+f27r/L L_)'
' \ 27rfC/
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where / is the current in amperes, E is the potential in volts, iJisthe

resistance in ohms, / is the frequency, L is the inductance in henries

and C is the capacity in farads. The expression in the parenthesis is

known as the reactance. The angle of impedance is the arc tangent of

the reactance divided by the resistance.

The inductances of the amplifier circuit are all very small and may
be neglected. The important reactances occur in the output and

coupling condensers. The external portion of the alternating current

circuit of the last tube is essentially the 14 microfarad condenser and

the 3820 ohm string. The external portion of the circuit of the first

-Id;

III *-*

or

(-

u3-4*

I5i

"zoo 45o 600"

FREQUENCY
800 1000

9

g6

63

10 IS

FREQUENCY
20 25

Fig. 4. a: The curves are the angles of impedance— ,for the intertube circuit
To

consisting of a two microfarad condenser and a 500,000 ohm resistance and for

output circuits consisting of a 14 or a 34 microfarad condenser and a 3820 ohm
string.

b: The curve is a plot of that fraction of the expression for power expended
in the string which varies with the frequency of the impressed grid potential.

tube consists of a 2 microfarad condenser and a 500,000 ohm resistance.

The angles of external impedance of these two circuits are plotted in

figure 4 a. Both angles are quite small, especially for frequencies above

one hundred. The total angle of external impedance is therefore small

and the dynamic characteristic of the amplifier is substantially linear.

The third condition is satisfied if the impedances of the circuit do

not vary sufficiently with the frequency of the input potential to distort

the power amplification. The reactance of the coupling condenser is

so small that it is only necessary to consider the effect of the condenser

in the output circuit. In order to obtain a simple expression for the
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power developed in the output circuit the last tube may be considered

as being a generator of an alternating potential E, having a high internal

resistance Tp. Omitting the small shunting effect of the 200,000 ohm
resistance the impedance of the external circuit is

= V^»-(^J
where To is the resistance of the string and C is the capacity of the

output condenser. The current in the circuit is

E
Tp + Zo

and the potential drop across the string is

Er,

Tp + Zo

The power expended in the string is the product of these two and

equals

(rr> + Z,y

The denominator only of this expression contains the factor which

varies with the frequency and therefore the value of the expression

(rp + ZJ2

for different frequencies is plotted in figure 4b. The amplification

reaches 99 per cent of its maximum as soon as the frequency reaches

seven per second and is thus practically ii)dep(>n(l(>nt of tiie frequency

for frequencies al)ove this value. The anii)hfier thus satisfies all the

conditions for essentially distortionless transmission for fre(|uencies

al)Ove one hundred.

It is neccBsary however to consider tiie transient ijhenonuMui wliich

occur in the circuit. If a potential e = E cos(a>/ — 6,,) be imi)ressed

upon a cirnjit containing resistance, inductance and capacity in series,

the exprcHHion for the current, /, in the circuit consists of a iKirmaiient

E
and a traiwiorit ti-nn numbly, i == -- coa(u>t — $„ —y) + f^i exponciillMl

Zo
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term, (vid. Steinmetz (16)), where a; = 2-Kf, t is the time, do is the phase

angle determining the instantaneous value of the impressed potential

at the start, and 7 is the impedance angle. The exponential or transient

term depends not only upon the constants of the circuit but upon the

nature of the impressed electromotive force and its phase at the moment
of starting. In practice under our conditions the instantaneous starting

potential is always zero, e^ = 90°. For the constants of our circuit

and an alternating current of a frequency of one hundred per second

starting when the instantaneous potential is zero, the transient term

is a logarithmic curve, small in comparison with the maximum amplitude

of the permanent term. During the period that the transient term is

in operation the current records will oscillate about this curve as the

line of zero potential. In case the impressed oscillatoiy potential is

unidirectional, considerable energy is stored in the capacity before a

permanent condition is reached and the transient term is a logarithmic

curve whose initial value, as we shall see later, is large. Its slope is

gradual and therefore only the low frequency harmonics are appreciably

distorted during the period of several seconds in which the term is

effective.

E
The current described by the permanent term, — cos(oit — d^ — y)

has only a phase distortion which depends upon the values of /involved

in the analysis of the impressed potential function. If the values of

7 are small there will be but little phase distortion. Assuming that

the negative variation in nerve lasts 5 thousandths of a second, the

curve of potential can be analyzed into a fundamental of a frequency

of one hundred per second and harmonics. The phase deviations of

the fundamental and the ninth harmonic are respectively only 1.7"

and 0.17° with a 14 microfarad condenser and 0.56° and 0.08° with a

34 microfarad condenser. The phase differences between the funda-

mental and the ninth harmonic are therefore 1.53° and 0.48° in the

two cases.

There is a graphic way of looking at the distortion by the condenser

circuit. When the grid potential is changed the tube resistance rises

or falls and the potential of the condenser terminal must correspond-

ingly rise or fall. A current will accordingly flow through the galva no-

meter between the condenser plates. The condenser reaches its equi-

librium potential slowly if it has a large capacity to be charged through

a high resistance. The charging (or discharging) current rapidly

reaches its maximum under Ohm's law, then falls away logarithmically
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as the condenser is charged (fig. 5). The falling off of the current in

0.01 second can not be measured with any accuracy but as the rate

of change is logarithmic, it can be calculated for any point from any

other two points. Such a calculation shows that the falling off is

about 0.84 per cent in 0.01 second and not sufficient to produce an

appreciable distortion in currents of short duration. In fact, changes

as slow as the currents obtained by Einthoven from the vagus (17)

are readily recorded, though with relatively more distortion. Figure 6

is included to show the form of the amplified electrocardiogram and

its freedom from other vibrations.

Fig. Fig.

Fig. 5. The deflection produced by a constant potential of 20 millivolts in a

3030 ohm string when in series with a 20 microfarad condenser and a 77,000 ohm
resistance. The added line indicates the rise in potential of the condenser plate

as the condenser fills. Time, J second.

Fig. 6. Electrocardiograms taken from the right and left forearms by means
of non-polarizable electrodes of the ZnSO« type having an area of contact of about

1 sq. era. Time, iJo second.

a, Connections made directly to the galvanometer.

b, Connections made to the galvanometer through a one tube amplifier.

The conditions arc otherwise the same as in a.

EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION OF THE AMPLIFIER

The recording of the action current of the right phrenic of the dog

was first tried with attijAification hy one tube. A tyi)l('al resull is shown

in figure 7. Tiic unaniplifi(!d action current, a, may be compared with

the amplified, 6. The latter is selected from a series in which the

Hiring was progrcHHlvcly loosened to obtain the inaxiinum oscillation,

and prcsentH n pii-fun- wliidi rc(|iiir<'s souk- rxplniKilioii.
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The demarcation current in the nerve acts hke any other battery

producing a grid bias and contributes its part to the determination of

the constant potential of the output condenser. The action currents

produce deflections of the string downward. In addition to the

individual deflections there is a sustained downward deflection of the

string. This sustained deflection increases during the first portion

of the inspiratory period, but the increase stops before the end of the

period and very close to the end decreases rapidly, the string under-

going a rapid deflection upward to a point well beyond its equilibrium

position.

Fig. 7. Action currents from the right phrenic of the dog. Leads from the

side and cut end of the nerve.

a: No amplification. Time same as in b, I second. Upper line pneumograph,
inspiration upward.

b: Amplification with one tube. Proximal electrode on the nerve connected

to the grid; when it is negative the deflection is downward.

c, d: Same as b with string at greater tensions. The pneumograph and time

tracings have been cut off.

e: Same as b except that nerve has been killed proximally to the proximal

electrode. Time in c, d, e the same as in b.

This picture may be explained as the sum of the effects of the galvan-

ometer, the increasing size of the individual nerve current waves and

the condenser. It may be reproduced experimentally by recording

a rapidly interrupted current from a potentiometer under similar

conditions.

If unidirectional and equal changes in potential are impressed upon

a tense string at intervals of the order of 1 one-hundredth of a second
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the string will approximately follow the potentials so impressed and will

oscillate between the zero axis and the maximum deflection about a

mean position above the axis. This mean position is determined by

the mean value of the potential function and is given by the definite

integral of the potential in the time interval divided by that interval.

If, on the other hand, the impressed changes are increasing in magnitude

the line about which the string oscillates is no longer horizontal but is

inclined from the axis. If under these conditions the string be loosened

so thai it no longer follows completely the rapid fluctuations in potential

it will still oscillate about a mean position which is the mean as under-

stood above. The distance of this mean from the axis will be greater

because of the greater sensitivity of the string. The size of the indi-

vidual oscillations, while it may be greater than obtained with a tense

string, becomes a relatively smaller fraction of the deflection produced

by a constant current of the same potential and therefore a smaller

fraction of the curve of true potential.

In a and h of figure 7 the increasing distance from the zero axis of

the line about which the string is oscillating is the result of an increase

in size of the individual waves. In the latter part of an inspiration,

in the record of the amplified current, it can be seen that in spite of

the fact that the size of the individual waves is increasing the string

begins to shift slowly upward. At this point the effect of the condenser,

no longer masked by the increasing downward deflection, has become

apparent.

The form of a complete condenser charging current is shown in figure

5. The quantity of current which has entered the condenser is meas-

ured by the area under the curve. On removal of the potential from

the condenser terminals a curve of the same shape and size is obtained

but it is in the opposite direction. If the charge of the condenser is

not complete it is qqual to the area under the portion of the curve which

is completed and the initial curriMit dissipating this diarge is deter-

mined by the potential which the condenser has acquired and is meas-

ured l)y the difference l)etween the initial and final charging currents.

The area l>etween the discharging currcMit and the axis is (uiiial to the

area beneath the charging current. The time for complete discharge,

Ix^ing a matter of .several seconds, is long compared with discharge

int<!rvalH of less than 1 one-huiuhccUh of a second with which W(> nre

deiiling. The condenser thus receives with each wave a greater charge

than it Iohch in the interval. The condcMiser accunnilates a charge

ati<i u [Kitential which results in interval discharge currents of increasing
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magnitude. Equilibrium is established when the loss of charge in the

interval becomes equal to the charge gained. The effect of the con-

denser is therefore to lower the line about which the string is understood

to be oscillating until the line coincides with the zero axis.

In figure 7, b, the negative potential produces a downward deflection

and the accumulating charge of the condenser an upward shift which

is overbalanced by the increasing size of the waves during the first

part of the inspiratory period. At the end of the period the rapid

decrease in size of the waves results in a rather abrupt upward shift

of the string due in part to a decrease in the mean about which the

galvanometer string is oscillating and in part to an increase in the dis-

charging phase of the condenser. On the cessation of the waves the

string moves to a position above the zero axis commensurate with the

potential which the condenser has accumulated during the interval.

The discharging current has the usual logarithmic form.

The true potential waves of negative variation would be represented

by an oscillation between a logarithmic curve connecting the initial

zero of the string and the point of maximum discharge current and

another curve determined by this curve and the line of mean oscillation.

When amplification with two tubes was tried it was found to

be far superior to that obtained with one. Such a result is

recorded in figure 8. This record was made with a string tightened

to the border of periodicity. The tight string follows the individual

waves and therefore the bases of the waves return to a line indicating

zero potential. The progressive movement of the bases of the waves

upward due to an accumulating charge on the condenser can now be

seen without the complicating effect of the slow galvanometer sti'ing.

Destruction of physiological continuity by heating or crushing a seg-

ment proximal to the proximal electrode caused all signs of action

currents during inspiration to disappear.

A direct comparison was now made of the relative values of one and

two tubes. The leads were, in this case both from the side of the nerve,

but the connection at the diaphragm had been severed so that the

nerve could be looped through the electrodes in the manner previously

described. With the string tightened to the border of periodicity the

sensibility was still such when two tubes were used that the oscillations

exceeded the limits of the 6 cm. paper (fig. 9, c). A small amount of

"noise" is visible in the respiratory pause but is insufficient to seriously

interfere with the record.
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This record may now be compared with h in figure 9, which was made
from the same leads using one tube. The string was now looser, having

been let out empirically to obtain the maximum oscillation. It is

readily seen that under these conditions the distinctness of the indi-

vidual oscillations has been sacrificed in the interest of amplitude.

As the potential changes when this lead is used are not unidirectional

the slow changes in the position of the string which have been described

above are negligible. Without amplification no visible oscillation

appeared in the string when it was used at a tension as great as that

employed in recording the output of two tubes, therefore the string

was not photographed. Figure 9, a, shows an unamplified record from

the nerve when the distal lead was changed from the side to the cut

end and the tension was changed to an optimum. As the leads from

the side of the nerve were well separated the resistance of the nerve

was large, 110,000 ohms. The effective amplification was therefore

also large, the factor being 36.5 for one tube and 624 for two tubes.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ACTION CURRENTS OF THE PHRENIC NERVE

The waves of negativity appear in the record at the beginning of

an inspiration. They increase gradually in size during the earh' part

of the cj'cle and attain a maximum which they hold to close to the end

of the cycle when they terminate much less gradually, sometimes quite

abruptly. An envelope of the crests would therefore have a shape

roughly corresponding to the pneumograph shadow. This indicates

that the gradual even contraction of the tliaphragm is occasioned by

the calling into activity of more and more nerve fil)ers as inspiration

deepen.s. On the other hand the more abrupt falling off of the ])hrenic

action current corresponds with the well-known fact that the expiratory

limb of the respiratory tracing is much steeper, expiration occurring

pa««ively a.s the innervation to the muscle is withdrawn. In none of

our records have we seen any evidence of innervation of th(^ diaphragm

during the intervaln between inspirations.

While variation of the average size of the waves occurs in different

partH of the respiratory cycle, the average rate seems to ho constant

throughout. In some records the last five or six waves appear at

intervaJH smaller than the average but this is not a constant occurrence.

The nctioii current has the apiM'arance that would be i)r()(luc(Ml by

(lim'hurgcs from the cord closely resembling volleys. The intervals

between the volleys, while they show considerable regularity, are l)y
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no means constant even when the waves are most smooth and regular.

On the other hand the variation in the rate at which the waves appear

is not as great as their difference in amphtude.

The waves are definite enough throughout an inspiration so that

their total number can be determined with only a small percentage of

error. They were counted in a number of experiments and the results

are listed in the following table.

TABLE 1

NUMBER OF WAVES
IN ONE INSPIRATION

Dog A

Dog B Consecutive inspira-

tions

DogC

Dog D

138

115

120

108

176

184

178

175

159

145

144

149

113

126

78

90

80

DURATION OF
INSPIRATION

seconds

1.59

1.29

1.30

1.24

1.90

1.89

1.88

1.80

1.75

1.43

1.39

1.40

1.16

1.21

1.105

1.21

1.095

HATE PER SECOND

87

89

92

87

93

97

95

97

91

101

103

106

97

104

72

74

73

No generalization as to rate is justifiable from these data. They
only hold for the conditions of the experiment. The temperature of

the animals was not controlled. While precautions were taken to

prevent cooling, the temperatures of the animals were undoubtedly

several degrees centigrade subnormal. The rates recorded in the differ-

ent experiments vaiy from 87 to 106 per second. In one animal in

poor condition the rates counted were 71 to 74. The normal inner-

vation rate would probably be higher, not lower.

In a number of records made on rapidly moving paper the intervals

between the consecutive- waves throughout the period of activity were

carefully measured in the search for some evidence of system in the
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irregularity. For instance in one inspiration of 138 waves, the average

separation was 10.95 a; the variation was from 8.8 a to 17.9 a. Exclud-

ing 22 of the extreme intervals, the variation from the average was from

minus 13 per cent to plus 19.6 per cent. In the most regular record

obtained, where the rate of discharge was slower (71 per second), in

61 consecutive volleys of a series of 78, 77 per cent were within 10 per

cent of the average. But no evidence of any recurrence in the irregu-

laritj' was visible.

In addition to difference in size and distance apart, there is also a

variation in the shape of the waves. To account for the latter the

possibility of differences in phase and of differences in period in the

different fibers must be considered. In referring to a difference in

phase it is intended to designate a condition in which the nerve fibers

are all alike, the velocity of propagation of the nerve impulse and there-

fore the period during which the electrode is affected by the negative

variation being the same in all, but in which, due to the fact that the

disturbance is not started in all the fibers at the same instant, it does

not reach a given level in the nerve in all fibers simultaneousl3\ It

is clear, however, that there cannot be many different phases or the

wavelets would either be very large in number or they would fuse pro-

ducing a waveless record. Furthermore the fibers cannot be mutually

far out of phase or it would be unlikely that groups of large waves free

from superimposed waves would be obtained. At times all the fibers

are very close to being in phase because the individual action currents

have the well-known appearance of the action current obtained in

nerve or muscle from a single induction shock. This can be seen in

figure 8, in which it should be borne in mind that nc^gativity of the

proximal electrode produces a downward deflection. To bring this

fact out more clearly, a record, taken on paper moving 25 cm. per

second and from a nerve in which the rate of discharge was slow (71

per second), was redrawn. The points used for plotting were taken

with the aid of a binocular magnifier. In the graph, the ordinate

(deflection of the string) was unaltered in size, but the abscissa (time)

was multiplied by 5. This gives the appearance which the record would

have if the photographic paper had been run 5 tim(\s as fast. The
app<?urance of both a monopliusic mikI a diphasic lead fioiu the sain(>

nerve is thus shown in figure 10.

If the ini|)nlses are diHclmrged into (lie nerve at regular intervals

one would exiM-ct that if they are merely out of i)hase there would l)e

some tcndcnc}' of the curves to repeat themselves. This would also

be true if the component waves have a different period. Differences
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in period could arise from the fact that the duration of the negativity

under the electrode is not the same in all elements of the nerve, a con-

dition arising from different velocities of conduction as a result either of

physiological differences in the constituent fibers or of variation in ex-

posure to injury. In the latter case there would be a tendency toward

beat production, and of this the records show only the faintest tendency.

We must, therefore, consider that the intervals at which the spinal

cord discharges impulses into the nerve are within limits irregularly

variable, that the number of fibers involved in the individual volleys

varies and that the disturbance is started at times nearly simultane-

ously in all the fibers; at other times there is a slight difference in

phase which may become so

large that accessory waves may
appear on the main wave.

Considerable interest lies in an

estimation of the rate of dis-

charge through an individual

fiber. The difficulty in deter-

mining this rate lies in the waves

that may be considered either

as a portion of one volley some-

what out of phase or of another

volley involving perhaps a small

numljer of fibers. The error in

counting on account of such

waves is fortunatel}' not as large as might be anticipated. The fair

accuracy of the counts recorded in table 1 appears in the fact that for

a wave in the nerve a corresponding one can be obtained simultaneously

in the muscle. This was done with two galvanometers arranged tandem
on the optical bench, the image of the string of the first galvanometer

being focused by the second in the same plane as the image of its own
string.

One galvanometer was connected to the anterior part of the right

side of the diaphragm, the two electrodes lying on a radius from the

motor point and in such a way that a diphasic action current was
obtained with the first phase upward when the proximal portion of the

muscle was negative. Two leads were made from the side of the right

phrenic to the amplifier. The proximal electrode was connected to

the grid of the first tube. Two tubes were used, but in spite of as

comjilete isolation of the nerve as possible only one-tenth of the output

could be recorded on account of extraneous currents, especially the

Fig. 10. Action currents of the phrenic

nerve plotted from a record. A, mono-

phasic; B, diphasic, from the same

nerve. Ordinates, same as in record, 1

division = 1 cm. Abscissae multiplied

by 5, 1 division = too second.
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electrocardiogram. An idea of the effect of the latter may be obtained

from the fact that in a record in which the whole output was recorded

the "P" wave was 4 cm. high and the "R" wave was 7.8 cm.

Figure 1 1 is a record of the action currents of the right phrenic

ner\-e and the right side of the diaphragm, taken simultaneously during

one inspiration. Lines have been drawn from each wave on the phrenic

nerve record to the corresponding one on the diaphragm record. The

slope of the lines is apparent; the crest of a wave in the muscle action

current comes about 9 a after the crest of the corresponding wave in

the nerve action current. This measurement does not allow for the

Fig. 11. Upper line: pneuinograpli, inspiration upwartl. Upper galvanometer

tracing: loads frora the side of the right phrenic nerve. Two tubes; ,',; of the

output is recorded; 5.2 X 10"^ amperes = 1 cm. Deflection ui)ward when proxi-

mal electrode is negative. Points marked E, electrocardiogram.

Lower galvanometer tracing: Action currents of the right side of the dia-

phragm recorded simultaneously with the nerve action currents. Negativity of

the proximal electro<lc produces a deflection upward. Time in J second.

phaMc X&f, of the looee string, recording the muscle action current,

behind the tense string recording the nerve. Throughout the whole

record corresponding waves can be identified. Moreover, there is a

cloee correHiH>ndence in the size of the waves in the two records. The
action current waves of the muscle are unevenly spaced but in every

can*? it will be found that in the nerve record, preceding them ])y 9 <r,

there will Ix- waves with corresponding intervals. This is more clearly

brought out in faster records.

An inten>sting observation is tlie symmetry of the action current

reeordn on i\w two sides. Records were nuide from the right i)luenic
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nerve, leading from the cut distaMnd and the side. This allowed the

recording of the whole output fr^ two tubes. Simultaneous with

this was recorded the action currents of the opposite side of the dia-

phragm. The uneven spacing of the waves appears in both records

but the intervals are the same on the two sides. While more data

would be desirable on this point, the evidence indicates that the intervals

at which the impulses are discharged from the cord into the nerves of

the two sides is controlled from the same common point.

In comparing the nerve action current with the muscle action current

recorded with a loose string it is often apparent that a very small wave

in the muscle record, appearing sometimes as a notch on the side of a

larger wave, has as its counterpart in the nerve record a definite wave..

It must, therefore, be counted as a separate volley and not as a portion

of some other volley out of phase, as is sometimes done. Piper's con-

clusions have been criticised in that, while the individual action cur-

rents in the muscle ma}' be determined by corresponding disturbances

in the nerve, the rate at which they appear is not fifty. We are not

prepared to enter into this discussion at length. The rate of discharge

into the phrenic nerve, even under the adverse experimental conditions,

was twice this. The rate of the waves obtained from the forearm

must depend on the technique employed and the basis on which they

are counted. In our experience, when leads were made with small

electrodes of one square centimeter surface from two points distal

to the muscle equator, and recorded, after amplification, with a tense

striiio;, the rate was definitely one hundred or more.

SUMMARY

An apparatus is described by which physiological action currents

as they appear in the phrenic nerve may be satisfactorily recorded*

This is done by a two stage three electrode vacuum tube cascade,

resistance coupled, and connected to a string galvanometer through a

large condenser.

The following points are brought out by the action current records:

1. Inspiration is brought about through discharge into the diaphragm

of 78 to 178 volleys of impulses at the rate of from 71 to 106 per second,

under varying conditions of the experiments.

2. The waves vary in size, suggesting variation in the number of

nerve fibers involved. The average size of the waves is larger near the

end of inspiration.
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3. At slow rates of discharge the typical form of an artificially pro-

duced action current is apparent. Variations in the form occur and

are probably caused bj^ the fact that the discharges by the cord into

the different fibers are sHghtly out of phase.

4. The intervals between the volleys are irregular.

5. Simultaneous records taken from the phrenic nerve and dia-

phragm show that every wave in the muscle is produced by a corre-

sponding one in the nerve. The waves correspond in size and in the

intervals of separation in the two records.

6. The similarity in the spacing and size of the volleys on the left

and right sides suggests that the discharges from the cord into the

two phrenic nerves are controlled from some common point.

We wish to thank Mr. R. E. Bitner and Mr. I. B. Crandall for helpful

advice.
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About twenty-five years ago (1) I described a method of measuring

the amount of blood passing through the lungs and of following changes

in that amount A considerable number of measurements on dogs

anesthetised with morphine and ether, or with morphine and ACE
mixture were published. The principle of the method is that a solution

of a substance which can be easily recognized and quantitatively

estimated in the blood is permitted to flow for a definite time at an

approximately uniform rate into the heart. The injected substance

mingles with the blood and passes out with it into the circulation.

At a convenient point of the vascular system (usually from a branch of

the femoral artery) a sample of blood is drawn off just before the

injection and another during the passage of the substance; and the

quantity of the solution which must be added to a given volume of the

first sample, in order that it may contain as much of the injected sub-

stance as the second sample, is determined. This determination gives

us the means of estimating the extent to which the injected solution

has been mixed with blood in the heart, and thus, knowing the quantity

of the solution which has run into the heart, we can calculate the output

in the given time. I used a solution of sodium chloride for injection.

The arrival of the mixture of blood and solution at the point of collection

is easily detected by exposing a portion of the opposite artery at the

same level as the collecting cannula, placing it on electrodes connected

with a Wheatstone's bridge, and balancing the bridge till the sound

in the telephone is a minimum. As soon as the blood mixture reaches

the point of collection the balance of the bridge is upset, the sound

increases more or less rapidly (according to the velocity of the blood and

the quantity and strength of the salt solution injected) to a maximum,
at which it remains steady till the greater part of the column of altered

blood has passed, and then declines again more or less rapidly. When
27
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the injection is made into the left ventricle, which is preferable for most

purposes, but not indispensable with salt solution, the interval between

the commencement of injection and the beginning of the soujid is, of

course, much shorter than when the solution is injected into the right

heart. Also, the maximum is more rapidly attained and the sound

disappears again more abruptly. The question whether the salt solu-

tion is uniformly mixed with the blood in the. heart, when the injection

is uniform and the inflow of blood into the heart steady, was examined

and answered in the affirmative. Successive samples, collected while

the blood mixture was passing and while the sound remained steady,

had approximately the same conductivity.

In the majority of the observations the salt solution was allowed to

run into the heart for so long a time (10, 12 or even occasionally 15

seconds, depending on the velocity of the blood stream and the size of

the animal) that the rate of injection could be accurateh' estimated.

The time for which a uniformly' altered column of blood continues

to pass the point of collection is, of course, increased with the time of

injection. A sample collected during the time when the sound remains

stead}', or a considerable portion of that time, will obviously show the

increase of conductivity which the salt solution entering the heart

at the given rate is maintaining in all the blood passing through the

heart. Thus, if m cc. of salt solution must be added to 1 cc. of the

normal sample to make its conductivity equal to that of the sample

collected during passage of the blood mixture, and Q cc. of solution

Q
in T seconds, i.e., — cc. of solution per second was injected into the

heart, then V = Q—~, where V is the volume of blood passing through
niT

the heart in a minute (procedure I).

Besides reckoning the output from the maximum steadj' increase in

concentration of the injected substance in the collected sample and the

rate of injection, it can be estimated in another way, which was also

employed Ijy me. The blood is collected for the whole period during

whicli the mixture is passing the collecting cannula, including the

preliminary period when the concentration is increasing to the steady

inaximum and the final jieriod when it is diminishing again. The

amount of salt solution necessary to raise the conductivity of the normal

Kamplc to that of the Hample collected in this way during passage of

the mixture will clearly be less than that required for a samph* coUoctod

"piv -'^ the inaximum concentration, and the greater the "tailing olY"
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of the column of blood, the smaller will be the increase in the specific

conductivity of the whole sample. This does not affect the result,

however, provided that instead of the rate of injection, we take the

total quantity of solution injected and consider that this quantity

has mingled with all the blood passing through the heart, not during

the time of injection but during the time of collection of a complete

sample of the blood mixture. That this assumption is correct, so long

as the output of the heart remains steady, is easily seen if we consider

that the first and last parts of the column represent mixtures in which

a given mass of injected salt has been distributed over a larger quantity

of blood coming to and leaving the heart than when the steady state

has been reached. The greater amount of blood with which the salt

solution has mingled, calculated from the smaller average increase of

conductivity of the entire sample, will, however, be precisely balanced

by the increased time over which this greater quantity of blood is

being discharged. The same is true even if collection of blood is

begun at the moment when the injection commences or at any time

between that moment and the arrival of the first portion of the mixture

at the point of collection. For the normal blood added to the sample

will dilute it in proportion to the extra time of collection. Thus, if

Q is the number of cubic centimeters of salt solution injected, t the

time of collection of the sample of the blood mixture in seconds, and

m the quantity of salt solution (expressed as a fraction of a cubic

centimeter) which must be added to 1 cc. of the normal sample to make
f\C\

its conductivity equal to that of the blood mixture, then V = Q —
mt

where V is the number of cubic centimeters of blood passing through

the heart per minute (procedure II).

C 60
Or, making the formula a little more general, V = Q— .— where V, Q and t

c t

have the same significanxie as before, while C represents the concentration (num-

ber of grams per cubic centimeter) of the injected substance in the solution,

and c its concentration in the sample of blood mixture collected. Provided that

the rate of collection is uniform, c will not depend upon the rate. For

VCid + VCit2 +.VCit3 + VCdi Citi + C2ti + Citz + Citi, , ^ ^,
c = ; — = where t; represents the

v{U -\-t2 + h + U) t
^ P

number of cubic centimeters of blood collected per second, Ci the average concen-

tration of the sample collected in /i seconds while the concentration is rising to

the maximum, co the concentration of the portion collected in <. seconds while it

is steady at the maximum, f 3 the average concentration of the portion collected in

U seconds while the concentration is declining to zero or to the minimum, and

Ct the concentration of any portion collected in li seconds before or after the blood
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mixture has passed the cannula. When a salt not present in the blood is used

for injection c* is zero and the term dt^ drops out without increasing the numer-
ator. The time /4, however, increases the denominator, and c is diminished by
its inclusion, in the same measure as t (the sum ti + d + t^ + U) is increased.

Precisely the same thing happens, if sodium chloride is injected, c, Ci, etc., then

representing the average increase of concentration (or rather, as the method is

applied "by us, of conductivity) above that of the normal specimen of blood.

In some cases the outputs calculated in the two ways were compared
in successive observations on the same animal. For example, in experi-

ment XVI (table 3) the observation at 2:56 was made with collection

of a sample with maximum concentration of the salt; 18.6 cc. of salt

solution were injected in 7 seconds and collection made from 8 seconds

to 15 seconds after the beginning of injection, while the sound was
steady at the maximum. The output, calculated from the maximum
concentration (procedure I) was 95 cc. per minute per gram of body-

weight. In the next observation, at 3:11, 10.6 cc. of salt solution

were injected in 4 seconds, and collection made from 7 seconds to 15

seconds after the beginning of injection, embracing the whole period

of passage of the mixture. The output calculated from the average

concentration of the whole column (procedure II)was 95 cc. per kilo-

gram of bodyweight. Of course, an exact agreement is only accidental

in measuring a quantity like the cardiac output. The total tune of

injection should be shorter with procedure II than with procedure I,

so that collection may be completed before a round of the circulation

has been made by any appreciable part- of the salt. Henriques (2)

has discussed this point in his excellent paper.

In experiment XX (table 4) the observations at 10:46 and 11:04

were on samples collected during the whole time of passage of the blood

fin

mixture, the output being calculated by the formula V = Q— In the
rnt

other observations in this experiment the sample was collected only

while the sound was steady at the maximum, the output being calcu-

lated by the forrhula V = Q—r;- The agreement is about as close as

IB often obtained in two measurements by either of the two procedures.
«

In 1913 IIcnricjuoH (2) employed the method, using the second procedure

(injection of a definite (juiintity of n detectable' substance and collecting during

itM whole time of pn«Miigc;. InHtead of sodium chloride he injected sodium sul-

phocynnido. He had n<» uieanH of knowing when the substance reached the col-

lecting cannula, nn<l lluTeforc employed u very long peritnl of collccition, begin-

ning, indeed, hm mooh hh the injection Htartefl. His results were obtained under
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highly abnormal conditions, his object being to check the conclusion previously

come to by Bohr and himself (3), that a substantial fraction of the total com-
bustion in the body takes place in the lungs. For this it was necessary to know
how great the coronary blood flow was, in comparison with the total output of

the heart, in animals under the conditions of the original experiments. All the

branches from the aortic arch (including the innominate and the left subclavian)

were tied. The animals received morphine, curare and also leech extract to pre-

vent clotting. Artificial respiration was of course employed. The blood pres-

sure was low in most of the experiments (only 5 are given), and the output of

the heart was correspondingly small. But there is no reason to doubt that for

the conditions purposely imposed the output was determined with considerable

accuracy. For comparison, the results of the 5 experiments, with 3 others (7,

8 and 9) from a second paper (4), are brought together in table 1. It will be seen

that in nearly all the experiments there was a progressive decline in the output,

accompanied by a fall of blood pressure. I have calculated the standard devia-

tion (or) and the probable error of the means, which of course is most satisfactory

for a series of pretty uniformly distributed values like those in experiment 5

and for a larger number of separate determinations. In this experiment there
ia a \rfkr\r nnnfi acrpoAmonf Kofuroon aii^noaaiiro Hoforminaf irtna T+ Triiio+ Ko nniaA

ERRATUM ^^
Vol. LVII, No. 1, August, 1921

Page SO. Line 8 from bottom, for "67" read *'60."

Oc

show generally a very good agreement between separate measurements on the

same animal at an interval of several hours or even days, provided that the ani-

mal remained quiet during the short time necessary for an observation. Anes-
thesia is, of course, no guarantee of uniformity in successive observations, made
even at short intervals, if the depth of the anesthesia varies or the general con-

dition of the animal (blood pressure, etc.) changes. And it is not difficult to

see that under anesthesia the conditions essential for a relative uniformity might
alter more rapidly than without anesthesia. However even under the best con-

ditions, an agreement like that between duplicate determinations in a chemical

analysis would appeal rather to a chemist than to a physiologist in relation to

such a quantity.

I rather insist upon this point because in a recent paper Bock and Buchholtz

(5), who have introduced my method for the study of the effect of drugs upon
the output, seem to imagine that when they get two successive determinations

as close, for instance, as 176 and 179 cc. per kgm. of bodyweight per minute, this

is in itself a proof of good technique. Their technique is good, and in one point

(the securing of a more uniform injection) they have improved on the original

technique. In my opinion, however, they (and also Henriques) have lost some-
thing of value in not being able to know the actual time of arrival at the point

of collection of the substance injected by them until after the experiment, so
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mixture has passed the cannula. When a salt not present in the blood is used

for injection d is zero and the term C4/4 drops out without increasing the numer-

ator. The time t^, however, increases the denominator, and c is diminished by
its inclusion, in the same measure as t (the sum /i + <2 + <» + tt) is increased.

Precisely the same thing happens, if sodium chloride is injected, c, Ci, etc., then

representing the average increase of concentration (or rather, as the method is

applied by us, of conductivity) above that of the normal specimen of blood.

In some cases the outputs calculated in the two ways were compared

in successive observations on the same animal. For example, in experi-

ment XVI (table 3) the observation at 2:56 was made with collection

of a sample with maximum concentration of the salt; 18.6 cc. of salt

solution were injected in 7 seconds and collection made from 8 seconds

to 15 seconds after the beginning of injection, while the sound was

steady at the maximum. The output, calculated from the maximum
concentration (procedure I) was 95 cc. per minute per gram of body-

weight. In the next observation, at 3:11, 10.6 cc. of salt solution

^w ^j «.x.j c«p^x\^v^iuiL>io yaih- yji tiie sail, neuriijues yz)

has discussed this point in his excellent paper.

In experiment XX (table 4) the observations at 10:46 and 11:04

were on samples collected during the whole time of passage of the blood

fifl

mixture, the output being calculated by the formula V = Q— In the

other observations in this experiment the sample was collected only

while the sound was steady at the maximum, the output being calcu-

lated by the forriiula V = Q—z.- The agreement is about as close as
mT

\b often obtained in two measurements by either of the two procedures.

«

In 1013 ncnri<|Ur8 (2) employed the metho<l, using the second procedure

(injection of a definite quantity of a detectable sul)8tance and collecting during

its whole time of puMHnge). Inntend of sodium ciiloride lie injected sodium sul-

phocyanidc. lie ha«l no tneauH of knowing wlicn the subrttance reached tlie col-

lecting rnnnula, and tlMTefon" employed 11 very long period of collocition, begin-

ning, indeed, an Hoon u« the injection utarted. His results were obtained iiiul<>r
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highly abnormal conditions, his object being to check the conclusion previously

come to by Bohr and himself (3), that a substantial fraction of the total com-

bustion in the body takes place in the lungs. For this it was necessary to know
how great the coronary blood flow was, in comparison with the total output of

the heart, in animals under the conditions of the original experiments. All the

branches from the aortic arch (including the innominate and the left subclavian)

were tied. The animals received morphine, curare and also leech extract to pre-

vent clotting. Artificial respiration was of course employed. The blood pres-

sure was low in most of the experiments (onlj^ 5 are given), and the output of

the heart was correspondingly small. But there is no reason to doubt that for

the conditions purposely imposed the output was determined with considerable

accuracy. For comparison, the results of the 5 experiments, with 3 others (7,

8 and 9) from a second paper (4), are brought together in table 1. It will be seen

that in nearly all the experiments there was a progressive decline in the output,

accompanied by a fall of blood pressure. I have calculated the standard devia-

tion ((t) and the probable error of the means, which of course is most satisfactory

for a series of pretty uniformly distributed values like those in experiment 5

and for a larger number of separate determinations. In this experiment there

is a very good agreement between successive determinations. It must be noted,

however, a fact which is not always remembered by writers on the subject, that

the cardiac output is not a constant like a refractive index or a melting point,

but under ordinary conditions a variable quantity, not only in different individ-

uals but in one and the same individual. By limiting voluntary movements,

eliminating changes in respiration, cutting out the extrinsic innervation of the

heart, or at least the cardio-inhibitory fibers, damping down the metabolic and

other variations of the organism by deep anesthesia, a fairly close agreement in

successive determinations of the cardiac output in one and the same animal may
be procured.

The experiments of Barcroft and his collaborators (9) on unanesthetised goats

show generally a very good agreement between separate measurements on the

same animal at an interval of several hours or even days, provided that the ani-

mal remained quiet during the short time necessary for an observation. Anes-

thesia is, of course, no guarantee of uniformity in successive observations, made
even at short intervals, if the depth of the anesthesia varies or the general con-

dition of the animal (blood pressure, etc.) changes. And it is not difficult to

see that under anesthesia the conditions essential for a relative uniformity might

alter more rapidly than without anesthesia. However even under the best con-

ditions, an agreement like that between duplicate determinations in a chemical

analysis would appeal rather to a chemist than to a physiologist in relation to

such a quantity.

I rather insist upon this point because in a recent paper Bock and Buchholtz

(5), who have introduced my method for the study of the effect of drugs upon

the output, seem to imagine that when they get two successive determinations

as close, for instance, as 176 and 179 cc. per kgm. of bodyweight per minute, this

is in itself a proof of good technique. Their technique is good, and in one point

(the securing of a more uniform injection) they have improved on the original

technique. In my opinion, however, they (and also Henriques) have lost some-

thing of value in not being able to know the actual time of arrival at the point

of collection of the substance injected by them until after the experiment, so
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that they have to guess at the proper time to collect their samples. This would

be especially a drawback in studj'ing the output under conditions where consider-

able changes were occurring in the velocity of the blood stream. Bock and Buch-

holtz employed the first of the two procedures discu.ssed above, determination

of the maximum concentration of the injected substance and the rate at which

it is injected. They seem to consider that their experiments were done according

to a somewhat different principle than mine. "Ferner richteten wir unsere

Versuchsanordnung nach einem etwas anderen Princip ein als Stewart und Hen-
riques." The fact is that Bock and Buchholtz used the principle of our first

procedure exactly, while employing a different substance (sodium iodide) for

injection, while Henriques employed our second procedure, but with sodium

sulphocyanide. Both of these substances are stated to be harmless in the quan-

tities employed, but they cannot possibly be superior to a w^eak sodium chloride

solution in this respect. Both sulphocyanic acid and iodine can be estimated

with considerable accuracy, but it is difficult to see how this can be done more
accurately than the estimation of differences in the conductivity of blood, such

measurements being among the most exact physical determinations. Much the

greatest part of the increase of conductivity of the blood when salt solutions in

the quantities used in these experiments are mixed with blood is due to the

increased sodium chloride content of the plasma, a small part to the increased

volume of plasma relatively to corpuscles (6). Both factors act in the same
way whether the mixture is effected in the heart or in a test-tube. The
determination of the amount of salt solution needed to equalize the conductivity

of the normal specimen with that of the specimen collected during passage of the

mixture gives, therefore, precisely the same information as the estimation of

sulphocyanide or iodide when these salts are injected. It need scarcely be

pointed out that the volume of liquid actually ejected by the left ventricle, in

the period for which the output is determined, is the volume of blood which

enters the ventricle plus the volume of the injected liquid. No correction is

necessary for this, as it is the volume of blood mingling in the heart with the

solution which is measured.

But it is less easy to take account of another factor when numerous injections

of solution are made and numerous samples of blood withdrawn in successive

observations over a short period of time, namely, the i)ossible changes in the total

volume of the circulating blood. Excluding exchange of liquid between the blood

and tissues due to alteration of the composition of the. blood by the injections

(which, of course, cannot generally be completely excluded), no variation in the

total bloml volume will be caused throughout an experiment if the volume of

bloo<l withdrawn is kept equal to the volume of solution introduced. This was
approximately the case in our experinu'nts, as shown in table 2. However, with

repeated injections the volume of the plasma will increase relatively to that of

the corpuscles, unlcsH the volume of liquid injected is small and the time between

succeMive injections sufficiently long to permit the reestablishment of equilib-

rium. The vicsosity <»f the blood may therefore be expected to diminish as the

experiment proccedH, and in most <»f our experimeiils this was clearly seen. We
have no definite, uneomplicHled obHervations to show whether a diminished vis-

cosity would of itnelf chuhc u greater minute volume.

Bock and Burhholte have laid HtresH on the necesHity of a uniform rate of injec-

tion (when the first procedure in used), while it need not l)(> unifonii witli the
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second. In a general way this is true, but when a sample is collected during the

whole period of maximum change in the blood mixture or a great part of it, rapid

variations may occur in the rate of injection without detriment so long as the

average rate remains constant. Conversely, if the rate of injection is kept

uniform, rather rapid variations in the quantity of blood coming to the left ven-

tricle will produce no change in the sample collected according to the first pro-

cedure, so long as the average minute volume does not vary.

Henriques states that he was unable to obtain satisfactory results with injec-

tion of sodium sulphocyanide into the right side of the heart. It is probable

that a portion of the sulphocyanide is retained in the lungs, which would cause

the calculated output to be too large. Further, owing to the interposition of

the pulmonary circulation the maximum concentration was too slowly reached,

and the subsequent decline to the minimum was also slow. We have a far larger

mass of data on the measurement of the pulmonary circulation time by the elec-

trical conductivity method (7), with injection of sodium chloride solution. A
good maximum is obtained, from which the output can be calculated, with injec-

tion of such quantities of salt solution as are permissible, although it is advisable

to use larger quantities than those sufficient when injection is made into the

left ventricle. As illustrated in experiment XXII (table 4), the results obtained

by injection into the right heart are concordant with those found in the same
animal with injection into the left heart. But here, of course, the telephone in-

forms the observer of the time of occurrence of maximum and its duration. And
if an insufficient amount of salt solution has been injected to give a sharp result,

he can modify this at will, while the experiment is going on. This could not be

done in Henriques' observations. There is no obvious reason why our first pro-

cedure (collection of the specimen at the maximum concentration) should not

be applicable when the blood mixture has to traverse a capillary area, especially

one with such a short and relatively constant circulation time as the lungs. To
be sure, the period of increasing concentration before the maximum is reached

will be somewhat lengthened, but it is difficult to see from the principle of the

method how this can introduce an error so long as the steady maximum concentra-

tion lasts long enough for a good sample to be collected, which it certainly does

with injection of sodium chloride solution.

Tigerstedt (14) appears to contend that because v. Kries (8) made experiments

which confirmed the theoretical conclusion, that the mean velocity of a stream

of water flowing through a straight capillary tube of certain dimensions is half

the maximum velocitj', owing to the uniform increase in velocity from the periph-

ery to the axis, the circulation time through a capillary area, determined by not-

ing the interval after injection of a salt at which the first portions of the salt arrive

at a large vein draining the area, or in the case of the lungs at the carotid artery,

must also be half of the mean circulation time. I am quite unable to understand

how a given particle of salt solution, passing through a network of capillaries

between corpuscles which are rubbing on the capillary walls, jostling each other

and often temporarily blocking the capillary lumen, can remain always in the

axial stream and always moving with the maximum velocity. It is much more
probable that its velocity will vary considerably in its transit through the

capillaries and will not differ much from the mean velocity of the whole of the

blood. This conclusion finds confirmation in experiments performed on artificial

capillaries (1).
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My experiments on the output of the heart were planned fully as

much to investigate the changes which might occur in its magnitude,

when the circulatory conditions were greatly altered, as to obtain

results which might be employed for calculating a so-called ''normal

average" for the output, a quantity whose variability is one of its chief

characteristics. For this reason a number of the experiments were

carried on to the point where the animal had markedly deteriorated

and the circulation was failing. Experiments XVI and XIX (table 3)

are samples. In the latter part of experiment XVI the pulse rate

TABLE 2

DOa
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The opposite effect of artificially induced hydremic plethora is illus-

trated in experiment VII (table 3). In the course of the experiment

125 cc. of 5 per cent sodium chloride solution were injected through a

catheter passed into the right external jugular vein. In vitro this

would have trebled the molecular concentration of the original quantity

of plasma. The conductivity of the blood drawn off at the end was
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TABLE 4

EXPERIMENT
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to expect that the smaller animals should have a greater output per

kilogram of bodyweight than the larger animals, in accordance with

Rubner's results on the heat production in fasting dogs, which indicate

a proportionahty between the basal metabolism and surface area rather

than between the basal metabolism and bodyweight. For this reason

the experiments are arranged in the order of the bodyweights. Of

course it would be desirable to have a much larger number of animals,

especially at the two extremes, in order to test this point thoroughly.

It is well known that in experiments on different individuals of the

same species made by the same method, the output per kilogram of

bodyweight varies within wide limits. The variable response of differ-

ent dogs to the experimental conditions, especially to the anesthetic,

the differences in the build and breed of the animals and in the amount

of fat entering into the bodyweight, as well as differences of age, size

and other circumstances make it impossible to expect a close agreement

in the average output of the different individuals in such a series as is

given in the table. Even in non-anesthetised animals, as has been

shown by Barcroft, Boycott, Dunn and Peters (9), and in man, as

demonstrated by Krogh and his pupils (10), great variations occur.

Muscular activity naturally exerts a great influence. The fact observed

by Barcroft and his co-workers, that the proportion of the oxygen

abstracted from the blood in the tissues may differ habitually in

different individuals, must obscure any tendency to increase of output

per unit of body weight in the smaller animals, until in a series of

animals of progressively diminishing size the point is reached at which

a physiological Hmit is set to any further abstraction of oxygen from,

or accumulation of carbon dioxide in the blood. Above this point an

animal with a habitually high coefficient of utilization may work

with a lower cardiac minute volume than corresponds to its weight.

But when the metabolism per unit of weight becomes several times

as great in a small animal as in a large, it seems obvious that the

minute volume of the heart must increase. Accordingly, a series of

animals going down to quite small weights is most likely to reveal a

relation between size and output per kilogram.

An important question is the degree of uniformity of successive deter-

minations in the same animal, when no change is known to have occurred

which is likely to affect the output. For the probable error of the aver-

age varies directly as the variability of the separate results and inversely

.

as the square root of the number of observations dealt with. It will

be observed that in regard to this criterion the averages deduced for
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the separate experiments in table 4 must be considered satisfactory,

although, of course, it would have been better to have a larger number

of separate measurements from which to calculate the means. As

Henriques justly remarks: "Eine Bedingung dafiir dass die Mcthode

benutzt werden kann, ist dass die injizierte Fliissigkeit tatsachlich

mit dem Blut vermischt wird; dass dies mit Wahrscheinlichkeit statt-

findet, hat Stewart in der obenerwahnten Abhandlung in hohem Grade

wahrscheinlich gemacht, und die konstanten, mit der Methode gewon-

nenen Resultate, sprechcn auch fiir eine solche Mischung."

It is all the more curious that Bock and Buchholtz (5), who speak

with approval of the constancy of the results of Henriques (table 1),

state that, "bei den schon erwahnten Untersuchungon von Stewart

schwanken die bei demselben Tiere unmittelbar nacheinander ausgc-

fiihrten Bestimmungen so weit voneinander, dass es sehr fraglich ist,

ob man aus derartigen Einzelbestimmungen ein einigermasscn richtiges

Mittcl erhalten kann." Their animals were anesthetiscd with a single

dose of urethane and morphine at the beginning. The anesthesia was

therefore constant during their short experiments. In my animals

the anesthesia (morphine and then ether or ACE) was necessarily,

and indeed purposely, more variable. Bock and Buchholtz cut the

vagi, either at the beginning of the experiment or after one or two

observations, and a good many of their animals were curarised. In

my experiments the vagi were intact and no curare was given. The

number of observations made by them on the same animal was generally

much smaller than in our experiments. For all of these reasons it

would not have been surprising if their individual observations did

agree more closely. There is, however, little, if any real difforenco in

this regard, as will be seen by comparison of table 4 with table 5, in

which I have collected the measurements of Bock and Buchholtz and

have calculated the averages with their probable errors and the standard

deviation (a). It will be noticed that these are precisely of the same

order of magnitude as in my experiments (table 4). It should be

explained that in many of the experiments of Bock and liuchholtz

some diange in the conditions was introduced between successive

mettHurements (giving curare or section of the vagi, or administration

of cafTeine). But according to them none of these things affect the

output, HO that it did not seem worth while to swell the siz(» of the table

coHKidorably by in.serting them. The object of comi)iling it was to

allow "the reader at a glance to compare the results of the method in

the hamJM of P.'"' -ift.! Huchholtz, uixh'r certain experinjcnfal condi-
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EXPERIMENT
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in passing through the lungs in the different individuals of the series

which, as already mentioned, does not appear to exist (9). It is

only feasible to compare the results, not only the averages but the

extreme results, in fairly large groups of animals of very different size.

The averages deduced by Bock and Buchholtz by grouping their

experiments in different ways also agree closely with mine, although

they did not notice any special relation of output per kilogram to size.

This could not be expected, as most of their 13 dogs were large and none

really small. In 6 animals they found an average output of 157 cc.

per kilogram per minute with intact vagi and without curare. Only

one observation was made on each animal, except in one case where

two were made. In the vagotomised dogs the average was 159 cc. per

kilogram per minute. Comparison was not made in all cases in the

same animal before and after section of the vagi. The variations in

the output were from 179 to 114 cc. with intact vagi, and from 234 to

102 cc. after vagotom5\ Thoir method of adding up all the separate

observations and then taking the meain, instead of taking the mean
of the average outputs for each dog, is objectionable, as it artificially

weights any experiment in which more than one measurement happened

to be made. No serious error, however, is introduced in the present

instance, simply because only in one or two cases were even two obser-

vations made, the investigators usually contenting themselves with

one measurement with intact vagi and one after vagotomy. As already

mentioned, in a number of the animals no estimation of the output was
made before the vagi were cut.

In their experiments on the curarised animals the output varied from

228 to 127 cc. per kilogram per minute; the mean, they say, lies "ein

bischen" higher than in the non-curarised animals. As a matter of

fact, if we average the 5 determinations in the way they did with the

others, the average works out at 182 cc. per kilogram per minute.

Even in the curarised animals considerable variations were found in

estimations on the same animal, from 173 to 89 cc. per kilogram per

minute in one experiment, the variation in this case being attributed

by them to a change in the artificial respiration. In another animal,

which was not curarised, but lightly anesthetised with morphine and

urethane, the range was from 114 to 194 cc. per kilogram per minute.

The chief part of the increase occurred after caffeine was administered,

but the authors do not consider that caffeine has any definite effect

upon the output, and attribute the marked variation in this case to the

restlessness of the animal.
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The highest output measured in their whole series was 234 cc. and

the lowest 89 cc. per kilogram per minute. In all my observations on

dogs weighing more thanlOkgm. (table 4), the greatest output was

270 cc. and the smallest 94 cc. per kilogram per minute, excluding one

or two obsen'ations when the circulation was obviously failing. The

greatest average output for these dogs was 232 cc, and the smallest

1 13 cc. per kilogram per minute.

This was also the smallest average output in the whole series. The animal

(XIII) was a very fat spaj'ed bitch weighing nearly 28 kgm. It ought really to

be considered as a smaller animal carrying a great load of fat. This would

artificially diminish the output per kilogram of normal bodyweight. Further,

it is to be supposed that the metabolism was diminished by loss of the ovaries and

the heat loss by the accumulation of fat. The organs (liver, spleen, kidneys,

stomach and intestines) weighed, after bleeding, much less than the correspond-

ing organs of other dogs of about the same weight. The heart also was

probably somewhat small for the bodyweight. The thyroids were not enlarged.

This is important to note in the case of dogs in the basin of the Great Lakes,

as goiter is very common, accompanied by cardiac hypertrophj' (goiter heart).

This is best explained as a work hypertrophy associated with an increased

cardiac output. The bloodflow through the thyroids per unit of mass is so

great, and the circulation time from and back to the heart by this route so

short that the additional work thrown on the heart by the presence of a large

goiter might be as great as if an additional pair of hind limbs had been grafted

on the neck. This is pointed out because in a series of dogs in this region

the average output might perhaps be materially greater than in a corresponding

series in a non-goiter region, even when animals with obviously large thyroids

were rejected. While in pregnancy an increase of vascular territory is as-

sociated with an increase in blood volume (Spiegclberg and Gscheidlen, Rowntree
et al.), it is not known, so far as I am aware, whether this is the case in simple

goiter. The converse question, whether a great reduction in vascular territory

in otherwise normal adults (after extensive amputations) is associated with

reduction of blood volume, or whether the total average mass of the blood still

retains its relation to the original dimensions of the body, has a certain general

biological interest, and could probably be answered by means of the methods

now employed for estimating blood volume in man.

The mean of the average outputs in the 6 dogs in my series weighing

15 kgm. or upwards was 156 cc. per kilogram per minute. Bock and

Buchholtz, although one of their dogs weighed only 9.1 kgm., used

mostly large animals, 9 out of 13 weighing from 17.5 to 32.5 kgm.

The average weight of their 13 animals was 21.1 kgm.; the average

wcif^t of my 14 dogs, 14.2 kgm. The mean of the average outputs

in my scries of the 8 animals weighing 12.3 kgm. or less was 225 cc.

jM-r kilogram per minute. For the whole 11 dogs the ifiean of the aver-

age outputs was 195 cc. per kilogram per minute.
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Treating the figures in another way, we get for 126 kgm. of animals

(the 6 weighing 15 kgm. or more) a combined average output of 20.02

Hters per minute, i.e., 159 ce. per kilogram per minute; for the 8 smaller

dogs, weighing together 74.1 kgm., a combined average output of 15.97

liters per minute, i.e., 215 cc. per kilogram per minute. For the 14

dogs, weighing together 200 kgm., the combined average output was

36 liters per minute, or 180 cc. per kilogram per minute.

Bock and Buchholtz consider that the recent results of Barcroft

and others (9) on unanesthetised goats, weighing from 14 to 38.6 kgm.

(mean output 133 cc. per kilogram per minute for 21 animals; extreme

range of the means 220 to 55 cc.) agree quite well (recht gut)

with their own results on anesthetised, curarised and vagotomised dogs

of about the same weight. The average weight of Barcroft's goats was
23.67 kgm., considerably more than that of the dogs of Bock and

Buchholtz, and much more than the average of my dogs. One goat

weighed 14.1 kgm., 4 from 17.3 to 19. 5* kgm.; all the others were over

20 kgm. The largest single measurement of the minute volume was

220 cc; the smallest, 46 cc. per kilogram.

Grehant and Quinquaud (11) determined in 6 dogs, weighing from

6 to 18 kgm., the carbon dioxide content of blood obtained simultane-

ously from the right heart and the carotid artery, and also the amount
of carbon dioxide given off per minute from the lungs, from which the

quantity of blood passing through the lungs is calculated. The-

oretically the arterial sample should be taken slightly later than the

venous sample (at an interval equal to the circulation time from right

ventricle to carotid). They apparently made only one determination

on each dog. They do not give the bodyweights, but on the assumption

that the smallest flow per minute per animal belongs to the smallest

dog and the largest blood flow to the largest dog, we get 84 cc. per

kilogram per minute, and 145 cc. per kilogram per minute respectively,

for these two animals. But from the way the results are reported in

the very brief note, this can only be a guess. It is therefore difficult

to see on what grounds Bock and Buchholtz state that the results of

Grehant and Quinquaud appear to agree quite well (recht gut)

with their own, whereas the observations of Zuntz were made with such

an inadequate method that they can scarcely now be considered reliable.

Zuntz used more than one method and one of these (12), in which the

quantity of liquid which must be injected into the aorta during stoppage

of the heart by the vagus in order to maintain the blood pressure at the

original level is taken as equal to the output, can certainly not be con-
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sidered adequate. But this criticism does not apply to Zuntz's experi-

ments, carried out on the same principle (Fick's principle) as those of

Gr^hant and Quinquaud, but with estimation of the oxygen instead of

the carbon dioxide. He found an output of about 73 cc. per kilogram

per minute in a resting horse weighing 360 kgm., and about 90 cc. per

kilogram per minute in resting dogs weighing 25 kgm. The obser-

vations of Barcroft and his collaborators were made by a similar method.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The recent results of Bock and Buchholtz (5), obtained by my
method of estimating the output of the heart (but with injection of

sodium iodide) are shown to agree well with the results obtained by

the same method, with injection of sodium chloride. The two pro-

cedures according to which the method may be applied are discussed.

The first procedure, involving the collection of a sample of the blood

mixture after the maximum concentration of the injected salt has been

reached, and while the concentration remains steady at the maximum,
was employed by the writer in the greater number of his observations,

and later by Bock and Buchholtz. The quantity of blood entering

the heart and mingling there with the injected salt solution is deter-

60
mined from the formula V = Q—zz* where V is the volume of lilood

7)1T
coming to the heart in a minute, Q, the volume in cubic centimeters of

salt solution injected in T seconds and m the volume in cubic centimeters

of the salt solution which must be added to 1 cc. of the normal blood

sample taken before injection of the salt solution, in order to make its

conductivity the same as that of the sample collected during passage

of the blood mixture.

The second procedure was used in some of my observations and later

by Henriques (4) (with injection of sodium sulphocyanide, instead of

sodium chloride). It involves the collection of a sanii)le of the blood

mixture for the whole time during which it is passing the point of col-

lection. On the assumption that the cardiac output remains approxi-

mately constant during the short tim(> of an observation, no error is

involved in commencing the collection at the moment when the injec-

tion of the salt into the heart is begun, as was done, by Henriques.

60
The output is calculated from the formula V = Q— , where V is the

nil

minute volume, Q, the volume of salt solution injected in cubic centi-
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meters, m, the volume of the solution which must be added to 1 cc. of

the normal sample to make its conductivity the same as that of the

sample collected during passage of the blood mixture, and t, the time

of collection of the blood.

Any error dependent upon faulty collection with procedure I is most

likely to give too high a value for the minute volume, and the opposite

with procedure II. For in procedure I it is the maximum concen-

tration which is to be determined. We cannot collect so as to obtain

a higher concentration, but may in error start collection too soon or

continue it too long. In either case a lower average concentration than

the maximum would be given by the specimen, and therefore a value

higher than the correct one would be calculated for the minute volume.

With procedure II, if collection is begun before the arrival of the blood

mixture no error results, but if it is begun slightly later than the arrival

of the mixture and stopped before it has completely passed, a higher

average concentration is obtained than if the sample is collected during

the entire time of passage. The calculated minute volume will then

be too low. So far as the avoidance of these errors is concerned, there

may be some advantage in collecting a number of small successive

samples during passage of the blood mixture. These can then be

examined at leisure.

The general agreement in the results of the method in the experi-

ments of Bock and Buchholtz and in those of the writer, although differ-

ent substances were employed for injection, seems to indicate that it

can be considered satisfactory for the study, in acute experiments on

anesthetised animals, of the changes which the minute volume under-

goes under the action of various factors, for instance, under the influ-

ence of drugs. A relatively large number of observations can be made
on the same animal. It is essential to distinguish accidental changes,

due to variations in the anesthesia or to respiratory or other move-

ments, or to general deterioration of the animal with alterations in

the blood pressure, from genuine effects of the factor under investi-

gation. This may sometimes be difficult or impossible, and then the

experiment must be rejected. The principle of the method is essentially

the same as that originally suggested by Fick and used by Zuntz (13),

and recently by Barcroft and his co-workers (9) in their experiments

on unanesthetised goats, but iastead of oxygen being added to the

blood in the normal process of respiration, sodium chloride or some

other substance is artificially added. The method is, of course, in-

ferior to that employed by Barcroft in that it cannot easily be used
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without anesthesia. It is perhaps barely possible that a satisfactory

maximiiin concentration could be estimated by injecting into a vein

through a needle, as now practised without anesthetics, a substance

(vital red, e.g., or a drug used for intravenous medication) and collecting

successive small specimens of blood by puncture of an artery, a pro-

cedure now also used to some extent in man (or in suitable animals by

heart puncture). But even if possible, it would be quite another

question whether such a method could be considered seriously in com-

parison with the gasometric methods. Whether with the refined

technique introduced by Haldane, Barcroft and others for estimating

blood gases and the respiratoiy exchange, gasometric methods would

also be better even for observations on anesthetised animals, could

only be decided by experiment, and perhaps the degree of experience

of the individual investigator might be a matter of some importance.*

Henriques states that he employed the injection method because he

found the methods of Krogh and Lindhard not useful for animals.

Theoretically, there is one point of superiority in the injection method

as compared with Zuntz's method, namely, that the quantity of the

substance added to the blood per unit of time is accurately determined,

even for a period of a few seconds, by a simple volumetric reading.

On the other hand, the addition of liquid to the blood, except in so

far as this may aid in compensating for the blood withdrawn, is a draw-

back from which Zuntz's method is free.
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During the course of a series of studies on gastric ulcer one of us (1)

devised an operation by which the pyloric portion of the stomach

was isolated as a pouch with or without nerve supply intact. On
making an analysis of the secretion of this pouch, our results showed

discrepancies when compared with the reports in the literature and

textbooks concerning the character of this secretion. Therefore an

attempt toward a complete study of the physiology and character of

the secretion of the pyloric portion of the stomach has been made.

Method. The operation for the production of the pouch will not

be described here as it has been described in detail elsewhere (1).

The secretion was collected in a glass beaker enclosed in a copper

cup (shaped like a silk hat) which was held in place about the opening

of the pouch by means of a bandage.

All observations have been made on healthy animals, both immedi-

ately after operation and at periods up to as much as 18 months fol-

lowing operation. The nutrition of the animals is not disturbed in

any way provided liquid and macerated food is fed for 3 to 4 weeks

following the operation. Bones should not be allowed at any time as

they have caused obstruction, not only at the orifice of the gastro-

enterostomy but as far down the intestine as 5 feet, in several anim^,ls

of our series of over fifty successfully operated.

We believe that the secretion as we collect it from the pouch with or

without the nerve supply intact is the normal secretion of the pyloric

mucous membrane just as the secretion that is collected from the Pavlov

pouch is the normal secretion of the fundic portion of the stomach. The
mucous membrane is normal in appearance, being of the same color

as the mucous membrane of the Pavlov pouch. Histological studies

of the mucous membrane that were made and that will be referred

51
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to later in the paper prove that the mucosa of the pouch is histologically

normal. Studies on the absoprtion of the mucosa of the pyloric pouch,

which are to be reported in a later communication, show the rate of

absorption to be within the normal variations of the rate of absorption

of the mucosa of the pyloric antrum isolated in situ by means of liga-

tures so placed as not to interfere with the normal blood supply.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE SECRETION

Character of the secretion. The secretion is mucoid, viscous, tenacious,

transparent, odorless and slightly salty in taste. In appearance and

consistency it is best compared with egg white. On standing from 3

to 4 houre, or on centrifuging, a thinner, yet viscous, portion separates

and rises.

Amount of secretion. In amount our observations compare favorably

with those of Heidenhain (2), who reports a secretion of from 2 to 3 cc.

per hour.

We find that the secretion varies in amount from 1 to 5 cc. per hour.

The average secretion per hour for ten dogs with the nerve supply of

the pouch severed is 2.25 cc, and for five dogs with the nerve supply of

the pouch intact is 3 cc. We attach no significance to thife slightly

larger amount in the case of the pouches with the nerve supply intact.

The secretion is more or less uniform in amount, but varies in different

dogs and in the same dog from day to day.

In two animals which have been kept for 18 months following the

operation the amount of secretion per hour in one of them is the same

as it was a few weeks after the operation, in the other the amount of

secretion per hour is about 75 per cent of the original amount. How-
ever, in the mucosa of the pouch of the second animal four experimental

ulcers have been produced with resulting scar formation which might

account for the diminution in the amount of the secretion.

Influence of meals and ivater drinking on the quantity of the secretion.

Meals and water drinking do not influence the amount of the secretion,

which is true for pouches with or without the nerve supply intact.

Heidenhain (2) reports that the secretion is slightly increased fol-

lowing the meals and reaches its maximum about the 5th hour. We
were unable to confirm this report in a long series of experiments as

any increase that occurred came within the normal variations of the

rate of secretion and there was no constancy in the chang(>s in the rate

of secretion following u meal.
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Diet does not influence the quantity of the secretion. Deprivation

of water diminishes the amount of secretion, but the effect is not notice-

able until after 24 hours.

Influence of '^gastrin" and secretin on the quantity of the secretion.

Proven active preparations of gastrin and secretin when injected sub-

cutaneously do not increase the amount of the secretion or alter it in

any way.

When gastrin is fed to the animals no increase in secretion results.

(One hundred cubic centimeters were fed.) When gastrin is applied

to the mucosa of the pouch the rate of secretion is not altered.

Influence of acid and of "fundic" secretion on the quantity of the secre-

tion. The application of N/10 HCl or of gastric secretion from a Pvalov

pouch to the mucosa of the pouch for a period of 5 minutes augments

the hourly secretion from two to three times. On the application of

either of these substances to the mucosa of the pouch hyperemia or

congestion of the mucosa occurs, which probably accounts for the

increase in the amount of the secretion. If the mucous membrane is

gently massaged for 15 to 20 minutes with a cotton sponge soaked with

N/10 HCl, it begins to bleed, the blood apparently oozing out instead

of coming from some visible excoriated area. If gastric secretion from

a Pavlov pouch is used instead of acid, bleeding does not occur as readily

even though the titratable acidity is as great as that of the N/10 HCl.

This bleeding only occurs on the outer or exposed edge of the pouch

where the mucosa is subjected to more trauma (no visible lesions being

present) and to the removal of the mucus secreted. The acid or gastric

juice does not cause bleeding when applied for a long time to the unex-

posed portion of the pouch even though the same amount of massage is

used.

Reaction of the secretion. The secretion reacts slightly aklaline, giving

a pH varying from 7.00 to 7.50 when measured by the gas chain and

colorimetric methods. It is neutral to litmus in most instances.

Heidenhain (2), Klemensiewicz (3) and Akerman (4) reported the

secretion to be alkaline. Contejean (5) reported the secretion to be

acid and explained the results of the first two investigators as due to

atrophy of the mucosa of the pouch. This explanation is hardly tenable

for we (6) have made histological study of the mucous membrane of the

pouch and find no change even after 10 months. Contejean 's findings

of an acid secretion can be easily explained by a possible inclusion of

some fundic mucous membrane in the pouch he made.
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Is pepsin present in the secretion of the pyloric mucous memhranef

Edkins (7) states that "it may be regarded as established that the pyloric

glands do secrete pepsin, " His statement is based on the physiological

obser\'ations of Heidenhain (2), Klemensiewicz (3), Akeririan (4),

Contejean (5), Bergman (8), Ebstein and Grutzner (9) and Langley

(10) and on the histological observations of Nussbaum (11), Langley

(12), Stohr (13) and Oppel (14). Klug (15), Glaessner (16), Wassmann

(17) and Wittich (18) report that any pepsin that was present in the

pyloric mucous membrane was due to infiltration or absorption. All of

this early work is controversial and is open to criticism in light of modern

methods. Later histological investigation by Bensley (20) and Harvey

(21) shows that neither parietal nor ferment cells are present in the

mucosa of the pyloric portion of the stomach and that the line of demar-

cation between fundic mucosa and pyloric mucosa is rather sharply

defined. Bensley (19) states that "the theory of Heidenhain, that the

cells of the pyloric glands are pepsin-forming elements similar in char-

acter to the chief cells of the body of the fundus gland, has been shown

to be incorrect" and that histological evidence indicates "that the bulk

of the secretion of the pyloric gland is simply mucus. " In our histolog-

ical study of the pyloric mucous membrane we have failed to find either

parietal or chief cells.

In a preliminary report by one of us (22) it was stated that a small

amount of pepsin was present in the secretion. In the first five dogs

operated we obtained peptic digestion of from 0.5 to 1 mm., using Schiff's

modification of Mett's method. We also noticed a slight increase in

peptic activity of the secretion in the 3rd and 4th hours after a meal

and by the subcutaneous injection of gastrin. Since making the.

preliminary report the seci-ction of twelve other dogs has been exaniineil

for pepsin with negative results. We believe that the presence of poi)sin

in the secretion of the first five dogs operated was due to the inclusion

of some fundic mucosa in the pouch duo to insufficient care in the sepa-

rating the pyloric portion from the fundic [wrtion of the stomach. We
believe that the presence of pepsin in the secretion of the two or three

dogs reported by Heidenhain (2) can be explained in the same way.

Akerman'H technique for making the pyloric pouch can hardly bo criti-

ciaed. He only had one <log to live, however, and his method for determ-

ining the preHonce of ix'jwin is open to criticism in the light of modern
nietho<lH and knowledge.

We aluo fail to find pepsin in the secretion from a pouch whose nerve

supply is intact, which aiiHwers a fWHsible criticism that lh(» absence of
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pepsin is due to the severing of the nerve supply, which objection has

been raised by Matthews (23) against Heidenhain's obsei-\'ations.

The secretion has been examined immediately after the operation and

at intervals up to as long as 18 months after the operation, pepsin being

found at no time.

7s pepsinogen present in the pyloric mucous membrane? The mucous
membrane of the pouch was treated with N/10 HCl and also with inac-

tivated gastric juice for 5 minutes to ascertain if the contact of the HCl
or inactivated gastric juice might not activate a possible pro-enzyme in

the cells of the pyloric mucosa. As a result of this procedure the secre-

tion was increased in amount from two to three times and rendered less

viscous, but no peptic activity was present.

Also, as pointed out before, when the pyloric secretion itself is treated

with N/10 HCl for activation of a possible pepsinogen, no digestion

resulted in Mett's tubes.

TABLE i'

Showing effect of pyloric secretion on peptic activity

First day
Second day
Third day

Fourth day
Fifth day

Average for 5 day 1.62

SERIES A
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Even though the secretion does not contain pepsin in any form, it is

possible that it might contain a proteolytic enzyme similar to erepsin

or trypsin acting in an alkaline medium.

By using Sorensen's method for erepsin and tr\'psin with large quan-

tities of pyloric secretion (10 cc.) we were unable to find any evidence of

the presence of either erepsin or trypsin in the secretion. The tests were

carried out under absolute aseptic procedure, using toluol-treated secre-

tion. If the secretion was not treated with toluol, digestion always oc-

curred, as would be expected as the secretion is teeming with bacteria.

Is diastase present in the sea-etionf Klemensiewicz (3) reported that

the secretion contained diastase. Heidenhain (2) failed to find it.

In our examination for diastase the secretion was treated with toluol

and sterilized apparatus was used to prevent bacterial action. To
4 cc. of sterile starch paste solution 1 cc. of toluol-treated secretion was

added. The reaction of the mixture was slightly alkaline (pH 7.5)

in one series, neutral in another and distinctly acid to litmus (N/40)

in another. The mixture was then kept at 38°C. for | hour and incu-

bated for 3 hours at 38°C. At the end of this tune a trace of dextrin

was found when compared with the control.

We doubted that this trace of diastase was a product of the cells of

the mucous membrane; but rather thought that it was only a filtrate

from the blood. To determine this we injected intravenously Taka-

diastase and found the diastase content of the secretion to vary directly

with the amount of diastase injected. Hence we are of the opinion that

the trace of diastase in the pyloric secretion is from the blood and is not

formed by the cells of the pyloric mucous membrane.

/« invertase present in the secretion? Klemensiewicz (3) reported that

invertase was present in the secretion. His secretion was mixed with

pus, 80 his results arc to be questioned.

All of our observations, made under antibacterial and sterile proce-

dure, failed to demonstrate the presence of an invertase. One series of

tests was made with the reaction of the mixture of saccharose solution

and secretion slightly alkaline (pH 7.3) and another series with the reac-

tion distinctly acid to litmus (N/40 HCl).

Is maltane present in the secretion? All of our tests for the presence of

maltaMc in the secretion were negative. The same precaution of asepsis

was'taken and the importance of the reaction of th(> mixiuro was coa-

ndered as was done in the case of diastase and invertase.

/• lipoBe preunt in the secretion? We were unable to detect 4iny lipase

in the Becr<'tion wherj antibacterial procedure was followed. The litmus

milk and litmuM olive oil tests were used.
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Is rennin present in the secretion? Heidenhain (2), Klemensiewicz

(3), Akerman (4) and Contefean (5) reported that rennin is present in

the secretion of the pyloric mucous membrane.

In all of our observations we were unable to demonstrate the presence

of rennin when 1 cc .of the secretion was incubated at 37° C. with 5 cc.

of milk for periods of from \ to 3 hours. The secretion in another

series of tests was activated by incubating the secretion with N/10 HCl
for periods varying from 15 minutes to 1 hour and then neutralizing it

with sodium bicarbonate solution. This activated secretion failed to

cause coagulation. As much as 5 and 10 cc. of the secretion were used

with the same negative results.

The influence of pyloric secretion on the coagulation of milk by rennin

was studied. It was found that the secretion retarded slightly the coag-

ulation of milk by rennin, but not any more, however, than the same

amount of distilled water. The clot formed in the presence of pyloric

secretion is less compact than the clot formed in the absence of the

secretion. This was also found to be true in the coagulation of milk by
gastric juice from a Pavlov pouch, i.e., if pyloric juice was added to the

gastric juice, the resulting clot was less compact than with gastric juice

alone.

It is to be recalled that Heidenhain, Akerman and the above men-
tioned investigators found pepsin in the secretion of their pouches, hence

rennin would also be expected. We explain the presence of rennin and

pepsin in the secretion of the pouches of the above investigators as due

to the inclusion of some fundic mucous membrane in the pouches they

made. Contejean found acid along with the pepsin and rennin. Heid-

enhain, Ackerman and Klemensiewicz found pepsin and rennin but no

acid. Our explanation as to why they did not get acid associated with

the pepsin and rennin is that physiologically their animals may have

been in such a condition of health that no acid was formed. We met
this possible objection by making five two-gastric-pouch-dogs, consisting

of a pouch of the pyloric antrum and a Pavlov pouch, and collecting the

secretion of the two pouches simultaneously. The Pavlov pouch gave

the characteristic highly acid-pepsin-rennin secretion while the pyloric

pouch gave the characteristic secretion described in this paper.

Anaphylaxis and precipitin formation? Two rabbits were injected

intravenously on alternate days with 5 cc. of the secretion for a period of

2 weeks, following which the animals' serum was examined for a pre-

cipitin of pyloric juice, with negative results. An attempt was alsc^

made to sensitize two guinea pigs and a rabbit against the juice, with
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negative results. The technique used by ElHot (25) was followed for

both precipitins and anaphylaxis. •

The speculative purpose of these experiments was to determine if the

juice contained a protein that would cause antibody formation. Wells

(24) states that any enzjinatic secretion injected results in the forma-

tion of antibodies. ElUot (25) reports that mucin is an anaphylactogen.

He prepared the gastric mucin he used by extracting the mucosa of the

pig's stomach, while we worked solely with the secretion of the mucosa.

Carlson (26) was not able, however, to sensitize an animal against human
gastric juice.

Autodigestionf If the secretion is allowed to stand in an incubator for

several hours, it becomes less viscous and reacts more acid. Such a

change suggests a possible autodigestion as reported by Glaessner (16).

But when toluol-treated secretion is incubated for 4 hours the above

changes do not occur and there is no change in the color of the biuret

reaction, or in the amount of alcohol precipitable mucin or proteins.

So the liquefaction and change in reaction of the secretion on standing

are most probably due to bacterial action, as microscopically many
bacteria are present in the secretion.

Is secretagogue present in the pyloric secretion? Ten cubic centimeters

of the fresh pyloric secretion have been injected a number of times both

intravenously and deep intramuscularly into a Pavlov pouch dog with-

out stimulating or having any effect on the secretion of the Pavlov

pouch. Also 100 cc. of the clear pyloric secretion were incubated with

100 CO. of N/10 HCl and extracted as in the preparation of gastrin.

Ten cubic centimeters of this extract when injected intramuscularly

failed to cause any effect on the gastric secretion of a Pavlov pouch dog.

Further, 100 cc. of the clear pyloric secretion was incubated with 100

cc. of gastric juice collected from a Pavlov pouch and extracted as in

the preparation of gastrin. This extract also failed to cause any effect

when injected. One hundred cubic centimeters of pyloric secretion

were given to a Pavlov pouch dog by mouth without any stimulation of

gastric secretion resulting.

This evidence is interpreted as showing that the secretion does not

contain a secretagogue. Koch, Luckhardt and Kecton (27) showed this

to be true for fundic secretion from a Pavlov pouch which makes the

conclusion possible that none of the external secretions of the gastric

mucous membrane contain sccrctagogucs.
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CHEMISTRY OF THE PYLORIC SECRETION

The results of chemical analyses up to date are shown in table 2. All

analyses have been made upon clear secretion free from cellular detritus.

The results reported (table 2) are the maximum and minimum found for

the secretion of six different dogs. The analyses are expressed in grams

per 100 cc. of secretion.

The specific gravity of the secretion as observed by us compares with

that reported for the secretion by Klemensiewicz (3) (1.009 to 1.010).

The osmotic pressure is slightly greater than that of the blood and "fun-

die" gastric juice of the dog as reported by Carlson (25), In this con-

nection attention should be called to the chloride content of the secre-

TABLE 2

Shovnng the results of the chemical analyses of pyloric secretion grams, per 100 cc. of

secretion*

Total solids

Total ash

Total nitrogen ;

Alcohol precipitable substances

Total chlorides

Total NH3-nitrogen

Total amino-acid nitrogen

Specific gravity

Degrees of depression of freezing point.

MAXIMUM
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the reports of Heidenhain, Klemensiewiez and Akerman. The secre-

tion does not contain enzymes, which is contrary to the reports of Heid-

enhain, Klemensiewiez, Akerman and others. The findings of enzyme

by the earl}' investigators is explained by faulty operative technique,

the presence of pus in their secretion, bacterial enzjonatic action and

inadequate methods for determining enzymatic acti\'ity. The secretion

does not contain an antipeptic ferment and does not form antibodies

when injected parenterally. A gastric secretagogue is not present in

the secretion. The results of chemical analyses are reported.

Hence our studies on the physiology- of the pyloric secretion up to the

present time substantiate the conclusion reached by Bensley (19)

from a histological study of the cells of the mucosa of the pyloric antrurti

that "the secretion of the pyloric gland is simply mucus"; and we

further add that it contains no substance that is of specific digestive

importance.
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Chemical studies of the proteins of the Chinese and Georgia velvet

beans have already been reported from this laboratory (1), (2), (3).

The results obtained indicated that the amino-acid content of the pro-

teins from these seeds was biologically adequate. When the cooked or

autoclaved bean meal, however, furnished the only source of protein in

an otherwise complete diet and was fed to albino rats, there was little

or no growth. The addition of cystine or casein did not improve the

diet in this respect. A ration prepared from the protein obtained by

dialysis^ was also inadequate for normal growth. The animals on these

diets all showed signs of malnutrition. Their fur was ragged and their

diets apparently caused regurgitation and diarrhea. That it is a ques-

tion of digestibility or toxicity is indicated by our nutrition experiments

with the protein obtained by heat coagulation^ from either the Chinese

1 The dialyzed protein was prepared by dialyzing in running tap water the

clear 10 per cent sodium chloride extract of the bean meal. The protein which

precipitated w^as washed with distilled water until free from chlorides. The

protein was dried by treating successively with absolute alcohol and absolute

ether. The ether was removed by heating the protein in a vacuum oven for a

few hours at 110°C.

2 The coagulated protein obtained by heating a clear 10 per cent sodium

chloride extract of the meal at 105°C. until no more protein coagulated, was

collected on a folded filter. The coagulum was suspended in distilled water and

washed by decantation until free from chlorides. It was dehydrated by treat-

ment with absolute alcohol and finally with absolute ether. The^latter was re-

moved by drying for a few hours at 110°C.

Both the dialyzed and the coagulated proteins are mixtures of two globulins

differing chiefly in their sulphur and nitrogen content as well as their solubility

in ammonium sulphate solutions.

61
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or Georgia velvet bean. The protein prepared in this manner and sup-

plemented with the other necessary dietary ingredients produced normal

growth when fed to albino rats.

^liller (4) has isolated free dihydroxyphenylalanine from the seeds

of the Georgia velvet bean. This amino acid has been reported to cause

vomiting, and its presence probabty accounts for the nutritional dis-

turbances found in our experiments with the cooked or autoclaved

bean meal. This would not account, however, for the failure of the

rats to grow on the dialyzed velvet bean proteins.

It has previously been shown, in the case of the navy bean, that its

proteins require cooking (5) in order that they may become available

for the normal growth of albino rats, and that the improvement thus

secured is probably due to an increase in digestibility (6). Preliminaiy

experiments, made by H. C. Waterman" of this Laboratory in a study of

the digestibility in vitro of the velvet bean proteins, make this expla-

nation the most probable one. The protein prepared by dialysis from

the Chinese velvet bean was digested but little more than one-half as

much as was that made by coagulation from the same bean. The
figure obtained from the coagulum agrees well with those given by cooked

phaseolin (6) and by casein. The good growth secured with the coagu-

lated protein could then be explained as due to an increased digesti-

bility, resulting from the boiling, in faintly acid solution, which was

necessary to effect coagulation. It should be borne in mind, however,

that a protein toxicity or an adsorbed toxic substance might also account

for the failure of the dialysis product; and that the one might have been

destroyed or the other removed in the preparation of the coagulum.

Scott (7), (8) has reported that ground velvet bean feed, containing

both the seeds and pods, could replace an equivalent amount of peanut

meal in a ration fed to cattle with no apparent ill effects; when fed to

pigs results were obtained in some cases which indicated that it may
cause abortion. Sure and Read (9), in a preliminary announcement of

their experiments, suggest that the Georgia velvet bean is toxic in high

concentration, impairing both growth and reproduction. They also

state that the proteins from this seed were biologically deficient.

Experiments with cooked and autoclaved Georgia velirt bean meal. A
diet prepared from cooked' Georgia velvet bean meal supplemented

' A thin pasle wan inude by a<l<liiiK distilhMl water to tho tincly-Kround beans.

Tb« wan then cooked for 2 hourH in a double boiler. The cooked meal was dried

at a tcnipcraturo of 00''C. and again ground to a fine powdor, which was incor-

porated in the cx|>crimental diets.
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by the addition of cystine,* Osborne and Mendel's salt mixture, butter

fat and lard, was fed to albino rats. After a short time on this diet the

animals became sickly in appearance, their fur was ragged and but ver>^

little growth occurred. The regurgitated velvet bean meal produced

dark stains under their bodies. This may have been due to the oxida-

tion of free dihydroxyphenylalanine in the regurgitated velvet bean

meal; Miller (4) found that the aqueous extract of the bean meal dark-

ened on exposure to the air, and it was shown that this darkening was

S£0/f6tA VeLV£T B£AN.

COMPOSITION OF OIST

6A. VELVET BEAN MEAL 70X6
CYSTINE 0.^
SALT M//TURE ^.00

BUTTER FAT tO.OO

LAUD /S/>0

/OO 00

17% PHOTSW it/ O/MT.
- coofceo

•m'^^ AUTOCLAUfO
"^-^ AfO/fMAL OROt^H

7^

^

i^ W
A
o to *^ *o »e /»* fxo

due to the oxidation of dihydroxyphenylalanine. There was a slight

improvement in appearance of the animals when fed a diet similar

except that the bean meal was autoclaved' at 15 pounds for one hour.

The composition of these diets and growth curves are shown in chart 1.

* The cystine used in these experiments was prepared by Mr. S. Phillips of the

Protein Investigation Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry.

" The autoclaved bean meal was dried at 60°C. after removing from the pres-

sure cooker, and reground to a fine meal.
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Experiments with cooked and autodaved Georgia velvet bean meal sup-

plemented with casein. In order to eliminate the possibility of deficient

proteins, casein was incorporated in the diet of cooked velvet bean meal,

to which the other necessary- dietary ingredients were added. No appar-
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ance of the animals in this group was also noticeably better. The re-

sults of these experiments indicate that some toxic substance was respon-

sible, for the regurgitation and, in part at least, for the lack of growth.

Heating apparently improved the diet with respect to the former dis-

turbing factor. The results of these experiments are shown on chart 2.
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animals placed on such a diet, however, lost rapidly in weight although

their food intake was normal. Previous experience with the navy (5),

adsuki (10) and lima (11) beans had shown us that the proteins of these

seeds were deficient in cystine. Addition of cystine, however, did not

improve the results obtained from the dialyzed velvet bean protein diet;

the animals lost rapidlj^ in weight and died.

Entirely different results were obtained, on the other hand, when the

protein prepared by coagulation with heat was fed. Normal growth

occurred when the source of proteins* was either from the Chinese or

Georgia velvet beans. The addition of cystine was not required.

The growth curves and composition of the diets are recorded on charts

3 nnd 4.
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growth. The bean meal, on the other hand, cooked or autoclaved and

supplemented with either cystine or casein, resulted in nutritional fail-

ure, manifesting itself in lack of growth, regurgitation, diarrhea and

ultimately death.

2. The relative probability of protein toxicity, associated toxic sub-

stance (dihydroxyphenylalanine ?), or partial indigestibility of the pro-

tein, as causes of the failure of the dialyzed preparation, are discussed.

An associated toxic substance seems the most probable source of the

nutritional disturbances observed in the case of the steam-cooked meal.
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Physiologists have been divided in opinion for years as to the criteria

to be observed in arriving at an estimate of the function of particular

levels or regions of the central nervous system. The methods of experi-

mentation most commonly employed involve anatomical destruction

of some part, or anatomical solution of continuity of conduction path-

ways in the central sj^stem. Two stages may be observed in the .course

of the recovery of an animal from an experimental lesion of any portion

of the nervous system; there is first the acute state, during which the

effects of the lesion are most severe or most noticeable. Following this,

there is a period in which the effects grow generally less severe or less

noticeable until a state is reached at which no further change occurs.

The effects observed in the first state, but which disappear in the course

of the second or recovery period, are commonly attributed to shock.

The progress during the second period is often attributed to the general

failure of the shock effect. The ultimate state of recovery, in which

there is the deficiency of function, is taken as the truest index of the

function of the injured portion of the nervous system. But there is

no general agreement even here, for some insist that if shock could be

completely eliminated, the recovery would be still more complete, while

othcrH feel inclined to set a limit to the effects of shock, and consider

that the minimal deficiencies of function indicate the complete subsi-

» The author Kratefully acknowledges her indebtedness to Prof. W. T. Porter

for the gonorouR hoHpitnlity of his laboratory in which these experiments were

done, and to Prof. F. H. Pike for his Kuidunrc and help throuKliout 1h(> work.

The P*per was submitted as a thesis for the doKren of Doctor of Thilusupliy in

the Faculty of Pure Science of Columbia University.
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dence of all shock effects, and are therefore to be taken as the true criteria

of the function of the injured portions of the nervous system.

There is in the literature no consistent statement of the functional

organization of the nervous system. According to the importance one

attributes to such vague and generally unmeasured influences as shock,

depression, loss of tonus and other like terms for unknown processes,

one may take either of two positions and ally oneself with either of two
general hypotheses of functional organization. Briefly stated, these

two positions are:

1. The segmental hypothesis of Goltz and his followers, in which

shock plays an all important role. In its general form, the hypothesis

states that the same level or division of the nervous system has essen-

tially the same function in all types of animals. The reason that a dog

does not recover as completely as a frog after decerebration is that* shock

is more severe and more persistent in the dog. No limit is assigned to

the effects of shock. One important consequence of this hypothetical

omnipotence of shock is that there is, according to this hypothesis, no
localization of motor function in the cerebrum.

2. The theory or hypothesis of cerebral localization. The most exten-

sive statement of this theory at the present time is due to von Monakow.
He clearly recognizes that one must assign some limits to the effects of

shock, and takes the position that all the effects of a lesion in the central

nervous system of a mammal—for example, a dog—are not due to

shock. He considers that the shock effect ultimately recedes com-
pletely, and that the final deficiencies of function observed after a con-

siderable period has elapsed are to be taken as an index of the function

of the lost or injured portions of the nervous system. An important

conclusion is that there has been a shifting of function in the phyloge-

netic development of vertebrates, and that we have phylogenetically

new, as well as phylogenetically old, sensory and motor pathways for

somatic functions.

A modification of this second position consists in limiting still further

the effects of shock, and of introducing the idea, due to a suggestion of

Hughlings Jackson, that there may be a quantitative change in the

amount of nervous energy passing over the remaining pathways, or

through the remaining levels, of the nervous sj'stem after an injury to

one or more of them. It is obvious that a quantitative change, tending

to an increase in the functional capacity of the remaining levels or path-

ways, might tend to decrease the final deficiency of function, and so lead

to too low an estimate of the actual work of the injured portion. A fuller
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discussion of these views is given by Pike (1). It may be remarked in

passing that the question of shock is bound up with the question of the

validity of our methods of investigation of the nervous system, and the

soundness of our views on its function.

The difficulty in arriving at an estimate of the actual importance of

shock, or of the effect of a quantitative change in the function of the

remaining pathways after an experimental lesion, has arisen from the

fact that it has been difficult, or generally impossible, to get at any

independent quantitative determination of either factor in the equa-

tion. Until this is done, the solution of a single equation of two or more

unknown quantities must remain indetenninate.

It is desirable to find some physiological system whose functional

continuity may not be completely interrupted by a total transvei-se

lesion of the spinal cord, and then to determine, after an interval of

recovery, the effect of temporary or p)ermanent elimination of the parts

l5dng above or below the level of transection. If, then in investigating

the functional organization of the nervous system by noting the results

of lesions, it were possible to study the relationships in some system in

which the outflow from the central system is widely distributed, one

should be able, by isolating different segments of the outflow, to derive

some information as to the functional significance of these different levels

of the central mechanism relative to the system under consideration.

The vascular system fulfils these conditions admirably. It is gener-

ally agreed that a vasomotor center lies in the medulla. Efferent vaso-

motor fibers leave the spinal cord with the first or second thoracic roots

through to the thirteenth thoracic root, the heaviest outflow, according

to Langley, occurring in the region of the sixth thoracic root. No vaso-

motor fibers leave the cord in the cervical region and few or none in the

lumbar and sacral regions.

In view of the fortunate anatomical arrangement of the effeix^nt por-

tion of the vasomotor system, it schemed feasibU* to effect an actual

separation of the higher centers from the spinal (-(^lls by couiplete tran-

section of the spinal cord.

In the normal life of the individual th<' \)\ood pressun^ is maintained

at a practically constant level through the curdiac iumvcs and the vaso-

motor mechanism. It is common knowledge that the immediate result

of complete transection of the spinal cord (in the uptx'r thoracic region)

is a severe fall of blood presHure and a cessation of skeletal reflexes involv-

ing muscles whoH<> afTiTcnt and efferent nerves enter or leave the spinal

cord below the level of transection. Th<> blood pressure docs not return
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to its normal level and only a part of the somatic reflexes return during

the course of an acute experiment. In general the higher the level of

transection of the thoracic cord, the greater the fall of the blood pres-

sure. The severity of the effect is independent of the method of block-

ing conduction in the cord (2). If, however, the animal be kept alive

for a period of days, there is a more extensive recovery of the skeletal

reflexes and the blood pressure is said to approach the level maintained

before the injury. The general statements in the literature are, how-

ever, too vague to permit of drawing any sound conclusions. More
exact control data have recently been gathered which serve as a basis

of comparison for the results given in this paper.

To what, we may ask, is this recovery due? If we cling to the segmen-

tal theory, we might advance the hypothesis, as Goltz did, that the

recovery of blood pressure is due to the subsidence of the effects of shock

which had depressed the spinal cells of origin of efferent vasomotor fibers

lying below the level of transection. If, however, we believe .that, in

the development of the higher animal forms there has been a greater

tendency toward cerebral localization, we might look to the center in the

medulla oblongata and the outflow still in functional connection with

this bulbar center for an explanation of the return of blood pressure to or

maintenance at the higher level.

After allowing a period for recovery, one should be able to determine:

a, whether or not there is a return of blood pressure; b, if so, to what

extent recovery has taken place; and c, whether the mechanism on which

the recovery of blood pressure depends, involves the medulla oblongata

and the efferent vasomotor fibers above the level of transection, or the

spinal cells below the level of transection from which efferent vasomotor

fibers take their origin.

These three points comprise the objective of a series of experiments

described in this paper. It was believed that by measuring the blood

pressure at varying intervals after transection of the cord, the presence

or absence of recovery and its extent shoyld be shown; by functional

elimination of the medulla oblongata through occlusion of the head arter-

ies, specific information should be gained regarding the role of the me-
dulla in maintaining this pressure, since it is difficult to see how any
operation on the medulla can affect the isolated segment of the spinal

cord. Measurements of the blood pressure obtained after cerebral

anemia, the spinal cord being anatomically intact, served as a control

for the general level of spinal pressure. If the spinal cells were respon-

sible for the recovery of the blood pressure then the functional elirai-
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nation of the medulla ought not to affect the level of blood pressure

seriously. If, on the other hand, the recovery of blood pressure had

occurred through the center in the medulla and the spinal cells were nor-

mally dependent on the higher center for their functional activity,

elimination of the medulla should result in a considerable fall of blood

pressure.

Before presenting the results obtained by the experimental procedures

outlined above, a brief consideration of the literature which beare most

directly on these points is advisable.

Goltz (3) transected the spinal cord of dogs between the thoracic

and lumbar segments. Other reflexes than those involving the vasomotor

mechanism were the object of the investigation and the observations

on the effect of the lesion on vasomotor responses appear to be incidental.

No actual measurement of blood pressure is recorded. Goltz noticed that

after transection the hind feet became warmer, due to vasodilatation, and

that gradually the difference in temperature of the fore and hind feet

disappeared, and later the hind feet were even colder than the forefeet.

Comparing these results with those previously obtained on frogs, he

concluded that the lumbar cord was the vasomotor center for the hind

limbs. Goltz assumed that the temporary abolition of reflexes after

section of the cord was due to the suppression or inhibition of the normal

function of the cells of the lower level of the cord by shock. What re-

covery of function occurred was due to the passing of the effects of

shock, and failure to recover completely was attributed to the persist-

ence of shock.

Twenty odd years later Goltz (4) made a series of experiments on dogs

in which he removed a large part of the spinal cord, in successive opera-

tions. The upper level of transection, he states, was in some cases as

high as the fifth or sixth cervical vertebra; it was less dangerous, how-

ever, and a more complete recovery occurred if the first transection was
made in the region of the third thoracic segment. These animals lived

for months apparently in gopd healtli, from which Goltz drew the con-

clusion that it was erroneous to assume that the spinal cord of warm-
blwMled animalH was necessary for the carrying on of the jirocesses of

nutrition, for the regulation of 1 he size of the blood vessels and the main-

tenance of body heat.

One might n?a«onably ask, tiien, what has become of the vasomotor

center which had piwiously resitied in the lumbar cord? Sherrington

(6) BtatcH that complete transection of the spinal cord of the dog through

the eighth cervical segment is followed by a severe fall in the general
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arterial blood pressure. After some weeks the blood pressure, with the

animals in the horizontal position, will often be found practically normal.

The arterial pressure in one dog, taken 300 days after transection, was

90 mm. Hg. The blood pressure found is maintained by the spinal cord,

and not by peripheral mechanisms, as is shown by the fact that a pro-

found fall occurs on destruction of the cord in the thoracic region. One

should, therefore, exercise some care in comparing the results of Goltz'

experiments on destruction of the spinal cord where the transection

is made at the level of the second or third thoracic segment, and a sunilar

destruction where the transection is made at the level of the eighth

cervical segment. The experiments reported here are related more

closely to Goltz's findings than to the findings of Sherrington.

Langley (6) further investigated the existence of spinal vasomotor

centers with the use of stiychnine. The cats were decerebrated and the

spinal cord transected in the mid cervical region. By this procedure

all question of the possible influence of higher centers on blood pressure

was eliminated since the level of transection was above the outflow of

vasomotor fibers. Any change in blood pressure then would necessarily

be attributed to the activity of the cells of origin situated in the spinal

cord. On the injection of a small amount of strychnine a prompt and

extensive rise of blood pressure was obtained. The conclusion was

drawn that the strychnine had stimulated spinal vasomotor centers.

Langley confirms Pike's (7) observation that the intravenous injection

of curare is followed by a further fall in the blood pressure of the spinal

animal. He considers this fall to result from a decrease of muscle tone.

The justification for considering these spinal cells of origin of efferent

vasomotor fibers as vasomotor centers is not clear. It is not to l)e

denied that these cells may be stimulated in different ways to give vas-

cular responses, but the real question is, what is the source of these uii-

pulses in the natural life of the animal? Do thej^ come from higher

centers or do the spinal cells possess an actual autonomy? Electrical

stimulation of the cord, as well as strychnine, causes marked vasocon-

striction, but neither fact offers sufficient ground for assigning indepen-

dent vasomotor centers to the spinal cord.

If, as Langley states, fibers coming in through the dorsal roots make
connection with the vasomotor cells in the spinal cord, the visceral sen-

sory and motor system has an arrangement similar to that obtaining in

the somatic sensory and motor neurones of the spinal cord. Such a

similarity might be expected on general grounds, but the question of

morphological relationship still remains to be answered. Some investi-
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gators believe that the somatic sensory fibers send collaterals directly

to the ventral horn cells. Such a connection in the case of the sympa-

thetic system must be effected between the afferent fibers and the pre-

ganglionic cells in the cord. If the post-ganglionic cells of the sympa-

thetic system correspond to the ventral horn cells of the somatic motor

system, the regions of arborization between the afferent fibers and the

motor cells may not lie at the same place in the two arcs—somatic and

A^sceral.

On the other hand, there is striking evidence in favor of the localiza-

tion of the vasomotor center in the medulla. Ranson (8) sectioned only

the apices of the dorsal gray columns at the level of the first thoracic

roots. In this way certain afferent vasomotor fibers alone were inter-

rupted, efferent channels for vasomotor or skeletal reflexes being unaf-

fected. Thus all possibility of what Von Monakow calls the diaschisis

effect was ruled out, since diaschisis is held to produce its effect over

efferent pathways alone. Vasomotor reflexes were tested by stimula-

tion of the brachial and sciatic nerves. As a result of such a lesion the

usual rise of blood pressure obtained on stimulation of the sciatic nerve

was abolished or markedly decreased whereas the rise obtained from

stimulation of the brachial nerve persisted in undiminished intensity.

The interpretation placed on these results was that the pressor pathway

from the lower level had been interrupted before reaching the higher

centers, whereas the central connections of the pressor fibers entering

the cord with the brachial nerve above the lesion were intact. Thus
Ranson accounts for the diffei-ence in response of the two nerves which,

in an uninjured animal, produce equal effects on stimulation.

THE EXPERIMENTAL METHODS, MATERIAL AND RESULTS

The material iiaed and the preliminary operation. Half-grown cats,

preferably females, were selected for operation when available. As a

matter of fact, adult cats of both sexes were used at times. Ether was

the anesthetic employed. The fur was clipped over the field of oiwra-

tion with ficissors. Tlu' field was then scrublx^d thoroughly with a solu-

tion of mercury bichloride 1:1000. Towels which had been boiled and

wrung out of bichloride covered the surrounding parts. Instruments

were Mteriliwd by boiling.

A longitudinal incision was made in the median dorsal line in the cervi-

cal or thoracic region, depending on the level at which \ho transection

wa« to l)e made. The iimscleH were cut from their atlachnients to the

spinous proocHm^H, held back by meanH of a retractor and the vertebrae
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scraped free of muscle. Usually the spinous processes and arches of

two vertebrae were removed with bone forceps. Care was taken not to

extend the removal of the arch of the vertebra more than 2 or 3 mm.
from the median line lest the hemorrhage be too severe. The wound
was thoroughly washed out with hot sterile water and dried with sterile

cotton. The following method of cutting the spinal cord was found to be

most successful. - A small pair of fine curved forceps was cautiously

placed under the cord, which was then gently lifted partially out of the

canal and a quick transverse section made with scissors. This procedure

involved a slight hemorrhage from the anterior spinal vessels, but the

bleeding soon subsided. The wound was then flushed clean with hot

sterile water and closed with sutures.- Sterile catgut or cotton thread

was used. The wound was covered with sterile gauze and cotton and
then bandaged. In no case did suppuration or meningitis occur.

Twenty-eight rabbits and one cat were used in the earlier experiments,

but in no case was a completely successful measurement of blood pres-

sure obtained. (A measurement without any operation afifecting the

medulla oblongata was made on one rabbit.) Nineteen cats were used

in the final experiments, and measurements of blood pressure, partially

or wholly successful, were made on twelve of them. Three other pre-

liminary observations made by Mrs. Winkin, to be published by her,

gave results in entire accord with mine.

The post-operative care and condition of the animals. Upon this hung
the success or failure of the experiment. Snuffles, anthrax and pneu-

monia brought several to an untimely end, but these maladies could

be attributed to pre-operative infection and not to any untoward result

of the transection.

The immediate result of the transection was a severe drop in body
temperature, which the animal was unable to bring back to normal by
its own heat-regulating mechanism. It was placed on a bed of hay in

a warm pan. An electric pad supported by the sides of the pan covered

the cat and supplied the necessary heat. In one case the current was
inadvertently turned off from the pad on the first night after the opera-

tion. In the morning the cat was very cold and weak. Heat was at

once supplied, with favorable results, but after the failure of the heat

on the second night the animal died. After 24 to 48 hours, depending
on the condition of the cat, it was removed to the recovery cage. After

the first 48 hours the heat-regulating mechanism appeared to regain its

function in large part.
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The heat-regulating mechanism of the rabbits, however, showed httle

tendency to recover its former efficiency. A severe fall of body tempera-

ture, ranging from 4 to 10°F., followed immediately upon transection of

the cord. Furthermore, it was necessaiy in many cases to resort to the

almost constant use of the electric pad in order to keep the temperature

of the animals even approximately normal. The fluctuations of temper-

ature were less marked after hemisection than after complete transec-

tion. This is shown by a comparison of the temperature variations in

rabbit 10 during the period November 15 to November 25 andNovember
26 to December 1 and by a further comparison of the variations in rab-

bit 14. The results are tabulated below:

NITMBER OF EXPERIMENT
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18, in which the transection was at the level of the seventh cervical seg-

ment, was unable to support itself on its forelegs.

In cat 14, which lived for 32 days after the transection of the spinal

cord, the impact of the hind legs against the side of the cage as the'animal

dragged itself about by its fore limbs was often sufficient to produce

strong extension of both hind limbs, upon which there was superposed

a tremor with a frequency of about four or five in the second. This

rarely lasted for more than a second.

Only two of the cats were afflicted with sores. Goltz remarked that

these sores, occurring on the part of the body below the level of transec-

tion, were difficult to avoid and extremely difficult to heal if they

appeared. In one case the sore appeared after 10 or 12 days, and in the

other after 28 days. Both were on the thigh. It is probable that the

sores came as a result of rubbing against the wire netting of the cage.

This netting was covered with a thick bed of hay, but both of these cats

were extraordinarily active and the netting was uncovered in places as

they crawled about the floor. Furthermore, as the recovery of the

mechanism for emptying the bladder progressed, it became impossible

to keep the animals dr}', and this acted as a further and continuous

source of irritation.

Three cats, 3, 16 and 20, in which the level of transection was high,

evinced sudden and grave signs of collapse, which proved fatal in one

case. First signs of difficulty were observed, in the case of cats 3 and

16, when they were placed on their backs for the purpose of expressing

the urine. Their heads were held down with extreme gentleness. In

spite of this they became greatly agitated and began pawing violently

with the fore legs and struggled to free themselves. Close upon the

heels of this unusual exertion followed slow and labored breathing and

even convulsive movements, as the respiration became more infrequent

and gasping. The thoracic wall was compressed rhythmically in an

effort to restore normal respiration. The efforts were attended bj'

success in the case of cat 16 but cat 3 continued to manifest such serious

dyspnoea that it was necessary to resort to artificial respiration. At
this time the pupils were widely dilated and the corneal reflex absent.

Under the more effective measure recovery was brought about, but rather

than risk another collpase preparations were made to record the blood

pressure at once. The protocol of the experiment follows.

Cats. Blood Pressure Tracing. February 20, 1920. A little ether—Trache-

otomy—Heart slow and respiration bad.

8:05 i).ra. Left vagus cut: Mean blood pressure 50 lum.
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8:08 p.m. Right vagus cut. Corneal reflex present: No change. Momentary
fall.

8:14 p.m. Ligation of cerebral arteries: Rise of 7 or 8 mm., reaching 55 mm.
8:18 p.m. Release of cerebral arteries: Pressure had fallen to 40 mm.
8:25 p.m. Abdominal aorta compressed: Rise from 40 to 130 mm. (N.B. good

condition of heart.)

8:40 p.m. Stimulation of central end left vagus: no effect.

8:43 p.m. Stimulation of left sciatic: Fall of 5 mm., then slight rise to 50 mm.
After stimulation stopped pressure fell to 44 mm.

8:45 p.m. Stimulation of central end left vagus: No effect.

8:47 p.m. Ligation of cerebral arteries (this ligation was apparently incomplete

as respiration was not interrupted) : Rise from 44 to 58 mm. return-

ing to 44 mm. as final result of occlusion.

8:55 p.m. Readjustment of ligatures making ligation more complete: Rise from

40 to 48 mm.
9:00 p.m. Stimulation of sciatic: Rise from 44 to 50 mm.
9:05 p.m. Pressure gradually decreased to level of 34 mm.
9:09 p.m. Asphyxia: Small rise 5 mm. then decline to (base line).

The above protocol shows well the condition of the cat. Just why
it should have been in such a precarious state that the mere placing of

it on its back was followed by the train of distressing symptoms cited

above, is difficult to say. Apparently, compensatory mechanisms for

maintaining blood pressure in emergencies were not operative, so that

relatively slight exertion produced profound changes in internal condi-

tions. Considerable though not complete anemia of the medulla proba-

bly occurred very soon after the cat began to struggle. It can be seen

from the very slight rise in blood pressure on ligation of the cerebral

arteries at 8:14 that function of the medulla had already ceased. Fur-

thermore, it is clear that function was not restored by the higher level

of pressure obtained on compression of the abdominal aorta at 8:25

since the subsequent ligation of the cerebral arteries at 8:47 was fol-

lowed by no significant rise.

The case of cat 20 was somewhat different. Transection of the cord

had been completed, the operation being attended by little hemorrhage.

As the wound was Iwing closed the respiration appeareti to bocoino some-

what irregular. The corneal reflex was present, as no etlu'r had been

g;ivcn for some minutes. A few minutes later, however, the pupils were

found to Ih? widely dilated and the corneal reflex gone. At this time it

was noticed that the cat was lying on tlie oixMating l)ourd in su(^h a way
that the abdomen sagged in consequence of lack of support. Respira-

tion had failed. The cat was placed on its back and the thoracif; walls

compressed rhythmically. The impulse of th<; hciivi against the chest
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wall showed the beat to be slow and weak. Warm saline was quickly-

injected into the stomach. There was no improvement in the condition.

Tracheotomy was done, the thorax opened and artificial respiration was

begun. The heart was flabby and beating weakly. The femoral vein

was exposed and about 25 cc. of warm saline injected. The condition

of the heart improved, the tone of the ventricles increasing and their

action becoming more vigorous. The improvement was only temporary.

A few drops of adrenalin were then tried. Again the heart was bolstered

up for a few minutes only. Despite all remedial measures, there was no

indication of real recovery.

The condition of the cardiovascular mechanism after an interval of recov-

ery. After an interval vaiying from 2 to 32 days, the extent of recovery

of systemic blood pressure was determined. The usual method of pro-

cedure was ether anesthesia; tracheotomy; preparation for occlusion

of the head arteries and preparation for the stimulation of the brachial

and the sciatic nerves and the spinal cord below the level of transection.

Anemia of the brain was produced at will, by tightening ligatures placed

around the left subclavian artery below the origin of the vertebral and

around the right subclavian and carotid at their branching from the

innominate (9). The cannula for blood pressure was placed in the left

carotid artery in all but one instance and, in that case, the left carotid

was also ligated. Artificial respiration was employed whenever it was
necessary. It was always maintained during the period of occlusion

of the head arteries. Twelve observations were made, including one

cat with cord intact. Blood pressure was measured with a mercury

manometer. Throughout the paper, the rise of blood pressure following

occlusion of the head arteries is called the anemic rise, to distinguish it

from the asphyxial rise tested out at the close of the experiment.

Amount of recovery of systemic presswe. The amount of recovery of

blood pressure seemed to be influenced largely by the level of transection

and, to some extent, by the length of time elapsing after the operation.

Thus the average levels of blood pressure were 38 mm., 90 mm., 102 mm.
and 114 mm. in cats transected at the level of the seventh cervical, first

thoracic, third thoracic and fifth thoracic respectively. The periods of

recovery in these cases were 6 days, 3 days, 10 and 32 respectively.

In the one rabbit in which the blood pressure was measured, the mean
level was found to be 60 mm. Hg. No reflex vasomotor response was
obtained on stimulation of the brachial or sciatic nerves. Slight varia-

tions in the level of blood pressure were produced by the stimulation of

various nerves in the cervical region. No occlusion of the head arteries
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or other means of anah'zing the mechanism of the maintenance of this

pressure was tried. The level of the transection of the spinal cord was

in the region of the third thoracic segment.

The anemic rise of blood pressure and the pressure maintained by the

isolated portion of the spinal cord. When a fairly constant level of blood

pressure had been reached after the animal was anesthetized, anemia of

the brain was produced by occlusion of the cerebral arteries. The
immediate result of this procedure was a sharp rise—the anemic- rise

—

which was usually interrupted by a temporary fall due to the inhibitory

action of the vagus. The anemic effect again predominated, as shown

by the continued rise in pressure. The pressure at the peak varied from

54 to 154 mm. A gradual fall then ensued and the constant level

reached subsequent to this fall was taken as the blood pressure main-

tained by the spinal cord. The blood pressure curve is shown in figure 1.

The average spinal pressure obtained in these cats clearly indicated

two things.

First: That the pressure obtained could scarcely be attributed to

filiock, since a comparison with cats with the spinal cord anatomically

intact but with the medulla eliminated by anemia, or with cats in which

transection of the cord had been done a few minutes before the measure-

ment of blood pressure, shows that the pressures are nearly the same

under all the various sets of conditions, or that the pressure is even

lower in cats which have survived the transection several days. Judging

by the usual criteria, one would expect the partial or complete subsidence

of shock effects with the passing of time. Thus the average spinal pres-

sure in the cats cited above was 26, 52, 48 and 35 nun. respectively and

the period of recovery as stated before, was 6, 3, 10 and 32 days. The
spinal pressure oljtained in the cat with cord anatomically intact was

56 mm. This measurement is in line with lesults obtained by Stewart

(10) and Pike (7), who found the average spinal pressure in a series of

60 or more normal cats to lie Ix^twecn 50 and (U) mm. Hg.

Second: That the isolated portion of the cord did not acquire any sig-

nificantly greater influence in the recovery of the blood pressure and its

maintenance with the passing of time up to the limit of life in this series

of cxpc'riments. Thus a cat whos<> spinal cord was transected at the

level of the first thoracic root showed a spinal pressure of 52 mm. after

3 dayH; another cat with the spinal cord transected at the level of the

third thoracic segment had a spinal pr<*ssure of 40 nun. after 18 days;

in u third cat in which the transection was made at the fifth thoracic

root, a Rpinul premuro of 35 mm. was obtained after 32 days.
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The effects of stimulation of the peripheral part of the spinal cord and the

splanchnic nerves. It may be suggested that the low level of pressure

maintained by the isolated portion of the cord, lower even than that

found in normal cats upon occlusion of the cerebral arteries, was due to

"inhibition" of the spinal cells of origin of efferent vasomotor fibers

i^^^^M-^-O'^Vl^W"'*"**""'

,v*fb »i*^« '^V

Fig. 1. Blood prossuro curve of cat 13. .showing blood pressure luainttuned

before and after occlusion of the head arteries and the anemic rise. Head arter-

ies occluded at 12:48 and released at 12:49. Transected at level of 1st thoracic

3 days before blood pressure was measured. The pressure rose after release of

the head arteries until it reached the pre-occlusion level.

from the shock of transection. In order to test the validity of such an

argument, the spinal cord was stimulated electrically just below the

level of transection. An immediate and pronounced rise of blood pres-

sure followed. That this electrical stimulus was greater than any nat-

ural stimulus, and for that reason might l3e able to pass the mysterious

block imposed by shock, is a position not wholly tenable in view of the
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fact that the mere placing of the electrodes on the cord was sufficient to

produce a marked rise.

The muscular response which followed the stimulation of the cord was

usually pronounced. There was extension of the hind limbs, spreading

of the claws and, in one case, the tail was elevated and wagged violently.

A rise of blood pressure was also obtained in the two cases in which

branches of the right splanchnic nerve were stimulated.

Adequacy of the heart. It may be suggested that the consistently low

blood pressure which was maintained in each case by the isolated por-

tion of the spinal cord alone was due rather to an inadequate heart

action than to the failure of the central vasomotor mechanism in this

portion of the cord. That the low spinal pressure could not be laid to

a weak heart action was shown by the great rise of pressure (12 mm. to

78 mm.) obtained on clamping the abdominal aorta. By constricting

the aorta the peripheral resistance was considerably increased. If the

heart were weak, even a great increase in peripheral resistance would

not be effective in producing a marked rise of pressure. On the other

hand, a strong heart alone cannot raise, or even maintain, the blood

pressure at a normal level against the depressing effect of the widely

dilated splanchnic vessels.

Effect of section of the nervi accelerantes or removal of the stellate ganglia.

An estimation of the role of the nervi accelerantes in bringing about

the rise of blood pressure resulting from anemia of the medulla oblongata

could be reached only by a comparison of the anemic rise obtained when
the extrinsic cardiac nervous mechanism was intact, with the anemic

rise obtained after the section of the nervi accelerantes or the removal of

the .stellate ganglia. The difficulty of getting a 'recovery of the function

of the medulla oblongata after the first occlusion in cats which had un-

dergone complete transection of the cord, seriously hampered the acqui-

sition of additional experimental data which it was hoped to gainfora

further analysis of the mechanism of the anemic rise of blood pressure

after transection of tiie spinal coril. First, the effect of occlusion of the

head artcricK with the extrinsic cardiac nei'ves intact was determined.

In «omc ca.soH however the effect of the vagus was so marked (hning the

peri<Hl of cerebral anemia that double vagotomy was advisable. In

a few oxpc?riinenlH it was possible to try a second anemic rise by ligation

of the head art<'ries aft<'r section of the nervi accelerantes or excision

of the Htellate ganglia. It may Ik' remarked in passing that in cats with

spinal cord intact, wveral occlusions and recoveries arc possible in the

same animal.
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It seemed likely that after transection of the spinal cord, the extrinsic

cardiac nervous mechanism might be partly responsible for the anemic

rise which follows occlusion of the head arteries. In three cats which

showed an anemic rise of 74, 58 and 38 mm. with the stellates intact, a

later occlusion of the head arteries resulted in only slight elevations of

pressure—10, 6 and 6 mm. respectively. Where the spinal cord was in-

tact, removal of the stellates had little effect on the rise of blood pres-

sure. Occlusion of the head arteries was followed by a rise of 70 mm.
in this case when the stellates were uninjured and by a rise of 140 mm.
after their removal. The pre-occlusion level was lower after removal of

TABLE 1

Showing the length of life of the animals and the blood pressure after spinal

transection

NUMBER OP
EXPERIMENT
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The general condition of the cardiovascular system as indicated by

the measurement of blood pressure is shown in table 1.

Effect of stimulation of afferent nerves. It would be expected that

stimulation of nerves such as the brachial and sciatic, would' produce

results in the cat with transected spinal cord different from those ob-

tained in the normal cat. The level of transection might determine the

extent of the response which the brachial would give on stimulation, i.e.,

if the level of transection were low enough to permit of a considerable

efferent vasomotor outflow over the upper roots of the thoracic portion

of the cord, the effect would be greater than if the transection were suffi-

cient!}' high to interfere with this outflow.

In the case of the sciatic, one would expect a failure of its usual ef-

fect,—provided its afferent fibers actuallj^ do make a functional connec-

tion in the spinal cord with the cells of origin of the efferent vasomotor

fibers—only when the level of transection passes so low in the cord as to

fall below the segments from which these efferent fibers arise. But if

the afferent fibers of the sciatic make their usual functional connection

with the efferent fibers through the medulla oblongata, the transection of

the cord should greatly decrease its usual effect on blood pressure. The
stimulation of afferent nerves while the function of the medulla was

intact and after its paralysis by anemia might be expected to yield some

results of interest in relation to the role of the medulla oblongata and the

spinal cord in the maintenance of blood pressure after spinal transection.

Stimulation of the brachial plexus and the sciatic nerve gave the fol-

lowing results before and after occlusion of the head arteries

:

Kt-MBCR or
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Effect of stimulation of the vagus. The effects of stimulation of the

central end of the vagus deserve separate treatment because of the known

anatomical nuclei of origin of its fibers, and its undoubted functional

connections with the medulla oblongata. The result of stimulation of

the vagus depended largely upon the state of the other vagus. When
one vagus was intact, stimulation of the central end of the cut vagus

when the medulla was functionally active brought about a considerable

reflex fall, varying from 14 to 42 mm. In one case no reflex effect what-

ever was obtained, although stimulation of the intact vagus produced a

great slowing of the heart and a marked fall of blood pressure. When
both vagi were cut, stimulation of the central end of one usually had

no effect on the blood pressure if the level of transection was high. In

one case, however, a fall of 32 mm. was obtained under these conditions.

All reflex responses of the vagus failed after paralj^sis of the medulla by

occlusion of the head arteries.

In one cat a separate depressor nerve was found. Stimulation of the

central end produced a marked fall of blood pressure.

Effect of asphyxia. It was found that on cessation of artifical respira-

tion at the close of the experiment, and after complete functional elimi-

nation of the medulla, an asphyxial rise of blood pressure occurred in

some animals. This rise was not always great, sometimes only 4 or

5 nmi., though at other times it was as much as 14 or 18 mm. Usually

this rise was followed by a gradual fall to base line as the heart became

slower and weaker and finally stopped altogether. In two cases the

initial rise and subsequent fall were followed by a second rise, one of

14 mm., another of 46 mm. The asphyxial rise was not greater in cats

which had lived a considerable time after spinal transection than in cats

which had lived only 2 or 3 days.

Pilomotor activity, frequently seen in asphyxiation, was observed in

only one of the present series of animals (cat 19). Two minutes after

the artificial respiration was stopped, the hind limbs and tail began to

twitch. In a few moments more the haii-s on the back and tail began to

stand up.

Another effect of asphyxia is seen in the spontaneous evacuation of the

bladder. This was noticed in two cats, 6 and 15, micturition occurring

9 minutes after the cessation of artificial respiration in one and 3 minutes

after the beginning of asphyxia in the other. It is of interest, and possi-

bly of some importance, that the second cat was pregnant and that the

bladder had already acquired considerable automaticity during the inter-

val of recovery. Spontaneous micturition has been observed by Pike,
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during the asphyxial period, in cats with uninjured spinal cord, but with

medulla paralyzed by anemia several houi-s previously. He also cites

an instance of spontaneous emptying of the bladder, with active con-

traction of its muscular fibers, as much as 1 hour after the death of the

cat. The abdominal wall had been opened soon after death, and the

actual change in the size of the bladder was observed.

The duration of the heart beat after artificial respiration had been dis-

continued was found to be somewhat longer after the transection of the

spinal cord than in cats with the cord intact. Thus in two normal cats

the heart action continued 8 and 9 minutes after the beginning of the

asphyxial period, whereas, in ten cats in which the spinal cord had been

transected, the heart continued to beat from 8 to more than 23 minutes,

the average being 12 to 15 minutes. There was no relation apparently

between the level of transection and the duration of the heart beat in

asphj'xia.

Soyne incidental observations inade during the course of the experiments.

Certain incidental observations of interest in connection with the gen-

eral functional condition of the spinal cord were made in addition to the

results which were more directly connected with the main problem.

The recovery of the heat-regulating mechanism, of the reflexes of the

skeletal muscles, and the mechanism for micturition have already been

discussed under the section on post-operative care.

Onset of rigor mortis. Upon arrival at the laboratory one morning at

8:30 o'clock, one cat was found dead from accidental strangulation.

The body was already cold. However, it seemed worth while to try

resuscitation, and within 3 minutes tracheotomy had been done and arti-

ficial respiration begun. The thorax was opened, the abdominal aorta

clamped, and massage of the heart started. This was continued for

about 40 minutes, but the only evidences of returning life were a few

feeble flickers of the ventricles, so feeble indeed that at 9:15 first aid

measures were abandoned and reluctantly the animal was pronounced

Ijeyond hope. At this time rigor mortis of the fore limbs was observed,

though there was no post-mortem rigidity of the hind limbs. The con-

dition of the fore limbs had not lx»en noticed at the time tracheotomy

was done. P'ive hours later rigor mortis was observed to have set in in

tlie hind limbs. No other ob.servat ions were made in the interval.

Ineffectual labor. One cat was in advanced pregnancy at the time of

the ofX'ration. A good recovery was made. On tlu' 101 h day following

the tranHCCtion signs of labor were evident. There was considerable

activity on the part of th<' f<K'tUHt?8. The old cat In^camc^ (luiot and
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"dopey." The progress of labor was watched for 5 or 6 hours, but

delivery did not occur. On the morning of the 11th day one fetus in

breach presentation was found only partially delivered. Examination

showed it to be dead. The other embryos were still alive and their

movements in utero could be observed through the maternal body wall.

Since it was only a matter of hours before septic processes would start

in the mother cat, the blood pressure was measured at once.

The effect of intravenous injection of fluids. In a few cases where the

blood pressure was very low, an effort was made to raise it bj' injecting

warm saline into the femoral vein before ligating the head arteries. The
saline was injected with a hypodermic syringe, each injection of 5 cc.

being followed by a rise of 4 or 5 mm. The heart action was also greatly

improved. This rise was not maintained, however. On one occasion

a few drops of adrenalin were given with the saline. The customary

sharp rise ensued but this too was transitory. The immediate response

which the injection of even small quantities of saline produces in cats

with transected cord is in direct contrast to the reaction of those where
spinal cords are intact. In the latter the level of blood pressure is not

appreciably affected until large quantities of fluid have l)een injected.

The reaction to the intravenous injection of fluids in some animals whose
spinal cord was transected but whose medulla oblongata was intact,

was essentially that of a purely spinal animal. The medulla was exert-

ing little or no influence on the blood pressure.

Prominence of the nictitating membrane. In cats in which the level

of transection was high—seventh cervical or first thoracic segment

—

the nictitating membrane was more than usually prominent, l^eing

drawn well toward the pupil. This is probably due to injury to the

fibers of the sympathetic system which emerge from the spinal cord in

the upper thoracic segment, pass through the stellate ganglion, and up to

the eye.

THE GENERAL THEORETICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND THE RELATIONSHIPS OF
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Mechanism of recovery or maintenance of systemic blood -pressure after

spinal transection: The amount of recovery of blood pressure. If the blood

pressure is measured some time after transection of the cord, it is not

possible to ascertain from such measurement alone the factors which are

operating to maintain the level of pressure found. Since this is so,

it becomes necessary to resort to some other experimental procedure

which will result in a further analysis of these factors. Any conclusion
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regarding the mechanism for the recovery or the maintenance of blood

pressure must be based on the experimental results obtained. There-

fore it is necessary to consider the bearing of the results on this problem.

The exact amount of recoveiy of blood pressure is difficult to deter-

mine. The literature contains no systematic information as to the

average blood pressure after transection of the cord at different levels.

However, two lines of evidence present themselves as criteria on which

to base the assumption that the blood pressure is higher after an interval

of recover}^ than immediately after the transverse lesion is made. These

are the unpublished experiments of C. S. Winkin (11) done in the Colum-

bia laboratory' and the condition of the animals in my series observed

daily from the time of operation until the measurement of blood pressure

was made.

Mrs. Winkin found a significantly lower pressure in cats in which the

lesion was made in the region of the second and third thoracic segments

than was observed in the present series of experiments where the blood

pressure was measured some days after the transection. Furthermore,

in my series, immediately after the operation, the animals gave every

indication of weakness. They showed no inclination to move about

but lay quietly in the pan. The body temperature was subnormal.

They manifested no interest in food. Within a day or so the picture

changed. They had become sufficiently active so that confinement in

a cage was necessary. The body temperature rose and food was con-

sumed with apparent relish. It is also significant that the cats with high

transection showed very little recovery in the post-operative period

—

in fact, several died—and the level of blood pressure in those that lived

was low. In every case of unusually low blood pressure before anemia

of the brain, there were concomitant manifestations of indisposition.

Evidence for central mechanism. The precise extent of recovery is

more or less immaterial—even the question as to whether or not any

recovery has occurred is, from the point of view of these experiments, of

secondary importance. That a certain level of blood pressure is being

maintained after tranwurtion of the cord and that this pressure is ulti-

mately sufficient for the performance of the usual metabolic proc(>sses

is indubitable. The matter of prime importanc<^ is the central mechan-

ism which iH reK|M>nHibl(> for the nuiintenunce of this i)r(\ssur<», what(n'er

it may Ix*. Do<'« it lie in the medulla oblongjita or is it to be found in t he

oelJH of origin in the spinal cord?

Theevi<Ience for tin- locution of the central mechanism in the medulla

lies in the rcsullH obtained iiy ligation of the hvml arteries, by stimula-
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lation of certain afferent nerves before and during cerebral anemia, and

in the effect of excision of the stellate ganglia or section of the extrinsic

cardiac nerves before and after occlusion of the head arteries.

It is obvious that the occurrence of a significant rise of blood pressure

on ligation of the head arteries is undoubted evidence that the medulla

oblongata is able to affect either the rate of the heart or the caliber of

the blood vessels, or both. Control experiments have shown that the

mere mechanical effect of shutting off the circulation to the head, in the

absence of any functional activity of the medulla, is to bring about only

a trifling rise of blood pressure. Other control experiments have shown

that the change in the caliber of the blood vessels is the most important

agent in bringing about this rise. For it occurs in undiminished inten-

sity when the extrinsic cardiac nerves are divided and the vasomotor

nerves intact. (See cat 7 a.) Also the rise is small when the cardiac

nerves or the nervi accelerantes, at least, are intact, but the thoracic

ganglionic chain divided at the level of the diaphragm. (Unpublished

results of Mrs. C. S. Winkin.) The occurrence of the usual anemic rise

of blood pressure in cats some days after complete transection of the

spinal cord is strong evidence, therefore, that the central vasomotor

mechanism in the medulla oblongata can exert some influence upon the

caliter of the splanchnic blood vessels. This is in direct contradiction

to Goltz's statement, for which he gave no experimental proof, that the

portion of the nervous system lying above the level of transection had

nothing to do with the recovery or maintenance of blood pressure in the

region below the level of the spinal transection.

Effect of stimulation of afferent nerves. Stimulation of several strands

of the brachial plexus before functional elimination of the medulla

resulted in a rise of pressure, which disappeared with the cessation of

bulbar function. It may be said that the failure of the usual vasomotor

response of the brachial nerves was due to a "diaschisis" effect on the

cells of origin located in the cervical cord following parah'sis of the bulb.

But even if such a diaschisis effect is possible—though far from prob-

able—the mere occurrence of a reflex vasomotor response on stimula-

tion of the brachial w^ould indicate that some mechanism lying above

the level of transection was exerting some influence on systemic blood

pressure.

A fall in blood pressure on stimulation of the central end of one vagus,

the other being intact, may be brought about in two ways:-r-a, by the

cardio-inhibitory action of the intact vagus, or h, as a result of stimulation

of depressor fibers which accompany the vagus in the cat. The inhibi-
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tory action of the intact vagus was probably the cause of the fall in the

majority of cases herein cited. But the fall in pressure which was ob-

tained by stimulation of the central end of one vagus after both had been

sectioned may be explained b}- the action of the depressor. The effect

of the depressor, however, involves an action upon the blood vessels of

the splanchnic region. The evidence obtained from stimulation of the

central end of the vagus points in the same direction as that obtained

from stimulation of the brachial. But in the case of the vagus, its

known anatomical relations indicate that the reflex pathway passes

through the medulla oblongata, and the complete failure of the response

after paralysis of the medulla reveals the necessity of a central connec-

tion through the medulla, and the prime importance of the bulbar mech-

anism in the control of cardio-vascular reactions.

Effect of excision of the stellate ganglia or section of the nervi acceler-

antes. It is apparent from the evidence presented that the vasomotor

mechanism is a more powerful agent in bringing about changes of sys-

temic blood pressure, under most conditions at least, than the extrinsic

cardiac nervous mechanism. But the role of the extrinsic cardiac

nerves and particularly the accelerators in compensating for changes

in the caliber of the blood vessels comes out prominently under

other experimental conditions. The failure to obtain a large rise of

blood pressure on occlusion of the head arteries of the cats with tran-

sected spinal cords after section of the accelerators or excision of the stel-

late ganglia calls attention to the role of the accelerators. In the case of

excision of the stellates, the failure of the usual rise on occlusion of the

head arteries might be due to the interruption of the nervi accelerantes

or to the interruption of vasomotor fibers passing through the stellate

ganglia. It seems probable that the nervi accelerantes arc an important

part of this compensatory mechanism since merely cutting all cardiac

branches from the stellates results in a failure to obtain a rise.

The resemblances or differences in deportment of animals with intact

extrinsic cardiac nerves, but with transected spinal cord and impaired

vasomotor system, as compared with animals with intact spinal cord

and vasomotors but with division of the extrinsic cardiac nerves,

can Ix* extended still farther. Animals in which the (^xtrinsic cardiac

nerves have IxK'n divided exhibit no discomfort when at r(\st, but are

unable to undergo any considcMable exertion (12). One somi^times sees

in the textl>o<)kH (13) the Ktatemcnt that the splanchnic vessels contract

while the i)eripherat v<'hwIh to the somatic musculature dilate on nuiscu-

lar exertion. '1 Ik- facts brought out in this paper show that the splanch-
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nic blood vessels may, by the narrowing of their lumen, bring about a

great rise of blood pressure. If any significant amount of contraction

of the walls of the splanchnic vessels actually occurred, one would

expect a sufficiently high blood pressure to permit an animal deprived

of its cardiac regulatoiy nerves to maintain a considerable degree of

activity. The question apparently needs further study.

The effect of asphyxiation: The mechanism of the asphyxial rise. The
asphyxial rise of blood pressure occurring at the close of the experiment

is of considerable interest. To what can this asphyxial rise be attribu-

ted? Obviously, it must be due to an increased heart action or to vaso-

constriction, in response to the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the

blood. Examination of the records reveals no increase in heart action

either in rate or force. Indeed, the beat becomes progressively weaker.

The vasomotor mechanism, then, must be responsible for the effect.

The vasoconstrictor center had been paralyzed for some time; therefore

it is hardly conceivable that it could be further affected by the excess of

CO2 in the general circulation. This leaves the possibility of stimulation

of cells of origin of efferent vasomotor fibers in the spinal cord or of

direct stimulation of the vascular musculature. Apocodeine adminis-

tered intravenously (14) abolishes the asphyxial rise. According to

Dixon, apocodeine paralyzes central cells in the spinal cord. In view

of these facts it appears that the asphyxial rise of blood pressure on ces-

sation of artificial respiration is due to the stimulation of the spinal cells

of origin of vasomotor fibers by carbon dioxide. Here again we find

cells in the isolated portion of the spinal cord responding to a stimulus

and this a "natural" stimulus. Could they react in this way if they

were really inhibited by shock? On the contraiy this response furnishes

additional evidence of the influence of the bulbar centers since the cells

of the spinal cord are still fully able to function. The results so far

obtained indicate that the activity of these spinal cells is dependent on

nerve impulses from higher centers. Nor apparently do they discharge

efferent impulses over vasomotor fibers in response to afferent impulses

from outside the central nervous system. Usual spinal reflex ares are

open and functional, e.g., stimulation of the sciatic produced a marked

muscular contraction of the hind leg, sometimes of both hind legs. If,

then, afferent pathways from the viscera to the spinal vasomotor cells

existed, it would not he unreasonable to suppose that vasomotor changes

could be brought about and blood pressure maintained through reflex

action involving only the lower centers.
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The duration of the heart heat. The duration of the heart beat in

asph}-xia in all probability bears a direct relationship to the rapidity of

accumulation of carbon dioxide in the blood, and this, in turn, is related

to the degree of acti\'it3' of the skeletal muscles. It is known that the

duration of the heart beat in asphyxia after paralysis of the skeletal mus-

cles by curare is much greater than when no curare has been given,

extending at times over a period of an hour. The significantly longer

duration of the heart beat in asphyxia in the cats of this series as com-

pared with normal cats indicates a decreased activity of the skeletal

muscles. The relation of length of the period of recovery after the first

operation to the duration of the heart beat in asphyxia is not clear from

this series of experiments.

Rigor mortis. The observations on the duration of the heart beat in as-

phyxia are in line with the delayed onset of rigor mortis in the hind limbs

after spinal transection. Both series of facts indicate a decreased activ-

ity of the skeletal muscles under these conditions.

Incidental observations: Ineffectual labor. Goltz (15) cites two instances

in which labor ran its normal course after transection of the spinal

cord. In the first case conception, pregnancy and parturition occurred

after the cord had been cut at the level of the first lumbar vertebra.

Nearly 8 months later the dog gave birth to one live puppy. Two dead

fetuses were removed and the bitch died 2 days later of peritonitis. In

the second case the cord was transected at the level of the third thoracic

vertebra and 3 days later 94 mm. of the lumbar cord were removed.

Four hours after this second operation, the first of five live puppies was

delivered. The duration of labor was about 30 hours. The bitch lived

nearly 2 months after the birth of the pups. The cause of the failure of

a normal delivery in the case of the cat, 10 days after spinal transection

at the level of the third thoracic vertebra*, is not clear.

Certain aspects of the relation of the nervous mechanism to the regu-

lation of physico-chemical conditions in the animal organism upon which

these results have a bearing may be indicated here. Because of lack of

time the obs<Tvation8 were not made (hning the course of the experi-

ments, but the problems may \xi attacked more specifically at some fu-

ture time. It is commonly stated that the secretion of urine ceases when
the systeinic blood pressure falls Inflow 30 or 40 nnn. llg. This raises

the question whether the death of some of the animals with transection

of the spinal cord at the level of the seventh cervical segment may not

have been duo to uremia, due to lack of secretion of urine. In a few

instances, the bladder was found practically empty at autopsy, but
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usually there was sufficient urine to allow of its expi^ssion during the life

of the animal. No analyses of blood were made in this connection, and

therefore no definite answer to the question can be given now. The
known relation of low systemic blood pressure to a low concentration of

carbon dioxide in the blood raises the further question as to the concen-

tration of carbon dioxide in the blood of the animals used in this research

during the period of recovery. No specific observations were made,

and the answer to the question must be deferred until further experi-

ments are done. Further observations of this nature are needed to

bring out the relationship of the nervous system to the physico-chemical

regulation of the organism. If, as there is eveiy reason to suppose, the

law of mass action applies to many of the reactions in the living organ-

ism, any lesion of the nervous system which modifies in any way the

conditions of pressure in the organism might be expected to have its

effect on some metabolic process (16). The results now in the literature

are sufficient to indicate that this possibility is, in some instances at

least, a reality.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Recovery of systemic blood pressure occurs after an interval in cats

in which there has been complete transection of the spinal cord, if the

level of transection does not lie above the level of outflow of the thoracic

sympathetic chain.

2. The extent of the recovery of blood pressure depends largely upon
the level at which the transection is made and partly upon the length of

time allowed for recoveiy. In a few cases the recovery was nearly

complete.

3. The mechanism through which the recovery is brought about in-

cludes the cardio-vascular mechanism in the medulla, and the outflow

from the center which includes the extrinsic cardiac nerves and the vaso-

motor nerves. The vasomotor portion of this outflow is of the gi-eater

importance.

4. Spinal cells of origin of efferent vasomotor fibers lying below the

level of transection do not take on, within the time limits of these experi-

ments—2 days to 32 days—any significant part of the burden of main-

taining the systemic blood pressure.

5. The experimental results lend no support to the view that there

are spinal vasomotor centers functionally active and coordinate in rank

with the mechanism in the medulla oblongata. They do support the
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view that the bulbar vasomotor mechanism is the chief mechanism upon

which the functional activity of all other parts of the vasomotor system

depends.
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We have observed, as others (1) have, that hemorrhage not only

produces hyperglycemia, but also that it sensitizes or stimulates the

sympathetics as judged by the response to injections of adrenalin or

nicotine. This is shown by the greater blood pressure rise, caused by

the injection of a constant amount of adrenalin or nicotine before and

after hemorrhage. The present investigation is an attempt to analyze

the effect of hemorrhage on the nervous system, and to determine

whether the action is central or peripheral, or on both locations; and

secondly, to determine whether the increase in blood sugar is the only

result of sympathetic stimulation or whether the hyperglycemia in

turn influences the sympathetics.^

The physical changes in the vasomotor response have been investi-

gated especially by Porter (2) and by Sollmann (3), but they do not

agree on interpretation. Porter thinks the percentile rise in blood pres-

sure is the true measure of the vasomotor response, while Sollmann and

Pilcher say that the absolute rise is the more correct index. Neither

method is wholly satisfactory and neither investigator analyzes the

cause of the rise in blood pressure, but assumes it to be an action on the

center. In this and similar work, the vasomotor response cannot be

correctly interpreted as an action on the vasomotor center, but merely

on the vasomotor mechanism, and the peripheral part of this mechanism

may be more important than the central. Adrenalin, for example,

raises the blood pressure but it has practically no influence on the vaso-

motor center. In the case of hemorrhage in particular we think most

of the influence is peripheral. The present work supports this opinion.

However, it is highlj' improbable that any action on nerves is confined

absolutely to one location, though it may be mainly local . For example,

1 The relation of increased sugar and epinephrin and nicotine action is being

investigated by Drs. P. G. Albrecht and J. T. Groot.
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while the action of curara is mainly peripheral it has also a central ac-

tion (4), and while strychnine acts mainly on the cord, it may also have

a peripheral action; so also the effect of hemorrhage on the sympathetics

can hardly be expected to be confined absolutely to the periphery al-

though its greatest action is there. Here again much work on the

vasomotor center is needlessly complicated by the use of curara, and

while Sollmann (3) justifies its use in some cases he found that it acted

on the vasomotor center. jMcGuigan (4) has also shown that curara

has a central action, and Eeid Hunt (5) found after large doses of curara

a reflex pressure rise may be absent.

That the effect of hemorrhage on the sympathetics is mainly

peripheral, however, we think is supported by the following facts and

experiments:

During anesthesia the rise in blood pressure after adrenalin is less than

if no anesthetic had been given, and anesthetics depress the centers

mainly (cf. with strychnine which stimulates these centers).

This might be taken to prove that the greater action of adrenalin

after hemorrhage is due to central action. However such an assump-

tion ignores the important fact that anesthetics depress also the

peripheral mechansim. It is obligatory, therefore, in the analysis of

this problem to stimulate or depress the centers independently of the

peripheral mechanism. This we have done.

We have a method of stimulating the central parts of the nervous

system without directly involving the peripheral parts. It is well known
that many drugs injected into the cerebrospinal fluid arc but slowly

absorbed and therefore, for a long time, act locally. Taking advantage

of this fact, we can stimulate the central system with stiychnino, caffeine,

cocaine, etc., or depress it by chloral, chloroform, etc., independently

of the peripheral parts. In such cases it is found that when the centers

are highly sensitized, the effect of adrenalin is no greater than before

and that depression of the centers also has little influ(MU'(\

The following experiment is illustrative:

Dog 8 kilos—1 cc. adrenalin 1:10,000 intravenously.

Normal blood jtrcHtiurc Blood pref^Kure after adrenalin

100 nun. Hr. 22r) mm. Hg. rise—65 mm. Ilg.

160 mm. Ilg. 2.'J0 mm. Mr. risr- 70 mm. IIk.

Strychnine was now injected into the 41 li vt'iitriclc imtil a definite twitching

of the head wm olicite<l. The bIoo<i proHHUro was now

—

Normal pressure 220, after adrenalin 200, rise 40 mm. II^;.

Normal pressure 220, after adrenalin 200, rine 40 mm. Ilg.

Normal prcsHuro 220, after a<lrcnalin 200, rise 40 mm. llg.
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Similar results are obtained whether the vagi are cut or intact.

Here it is seen that stimulation of the anterior part of the central ner-

vous system causes no increase in the effect of adrenalin or even lessens

the effect. The charge may be made legitimately, that strychnine in

this region does not stimulate part of the cord from which the major

part of the sympathetic arises. This may be true, and to make the test

complete, we have strychninized the region below the medulla with the

following result:

A dog 10 kilos—under ether had a blood pressure of 110 mm. Hg. After 50 cc.

hemorrhage this rapidly dropped to 40 mm. Hg. ; 1 cc. 1:10,000 adrenalin now
caused a rise of blood pressure to 140 mm. Hg. or 100 mm. rise. The blood was
defibrinated and most of it was injected into the femoral vein. This raised the

blood pressure to 80 mm. Hg. One cubic centimeter adrenalin (1:10,000) now
raised the pressure to 165 mm. or a rise of 85 mm. Hg. This however soon fell to

40 mm. again. At this point the sympathetic region of the animal (dorsal) was
strychninized until definite twitching in this region occurred. One cubic centi-

meter adrenalin now caused a rise of blood pressure to 70 mm. Hg. Apparently,

therefore, central strychninization does not increase vasomotor response to

adrenalin.

Another experiment with the whole animal under the influence of

strychnine, shows that central stimulation with adrenalin does not

increase the pressure.

Dog 15 kilos—ether anesthesia. Normal blood pressure 100 mm. Hg. The
same volume of adrenalin was used in all cases. One cubic centimeter 1:10,000

adrenalin intravenously raised blood pressure to 145 mm. or a rise of 45 mm. Hg.
Strychnine was now given until definite twitching occurred after which three

separate injections of 1 cc. adrenalin raised the pressure to 145 mm. Hg. or an

average rise of 45 mm. Hg. There was no spasm from the strychnine, but merely
twitching. The animal was now bled 100 cc, this lowered pressure to 90 mm.

Adrenalin now raised it to 130 mm.
Adrenalin now raised it to 140 mm. or

An average rise of 45 mm.

Another hemorrhage of 150 cc. lowered the pressure to 55 mm. Hg.
Adrenalin now raised pressure to 105 or 55 mm. rise. The animal was again

bled 80 cc. This lowered the pressure to 35 mm. Adrenalin now raised the

pressure to 78 or 43 mm. Hg. rise. In this experiment adrenalin caused the

same rise after strychnine as before. In other cases we have found a lesser rise

after strychninization. Hemorrhage in this case again caused a sensitization to

adrenalin action. Since the centers were apparently stimulated to the maximal
by strychnine the action of hemorrhage seems to be peripheral.

As is well known, stimulation of the central end of a peripheral nerve

raises the blood pressure. This is taken as an action on the vasomotor

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, VOL. 57, NO. 1
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center. The degree of rise depends on the condition of the center. If,

therefore, we stimulate or depress the center, we varj"- the response to

sciatic stimulation accordingly. If, then, the condition of the central ner-

vous sj'stem changes the vasomotor response to those influences which

we know act on the center and does not change the response to adrenalin,

we are justified in assuming that adrenalin does nOt act on the center.

In addition, if adrenalin is more effective after hemorrhage we are jus-

tified also in assuming that hemorrhage acts peripherally on the nei-vous

system. However, when the region of the fourth ventricle is fully

strychninized stimulation of the sciatic causes no greater rise of blood

pressure than before, unless some tetanus occurs. This means that the

vasomotor mechanism is but little acted on by strychnine and the method

does not enable us to settle the question.

The effect of cocaine on the cord. It is well known that the action of

cocaine and epinephrin are synergistic. Such synergism is manifestly

proven onlj'^ for the periphery'. Since cocaine acts centrally also, it may
be assumed that if adrenalin acts centrally there is also a central syner-

gism; but if sufficient cocaine be given to eliminate conduction in the

cord, this would manifestly eliminate all possible synergistic actions.

To positively place cocaine in the cord in several cases we laid it bare

by operation. In addition to permitting the placing of cocaine on the

cord the operation in this case had the desirable effect of lowering the

blood pressure. This can be considered as a hemorrhage into the blood

vessles. We have therefore the effect of hemorrhage and the removal of

central influence. Under such conditions the central action of cocaine

does not change the response to adrenalin. We can, therefore, assume

that hemorrhage in this case acts more peripherally than centrally. Tlio

following experiment shows the effect of hemorrhage and cocaine. All

hemorrhages, however do not give an absolute blood pressure incrcase

to adrenalin but all do give a percentile increase; many give the same
percentile increase and some a greater absolute incrcase.

Dor 10 kilos. Tracheal cannula, vagi cut. Adrenalin, 1 cc. at each injection

1:20,000. PresBUrc expressed in mm. Ilg.

, Normal pressure 140. Adrenalin raises it to 210, 200, 210, average rise = 63.

After 60 cc. hemorrhage—the pressure is 135

Adrenalin now raises pressure to 202, rise = 67

After another hemorrhage of 45 cc. pressure 114

Adrenalin raises to 196 or 82 rise

6 cc. 0.6 per cent cocaine in 4th ventricle stops respi-

ration and reduces pressure to 82

1 vc. adrenalin now raised pressure to. .

.

150 or 74 rise

Cocaine 5 cc. intravenously pressure now 116

Adniiiillri ralMi'M pressure to 226 or 110 rise
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The hemorrhage here lowers the blood pressure, but the adrenalin is

more effective, and this means stimulation of the vasomotor mechanism.

Stimulating the center with cocaine does not increase effectiveness of

adrenalin, but the peripheral action of cocaine enormously increases the

effectiveness. We think, therefore, since the condition of the center

seems not to change the vasomotor response, that the effect of hemor-

rhage is peripheral.

I. Action of nicotine

Young dog—weight 5 kilos—vagi cut—tracheal cannula for ether. 1 cc.

1:2,000 adrenalin used in each case. Normal blood pressure 70.

Rise with adrenalin—58—in three cases. Nicotine was now given intraven-

ously until no blood pressure rise was obtained on last injection.

The blood pressure is 78

Adrenalin now raises pressure in 2 administrations, 94 and 100 or an

average rise of ....
'. 97

which is almost twice the normal rise before nicotine.

This would indicate that the central effect of adrenalin, if any, works against a

rise of pressure, and favors the view that the action of adrenalin after hemor-

rhage is peripheral.

//. Action of nicotine

Dog—weight 15 kilos. This animal had 6 grams of chloral hydrate 4 hours

previously. Adrenalin used 1 :20,000. Tracheal cannula inserted for anesthesia,

and vagi are cut.

Normal blood pressure 176

Rise by 1 cc. adrenalin 48

After paralysis of the vasomotors by nicotine, 1 cc. adrenalin caused a rise of

84 or almost twice the normal rise.

in. Action of nicotine

Dog—weight 14 kilos. Nicotine 1—4000, was used intravenously, since paraly-

sis of the ganglions was not desired. Carotid pressure—vagi cut—ether anes-

thesia.

Normal blood pressure 204

1 cc. nicotine raises pressure to 210 or a rise of 6

60 cc. blood withdrawn, reduces pressure to 182

1 cc. nicotine now raised it to 198 or a rise of 16

93 cc. blood withdrawn, lowers pressure to 156

Nicotine now raises it to 198 or a rise of 42

IV. Action of chloral centrally

Dog—^weight 12 kilos. Nitrous o.xide anesthesia^—no ether used. Vagi cut.

Adrenalin used 1:40,000, 1 cc. at each injection. Normal pressure 192.

Adrenalin raises to 252 or a rise of 60.

Bled 100 cc. which lowered pressure to 156.
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Adrenalin raises pressure to 218 or a rise of 62.

Adrenalin raises pressure to 222 or a rise of 66.

4 cc. chloral hydrate (2 per cent) into 4th ventricle after which the pressure

is 168.

Adrenalin raises pressure to 230 or a rise of 62.

Animal bled again—100 cc. which lowered pressure to 100.

Adrenalin raises to 158 or a rise of 58.

Summary. The effect of chloral into the 4th ventricle sufficient to

anesthetize the animal deeply, is without apparent effect on the reaction

to adrenalin.

V. Action of chloral

May 12, 1921. Dog weight— 10 kilos—no ether or vol. anesthetic. Time:

1:42; 5 cc. 10 per cent chloral hydrate into 4th ventricle gives immediate anes-

thesia. This was the only anesthetic used.

At 1:50: Tracheal carotid and femoral cannulas inserted and vagi cut.

Adrenalin used 1 cc. 1:80,000 at each injection.

Normal rise caused by adrenalin 93

Normal presure 95, but it remains at 126 after three injections of adrenalin.

Bled 58 cc. reduces pressure to 118

Adrenalin now raises pressure to 222

or a rise of 104

Bled 80 cc. reduces pressure to 108

Adrenalin now raises the pressure to 216

or a rise of • 108

Further bleeding of 100 cc. reduces the pressure to 62

Adrenalin now raises pressure 128

or a rise of 66

In this case, the nerve endings are not anesthetized and after hemorrhage

adrenalin causes a greater rise, until the hemorrhage is so great that the vessels

are too flaccid to give an increase rise. Even then the percentile rise is greater

than the normal. Such cases as this render it unnecessary to discuss whether the

)>crcentile or absolute rise is the proper method of interpretation, since both

are increased.

DISCUSSION

The present investigation was suKgested from work on the influencQ

of the nervous system on the blood su^ar. In thnt work it was found

that all nervous impulHes that increaw tlie sugar in ihe blood puss over

the tympathctic ncn'ous system. Others have also reached this con-

dunon. The proof of this is briefly: stimulalion of Iho motor areas

does not increaMc blood sugar. Piq<ire does not increase it if t he si)la;ich-

nic nerves have been Hevonnl ; stimulation of sensory nerves may or may
not give a hypcrglyceniia; similarly, neuritis of various forms is only
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rarely accompanied by hyperglycemia. Nicotine does not increase

blood sugar after adrenalin; in other words, stimulation of the parasym-

pathetic ganglions only has no effect ; similarly pilocarpine and atropine

are without significant influence on the blood sugar (6). Therefore, the

sympathetics are the important nerves in blood sugar regulation.

Since hemorrhage also causes hyperglycemia it seems that it stimu-

lates the sympathetics, and since strychnine may l3e used to free the

liver of glycogen its use in the present problem was suggested as probablj'

also acting on the sympathetics.

The objection may be made that strychnine sensitization of the cord

does not involve the sympathetics. However in addition to the above

citations there is a considerable amount of evidence that it does. Heff-

ter (7) cites proof of an action on the vegetative system and it is well

known that strychnine will free the glycogen from the liver, and since

all impulses increasing the blood sugar pass over the sympathetics

strychnine maj' be correctly used to sensitize the central nervous system

in the present problem. The method is especially justified since strych-

nine in the doses used strongly stimulates the vasomotor center (4),

and has very little peripheral effect.

Hemorrhage might conceivably increase the secretion of adrenalin

into the blood and at least partly account for the increased irritability.

However, Hoskins and Rowley (8) found that no concentration of

adrenalin injected into the blood augments vasomotor irritability, and

sometimes lessens it. This depression they think is probably both cen-

tral and peripheral. We have noticed, however, that the first, sometimes

also the second and third injection of 1 cc. 1 : 20,000 adrenalin solution

is less effective in raising the blood pressure in anesthetized animals than

in succeeding injections, which may mean some sensitization. With Ros-

ser, Hoskins and Rowley (1) studied the effect of hemorrhage on vaso-

motor irritability, and found it increased as judged by the response to

nicotine. The increase they think is confined to the vasomotor center.

It is questionable, however, whether the method used is adequate.

They used adrenalin, the concentration (1 :100,000) which is perhaps too

weak to indicate small changes; with this concentration they found no

increased irritability in the animals which were either under ether anes-

thesia or decerebrate. In the latter group the low concentration of

adrenalin used would be much more effective. It is well known that in

chemical titrations some indicators are not sufficiently delicate to show

considerable changes in the concentration of hydrogen ions, so adrenalin

in this dilution may be inadequate to indicate a change in this case.
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With nicotine they obtained positive results which we can confirm, and

since the results (peripheral) with adrenaUn were negative, they con-

clude the positive effect of nicotine was probably due to increased cen-

tral irritability. How^ever, while nicotine (4) stimulates the vasomotor

center the main action is on peripheral ganglion cells and the effect

recorded in these experiments was apparently on the sympathetic gang-

lia and, therefore, peripheral and in agreement with our own.

By measuring the rise of blood pressure on stimulation of the central

end of the sciatic or brachial nerve. Porter (9) has shown that the tone

of the vasomotor center is little affected by hemorrhage. In arriving

at this conclusion he lays stress on the percentile rather than the abso-

lute rise, as the true index of the condition of the vasomotor cells. When
the percentile rise is taken as the index there is a stimulation of the vaso-

motor center. This fact if accepted has little bearing on the present

problem except in confirming the opinion of Hoskins (8). Sollmann

states that the absolute rise is a more reliable criterion of the response

of the vascMiiotor center than is the percentile rise, and recently Crile

(10) has pointed out the weakness of Porter's logic. Stimulation of a

peripheral nerve, however, as admitted by all who have used it, is an

unsatisfactory method of determining the condition of the center. In

the present investigation we have to a great degree eliminated the neces-

sity of discussion over the relative values of percentile and absolute

changes, since in many cases both arc changed.

If we look at blood pressure as we do at balanced reaction which tends

to reach an equilibrium at a definite height in the reaction, we should

expect a greater percentile rise when the pressui-e is low. If this is not

permissible, it certainly is obvious that the same force exerted at a low

preasure should be more effective in raising the pressure than if it were

exerted at a higher level. Now ceteris paribus, stimulation of the vaso-

motor center should increase the effectiveness of adrenalin on the blood

prenure, because it is known that adrenalin is more effective without

aoeethena, which depresses the centers; but great weight cannot be

given to this Ix^cause a general anesthetic also depresses the vasomotor

endings which is the main point of action of adrenalin. While adren-

alin may act on the center directly such an action can be shown only

with especial technique (11), (12), (13), (14) and from the results cited

we think the central stirnulation after hemorrhage is of less importance

than the peripheral effect. The peripheral action of adrenalin seems

less in many eases after strychnine and other central stinuilating drugs.

This may be similar to the action of the brain on the lower motor neu-
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rons, i.e., the influence of the center restrains peripheral action. Simi-

larly after nicotine, which removes all central influence, adrenalin is a

more powerful vasoconstrictor.

SUMMARY ^

Hemorrhage in many cases sensitizes or stimulates the sympathetic

system governing vascular tone. By the use of drugs that are known
to stimulate or depress the centers and which have a lesser or no effect

on the periphery, it is shown that the greater influence of the hemor-

rhage on the vasomotor mechanism is peripheral.
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Attention has been called to the changes in respiration in dogs fol-

lowing the permanent ligation of the two carotid and two vertebral

arteries as in Sir Astley Cooper's experiments (1), (2). A question asked

by a friend as to the effect of changes in respiration consequent upon

changes in the volume of blood flomng through the medulla oblongata

led to the repetition of these experiments in a modified form, with cats

as the experimental animals, and temporary instead of permanent liga-

tion of the arteries, and the estimation of the carbon dioxide in the arte-

rial blood under the various conditions of blood flow through the medulla.

A preliminary note has been published, giving some of these changes in

the gases of the blood (3).

The experiments reported here were made on cats. Ether and
tracheotomy were routine procedures. Blood pressure was taken by
a mercury manometer connected with one carotid artery. The other

carotid was cleaned from its surrounding tissues and loosely ligated.

The two vertebral arteries were isolated before their entrance into the

foramina of the transverse processes of the cervical vertebrae and loosely

ligated. Arterial blood for analysis was drawn from one femoral artery

and centrifugod without exposure to the air. Tiie carl)()n dioxide con-

tent of the plasma was determined by the Van Slyke UK^thod. The
renpiratory movements were recorded by a Crile stethograph coimected

with a Verdin tunilKUir. Samples of blood were taken for analysis before

plucing eliiinpH on the arteries, while tiie clamps wen» on, and after tlieir

removal. Usually 10 cc. of blood were drawn at one time.

Tho effect of toin|K)rarily clamping the four arteries is an increase in

nuMpiitucie or rate of the n-hpiiatoiy movements, and a marked rise

of the arterial I)I<hkI pn'MHun*. During the jKuiod of increased respira-

1(M
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tory activity, the concentration of carbon dioxide falls in the arterial

blood. (Tables 1 and 2.) When the flow was long obstructed there

was, of course, an accumulation of carbon dioxide in the blood as the

second sample in table 2 indicates. When the circulation to the head

is restored, the blood pressure promptly returns to nornaal, and the

TABLE 1
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of blood are withdrawn for analysis, resulting in a diminution of the

volume of the circulating fluid, closure of one carotid artery, leaving both

vertebrals open, may be suflicient to produce the desired change in

respiration.

The changes in blood pressure and respiratory movements are shown

in figure 1, and the changes in the concentration of the carbon dioxide

in the blood plasma are given in table 2,

Fig. 1. Upper tracing hHows blood pressure taken from one ciirotiil artery.

'I he lower traoitiK hHowk costal respiratory movements. The figures below show
the conecntration of carbon dioxide in the plasma in 10 cc. samples of the blood

drawn from the femoral artery at the time indicated by the arrows. The small

Mction at the left of the figure is a control. The concentration of carbon dioxide

in the blood wan 44.7. Hoth vertebral arteries had been ligated. At .4 the

rcmaininK rnrotid artery was clami)ed. The blood pressure rose sharply and the

r««pirBtory movementM increased. The clamj) was removed from the artery at

li. The blmKl prcMiurc fell rapidly but remained above normal for a time. A
further fall ooourred on drawing the IumI Bam))le of blood. Niiu> ])revious

•MnpleN of blood had \Hscn drawn, and the combin(>d etT(>rt of hemorrhage and
fMtriction of the circulation to the medulla led to a slowing of respirati(m after

th« flmt niarkrd increaite. lU'itpiratory movements were resumed as soon as the

circulation to the modulln wan roHtorod.
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The central respiratory mechanism is sensitive to changes in the vol-

ume of blood, since changes in the concentration of the carbon dioxide

may appear before the volume of blood withdrawn has begun to affect

the systemic blood pressure in any marked degree.

The explanation of the results apparently depends upon two concep-

tions. First of all, it appears that conditions in the central mechanism

itself determine respiratory activity. For it does not appear possible

to explain the variations in rate and amplitude of the respiratory move-

ments simply on the basis of the concentration of carbon dioxide in the

arterial blood plasma. If the respiratory activity were dependent upon

mere concentration of the carbon dioxide in the blood, then one would

expect a decrease in rate or amplitude of the movements when the con-

centration of the carbon dioxide falls. But this is not in accordance

with the facts, for the decreased concentration of carbon dioxide in the

blood is the result of increased pulmonary ventilation. This increased

pulmonary ventilation must result from the change in conditions in the

cells of the medulla oblongata itself.

The second conclusion relates to the application of the law of mass

action to conditions in the central cells of the nervous mechanism for

respiration. If the activity of the central cells from which the efferent

impulses in respiratory movements arise depends upon the concentra-

tion of hydrogen ions or of carbon dioxide in the cells themselves, we have
next to inquire how the volume of blood flowing through or past these

cells is related to the conditions in the cells themselves. If the volume

of blood flowing through the medulla oblongata in unit time is reduced,

each cubic centuneter of blood must take up more carbon dioxide than

when the volume of blood flowing through the center is normal. But

an increase in the amount of carbon dioxide in each cubic centimeter of

blood coming from the central mechanism would inevitably mean a

rise in the concentration of carbon dioxide in the nerve cells themselves

as a direct result of the solubility coefficient. The direct result of the

increase in the concentration of carbon dioxide in the nerve cells would

be an increased rate or amplitude of respiratory movements. This

\vould lead to a reduction in the carbon dioxide in the blood. The process

would tend to continue until the carbon dioxide in the blood coming to

the cells of the medulla was reduced to such an extent that the additional

carbon dioxide taken up by each cubic centimeter of the blood leaving

the respiratoiy center did not bring the total concentration of carbon

dioxide per cubic centimeter above normal. It is only by such an

adjustment that the concentration of carbon dioxide in the cells of the

respiratorj' center could be reduced to and kept at the normal.
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The prompt return of the concentration of carbon dioxide to normal

when the full volume of blood flow to the medulla oblongata is reestab-

lished argues against any change in the capacity of the plasma to take

up^ carbon dioxide, as has been suggested in cases of cardiac dyspnoea,

nor does there seem any probability of the occurrence of sufficient

amounts of acid to account for the decrease in the carbon dioxide of the

blood. The hypothesis based on the application of the mass law seems

a more much probable explanation of the facts observed. The occur-

rence of a low concentration of carbon dioxide in cardiac dyspnoea

would seem to be a case of much the same sort, as one would expect

a decreased volume of blood flowing through the medulla oblongata

under conditions of such grave involvement of the heart. The change

in the deportment of the cells of the respiratory center is to be expected

as a result of the change in the volume of blood flowing through the

medulla if, as has been suggested in an earlier paper (4), the constancy

of various internal conditions of the organism is to be explained on the

general basis of the law of mass action as a means of regulating the de-

gree of activity of the different functional systems of the organism.

The application of le Chatelier's earlier theorem, particularly in the

form in which it was stated by Riedel (5) that "when any system is in

a state of physical or chemical equilibrium, a change in one of the factors

of equilibrium will cause a reverse change within the system" seems

clear. The volume of blood flow, as related to concentration, is one of

the factors of equilibrium. The change in the reverse direction occur-

ring within the system would be an increase in the number or intensity

of efferent respiratory impulses, tending to restore the factor of concen-

tration of carbon dioxide to its former normal value.

Changes or reactions of this type occurring within the animal organ-

ism have often been spoken of as adaptations. Trcviranus, it will be

recalled, regarded adaptation as one of the most important character-

istics of living matter. Despite the tendency in some quarters to decry

adaptation at the present day, we may possibly retain the idoa in physi-

ology for some time to come. As has been indicated, wo arc inclined to

regard it as a case under le Chatelier's theorem. And since adaptive

reactions arc common in higher animal forms, we may find some of the

beai and most striking iHust rat ions of a general principle of physical

chemistry in thf?Hc fonns. Fiutiu'nnore, we may, by the aid of this

fpeoeml principle, arrive at some of the generalizations of which physi-

ology lit the pmsent day Htands so greatly in need.

Similar ronHidenitioiiM apply to the rise of blood pivssure during the

period of restriction of the circulation through the tnedullM. A g(Mieral
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rise of blood pressure would tend to force more blood through the re-

maining blood vessels than would flow through them under ordinary sys-

temic blood pressure. This would, in its turn, tend to remove rnore com-

pletely any excess of carbon dioxide accumulated in the cells or fluids of

the medulla oblongata and, what may be quite as important, convey

more oxygen to them. The restriction of the volume of blood flowing

through the medulla leads to a change in the system in the reverse

direction. This change leads to an increase in the volume of blood flow-

ing through the system.
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Some years ago the senior author found that brief exposure (5 to 10

minutes) to pure isotonic solutions of neutral sodium and potassium

salts, especially thiocyanate and iodide, induced typical membrane-

formation in unfertilized Arbacia eggs;^ further, that if such eggs, soon

after their return to sea-water, received the usual brief after-treatment

\s'ith hypertonic sea-water, in accordance with Loeb's method of artifi-

cial parthenogenesis, a large proportion (frequently 50 per cent or more)

developed to free-swimming larvae.^ Iodides and thiocyarjates were

by far the most effective of the salts employed; nitrate had relatively

little action, while chloride, bromide, chlorate and acetate left the great

majority of eggs outwardly unaltered. The addition of a little calcium

(1 mol CaCU to 20 alkali salt) to the pure salt solution entirely prevented

its membrane-forming action, ^ a similar though less pronounced effect

was produced by the addition of certain anesthetic compounds (alcohols,

urethanes).' Since both the calcium salt and the anesthetic arc known
to antagonize the toxic and permeability-increasing effects of pure alkali

salt solutions on these eggs*—apparently because of their having the

oppoeitc kind of influence on the physical state of the protoplasmic

surface-film—a connection of the latter effect with the membrane-
forming action is indicated. A temporary increase in the permeability

of the eggHBurfacc to water and water-8olubl<> subsj.niccs apjKvirs in

fact to be a regular feature of the activation-process, \vli(>1 her normal or

artificial.' Apparently the formation of a visible fertilization-mcm-

> R. 8. Lillie: Thin Journal, 1010, xxvi, 106.

•R. 8. Lillie: Thin Journal, 1910-11, xxvii,289; Joum. M(.r|)li., 1911, xxii.OOfx

'R. 8. Lillie: Joum. Kxpcr. ZM., 1914, xvi, 591.

«R. 8. Lillie: Thin Journal, 1912, xxx, 1.

•C/. R. H, Lillie: Thin JoumnI, 1910, xl, 249; 1917-18, xlv, 400.
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brane is a sign that this surface change has proceeded to a certain critical

stage. With membrane-formation is associated a definite change in the

physiological properties of the egg; this is shown especially in a greatly

increased responsiveness to the activating influence of hypertonic sea-

water.*

The separation of a visible membrane from the egg-surface is, however,

to be regarded merely as the index of some underlying process affecting

the properties of the egg-protoplasm and not as the essential process itself.

It was found that even when no visible effect was produced upon the

eggs, their responsiveness to hypertonic sea-water was distinctly in-

creased. This was observed in eggs that had been treated with calcium-

containing solutions of iodide and thiocyanate, and also with solutions

of these salts containing an anesthetic (alcohol) in concentration suf-

ficient to suppress membrane formation.^ It appears, therefore, that

an increased susceptibility to the hypertonic treatment may result with-

out any visible change in the eggs. Unfertilized Arbacia eggs which

have been exposed to these solutions differ from eggs with definite

fertilization membranes in showing no change of form or other external

signs of activation when returned to sea-water, and no increased ten-

dency to cytolysis; if left in sea-water without further treatment they

exhibit no signs of alteration, but continue to live and even after 24 hours

or longer respond to sperm-fertilization in an apparently normal manner.

Treatment of unfertilized Arbacia eggs with pure isotonic solutions

of sodium chloride and other neutral sodium salts (nitrate, sulphate,

citrate) and also—though to a less degree—with calcium-containing solu-

tions of these salts, has been found during the past summer at Woods
Hole to produce a similar increase of susceptibility to hypertonic sea-

water without external signs of activation. Brief exposure to pure

isotonic solutions of NaCl (0.53 to 0.54m) does not induce membrane-

formation, although certain characteristic effects, agglutination and the

exit of a little pigment, indicate that this solution produces a definite

change in the properties of the cell-surface. Both of these effects, how-

ever, are absent in NaCl solutions containing CaCU (e.g., 95 vols.

0.54m NaCl plus 5 vols. 0.5m CaCl2) ; eggs treated with this and similar

solutions and returned to sea-water appear quite unchanged; and even

after 24 hours or longer still exhibit a normal appearance and respond

• C/. J. Loeb: Artificial parthenogenesis and fertilization, Chicago, 1913,

chapters 8 to 11.

^ R. S. Lillie: Journ. Morph., 1911, xxii, 705 seq. Journ. Exper. Zool., 1914,

xvi, 596-600.
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normallj' to fertilization. Yet the responsiveness to hypertonic sea-

water is profoundly modified by the brief exposure to the salt solution

;

this is true of both the pure and the calcium-containing solutions,

although the effect is somewhat less in the latter case, especially when the

Na-Ca ratio is 10 to 1 or greater. Even after remaining for 24 hours in

sea-water after the treatment with salt solution, brief exposure (20 to 40

minutes) to hypertonic sea-water (250 cc. sea-water plus 50 cc. 2.5m

NaCl) induces cleavage and development in a large proportion of eggs,

many of which—usually a minority but in some cases 50 per cent or

more of all eggs—develop to a blastula state. As is well known, expos-

ure of normal untreated eggs to hypertonic sea-water for such brief per-

iods has little or no activating effect.

Brief exposure to isotonic salt solutions thus produces a definite

alteration in the physiological properties of the egg, independently of

any visible surface-change like membrane-formation. This effect may
be described as a "sensitization" to hypertonic sea-water. In certain

respects it may be compared with the sensitization to chemical stimula-

tion induced in irritable tissues, such as frog's muscle, by brief exposure

to isotonic solutions of NaCl and other sodium salts. The essential

features of this phenomenon are as follows. When a fresh normal

curarized frog's muscle (gastrocnemius) is brought from Ringer's solu-

tion into a pure isotonic solution of a neutral sodium salt (NaCl, NaBr,

Nal, NaNOs, etc.) and left there for 3 or 4 minutes, it is found to give

a much more vigorous contraction when dipped into a stimulating salt

solution (e.g., 4 vols, m/8 NaCl plus 1 vol. m/8 KCl) than when it is

brought into this solution directly from Ringer's solution. The muscle

also shows a more pronounced response to heat, cytolytic agents, hyper-

tonic Ringcp's solution, or other agents that normally cause contrac-

tions, than it does in the normal unsensitized state. The general re-

sponsiveness to chemical stimulation is abnormally increased bj' the treat-

ment with the pure salt solution; i.e., a sensitization, which is general and

not specific, is induced.* In an analogous manner the pure isotonic

salt solution renders the unfertilized Arbacia egg more responsive than

nonnally to the activating influence of hyix^rtonic sea-water. It is

HifiuWu-nut that in both the muscle and the unfertihzed egg tlie effect

iH dcr-n'aH'd or prcvcnti-d by the addition of CaClj to the pure NaCl

•r/. R. 8, Lillio: Proc. 8oc. Exper. Biol. Med., New York, 1<)!(), vii, 170;

TJiii* Journal, 1911, xxviii, 107; cf. p. 214. 'I'lio romiirkiihlo rout act Hcnsitivity

imlticMl in voluntary inUNclo by Na-Rult8 which iirc ('ii-i>rocii)itiints (.1. Loob:

Thin Journal, 1901, v, 302) ia another example of n non-specifio sensitization.
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solution. And since the most constant feature in the general antagonis-

tic action of Ca is a prevention of certain definite and characteristic

surface changes in the protoplasm, as shown by the increase of permea-

bility or other demonstrable alteration of protoplasmic structure (e.g.,

breakdown of cilia) produced by the pure solution, '•* it seems probable

that the primary effect in both the above types of salt sensitization is

also a modification of the normal physical and chemical properties of

the cell-surface. This surface-change in some manner increases the

reactivity of the cell to stimulating or activating influences.

This parallel between the sensitization to chemical stimulation in

muscle-cells and the increase of susceptibility to hypertonic sea-water in

egg-cells is, however, not complete. Differences are seen both in the

reversibility of the effect and in its degree of suppression by CaCU. The
sensitization of a frog's gastrocnemius by pure m/ 8 NaCl is entirely pre-

vented by the addition of CaCl2 to the solution (e.g., in the proportion 1 Ca
to 20 Na), and the sensitized state induced by the pure salt solution is

completely and rapidly removed by return to Ringer's solution.^" On
the other hand, in unfertilized Arbacia eggs a definite though usually

less well-marked sensitization occurs in the presence of a large proportion

of CaCl2 (e.g., in a mixture of 80 vols. 0.54m NaCl plus 20 vols. 0.5m

CaCU), or even in pure isotonic CaCla (0.35m); and eggs which have

been sensitized in pure 0.54m NaCl can be shown to retain their in-

creased responsiveness to hypertonic sea-water for 24 hours or even

longer after the return to normal sea-water. In other words, the in-

creased reactivity induced by the solution is not lost or reversed soon

after the return to the normal balanced medium, but persists, appar-

ently so long as the egg remains alive. After remaining for 24 or even

48 hours in sea-water the sensitized eggs show a much more complete

response to brief treatment with hypertonic sea-water than do unsen-

sitized control eggs. Some permanent modification, possibly the forma-

tion of some specific substance or the production of some structural

change essential to normal development, has been induced in the eggs

by the exposure to the salt solution.^^

9 One of the mo^ satisfactory and convenient test-objects for showing both
of these effects of the pure NaCl solution (increase of permeability and break-
down of cilia) and their prevention by CaCU is the pigmented trochophore larva

of Arenicola cristata at Woods Hole.
1" Unpublished observations made in the Biological Laboratory of Clark

University.

" It is interesting to note that recovery from the effect of pure NaCl solu-

tion on plant cells (Laminaria) is incomplete when the exposure is prolonged
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The question of whether the same kind of modification may be pro-

duced in unfertilized eggs by other agents, such as Hght, mechanical

treatment, electrical influences or heat, remains for further experiment

to determine.** The exp)eriments about to be described show that any

well-marked change in the balance of salts in the medium may have

this effect, although its degree varies with the character of the solution.

Treatment with pure NaCl solution is more effective than with mixtures

of NaCl and CaCla or with pure CaCl2, but apparently departure in

either direction from a balanced condition may induce hypersensitivity

of this kind.

Experimental. The following records (tables 1 to 5) of experiments

with pure isotonic solutions of NaCl and CaCl2, and with mixtures of

the two salts in varying proportions, illustrate the essential nature of

the results. A large number of experiments was performed during the

period from July to September, and the conditions were not found to

vary widely from those described in the tables. There is considerable

variation in the susceptibility of normal unsensitized eggs to hypertonic

sea-water; but typical exposures of 1^ to 2 hours to the solution used

(250 vols, normal sea-water plus 50 vols. 2.5m NaCl) are required to in-

duce the development of a significant proportion of such eggs to free-

swimming blastulae. The proportion of eggs that form blastulae with

this treatment alone is small, rarely more than 5 to 10 per cent; but eggs

that have previously been treated for 5 to 10 minutes with isotonic NaCl
solution always yield after exposure to hypertonic sea-water a greatly

increased proportion of blastulae, in favorable cases 50 per cent or more,

and the optimum duration of the exposure is decreased to 30 or 40 min-

utes; even 20 minutes is often highly effective with such sensitized eggs,

although as a rule less than the optimum. These statements refer to

temperatures of 20° to 22^

beymid a certain point; and that a state of imperfect recovery, i.e., one of more
than normal electrical conductivity, may persist unchanged for some days after

return from NaCl solution to sea-water (Osterhout: Journ. Ccn. Phy.siol., 1920,

iii, 146). This suggests the poRsibility that altered permeability due to the salt

treatment may be an essential factor in the sensitization of^Arbacia eggs.

** With starfish eggs butyric acid exerts its activating influence from two to

three times more rapidly when dissolved in van't IIofT's solution containing 3

to 4 voU. per cent ethyl alcohol than when disssolved in van't IIofT's solution

alone; i.e., the alcohol has the rfT«rct of H(>nsiti7.ing tlie oggs to the action of the

acid (R. 8. Lillio: Journ. Hiol. Chcm., 191(5, xxiv, '2Xi: <•/. footnote, p. 240).

Whether alcohol nfTocts similnrty the action of hypertonic sea-water remains

to be d«t«rroined.
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On the whole the action of hypertonic sea-water on NaCl-treated eggs

is less effective than on eggs in which membranes have previously been

formed by a fatty acid or a membrane-forming salt-solution such as

pure isotonic KCNS Or Nal. This fact indicates that the preliminary

stage of the activation, as it occurs in NaCl solutions, is only partial;

presumably in order to be complete it should proceed to a point at which

the egg separates a fertilization membrane on return to sea-water, but

this stage is seldom if ever reached with these solutions.^^ Isotonic

solutions of other sodium salts, especially iodide and thiocyanate, may,

however, produce the complete effect, and their essential action upon the

egg is apparently the same as that of typical membrane-forming agents

like weak solutions of butyric acid.

The procedure was as follows. The unfertilized eggs were stirred in

sea-water to form a uniform suspension, equal quantities of which were

placed in the series of dishes (finger-bowls) corresponding to the several

solutions of the series (A, B, C, etc.). When the eggs had settled the

sea-water was removed as far as possible by pipette, and to the remaining

mass of eggs (m. 2 cc.) a relatively large volume of the solution used

(100 cc.) was added. After the lapse of the definite period of exposure

(usually 5 or 10 minutes) as much as possible of the solution was poured

off and replaced by sea-water; the latter was then changed one or more
times after the eggs had settled. After a definite period in sea-water

(usually 15 minutes) the eggs were transferred to hypertonic sea-water

(usually 250 vols, sea-water plus 50 vols. 2.5m NaCl) ; at the same time

eggs of the control unsensitized lot, which had remained in sea-water,

were also placed in hypertonic sea-water. Eggs were returned from the

hypertonic sea-water to normal sea-water at intervals of 20, 30, 40 and

sometimes 50 minutes; the unsensitized eggs received in addition longer

exposures, up to 2 hours. The effects upon the eggs (membrane-forma-

tion, cleavage, proportion developing to a free-swimming stage) were

later determined.

" In the starfish egg a certain minimal duration of exposure to butyric acid

of a given concentration is required to cause the separation of the fertilization-

membrane; with exposures briefer than this minimum no visible effect is produced

on the eggs; but that there has been a partial activating effect is shbwn by the

fact that a second equally brief exposure, applied some time later, causes the eggs

to form membranes. This result shows that the condition produced in the egg

protoplasm by the acid (new compound formed, or structural change, etc.) may
persist unchanged for at least a considerable time without external evidence of

its existence (for an instance of this effect cf. table 17, p. 292 in my paper in

Biol. Bull., 1915, xxviii, 260).
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Except in the case of pure 0.54 NaCl no visible external change is

produced in the eggs by exposure to the above salt solutions. In the

pure isotonic NaCl solution, in addition to some increase of permeability,

shown in a sUght loss of pigment, there is always a tendency for the eggs

to cohere in small clumps or agglutinate loosely; this effect is prevented

b}' a verj' small addition of CaCU (1 mol CaCl2 to 400 NaCl was found

sufficient); it is absent in the mixed solutions and in the pure isotonic

CaCls, and indicates a definite change in the physical consistency of the

cell-surface, probably associated with the toxic or permeability-increas-

ing action of this solution. The sensitization to hypertonic sea-water

appears to be independent of this effect. After the return from the salt

solution to sea-water the great majority of the eggs show no further

change and respond normally to sperm fertilization, even after an inter-

val of many hours. In the experiments of tables 1 to 3 part of the eggs

which had been exposed to each of the salt solutions and returned to sea-

water were fertilized with sperm next day, about 20 hours later, and in

all cases the majority cleaved and developed. A certain proportion of

eggs, however, showed evidence of injury, e.g., defective formation of

fertilization-membranes and irregular or delayed cleavage; this was es-

peciallj' the case in eggs which had been exposed to the pure NaCl solu-

tion; those exposed to the mixed solutions differed only slightly from the

normal. It appears, therefore, that apart from exhibiting an increased

responsiveness to hypertonic sea-water the eggs arc essentially un-

changed in their physiological properties and behavior by the exposure

to the salt solutions. This is in agreement with what is observed in

other cases of sensitization, where the cells show no change in their nor-

mal activities except when exposed to certain special conditions (pres-

ence of antigen, chemical stimulation, etc.).

Experiments by Miss Baskervill have shown that varying the time of

exposure to pure 0.54m NaCl between 5 and 30 minutes has no appre-

ciable effect on the degree of sensitization; but 45 minutes exposure

proved unfavorable to further development, probably because of the

general toxic action of the unbalanced solution The essential change

produced by the salt solution appears to Ix; completed within the fii-st

few minutes of exposure. The return to normal sea-water is not a nec-

essary part of the sensitizing pro('<'(lure. lOggs transferred from the

•alt solution directly to hypertonic sea-water show the same increased

responsiveness as those placed in this medium after an interval in normal

M»-WAtcr.
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TABLE 1

Series of September 2

PREVIOUS TREATMENT FOR 5 MINUTES
WITH FOLLOWING SALT SOLUTIONS

A. Pure 0.54m NaCl
B. 95 vols. 0.54m NaCl plus 5

vols. 0.5m CaCla

C. 90 vols. 0.54m NaCl plus 10

vols. 0.5m CaCh
D. None (control with hyper-

tonic sea-water alone)

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF EGGS FORMING SWIMMING
BLASTULAE WITH AFTER-TREATMENT WITH

HYPERTONIC SEA-WATER FOR THE TIMES INDICATED

20 min.
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In the ca^ of eggs sensitized in pure 0.54in NaCl the optimum time

of exposure to hj-pertonic sea-water of the above concentration (at ca.

20°) is typically between 30 and 40 minutes; in my experience (R.S.L.)

40 minutes exposure has usually given somewhat less favorable results

than 30 minutes, and at times 20 minutes has proved the most favor-

able. In general eggs treated with the calcium-containing solutions

require for the best results somewhat longer exposures than those

treated with the pure NaCl; while normal unsensitized eggs require

much longer exposures ((1^ to 2 hours) and a much smaller proportion

develop to larval stages.

TABLE 4

Series of September 9

Unfertilized Arbacia eggs were exposed for 10 minutes to the pure 0.54m

NaCl solution. From this solution a part was transferred directly to hyper-

tonic sea-water; the remainder to normal sea-water, and from this, after the

intervals given, portions were transferred to hypertonic sea-water. The expo-

sures to hypertonic sea-water were 20, 30 and 40 minutes.

INTEBTAL IN SEA-WATER BEFORE HTPERTONIC TREATMENT

1. None (direct to hypertonic sea-water)

2. 2min
3. 4 min
4. 8 min
6. 12 min
6. 18 min

APPROXIMATE PER CENT OF
EGGS FORMING BLA8TULAE

AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HYPERTONIC SEA-WATER FOR

FOLLOWING TIMES

20 min.
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cline at 40 minutes. On September 12th an exposure of 20 minutes had

Httle effect, while 30 and 40 minutes were about equally effective.

In a large number of other experiments by Miss Baskervill the optimum

exposure was usually found to lie between 30 and 45 minutes. Expo-

sures of 60 minutes and longer were less favorable. With unsensitized

eggs the optimum exposures are two or three times longer, as already

pointed out.

In a similar series of experiments on September 8th part of the eggs

were treated for 10 minutes with pure 0.54m NaCl, and part with a

mixture of 90 vols. 0.54m NaCl plus 10 vols. 0.5m CaClo; then, after

intervals in sea-water varying from to 8 minutes, they were exposed to

TABLE 5

Series of September 12 and IS

In both series eggs were exposed to 0.54m NaCl for 10 minutes. Otherwise

like the series of September 9, except that the intervals between the successive

transfers to sea-water were longer.
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essentially different from that in NaCl. No special peculiarities of

action were observed that could be related to the valence or other vary-

ing properties of the ions, but the number of experiments was relatively

small. The best results were obtained with 5 to 10 minutes in^the salt

solution, followed by 45 minutes in hypertonic sea-water of the above

composition. Exposures of 1 hour to hypertonic sea-water were less

favorable.

The experiments of tables 4 and 5 have shown that varying the inter-

val between the two treatments has no significant influence on the pro-

portion of eggs developing to larval stages. Evidently the physiological

effect produced by the salt solution is not reversed by the return to sea-

water. Even after 24 hours or longer in sea-water the eggs retain appar-

ently unimpaired the increased responsiveness to hypertonic sea-water.

Further exjx?riment has shown that the physiological effects produced

by the isotonic salt solution and by the hypertonic sea-water arc diffcient

in kind, and that the order of the two treatments cannot be reversed.

Eggs which have been exposed to hypertonic sea-water for 30 to 40 min-

utes without previous treatment with salt solution cannot afterwards be

induced to develop by treatment with pure isotonic NaCl solution. The
only evident effect of the pure salt solution upon eggs thus treated with

hypertonic sea-water and returned for an interval to normal sea-water

is an increased tendency to cytolysis, and the proportion forming larvae

—in any case small with so brief an exposure to hypertonic sea-water

—

is distinctly decreased. The after-exposure to the salt solution is injuri-

ous and gives no increased impulse to development. There is no evi-

dence that it tends to complete the partial activation resulting from the

brief exposure to hypertonic sea-water.

The following is a summary of a typical experiment (Sept. 13, 1920).

Unfertilized Arbacia eggs were divided into three lots. A, B and C'.

The eggs of lot A were phiced for 10 minutes in 0.54m NaCl and replaced

in sea-water. Next day, after 21 hours in sea-water, they were exposed

to hypertonic sea-water for 20, 30 and 40 minutes. Those of lot R were

first exposed to hypertonic sea-water for 20, 30 and 40 minutes and M'i

in normal sea-water for 21 hours; they were then exposed for 10 niiii-

uUiR to 0.54m NaCl and returned to sea-water. Those of lot C \v(Me

left untreated in normal sea-water over night and exposed to hypeilonic

sca-watcr for 20. 30 and 40 minutes at the same time as lot A. The
rcmilts won* <lefinil<' and characteristic. Of lot .\ tli<> i^ercentages of eggs

foniiing blastulae with tin* thn'<> exposures, 20, 30 and 10 minutes, \\(m<\

rcfipcctivcly, Icfw than 1 per cent, ca. 3 per cent, and between 5 and 10
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per cent. Of lot B only a few scattered eggs formed blastulae, fewer

than in lot C of which less than 1 per cent developed to this stage, even

with 40 minutes .exposure.

Three other similar series gave the same general result. On Septem-

ber 16th unfertilized eggs which had been left in sea-water for 24 hours

after a 10 minutes' exposure to isotonic NaCl solution and were then

treated for 40 minutes with hypertonic sea-water, gave 4 to 5 per cent

of blastulae; even after 48 hours in sea-water almost the same proportion

of blastulae was obtained. The series of September 18th was still

more striking; after 24 hours in sea-water the salt-treated eggs gave

10 to 20 per cent of blastulae with exposures of 30 and 40 minutes to hy-

pertonic sea-water; and eggs left for 48 hours in sea-water before the hy-

pertonic treatment again yielded a considerable though smaller propor-

tion of blastulae. On the other hand, when the freshly removed eggs

were treated with hypertonic sea-water, left in sea-water for 24 hours,

and then exposed to NaCl solution, the only visible effects of the salt

treatment were agglutination and increased breakdown. Not the

slightest evidence of improved conditions of development was seen in

any experiment."

Theoretical. The physiological change induced by the salt solution,

involving a greatly increased responsiveness to the activating influence

of the hypertonic sea-water, has been described above as a "sensitiza-

tion;" but such a characterization throws little light on its real nature

beyond implying resemblance to the other phenomena of sensitization

in living cells. There is little doubt that highly specific forms of sensi-

tization, such as the anaphylactic sensitization of smooth muscle-cells

in guinea pigs and other mammals, are referable to the presence in the

irritable cell of newly formed specific compounds whose chemical inter-

action with the antigenic substance gives rise in some manner to strong

stimulation.^^ These compounds are the products of a specifically

1* In the case of Strongylocentrotus Loeb found that eggs subjected first to a

somewhat prolonged treatment with hypertonic sea-water (about twice the

optimum for eggs with previously separated membranes), and afterwards exposed

to the membrane-forming agent (butyric acid), developed in a larger proportion

of cases than with the hypertonic treatment alone (J. Loeb: Artificial partheno-

genesis and fertilization, p. 110). In this case the order of the two treatments

can apparently be reversed without changing the essential character of the

results. The time relations are, however, different in the two cases.

1* The direct condition of stimulation may be a precipitating or other struc-

ture-altering effect caused by interaction of the anti-body in the cell-surface

with the antigen in the external medium. There are indications that the stimu-
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altered metabolism, and it is probable that they are situated largely in

the surface-layer of the cell (though they may not be confined to this

region); this is indicated by the promptitude with which the sensitized

muscle contracts when brought into contact with serum containing the

antigen, and also by the phenomena of passive sensitization, which indi-

cate that the circulating antibody is attracted to (e.g., adsorbed) or

fixed by the cell surface. In the case of the egg also we maj^ assume that

some stable specific substance, which is in some way necessary for devel-

opment, is formed, or that some definite structural change is produced,

as a result of altered metabolism due to the treatment with the salt solu-

tion. It is significant that the altered condition is not reversed by the

return to the normal medium, as would presumably be the case if (e.g.)

simple colloidal changes dependent on altered equilibrium between the

salts of the medium and the cell-colloids were concerned. The eggs

show no outward evidence of structural change (such as membrane-forma-

tion) and they respond normally to sperm-fertilization. Some perma-

nent change in the chemical composition of the internal cell-protoplasm

is indicated.

The determining condition of this change is almost certainly some

action upon the protoplasmic surface-layer, since it is produced not only

by pure NaCl solutions, but also by approximately balanced solutions of

NaCl and CaCla; during the brief period of exposure (5 to 10 minutes)

to the isotonic solution there can be little if any penetration of salt into

the interior of the egg. Apparently, also, since under these conditions

there is no sign of membrane-formation, the separation of a visible fortil-

ization-membrane is an incidental rather than an essential feature of the

sensitization-process. The conditions in the Asterias egg, as well as in

Arbacia, indicate that a membrane is separated only after the earlier

part of the activation-process has reached a certain stage of completion.

We may infer that the above salt solutions are less effective than fatty

acids or isotonic KCNS or Nal solutions in increasing the responsive-

Den to the hypertonic treatment because of the incomplete nature of

the reaction which they induce. The effect is of the same kind, only

partial.

Ultimately the above permanent increase of susceptibility to hyper-

tonic sea-water must be attributed to some definite and sixM'ific change

Utiag resotion nnd the prcripitin ronntioii arc chcniicHlly identical, all hough

oe«urring in diffprent iiituntionM and under difTcrcnt conditionH. Cf. the recent

Croonian lecture of H. H. Dale on AnaphylaxiR, Proo. Roy. Soc, B., 1020, xci,

126.
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in the processes of constructive metabolism occurring in the cell-interior.

Apparently this specific metabolic change follows as a more or less direct

consequence of altered surface-conditions, just as in many other cells

extensive changes of metabolism, e.g., of oxidation-rate, involving the

whole active protoplasm, may be initiated by some external process

affecting directly only the cell-surface, e.g., the response of a muscle-

cell to electrical or mechanical stimulation. The change produced by
the salt solution in the physiological properties and reactivity of the egg-

system may be the result of altered chemical composition, or of altered

structure, or of both combined. It seems probable that some relatively

simple initial chemical effect results from the surface-action of the salt

solution, and that this leads secondarily to an altered sequence of meta-

bolic processes in the cell-interior. This primary chemical effect might

conceivably be a change in the rate or character of the oxidations.

According to Loeb and Wasteneys, however, the oxygen consumption

in freshly fertilized Arbacia eggs is not changed by isotonic NaCl solu-

tion. i* In the Strongj'locentrotus egg, on the other hand, there is a

marked increase, according to Warburg.^^ The conditions in the unfer-

tilized Arbacia egg do not appear to have been investigated.

A greater degree of certainty seems to prevail regarding the general

nature of the physico-chemical change first produced by the salt solution.

Pure isotonic NaCl solution causes an increase of ionic permeability in

the plasma-membranes of many and perhaps all cells; to this change

must correspond a change of electrical surface polarization. The pri-

mary effect of the electric current on living cells is, however (according

to Nernst's theory of electrical stimulation*^), to produce changes of

electrical polarization at the semi-permeable surfaces separating the

protoplasm from the external medium; evidently this implies—since the

current causes stimulation and other changes of activity—that varia-

tions in the potential difference across the cell-surface have a controlling

influence on the internal metabolism of the cell. It seems probable that

the action of salt solutions upon unfertilized eggs belongs in this general

!• J. Loeb and H. Wasteneys: Biochem. Zeitschr., 1910, xxviii, 340.

'^O. Warburg: Zeitschr. physiol. Chem., 1910, Ixvi, 305. Warburg finds also

that various membrane-forming agents increase the oxygen-consumption of

unfertilized Strongylocentrotus eggs to a point about equal to that shown by
normally fertilized eggs. It thus appears probable that a partial effect, such as

that produced in Arbacia eggs by NaCl solutions, would have a similar acceler-

ating influence on oxidations.

i*Nernst: Arch. f. d. gesammt. Physiol., 1908, cxxii, 275.
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class of effects. In any case variations in the salt content of the external

medium must influence the conditions of electrical polarization at the

cell-surface.

SUMMARY

1. Exposure of unfertilized Arbacia eggs to pure isotonic solutions of

NaCl for 5 to 10 minutes (at 20° to 22°) greatly increases the responsive-

ness to a subsequent brief treatment (20 to 45 minutes) with hypertonic

sea-water. Other neutral Na salts (nitrate, sulphate, citrate) have a

similar effect.

2. This sensitizing effect of the salt solution may be decreased

although not prevented by the addition of CaClo to the pure NaCl
solution. Apparently it results from any sufficient change in the salt

balance. Even pure isotonic CaCU solution produces the effect.

3. The sensitized eggs show no other evidence of alteration. They
do not form fertilization-membranes and may remain living and fcrtil-

izable for 24 hours or more. The sensitized condition is not appreciably

reversed during the stay in sea-water, but may persist for so long as 48

hours.
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When one considers the large number of investigations on catalase,

the net result seems exceedingly discouraging, for in all frankness it must

be admitted that the functions of this most widely distributed enzyme

are still practically unknown. It is therefore to be particularly regretted

that this unsolved problem of the significance of the catalase should be

further perplexed by a theoretical superstructure of questionable merit.

A score of years or more ago Spitzer (13) conceived the idea of a possible

connection between the catalase and functional activity. In recent

yeare a similar idea has been greatly elaborated by Burge (4) who offered

this as an easy and ready explanation of nearly every problem in the

field of biology. It would require too much space to enumerate the

various biological phenomena which Burge has brought under the simple

hypothesis of the direct relationship between the amount of catalase and

metabolic activity.

In his earlier work Burge compared the catalase activity of samples of

blood obtained from an animal under different experimental conditions.

Where the experiments have been repeated by others, Burge's hypoth-

esis was not corroborated by the new results. Thus, Becht (2),

studying the catalase of blood pointed out the important fact that even

in a normal animal this is subject to very wide variations (about 1000

per cent!). He demonstrated, furthermore, that the catalytic power of

any sample of blood depends upon the number of red cells, a fact which

had been recognized already by Lob and ]\Iulzer (8). Becht failed to

substantiate the results on the effect of anesthetics which led Burge to

formulate the opinion that the lowering of the animal's metabolic

activity is accompanied by a parallel lowering in the catalase content of

the blood. Reiman and Becker (12) were likewise unable to confirm

Burge's results on the effect of anesthesia.

125
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Stehle (14) has gone over several of Burge's experiments which have

furnished the arguments in favor of the hypothesis that the amount of

catalase is proportional to the oxidative processes in the organism.

Stehle, however, failed to corroborate Burge's results in that he either

found no change in the catala"se content of the blood or only a small

increase under the conditions of the experiments. Stehle was also led

to believe by the e\ndence he obtained that the variations in the catalase

activity of the blood were due to fluctuations in the number of the red

blood cells in the sample.

In recent work Burge has departed from the original technique of

experimentation, but is still adhering to his interpretation that

catalase is a measure of the vigor and intensity of life processes.

Experimenting with potato beetles in different stages of development,

he brings forth new evidence in support of his contention showing that

as the metabolic activity changes during the life cj^cle of the animal, the

catalase content also increases. Measuring the catalase activity by the

number of cubic centimeters of oxygen set free from hydrogen peroxide^

by 0.5 gram of substance at different stages in the development,

from the unfertilized egg to the adult insect, he notes a hundred-fold

increase (18 to 1800 cc). The low rate of oxidation in the unfertilized

oxiim Burge attributes to its low catalase content. The increase in

the oxidative processes in the ovum following fertilization he attributes

to an increase in the catalase through augmented production of the

enzyme occasioned by the stimulating action of the spermatozoon.

From these experiments, in a characteristic manner, Burge makes

the deduction that " similarly the increase in the respiratory metabo-

lism or oxidation in youth and its decrease in old age is attributed to

an increase in the catalase in the young and to its decrease in the

aged." Similar results are also reported with mice of different ages.

It cannot be denied that the catalase content of different parts of an

organ, of different functional value, may sometimes reveal quantitative

differences. In experiments conducted in conjunction with V. E. Le-

N-ine (9) on the cortex, medulla and papillary region of kidneys from

various animals we found invariably that the catalase content was

greatest in the cortex and smallest in the papillary portion. We did

not, however, feel justified in ascribing these diffeivnces to a metabolic

gradient, though we were able to show, by exix^rimonts on perfused

Iddneys, that the variations in catalase arc not due to differences in

blood content.

'Actual amount of hydrogen p«roxido not indicatod.
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Utilizing Edwards' (6) observation on the physiological differences

in segments of the Limulus heart, viz., that the contractility of different

segments diminishes from the anterior segment backward, the author

studied their catalase content but failed to find any parallelism with the

physiological observations. Alvarez and Starkweather (1) working with

segments from the intestinal tract were able to show that the catalase

content follows the functional gradient observed along the intestinal

tract. They, therefore, seem to have accepted Burge's hypothesis that

physiological function is paralleled by catalase activity.

To put the theory to a direct test I undertook a series of experiments

with frogs which were kept at widely different temperatures. It is a

definitely established fact that the metabolic activity of poikilothermic

animals varies with the surrounding temperature. This was shown by
Vernon (15) for frogs as far back as 1894, when he demonstrated that

the evolution of carbon dioxide varies with the body temperature of

the animals. Cronheim (5), experimenting with fish, found the same
relationship between metabolism and surrounding temperature. Thus,

at S^C. carp consumed 600 cc. of oxygen per kilogram and per 24 hours,

at 20°C. 2250 cc. ; and at 25°C. as much as 2600 cc. In other words, the

metabolism increased more than fourfold while the temperature in-

creased about three times. Brunow (3) likewise has shown in his experi-

ments with fresh-water crabs that the carbon dioxide production and
the oxygen consumption depend on the temperature of the medium.

Within the limits of from 5°C. to 21°C. the metabolism is an exponential

function of the temperature, i.e., it increases more rapidly than the tem-

perature. For the range of temperature variations from 5° to 20°C.

he found a fourfold increase in the metabolic activity.

Bearing in mind these fundamental facts it seemed to me that they

offered an exceptional opportunity for putting Burge's catalase theory

to a crucial test. If catalase iS a measure of metaboHc activity, then

evidently the catalase content of frogs kept at widely different tempera-

tures should likewise show large differences.

Before passing on to a description of the experiments and the results

obtained, it is necessary to make a digression and discuss some impor-

tant facts pertaining to the catalase reaction itself which are essential

in the interpretation of the results. In a paper on the chemistry of the

catalase reaction now in press, the author (10) has shown that this is of

the type of a balanced reaction, and that the maximimi activity of the

catalase is obtained when about 70 per cent of the amount of hydrogen

peroxide has undergone decomposition. Furthermore, it has been
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shown that an excess of the peroxide causes a dropping off in the amount

of oxygen set free by a certain quantity of catalase. However, within

the limits of 60 to 100 per cent decomposition the amount of oxygen

hberated is a hnear function of the quantity of catalase. Theoretically,

therefore, it is best to adjust the amount of catalase so that 70 per cent

of the hydrogen peroxide will be decomposed. In practice, of course,

this is not necessaiy and it is sufficient to find a suitable quantity of

catalase to effect the decomposition of from 60 to 100 per cent of the

hydrogen peroxide since this will allow to find the quantity required

for 70 per cent decomposition by interpolation. Frequently the calcu-

lated amount of catalase has been verified by an experiment but since

the determined quantity and the calculated value were always found

to check very closely this was not carried out in each experiment.

Another important point to be considered is with regard to the basis

which should be assumed in making the comparison of the catalase activ-

ity of different preparations. The method generally followed in experi-

ments on catalase has been to determine the amount of oxygen liberated

from a certain quantity of hydrogen peroxide by similar amounts of

the substance under investigation. The catalase activity is assumed

to be proportional to the quantity of oxygen produced. It would take

us too far afield to show why this reasoning is theoretically erroneous.

Osterhout (11) discussed this question at some length and his article

may be consulted in this connection. Suffice it to say here that- in

attempting a comparison of the activity of different samples of biologi-

cal material it is necessary to find the respective quantities of material

which will effect the same result, i.e., will set free the same number of

cubic centimeters of oxygen from a given amount of hydrogen peroxide.

In all our experiments the attempt has lx?en made to bring about a 70

per cent decomposition with the same initial quantity of peroxide. The

relative activity of the catalase prepamtions is, th<Moforo, compared

on the basis of the respective amounts of the enzyme accomplishing

the same work. The catalase activity, of coui'se, varies inversely as

the quantities pro<lu('ing the same effect. For inslnnce, if 1 cc. of one

.preparation and 2 cc of another give the sanu^ (luunlitative result, the

former has exactly twice as much catalase as the latter.

Still afic)th<'r c|ue>ttion whicli must 1m» considered is how long a cata-

laiN* cx|)eriinent Khould Ix' allow<'d to run. In niosl exiM'rinienIs on the

catalases an arbitrary period has been accepted (usually 10 minutes).

Such a procedure isentirrly indrfcnsible. Of course, i( miglit b(> argued

that since only comparative vahics arc soughi it iMa11<Ms httlc whether
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the reaction is fully or partly completed. This argument might have

some force if the tacit assumption that the activity manifested by the

catalase is a function of time were true. This, however, is not the

case. From the results recorded in a subsequent portion of this

paper it will be seen that the reaction is only about 50 per cent com-

plete within 10 minutes. In our experiments, however, the ratio

between the catalase and the hydrogen peroxide has been so arranged

that the reaction follows the isotherm of a bimolecular equation, and

therefore the quantities of oxygen set free in the same periods of time

are strictly comparable. When such a condition is not definitely estab-

lished the comparison on the basis of equal time intervals may have

perhaps value from a qualitative but certainly not a quantitative

point of view. Although a certain amount of catalase can decompose

a definite amount of hydrogen peroxide the final result depends upon

two conditions. There must be an optimum hydrogen ion concentra-

tion, or at any rate the pH of the reaction mixture should not fall below

6.0. Burge mentions that he uses neutral hydrogen peroxide but does

not specify whether this neutrality means a pH of 7.0, or that titration

to the zone of neutrality with some indicator like congo red (the indi-

cator which has commonly been used in catalase investigations) is relied

upon, in which case the hydrogen peroxide from the point of view of its

hydrogen ion concentration is still acid. Again, when the hydrogen

peroxide is much in excess of the quantity of catalase with which it

is made to react, the amout of oxygen liberated diminishes and the

more so the greater the excess of peroxide. In the experiments with the

potato beetle material, already referred to, Burge finds that half a gram
of unfertilized eggs gives off only one-hundredth the amount of oxygen

set free by a half gram of pupae material. Judging by the quantity of

oxygen produced Burge must have employed no less than 150 cc. of

peroxide ("Dioxogen"). From my own experience with catalases I

can say definitely that if the same quantity of peroxide had been used

with the egg material—and according to the description of the technique

in the papers mentioned this must have been the case—the catalase

activity of the latter would be reduced to perhaps one-tenth of its actual

strength measured under proper conditions. While this does not imply

that there may not be a difference in the catalase strength of the unfer-

tilized beetle eggs and of the pupae, the differences as found by
Burge are grossly exaggerated owing to the defect of his experimental

procedure.

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHY8IOLOGT, VOL. 57, NO.l
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To come back, however, to the original question as to how long the

catalase experiment should be allowed to run. The answer is simple

—

until the reaction comes to a stop. It is possible, of course, that the

reaction is over in 10 minutes provided the excess of the catalase is suf-

ficiently large. In that case, however, the excess remains undeter-

mined. In my own experience in standardizing catalase preparations

it has not infrequently happened that after repeated trials the quan-

tity just sufficient to luring about complete decomposition of the hydro-

gen peroxide was perhaps one-tenth of the amoimt first tested. On
the other hand, if the reaction is not complete within the 10 minutes,

i.e., if only a fraction of the hydrogen peroxide has undergone decompo-

sition, one is also at a loss inasmuch as the reaction velocities varj^

directly as the catalase quantities. The tendencj'^ will therefore again

be for the differences to become exaggerated.

With these preliminary remarks we may now^ pass to a consideration

of the experimental data. Frogs of uniform size and weight were

kept for 48 to 72 hours under different temperatures with ample provis-

ion for moisture. By placing the receptacle with the frog directly by

the ice in a cold box a temperature of 4 to 5°C. was obtained, while the

temjxjrature of 30°C. was maintained with a thermostat. The animals

were left at these different temperatures for a long enough time to allow

perfect reajustment to the changed environmental condition. To fore-

stall any possible criticism that the failure to discover quantitative differ-

ences in the catalase content of some particular organ neither proves

nor disproves the contention that the metabolic rate is regulated by the

amount of catalase present, being due to a shifting of the catalase within

the organism, the whole frog was triturated with Berkshire sand in a

mortar to a very fine pulp. The ground material was extracted with

water saturated with chlorofonn and the catalase deterUiinations made
on aliquot portions of this water extract. In the second series of exjx^ri-

monts the frogs were ground without the skins inasmuch as it has been

found practically impossil)le to triturate these. After standing ov(m-

night in the ice chest the material was centrifuged,the solid residue again

oxtractcd with chloroform water, and the total extract made up to a

definite volume. The extract was then filtered tlirougli a hanUMied

paper. The experiments were performed at 20°C^., the volunie of

the reacting mixture lieing always 50 cc. The hydrogen ion concen-

tration was directly coni rolled close to the opt imum point ((5.0 to 7.3pH)

ami the oxygen valu<' of the hy(h-ogen {MMoxide determined by titration

with KMnOi. The rewults given in this pa|wr have bwn corrected for

t4*mpcratun> and pressure.
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Series 1. Frog 1 was exposed to a temperature of 4 to 5°C. for 48

hours. Killed by pithing; total extract was 320 ee. One cubic centi-

meter of this extract reacting with a quantity of hydrogen peroxide

equivalent to 50 cc. of oxygen set free 44,6 cc. In other words, 89.2

per cent of the hydrogen peroxide was decomposed. From this experi-

ment it can be calculated that 0.785 cc. of the extract would effect a 70

per cent decomposition (i.e., would set fi-ee 35 cc. of oxygen).

Frog 2. This frog was kept at 30°C. for 48 hours. Prepared in the

usual way; the extract was made up to 300 cc. One cubic centimelcr of

this extract reacting with a similar quantity of hj'drogen peroxide pro-

duced only 30.8 cc. of oxygen (61.6 per cent of hydrogen peroxide «!econi-

posed). From this it may be calculated that 1.136 cc. would be rc(|ui!e
'

for a 70 per cent decomposition. The final volumes of the two cxtr:). L<

not being exactly the same, the relative catalase streng1u> ul the two

preparations can be regartled onlj'^ approximately a"^ 1 0.7 (recipro-

cals of the quantities producing the same amount of work). We may
also determine the total catalase content of each oxtiact. Since 0.785

cc. of the cold frog extract can set free 35 cc. of jxj^gen, the entire ex-

tract would liberate 14.27 liters of oxygen. This frog weighed 24 grams,

therefore, a gram of the frog substance can set free 595 cc. of oxygen

(i.e., it could decompose about 50 cc. of "Dioxogen" hydrogen peroxide).

Applying the same calculation to the 30° frog, the total extract could

.300 X 35
X , .

set free 9.1 liters of oxygen (
— =9100 cc). This frog weighed

1 .loo

22 grams; hence, the catalase activity of a gram of frog substance is equal

to 414 cc. of oxygen (would decompose approximately 36 cc. of "Dioxo-

gen")- Thus, the frog with the much greater metabolic activity pos-

sessed only about 70 per cent of the catalase content of the cold frog.

It is possible that at 30° the catalase had actually undergone decompo-

sition within the frog's organism. Such a possibility is suggested by the

experiments with frogs kept at 20°C. If this is actually the case, the

fact would be most astonishing because a catalase preparation is not

destroyed by heat below 60°C. and according to Issajew (7) 40°C. is

the optimum. However, it may very well be that the overstimulation

of the catabolic processes in the frog by a high temperature involves

also the destruction of catalase.

Frog 3. The third frog of this series was kept at 20°C, and has been

worked over precisely as the other two frogs. The extract was made up

to 300 cc. Using hydrogen peroxide enough to yield 100 cc. of oxygen,

it was found that 1.7 cc. of the extract produced 84.8 per cent decompo-
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sition. On this basis we may calculate that 1.4 cc. would be required

to effect a 70 per cent decomposition. An experiment was pei-formed

with 1.35 cc. of the extract with which 66.1 per cent decomposition was

brought about. On the basis of this experiment 1.43 cc, would be nec-

essary- for a 70 per cent decomposition. It is clear, therefore, that the

method of calculation is reliable within 2 per cent. Taking the average

of the two calculated amounts, 1.415 cc. of extract can vield 70 cc. of

,. /300x 70\
oxygen, or the entire extract would liberate 14.91 liters ( ).

The frog weighed 24 grams so that the catalj^tic capacity of 1 gram of

its substance is 621 cc. of oxygen. Considering that the metabolism

at 20''C. was probably four times as great as that of the frog kept at

4*'C. the difference of less than 5 per cent in the catalase content of the

two frogs (621-595) is practically neglible.

Series 2. These experiments were made with two frogs kept for 72

hours at 5° and 20°C. respectively. The animals were prepared in the

same way as in the previous series except that the skins were not used.

The frogs were each ground up with 8 grams of sand and extracted

three times. The final volume of the extract was 300 cc. The experi-

ments were performed at 20°C. using enough hydrogen peroxide to fur-

nish 100 cc. of oxj'gen. The pH of the mixture was 6.9 to 7.0.

Frog 4. Live weight—18.5 grams; skinned—16.8 grams; tempera-

ture 20**C.

Frog 5. Live weight—17.0 grams; skinned—15.0 grams; tempera-

ture 5*'C.

In each case 2 cc. of the extract produced 81 ix^r cent decomposition

of the hydrogen peroxide. The results recorded in the table show a

correspondence between the two catalase preparations which could not

be surpassed by a duplicate determination with the same sanijile. In

either case the decomposition follows strictly the equation for a bimolec-

iilar reaction, the average velocity coefficient in both instances l)eing

0.00075.

From the results presented in the table it can be calculated that frog

4 can set free 12.18 liters of oxygen, or 715 cc. per gram of substance,

while frog 5 has a capacity of 12.15 liters, or 810 cc. ixm- gram.

The exposure to widely different temperatures, which it is well known
can effect a change in the metabolic rate of from 300 to 100 per cent,

obviously had no influence on the catalase content of the frogs. The
conclusion is therefore unavoidable that whatever the function of cata-

lase in the orgniUKni may be, it is certain that it is not a measure of

metalwlic activity.
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TABLE 1

Cubic centimeter of oxygen evolved by 2 cc. of extract {H/)t = 100 cc. 0.)

TIME IN MINUTES
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The fact that animals which survive double suprarenalectomy for

a week or more, frequently lose weight rapidly was pointed out by the

earliest observers (1), (2), (3), (4). This loss of weight- is largely due

to the rapid disappearance of fat. Likewise, Forges (5), Schwartz (6)

and many others have shown that suprarenalectomy causes a rapid dis-

appearance of glycogen from the liver and a progressive fall in the blood

sugar in dogs and rats. Notwithstanding these striking manifestations

of suprarenalectomy their possible relation to alterations in the rate of

metabolism seems to have attracted very little attention.

Golyakowski (7) in 1899 pubhshed a preliminary report on his

obsei*vations on twelve dogs in which most of the blood supply to the

suprarenals was blocked by mass ligation (the exact nature of this

operation is not given). He reported that three died within 3 days,

one lived 28 days and eight survived longer than 6 weeks. In those

animals which survived over 6 weeks, he noted a rise up to 30 per cent

in heat production and CO2 output within the first 10 days, followed

by a drop nearly to normal, then a second rise as high as 50 per cent

between the 2nd and 4th weeks falling to or even below normal about

the 6th or 7th week. Heat production and heat loss were parallel, from

which he concluded the heat regulating mechanism was intact. While

emphasizing the increase in heat and CO2 production, he also states

there was little or no increase in O2 consumption above the normal.

He realized the discrepancy between the CO2 and O2 values, but he

1 Presented in abstract—Society for Experimental Pathology, Chicago, Decem-
ber 28, 1920.
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explained the low O2 intake by assuming that the extra neeessaiy O2

was derived from the tissues. On account of this statement together

with the absence of any experimental data or descriptions of methods

used one cannot attach the importance to his conclusions to which

they would otherwise be entitled. We have been unable to find any

other references to work on the effect of removal of the suprarenal

glands on the respiratorj-^ exchange except that reported by Aub (8) and

his co-workers. They reported briefly the effects of suprarenalectomy

on the respiratory exchange in three cats and found "there was a shght

rise in the metabolic rate for some hours, and 48 hours after operation

a sharp fall to about 25 per cent below normal. This remained until

the animals were sacrificed 5 days after operation." At the same
meeting we reported strikingly different observations on the effects

of suprarenalectomy on the respiratory exchange in rabbits. It is,

therefore, the purpose of this paper to report in some detail the types of

modification observed in the respiratory exchange.

Our experience with suprarenalectomized cats has been strikingly

similar to that of Aub, except that the deterioration of the animals as

measured by the metabolic rate and duration of life was even more rapid.

Cats,, dogs and guinea pigs usually survive the operation of double

suprarenalectomy, whether performed at one or two sittings, only a few

days. This fact limits the study of the metabolic changes to the imme^
diate or acute effects of suprarenal insufficiency. White rats withstand

double suprarenalectomy too well. The wide variation in duration of

life following double suprarejiale«ctomy in rabbits makes it possilile easily

to obtain metabolic studies on a series of animals surviving the opem-
tion from a fow days on to indefinite survival. The var^-ing lengths

of time which rabbits survive extirpation of the suprarenals is believed

to depend upon the presence of varying amounts of accessory cortical

tissue, lying for the most part in the neighborhood of the suprarenal

glands or along the path of migration of the sex glands. Para-

doxical as it may seem the presence of accessory cortical tissue makes
it possible to obtain more graded series of incomplete suprarenalectomies

than can Ik? obtained by attempting to leave intact varying ainounis

of the main ghmds. Tliis is due to the impossibility of preserving

unimpaired the blood supply ofthe unremovod portion. The importance

of keeping this in mind becomes even greater if w(> n>alize how sinnll

A fragment of fiinctionali^' active Huprarennl cortex sullices to maintain

the animal in apparently normal health. It was for these reasons that

the rabbit was selected as beingthe most suitable animal for this study.
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Methods. The respiratory exchange was determinecl with the Haldane

apparatus, modified as described in a previous paper (9). Rabbits

were kept under comparatively uniform conditions. Their diet con-

sisted of alfalfa hay, oats and carrots. They were last fed 15 or 16

hours before the respiratory exchange was determined. The gaseous

exchange was determined for a period of 2 hours in each instance.

Forty-'^wo rabbits have been used. Control metabolic rates were

obtained for a period of several weeks, sometimes before removal of

the right suprarenal and sometimes after its removal. No significant

change in the metabolic rate or departure from the normal behavior of

the animal has been noted following the removal of one suprarenal

except in one instance (rabbit 216), In a small group (seventeen) the

attempt was made to destroy the function of the cortex of one or both

glands by freezing and at the same time to leave the medulla intact.

This was done by isolating the gland with as little injury to its blood

vessels and nerves as possible and freezing for 30 to 45 seconds with a

spray of ethyl chloride. In several instances we succeeded in severely

injuring most of the cortex except that portion immediately adjacent

or within the medulla, while at the same time preserving most of the

medulla with its blood supply intact, as determined later histologically.

The method of separating medulla from cortex bj' freezing, while

highly efficient and simj^le, could not be utilized in effecting a com-

plete separation in rabbits because of the anatomical relationships of

cortex and medulla. Likewise, it is not readily applicable to the right

suprarenal in this animal because of the relation of the gland to the

vena cava. Marked suprarenal insufficiency has been obtained in a

number of instances by this method without destroying the medulla as

determined by the physiological behavior of the animal and histological

examination.

Presentation of data. The following eight protocols have been selected

from the 42 experiments of this series as types of the alterations observed

in the respiratoiy exchange. These types may be divided more or less

arbitrarily and for convenience of presentation into 3 groups, depending

on the completeness of. removal and the time of survival, namely:

I. Those that live indefinitely after removal or injury of the suprare-

nals with no appreciable alteration in the respiratory exchange.

II. Those that show an increase in the respiratory exchange followed

by a fall, to, or below normal, whether dying within 2 or 3 weeks or

living on indefinitely.

III. Those that show a fall of the metabolic rate beginning within 48

hours after the removal or injury of the glands and continuing to death.
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In addition to these groups representing suprarenal injury or removal,

it has seemed advisable to add for the sake of comparison one protocol

showing the effect of desiccated thyroid feeding in a "normal" rabbit.

Group I. Protocol I. Rabbit 232; female.

November 26, 1920. Under ether removed right suprarenal completely

December 5, 1920. Wound healed, stitches removed, weight 2810 grams.

December 22, 1920. Began metabolic studies

January 8-11. 1921. Gave total of 0.4 gram potassium iodid by mouth
January 24, 1921. Gave birth to young—destroyed

February 25, 1921. Injected 0.5 gram cholesterol (from gallstones) intraperi-

toneally

March 22, 1921. Under ether removed left suprarenal completely

March 31, 1921. Wound healed

April 19, 1921. Died this morning, necropsy, body still warm, pregnant near

term, 6 embryos ; ovaries very large, pale yellow, five distinct corpora lutea ; thymus
present; thj'roids vascular; parathyroids vascular; liver large, pale grayish yellow

brown, nutmeg appearance, fatt}'. Whitish subcapsular deposits probably chol-

esterol ; kidneys enlarged, cortex swollen, grayish and possibly fatty ; heart moder-

ate hypertrophy; right and left suprarenal glands absent; no accessories found on

careful search; spleen normal in size; solitary gastric ulcer about 1 cm. from
pylorus; death probably from acute suprarenal insufficiency developing lato in,

and in relation to pregnancy with renal and hepatic lesions resembling those of

toxaemia of pregnancy.

Protocol II. Rabbit 255,.female

March 2, 1921. Began metabolic studies

March 22, 1921. Under ether the right and left suprarenals were exposed

through usual incisions for removal and frozen with ethyl chloride spray; the

blood vessels were not divided

April 1. 1921. Wounds healed and stitches removed
April 15, 1921. Healthy, strong, killed, immediate necropsy. All viscera

appear normal, except suprarenals; right suprarenal easily isolated, upper por-

tion firm, yellow brown, while portion on inferior cava shows soft, vascular, pale

yellow, normal-looking cortical mass approximately 3X3 mm. ; left suprarenal

readily enucleated, upper portion dry, firm, yellow brown with grayish tint,

lower portion of gland adjacent renal vein is soft vascular and mcaaure.s approxi-

mately 2X2 mm.; no accessory suprarenals found; both ovaries enlarged, |)alc

yellow and contain several large Graafian follicles; thymus atrophic; thyroid

normal in nizc and color.

OkodpII: Protocol III. Rabbit 217, male; adult

September 17, 1920. Started metabolic studios

October 21, 1020. Under other removed right suprarenal completely

October 28, 1920. Huporficiul woun<l infection

NoTcmbor 10, 1020. Under etlicr removed left suprarenal completely, enlarged

November IH, 1920. Soft hIooIh, dull, eats fairly well

November 28, 1020. Not eating well, gutting weaker, wounds healed
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TABLE 1

Rabbit 232

DATE
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December 27, 1920. Slow deterioration to death on this date, immediate

necropsy; thyroids not enlarged; parathyroids normal; patchy consolidation of

left lung; right lung free; heart not enlarged; both kidneys are small and "spot-

ted." The spots are due to congested depressions in cortex. On section grayish

streaks and focal areas are present both in cortex and pyramidal portion; right

and left suprarenals absent; no accessories found; thymus large and cellular;

lymph glands of mesenterj' and retroperitonetim enlarged; no visible abdominal

fat.

TABLE 3

Rabbit 217

DATE
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hyperemic; left suprarenal present as a flaccid, brownish yellow, encapsulated

mass, 10 X 6 X 4 mm., no evidence of any normal cortical tissue; microscopically

the tissue is nowhere necrotic; a small oval central area in the lower half of the

gland around the suprarenal vein approximately 3.5 X 1.5 mm. is composed of

normal-looking medulla, taking a normal chrome stain, extremely vascular. The
entire medulla appears to be present; toward the periphery of the medulla mass
there are islands of large, granular, normal-staining cortical cells. Beyond this

the cortical tissue is shrunken, with numerous cholesterol crystal spaces and
cholesterol giant cells; the cortical cells are non-granular, nearly stainless or

slightly bluish (with H. and E. stain, the cytoplasm of normal cortex cells takes

TABLE 4

Rabbit 237

DATE
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Protocol V. Rabbit 206; male; adult

April 22, 1920. Weight 2350 grams. Under ether removed right suprarenal

completely

April 29, 1920. Wounds healed—weight 2270 grams

June 7, 1920. Began metabolic studies

October 11, 1920. Under ether removed completely left suprarenal, much
enlarged, weight 0.461 gram; animal very mangy, coat dull

October 16, 1920. Eats heartily of oats, hay and carrot, soft stools, mange

disappearing

October 20, 1920. Mange nearly gone, coat getting glossy, very active, restless,

but fatigues easily, wound healed

October 25, 1920. Eats heartily, drinks more water, periods of fatigue and dull-

ness increasing in duration, although restless and active between, losing weight

TABLE 5

Rabbit 206

DATE
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March 23, 1921. Both wounds completely healed, rapid growth of hair over

shaved areas; eats heartily of oats and hay and carrot, is gaining weight rapidly,

coat becoming glossy, mange about eyes disappearing

TABLE 6

• -Rabbit 251

DATE
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small and smooth, uniformly grayish brown in color; right suprarenal involved

in slight adhesions, measures 10 X 6 X 3 mm. ; about half of the gland appears

normal while the remainder shows the effect of freezing; left suprarenal easily

isolated, measures 11 X 7 X 3 mm., there are large masses of normal looking

cortical tissue at each pole, while the middle portion is shrunken yellowish brown
from the freezing; no accessories found; ovaries not enlarged; abundant abdomi-

nal fat; stomach filled with food, mucosa normal.

Group III: Protocol VII. Rabbit 257; male; adult

March 14, 1921. Under ether removed right suprarenal completely, enlarged,

weight 0.40 grams

March 18, 1921. Began metabolic studies

March 30, 1921. Wound healed completely

TABLE 7

Rabbit 257

DATE
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Thyroid Feeding Experiment: Protocol VIII. Rabbit 250; adult; female

February 15, 1921. Strong vigorous rabbit. Began metabolic studies

March 4, 1921. Began feeding 0.1 gram very active desiccated sheep thyroid,

(containing 0.155 per cent iodin) on alternate days. This thyroid was prepared

November 6, 1911, and its pharmacological activity has been tested many times

since then, and again this spring on tadpoles, 50 mgm. causing complete meta-
morphosis in 10 days

March 13, 1921. Looks somewhat dull, fur more erect

March 16, 1921. Gave last of six 0.1 gram doses desiccated thyroid

April 15, 1921. Normal appearance, active

May 15, 1921. Active, healthy, eats all of ration

TABLE 8

Rabbit 250

DATE
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jured in the process of freezing. In view of the previous work of other

observ'ers and of our previous experience, it is reasonable to suppose

that this animal had accessory cortical tissue somewhere to meet its

ordinary' demands. The failure to find accessory cortical tissue is of

little significance since a complete examination would require micro-

scopic examination of serial sections of the entire area within which

cortical tissue might occur.

Protocols I and II (rabbits 232 and 255) have been selected as types.

In rabbit 232 both suprarenals were removed at two operations, while

in rabbit 255 both suprarenals were frozen at a single operation. In

rabbit 232 the right suprarenal was removed 26 days before metabolic

studies were begun. A series of nine observations extending over the

next 3 months was obtained before, and five observations after removal

of the second suprarenal. Both glands were completely removed.

The respiratory exchange and the body weight remained relatively

constant throughout the 4h months under - observation and death

occurred near the end of pregnancy associated with lesions of the kidney

and liver closely resembhng those of the toxemia of pregnancy. In

several instances where pregnancy has supervened in animals surviving

double suprarenalectomy in apparent health, death has occurred near

the end of pregnancy with the lesions above mentioned.

In rabbit 255, three control observations were obtained over a period

of 20 days before freezing and five observations over a period of 24 days

after freezing both glands. The respiratory exchange and the body
weight remained .strikingly constant throughout the period of obsei'va-

tion. The animal was apparently in excellent health when killed to

terminate the experiment. At necropsy while the greater portion of

each suprarenal body was injured, there were masses, approximately

3X3 mm. in the right and 2X2 mm. in the left, of normal suprarenal

gland containing both cortex and medulla.

Croup II. This group includes thos(> animals that showed, following

the double removal or injuiy of the supraivnal glands, increases in

their metabolic rates, followed by a fall to or below the normal whether

(lying within 2 or 3 weeks or living on indefiniti'iy. This increast^ in

the metabolic rate was obHcrved in 24 animals (of wiiich 7 had one or

lioth glandH frozen), or 57 per cent of the series and varied from 10

per cent to (i3 jK-r cent above th(; control. The average maximum
incre{u(e for the group was 23 per cent.

ProtocoJM III, IV, V, VI (rabbits 206, 2 17, 237, 251) have been selected

OH typcH to Mhow the variations in the dugreo and duration of the increase
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and that these effects may be produced either by removal or injury

(freezing) of the suprarenals.

In rabbits 206 and 217 both suprarenals were removed at two opera-

tions, while in rabbit 237 the right was removed and the left frozen at

two operations and in 251 both were frozen at a single operation. The
rise in the metabolic rate usually is manifest on the 2nd or 3rd day
while the maximum rise occurred in from 2 days to 3 weeks or more.

Sometimes the metabolic rate rose gradually to a peak followed by a

gi-adual fall to or below normal. Not infrequently, however, the rate

rose and fell two or three times before finally falhng to or below

normal.

Rabbit 237 showed a rise of approximately 9 per cent, reaching its

maximum on the 17th day after freezing the second suprarenal. Rab-
bit 217 showed a maximum rise of 12 per cent, reaching its maximum
6 days after removal of the 2nd suprarenal. Rabbit 251 showed a

maximum rise of 28 per cent reaching its maximum 4 days after freezing

both suprarenals, remained approximately at this level for the next

11 days, then gradually fell to or below normal during the next month.

During the period when the heat production was increasing rapidly

the respiratoiy quotients for this rabbit were above 1. The animal

was killed to terminate the experiment 67 days after freezing both

glands, at which time it appeared normal in all respects.

Rabbit 206 showed a progressive rise reaching its maximum of 42

per cent above its normal on the 11th and 14th days, following removal

of the second suprarenal. The animal died on the 17th day without

any observations after the 14th day. This rabbit lost weight rapidly

although he ate voraciously—an excellent example of rapid tissue as

well as food oxidation. The rise in all instances was absolute as

indicated by both the total heat production and the CO2 output.

Certain clinical phenomena have been observed in the animals of

this group which are strikingly different from those of other groups.

The operation wounds healed more quickly and the hair has grown more
rapidly over the shaved areas than those of group 1. The nutrition

of the skin improved as shown in certain instances where coats previously

dull, diy and mangy became clean and glossy. In many instances the

animals showed increased appetite. Soft stools so commonly observed

following suprarenalectomy in rabbits were always most pronounced

during the period of rising metabolic rate. Animals with increased

metabolic rates were more active, more restless, more easily irritated

and sometimes became vicious. They Ukewise became fatigued very
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quickly. Evidence of increased sexual activity was also observed.

In general the animals showing the greatest rise lost weight in spite

of a food intake often larger than their average normal.

Group III includes those animals that survived the operation of

double removal or injury of the suprarenals from a few hours to a few-

days. Only 4 or 9 per cent of the rabbits of the series fall in this group.

In the case of cats, dogs and guinea pigs, this group would be much the

largest. The metabolic rate shows a fall beginning within 48 hours

after suprarenalectomy. In certain experiments a slight rise may
precede the fall, in others this is absent. The rapidly fatal outcome and

the fall in the respiratoiy exchange are parallel phenomena and depend,

it is believed, upon the completeness of destruction of cortical function.

Protocol VII (rabbit 257) showing a fall of 26 per cent in heat produc-

tion below its normal illustrates the group. The period of survival

was somewhat prolonged (9 days) but on this account the progressive

fall in the metabolic rate is more definite.

Thyroid feeding. Protocol VIII (rabbit 250) is introduced to show the

effect on the respiratory exchange of feeding desiccated thyroid to

normal rabbits and for comparsion with the effects of suprarenalectomy.

One-tenth gram of an active preparation was given by mouth eveiy other

day for 12 days. An irregular rise in the heat production reaching 20

per cent above the control rate on the 11th day resulted. The desic-

cated thyroid was discontinued after 6 doses and the rate rapidly

rAumed to the normal average. The rise in the heat production fol-

lowing the thyroid feeding was less than the average obtained following

suprarenalectomy.

DISCUSSION

It appears established that by removing or crippling (by freezing)

the suprarenal mechanism a disturbance in the metabolic rate charac-

terized by an increased heat production may be brought about. This

disturbance appears definitely related to the completeness of removal

of suprarenal function and the duration of life. If only one gland is

removed usually no noteworthy changes follow. Even when both are

removed there may Ik; no change in the animal's behavior or in its meta
bolic rate. In such cases one can almost always (i(>monstrate the pres-

ence of accessory masses of suprarenal cortex. In most instances

(57 per cent of this series) where both glands wore removed or cripi)lod

there wiis a progressive rise in tlie metabolic rate. Sixty-ciglil p(>r

cont of the rabbits in which both suprarenals were removed and 11
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per cent of those in which one or both suprarenals were frozen

showed an increased heat production. This rise is highly variable both

in degree and in duration—no two rabbits showing the same response,

irrespective of age or sex. Rabbits show wide variations in their

normal basal metabolism though it is relatively constant for a given

rabbit over a long period of time. In our series "normals" have varied

between 2.1 and 3.2 calories per kilogram per hour, the mean and

average being 2.5 calories. Eighty-five per cent varied within 12 per

cent of the average.

The increased metabolic rate following suprarenal injury may con-

tinue for 1, 2, 3 or more weeks with or without slight remissions and is

succeeded by a gradual fall continuing to death or if the animal survives

indefinitely, to or slightly below its control I'ate.- Occasionally rabbits

surviving indefinitely show more than one period of increased metabo-

lism before the metabolic rates finallj'^ become stable at or below the

control level. In animals dying within a week following suprarenal

injury a rise may not be detected (if observations are made on alternate

days, as was the usual procedure in these experiments) or if present,

may be quickly succeeded by a decrease continuing until death.

Infection or febrile reaction of other origin or trauma of operation

may be eliminated as a cause for the rise. The trauma of operation

was approximately the same throughout this series, whether removal

was complete or not. But in those where complete removal of th(;

right suprarenal was impossible because of its location, no change in

metabolic rate was observed following removal of the second.

The protocol showing the effect of feeding desiccated thyroid was in-

troduced in order to compare the effects on the metabolic rate produced

by thyroid feeding with those produced by suprarenal injury. The
rise resulting from thyroid feeding was 20 per cent in this instance,

which is much less than has been frequently obtained following sup-

rarenalectoniy, although the dose used was large and pharmacologically

the preparation was very active as shown by its ability to cause com-

plete metamorphosis of tadpoles within 10 days. The comparatively

small rise in heat production caused by thyroid feeding suggests that

the rabbit is not highly susceptible or is incapable of reacting to the same

extent that other animals do. If either of these suggestions is true, and

^ Rabbits, though to a lesser extent than cats and dogs, show the effect of train-

ing. They are more restless the first two or three times they are placed in the

chamber. The higher control rates and the lower metabolic rates after a few

weeks or months may be thus partially explained.
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if the increased heat production following; suprarenalectomy depends

upon the th>Toid, it is probable that animals more susceptible to thyroid

feeding will show gi'eater reactions following; injury to the suprarenals

than will rabbits.

No conclusions have been arrived at regarding the mechanism of the

rise in the metabolic rate following suprarenal injury. We have

developed a working hypothesis which is as follows: Supposing the

intact th\Toid gland to be the major factor in the maintenance of a given

metabolic rate and that this function is controlled by some regulatory

mechanism, we have argued that possibly this control might be exer-

cised by a restraining influence, a major factor in which was the normal

function of the suprarenal glands. If such should be the case, the remo-

val or crippling of this restraining or inhil)itory influence would allow

the th>Toid to increase its activity. The frequency with which thyroid

antl thymus hypertrophy occur after suprarenalectomy in rabbits is

additional evidence of the possibility of increased thyroid activitj'. One
cannot neglect to consider the possibility, indeed the probability, of

vastly more extensive disturbances in the functions and interrelation-

ships of other organs than the thyroid. There is other evidence that

suggests a more general regulatory or inhibitory function of the supra-

renal gland. In suprarenaloctomized animals there is increased sexual

desire, increased intestinal i)eristalsis associated with soft stools, and

increased mobilization of sugar. Wound healing and the growth of

hair over shaved areas may be more rapid than ordinarily. The fur

over the whole body often became smooth and more glossy. Such

animals are usually more irritable and even become vicious, There

is sometimes evidence of increased appetite. We have noticed instances

where in association with a rise of the metabolic rate there was an

increase in body weight associated with respiratory quotients above 1.

All thes<; phenomena might be interpreted as suggesting that the

suprarenal glands may normally exercise a regulatory action over

many bmly functions. Renal lesions have been observed in a sig-

nificant numln^r of rabbits surviving supranMialectomy from 3 to 5

weeks. They have not been detected in rabbits dying within 10 days.

The changes have Ihkmi briefly described in protocols 111 and IV.

Marahall and Davis (10), working with cats, showed thci>' was a defi-

nite increase in the urea and creatinin content of the blood in supra-

rcnalectomized cats, hut were unable to detect any renal lesions,

though carefully Uniked for. In rabbits we have also obscived distinct

increaM>s in the urea and creatinin content of the blood in animals after
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the onset of the marked terminal asthenia, although at the height of

the increased metabolism these substances usually arc within normal

limits. The possibility of injury to the renal function and subsequent

retention of products of metabolism being factors in the increased heat

production has not been eliminated inasmuch as Peabody, Meyer and

DuBois (11) have shown that occasionally there is an increase in the

basal metabolism in cardio-renal cases with cardiac decompensation.

Another question of primary importance arises, namely, is it the

medullary or cortical influence which is primarily concerned in the

above mentioned disturbance of metabolism. All the evidence at

present available indicates that the cortex is the important and the

medulla the unimportant tissue as regards maintenance of life. Only

those animals survive suprarenalectomy who have functionally active

cortex. I^]pinephrin does not prolong life after suprarenalectomy, and

further, the discharge of epinephrin may be nearly if not completely

abolished without apparent injury to the animal. As has already been

pointed out, if a portion of the cortex, or if only accessories are present,

the rise of the metabolic rate may not occur. Also, if most of the cortex

is crippled by freezing, leaving the greater part of the medulla intact,

as determined histologically, a marked rise ma3' occur. This evidence,

although meager, points to the cortex both as the tissue necessary to

life and to its being more intimately related to the increased heat

production than the medulla. However, freezing experiments do not

exclude the medulla as an important factor in this phenomenon since

the nerves going to the glands are also frozen and many investigators

have shown that the discharge of epinephrin is dependent upon intact

nerves (12).

Finally there are many points of similarity between the symptom
complex that results from suprarenal injury as above described in

rabbits and exophthalmic goiter in man. This possible relationship

will be presented in a separate paper.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Removing or crippling (by freezing) the suprarenal glands in

rabbits causes a disturbance in metabolism, usually characterized by

increased heat production and CO2 output.

2. This disturbance appears definitely related to the completeness

of removal of the cortical function.
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3. The symptom complex including both anatomical and physiologi-

cal data which results from the destruction of the suprarenal function in

rabbits resembles in many essential features the symptom complex of

exophthalmic goiter.
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Introduction. One of the most interesting phases in the growth

of biological chemistry is the study of the relation of physiological

activity to chemical constitution; that is, the relation between the

structure of the molecule and the effect which it produces on the organ-

ism. The pioneer in this field of research was Paul Ehrlich, and to

his industry and resourcefulness the medical profession owes a debt

which it has never fully recognized. His contributions to the study

of anemia, immunity and syphilis are well known to professional men,

but his theory of physiological activity has never received the atten-

tion which it seems to me to deserve, probably because it has not been

adequately confirmed by experimental proof.

A drug,^ said Ehrlich, to be physiologically active, must possess

within its molecule two chemical groups; one, a physiologically active

group and the other an "anchoring" group. It is the function of the

anchoring group to fix the drug to the tissue in which it is to act, and

it must, therefore, have a particular affinity for that tissue. The
physiologically active group, on the other hand, is, as the name indi-

cates, the portion of the molecule which is responsible for the action

of the drug. An interesting example of a substance whose physio-

logical activity maj^ be interpreted in the light of this theory is thyroxin,

the active principle of the thyroid gland. The recent investigations of

Kendall (19) have shown the structural formula of this substance to be:

1 Contributions from the Zoological Laboratory of the Museum of Compara-
tive Zoology at Harvard College, No. 332, and from the Bermuda Biological Sta-

tion for Research, No. 128.

* The best elucidation of Ehrlich's theory is to be found in his Studies in

Immunity (8). An estimate of Ehrlich's work has recently appeared in the

Proceedings of the Royal Society, London, January, 1921.
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From what is known of the importance of the iodin atom in the animal

body, e.g., in the metamorphosis of tadpoles,^ and in certain diseases

of the thyroid,—it is reasonable to look upon the group which contains

the iodin atom as the physiologically active constituent of the molecule;

while the remainder of the molecule may be regarded as the anchoring

constituent. Moreover, when the anchoring group of thyroxin is

altered, the substance loses completely its physiological activity. Thus,

in alkaline solution, the imino ring (NH) opens and the substance

becomes physiologically inert even though the iodin atoms are still

present. This is to be explained by assuming that the alteration of the

anchoring group causes it to lose its affinity for the tissues to which

it usually attaches itself.

Inasmuch as satisfactory experimental proof for Ehrlich's theory

has hitherto been wanting, it appeared desirable to record any experi-

mental evidence which might bear upon the theory'.

It occurred to the writer that if certain plant alkaloids or anesthetics

which are generally supposed to have a special affinity for nervous tissue,

could be linked chemically with a staining base, a compound would

result which would be a specific nervo stain. In the language of

Ebrlich, the alkaloidal constituent of the molecule would be the anchor-

ing group, and the staining constituent, the physiologically active

group. Accordingly, the chemistry of the alkaloids and anesthetics

was thoroughly inspected in an effort to find one which would be readily

amenable to chemical linkage.* For this purpos(\ the most desirable

way of linking an organic compound with a staining base is by means
of a procc88 known as diazotization. To be diazotized, a substance

muiit poracm a Ixinzcno nucleus which has altachcd (o i( n free amine

• A review of the work on (lio rt'liition of iwljn to the metamorphosis of tad-

pole* will be found in u pnpcr by the writer (10).

« The mcwt uiieful workii on the chon»i«try of alkaloids and anesthetics which
have eome to my attention nri* Henry's Plnul Mkahn'ilH (15) and May's Chemislry

of tht Hf/nthttie Drugt (2A).
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(NH2) group. This, when acted upon by nitrous acid, forais the char-

acteristic diazo (N=X) group. When placed in the presence of

another benzene ring, this diazo constituent becomes Hnked with it

and forms a colored compound. Consequently, if it were possible to

find a substance specific for nervous tissue which has a free amine

group attached to a benzene nucleus, it could be linked very simply

with a staining base.

DiAzoTizATiON. Of the substances which act upon nervous tissue

in the capacity of anesthetics, novocaine appeared to be the most

promising for this investigation, since it possesses the necessary pre-

requisites for diazotization: a free amine group attached to a benzene

nucleus. The following formula shows the structure of novocaine:

NH !<^ ^CO - - CHo- CH2N(C2H5)2,HC1

Having selected novocaijie as the anchoring group for the nerve

stain, it remained to discover a suitable staining base to link with it.

Inasmuch as there are literally thousands of compounds from which

to choose, it was almost necessaiy to resort to a method of trial and

error in making the selection. The resulting compound of the staining

base and the novocaine must in the first place be soluble in water; it

must also retain the physiological activity of novocaine. The diazoti-

zation was first performed in succession with 6eto-naphthol, phenol

and resorcine, but, owing to the slight solubility of the stains which

were produced, they had to be rejected. Neville and Winther's acid

was also tried, but with negative results; aZp/ia-naphthylamine and

6fto-naphthylamine were little more satisfactoiy. The next staining

base which was tried was a diamine, selected because, as a general

rule, diamines are highly soluble in water (urea) and also readily

penetrate animal tissues. Such a compound is meto-phenylenediamine,

and it was found that when linked with novocaine by diazotization,

a brown crystalline substance is produced which is highly soluble in

water. Table 1 gives a list of the various combinations of anesthetics

and staining bases made in the course of the present work. It will

be seen that not only novocaine, but also subcutin and propaesin were

employed as anchoring constituents in the molecule. The compounds

which resulted from the diazotization of the last two anesthetics were

in eveiy case only sparingly soluble in water. It remained, therefore,

to investigate more extensively the me^a-phenylenediamine compound

of novocaine.
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TABLE 1

The diazolizfUion products of novacaine, subcntin and propaesin with various

stainirig bases
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Physiological action of the diazotized novocaine. Having

found that the weto-phenylenediamine salt of novocaine (which here-

after will be referred to as "novocaine brown") is freely soluble in

water, the problem of its physiological activity immediately presented

itself. Are the physiological properties of novocaine brown the same

as those of novocaine? A series of experiments was undertaken to

test the physiological activity of this dye, and the general conclusion

was reached that novocaine brown possesses all the physiological

properties of novocaine. The evidence for this came from several

sources.

1. It is well known that novocaine, when injected into the body

cavity of the Killifish, Fundulus, causes the pigment cells (chromato-

phores) of the scales to expand immediately, giving to the fish its char-

acteristic black coloration. Likewise in the isolated scale novocaine

causes the pigment cells to expand. Novocaine brown also produces

exactly this expansion, and its reaction-time is practically the same as

that of novocaine.

2. When applieil tlirectly to the gastrocnemius muscle of the frog,

novocaine destroys the reactivity of the muscle to nerve stimuli. To
demonstrate this, one makes a preparation of the gastrocnemius muscle

with the sciatic nerve attached to it. When the nerve is stimulated

with an electric current, the muscle contracts. If, however, the muscle

is first painted with a 5 per cent aqueous solution of novocaine, after

10 minutes the muscle will no longer respond when the nerve is stimu-

lated. If novocaine brown is applied in the same way, it produces a

like result.

3. It has recently been shown by Gothlin (12) that the plates of

cilia in the Ctenophore Beroe when stimulated by a suitable electric

current immediately stop beating. However, if the tissue is first

treated with atropine or chloral hydrate, the electrical stimulation does

not inhibit the ciliary beat; in fact, instances were observed in which

there was an actual acceleration of beat in response to the faradic cur-

rent. Novocaine appears to produce the same effect as the substances

which Gothlin employed for, as I have demonstrated, after it has been

applied to the mantle of a clam, electrical stimulation of the mantle

causes no visible changes in the beating of the cilia. In this regard

novocaine brown is equally effective.

From this evidence it seems a reasonable conclusion that novocaine

brown retains the properties of novocaine. If, therefore, the assump-

tion made in the beginning of this paper be true,—viz., that novocaine
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has an especial affinity for nervous tissue,—novoeaine brown should

itself possess the properties of a specific nerve stain.

A HISTOLOGICAL STAix. 1. The prepared stain: A large number of

tissues of frogs and tadpoles in the living state were treated with the

prepared stain, and it appeared to have no affinity for nervous tissue.

In fact, onlj' the nuclei of the tissues took the stain. Smears made
from the spinal cord, sections of the retina and cornea of the eye were

treated, and only the nuclei were stained, never the nerve fibers. The

possibility therefore suggested itself that novoeaine enters all tissues

with equal facilitj^ but acts only on nei-vous tissues. In an effort to

test this possibility, a process of intra-vital diazotization was resorted to.

8. Intra-vital diazotization: By putting living tissue first into novo-

eaine then into nitrous acid, (washing thoroughlj' after each reagent),

and finally into the staining base, it was found that the stain could be

diazotizcd very successfully directly into the living tissue. By such

a process extremely delicate differentiation is possible and in addition

the stain is obtained within the tissue in extreme purity. By varying

the length of time in which the tissue is allowed to remain in novoeaine,

and varying also the period of washing, any desired depth of stain

may be procured. The fii"st wash removes all of the excess novoeaine.

If washed a sufficient length of time, moreover, it may be assumed that

only that portion of the novoeaine which is fixed firmly in the tissue

for which it has a particular affinity will remain. In every case it

was found that the novoeaine had concentrated itself in the nuclei

of the cells and never in the nei've fibere. The result of this method

is exactly the same as that obtained when the preparotl dye is used,

save that the elements are more clearly stained.

If cross sections of tadpole material (mounted upon slides) are

diazotizcd directly with novoeaine and wrfo-phenylenodiainine, an

extremely clear histological picture of the material results and, as in

the living tissue, the degree of differcTitiation may be very satisfactorily

controlled by altering tiie time during which the tissue is pcMiniltiHl to

remain in novoeaine and also by varying the period of washing. The
most satisfuctor^' results for such material are to be obtained by leaving

the slide in the various solutions for I lie following periods:

Novoeaine (3 p«r cont). .

.

r, minutes
WmIi in wntor..

.

_» tniimtos

Nitrous acid 1 niinutc

WMh in w«t«r J to :{ Hooonds

m«(a'Phetiylenodiainino* (cold) 1 to 30 minutes

*0m per e«it solution in diatillod water.
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The nitrous acid is formed by adding 2 or 3 drops of weak hydro-

chloric acid to a 1 per cent solution of sodium nitrite in a Coplin jar.

The acid is not addecT until immediately before using.

From the staining experiments it was at once evident that novocaine

does not act upon the nerve fiber. It appeared desirable, therefore,

to determine the activity of novocaine physiologically. If novocaine

acts only on the nuclei of tissue, it follows that in a tis.sue devoid of

nuclei it should have no physiological effect. Consequently, if a

nerve trunk, such as the sciatic, which is composed of nerve fibei*s

without nuclear material, is soaked in novocaine, the power to conduct

impulses should not be abolished by the anesthetic.

The ACTION or novocaine upon nerve and mus{;le. The validity

of this assumption regarding the physiological action of novocaine

was tested by treating the several constituents of the neuro-muscular

mechanism of a frog with novocaine. Sciatic-gastrocnemius pre-

parations were made; the sciatic nerve was then immersed in 5 per

cent solution of novocaine, with the result that no visible diminution

in its conductivity was to be observed in the course of from half to

three-quarters of an hour. This made it evident that novocaine does

not inhibit the passage of motor nei-ve impulses. It had been noted

previously that if the gastrocnemius muscle were immersed in novo-

caine, it could no longer respond to neiTe stimulation. However,

if the muscle is stimulated directly (by touching the electrodes to the

muscle) it contracts readily. This indicates that novocaine, though

it prevents the reception by the muscle of nerve stimuli, does not

abolish the power of contraction. Inasmuch as the anesthetic does

not impede the passage of the nerve impulse, one must conclude that

novocaine paralj^zes neither the nerve-fiber nor the contractile ele-

ment of the muscle fiber, but some substance between the two. Since

the motor nerves terminate at the periphery of the muscle fibers in

structures known as end plates, it would seem that the membrane
which separates the end-plate from muscle fiber might be the seat of

activity of the novocaine.

It is a curious fact that the Indian-arrow poison, curare, as originally

shown by Claude Bernard (1),^ also acts upon some structure inter-

^ Pelouze et Bernard (27) were the first to point out that stimulation of the
nerves had no effect on a frog which previously had been injected with curare.

The exphination of the activity of curare was not published until 1857. Mean-
while, Kolliker (18) had published the details of his experiments with curare.

The results of the two investigators were similar. The more recent work on the
physiological activity of curare is to be found in the following papers: Langley
(22), (23); Garten (11); Cathcart and Clark (5).
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mediate between nerve and muscle. Curare, like novocaine, does

not afifect nerve transmission nor does it destroj^ the power of muscular

response to direct stimulation. Inasmuch as the late war has occasioned

a keenly-felt shortage of curare, it seems desirable to emphasize the

fact that novocaine ofFere a very satisfactory substitute for a substance

which at the present time is practically unobtainable.

The acti\4ty of curare has been explained on the hypothesis that

intermediate between a nei-ve and its muscle there exists a substance,

or possibly an actual membrane, which concerns itself with the reception

and transmission of nerve stimuli to the muscle proper. The presence

of such a substance was long ago urged, and its existence was demon-

strated with reasonable satisfaction by Langley (21). In his earlier

researches Langley held that an actual membrane existed between the

ner\'e and the muscle, but later he abandoned this idea, and adopted

the view that there exists a "receptive substance," which is possibly

akin to a chemical side chain,—the side chain, perhaps, of the molecule

of which the contractile substance of the muscle fiber itself is composed.

The investigations of Lucas and Adrian (25) leave no doubt as to the

actual existence of such a receptive substance. They have been able

to show by very delicate experiments that the rate of transmission

of impulses within this receptive substance is markedly different from

the transmission of impulses either in the nerve itself or in the muscle

fiber. However, the exact location of the receptive substance has

never been definitely ascertained. As a result of the original concep-

tion of a membrane separating the nerve fiber from the muscle, it has

usually been taken for granted that the place of reception of nerve

stimuli is at the surface of the muscle fiber. Indeed, morphologically

the nerve fiber certainly ends at the peripheiy of the nuiscle. As far

a8 the writer is aware, it has not hitherto been suspected that the

receptive substance resides within the muscle fiber itself. Elliott

(9, p. 467), however, has noted in his experiments with adrenalin (which

he found to act upon the junction between nerve and nuii^de) that

"the irritable substance at the myoneural junction depends for the

continuance of its life on the nucleoplasm of the muscle cell, not of the

nerve cell." Aside from this observation there app(>ar to be no other

rx|M?rimcntal results which point to the nucleus as the seat of the

receptive sulwtance. It is, however, of interest that luimunds and
Hoth (7, p. 4f)), as n result of their experiments on nicotine-curare

antAKonimn in the muscles of fowls, find that curare acts "upon the

inuNcle Kutwtancc proper."
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It would be decidedly unwise, in a question which is of such great

importance, to draw any but well substantiated conclusions, particu-

larly inasmuch as the experiments herein recorded suggest a relation-

ship between the nerve and muscle which differs fundamentally from

that which is accepted by most physiologists. The beliefs which are

about to be expressed, therefore, are not intended in any way as final,

but rather as a working hypothesis, which further experimentation will

probably modify.

As has been already noted, morphologically the nerve ends at the

surface of the muscle fiber, and, as far as is known, there is no specialized

structural continuity between the peripheral membrane and the nuclei

within the muscle. Yet novocaine, which destroys the power of the

muscle to receive nervous stimuli, acts upon muscle nuclei and appar-

ently acts only there. The evidence for this comes most strongly from

the experiment in which a living muscle soaked with novocaine is

directly diazotized with a staining base. From the color distribution

of the resulting compound, the seat of activity seems very definitely

to be the muscle nuclei. Moreover, when the process of diazotization

is reversed—that is, by placing the muscle first into the staining base

and then into the diazotized novocaine—a diffuse color results, which

is not concentrated in any of the tissue elements. It seems certain,

therefore, that novocaine prevents the reception by the muscle of nerve

stimuli, because of its action upon the nuclei of the muscle fibers. With
this observation in mind, what can be said of the means of nervous

excitation of striated muscle?

It seems probable, in the first place, that the much discussed "recep-

tive substance" of Langley is located within the nuclei of the muscle

and, after being acted upon by novocaine, no longer retains the power
of exciting the muscle when the nerve is stimulated. Thus, though

there may be doubt concerning the existence of a specialized morpho-
logical connection between the nei-ve ending and the nuclear substance

of the muscle fiber, it appears that physiologically they are connected

most intimately. Moreover, if this view is substantiated, it will

demonstrate that the immediate mechanism by which normal muscular

contraction is occasioned is the muscle nucleus itself, and that nerve

stimuli arc received by the muscle nuclei because of the receptive

substance residing within them.

The histological conditions which have been demonstrated from
time to time tend strongly to support the view that the nerve com-
municates its impulses to a muscle through the medium of the muscle

THE AMEKICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, VOL. 57, NO. 1
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nucleus. The axis-cj-linder of the motor nerve, it is now agreed,

terminates beneath the sarcolemma in an expanded end. Associated

with this expanded end are always to be found the "end-plate," or

"sole" nuclei (17). In the light of the work on novocaine it is singu-

larly suggestive that there should be such close morphological relation

between the motor terminations and the end-plate nuclei. Of much
greater significance, however, is the fact that the end-plate nuclei

appear to be identical histologically with the nuclei of the muscle

fiber proper. Indeed, Huber and DeWitt (17, p. 179) have reached

the "conclusion that what has been described as granular sole Jend-

plate sarcoplasm] may be regarded as an accumulation of sarcoplasma

of the muscle. The nuclei of the sole are in structure very similar

to the muscle nuclei, and we have regarded them as such." Concerning

the motor endings in the striated muscle of the frog Huber and DeWitt

(17, p. 183) have again made a most important observation: "In

sections giving a surface view of the muscle fibers of the frog, double

stained in methylene and alum carmine, it may be seen that the muscle

nuclei are more numerous in that portion of the muscle fiber receiving

the ramified endings of the motor nerve. Many of these nuclei are

found in the thin layer of- sarcoplasma in which the axis-cylinder

branches terminate. These nuclei are comparable to the so-called

sole nuclei, which, it will be remembered, were also regarded as nuclei

of the sacroplasma—muscle nuclei."

Other evidence which parallels this is found in the innervation of the

heart. "Within the sinus node [the sino-auricular node] ....
nerve fibers enter .... and divide into delicate plexuses from

which varicose fibers terminate in simple or complex fashion around

the nuclei of the muscle cells" (31, pp. 27-28). Also some of the

fibrils of the His-Tawara system "end around the nuclei of the muscle

cells."

Thu effect of novocaine on the heart of the chick before

AND AFTER INNERVATION. One of the most hotly debated controversies

which ever occurred in connection witli physiological investigations

aroee over the question of the origin of the heart-beat. Though of

little concern at the present time, the question is still of considerable

hictorical intercHt. The most important evidence in favor of tlie

myogenic thc»ory of the heart lx;at came from the observation of His

(16), that the heart of the embryonic chick commences beating after

2 days of (Icvelopment, while it does not b(>c()mo inn(>rv.'U(>d until the

Otb day. Thun, in the cluck there is a very clear instance of lujart

muscle which )>catH t)cfore nervcH roach it.
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If, now, novocaine serves only to block the reception by the muscle

of the nerve impulse, it should have no effect upon the beating chick

heart before it becomes innervated. Embryos of chicks, 3 days old,

were very carefully removed from the shell and placed in physiological

salt solution, where they were maintained at the incubation tempera-

ture; the activity of the heart was observed through a microscope

which was so enclosed in a chamber as to keep the desired temperature

of 37°C. The rate at which the heart was beating (usually about

50 times a minute) was recorded and then a warm solution of 5 per

cent novocaine added directly to the salt solution in the vicinity of

the beating heart. There.followed, after a few moments, a spasmodic

series of contractions, due probably to the alteration in the osmotic

pressure occasioned by the novocaine. Within 5 minutes, however,

the normal beat became reestablished. Subsequent additions of no-

vocaine did not seem to affect the beat, and the heart continued its

activity in this condition for more than a half-hour.

As was predicted, therefore, novocaine does not affect the contraction

rate of the uninnerv^ated chick heart, a fact which gives support to the

contention that novocaine destroys only the power to receive nerve

stimuli.

On the innervated chick heart, from 6 to 10 days of age, novocaine

appears also to be without effect, for when applied directly to a beating

heart, which had been removed altogether from the chick embryo, there

followed no alteration in the rate of beat. It appears likely, therefore,

that novocaine does not affect the heart beat either of embryonic or

mature animals; it might well be suspected, however, that after treat-

ment with novocaine, the nervous control of the heart is suspended.

To investigate this, the beating heart of a frog was bathed in a strong

solution of novocaine (there followed no marked change in the rate of

beat)^ and the vagus nerve exposed for purposes of stimulation. The
vagus nerve was first stimulated to test its influence on the heart and

having demonstrated satisfactorily that the usual inhibitory effect

followed stimulation, the heart was bathed with strong novocaine.

After 5 or 6 minutes, the stimulation of the vagus produced no effect

upon the pulsation of the heart. Novocaine, therefore, removes the

' Roth (29) has made an extensive study of the effect of novocaine on the heart

beat of the frog, and finds that when perfused with a strong solution of novocaine,

the rate of pulsation is decreased slightly, and that the ventricular contraction is

somewhat reduced. When large doses are injected intravenously in higher ani-

mals, there follows a depression in the pulse (14).
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power of inhibition on the part of the vagus nerve. As in the case of

transmission in the sciatic nei*ve, novocaine does not interfere with

the conduction of a nerve impulse in the vagus; consequently, the seat

of activity of the novocaine must here also reside in the receptive sub-

stance intermediate between the free endings of the vagus and the

cardiac tissue. It is of interest that atropine likewise abolishes the

inhibitory effect of stimulation of the vagus trunk (21), and that it

also is believed to act upon the receptive substance. In the case of

cardiac tissue it can very easilj^ be shown by intra-vital diazotization

that novocaine has the same action on the muscle nuclei of the heart

as in the case of the gastrocnemius, and therefore that the seat of its

activity is the same in both cases. It seems reasonable, therefore,

to believe that atropine, which acts on the receptive substance, must

also act through the nuclei.

The experiments of Gothhn (12) cited above are of especial interest

in this connection. When a ciliated tissue is stimulated electrically

after treatment with atropine (or novocaine) the cilia continue to beat

as usual; when stimulated without such previous treatment, however,

their beating stops at once. It has long been known that in certain

ciliated tissues there are definite morphological structures connecting

the basal bodies of cilia with the nuclei of the colls. Since, therefore,

novocaine and atropine remove ciliary inhibition, it is probable that

they do .so by acting upon the cilia through the nucleus; that the faradic

stimulus affects first the nucleus, which in turn inhibits the ciliary

beat. If such \yc the case, it is clear that in ciliated tissue there is a

mechanism which apparently duplicates in a surprising way the con-

tractile mechanism found in muscular tissue, where the nucleus appears

to excite the cytoplasmic elements of the cell to functional activity.

The efffx'T of novocaine on sensory terminations. Medicinally,

novocaine is used as a local anesthetic,* and from a practical stand-

point, the professional man is more concerned with its effect upon
senfiory nerve endings than upon motor endings. The experimental

resultH recorded in the present pajX'r deal almost entirely with the

effect of novocaine upon motor neiTes. In the course of the investi-

gation, however, it seemed advisable to determine whether or not

novocaine had a greater affinity for sensoiy nei've fibers than for motor.

•About onc-<iuart<'r of the filwrs within the sciatic trunk are sensory.

Coniicquently, when the sciatic nenc is stimulated on one side, the

* A dincUMion of the tnotlicinul uhcs of novocaine in to bo found in (Iwiithntey'a

book on ftocathetia (13).
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leg on the opposite side responds as a result of reflex action. This

is due to the well-known fact that when the sensory fibers of the

sciatic nerve are stimulated, they transmit the stimulus to the spinal

cord, and that, passing through the reflex centers, the stimulus travels

down the motor nerve on the opposite side of the body and causes the

contraction of the leg muscles. If, before stimulation, the sciatic

nei-ve is treated with novocaine, there is some evidence that the intensity

of the reflex is slightly diminished, which possibly indicates that novo-

caine does interfere with the conduction of such sensory stimuli as are

produced by an electric shock.

Though of uncertain effect upon sensory fibers, there is little doubt

concerning the action of novocaine upon sensory terminations. When
the gastrocnemius muscle on one side of the body is stimulated directly,

a prompt reflex is produced on the opposite side; this means that the

sensory terminations within the gastrocnemius have received the im-

pulse and have transmitted it through their fibers to the other leg.

The same reflex response is secured if the sciatic trunk is exposed

above the gastrocnemius and stimulated. If the gastrocnemius is

now bathed in novocaine no reflex is produced by direct stimulation

of the muscle. The exposed portion of the sciatic trunk, however,

will still transmit impulses to the opposite side when stimulated. It

is clear, therefore, that in the frog novocaine acts upon the sensory

terminations, but has little, if any, effect upon the actual transmission

of sensory impulses. It appears to act upon the terminations in such

a way as to prevent the reception of impulses, and it is this fact which

undoubtedly accounts for its activity in local anesthesia.^

In an extensive investigation on the physiological effect of novocaine,

Liljcstrand und Magnus (24) find that, when injected into the blood

stream of a cat, it appears to act upon the proprioceptive (sensory)

' It is well known that when a nerve trunk in man is perfused with novo-

caine, there ensues a complete loss of sensation in all of the tissues which the

nerve supplies; however, it does not inhibit materially the passage of such

'sensory' impulses as are produced by inductorium. This result is perhaps the

most difficult of all to reconcile with the facts already known concerning the

physiological action of novocaine, and it suggests that a normal sensory impulse

differs fundamentally in its nature from a motor impulse, or at least from such

an impulse as is incited by a faradic current, the true sensory impulses being

blocked by novocaine, while motor impulses and those—both sensory and motor
—occasioned by an electric shock are quite unaffected by the presence of the

anesthetic. Further investigations are now being made in an effort to explain

these discordant results.
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roots, and in that way destroys the muscle sense. They note also that

in large doses it seems to paralj^ze motor-nerve transmission. The

latter result has also been observed by Kubota and Macht (20). It

is also interesting to recall that Dixon (6) found that cocaine acted upon

sensory nerves more readily than upon motor.

It may very well be, however, that the reception of sensory stimuli

by the afferent nerve endings is, as in the case of the efferent endings,

effected through the nuclei of the receptive tissues. This would mean
that the abolition of sensation by novocaine is due to its action on the

nuclei rather than on the sensoiy nerve endings. The writer, however,

does not wish to emphasize this possibility until more substantial

evidence has been procured. The fact remains, however, that novo-

caine when diazotized appears to have no affinity whatsoever for

sensory or motor nerve endings.

DISCUSSION

If the observations on the diazotization of novocaine were the only

evidence upon which to base the generalization that the receptive

substance of Langley is located within the muscle nuclei, the writer

would be extremely reluctant to put it forward even as an hypothesis.

There are, however, other arguments in favor of the theoiy which by
many will be considered much more convincing than the staining results.

This is particularly true of the morphological evidence. The fact that

muscle nuclei arc crowded into the end-plate is a most suggestive con-

dition and, as far as the writer is aware, no one has hitherto attempted

to account for it. In the light of the present theoiy this concentration

.of nuclei is readily explained by assuming that they have migrated

from the muscle fiber to come more closely into association with the

motor terminations. It is extremely interesting, too, that the ond-

platc as such is found only in muscles of great activity. Thoy arc

never encountered in smooth muscle of any animal; and in sluggish

animals are seldom found even in the voluntary muscles. In Hk^ fiog

the end-plates are l)C8t formed in its most active muscles, particularly

in the Kastrocnemius. Even here, however, the end-plates are rudi-

mentary as compared with those of the higher mammals (see Ilubor

17. pi. 14; and Booke, (2, Taf. 17-23); and (3)). An oxaniination

of the figures of those who have worked upon the motor terminations

DiakeN it evident that the rnd-plato has incrcasod in coniplcxify, particu-

larly as regardM tlio nuinln'r of nuclei which it contains, as tlu^ muscles

have incrcaiK*d in activity.
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The idea of a nuclear receptive substance is further supported by the

fact that the myo-neural junction is the seat of fatigue. When a

nerve is stimulated with a tetanizing current the muscle soon fails

further to respond to nerve impulses; when stimulated directly, how-

ever, it is found quite capable of contraction. It is generally held that

the fatigue brought on in this way is occasioned by an accumulation

of the waste products which "congests" the myo-neural junction, and
renders it for the time being incapable of receiving nerve impulses.

Lactic acid is well known to be one of the chief substances produced

by muscular activity, and the lactic acid must be oxidized to enable the

muscle to continue its activity. Since it is widely agreed that the

nucleus of any cell is a center of oxidation (28), it follows that the muscle

nucleus would be the first of the cell elements to be affected by an

increase in lactic acid; with continued stimulation the nucleus must
literally become overwhelmed with material to be oxidized; as a result

it would become fatigued, and would be no longer capable of perform-

ing its normal functions.

The writer is well aware of the many difficulties involved regarding

muscle nuclei as the junctional tissue, and fails in his purpose if, at

any point, he appears to be oblivious to them. In the first place,

many will find it difficult to abandon the conception of transmission

and contraction as being fundamentally cytoplasmic processes; in

response to objections raised on this point, I think it can be said justly

that the theory does not in reality require one to abandon such a funda-

mental conception, but simply to modify it. Transmission is still

cytoplasmic, as is also contraction, but the link between the two must
be regarded as nuclear. The nucleus merely receives a cytoplasmic

impulse and having received it, excites the contractile element of the

muscle to activity. Though this explanation may not prove satis-

factory to some, it must inevitably be accepted if the theory is to stand.

Perhaps the most vulnerable part of the argument lies in the inter-

pretation placed upon the staining results. Novocaine, it may be

urged, might act on elements of a tissue in which it fails to become

strongly concentrated; hence the tissues which stain lightly with novo-

caine brown may be as much affected as those which take a heavy

stain. Experimentally this is perhaps the most difficult to meet of

all of the objections. However, it seems much more probable that

novocaine acts upon that portion of the tissue in which it is most highly

concentrated. In fact the entire Ehrlich theory of physiological action

is based upon this tacit assumption, and those who object must, I
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think, bear the burden of the proof. If it can be shown that novocaine

does not act upon the substance for which it has the greatest affinity,

all of the deductions drawn from the results of staining immediately

fall to the ground.

If further experimentation proves definitely the thesis herein set

forth, that the synapse between nerve and muscle is one in which

nuclei are concerned, it seems desirable that the function of the nuclei

in the spinal synapses should be thoroughly re-investigated with this

possibility in view. While the writer does not wish at present to

suggest with any conviction that the "synaptic membrane'' may be

synonymous with nuclear membrane, investigations are now being

carried on to ascertain whether or not such is the case. The seat of

action of adrenalin is also being investigated.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the present work was to study the nature of the

physiological activity of the local anesthetic, novocaine, by application

of Ehrlich's theory of drug action. The following are the chief results

obtained.

A. Chemical: 1. Novocaine may be linked chemically (diazotized)

with a large number of staining bases, and the compounds resulting

from such a linkage, when soluble in water, possess the same pliysio-

logical action as novocaine.

2. The most successful stain, made in this way, was formed by the

diazotization of novocaine with 7^ieto-phenylenediamino. For con-

venience, this dye has been called "novocaine brown."

3. It may be used histologically as a prepared stain, or it may be

diazotized directly into tissue (living or fixed) by dipping the tissue

BOcccasivcly into novocaine, nitrous acid, and meto-phenylencdiamine

(washing after treatment with each reagent).

4. lined in cither way, novocaine brown stains only the nuclei of

iimucfl, never the nerve fibers, nor the non-nuclear part of the end-plates.

B. Physiological: 1. Applied to sciatic-gastrocnomius pivparations,

novocaine aci« in a way Kimihir to curare, sinc(> it (h)es not* interfere

with nerve conduction nor with muscular contractility, but only pre-

vents the reception by the muscle of nerve impulses. It acts, thore-

foro, on the "receptive mibstance" of the muscle.

2. By intra-vital diazotization of the novocaine it is shown that the

nat of action of the novoc'aine is in the muscle ntirlri.
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3. It is, therefore, suggested that the receptive substance of the

muscle resides within nuclei of the muscle fibers. This is strongly

corroborated by the fact that motor nerves terminate beside the end-

plate nuclei—nuclei which have migrated during development from
the interior of the muscle fiber.

4. Novocaine does not materially affect the rate of pulsation of

chick hearts either before or after innervation.

5. Novocaine nullifies in the clam the "primarj' inhibition" (Gothlin)

of the cilia produced by an electric current, apparently as a result of

its action upon the nuclear constituents of the mantle. It seems
highly prol)able, therefore, that the nucleus of a ciliated cell is intimately

concerned in the beating of the cilia.

The investigations embodied in the present paper were commenced
at the Bermuda Biological Station for Research during the summer of

1920, and were continued in the fall of that year as a research problem

in Zoology 14,'' a course given in the first semester by Dr. G. H. Parker.

During the second semester of the college year the work was carried

on as a research course under Dr. E. L. Mark.

It is with pleasure that I express my indebtedness to Doctor Parker

and to Doctor Mark for their encouragement and for the many helpful

suggestions which they have given me in the course of the experimental

work; also to Dr. J. B. Conant for his advice concerning some of the

cheniicnl possibilities involved in the diazotization of novocaine. I

wish also to thank Dr. Oliver Kamm, of the Parke-Davis laboratories,

for his courtesy in supplying me with many of the drugs used in this

investigation.
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Mosso (1) in 1886 described oscillations that appear in diaphragm

muscle in rabbits and dogs under anesthesia and in normal sleep. Since

that time they have been observed by many workers (2). In a series

of investigations carried on in this laboratory these oscillations have

been observed in urethanized cats, dogs and rabbits and in decerebrate

cats and rabbits (3). The purpose of this investigation was to deter-

mine the tj^pes of forms these oscillations may take.

Methods. The animals used were dogs, cats and rabbits. One
series of dogs, cats and rabbits was anesthetised withurethane (2 grams

per kilo of bodj' weiglit) by stomach. The other series consisted of

cats and rabbits which were decerebrated under ether. Most of the

observations, however, were made under urethane because of its uni-

form anesthetic action. An animal was fastened back downward with

thongs to an animal holder, a cannula inserted into a femoral artery

and a mercury manometer attached for recording the blood pressure.

A median incision was made through the abdominal wall and an S-

shaped hook attached to the diaphragm about midway between the

central tendon and the lateral chest wall. From the S-shaped book a

thread was passed over a.pullej^ to a hght writing lever which recorded

movements of the diaphragm on a revolving drum simultaneously with

the record of the blood pressure.

In the early experiments a simultaneous record was obtained of the

movements of the chest wall along with that of the diaphragm muscle

but it was found either to move synchronously with the diaphragm

or not to move at all. The chest record was omitted in the later

experiments. Also attempts were made to record by means of a

tambour but this method did Hot prove sufficiently delicate for the

small oscillations.

Continuous observations were made on these animals for periods

vaiying from 6 to 10 hours. Inspirations are represented by down

171
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strokes of the muscle lever and expirations by the up strokes. The

temperature of the animal was maintained by means of an electric

heater.

Results. In considering the results of this work it should be stated

that the oscillatoiy rhythms appeared most prominently in the dia-

phragm muscle of \'igorous animals, j-et they failed to appear in some

F'.g I. Dog. The upper curvi' iiulicntofl thchlood pressun-; the mi Idle ciirvo,

rontra(*tiont( of the (liuphrugtii iimsclo; mikI the lower line, tlic time Ml .") .sccoiul

intcrvulM.

thjit WH'mcd nonnul. Another fact of ^ciicrnl iiit('n\st is that tlu\st>

oHcillutioiiK Muiy iipp<>ar at uny time from within 1 to <> hours after the

oiiMcr\'(itioiiH lire bcKUii.

TuiM" "/ oHcilliitionM. Figure I nhowH u type of curve that appeared

in a (1()R iiliout ono hour tift<>r the exixTltnent iiad begun. It is s(>eii that

ihPNO OMcillatioiiM occur l><>th ut the bottom and the t,op of the curve
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and the amplitude is nearly uniform in all phases. Since the down
strokes represent inspirations it indicates that the chest cavity is

larger and would hold more air when the oscillations appear at the

bottom of the curve, and vice versa when they appear at the top.

Figure 2 wliich was obtained from the diaphragm of a decerebrate

cat shows a vanation from the type in figure 1. The oscillations are

somewhat greater at the bottom of the curve than at the top, the ampli-

tude is not uniform and wide excursions of the lever occur from time to

time as a result of gasps.

Fig. 2. Decerebrate cat. Oscillations irregular in amplitude and greater on
the down strokes of the lever.

In figure 3 the oscillations take on an entirely different form inasmuch

as the rhythms appear only at the top of the curve and indicate a de-

crease in the tonicity of the diaphragm. These oscillations appeared

about 6 hours after the beginning of the observations and continued

for 5 hours except for intermissions of 1 to 10 minutes which occurred

from time to time until the experiment was terminated. During the

course of the experiment the oscillations appeared at fairly regular inter-

vals, then would disappear for a minute or more to reappear singly, in

pairs or in trios, and then disappear and reappear later in the sama
manner. As the experiment proceeded the height of the oscillations

became smaller.

A fourth type of curve is represented in figure 4A where the oscilla-

tory rhythms appear at the bottom of the curve. This is a fairly com-
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mon type. In this auinial these oscillations appeared and then dis-

appeared and then about 30 minutes later they had entirely changed

their form and appeared at the top of the curve instead of the bottom

as shown in figure 4B.

Fig. 3. Cot. ONcillntionB at top of curve. Time, 6 second.^

A fifth type of curve observed in tlu-sr experiments is represented in

fiKure 6, which shows compound oseiliiitions. It is seen that large

<MCtlUtory waves appear in tin* diaphragm cui-ve about every 2 to 3

mioutcs. These larfce rhvilmis lirht occurred neurlv A liours after
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the experiment was started. Another significant fact about this curve

is that small oscillations are superimposed onto the large ones, especially

on the right half of the curve giving compound oscillations.

Fig. 4. Cat. Osc'illati')ns at bottom of curve in A and at top of curve in

B. Time, half-minutes.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Relation to blood pressure. On examining these curves it is seen that

there is no direct relation between oscillatory waves of the diaphragm

and changes in the blood pressure. This has been our uniform experience

with dogs and cats. In the rabbit, however, we have observed a direct

relation of blood pressure to oscillations in the diaphragm in some of

our experiments, similar to those described by Mosso (4).

Source of oscillations. The oscillations in diaphragm muscle are

usually considered to be due to influences arising from central origin (5).

It is well known that changes in the carbon dioxide content of the blood
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will influence the depth of respiration. We have tried experimentally

to evoke these rhythms by administering CO2 by way of the lungs, but

without success. Mosso obseiTed oscillatory rhythms in the diaphragm

and chest muscles of the dog after apnoea, which was produced bj^

artificial respiration (5). Macleod in a recent paper has shown that

"periodic breathing" may occur in decerebrate cats when the oxygen

.supply is reduced and that on administering oxygen the breathing

returns to normal (6). In decerebrate cats and rabbits and in urethan-

ized dogs and cats we have had oscillations appear in the diaphragm

muscle when the excursions of the writing lever were greatest, indicating

increased ventilation, and disappear when they were least, and vice

versa. We have also had oscillations appear as in figure 3. when there

are wide excursions of the lever and disappear, then later reappear and

disappear when the rate of breathing is slower and the amplitude of

the cui-ve not more than two-thirds as high. This would seem to indi-

cate that other factors besides oxgyen may influence these rhythms.

Recently we have shown that oscillations may appear in diaphragm

muscle in situ when the medulla is pithed and the phrenic and vagi

nerves are severed and the peripheral end of a phrenic nerve is stimu-

lated rhythmically with uniform break induction shocks (7). Oscilla-

tory rhythms have also been obtained in a similar way on various other

muscles (8). Lee, Guenther and Meleney found " rhythmicity " appear-

ing in isolated diaphragm muscle of the cat when stimulated with

induction shocks at a uniform rate (9).

The fact that oscillatory rhythms may occur in diaphragm muscle

when isolated from the respiratory center and stimulated with bi-eak

induction shocks through a peripheral end of a phrenic nerve suggests

the possibility that the oscillations appearing when the nei-vous system

is intact may be due in part to changes in the irritabiUty of the muscle

itself.

We have found no direct indications that the oscillations in diaphragm

muscle arc due to fatigue. They may appear soon after the observa-

tions are begun or several hours later.

SUMMARY

1. Five types of oscillations that may appear in the diaphragm

nmscle of urethanized and decerebrate animals are presented.

2. These oscillations may take different forms and they may appear,

disappear and reappear at any time within 1 to C hours after" the

ol)servations are begun.
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3. In general there seems to be no direct relation between the

character of the oscillations in diaphragm muscle and changes in the

blood pressure.
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Dastre (1) and LangendoriT (2) were the first to show that sometimes

after applying an artificial stimulus to the auricles of the frog's heart, a

prolonged ventricular pause arises, which is not initiated by an extra-

systole of the ventricle. Engelmann (3) was in position to corroborate

this experiment and to elucidate it. He pointed out that the experi-

ment succeeds only when the stimulus is given to the auricles at the

commencement of the ventricular systole, after which an extrasystole

of the auricles will ensue. After this the excitation wave proceeds to

the ventricle and reaches it before the close of the refractory stage, so

that no ventricular systole follows. Only after the compensatory

pause which succeeds the extrasystole of the auricles do the auricles

and the ventricle resume their normal rhythm. This experiment, how-
ever, seldom succeeds. It is instanced in figure 1. A.i T the first

upward deflection of the signal the auricles were given an induction

shock* at the commencement of the ventricular systole. After the

auricular extrasystole evoked by this shock the excitation reached the

ventricle during the refractory stage, so that no systole of this

chamber arose.

Not before the end of the compensatory pause of the auricles did an

auricular systole arise again, followed by a ventricular systole. I have

now been more successful in this experiment, by lengthening the dura-

* In all figures the closing of the primary circuit was indicated by a downward
deflection of the signal. At the opening of the primary circuit an upward deflec-

tion of the signal was effected. In figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 the closing stimuli

were shut off and consequently they did not reach the heart.
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tion of the refractory stage of the ventricle. Then the excitation wave
after the artificial extrasystole of the auricles will with greater certainty

reach the ventricle still in the refractory stage. This lengthening of

the refractory stage of the ventricle may be effected in different ways.

First of all we know ever since Langendorff wrote, that the duration

of the postcompensatorj' systole has increased. I now found that

during the postcompensatory systole also the duration of the refrac-

tor}^ stage has increased. It may be expected, therefore, that the

experiment succeeds better during a postcompensatory systole. This

may be seen from figure 1, in which the auricles received a fresh stim-

ulus during the postcompensatory systole at the second upward deflec-

tion of the signal, and hereafter followed another extrapause of the

ventricle, which was not preceded by a premature ventricular systole.

At P the third upward deflection of the signal the auricles were again

stimulated at the commencement of a ventricular systole. After the

evoked extrasystoles of the auricles the excitation wave reached the vcn-

^—

^

^^'i^^^

Fig. 1

tricle after the refractory stage, so that a premature ventricular systole

ensued. When, however, at the next upward deflection of the signal the

stimulus is repeated at the connnenccment of the postcomjionsatory

83r8tolc, the excitation wave after the extra-auricular systole thus evoked,

readily reaches the ventricle during the refractory stage. Now an extra-

pause of the ventricle follows. In this way it is easy to re])eat the

experiment during every following ventricular systole, which is broadened

cvpr>'tiino. At bust it is even unnecessary to stimulate the auricU's at

the eoiiimcncement of the ventricular systole, the last stimulus boiiig

given a))out the middle of the ventricular systole without diminishing

thosuccciwof theexi)eriment. This, indeed, is easily understood, if \v(>

look more curefuiiy at the ventricular systoles of this artificial halved

ventrieuinrrhythm. We then observe that after the coni])ensat()ry ])ause

ibo pOgtconiiM'nmitory systole is broader than the preceding ventricular

•3Vtol6t, and that every succeeding sv^iolc surpasses its predecessor in

briNUlMM. We M«H5 then that tin . -iit i i, nlii \ of the ventricular
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muscle increases after every lengthened ventricular pause. This restor-

ation of the ventricular muscle in the artificial halved rhythm involves an

increase in duration of the refractory stage from systole to systole. This

is why ultimately the stimulus can be administered to the auricles later

in the ventricular period, without interfering with the success of the

experiment. After the last stimulus the ventricle resumes again the

normal rhythm. ^ In the second place we can lengthen the refractory

stage of the ventricle by poisons, namely digitaUs, veratrin, antiarin or

barium chloride and, by doing so, ensure success of our experiment.

The curves of figure 2 refer to a frog's heart that had been poisoned

with barium chloride. At every upward deflection of the signal the

auricles receive an opening induction shock at the commencement of

a ventricular systole. Every time there appears an extrasystole of the

auricles and every time after this the excitation reaches the ventricle

during the refractory stage, so that extrapauses of the ventricle orig-

Fig. 2

inate, which are not preceded by premature ventricular systoles.'

I have now detected that artificial extrapauses of the ventricle may be

evoked in the frog's heart in quite another manner. Whereas in the

method described above, the prolongation of the refractory stage of

the ventricle was the decisive factor, the following method is based on

a principle unknown as yet in the physiology of the heart. When we
place the stimulating electrode in the auriculo-ventricular groove, we
can evoke under certain circumstances (prolonged refractory stage of

the ventricle), by the administration of an extrastimulus toward the

* After poisoning with veratrin, digitalis, antiarin or barium-chloride, the

halved rhythm of the ventricle can persist after one or more extra-pauses of the

ventricle, without stimulating the heart any more. This also can occur after

bleeding the non-poisoned frog's heart. (See fig. 5.)

' In a later stage of this intoxication the ventricle maintains its pulsation in

the halved rhythm after such an artificial extrapause.
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close of the diastole of the ventricle, an extrapause of the ventricle,

which is not preceded by an extrasystole of this chamber.

In our experiments described above we had to give the extra stimulus

at the beginning of the systole to obtain the desired result. When the

stimulus was given a httle later a premature ventricular systole suc-

ceeded the extrasystole of the auricles.

It is obvious, then, that when a stimulus at the end of the diastole of

the ventricle produces the same effect, it cannot be explained in the

same way. We shall therefore illustrate the latter experiment by some

curves. In figure 3 we see a reproduction of the suspension curves of

a frog's heart after veratrin poisoning. (The heart was left in situ and

the circulation of the blood was left intact; some drops of 1 per cent

sol. acetas veratrini had been injected into the dorsal Ij^mph sac about

Fig. 3

10 minutes Ixjfore.) At the first upward deflection of the signal an

opening induction shock was given. After this we see an auricular

systole represented in the suspension curve, which is not followed by a

qrstole of the ventricle. Just as in the experiments described above,

an Gxtrapausc of the ventricle follows after this amicular systole.

At the next upward deflection the same e.\i)eriment was rei)oate(l in the

upper row of curves with the same result. Now when measuring

the curve we fin<l that the auricular systole, which appeared a short

time after each of the two sliinuli, follows after the commcncemonl of

the preceding auricular Hystole with an interval of a sinus period. We
therefore applied the extra Htimulus in the auriculo-ventriculMr groove

a ehort time Iwfore the coinincnccmcnt of a iioniwil lu'riodic uuiiciilar

iqnitole. At that moment th(? ventricle was ai)i)arently still refractory,

as there did not upp(>nr an extniHyHtolc of ihc ventricle. The auricles,
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however, respond to the stimulus. The excitation wave now traverses

the auricles from the auriculo-ventricular boundary in the direction of

the sinus venosus.

But simultaneously, the periodic sinus impulse traverses the auricles

in an opposite direction. The two excitations meet and rebound. At

that moment the auricular systole is accomplished under the influence

of two excitation waves, passing through the auricles in opposite

direction. The excitation waves clash against each other and are

annihilated. Now we understand that the auricular systole succeed-

ing the extra stimulus, originates partly under the influence of the

periodic sinus impulse and partly from the extra stimulus.*

> f M||l f> ffIf l f !ffW '
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Fig. 4

It is also clear that this auricular systole cannot in this case be fol-

lowed by a ventricular systole. In the lower curves, registered a little

later, this experiment is repeated with the same result at the first and

the third upward deflection of the signal. At the second upward
deflection of the signal the stimulus is given a little later, so that then

an cxtrasystole of the ventricle appears. In figure 4 are illustrated the

suspension curves and the electrograms of a frog's heart after antiarin

poisoning. Initially the ventricle pulsated in halved rhythm, which

at the first upward deflection of the signal was changed into the normal

rhythm of twice the velocity. At the second upward deflection of the

signal another induction shock is administered in the auriculo-ventric-

* It goes without saying that it depends on the moment, at which the extra-

stimulus is administered to which impulse the greater part of the auricular

systole owes its origin. So, for instance, in figure 6 the two auricular systoles

will arise for the greater part from the extra stimulus.
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ular groove.' We see from the string curve that this stimiihis is admin-

istered a short time after the P-deflection. At this moment the ven-

tricle is apparent!}' still refractory, so that an extrasystole of the ven-

tricle is not evoked.® The auricles, however, do respond to the stim-

ulus, so that these are now traversed at the same time by an excitation

wave in a retrograde direction. This excitation wave, which traverses

the auricles after the extra stimulus, encounters in the auricles the

periodic sinus impulse, which was already on its way from the opposite

side at the moment when the extra stimulus was given. Both excita-

tion waves are then annihilated, so that no premature ventricular

systole can follow and an exirapause of the ventricle manifests itself.

Thereafter the normal ventricular rhythm is transposed into the

halved rhj-thm.' It is beyond doubt that in this case the greater part

of the auricular systole is owing to the periodic sinus impulse, because

this impulse was already traversing the auricles at the moment when
the extra stimulus was being administered. We have seen heretofore

that at the moment when the extra stimulus in the auriculo-vcntricular

groove is administered, the ventricle must be refractory. To ensure

the success of this experiment it will be well to lengthen the refractory

stage of the ventricle.

In the two preceding experiments we have effected this lengthening

by veratrin or by antiarin poisoning. We can now avail ourselves also

of the fact that the refractory stage of the ventricle is lengthened by

the postcompensatory systole. This is instanced in figure 5. It repre-

* The moment at which the extra stimulus is applied is marked by the signal

and may also be seen from the string curve, which shows a small gap owing to a

short swerving of the string.

• In the string curve we see directly after the stimulus, a small triangular

deflection, which tells us that after all an extremely small part of the ventricle

M conimrted. We arc safe to conclude that the sinus impulse can not rebound
on thin extremely small partial contraction, since, indeed, in the frog's heart

the auricIeM arc interconnected with the ventricle all along llio auriculo-vcn-

trteular groove (auriculo-vcntricular fmuicl). Similarly we sec in figure .i a slight

dUFerenoe in the magnitude of the ilcflccticms of the susix'nsion curve, after tiie

four Htimiili which initiate the extra-|)auHCS of the ventricle. Very likely also

hero nn (•xtrvmely small portion of the ventricle has been made 1o contract once

or iwioe.

'I iMed not enlarge up<m these transpositions of rhythm and the changes
lh«y involve for the ventricle electrograms. They were discussed by me in

Koninklyke Aeademit van WrtrnnrhnpiH-n tc Amnlcrdam Proceedings XX, ttW;

(IW7), 271 nml 802. Archivt^H X^rrl. dr. I'hyHwloi/ie, iii (lOlS), 7 and 90. rjlilycr'a

Archip, Bd. 173, 8. K. H. lUlK.
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sents the suspension curves of the auricles (lower curves) and of the

ventricle (upper curves) of a frog's heart after bleeding. The stimu-

lating electrode is applied in the auriculo-ventricular groove. At the

downward deflection of the signal a closing shock is administered.*

This gives rise to an extrasystole of the ventricle, which is followed by

a compensatory pause. During the postcompensatory systole an

opening shock is applied. Although this shock was administered at

the commencement of an auricular systole just as the previous shock,

the result is quite different. The refractory stage of the postcompen-

satory systole, namely, is lengthened, so that at the moment when the

stimulus is applied the ventricle is still refractory and consequently

presents no extrasystole. The auricles, however, do respond to the

stimulus at the auriculo-ventricular boundary, so that consequently an

excitation wave traverses the auricles in retrograde direction. This

•

.

[Fig. 5

excitation wave encounters in the auricles the periodic sinus impulse,

so that both excitation waves are annihilated and no premature ven-

tricular systole can follow. After the extrapause of the ventricle,

thus originating, the following systole of the ventricle is extended

and broadened. Now because this systole engenders a prolonged refrac-

tory stage of the ventricle, the ventricle is caught in the halved rhythm.®

It is evident that the previously described experiments succeed only

when the extra stimulus affects the auriculo-ventricular groove at a

special moment.

If that moment coincides with the moment at which the periodic

sinus impulse enters the auricles, the experiment will succeed. Success

* In this figure the closing induction shocks are not shut off and are announced
by a downward deflection of the signal.

' These transpositions of rhythm in the bled frog's heart will be discussed in

the following communication.
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will even be achieved when the extra stimukis is applied somewhat

later or earlier. In figure 4, e.g., at the second upward deflection of

the signal, it was applied shortly after the P-deflection, therefore

shortly after the periodic impulse had entered the auricles from the

sinus venosus. In figure 6 the experiment succeeded twice through

extra stimuli which were appUed shortly before the P-deflection in the

aurieulo-ventricular groove. At the first upward deflection of the

signal the extra stimulus was applied on the peak of the negative

T-deflection, i.e., still before the P-deflection would be registered.^"

The excitation wave then travei'ses the auricles in a retrograde direc-

tion and encounters the periodic sinus impulse in the vicinity of the

sinus venosus. The P-deflection, which otherwise would have revealed

itself directly- after the close of the T-deflection, does not appear now.

The auricular systole is soniowluit proniaturo in this case and may

^ '% '\ '". X

Fig. 6

still just Ixj seen in the suspension curve in the last part of the ven-

tricular diastole. It is obvious ^hat this auricular systole is chiefly

owing to the extra stimulus. At the second ui>war(l deflection of the

Kignul the KtimuIuK was applied a little before tiie peak of the T-dc^flec-

tion. The result is similar to that with the previous stimulus, viz., an

extrapause of the ventricle.

If the extra stimulus is applied much later or earlier than the moment
at which the sinus impulse enters the auricles, no extrapause of tiu*

ventricle will follow. If later the extra stimulus will affect the ven-

tricle after the refractory stage and an extrasystole of the ventricle

will cnmic, followeti by a comijensatory pause. This is illustrated in

figitro 3, in the lower curves at the second upward deflect ioti of the

mgiuU.

** In the elaetrognun we tee tbo P-dofleotions appear directly after the close

of the T-dtflMiioot.
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Conversely, when the stimulus is given much earlier, an extrasystole

of the auricles is originated, after which a systole of the ventricle follows

at a prolonged a-v interval. An instance of this case is given in figure

6 at the third upward deflection of the signal.

At the first and the second upward deflection of the signal the extra

stimulus was applied at the peak of the T-deflection or a short time

before it, which resulted in an extrapause of the ventricle. At the

third upward deflection of the signal, however, the extra stimulus was

applied much earlier, viz., rather more than ^ second before the peak

of the T-deflection. It appears that the auricles respond already to

the stimulus and present a complete extrasystole, but this retrograde

excitation is not stayed in its course by the periodic sinus impulse in

the auricles but probably in the sinus venosus. After this auricular

extrasystole the excitation wave proceeds to the ventricle and induces

it to contract.

Success of the latter experiment depends upon various conditions:

1. The extra stimulus is to affect the auricles after the refractory

stage of these chambers.

2. After the artificial extrasystole the excitation wave is to reach

the ventricle after its refractory stage.

Finally I wish to advert to the necessity of amplifying Engelmann's

interpretation of the constant duration of the compensatory pause in

connection with the present investigation. According to Engelmann

the reason why, instead of the extrasystole a normal periodic ventric-

ular systole has fallen out, is because the periodic sinus impulse reached

the ventricle during the refractory stage of the extrasystole. The pres-

ent research induces me to add that in some cases the periodic ventric-

ular systole falls out because after the extra stimulus the excitation

which proceeds also in retrograde direction, clashes upon the periodic

sinus impulse, so that both excitations are annihilated.

When we thus amplify the interpretation of the duration of the com-

pensatory pause, a fact becomes clear to me that had been known to

me long since, namely that when an extra stimulus is given to the

ventricle, we see in some of the experiments, during the extrasystole a

P-deflection expressed in the electrograms, in others we do not. If the

P-deflection is absent it is obvious that the periodic sinus impulse has

not traversed the whole auricle, but has been stayed in its course by
the excitation proceeding in retrograde direction, evoked by the extra

stimulus.
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SUMMARY

If we evoke an extrasystole of the auricles in the beginning of a ven-

tricular systole, in some cases this extrasystole is not followed by a

systole of the ventricle. This experiment succeeds only when, after

the extrasj'stole of the auricles, the excitation wave reaches the ven-

tricle before the close of the refractory stage. It was shown, that this

experiment succeeds with more certainty if we lengthen the refractory

phase by poisoning the frog's heart with veratrin, digitaUs, antiarin or

barium chloride. In the second place we know that the duration of

a postcompensatory systole has increased and also the refractory

phase of a postcompensatory systole has increased. Therefore does the

experiment also succeed with more certainty if we evoke an extra-

systole of the auricles in the beginning of a postcompensatory systole.

In the third place we can evoke a prolonged pause of the ventricles in

quite another way. We prolong the refractory phase of the ventricle

and apply an induction shock in the auriculo-ventricular groove toward

the close of the diastole and before the close of the refractoiy phase of

the ventricle. Therefore an extrasystole of the ventricle does not

appear but the auricles respond to the stirtiulus. The excitation

wave traverses the auricles from the auriculo-ventricular groove in the

direction of the sinus venosus. But simultaneously the periodic sinus

impulse traverses the auricles in an opposite direction. The two
excitation waves clash against each other and are annihilated. In this

case the auricular systole is accomplished under the influence of two
excitation waves passing through these two chambers in opposite

directions. It is clear, that this auricular systole cannot be followed

by a ventricular systole.
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The following facts were among others stated by me in the phar-

maco-physiological investigation I made on frogs' hearts, after I had

poisoned them with veratrine, digitaUs, antiarine or barium chloride (1).

1. The duration of the refractory stage of the ventricle muscle

increases after the administration of each of these poisons, and so

does Hkewise the a-v interval; at last the contractiUty of the ventricle

muscle decreases.

2. As soon as the relative duration of the refractory stage

(duration of the total refract. stage\

duration of a sinus period /

surpasses the value 1 , suddenly or gradually the normal ventricle rhythm

changes into the halved one.

a. The sudden halving of the ventricle rhythm comes about in the

following manner : The duration of the refractory stage of the ventricle

has increased during the normal rhythm of the ventricle for the reason

that the ventricle muscle was not yet entirely restored at the beginning

of every ventricular systole. What was still wanting to this restora-

tion, was called by me the residual refractory stage.

The periodical refractory stage was added to it by every systole, so

that the total refractory stage consists of two components. If now
the relative duration of the refractory stage has become longer than 1,

the next following ventricular systole falls away, and a protracted

ventricular pause is the consequence. This protracted pause influ-

ences the two components in an opposite sense.

The ventricle muscle restores itself better, so that the residual refrac-

tory stage decreases. But after a protracted pause the next following

systole of the ventricle is considerably enlarged, consequently the

duration of the periodical refractory stage of the ventricle increases.

189
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If now this increase of the duration of the periodical refractory stage

surpasses the decrease of the residual refractory stage, then suddenly

hahdng of the ventricle jhythm sets in.

h. The gradual transition to the halved ventricle rhythm however,

takes place when the decrease of the residual refractory stage surpasses

the increase of the periodical refractory stage. For, if this takes

place, the normal ventricle rh^ihm continues after a protracted pause,

till by accumulation the duration of the residual refractory stage causes

again the falling away of a ventricular systole, and the normal ventricle

rhj'thm is resumed again. So groups of ventricular systoles come into

existence, which become gradually smaller and smaller, till in the end

the halved ventricle rhythm is reached in this way.

3. Spontaneous alternations between the halved ventricle rh>ihm

and the normal one occur frequently. The cause of these alternations

lies in the fact that during the halved ventricle rhythm the katabolic

index of the ventricle

(
duration of the total refract, stage of the ventricleN

duration of a ventricular period /

decreases again by restoration, till it has become less than one-half.

Then the normal ventricle rhythm sets in again. In this twice as rapid

ventricle rhythm* the katabolic index of the ventricle increases again

under the influence of the small pauses of the ventricle and conse-

quently the halved rhythm of the ventricle sets in again. So these

alternations can repeat themselves several times.

4. By extra stimulation of the ventricle the halved ventricle rhythm
can l)c artificially converted into the normal twice-as-rapid rhythm
by the intercalation of one Uttle ventricular systole. This proves that

during the halved rhjihm of the ventricle the sinus im])ulsos that are

not an«wcre<l l)y the ventricle, did really reach this chamber of the

heart, but rebounded on the yet refractory ventricle muscle.

The nomia! ventriclo rhythm can likewise be converted into the

halved one by extra Htinuilation. The enlarged postconiponsatory

wytiolc fixetl then the ventricle in the halved rhythm. I attributed

these and many other results, not nientioned here, to Iho fa(;t that an

important factor of the net ion of tl'.c heart, viz., the refractory stage

had \twn mfMiifird under the influence of the employed poisons. Its

• During the normnl veniricli) rhythm the katabolic index of the ventricle is

•(|ual to the relative duration of thn rpfructory stage.
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duration increased by veratrine, digitalis, antiarine and barium chloride.

These poisons had no further possible mysterious actions for the results

mentioned above.

SPONTANEOUS TRANSITION OF THE NORMAL INTO THE HALVED VENTRICLE

RHYTHM OF THE NOT POISONED FROG's HEART

The following observations made with regard to not poisoned frog's

hearts aflforded an unmistakable affirmation of the before-mentioned

facts. The before-mentioned sudden and gradual transition into the

halved ventricle rhythm occurs likewise in the not poisoned frog's heart,

the spontaneous alternations between the halved rhythm of the ventricle

and the normal one can also be stated. In figure 1- we give a reproduc-

! w i
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Fig. 1

tion of the suspension curves and the electrograms of a frog's heart

(rana esculenta). More than an hour after the suspension this heart

shows constantly repeated alternations between the normal ventricle

rhythm and the halved one. I succeeded in photographing such a

spontaneous alternation under simultaneous registration of the action

currents.

This reproduction shows a great number of important details and

affords a formal confirmation likewise for not-poisoned frogs' hearts,

of the theoretical explanations communicated by me in former essays.

In the figure we see suddenly appear the halved ventricle rhythm
aftei- four normal ventricular systoles. Three of these are still regis-

^ Constantly one electrode was placed on the auricle and one on the ventricle

in the following reproductions.
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tered. I intend more explicitly to explain here the following details,

which, in my opinion, are of interest for my subject.

1, As 1 indicated in mj' former investigations the a-v interval

increases during the normal ventricle rhji;hm till the halving of the

ventricle rhj'thm sets in. Afterwards the duration of the a-v interval

decreases. The suspension curves of this figure show a much shorter

a-v interval after the halving than before it. But the electrograms

indicate these differences much sharper. The P-R interval increases

still during the last four systoles. The first curve of the halved ven-

tricle rhjihm shows a much shorter P-R interval of the normal ventricle

rhjihrn. The restoration of the ventricle muscle in the halved rhythm

is even distinctly to be seen in these three first curves of the halved

ventricle rhythm. The P-R interval of the second systole is shorter

than that of the first, and that of the third still shorter than that of the

second. We must attribute the shortening of the P-R interval after

the halving to a shortening of the electric latent stage, as all sinus

impulses reach the ventricle along the connecting systems and con-

sequently the time of conducting along these has not in the least

changed. It appears that this shortening still proceeds from the

moment of the first ventricular systole of the halved rhythm.

2. The duration of the R-<)scillation is, after the halving, shorter than

l)efore it; at the .same time the height of the T-oscillation has increased.

This duration of the R-oscillation is now, also, again shorter during the

second systole than during the first, and at the third systole shorter

than at the second. In conciuTence with these facts the height of

the T-oscillation increases from the first systole of the halvetl rlijihm

to the last one of the figure.

In the halved ventricle rhythm the conductivity through the ven-

tricle is consequently Ix^tter than in the normal twice-as-ra])id rhythm

of the ventricle. From the first systole of the halved ventricle rhythm,

the conductivity still improves from systole to systole. The P-R
interval and the duration of the R-oscillation consequently sustain

alterations in exactly the same sense. We must attribute both these

nlterntionH to the changed metabolic condition of the ventricle muscl(>

(kntalK)lic index). This metabohc condition tieteriorates in tlu^ nor-

mal ventricle rhythm. If now the rhythm of the ventricle suddenly

halvcH the nietnbolic condition of the ventricle-muscles suddenly

improveM much, but uImo in the halved ventricle rliyOim lliis iiiii)rove-

m«»nt inrreiuM>K fnim nyMtole to Hystole.
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So this abrupt transition from the normal ventricular rhythm to the

halved rhythm has originated in the following way. During the

normal ventricular rhythm the duration of the residual refractory

stage increases through accumulation from systole to systole. In the

end the duration of the total refractory stage exceeds that of one sinus

period. Then the next auricular systole is not followed by a ven-

tricular systole and a prolonged ventricular pause arises. During this

pause the duration of the residual refractory stage diminishes. This, of

course, shortens the total refractory stage. But, at the same time,

another influence is at work, which lengthens the duration of the

total refractory stage. Its other component, viz., the periodic refrac-

tory stage increases in duration after the long ventricular pause. For

after this pause the contractility of the ventricle augments. Now
when, as in the present case, the increase of the duration of the per-

iodic refractory stage exceeds the decrease of the duration of the re-

sidual refractory stage, the abrupt transition of the normal ventricular

rhythm to the halved rhythm is brought about. This reproduction,

which for the present moment will remain most likely exceptional

among my material, afforded me an irrefutable confirmation of the

theories I explained before. For the present I shall most likely be

compelled in my further investigations to restrict myself to artificial

transitions of poisoned frogs' hearts, and, when doing so, I shall, at the

same time, register the action currents.

I am likewise in possession of beautiful examples of the slow tran-

sition to the halved rhythm of unpoisoned frogs' hearts. One example

of these is reproduced in the figures 2, 3, 4 and 5.

The heart of a rana temporaria was suspended and soon showed

group formation, because constantly one systole of the ventricle fell

away. The groups grow gradually smaller, till groups of two and

three systoles (figure 4) form the last transition to the halved ventricle

rhythm (figure 5). We see during the groups the duration of the a-v

interval increasing splendidly; again and again the ventricular systole

sets in later in the auricular diastole, till one ventricular systole falls

away. After this the interval is shortened again, to be protracted

again in the same way during the following group. The ventricular

systole of each first curve of the group commences in the figures 2, 3

and 4 close to the top of the auricular curve. The ventricular systole

of each last curve begins at about the middle of the diastolic line of

the auricular curves. This is the case with the large groups, but also

with the little ones (bigeminus groups). Consequently in the beginning
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more sj'stoles of the ventricle are required than later to protract the

a-v interval as much. The deterioration of the metabolic condition

of the ventricle muscle is announced here by the formation of smaller

groups. It is likewise clear that during the groups the metabolic con-

dition of the ventricle muscle deteriorates, and improves again after

Fig. 2
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5

a protracted pause. In my opinion wc must hero also attribuh* the

protratrtion of thi» a-v interval again to a protraction of the lalciit

tage of the ventricle inuHcle. It is the active coniracting terminal

orfpui, tho ventricle niumrle, the refractory 8tag(» of which increases

dtirinf the groupeand m does, at the Hametime, likewise \ he MKchMiiicMl
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latent stage. The increase of the refractory stage is here likewise

caused by the increase of the duration of the residual refractory stage

by accumulation. During the protracted pause after a group the

decrease of the residual refractory stage surpasses the increase of the

periodical refractory stage. In this way the constantly decreasing

groups come into existence, which ends in the halved ventricle rhythm.

ARTIFICIAL CHANGES OF RHYTHM IN THE BLED FROG's HEART

As has been shown in the preceding section, the halved ventricular

rhythm may appear spontaneously in the bled frog's heart. This

change may occur as soon as the duration of the total refractory stage

of the ventricle exceeds the duration of one sinus period. Before the

halved rhythm reveals itself spontaneously, we can halve the rhythm
of the ventricle artificially, as appears from the following considerations.

W(; call

the duration of the total refractory stage

the duration of a sinus period

the relative duration of the refractory stage.

When considering this fraction more carefully, we can say before-

hand in what way the normal rhythm can be changed into a halved

rhythm and the reverse, for if we take the relative duration of the

refractory stage larger than one, the ventricle will pulsate in the

halved rh^ihm. If, on the contrary, we take it smaller than one the

ventricle will beat in the normal rhythm, in which every sinus impulse

is followed by a systole of the ventricle. We can make the fraction

greater than one by increasing the numerator or also by lessening the

denominator. Now, in the case of a heart of which the total refractory

stage is lengthened and which still beats in the normal rh\lhm, we
can indeed prolong the total refractory stage so much as to make it

outlast the sinus period. So we can make the fraction greater than

one, as we have only to evoke an enlarged systole, whose refractory

stage has been prolonged.

Now such an enlarged systole is the postcompensatory systole.

When, therefore, we have lengthened the refractor}' stage of a ventricle

(through poisoning or through bleeding) we evoke an extra-systole or

extrapause of the ventricle. After the compensatory pause or extra-

pause the next ventricular systole is enlarged, while its refractory

stage has been lengthened. Therefore, the subsequent sinus impulse
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will be checked by this prolonged refractory stage; again, a prolonged

pause ensues, and after this the next ventricular systole is again enlarged

and has a prolonged refractory stage with all its consequences. Thus

the ventricle is caught in the halved rh^-thm by the enlarged and

broadened postcompensatory systole.^ An increase of the duration of

the refractory stage, i.e., an increase of the numerator of the above-

mentioned fraction sufficed to bring about the ventricular halved

rhj-thm. Another method producing the same result is heating the

sinus venosus, which will increase the frequency of the sinus impulses

and consequently decrease the duration of the sinus periods. The
denominator of the fraction is duninished. When the ventricle pulsates

in the halved rhythm, the relative duration of the refractory stage is

greater than one. The fraction may then be made smaller by decreas-

ing the numerator or by increasing the denominator.

The first may be effected by administering an extra stimulus to the

ventricle during the diastole. Then an extra systole of the ventricle

originates, which lasts much shorter than the ventricular systole from

the ventricular halved rhythm. Therefore, the duration of its refrac-

tory stage is shortened and consequently the subsequent sinus impulse

can elicit a ventricular systole. Owing to the short duration of the

preceding ventricular pause, this systole will also be short, and accordingly

will have only a short refractory stage. Therefore, here also the

next sinus impulse is followed by a systole of the ventricle. Thus the

ventricular halved rhythm is changed into the normal rhythm of double

velocity. The extra sthnulus during the halved rhythm may, how-

ever, \)C administered toward the end of the pause instead of during

the diastole. Then the next sinus impulse reaches the ventricle during

the diastole of the extrasystole and elicits a small ventricular systole.

Whereas in the first case the normal ventricular rhythm was initiated

by a Kmall extrasystole, there now appears the normal rhythm under

Jhe infhience of a sinus impulse, which reaches the v(Mitricl(^ in the

diustolo of an extrasystole and, therefore, yields a small systole. In

both ca«c8 it was a Htnall ventricular systole with a short refractory stage,

that tmulc the nonnal rhythm possible.

In the Rccotid place we can change the halved rhythm into the nonnal

rhythm of twice !t« velocity by cooling the sinus venosus. Then the

tcmtx) of the HinuH iinpulDCs is slackened by which the sinus periods are

• Not every |MMitcotn|>cnHntory Hy«i()lc> in followed l)y a vontriciil.ir Imlvcd

rhythm. Thin hnppenii only wlion the refractory Htago has been lengthened

before by • dbturbance of the tiiutnbolio oquipuiHc.
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lengthened. We will elucidate some of the above artificial changes of

rhythm by some results obtained in experinrients with the bled frog's

heart.*

Let us first look at figure 5 of the previous publication.^ The stim-

ulating electrode is applied in the auriculo ventricular groove. At the

downward deflection of the signal the ventricle receives a closing in-

duction shock, which engenders an extra systole. At the end of the

diastole of the postcompensatory systole, which has been enlarged, an

opening induction shock is administered, which results in an extra-

pause of the ventricle.®

After the extrapause the first ventricular systole has increased still

more in magnitude and in breadth, so that now the next sinus impulse

rebounds on the refractoiy stage. The subsequent prolonged ventric-

ular pause again causes ah enlarged ventricular systole with a pro-

longed refractory stage.

Fig. 6

Again the next sinus impulse does not result in a ventricular systole.

Thus the ventricle, pulsating in the halved rhythm is, so to speak,

caught in its own rhythm through the prolonged refractory stage. We
can change this halved rhythm again into the normal rhythm of twice

the rapidity, by eliciting a small ventricular systole. This happens in

figure 6.^ At the downward deflection of the signal an auricular extra-

systole was evoked, after which the excitation reached the ventricle

during the refractory stage. Consequently the rhythm of the ven-

* In all the figures of this publication the upper row represents the suspension

curves of the ventricle, the lower row the suspension curves of the auricles.

* S. de Boer: On the artificial extra-pause of the ventricle of the frog's heart.

This Journal.

' For the causes of this extra-pause I refer to the previous publication.
^ Between figure 5 of the previous publication and figure 6 of this paper two

ventricular systoles have not been reproduced.

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHY8IOLOOT, VOL. 57, NO. 2
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tricle did not change here. However, at the upward deflection of the

signal the stimulus was repeated toward the end of the pause. Now
the auricles are refractor}--, but the ventricle responds to the stimulus

with an extras>'stole. After this the periodic sinus impulse reaches

the ventricle at the end of the diastole so that a decreased systole of

the ventricle ensues. This is accompanied by a short refractory stage

so that also the subsequent sinus impulse again results in a ventricular

systole. In this way ever>' sinus impulse may be followed by a ventric-

ular sj'stole.

Figure 7 shows the suspension curv'es of a frog's heart, ten minutes

after bleeding. The stimulating electrode is at the auricles. At the

first downward deflection of the signal the auricles receive a closing

shock which results in an extrasystole of the auricles followed by a com-

pensatory pause.

It is evident that the ventricular rhythm is influenced only in this

way that the next systole of the ventricle appears somewhat earlier.

When, however, at the upward deflection of the signal the auricles

receive the opening induction shock at an earlier moment of the auricular

period, the result is quite different. After the thus excited extrasystole

of the auricles, coinciding with the commencement of the ventricular

systole, the excitation reaches the ventricle still in the latter's refractory

After the compensatory pause of the auricles the next auricular

systole is followed again by a ventricular systole. Thus arises an cx-

irapauMc of the ventricle followed by an enlarged and broadened systole.

Of thiH the refractory stage is prolonged, so that the next auricular

systole cannot Ik* followetl by a ventricular systole. Again a prolonged

ventrirulur pauHo arisoK, which is again followed by an enlarged systole

of the ventricle. Thus the ventricle is caught in the halved rhythm

by only one KtiniuluH athninlHtered to the auricles. At the second down-

ward deflection of the HJgnal the auricles receive a closing shock toward

the done of the imiumc, which evokes an extrasystole of t h<'s(» chainbers.

After this the next ventricular systole conunences earlier.
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The then followrng sinus impulse reaches the ventricle toward the

close of the diastole and may,therefore, be followed by a small ventri-

cular systole. This small ventricular systole now yields a short re-

fractory stage. Therefore, the next auricular systole can be followed

again by a ventricular systole, which, on account of the short duration

of the preceding pause, is again small and short. For this reason the

next auricular systole can again be followed by a ventricular systole.

Thus by a single induction shock the halved rhythm of the ventricle

is changed into the normal rhythm of twice the rapidity. Figures 6

and 7 show us that we are able to change the halved rhythm into the

normal one by means of a single induction shock. Now the question

arises why the ventricle does not take up the normal rhythm spon-

taneously. From the fact that the halved rhythm can be changed

into the normal it indeed appears that the metabolic condition of the

ventricular muscle enables the ventricle to beat with a double frequency.

Still the ventricle persists

in its halved rhythm unless

we administer a stimulus

at the right moment. The
cause must be looked for in

the magnitude and the long

duration of the ventricular

systoles of the halved
rhythm. Every second
sinus impulse rebounds on

this prolonged refractoiy stage; the ventricle is caught in the halved

rhythm and can escape from it only when, through an extra stimulus

a small ventricular systole is evoked directly or indirectly.

When, however, the ventricle has been pulsating for some tune in

the halved rhythm, the ventricle gradually discards the residual re-

fractory stage under the influence of the many prolonged ventricular

pauses so that the total refractory stage is shortened after all. In

this way the normal ventricular rhythm may yet return spontaneously.

This is illustrated in figure 8.

The curves of this figure originate from the same frog's heart which

produced the curves of figure 7.

When looking again at the ventricle curves of figure 5 of the previous

publication and of figures 6, 7 and 8 of the present one we can state

what follows:

As soon as the normal ventricular rhytlmi is changed into the halved

rhythm the magnitude and the duration of the ventricular systole in-

Fig. 8
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creases. This increment then proceeds from systole to systole, so that

the tenth systole of the halved rhythm is much greater than the fifth,

which again in its turn is greater than the first. This increment of the

magnitude of the ventricular systole is brought about by an increase of

the maximum diastole and, at the same time, by an increase of the

maximum systole. It will be seen, then, that the ventricular muscle

recovers diuing the halved rh\i;hm and that this recovery proceeds

under the influence of an increase of long ventricular pauses. The

reverse will be observed after the change of the halved rhythm into

the normal. The ventricle is then in a good condition owing to the

preceding halved rhjihm. Directly after the change into the normal

rhythm, the magnitude of the ventricular systoles has decreased. But

under the influence of the frequent recurrence of short ventricular

pauses the magnitude of the ventricular systoles lessens more and

more. This lessening regards the maximum diastole as well as the

maximum systole. An intermediate form between the normal ventric-

ular rhj-thm and the halved rhythm is the ventricle alternation.

We can change the normal ventricular rhythm into the alternation

and this again into the halved rhji;hm, as illustrated in the following

figures, derived from the same frog's heart. The curves of figure

9 were taken five minutes after the bleeding. The ventricle was then

pulsating in the normal rh^-thm; at the first deflection of the signal the

auricles received an induction shock resulting in an cx-trasystole of

these chambers which was followed by a small systole of the ventricle.

At the second deflection of the signal again an auricular extrasystole

was evoked in the beginning of the postcompensatory systole. There-

after the excitation reaches the ventricle during the refractory stage so

that an extrapause of the ventricle ensues. Then the first ventricular

systole is verj' much enlarged. This enlarged ventricular systole in-

troduces an alternation of the ventricle. (Similarly in our previous

expcriment.s the halved rhythm was brought about by an enlarged

aystolc.) After some tinu; this alteniation changes spontaneously into

the normal ventricular rhythm with systoles of the same magnitude.

At the third deflection of the signal again an extrasystole of tiie auricles

ifl evoked, followed by a small ventricular systole. After the enlarged

pontcompcnMatory systole again the ventricle alternation arises.

The curves of figure 10 were taken ai)o»it one minute after those of

fiffuro 9, a short time hj-fore the alteniation had been elicited exi>eri-

riientally. It still i-xints at the commencement of the figure. At the

finrt. deflection of the sIkhhI the auricles arc excited to an extrasystole
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by an induction shock in the beginning of a large ventricular systole.

After this extrasystole the excitation reaches the ventricle during the

refractory stage so that no ventricular systole follows; an extra

pause of the ventricle does follow. After this extrapause the first

ventricular systole is enlarged again so that the next sinus impulse

reaches the ventricle during the refractory stage. Owing to this the

next pause of the ventricle is again prolonged with the ordinary con-

sequences. In this way the ventricular halved rhythm is brought

about artificially.

At the second deflection of the signal again an extrasystole of the

auricles is evoked in the beginning of a ventricular systole. Because

Fig. 9
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hereafter the excitation reaches the ventricle during the refractory

stage, the halved rhythm of course continues.

At the third deflection of the signal, however, an extrasystole of the

auricles is evoked after the close of a ventricular systole. After

this the excitation reaches the ventricle toward the end of the pause

so that a premature ventricular systole follows. Now because this

ventricular systole is premature the next sinus impulse reaches the

ventricle after the close of the refractory stage, so that a small systole

of the ventricle can follow. This systole is small on account of the

short duration of the preceding pause and, therefore, causes a short re-

fractory stage. For this reason also the following sinus impulse is
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again followed by a ventricular systole, which also is small. In this

way the normal rhj-thm of the ventricle is restored.

In the above we have given some instances of changes of rhythm in

the bled frog's heart. We could enforce at \\^11 any given rhythm

upon the ventricle by evoking one ventricular sj^stole of a certain mag-

nitude and duration.

ARTIFICIAL AND SPOXTAXEOUS CHAXGES OF RHYTHM WITH SIMULTANEOUS

REGISTRATION OF THE ELECTROGRAMS

It is exceedingly interesting to register cardiac electrograms duiing

the artificial and spontaneous changes of rhythm. It affords us an op-

portunity of studying in the ventricular electrograms of one and the

same frog's heart, the ventricular beats which occur after long and

after short ventricular pauses. The influence of the duration of the

pause immediately preceding on the form of the ventricular electro-

gram will appear from what follows:

A. Influence of the velocity of the conduction of excitation wave on the

form of the ventricular electrogram^ In a previous pubhcation (2) I have

set forth what was the influence of the velocity of the conduction of

the excitation wave through the ventricle on the form of the ventricular

electrogram. I could do this by slowing the conduction of the excita-

tion wave in the same frog's heart. I thus obtained of one and the

same frog's heart ventricular electrograms with rapid and with slow

cx)nduction of the excitation wave through the ventricle. Our ]ii()-

cedure was threefold:

/. In the first series of experiments the electrograms of each frog's

heart were registered while the circulation of the blood was loft un-

impaired. Subsequentlj' a toxic dose of digit ahs or of antiarin was

given Hubcutancously. With intervals of some minutes the electro-

grams were taken, until the ventricular rhythm began to bo halv(Ml.

Under the influence of the drug the velocity of the conduction of tho

excitation wave through the ventricle lessened. This led to the follow-

ing alteration of the electrogram: a The R-deflection got broader; /3

the T-dcfleciion was altered in a negative sense (a positive T-deflectioii

became smaller, or changed into a negative one, a negative T-defl(M-

tioa becftme larger); y the connecting line between th(« H-, and the T-

clefleoUon wa« lowered. Thew? three changes made themselves more
evident aM the )x)iHoning procetrded, i. e., as the velocity of the condu(!-

tion of the excitation wave through the vent ride decreased more and
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more. Then the rhythm of the ventricle was halved. During the halved

ventricular rhythm the ventricular pauses have been enlarged. For

this reason the excitation wave is sent through the ventricle at a quicker

rate. This acceleration manifests itself directly in the form of the ven-

tricular electrogiam. The R-deflections narrow, the T-deflections are

modified in a positive sense (the negative T-deflections become smaller

or turn into positive T-deflections), the connecting hues between the

R-and the T-deflections rise.

2. In the second series of experiments the normal ventricular rhythm

was, after poisoning with digitaUs or antiarin, transposed through one

induction shock to the halved rhythm and this again to the noniial

one. In this way I procured records of the halved and the normal

ventricular rhythm of the same heart. At the same time the electro-

grams were registered to the following effect

:

When the normal ventricular rhythm was transposed to the halved

rhythm, the R-deflections were narrowed, the T-deflections were

modified in a positive sense and the connecting fines between the

R- and the T-deflections rose. If, on the contrarj^ the halved rh3i;hm

was changed into the normal one the R-deflections broadened again,

the T-deflections changed in a negative sense and the connecting fines

between the R- and the T-deflections were lowered. These two series

of experiments go to show distinctly that a slowing of conduction of

the excitation wave through the ventricle causes the following regular

and typical changes in the ventricular electrogram; the R-deflection

broadens; the T-deflection changes in a negative sense; the connecting

fine between the R- and the T-deflections falls. A clearer view still

was given of these typical changes in the third series of experiments.

3. In this series we experimented on non-poisoned frog's hearts.

Ventricular extrasystoles were excited in a more or less premature

stage of the ventricular period. The earlier a ventricular extrasystole

was incited in the ventricular period, the slower was the conduction of

excitation through the ventricle during the extrasystole. The electro-

grams of the frog's hearts were registered simultaneously. Now, when
the extra shock was administered to the basis of the ventricle an electro-

gram resulted, of which the R-deflection was broadened, the connecting

line between the R- and the T-deflections was lowered and the T-

deflection had been changed in a negative sense. These modifications

manifested themselves all the more distinctly according as the extra

shock had been administered at an earfier stage of the ventricular

period. It goes without saying that here we can only compare the
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electrograms of the more or less premature extrasystoles among them-

selves, and not with those of the periodic ventricular systoles, in order

to realize the influence of the velocity of the conduction of the excita-

tion wave on the form of the ventricular electrogram. For with the

former the induction shock affects the ventricle at a special point of

the exterior muscular layer and with the latter the excitation wave

proceeds along the atrio-ventricular connecting system. If, therefore,

we wish to know the influence exercised by the velocity of the conduc-

tion on the form of the ventricular electrogram we can compare the

electrograms of ventricular extrasystoles, which have been incited at

an early stage of the ventricular period with those of the ventricular

extrasystoles that have been incited later. The result was that with

the former the R-deflection had been broadened more, the connecting

line between the R- and the T-deflections had fallen lower, the T-

deflection had undergone a greater change in a negative sense, than

with the latter. These changes, therefore, will make themselves more

evident according as the extrasystole was incited at an earlier moment
of the ventricular period.

Now when we administer an induction shock at the apex, the excita-

tion wave traverses the ventricle during the subsequent extrasystole

from the apex to the base. This circumstance causes the R-deflection

to revert, as already estabUshed by Samojloff (3). The R-deflection

has also broadened and the more so according as the induction shock

occurred earlier in the ventricular period, i.e., according as the excita-

tion wave proceeded through the ventricle at a slower rate. The T-

deflection has changed in a positive sense (a negative T decreased or

turned into a positive one, a positive T increased) and that the more

intensely, according as the induction shock was given at an earlier

moment of the ventricular period. The connecting Une between the

R and the T has risen, and that all the more according as the induc-

tion shock had l)een administered at an earlier moment of the ven-

tricular i)orio<l.

In the foregoing we have compared the electrograms of the extra-

^yitoles after base and apex-stimulation with the oloctrogranis of the

periodic ventricular syatoles. However, in order to observe the influ-

ence of the velocity of conduction of the excitation wave on the form

of the ventricular electrogram we compared, aUvr bas(» or apox-stiiiui-

lation, the electrograms of the extrasystoles among themselves, which

had liccn incited at an earlier or later moment of the ventricular period.

In the experimenta I undertook by means of stimulation of the auricles,
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I also could compare the electrograms of the subsequent premature

ventricular systoles with each other and also with those of the periodic

ventricular systoles. For when an auricular extrasystole has been

incited, the excitation wave will proceed along the atrio-ventricular

connecting systems to the ventricle and will enter the ventricle at the

same points as with the periodic ventricular systoles.

From these experiments it appeared that after extra-stimulation of

the auricles the electrograms of the subsequent ventricular systoles

exhibited the following alterations:

1. The R-deflections had been broadened.

2. The T-deflections were changed in a negative sense.

3. The connecting lines between the R- and the T- had been lowered.

These alterations became more distinct according as the ventricular

systole appeared at an earlier moment of the ventricular period, i.e.,

according as the excitation wave was conducted through the ventricle

at a slower rate.

The electrograms of the postcompensatory systoles appearing after

base, apex or auricle stimulation, are also essential to our subject.

After the lengthened compensatory pause the excitation is accelerated

during the postcompensator>' systole on traversing the ventricle.

Owing to this the electrograms of the postcompensatory systoles

undergo the following alterations:

1. The R-deflections have narrowed.

2. The T-deflections have changed in a positive sense.

3. The connecting lines between the R- and the T-deflections have

risen.

These changes are revealed more distinctly according as the com-

pensatory pause lasts longer, i.e., according as the preceding extra-

systole of the ventricle is incited at an earher moment of the ventricular

period . The rate of conduction of excitation during the postcompensatory

pause is the greater the sooner the preceding extrasystole of the

ventricle has been incited in the ventricular period. It will be

understood that the first two series of experiments (intoxication

with antiarin or digitahs) were performed on frogs' hearts that were still

perfused with blood. Their results are therefore not quite reliable,

since the varying infusion of blood may affect the form of the ven-

tricular electrogram.

In the third series of experiments we used bled frogs' hearts as well

as those in which the blood-circulation was left unimpaired. The
changes described above occurred in either case. This result also
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lent support to the experiments of the first two series. The joint

results of the three series of experiments may, therefore, be summarized

as follows

:

Slowing of the conduction of the excitation wave through the ven-

tricle causes:

1. The R-deflection to be broadened.

2. The T-deflection to be changed in a negative sense.

3. The connecting line between R and T to be lowered. These

changes will be greater according as the excitation wave is conducted

through the ventricle at a slower rate. Acceleration of the conduction

of the excitation wave through the ventricle causes.

1. The R-deflection to be narrowed.

2. The T-deflections to be changed in a positive sense.

3. The connecting line between R and T to rise. These changes

will be greater according as the excitation wave is conducted through

the ventricle at a quicker rate.

Wh)' these changes influence the form of the ventricular electrogram

when the conduction of the excitation wave is slowed or accelerated,

we can elucidate best by some diagiams.

Figure 11 illustrates a ventricular electrogram with a positive T-

deflection. This electrogram is the product of interference of the basal

negativity a, b, c, with the apical e, f, g. The apical negativity com-

mences at e, by which the initial basal deflection is compensated.

Thus arises the R-deflection. After this the two negativities counter-

balance each other, when finally the positive T-deflection appears

because the basal negativity outlasts the apical.

Now when the velocity of the conduction of the excitation wave
through the ventricle diminishes, the apical negativity commences
later after the commencement of the basal. The point e gets farther

removed from a. The entire apical negativity is thrust over and even

past the basal, so that at the end the apical negativity is still persisting,

when the ba«al negativity has already terminatcvl. The T-doflection

is consequently negative' (see fig. 12). Before the slowing (s(m^ fig. 11)

point n of the basal negativity interfered with point n' of the apical.

These two points l)oing equidistant from the ])osition of rest, their

resultant coincides with the position of rest. Hut after the slowing n
int«»rfereH with m' wliich is farther from the position of rest, so that the

rmuitant is seen to lie Im'Iow the ])OMition of rest. After the slowing

* It in obriou« thnt the pcmitivo T. iH (liiiiiniHlicil when the slowing <>f the

conduction of rxritntion wiivc iit |i>nh proiuMitKMMl.
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this holds good for all points of the basal negativity curves, which then

interfere with points of the apical negativity curve, which are all farther

away from the position of rest. In consequence of this the connecting

line between R and T is lowered (fig. 12). When, on the contrary, the

velocity of the conduction of the excitation wave increases, e gets nearer

to a, and the curve of the apical negativity shifts in the opposite direc-

tion, so that after the conclusion of the apical negativity the basal

negativity continues. This causes an enlargement of the positive

T-deflcction. After this acceleration every point of the basal nega-

tivity curve interferes with a point of the apical negativity curve, which

Ues nearer to the position of rest, so that the connecting line between

R and T rises. (See fig. 13.)

i.

/
l--/if'

FiK. 11 Fig. 12 Fig. 13

After this investigation, which was in part carried out with poisoned

frogs' hearts with uninij^aired circulation some interest hinged about

the study of the form of the electrogram of bled frogs' hearts, exhibiting

analogous rhythmic disturbances. We will illustrate this by the

following example:

Figure 14 shows the suspension curves (double suspension) and the

electrograms of a bled frog's heart. The upper curves are derived

from the suspended ventricle; then follow the auricle curves and under

these the electrograms (derivation auricle-ventricular apex, tension of

the string is such that 1 mv. yields a deflection of 1| mm.). In the

upper illustration every third auricular systole is not followed by a

systole of the ventricle, so that groups of two ventricular systoles are
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engendered (at the end a group of three ventricular systoles can be

seen). The first ventricular systole of every group appears after a

long pause, the second after a short one, from which we see that during

the first ventricular systole of ever}' group the excitation wave traverses

the ventricle at a quicker rate than during the second. This is brought

out distinctly in the ventricular electrograms of the groups. The
R-deflection of everj' second electrogram is much broader than that

of ever}' first, whereas the R-deflection of every second electro-

gram rises very slowly, that of every first electrogram rises abruptly.

J Zj ^J ^^. ^j ^J i]

iiK. 11

The negative T-<Ieflection8 of every second electrogram arc nuich

Iarg(>r than of every first, and the connecting line between R and T is

lower for every second electrogram than with every first.** Also the

• After every iiecond ventricular electrogram occurs an approximately tri-

'•ogiilnr upward deflection. Most likely this is the electric equivalent of an

extrrmcly nmnll abortive third ventricular contraction. This view is favoretl

by the following clatn: 1, these deflect ion.s conuncnce after the conclusion of every

third Auricular systole; 2, now (he deflections are more extensive, now again

NOfnewhiit Nnmller, since now a larger, now again a smaller portion of the ven-

trieulnr mu«clo iji eontriieted;3, in the trigcMiiniis group at the end of the row the

third Jl-4loflcction itegins with such a triangular curve. The little positive peaks

At the end of every fimt electrogram are of the samo magnitude and occur no
doubt with every fimt vontrioulnr oluctrogram.
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curves of the middle illustration are remarkable. Initially the ventricle

pulsated in the halved rhythm so that with every two auricular systoles

there is one ventricular systole. At 1 an induction shock was admin-

istered to the ventricle which generated an extrasystole, which is

succeeded by a second. Now because the last mentioned extrasystole

commences at an earlier moment of the ventricular period (directly

after the P-deflection) it is only of short duration. The refractory

stage of the extrasystole is also of shorter duration than that of any

preceding ventricular systole of the halved rhj-thm. This is why the

next auricular systole can be followed again by a systole of the ventricle,

which inconsequence of the short duration of the preceding ventricular

pause is very brief again and is accordingly accompanied by a brief

refractory stage. Therefore, also, now the next auricular systole can again

be followed by a systole of the ventricle. Thus the halved rhythm is

transposed by one induction shock to the normal rhythm of double

velocity. This normal rhythm maintains itself during eight systoles

and then again changes spontaneously into the halved rhji;hm of the

ventricle. This transition takes place because during the normal

ventricular rhythm the ventricle cannot restore itself sufficiently in

the brief ventricular pauses. So a residual refractory stage remains

after every ventricular systole, so that after eight ventricular sj^stoles

this residual refractory stage has been prolonged to such an extent that

the duration of the total refractory stage exceeds the duration of a

sinus period. In that case the next auricular systole is not followed

by a systole of the ventricle, and a lengthened ventricular pause is

l>rought about. After this pause the first ventricular systole is enlarged,

it lasts longer and has a long refractory stage. The subsequent auric-

ular systole can, therefore, not be succeeded by a systole of the ven-

tricle and again a prolonged ventricular pause arises with all its con-

sequences. Thus the halved rhj'thm reveals itself again spontaneously.'"

A comparison of the ventricular electrograms of the two ventricular

rhythms is now of interest for our subject. It is obvious that during

every ventricular systole of the halved rhythm the excitation wave
traverses the ventricle at a quick rate under the influence of the long

ventricular pauses. During the normal ventricular rh\i;hm the

ventricular pauses are" of short duration, so that the excitation

wave traverses the ventricle slowly. The ventricular electrograms

of the halved rhythm display narrow R-deflections, the T-deflections

1" In the figure we see onh' the R-deflection of the first systole of the halved

rhvthm.
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are negative, the connecting lines between the R and T are lying

below the position of rest. The ventricular electrogram of the first

sjrstole of the normal rhythm displays a broadened R-deflection, the

negative T-defiection is enlarged and the connecting line between the

R- and the T- has been slightly lowered. After this the R-deflection

broadens from systole to systole; the longer the normal rhythm of the

ventricle maintains itself the slower is the rise of the R-deflections.

In addition to this the negative T-deflections are getting larger and

lai^r; the connecting lines are lowered more and more every time.

So during the normal ventricular rh5i;hm we see that the velocity of

the conduction of the excitation wave decreases from the first to the

eighth systole. The larger the number of preceding brief ventricular

pauses, the slower is the rate at which the excitation wave traverses the

ventricle.

During the halved ventricular rhythm the apical negativity sur-

passed already the basal negativity at the end of the electrogram.

Therefore, already here, the T-deflection was negative. But if the

velocity of the conduction of the excitation wave through the ven-

tricle diminishes increasingly, the apical negativity continues longer

and longer after the conclusion of the basal negativity. Thereby the

ventricular electrogram is broadened more and more, and an increas-

ingly greater part of the apical negativity still persists after the con-

clusion of the basal. This induces a longer duration of the ventricular

electrograms. The last ventricular electrogram of the normal ven-

tricular rhjihm lasts much longer than the first. Since the frequency

of the sinus impulses remains the same, the electric ventricular pause

decreases progressively. It can be seen, therefore, that during the

normal ventricular rhythm, the time during which the string ronmins

in the position of rest between two elect rograme is becoming shorter

every time. Together with the progressive decrease of the velocity of

the conduction of the excitation wave in the normal vontricular rhythm,

thifl figure also shows a progressive decrease of the contractilit}' of the

ventricular muscle. Both the progressive decrease of the contractility

and the progressive decrease of the ralo of the conduction of the excita-

tion wave arc a direct consequence of the ])rogressive deterioration of

the metalx)lic condition of the ventricle. The greater the number of

preceding brief ventricular pauses, the worse the metabolic condition

liecomcM. We have aluo observed heretofore that after the transition

from the normal ventricular rhvihm to the halved rhythm, the con-

tmctility of the ventricle in this halved rhythm increases from systole
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to systole. Therefore several long ventricular pauses are wanted to

make the ventricle resume its contractiUty entirely. This also seems

to be the case with regard to the velocity of the conduction of excita-

tion, for if we consider the R-deflection of the first ventricular systole

of the returned halved rhythm more narrowly, it is evident that this

deflection has indeed become much narrower than that of the preceding

normal ventricular rhythm. The immediate recovery of the rate of

the conduction of the excitation wave through the ventricle after one

long ventricular pause is, therefore, not questionable. Besides also

the R-deflection rises quickly. Now in comparing the breadth of this

R-deflection with that of the R-deflections of the halved ventricular

rhythm with which this registration began, it appears that this R-
deflection is no doubt about twice or three times as broad. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that after this single prolonged ventricular pause the

velocity of the conduction of the excitation wave has by no means

regained its optimum. It should seem, therefore, that for this as for

the contractility several prolonged ventricular pauses are required.

That after one prolonged ventricular pause the conduction of the

excitation through the ventricle cannot recover its optimum, the upper

illustration tends to show. After a prolonged ventricular pause the

R-deflection of the first systole of every group has, indeed, become

narrower, but is of about the same breadth as the last R-deflection of

the second illustration. Here we fail to see after one prolonged pause

a recovery of conductivity up to its optimum. From these two illustra-

tions it is evident that in consequence of a slowing of the conduction

of excitation through the ventricle:

1. The R-deflection broadens.

2. The T-deflection is modified in a negative sense.

3. The connecting line between the R and the T is lowered. These

modifications will become more pronounced, according as the velocity

of the conduction of excitation through the ventricle diminishes.

Hofmann (4) and Mines (5) beUeve that the duration of the ventric-

ular electrograms affords an index of the contractility. The latter

increases with a longer duration of the electrogam. Now, when

measuring the curves of figure 14 we arrive at another conclusion.

In the sets of two curves of the upper row the contraction of every

first ventricular curve is the greatest, but the duration of the electro-

gram of every second curve far exceeds that of every first. A similar

result is seen when measuring the second row of curves. In them the

contractility decreases considerably during the normal ventricular
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rhjihm but the duration of the ventricular electrograms increases.

Naj', the duration of the last ventricular electrogram even exceeds that

of the ventricular electrograms of the halved ventricular rhythm with

which this row commences. It follows that we cannot take the dura-

tion of the ventricular rh>i:hms as an index of the contractility. The

duration of the ventricular electrograms of every second curve of the

groups of the upper row has increased so much because the velocity of

the conduction of excitation through the ventricle has decreased con-

siderably. Consequently the apical component of the ventricular

electrogram overlaps the basal so that the electrogram is broadened.

The same holds for the ventricular electrograms of the normal rhythm

of the second row of curves. The longer the normal ventricular rhythm

maintains itself the more the velocity of the conduction of excitation

through the ventricle will decrease, and the more the ventricular

electrograms will broaden. The tempo of the auricular beats being

constant, we can read the increase of the duration of the ventricular

electrograms in the normal ventricular rhythm directly from the

decrease of the duration of the electric pauses.

B. The optimum of velocity of the conduction of the excitation wave

through the ventricle. The lowermost illustration of figure 14 begins

^»ith the 3-1 rhythm: with ever}-^ three auricular systoles there is one

systole of the ventricle. After two ventricular systoles this 3-1 rhythm
changes spontaneously into the halved rhythm of the ventricle. Now,
when comparing the suspension curves of the ventricle in these two
rhythms with each other we see that the contractility in these rhj'thms

does differ. It is well known already that with a certain frequencj'',

after artificial stimulation of heart-preparations that have been stand-

ing for some time, the cardiac muscle attains the optimum of con-

tractility. (Hofmann (4) Mines (5).) A decreased and an increased

frequency produce a decrease of contractility. From the lowermost

row of curves it appears that, for this heart, the optimum of fre-

quency of the ventricle is not yet reached with the halved and probably

with the 3-1 rhythm. Acceleration of the pulsations decreases the

ooniractility as will be seen from the middle illustration.

In thin figure no nlowing of the ventricular pulsations occurs that

exceeds the .*}-l rhythm. So notiiing can be said about it regarding

thia heart. True, the optimum of frequency has been reached probably

fiurinR the 3-1 rhythm."

"Tbebtiffhtof eontrnrtioii m «nlH'r (2 1 iuiil3-l) rhytlmi Ih thrHiiiiu', hut the

duratioo of % vontriculnr iiy«ti)h« of the 3 1 rhythm is hmntr than thiit of the

b«lv«d rhythm.
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Now the ventricular electrograms show that during the halved rhythm

the velocity of the conduction of excitation through the ventricle has already

reached its optimum. The longer ventricular pauses during the 3-1

rhythm do not increase this velocity any more, 'since the R-deflections

in either rhythm are of the same breadth, the T-deflections of the same
magnitude and the connecting lines between R and T are in both

rhythms on the same level. We see then that the optimum of the

contractility does not coincide wholly with the optimum of the velocity

of the conduction of excitation wave through the ventricle^^

C. On the relationship between the mechanic latent stage of the ventricle

and the velocity of the conduction of the excitation wave through the ven-

tricle. Gad's researches (6) have established that the mechanic latent

stage of skeletal muscle is principally due to the mechanic relations of

the registration. This has been demonstrated by Gad in the following

way : He tied together two frog's muscles, the one above the other, and

attached the terminal tendon of each muscle to a lever. Now the

nether muscle was stimulated by an induction shock, so that it began

to contract. The bottom lever now registered a shortening. The
top lever however registered synchronously a lengthening. This was
because the top muscle was extended through the contraction of the

nether muscle. This finding Gad applied to one muscle, for an inter-

pretation of the mechanic latent stage. For, when a muscle is affected

by an induction shock at a definite point, the wave of contraction begins

at that point. A short time after, a definite part of the muscle is

contracted. This contracting portion now extends the flaccid portion

of the muscle. As soon as the contraction-wave has proceeded so far

that the contracting part exceeds the relaxing portion, the lever rises

and the mechanical curve comes forward. It is evident, therefore,

that the mechanic latent stage results from the mechanic relations of

the registration. We may conclude from this also that the mechanic

latent stage will last the longer, according as the excitation proceeds

through the muscle at a slower rate. Now I found the same relations

as those for skeletal muscle to exist also for the heart. Let us consider

the two upper rows of curves of figure 14.

For index of the mechanic latent stage of the ventricular muscle we
take the R-V-interval, the time elapsing from the commencement of

^^ In figure 14 the lower most row of curves was registered first, namely, some
minutes after the bleeding. Then the middle one and finally the upper row,

every time with an interval of some minutes. During the lowermost registration

the string was slightly restless owing to a little disturbance in the compensation

current.
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the R-defleetion to the commencement of the suspension curve, for

when the R-deflection begins the excitation wave has no doubt ah'eady

reached the ventricle. For index of the velocity of the excitation-

wave through the ventricle we take the breadth of the R-defiection.

We shall, therefore, compare the breadth of the R-deflections and the

duration of the R-V-intervals during the sets of two systoles of the

upper row and at the same time compare those of the halved rhythm

and the normal rhythm of the second row.

Upper row of curves

Duration of the R-deflections of every first ventr. syst. = \ sec.

Duration of the R-deflections of every second ventr. syst. = | sec.

Duration of the R-V-interval of every first ventr. syst. = \ sec.

Duration of the R-V-interval of every second ventr. syst. = \ sec.

From which we see that during every first systole succeeding a length-

ened ventricular pause, the excitation wave is conducted through the

ventricle twice as rapidly as during every second systole.

In accordance with this also the latent stage in every first ventricular

83r8tole has twice the length of that in every second ventricular systole.

Second row of curves

Halved ventricular rhythm.

Duration of the R-deflections = | sec.

Duration of the R-V-interval = \ sec.

Normal ventricular rhythm

Duration of the R-deflections from the first to the last systole A sec,

^ sec, ^f sec, H sec, iJ sec, ^ sec, fj sec

Duration of the R-V-intervals: ^V sec, -yV sec, -^f sec, ^ sec, H sec,

•^ sec, \\ 8CC We .see then that during the normal ventricular rhythm

the excitation-wave proceeds through the ventri(;lo at a slower rate

than during the halved rhythm of the ventricle. The duration of the

R-(lefl('ct ion.s IncreaHes from the first to the last syst()l<» of the nornud

ventricular rhythm, conKcciuciitly the velocrity with which the excita-

tion wave traverHeH the ventricle tliminishes. Accordingly the mechanic

latent Mtagc iH of longt^r duration during the iiornuil vcMitricular rhythm

than durinK the halved ventricular rhythm. From the first ventric-

ular Hjnrtolc of the normal ventricular rhythm down to the last there is

an increase of the duration of the mechanic latent stage.
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It follows, then, that the duration of the mechanic latent stage of the

ventricle increases with a decrease of the velocity of the conduction of excita-

tion through the ventricle.

I have expounded the relation between the velocity of the conduc-

tion of the excitation wave through the ventricle and the duration of

the mechanic latent stage of the ventricle on the basis of the example

illustrated in figure 14. I always found this relation in my previous

researches, when ceteris paricus the metabolic condition of the ven-

tricular muscle altered. For this I refer the reader to figures 4 to 18

(inclusive) of my communication in Pflliger's Archiv der Physiologic

Bd. 173, ^eite 78. "Ueber den Einflusz der Geschwindigkeit der Reiz-

leitung auf die Form der Kammerelectrogramme."

D. On the electric latent stage of the ventricle. As observed before

(page 190), from the fact of the transposition by means of one induc-

tion-shock from the halved rhythm to the normal we conclude that

during the halved ventricular rhythm, also every sinus-impulse, not

responded to by the ventricle, reaches the ventricle along the atrio-

ventricular connecting systems. Because all sinus impulses reach the

ventricle, a lengthening of the P-R interval during the normal ven-

tricular rhythm can not be ascribed to a lengthening of the time of

conduction through the auricles and the atrio-ventricular connecting

systems, but to a prolongation of the electric, latent stage of the

ventricle.

However, during the normal ventricular rhythm the P-deflections

coincide with the ventricular electrograms and have become invisible.

We, therefore, determine the A-R intervals (the time elapsing between

the commencement of the auricular systoles and the beginning of the

R-deflections) . Duration of the A-R interval during the halved

ventricular rhythm = ^ second. Duration of the A-R intervals dur-

ing the normal ventricular rhythm: of the first ventricular systole =

5 second, of the last ventricular systole = j^ second. It is evident,

therefore, that the electric latent stage of the ventricle during the halved

ventricular rhythm is as great as during the first systole of the normal

ventricular rhythm. From the first systole of the normal ventricular

rhythm the electric latent stage of the ventricle increases down to the

last systole. We see, however, that this increase (j second) is much
smaller than the increase of the mechanic latent stage (if second).
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SUMMARY

The results of our investigation are as follows:

1. After bleeding the frog's heart the halved ventricular rhythm

may come forth spontaneously. This transition may occur abruptly

or gradually through group formation. The causes of sudden and

slow transition were ascertained.

2. A short time before the ventricular rhjrthm is halved, the metab-

olic condition of the ventricular muscle is deteriorated. This deteriora-

tion reveals itself a, in a lengthening of the refractory stage; b, in a

slowing of the conduction of the excitation wave through the ventricle;

c, in a lengthening of the a-v interval; d, in a decrease of the contractility.

3. After the ventricular rhji;hm has changed into the halved rhj^hm

the metabolic condition of the ventricular muscle improves under the

influence of the lengthened ventricular pauses. However, owing to

the increase of the contractiUty and the longer duration of the ven-

tricular systoles, the duration of the refractory stage does not decrease.

The excitation is led through the ventricle at a quicker rate, the a-v

interval is shortened.

4. The halved ventricular rhythm may be transposed by one induc-

tion shock to the normal, which is twice as rapid, when the shock is

applied in the diastole. The normal rhj-thm returns again with the

little extrasystole with its brief refractory stage. The normal ven-

tricular rhjiihm can also return, when toward the end of the ven-

tricular pause an extrasystole is called forth. Then the first sinus

impulse incites in the diastole of this extrasystole a short ventricular

83r8tole with a brief refractory stage. This short ventricular systole

can also induce the normal ventricular rhythm.

5. The normal ventricular rhythm may be transposed to the halved

rhythm })>' calling forth an enlarged ventricular systole. This enlarged

ventricular systole is obtained by inciting an extrasystole of the ven-

tricle. Then the postcompensatory systole is broadened and has a

lengthened refractor>' stage. Therefore it can induce the halved

rhythm.

6. The ventricular ulteniation is an intermediate form between the

nonnal and the halvcMJ rhythm. Tlu* normal ventricular rhjrthm may
\)C! tranKpOMcd to u ventricular altcrnalion l)y inciting an enlarged

nyntolp. ThiB ventricular alternation may again be transposed to

the halved rhythm by calling forth a ventricular systole, which is

larg(*r than the large systole of the .'iltcrnntion.
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7. A ventricular systole of a definite magnitude can therefore induce

a definite ventricular rhythm,

8. The influence of the rapidity of the conduction of the excitation

wave on the form of the ventricular electrogram was observed.

9. After artificial transposition of the halved ventricular rhythm to

the normal rhythm the contractility and the velocity of the conduction

of the excitation wave gradually decrease from the first systole.

10. After transposition of the normal rhjihm to the halved rhythm
the contractility and the velocity of the conduction of the excitation

wave increase from systole to systole.

11. With a definite slowing of the ventricular pulsations, the opti-

mum of the contractility and of the conductivity was reached. These

two optima did not coincide.

12. It was established that the mechanic latent stage of the ventricle

is lengthened when the velocity of the conduction of the excitation

wave through the ventricle diminishes. This happens in a greater

measure according as the rate, at which the excitation wave is con-

ducted through the ventricle, is slower.

13. The electric latent stage is also lengthened when the metabolic

condition of the ventricle is deteriorated.
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In preceding reports (1) attention has been directed to the poikilother-

mous condition of birds that follows destruction of the optic thalamus.

This is not due to temporary shock effects for it persists as long as the

animals live. Such animals must be kept at an atmospheric tempera-

ture of about 30° C. to continue in good condition, but in this way we
have kept them alive for 6 to 10 weeks after operation. The loss of

ability to maintain a constant body temperature is not due primarily

to a failure of the circulation for it has been found that if the animals

are kept in a warm incubator the arterial pressure shows little variation

from that of the homothermous decerebrate bird with thalamus intact.

This suggested that possibly there might be some depression of the

thermogenic mechanism and wc have therefore carried out determina-

tions of the carbon dioxide elimination in pigeons rendered poikilother-

mous by decerebration and cauterization of the optic thalamus. There

is of course the uncertainty as to how strictly the carbon dioxide

determination alone can be considered an index of heat production but

it was assumed that with uniform conditions of diet or starvation it

would serve as a indicator of any gross changes.

Methods. A respiratory mask was devised which fitted over the head

of the pigeon and the expired air was drawn through sulphuric acid to

remove water and the carbon dioxide was absorbed by solid moist

lumps of sodium hydroxide. The inspired air was drawn over sodium

hydroxide to render it free from carl)on dioxide.

The maMk woh u thii» rublxir cylinder made from a condum one end

of which was KlipiKul over the lu'a<I and lightly sealed to the neck by

1 per cent collodion, the other (>ii(l was tied over a T-tubc through one

21b
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end of which the inspired carbon dioxide free air was drawn and through

the other end the expired air passed to the absorption tubes. The
pigeon and the entire apparatus except the absorption tubes were set in

a constant temperature incubator. Air was drawn through the appara-

tus by light suction.

Practice soon indicated certain precautions that must be observed

with the apparatus.

1. Very thin collodion must be employed, otherwise as it dries it

may form a hard constricting ring which may lead to asphyxia or even

kill the animals. This is due to occlusion of the neck veins.

2. Light suction must be< employed otherwise there may be a simi-

lar interference with the venous draining of the head leading to respira-

tion difficulties. This of course would be particularly noticeable with

animals in which the skull had been opened as in these decerebrate

birds. This effect was avoided in two ways: first, the very thin rubber

membrane of which the mask was made, in itself acted as a flutter valve;

and second, minimum suction was employed. The only obstructions to

the free flow of air through the system were two broad shallow layers of

concentrated sulphuric acid through and over which the expired air was
drawn. Care was taken that the tubes of sodium hydroxide should not

become plugged by deposits of sodium carbonate. That the system

was physiologically efficient was indicated by the absence of any
respiratory difficulty while the determinations were being made and the

fact that they were made repeatedly on birds in which the skull had

been opened. Failure to observe any one of these precautions led to

difficulties of breathing, as we soon learned.

The pigeon was wrapped in a towel to keep it quiet and the incubator

door closed so that the animal was in semi-darkness. By using only

adult pigeons, of the common street variety, it was assumed that the

body surface area was very near the same and readings are therefore

given in units of body weight rather than in terms of surface area.

Results. As in all determinations of normal metabolic rate, the carbon

dioxide output of normal adult resting pigeons was found to vary widely

with two primary factors: (1) External atmospheric temperature,

and (2), state of the digestive activities. The wide variations according

to external atmospheric temperature quickly indicated the necessity

of keeping the animal at a constant temperature. All readings have

therefore been made with the bird in an incubator set at a temperature

of 28°-30°C.
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Variations according to the state of digestive activity were checked

by starvation for at least 3 days before making determinations of carbon

dioxide. How important this factor is for birds may be seen by table 1

.

Thus the average of twenty readings on three normal pigeons on unre-

stricted mixed diet is 1.88 mgm. of carbon dioxide per hour per gram

body weight, in comparison with 1.16 in the starving animals, an

increase of 62 per cent. It seems probable that a very great part of

this increase is to be attributed to the muscular action of the relatively

large muscle stomach or gizzard and part of course may be due to the

dynamic action of the absorbed substances. This factor must be taken

into consideration since removal of the optic thalamus in the birds

nearly always in our experience leads to an immediate disturbance in

the digestive tract and hence the carbon dioxide readings on these birds

seem abnormally low unless the control animals have been starved

for a sufficient time to insure a minimum of activity on the part of the

grinding stomach.
TABLE 1

Normal pigeons; birds on unrestricted diet; incubator temperature 2i-S(fC.

BOOT
WKtOBT
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The role of the feathers in the regulation of body temperature was

tested as follows. In two pigeons the feathers were clipped off the entire

body so as to leave the skin bare and they were then put in an ice box

at 10°-14°C. These animals were left there for 24 hours with readings

of body temperature at frequent intervals. The curve of diurnal varia-

tions differed only very slightly from that of the normal bird—thus

in the normal bird the diurnal variations run on the average from
39° to 41°C. In these birds with feathers removed the curve ran from
38° to 41.5°C. This maintenance of body temperature to almost the

normal level for hours when exposed to cold in the absence of feathers,

together with the tremendous increase in carbon dioxide excretion in

TABLE 2

Normal pigeons; 3 la 5 days starvation; body temperature S9-40°C.; incubator

temperature SO°C.

BODY WEIGHT
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more such a decerebrate bird responds to exposure to a cold atmosphere

by an increased carbon dioxide production and to heat (35°C.) by

"panting" (fig. 1). This confirms the findings of Corin and Van
Beneden (2) that removal of the cerebral hemispheres alone does not

alter the thermogenic abihty of the bird or its ability to regulate its body

temperature through wide variations of the atmospheric temperature.

The carbon dioxide output of seven poikilothermous pigeons was

determined with the follo\nng precautions:

1. To avoid possible depression of metabolism due to the cerebral

traumatism or to shock, readings have been made at time intervals of

2 to 40 days after the operation.

5-#e-

-at*

-r JUO

^tterehrAt€.-7hthtKvi inTact

Homothttm»vi

J I
|7rM>-|3^*H

I

-t*. .. .- . .^t tfmjirr.

%'^'

desfrojed

Tliiti/oThfiwous

Fig. 1. Variations in carbon dioxide elimination in homothermous and poikilo-

thermous decerebrate pigeons with variations of atmospheric temperature and

body temperature, a) Curves to left, the homothermous pigeon, h) Curves to

right, the poikilothermous pigeon.

2. The birds were starved from 2 to 4 days before tho Holdings were

made.

3. The attempt was made to keep the animal at an atmospheric tem-

perature of 30**C., so as to keep the body temperature dose to the

normal value of 40°-41°C. It is not easy without constant slight

chanROit of incubator t€»mperature to keep the operated birds' tomper-

aiurcH within these limits.

4. Tho cuHt<)mar>' routine precautions in the use of the respiratory

maiik.

With thc>iM! precautions tho readings given in table 3 were ()l)t!iined.

It will be noted that in the pigeon in wliich the optica thuliunus lius been

destroyed, if tho iKxIy t<«mpc»raturc is kept normal by being kept in a
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warm atmosphere, the carbon dioxide ehmination is very nearly the

same as in the normal pigeon. As the body temperature is allowed

to fall below 40°C., the carbon dioxide output also dechnes and varies

directly with the body temperature between the wide hmits of 27° to

44''C. (fig. 1). In this respect the results are analogous to the readings

in cold-blooded animals (3). Freund and Grafe (4) find the same to be

true of rabbits rendered poikilothermous by transection of the cervical

cord. If the carbon dioxide output parallels the heat production of the

body, these readings evidently indicate that normal heat production

—

thermogenesis—in the pigeon is not necessarily dependent on the

TABLE 3

Birds with optic thalamus destroyed; 2 to 4 days starvation; incubator temperature

Sl-SO^C.

BODT
WEIGHT
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DISCUSSION

From the preceding we draw the conclusion that whatever may be

the role of the thalamus in bodj^ temperature regulation, the quantity

of heat production in the tissues is not of necessity dependent on this

nerve center but is a function of the temperature of the tissues, howso-

ever that be fixed.

After removal of the optic thalamus in a pigeon, it differs from one

with the thalamus intact in this respect: although the elimination of

carbon dioxide is the same in both cases provided the body temperature

in both is identical, the latter responds to atmospheric cold by an

increase in carbon dioxide, the former by a decrease which varies

directly with the extent of the atmospheric change.

Reviewing the preceding studies of this series we believe the following

statement can be made as to the mode of action of the thalamus in

regulating body temperature.

Thermogenesis is a function of the tissues not primarily dependent

on this center but determined by conditions in the tissues themselves.

Increased heat production when exposed to atmospheric cold is one of

the primary essentials for the homothermous condition in the bird with

protection against heat loss being a secondary factor. Although a

minor factor, conservation of body heat against loss by radiation from

the skin is undoubtedly effected to some extent by the feathers. The
feathers are movable having a double set of muscles by which they

may be either depressed or elevated. These muscles are innervated by

8}rmpathetic nerves (5). In the quiet normal bird exposed to cold the

feathers are characteristically fluffed. Apparently this prevents or

reduces contact of the cold with the skin, and reduces radiation from

the skin although, so far as we know, no measurements on this point

have been made. This elevation of the feathers to its full extent asseen

in the sleepirjg bird or in the typical decerebrate bird is dependent on

a functional thalamus. The change in position of the feathers after

decercbration is an old observation noticed by (virlier workers on the

bird brain (Fiourens, Schader, Munk). Becheterow (0) seems to

have been the first to note specifically that the fluffed or d^'pressed

pOKition of the feat hers is detennincd l)y whether or not \\\i.' IlialMinus

\n functionul after decerel)nition. After destruction of the thaluinus

slight chanKfw in feather erection occur dt^pendent on body temperature

VHrifitionH (7) but never the complete elevntion that is to be seen so

rhftnirterintirHlly either in the nonnal sleeping bird or in tiie bird witli

hemi«phereH only removed.
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Heat dissipation in the homothermous pigeon is principally by
evaporation or radiation from the lungs. When exposed to tempera-

tures of increasing warmth there is a progressive reduction in heat

production and at about 36°C., there is the onset of heat polypnea

insuring a greater evaporation.

After destruction of the thalamus the following factors of regulation

disappear:

1. Depression of the feathers against the body with resulting greater

exposure of the skin to either cold or warmth.

2. Disappearance of polypnea when exposed to higher atmospheric

temperatures and resulting hyperpyrexia of the animal.

3. Heat production in the tissues determined according to local

tissue temperatures and not inversely by atmospheric temperatures.

4. Blood pressure varying directly with the body temperature and

not constant independently of atmospheric temperature.

On the basis of these facts we advance the following view as a working

hypothesis for further studies on the reflex functions of the thalamus.

Reflex augmentation of muscle tone or activity leading to increased

heat production from stimulation of sensory nerve endings of cold is

dependent on an intact thalamus. Heat polypnea or "panting" when
exposed to excessive warmth is dependent not on the medullary centers

alone but involves the thalamus. This may be either a reflex effect on

the nerve endings or possibly one involving blood temperature. That

the medullary centers alone are unable to carry out the musclar cot rdina-

tion required in "panting" is indicated by the work of various men on

respiratory centers above the medulla oblongata as well asby the facts

we report. Thus Nicolaides and Dontas (12) state that heat polyp-

nea cannot be produced if the corpora striata be separated from the

medulla. Such work will require a study of the neuro-muscular mecha-

nism of " panting " in contradistinction to mere increase in rate or ampli-

tude of breathing or hyperpnea. In birds reflex changes in the position

of the feathers according to atmospheric temperature, namely, fluffing

when exposed to cold and depression when exposed to heat, requires

thalamic activity.

It is a well-known fact that painful stimuli (or noci-ceptive stimuli

of Sherrington) induce reflex changes in striated muscle tone afteff

separation of the spinal cord from the brain. Our insults suggest that

this is probably not true of milder stimulation of the cold and warmth

nerve endings of the skin, but that sympathetic and muscle tone reflexes
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from stimulation of the cnitaneous temperature receptors, involve the

thalamus as an essential part of the functional pathway. Or in the

terms of Sherrington, reflex correlation between exteroc<eptive receptors

of the skin (not including pain) and proprioceptive and interoceptive

receptors, requires a higher complexity of integration than do the simple

spinal reflexes of skeletal muscles induced by painful stimuli.

The only experimental work directh' related to this view is that of

Martin, Franklin and Hield and of Barbour. Barbour (8) finds that

transection of the spinal cord in dogs abolishes the reaction of shivering

when exposed to moderate depression of atmospheric temperatures.

\Iartin and his co-workers (9) have studied vasomotor reflexes induced

bj" warmth and cold applied to the skin of decerebrate rabbits. Unfort-

unately their work does not furnish crucial evidence either for or against

the proposed view of thalamic functions since they did not differentiate

between decerebrations with or without removal of the thalamus. But
the view we propose may be the anatomical counterpart of their con-

elusion as to the vasomotor response being determined by the "quan-

tity of nervous discharge" rather than to "stimulation of specific sense

organs. " The relatively large masses of grey matter constituting the

thalamus, we suggest, are involved in the determinations of this "quan-

tity of discharge" to which they refer. It is needless to add that this

does not exclude a similar, possibly even a greater, action from the

cerebrum itself.

We do not over-emphasize the importance of reflexes from tempera-

ture nerves in body temperature regulation for it seems to us that direct

changes in the brain centers brought about by changes in blood teinpera-

ture are probably more important as is emphasized in Barbour's work

(10), Furthermore Ischensmid and Krehl (11) who, unknown to us until

after this paper was written, have practically duplicated our work,

ufdng rabbits instead of pigeons, attempt to localize the centers of the

thalamus necesary to body temperature regulation in the relatively

small posterior, ventral and central grey regions.

SUMMARY

Removal of the cerebral heniispheres of pigeons, leaving optic thala-

muf intact, does not appreciably alter the output of expircui carbon

dioxide in reiting starving birds, nor docs it alter their ability to regulate

body temperature against atmospheric cold by increased heat formation

nnd aftainat warmHi 1>v polypnea.
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In pigeons rendered poikilothermous by destruction of the optic

thalamus, the carbon dioxide output varies directly with the body

temperature variations. If the body temperature is set to a normal

level by regulation of the atmospheric temperature, the output of

carbon dioxide falls within the limits of variations of normal homother-

mous birds. After removal of the thalamus the pigeon does not respond

to atmospheric cold by increased heat production nor to warmth

(36°C.) by "panting" (polypnea).

It is suggested that reflex changes of skeletal muscle tone and of the

sympathetic system induced by stimulation of the temperature nerves

of the skin involve the thalamus as an esssential part of the functional

pathway.
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The abnormal sex ratios observed in hybrid birds by Suchetet (1),

Guyer(2),\Vhitman (3), Riddle (4), (5), (6), Smith and Haig-Thomas (7)

and PhiUips (8) justify any inquiiy wliich may be made on either the

spermatozoa or ova of these forms if the result assists in finding a factor,

or in excluding what may by some investigators be considered a factor,

in the causation of such abnormal sex ratios.

"Staleness" or "over-ripeness" of ova was one of the conditions

associated with the very abnormal sex ratios which Hertwig (9) and

Kuschakewitsch (10) obtained in experiments on sex determination in

the frog. There is probably no good evidence that staleness of sperm

XH anywhere associated with abnormal sex ratios. In the extensive

studies on sex in doves and pigeons being conducted by one of us it is

desirable, however, to know whether stale germ cells are a complicating

factor in the ratios obtained. The possibility of very stale ova of

the bird iK'ing fertilized is excluded; l)ut the possibility of the egg

lieing fertilized by stale sperm certainly exists. It seems perhaps

improbable that staleness of the sperm would influence sex in this

liiutrrial since in binls the differentiation of the germ cells with respect

to sex almost certainly resides in the ova, not in the sperm ; other and

probably bolter reasons might also be stated. Nevertheless, the sub-

ject nH|uires the test of exiM'rimcrit.

MonHjvcr, the length of time during which spermatozoa may retain

their fertilizing iK)wer in the oviduct of the fcMuale dove has apparently

rptnained quiti- unknown. In bn'cding work it is sonictiincs necessary

to know the (hiration of this {M^riod. The present work was so con-

dtictfKl thnt. whatever the result conc<'rning thr rdjition of st ale sperm
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to the sex ratio, we should definitely learn the age at which the stale

spermatozoa of the dove lose their power to fertilize.

Materials and Methods : The females used were nearly all hybrids

of two closely related species of ring-doves —Streptopelia risoria and

St. alba. Females 49 and B442 were hybrids involving the two last-

named species and the Japanese ring-dove {St. douraca). At the

beginning of these studies the thirteen females successfully studied were

of ages varying from about 18 months to 5 years. Nine of the males

were hybrids of the same kind as the females first mentioned above.

Two (tables 1 and 3) were hybrids of the three above-named species.

One pure-bred blond ring {St. risoria) was used (table 6). Normally,

all of the above described pairs are fully fertile. In one case (table 11)

a generic hybrid male was used which, so far as known, is not fully

fertile in any cross.

Infertile eggs were occasionally produced by some of these birds be-

fore the experiment began. Most of the females used had been made
to lay eggs with abnormal frequency. During the experiment a few

eggs were obtained whose infertility is obviously due to the same factors

which caused it prior to the beginning of the experiment.

Each pair was confined in a separate pen. The males were allowed

their usual complete freedom of the pen with the female during (usually)

1, 2 or 3 days after the lajdng of a pair of eggs. In the latter part of

the study this period was often shortened to 1 day or less. Thus in a

few cases the separation was made after only 2 or 3 hours; for the

shortest of such periods the birds were watched until one or more

copulations had occurred. The male was then confined in a smaller

cage placed within the pen belonging to the pair.* The date and hour

of confinement of the male was noted. The time of "separation of

the parents," as this is indicated in tables 1 to 11, has been reckoned

from the hour of separation to the hour of the laying of the next following

egg. It is practically certain that fertilization occurs, if at all, very

soon after the egg leaves the ovary. Since in these doves ovulation

occurs 40 to 44 hours- before the egg is laid it is clear that 1 day

or slightly more should be deducted from the figures for staleness of

' The fact that female ring-doves require stimulation of a sexual nature for the

production of mature eggs makes it advisable or necessary to leave the male in

plain sight and as nearly in contact with the female as is possible and still prevent

copulation. The period during which the birds were left together after the laying

of a pair of eggs was intended to insure the beginning of growth in the next pair

of ovarian eggs.

* Riddle, unpublished data.
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sperm as given in the tables. On the other, hand, in most instances it

is not certain that one of the last cells liberated by the male is the one

that fertilizes the egg. On the basis of chance it probably is usually

a somewhat older sperm that accomphshes the fertilization, except in

those cases in which all such older sperms have completelj^ lost their

power to fertihze or for which sperms from only a single copulation were

available.

It sometimes happened that a female failed to produce eggs after

the removal of the male; and a few females failed to lay eggs under

these conditions in all of the trials made with them. These latter

complete failures have not been tabulated nor otherwise considered.

In other occasional failures—when eggs were not produced after a

reasonable period of separation—the pair was reunited until eggs

were again laid and the results of such fertilizations with normal sperm

are given in parentheses in colunms 3 and 6 of tables 1 to 11, and are

summarized in a section of tables 12 and 13.

All of the eggs studied were incubated by pairs of birds kept for

such a purpose. Fertility was doubtless somewhat reduced in four

pairs of birds by the tuberculosis which developed in one or both parents

during the course of the year utilized for this investigation,

Prese.vtation of Data : Stale sperm and fertility. The records of

each of the several pairs may first be examined with a view to learning

the length of the period which sperm cells may remain in the female

genital tract and retain their fertilizing power. The data indicate

that this period was nearly the same for several of the pairs.

In table 1 it will be observed that all except 7 of the 63 eggs tested

were fertile, and that for 6 of the 7 exceptions only very stale sperm was
available for fertilization—6.2, 6.7, 7.7 (two cases), 7.9 and 8.7 days.

In one case an egg was infertile although normal sperm was presumably

available. Nine eggs with 7.7-day periods were fully fertile.

The pair whow record is given in table 2 was somewhat less fertile^

than the preceding pair. This female often refused to produce eggs

when ficparated from the male. For this reason 16 eggs shown in the

table wore fertilized by normal sperm. Two of this group of eggs

fihowpd only Hlight development. Of the 4() eggs fcrtiHzod by stale

Kpcrm 10 were wholly infertile (3 others produced 1-day embryos or

km). Nino of the 10 infertile eggs wen^ associated with sperm of 7 to

13.7 day* of Htalencfw. One egg was fertilized 8 days after sepunition

of the male. Three eggs produced at 9.7 to 18.7 days after separation

of the male were wholly infertile. The fertilizing power of the stale



TABLES 1 AND 2

Effects of fertilization with stale sperm in females E361 (left) and 49 (right)

TABLE 1
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TABLES 3 AND 4

Effects of fertilization with stale sperm in females B442 (top) and A684
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TABLES 3 AND i—Concluded
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TABLES 5 TO 7

Effects offertilization with stale sperm in females 79 (top), 744 (middle), and 192

DATE
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TABLES 8 TO 10

Effects of fertilization vyith stale sper7n in females B629 {top), A91 {center),

miscellaneous {beloic)

and
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In table 10 is recorded the small amount of data obtained from three

different females, (E562, K363, A60). Female E562 tested fertile in

one case with sperm 6 days old, and three times infertile with sperm

12, 15 and 16.7 daj's old. Here the range of fertility apparent!}^ lies

between 6 and 12 days. No. K363 was fully fertile in normal matings

but was not fertile after a separation of the male for 12.3 and 14 days.

No. A60 gave two fertile tests at 5 and 6.7 days. This female laid

some soft-shelled eggs and others with shells which were probably too

thin. Several of these eggs although of normal appearance, were fer-

tile when fertihzed by normal sperm but, hke those already noted in

tables 3, 5 and 8, most of the embryos died before hatching. All of the

three females of this table failed to produce eggs when separated from

the male except in the instances tabulated.

The record for fertility presented in table 1 1 is compUcated not only

by the fact that both parents were tubercular at the close of the ex-

perimental period, but by the additional circumstance that the male

parent was a generic hybrid. Therefore, wholly apart from the matter

of staleness of sperm and of the tuberculosis which developed in the

parents, successful fertilization of all eggs could not be expected.

Nevertheless the data seem to indicate that the staler sperm (5.7 and

6.7 days) are more frequently associated with infertility. None of the

eggs laid longer than 5.7 days after separation of the parents was fertile

although five such eggs were tested. Fertihty in this pair of birds

probably did not continue beyond 6 or 7 days. A notable summary is

added to this table.

The summary on fertilization with normal and with stale sperm given

in table 12 makes it clear that the stale sperm are associated with

Rnrater infertihty than are the normal sperm. Also, the longer periods

of staleness ("5 days," and "6+ days") show progressively greater

infertility.

Stale fpenn and the sex ratio. Whether in these experiments staleness

of Bpcrm affects the sex ratio may be next considered. The sunnnarized

data of table 12 can be first used to test this point. In this table only

abfiolute infertility and embryos or offspring whose sex was learned are

recordtid. Knibryos which died before their sex could be learned are

left out of account. An adequate interpretation of the sex data re-

quircfl a full and rather long discussion.

It will fir«t Im« noted that we have not obtainecl a larg(> nunibcu- of

male and female offspring from the "stale sperm fintilizatioiis. " The

total number of Kuch offHpring is 213. Throo divisions aw niadc>
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TABLE 11

Effects of fertilization with stale sperm in female A417
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however, of these data on the basis of the extent or degree of staleness.

It will be seen that the total for all birds of the three divisions (table 12)

shows an excess of females in all three divisions. This is also true for the

TABLE 12

Summary on the relation of stale sperm to fertility and sex
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sperms probably produce an excess of females? This question can be

answered only by such control data as are added to this table and by

an examination or analysis in which the conditions already known
(Whitman (3); Riddle (4), (5), (6), and unpubUshed data) to affect the

sex-ratio in doves and pigeons is considered.

TABLE 13

Shoiving number of males and females produced at precise periods of sialeness and

classified as to origin from specific order in pair or clutch
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normal fertilizations which occurred during the experimental period.

It will be obser\-ed that during the "previous year" (last column,

table 12) more females than males were produced by these particular

pairs of doves. More females than males were produced by both the

healthy group and by the group of birds which became tubercular

during the experiment (see footnote, table 12). Also the ten pairs of

eggs which were laid "immediately before the experiment" (see next

to last column, table 12) show an excess of females for the entire group

of birds. The control data obtained from those fertilizations which

were effected by normal sperm " during^ the experiment " show, however,

a sUght excess of males (23c?'cr : 20 9 9 ).^ It thus results that two

divisions of the control data, like the three divisions of experimental

data, gave an excess of females; one division of control data gave a

contrary result. The excess of females (300 cf & : 350 9 9 ) in these

five divisions deserves a word of comment here. The slight excess

of males (23cfc?' : 20 9 9) in the other division which was obtained

from normal fertilizations within the experimental period also requires

a further statement.

Whitman and Riddle have found that an excess of females is ob-

tained when these doves are made to lay eggs during an extended

period of time at an abnormally rapid rate. Tables 1 to 11 show

that the stale sperm fertihzations which produced the sexes summarized

in table 12 were in most cases fertilizations of eggs laid at an abnormally

rapid rate,' and that this "crowded reproduction " —or reproductive

overwork —was being continued for a period of at least many months.

The complete data for the rate of egg laying during the previous year

are not given here but the sununaiy given in table 12 indicates that

several of the pairs had been strongly "over-worked" during the pre-

vious year. As a matter of fact, all of the birds used for this study had

previously been made to produce eggs very rapidly during \ year to 4

years; in some cast's, however, many or all of th(^ eggs thus ol)tained were

used for purposes other than incubation, and thus there are no sexes or

few sexes recorded for the previous year. The fact of pn^vious "over-

work" also applies of course to the period desigiiat(>(l "immediately

*For MMne of the pairH umcmI in Huh Htudy a Hinali amount of data was obtain(Ml

illlllMduit«ly nftor the cloHe of the experiment ; these data are included. In other

word*, nil of thi* data of tnblcH 1 to 11 arc included.

*For tho healthy pnim niono the exresH is greater (20cf d" : 13 9 9 ).

• Und«r normnl nonditionn thoHO doveH would luive produced probably not more
than six to ten piiini of crkx tx'i* ycur.
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before experiment." Therefore, the two last-named control periods

and the three periods into which the "stale sperm fertiUzations " are

divided are all characterized as periods during which pairs of eggs were

laid in rapid succession. All of these five divisions of the table show an

excess of females.

On the other hand, the division which shows an excess of males,

called "during the experiment" in table 12, includes practically all of

those periods in which the females refused to produce eggs in the ab-

sence of the male. To this trial period, sometimes much prolonged,

there was then usually added a period during which the male and fe-

male remained together before eggs were laid. Only 3 of the 43 off-

spring of this group (tables 1 to 11) were from eggs laid within 10 days

or less after the previous pair of eggs. The remaining 40 were hatched

from clutches with a time intei'val of 11 to 48 days, the average being

22.2 days. It is clear therefore that the division of table 12 which shows

an excess of males includes the particular class of eggs which were not pro-

duced at short time intervals. In contrast with this group, the offspring

of known sex which resulted from stale sperm fertilizations (first 3

divisions of table 12) were from eggs laid at quite short time intervals.

The 148 clutches which produced such young (tables 1 to 11) have an

average time interval of only 6.7 days with a range of variation of 5

to 17 days.

The above analysis of the data sufficiently shows that the sex ratio

of the normal sperm fertilizations "during the experiment", and the

different ratio found for stale sperm fertilizations, may be adequately

accounted for on other grounds than of staleness or normality of sperm.

The reason for the association of the highest percentage of females with

the division of stalest sperm "6 and 6 + days" (table 12) can also be

shown to be due to another factor than that of staleness of the sperm.

The reason may be briefly stated as follows: The eggs which were

fertilized by the stalest sperm were not distributed equally over the

various portions of the year. In the early part of the study the parents

were left together for longer periods after laying eggs than during the

later part of the study; this resulted in a shorter interval between the

"separation of the parents" (see second and fifth columns of tables

1 to 11) and the next succeeding ovulation in the earlier work. It

was later realized that fertility was practically normal with sperm of

4, 5 and 6 days of staleness and that whatever additional data were ob-

tained should preferably be concerned with longer periods of staleness.

Such longer periods of staleness were secured by separating the male
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from the female very soon after eggs were laid. But these prolonged

periods of separation were thus largely concentrated into the summer

months and after a longer period oj crowded or forced reproduction. Refer-

ence to the right and left halves or divisions of tables 1 to 11 will demon-

strate this point. Most of the longest periods of staleness (from which

sex data were obtained) found there under the heading "days of separa-

tion of parents" \\\\\ be found in the right-hand sections of the tables.

The actual numbers (omitting table 10) are as follows: The left-hand

halves of the several tables supply only 4 clutches or pairs of eggs

whose sex is recorded in the "6 and 6+ days" column of table 12;

while the right-hand halves of the tables supply 22 such clutches.

If one compares the sex ratios of all the stale sperm fertilizations of

the right- and left-hand columns separately it will be found that the

sum of the (earlier) left-hand columns shows a relatively higher per-

centage of males, —56 cfcf : 61 9 9 ; the right-hand columns total

SOcfcf : 549 9. As noted above, this later period (the right-hand

columns) had been preceded by a longer period of reproductive over-

work than had the eariier period and fell, for the most part, in summer.*

In the work of Whitman and of Riddle to which reference has already

been made this general situation was found to raise the proportion of

female offspring. The group of offspring listed under "6 and 6-t-days"

in table 12 arose therefore particularly from that portion of the year's

record which experience has shown to yield a higher percentage of

females, irrespective of staleness of sperm.

In the summaries given in table 12 the two eggs of a pair or clutch

are recorded together, i.e., in the same interval column, althougli the;

intervals for the two eggs differ by 1.7 days. The results from each

clutch have been thus recorded because earlier work has indicated that

the females of pure species, and also of sonu^ hybrids to a less extent,

more often throw males from the first egg of the pair or clutch and

females from the second. In any comparison of sex ratios obtained from

ring-doves it therefore? seems more (lorrect to carry the clutcli as a

unit. On the other hand, it is desirable to know the number of males

and females produced at the actual or specific time intervals represented

in the data, and thus make it possible l)etter to judge whetlier then? is a

prograMivti increase of females (or of males) with increased staleness

of the tporm. For this purpose table 13 has been constnicted and a

* AMtill lorKcr proportion of femaloa than that ohttiincjl in Hummor may l)o luul

froni lh« mirrniNlinR nutimin, and porhaps even of tlu* winter, if i\w. fcnialos do
not takr « prritNi of " r<<|>r(Mliirtivp rnitt."
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summarv'^ separately presented for the two eggs of the clutch. If

above-mentioned factors are considered the data indicate no such pro-

gressive increase. For example, it is true that the very longest period

of staleness —7.7 days — gave 4c:f cf to 9 9 9 ; but these embryos are

few in number, are from a "selected" group as already noted, and all

are from the second egg of the clutch. Possibly the latter point has a

bearing on the excess of females present, although table 13 makes it

clear that the offspring of the "stale sperm fertilizations" as a group do

not show different sex-values for the two eggs of the clutch.^ The
"normal sperm fertilizations," given in the top row of this table, do

reflect the situation perhaps more commonly met with in these doves.

In connection with the topic last mentioned above attention should

be called to a point in which the data of tables 1 to 11 are imperfect

for a complete analysis of sex ratios. This imperfection arises from the

fact that because of our wish to exceed the fertilizing period of stale

sperm as often as possible, and because of special uncontrollable cir-

cumstances, sex has been ascertained in only about one-half (256

sexed, 218 not sexed) of the eggs produced during the period of the experi-

ment. Also, unusually large numbers of the eggs obtained in this

study disappeared or were broken, due to the activity of rats, handling,

etc. ; and in connection with these broken eggs is the circumstance that

at least four of the thirteen females produced large numbers of eggs with

inadequate shells. This frequently resulted in broken eggs and when
the break occurred during incubation and escaped observation for a
day or two the egg had to be recorded in tables 1 to 1 1 as "disappeared.

"

Of still greater importance is the fact that these eggs with inadequate

shells produced many embryos which died early—before sex could be

ascertained.

We believe, however, that the imperfections of the data noted above

still permit a fairly confident conclusion concerning the particular ques-

tion of the relation of staleness of sperm to sex. The data obtained by
us from ring-doves indicate that staleness of sperm had no appreciable

or measurable effect on the sex ratios. The sex ratios obtained during

the experiment cannot be considered normal, but the observed fluctua-

tions can be accounted for in terms of significant factors previously

investigated.

In the several preceding paragraphs the sex ratio obtained from stale

sperm fertilizations—95 cf cf : 118 9 9—has been considered significant,

^ The sex was obtained of fewer embryos from second eggs than from firsts

(84 and 116 respectively), and more second eggs have inadequate shells (see

tables.)
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and as requiring consideration, not because these numbers are in them-

selves sufficiently large to establish their significance; but because much
other work (Whitman (3) and Riddle, mostly unpublished data) has

shown that much larger numbers, as well as considerably smaller ones,

with e\ident regularity ^aeld a similar excess of females under con-

tinuous and crowded reproduction.

DISCUSSION

Observations on the vitality of the spermatozoa of different animals

demonstrate wide differences among the various classes and species in

the length of time the sperm cells retain their fertilizing power. The
time during which the spermatozoa retain their power of movement is

also widely different for the various animal groups. Among the birds

considered alone there are very considerable differences in the time

during which the spermatozoa remain active in the female oviduct.

The practice of some breeders of turkeys shows that these breeders

confidently consider even a single union of the gobbler and turkey-hen

sufficient to fertilize all eggs laid by the hen for a period of 3 or 4 weeks.

The experiments of Lau (11) show that in the common fowl "some"
eggs may be fully fertile for 19 days after removal of the male. After

19 days all eggs were infertile. Payne (12) reported no fertilitj^ after

16 days. Barfurth (13) quotes Harvey as stating that "infertiUty may
be calculated to continue twenty to thirty days after separating hens

from cocks." The Ontario Agricultural College Report for 1898

records a test in which all eggs were infertile after the 9th day. Concern-

ing the time during which sperm cells of the fowl remain motile there is

even wider discrepancy* in the observations. Payne reports motile

80erm in the oviduct at 56 days, although the number of sperm cells

was much reduced after 14 days. Barfurth found no live cells in the

fowl's oviduct at a 22- to 24-day period. Lau found active sperm in

the sperm ducts of males 24 days after castration.

The results described in the present paper indicate that the spenna-

tosoa of most of the ring-tloves studied by us retain their fertilizing

power durinK very close to 8 days. For the pair described in table 1

1

the time is altnost certainly les.4 than 7 days, but Ihe use of Ihe spcM-rti of

a generic hybrid male \h possibly the explanation of the reduced period

in this case. In all of the tests made with the several pairs of doves two

eggs only tc«te<l fertile lU 8 <layH. Three additional tests at 8 days,

one tent at 8.7 duyM, eleven tests ut 9 to 13.7 days, and four tests at

14 to 17 days all proved infertile. In all of the above instances the
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period of staleness is calculated from the time of separation of the male

to the hour at which the egg is laid. It is almost certain that if the egg

is fertilized at all this must occur at least 24 hours before laying. All

of the figures for staleness of sperm given by us would therefore be

made more accurate if one day were deducted from the period as stated.

It is possible that the one notable variation from the usual period of

fertility among the pairs of ring-doves studied by us is an individual

difference and is not necessarily associated with the hybridity (two

genera) of the male parent. Such individual differences probably

exist in fowls. Otherwise it is difficult to explain the results obtained on

the limits of fertility in the fowl as this has been reported by various

authors and cited above.

Only one male of a pure species was successfully tested in the present

study. The tests made upon the sperm of this male all showed full

fertility but the tests did not exceed a 7.7-day period. Four other

attempts to test similar males were unsuccessful. Whether the sperm

of males of pure species retains its fertilizing power for a longer period

than does the sperm of hybrids is a question which remains undecided.

Also, no attempt has been made to learn the length of time during which

the spermatozoa of these doves remain motile in the female oviduct.

At present we know very little concerning the question whether the

sperm of one species of doves will live longer in the oviduct of a bird of

the same species than in that of a different species or genus. The

results reported in the present paper are, however, practically unaffected

by differences possibly involved in that question.

In the introductory paragraphs of this paper reference has already

been made to a possible or conceivable relation of stale sperm to abnor-

mal sex ratios. Although staleness or "over-ripeness" of the ova of

the frog was one of the observed facts associated with the production of

the extremely high percentages of males obtained by Hertwig and by

Kuschakewitsch, it has been made fairly clear by King's (14) further

study on the toad that the change observed in the sex ratio is possibly

associated with a changed moisture-content which occurs during the

"over-ripening" of the egg, and not necessarily with any value that

may be assigned to "staleness" -per se. It has been earlier pointed out

(6), (15) that the ova of all vertebrates thus far studied in this respect

take up moisture from the oviducal or uterine fluids which they meet

after extrusion from the ovary. And further, that this change in the

state of hydration of the egg affords a possible basis for the interpreta-

tion of the abnormal sex ratios thus obtained, since the male and
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female-producing ova of doves and pigeons show similar differences of

hydration (together with other differences) according to their prospec-

tive sex value.

The available evidence therefore gives some reason for attributing a

sex-modifying value to staleness of ova which is thus far wholly lacking

in the case of the sperm. The positive result* of the tests made on the

(indirect?) effects of staleness of ova on the sex ratio in the frog (Hert-

wig, Kuschakewitsch) and the negative tests which we have now obtained

on the sp)ermatozoa of pigeons conform to the above-stated expectation.

In other words, it was known that staleness of ova favors a change

(increase) in the moisture-content of the ovum. Hertwig, Kuschake-

witsch and King changed the moisture content of the ova in frogs and

toads and apj)arently obtained abnormal sex ratios; but spermatozoa

have not thus far been shown to undergo any definite change in their

moisture-content (although this may be wholly due to the great difficul-

ties of making the tests) during their continued lodgment in the female

genital tract, and a test of the effect of such delay upon the sex ratio in

the case of doves has shown the absence of any measurable effect.

The results of the 213 successful individual tests made by us with

stale spermatozoa of ring-doves show no appreciable or nieasurable

effect on the sex-ratio. In conclusion, we would point out that this

fact has a further and wider application, since it is now clear that the

abnormal sex ratios that have been previously obtained by investigations

(Whitman, Riddle) on such doves are not complicated by nor causally

a«80ciated with staleness of spermatozoa.

SUMMARY

The spennatozoa of the ring-doves used in this investigat ion retained

their fertilizing power (hiring nearly 8 days. This period represents the

interval Ix'tween the iiour of i.solation of the male and the hour the egg

is laid.

Variations in the period of staleness compatible with fertilizing power
in variou" bin! mycip^ ;u)d in individuals of the s^une species arc dis-

CUHHod.

*KwinRle, (Amor. Not., liv, 1920) has very recently questioned the validity of

the rytoloKicnl rritoritt used by previouH workers in chvssifyiiin iniilo iiiul foinnle

Anurnn larvnc. Still more recently, however, Ocw (Pror. Roy. I'hys. Soc. of

MinliurK, xx, ltt21 ) hns obtained new evidence of at least a considerabhj amount
id tnjCT honnNphriMiitiHm in the frog.
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No evidence was obtained indicating weakness or modified viability

in the embryos obtained from stale sperm fertilizations. Some of the

parents used in this study, however, produced numerous eggs within

which the embryos were unable to complete their development. The
cause of these failures seems to be associated with inadequate egg-

envelopes and with deficiences of the ovum which have been made the

subjects of further investigation.

Staleness of the spermatozoa did not appreciably affect the sex

ratio in the birds studied. Some of the sex ratios obtained during the

experiment cannot be considered normal but these abnormal ratios have

been shown to be associated with other factors investigated earlier.

The abnormal sex ratios that have been obtained in previously re-

ported investigations on these doves, and any results that may be later

obtained from them or from similar birds, are here shown to be prob-

ably not measurably complicated by effects due to staleness of the

spermatozoa.
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Some doves and pigeons have been found to produce extraordinarily

large numbers of eggs within which the embryos die before hatching,

Some of these birds also occasionally^ produce a fairly continuous series

of embryos which die at progressively earlier stages in the later eggs

of the series. Doves which yield such series of dead embryos or

which produce large numbers of non-viable embryos have been found

to enclose some of these in soft shells or in demonstrably thin or in-

adequate shells and still others of these early-dying embryos in quite

normal shells. The occasional egg with soft shell or with inadequate

shell therefore becomes a sign of some more deeply seated defect or

trouble. The main purpose of this paper is to show that the abnor-

mally high numbers of dead embryos and the inadequate shells are thus

loosely yet actually associated.

The present problem is of course a part of the general problem of

the causes of death in fetus and embryo. It has a further special

bearing upon the enormous annual economic losses which occur from

failurcH of this kind in the poultry industry since it is well known that

of the total numb(>r of eggs incul)ated in any country there is a high

percentage of eggs either infertile or within which the embryos die be-

fore hatching. Probably this is the principal source of avoidable loss

in that induHtry. A jwirt of this inf(Mtility and embryonic death is

(loubtleKK wholly unrelated to anything in any way associated with

inadequate egg shellH; but that such egg shells have hith(M*to undemon-
Ktrated a«HoriutionH with these phenomena, and that these latter arc

utiliKable in the poultry industry and elsewhere in reducing the losses

reimltinK fron» \Uv incubation of unhutciiable eggs, will be indicated

in the pn>M>nt pa|K>r.

250
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In the preceding study of this series it was found by Riddle and

Behre (1) that certain ring-dove females produced eggs in which the

embryos usually died after a few days of development. Most of these

same females were known to be producing some soft-shelled eggs or

eggs obviously thin-shelled and easily broken. From this fact it may
be inferred that the death of many of the sister-embryos enclosed in

intact and apparently good shells was somehow related either to an

inadequacy of their own egg-envelopes or to the production by the

same parent of occasional thin or inadequate shells.

Since the high proportion of dead embryos noted above occurred

in an experiment dealing with the effects of "stale" spermatozoa*

and since the dead embryos found there were in greater numbers than

have hitherto been observed by us, it seems advisable to supply at

once to those not familiar with this material sufficient evidence that

there is no necessary or real connection between the staleness of the

sperm used and the extraordinarily high death-rate of so many young

embryos. Moreover, the sex studies being conducted by the author

require the development of all embryos to at least a stage at which

their^^ may be learned; the cause of failure to reach such a stage

is a point of real significance in those studies. In this previous work

on sex and fertility there have been encountered phenomena of partial

fertility or of restricted life-terms, which it is quite necessary and pos-

sible to distinguish from death of embryos due to extrinsic causes or

to disease or nutritional disorder in the parent. Much completed work

and other studies now in progress have therefore made necessarj^ a

search for the real cause of the death of embryos contained in, or in

any way associated with, egg shells which are abnormal or inadequate.

The statements just made give our own special reasons for a study of

this problem.

Presentation of data. The investigation dealing with stale sperm (1)

is published sinuiltaneously with the present study and the tabulated

data of that paper may be consulted with reference to the production

by certain birds of series of eggs within which the embryos died early

;

also the opportunity is offered there to note the tendency toward shorter

life-terms from later or succeeding eggs produced by a particular

bird. It can there be observed also that .birds which at the end of the

record were producing many non-viable embryos had earlier produced

large numbers of wholly normal and healthy embryos.

Soon after*the conclusion of the above-mentioned study we began

an examination of the adequacy of the shells of all of the then-living
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TABLE 1

Loss of weight of eggs from different female ring-dove hybrids. In an earlier study

(/) few embryos died in eggs of females grouped in top rows; many died in eggs

offemales grouped in bottom rows; o« intermediate number in middle rows
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TABLE 1—Concluded
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Os-fixation; but these latter tend to balance each other, and the un-

satisfied balance is essentially' equalized between different eggs by the

circumstance that embryos are present in all of the eggs compared.

Eggs containing embrv-os dj-ing prematurely were weighed and opened

verj' soon after the death of the embryo so that rates of loss as measured

indicate the rate while a living embryo was present. This rate is re-

duced after the death of the enclosed embryo. For most of the em-

br>'os the rate of loss was obtained at five successive periods; the rates

obtained for three of these periods are found in table 1.

An examination of tables 1 to 11 of the earlier paper (1) will show

that those females which we have here grouped at the top of table 1

had produced no eggs with soft shells; none of their eggs were later

broken, and the eggs laid by them showed the smallest proportion of

dead embryos. Similarly those females placed in group 2 of table 1

will be found to have shown a slightly greater proportion of these

abnormalities. Group 3 of the table includes those females which

in the earlier investigation produced relatively the greatest number
of soft-shelled eggs, broken eggs and dead embryos.

A comparison of the average egg weights and average rates of loss of

water by the three above-mentioned groups makes it clear that the

group which produced most dead embryos—in both the earlier and the

present study—also has the highest rate of loss^ of water (5. 2 mgm.
per hour); and the group with lowest rate of loss (4.1 mgm. per hour;

egg weight = 8.67 grams) corresponds to the group that produced

—

in both the earlier and the present study—fewest dead embryos.

If one looks for evidence of a high rate of loss associated with the death

of specific or individual embryos within group 3 of table 1 the data

are confusing and quite inconclusive. Other factors than rate of loss

are plainly involved. All individual eggs with high rate of loss do not

die and all individual eggs with lower rates of loss do not survive and
hatch. It 18 clear only that the group of birds which oxporionco had

' The actual rutc of weight-loss from the egg is of course much influenced by
the temperature to which it is exposed ns well as by the thickness of shell. In

order to iihow this the first two eggs of 9 H442, shown in table 1 , were loft during

20 houm at room temperature (about '20''C) witli the result that the loss was
rMhicinl to about one-third normal. All doves incubate inconstantly until the

MMSoml egg of the pair is laid. Of course the rate of loss is rclalcd to 1lu> amount
of «hoU Hurfare; the latter, however, can be meaHure<l only wilii diflicully and

Mince aurfaco bears a close relation to weight, the weight of cadi individual cf^g

i« given if. •h«' tabic*.
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shown to produce occasional soft-shelled eggs and many dead embryos
in apparently good shells is the group of birds whose eggs have the

thinnest shells. Also that at least some of the birds which produce

thin shells occasionally yield shells which are thicker than is normal

;

this fact emphasizes the disordered condition of these oviducts.

A few months later a second lot of data was collected. At that time

there were six birds in our collection which had recently produced one

or more soft-shelled eggs. These six birds were taken for careful

study (table 2) and three females producing only eggs with presumably

normal shells were taken as control (table 3). All eggs produced by
these nine birds during a period of 5 weeks were supplied with the most
careful incubation under the most trustworthy birds; their rates of

loss were twice determined and the age attained by their enclosed

embryos recorded. The data of table 2 contrast with those of the con-

trol (table 3) in quite the same way that group 3 of table 1 has been
seen to contrast with group 1 of that table. All of the six birds of

table 2 gave one or more dead embryos, and the lowest average rate of

loss from a bird of this group was higher than the highest average for

the control.

During the year that has elapsed since the above data were obtained

many data have been obtained from time to time. All of the latter

data have very fully confirmed those given in tables 1 to 3. The normal

rate of loss for eggs of these ring-doves lies between 3.0 and 4.0 mgm.
per hour. Birds which produce soft-shelled or obviously thin-shelled

eggs produce also many others with apparently normal shells whose

rate of loss exceeds 6.0 mgm. per hour; and an unmistakably high

proportion of the embryos die before hatching. Here also the dead

embryos are found from eggs of low as well as of high rate of loss. The
tabulation of these records would require considerable space and would

add nothing except volume to the better-controlled data already

presented.

One further fact concerning the origin of inadequate egg shells is

made clear by the data, namely, that the inadequate shells are much
more often found on the second egg of a pair than on the first. The

eggs are laid 2 days (40 hours) apart and to make the above compar-

ison possible the date of laying is given in tables 1 to 3. A summary
of this situation is given in table 4, where it can be seen that 47 first

eggs of the pair or clutch had an average loss of 3.7 mgm.; 46 second

eggs an average loss of 5.7 mgm. A similar difference is found in all



TABLE 2

Rate of loss from eggs and survival of embryos from all eggs laid during a -period

offive weeks by all ring-dove females knoiLm to be producing some eggs with

thin shells. All eggs incubated under birds

XITHBER
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of the five groups which are included in this average.^ It is also true that

eggs from birds which are laying presumably only normal shells show

TABLE 3

Rate of loss from eggs and survival of embryos from, all eggs laid during a period

of 5 weeks by females thought to be producing eggs with normal shells

(control data for table 2)
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much less difference between the shells of the two eggs of the pair than

do the eggs of birds which are known to be producing some thin-shelled

or soft-shelled eggs. Thus the first eggs of twelve pairs in table 3

show a rate of loss of 3.4 mgm. per hour and the seconds 4.6 per hour;

and sixteen pairs from table 2 have an average loss of 3.9 mgm. per

hour for firsts while the seconds show a loss of 7. 1 mgm. per hour.

The data of the tables make it clear, however, that some first eggs,

and also some single or unpaired eggs, are provided with inadequate

shells, and that embryos die in all classes of eggs.

As measured by relative rates of loss the second egg of the pair has

been shown to have the thinner shell. The data collected in table 5

show that the second eggs also contain less than their proper proportion

of dry shell material. The table includes all of the control' data

TABLE 4

Showing that the second egg of the pair or clutch us^lally has a less adequate shell

(o» measured by rale of loss of weight by egg) than the first of the pair



Showing amounts and relative amounts of shell material found on the first and

second eggs of ten normal ring-doves. (The eggs are all in pairs; the

first of the clutch is written first)

WEIGHT IN GRAMS
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plete comparison of the percentages of alkaline bases (calculated as

as CaCOa) for the two eggs of the clutch indicates that the ash of the

second egg contains quite as much of these bases as is found

in the ash of firsts; the relative amount of shell materials from which

these figures were derived seems also nearly normal. Twenty-five

first eggs with an average weight of 8.5 grams had 0.4091 gram of

shell, of which 95.52 per cent was CaCOs; while the same number of

second eggs had an average weight of 9.1 grams with 0.4175 gram of

shells, of which 95.70 per cent was CaCOa.

The numerous figures for the percentage of total weight which is

represented by shell requires detailed examination, as well as a sum-
mary such as is given below, in order to discover a tendency on the part

of second eggs of some of the birds to show significantlj'* lower pro-

portions of shell material. The 42 first eggs of the table have an

average weight of 8.5 grams; their dry shells a weight of 0.4155 gram;

and their shells average 4.903 per cent of the total weight. The
42 second eggs have an average weight of 9.2 grams, their dry shells

average 0.4246 gram, and their shells average 4.658 per cent of the

total egg weight. This definitely lower percentage of the total egg

weight represented by the shells of the second eggs is probably sig-

nificant. The several instances noted above in which the smaller first

egg of the pair received absolutely more shell than its associated

second are certainly significant. Altogether these results are of

additional value because all of the eggs concerned were derived from

birds which produced only eggs with presumably normal shells—they

certainly produced no obviously thin-sholled eggs.

DISCUSSION

Our search for the cause of the obscure defects and disturbances

here described naturally led us to inquire whether the defect is a

matter of inheritance. Among the ring-doves, which have been the

principal material studied by us, we do find a relatively large number
of ufTected birds among the descendants of a particular ancestral pair

of dovcH) but the disturbance has also been found in offspring of various

and widely diflferent ancestry. The trouble may arise, moreover,

in the later egg** of mh individual bird which lias produced many and

' Hinee the ocond cggsuroHliKlitly larKcr their shells iimy Ix' of eciiitil thickness

with thoM of firat eggt and yet show a «//(//(//// lower proportion of shell weight

to egg weight.
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only apparently normal shells and practically only viable embryos

during one, two or more earlier years of her life. This striking fact

is opposed to the assumption that lethal factors in particular or hered-

ity in general are largely, if at all, involved. Nearly all of the avail-

able data indicate that the disorder has a temporary and physio-

logical basis.

The disturbance has been observed in many kinds of hybrids and in

pure species of several different genera and families of pigeons. Among
these latter are Columba (2 species), Turtur, Spilopelia, Stigma-

topelia and Zenaidura. It is well known that soft and inadequate

shells occur in the common fowl and although we have not made a

special study of the early-dying embryos of that bird it may be safely

assumed that conditions there are in the main similar to those among
pigeons. Among poultrymen it is rather generally assumed that an

egg with a soft or thin shell merely signifies that the egg was expelled

prematurely from the oviduct. That this premature expulsion of

the egg does sometimes occur is unquestionable for both fowls and

pigeons. In pigeons, however, it is certainly exceedingly rare. Fur-

thermore, in pigeons, the definite hour or time of egg-laying has

permitted us to know positively in these cases that the egg was in the

oviduct during exactly the normal number of hours.

The special deficiency of the shells of second eggs of the pair as de-

scribed above would seem to indicate that the secretion of an adequate

shell is in some way facilitated by the inactivity of the shell gland

during 6 or more days prior to the laying of the first egg. The secretion

of the second shell follows soon after the conclusion of the shell se-

cretion for the first—within 10 to 15 hours—and in each case the gland

is active during about 30 hours. In other words, the data suggest

that the bird's store of shell-forming materials is depleted or diminished

before the secretion of the second shell is complete. Since nearly

all of the dry shell is calcium carbonate it seemed reasonable to suppose

that if such deficiency in shell-forming materials really exists it implies

a deficiency of calcium which might in turn be overcome by extra feed-

ing of soluble calcium salts. The latter possibility has been tested

with a negative result in the next following paper of this series (2).

Wheeler (4) and Buckner and Martin (5) obtained some thin-shelled

eggs from fowls after prolonged reduction of calcium intake, and

showed that calcium is then removed from the bones for shell forma-

tion. The latter authors obtained no shell-less eggs and conclude
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that "the lack of calcium is not the fundamental cause of their forma-

tion." The data obtained by Riddle and Hanke (2) seem to make
this conclusion fairly certain for pigeons.

It is quite possible, of course, that not a deficiency of calcium but

an unbalanced proportion of this element in relation to other elements,

—phosphorus, potassium, sodium, etc., is the basis of the disorder.

It is clearly possible also that the disorder is wholly unconnected

with any of these or with any other substances necessary to normal

nutrition. The possibility of a vitamine or other nutritional defi-

ciency is, however, further suggested by the observation that most

of the aberrant shells and embyros are produced by_ females which

have twisted and abnormal keel bones—a condition readily sugges-

tive of rickets. A later publication by Riddle and Rose will show

that whatever the nature of this disturbance it is not corrected by the

administration of any or all of the vitamines as these are prepared

from yeast, skim-milk powder or spinach; nor as they exist in their

normal state in orange juice, tomato juice and cod liver oil. A thor-

ough investigation of the possible relation of nutritional deficiency

to the production of thin shells and early-dying embryos is now in

progress.

SUMMARY

Individual female pigeons which occasionally produce soft-shelled

eggs and obviously thin-shelled eggs may produce other eggs with

quite normal or even with unusually thick shells. A very high propor-

tion of the embryos which arise in all these groups of eggs die before

hatching.

The production of inadequate shells and the early death of tlie om-

bryos are thus causiUly associated, although the relative inadecjuacy

of a particular shell is but loosely correlated with the death of the partic-

ular embryo contained within it. An unknown and more deeply seated

cauHe is reHjwnsible for l)oth the occasional iuadeciuate or irregular

Khellfl and the numerous early deaths of embryos.

Experjj'nce indicates that among pigeons the Ihin shells and associa-

ted carlywiying embryos often occur after along seri(>s of normal shc^lls

and viable young have l)een produced. This too when th(> sumv male

Ih uwd throughout ;th<' H|>erMi cells are pr()bal)ly not in any way re-

Nponmble for the result. Wlu'n female pigeons are made to produce

oggM at nn abnormally nipid rate it soinotimcB occurs that series of

<?mhryo« «how the attainmeni of more advanced age by the earlier
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embryos of the series and progressively earlier embryonic death to the

end of the series.

The relative inadequacy of the shells can be measured by the relative

rates of loss of water vapor through the shells. By this means of

measurement the second eggs of the pair or clutch usually have the

thinner shells. This is particularly true for the eggs of birds which

produce some eggs with inadequate shells.

The measurement of actual amounts of dry shell material, of ash

and of total inorganic bases in the ash of many eggs with presumably

normal shells lends support to the view that the second eggs of the

clutch are more. likely to receive a slightly reduced relative amount
of shell material.

Some considerations would suggest that the organism's available

supply of calcium is depleted before the bird has completed the forma-

tion of two shells in rapid succession. The early death of the embyros

seems, however, to indicate that something in the ovum (germ) is in

disorder almost or quite simultaneously with the disordered function-

ing of the oviduct. Several possible nutritional deficiencies have been

investigated. The real cause of the disorder in ovum and oviduct is

quite unknown.

Whatever the nature of the cause of the inadequate shells and the

early death of associated embryos it is clear that among pigeons, and prob-

ably also in several or all branches of the poultry industry, many indi-

vidual birds which persistently fail to produce viable young may be

identified and their eggs eliminated from incubation tests through the

observation that they produce some eggs with soft or inadequate shells.
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In an earlier study (1) one of us has shown that apparently normal,

though really inadequate, egg shells are responsible for the early death

of an important fraction of bird embryos. Any considerable experience

in working with such eggs readily leads to the conclusion that the shells

are too thin and probably do not contain the normal amount of inor-

ganic shell-substance. Since it is known that calcium carbonate forms

rather more than 90 per cent of the moist shell there exists the possibility

that a lack of soluble calcium in the food is associated with the produc-

tion of these thin and deficient shells. The present study is chiefly an

attempt to learn whether the addition of calcium lactate and calcium

lactophosphate to the usual diet of ring-doves results in any increased
'

deposition of inorganic matter in the shell.

Practically all investigations on the subject have shown an increased

calcium excretion in the* urine of mammals following the ingestion of

inorganic lime salts. Givens (2) found the same in using calcium

lactate. Earlier studies on the calcium balance under calcium lactate

feeding usually demonstrated calcium retention following fairly heavy

dosage. Positive results were reported for the human subject by Berg

(3) who administered 3 grams daily and by Voorhevc (4) who used 15

fjjams daily. Mendel and Givens (5) obtained a slight positive

calcium !)alance in dogs when dosage was raised to 3.53 grams

daily. Determinations of the amount of calcium in the blood following

calcium Inctato feeding suggest that among mammals an increase of

blood rulcium can Ik* thus obtained in some species, but not in others;

or pofwibly in the latter Hpe^cies only in individuals with abnormally

low blood calcium. Hoggs (6) obtained a decided increase in whole
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blood of the dog. Halverson, Mohler and Bergeim (7) found that the

calcium values of human serum are usually little affected but were

increased to normal in cases of uremia and nephritis; also that the

calcium excretion in the urine may be increased in certain diseases but

not in others. Denis and Minot (8) failed in most cases to find an

increase in the plasma of men, cats and rabbits. They further

state "that in cats and rabbits where the initial concentration is low

it is sometimes possible to greatly increase the amount of calcium in the

plasma."

Effects of calcium lactate feeding upon reproductive functions have

been reported by Emmerich and Loew (9) who stated that female mice,

guinea pigs and rabbits respond to dosage by increased numbers of

pregnancies and higher average numbers of embryos. Pearl (10) has

made a partial report upon the result of feeding calcium lactate and

also calcium lactophosphate to growing fowls. It is stated that the

rate of growth of young female chicks was much increased, and that

their egg laying records (later?) were greatly increased. In the latter

study the dosage used seems to have been considerably larger than we
have employed. In our own study there was no increase in the rate or

number of ovulations.

Since the present study was concluded Buckner and Martin (11)

have published results which are of very considerable interest in connec-

tion with the chief topic of the present paper. During several months

Buckner and Martin withheld from laying hens all of the inorganic

calcium supply which fowls usually obtain from limestone, oyster-shell

grit, etc. They conclude: That such hens will continue to lay eggs

until there is a general depletion of Mg, P and Ca in the bones; that

egg production was much decreased; that the percentage composition

of the egg shells thus obtained was not materially altered but a general

thinning of the egg shells occurred ; and that " since no shell-less eggs were

laid it would indicate that the lack of calcium is not the fundamental

cause of their formation." These investigators freed and ashed the

egg shells of the fowl, much as we have done in the dove, and in addition

made determinations of Ca, Mg and P in the ash. They found the

calcium of the ash, calculated as Ca02, to be about 98.0 per cent of the

total ash; MgO, about 0.71 per cent; P2O5, about 0.70 per cent; with

other undetermined elements therefore very small in amount.

From a study of calcium and phosphorus metabolism in cattle, Meigs,

Blatherwick and Gary (12) obtained evidence that nervous disturbance,

connected with the collection of urine, feces, etc., has a distinct effect
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upon the cow's assimilation of calcium. Our own study involved this

possible disturbance of shell formation but earlier work had shown that

yolk and albumen secretion were certainly not thus modified.

Materials. It would at first seem an easy matter to obtain a definite

answer as to whether feeding calcium salt results in the production of

increased amounts of shell-substance. But in ring-dove eggs

the actual variations of egg size and surface—upon which the

amount of shell substance normally depends—and the possibilitj^ that

the calcium salts used may themselves introduce further variations in

some of the secretions—upon which again total egg size depends

—

unite in making the problem much less simple. We have thought it

necessary to study series of eggs obtained from ten different female

ring-doves, and to use three different quantities or degrees of dosage.

It thus results that some at least of the several necessary measurements

have had to be made upon 140 eggs. Control data, before and after

calcium feeding, were obtained from 88 eggs ; 2 eggs were obtained from

the lightest dosage (0.113 gram, once daily, 9 48) ; 28 eggs were obtained

from the same amount given twice daily and 20 eggs from heavy dosage

(0.226 gram twice daily). Of the dosage mentioned 04 per cent was

calcium lactate and 36 per cent was calcium lactophosphate.

The ring-doves used in these experiments had an average weight

of 170 grams. The total daily amount of calcium, calculated as calcium

lactate, in the lightest dosage was therefore about 0.45 gram per kilo

body weight. Our lightest dosage was higher than that used in any
mammalian studies with which we are familiar; but since these small

birds were losing more than \ gram of Ca in the shells alone of the two
eggs produced each 8 or 10 days, the dosages selected were considered

advisable. The birds were caught twice daily and capsules containing

the calcium salts were placed, usually with very slight resistance, well

into the throat with artery forceps. There was no regurgitation of

doHugo.

Full and complete measurements were not made on uU of the 140 eggs.

The separation of the shell, piece by piece, from the shell membrane of

the thoroughly .steamed egg was a most tedious and time-consuming

task; thi« scpuralion was omitted for all of the later control series

(after dosai^). The pressure of other work also prevented the ashing

of a number of prepared shells. Nevertheless, we belicn^e an adequate

amount of data is at hand. Since eleven or twelve tables would be

neoesaary to (five the detailM and necessary sumnuiries of these data we
have thought it udviKul)!*' to present only the averages and summaries
here g;rou(>«-il witliin rum- tablea.
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Presentation of data. The first point made clear by the tabulated

data is that during the calcium feeding there was, in most cases, a

progressive decrease in total egg size. For some individuals this con-

tinued even after dosage was discontinued. Since the absolute amount
of shell-substance is closely correlated with the amount of egg surface,

and this latter with egg size, it is clear that the measurements of shell

weights and total ash must be interpreted in the light of this progressive

decrease of egg surface. We have not attempted a direct measurement

of egg surface; but, as an indirect measurement of the amount and direc-

tion of changes in surface, we have made complete records of egg weights.

Although two of the ten treated females show an increase instead of a

decrease in egg size, the fact remains that the average egg size was
reduced; and unless the amount of inorganic material deposited per unit

of surface was increased by the calcium dosage, a smaller amount of

dry shell material and inorganic substance may be expected from shells

obtained during the dosage period. The data from individual females

show that of the eight whose egg size decreased under dosage, six show a

decrease and two an increase in shell weight under dosage Of the two

birds showing increase of egg weight under dosage one shows increase in

shell weight while the other shows perhaps a slight decrease (tables

1 to 3). All of the averages of table 4 indicate a reduction of egg size

under dosage, and also a decrease in absolute amounts of dry shell-

substance. Such a result concerning the dry shell-substance found for

control and treated periods indicates that the calcium feeding had little

or no influence upon the absolute amount of substance utilized and laid

down by the shell glands of the birds.

An important consequence of this diminution of egg size under dosage

is an expected rise in the proportion of shell weight to total egg weight,

since the smaller sphere or ovoid has a higher proportion of surface in

relation to mass than a larger sphere. That this is of significance for

even the relatively slight differences found here is made quite clear by
the details of our data for 17 pairs (or clutches) of eggs used for "con-

trol" (before dosage). In 16 of these 17 pairs the shell weight of the

smaller egg was the higher percentage of the total egg weight. But if

comparison is made between the eggs (averaging smaller) of the "dosage

period" and those of the earlier "control period" it will be found

that the (smaller) treated eggs tend to have rather lower than higher

values for shell material in proportion to total egg weight (next to last

columns, tables 1 to 4). This necessary consideration of the results

also gives therefore no indication that the calcium feeding was able to
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increase the proportion of shell-substance. The proportion of dry shell

material is nearly equal to, or slightly less than, the usual or expected

amount.

The results for total ash are essentially comparable with those just

stated for dry shell weights. The absolute amounts of ash were usually

decreased (tables 1, 3, 4). Taking proper account of differences of

TABLE 1

Effects upon various egg-structures obtained by feeding calcium lactate and calcium

lactophosphate to female ring-doves {no. A622, upper division; 907, middle

division; AS47, lower division of table)
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dosage periods. Seven group comparisons are possible—three of groups

from heavy dosage compared with control (table 1, last column) and
four of groups from smaller dosage compared with control. Of these

seven groups only one (from smaller dosage, 9 K459, table 3) gives a

lower percentage of ash under dosage. The summary given in the

TABLE 2

Effects upon various egg-structures obtained by feeding calcium lactate and calcium

lactophosphate to female ring-doves (no. A120, upper division; E317, middle

division; A843 lower division of table)
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quite high percentages for the control period. Also, it seems that low

percentages in control usually gave higher percentages under dosage,and

vice versa. The seeming difference in ash percentage just noted is,

therefore, probably insignificant.

TABLE 3

Effects upon various egg-structures obtained by feeding calcium lactate and calcium

lactophosphate to female ring-doves {no. K459, upper division; 152 and A798
next divisions; J^S, lower divisions of table)
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of "yolk" and "albumen" in table 4 clearly shows that, even in cases

where yolk weight was fully maintained in dosage periods, the albumen

TABLE 4

Summaries {weighted averages throughout) of effects of smaller and heavier dosage

of calcium lactate and calcium laxtophosphate on the various egg-structures of

ring-doves iA622, 907, A347, ES17 and A120in upper division of table; all included

in lower division of table)
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suiother circumstance.' In our opinion the marked reduction of

albumen secreted in the dosage periods is, in one way or another, attribu-

table to the addition of the calcium salts to the diet.

The ten birds that have been described were not birds which had

produced, nor were then producing, obviously thin-shelled eggs. How-
ever, the details of our data show that the control eggs of any individual

bird were unequally provided with total shell-substance and with

inorganic matter. In those cases therefore it would seem that a larger

supply of the necessary inorganic matter used in shell formation might

assist in raising the slightly lighter shells to the level of the heavier

ones. In addition, two females which were producing soft, thin or

obviously defective shells were dosed (0.226 gram daily) for a period

in order to learn whether normal shells might be thus produced.

Neither of these birds produced any eggs during 3 weeks of dosage; their

dosage was therefore discontinued. In two other tests of similar fe-

males, with dosage extended to 1-3 months, the production of eggs with

soft or thin shells and early-dying embryos was continued.

DISCUSSION

As results of this study two points are fairly clear. First, that the

amount of inorganic substance laid down in the egg shells was practi-

cally unchanged by the extra calcium intake. The dry weight of

shells produced during dosage seems slightly under normal weight,

while an equal or insignificantly higher percentage of ash is present in

these slightly lighter shells. Second, the unexpected circumstance that

the extra calcium feeding resuUxnl in a reduced secretion of albumen.

Disturbances incident to the catching and dosage of our birds, and

above all a conceivable! degree of nausea from the calcimn salt in the

crop, miiy have tended toward a reduced calcium assimilation. This

inference could be drawn from the work of Meigs, Blatherwick and

C^ry cited above. Also, if the salt produced any lack of appetite

—

which would have escafjed observation—the normal source of calcium

may have iKH'n thus reduced. These assumptions could be consideretl

in connection with th(» failure of our calcium feeding to increase the

amount of shc'Il-substance if they could better meet the difficulties in

* FeniftlM A70H and 4H fuilctl to produce ckrh continuoiiHly undiM* doHUKo iind

tliarefore obtaino<l u period of " rei)ro(hi(!tiv(> rcHt." Sucli ii period of roat has

bMD proviouMly found to bn nonniilly followed by yolks of HimiUer size. Foniiile

B8I7 bbtainml pnrtini poricMlii of rent and produced only one pair of vnt^n, and five

unpaired oggii after the early "control" data.
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explaining the observed changes in the albumen. Disturbances inci-

dent to the handling of the birds certainly can not account for the de-

creased production of albumen, since wholly similar birds were caught

and blank-dosed in connection with an earlier study and it was learned

that no change is thus produced. That nausea or under-feeding could

produce a decreased secretion of albumen is perhaps not improbable.

But the average body weights of the birds remained practically constant

under dosage,* and this fact is difficult to reconcile with any under-

feeding during dosage. Again, the rate of egg-production was un-

changed.

Our own observations on the condition of our experimental animals,

and the results of similar earlier investigations, permit us to consider

it highly probable that these doves absorbed and excreted more calcium

while under dosage ; our data demonstrate nevertheless that little or no

change was produced in the amount of material deposited in the shell.

That the maximum of shell production was not attained, neither in

the control nor in the calcium dosage periods, is plainly evident from

the details obtained for individual eggs and from other observations and

experience as well. Our results therefore support Buchner and Martin's

conclusion that the lack of calcium is not the fundamental cause

of the production of thin-shelled eggs. Their conclusion was based

upon data derived from under-feeding of inorganic calcium to fowls;

our conclusion is based upon extra feeding of soluble calcium to ring-

doves.

Wheeler (13) found, somewhat earlier than Buckner and Martin,

that a long continuance of a diet low in calcium results in the produc-

tion by fowls of some eggs with thin shells; and that calcium is earlier

freely removed from the bones for shell formation. Wheeler also

made the further interesting observation that strontium can very

largely replace calcium in both the shell and bones of fowls and ducks,

though magnesium is incapable of doing so.

On the puzzling result concerning the reduced albumen secretion

observed by us we can offer only the following suggestion. If a sufficient

excess of calcium were present in the circulation, the well-known action of

calcium might have effected a depression of the nerve, muscle or gland

cells of the albumen-secreting gland. Any muscular effect which would

permit or induce a more rapid transit of the egg through the albumen-

secreting part of the oviduct (the total time of passage through the

entire oviduct was certainly not modified), or a diminished activity of

the albumen secreting cells, or a general reduction of the body metabo-
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lism, could account for the decrease actually observed. It seems

less probable that the time spent in the albumen-secreting gland was

shortened than that the normal rate of activity of the gland was reduced.

SUMMARY

Calcium lactate and calcium lactophosphate were added in various

amounts to the normal diet of freely laying ring-doves. The possible

quantitative changes in the shell and in other gross egg constituents

were measured.

The amount of dry shell-substance was not increased, but perhaps

slightly diminished, under the extra calcium feeding. The percentage

of inorganic matter in the dry shell-substance was probably unchanged.

The amount of albumen secreted under extra calcium feeding was

measurably decreased.

No measurable change in the rate of reproduction (ovulation) occurred

in the treated birds.

The production of inadequate shells, or of thin-shelled eggs, which is

associated with the early death of many bird embryos is probabty not

caused by an inadequate calcium supply in the food. The feeding of

organic calcium salts to female ring-doves failed appreciably to

strengthen their shells.
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The oviduct of birds contains three glands whose markedly inter-

mittent activity gives rise to three different and highly speciaHzed

products—egg-albumen, shell membrane and egg shell. The relation

of nerve stimuli to this intermittent glandular activity is apparently

quite unknown. It is well known, however, that the presence or place-

ment of solid or semi-soUd objects within the upper oviduct usually,

but not invariably, results in the secretion of albumen, membrane and
shell. Such an introduced object may be an egg yolk or any one of

many substitutes such as feathers or dirt caught up by the everted ovi-

duct, an amber bead (1), a plug of wood or rubber (2), amass of feces

or of agar (3). Observations of this sort give support to the view that

these glandular secretions occur in response to contact, mechanical or

pressure stimuli necessarily connected with the presence of the foreign

object; but whether local reflexes are also directly involved is a matter

wholly in doubt.

Of much importance in this situation is the fact that introduced for-

eign bodies can induce these secretions only in an oviduct which is in

an active or functional state; and that this functional state is attained

as a result of, or in close association with, processes occurring in the

ovary. An internal secretion is therefore apparently involved in this pre-

liminary preparation or stimulation of the gland. Whether this same

hypothetical internal secretion which prepares the gland for activity is

also an active or effective agent in inducing the actual secretion, once

a contact stimulus is supphed, is a question really unanswered by such

data as are now available for the bird.

275
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The possibility of nervous control of these secretions certainly exists,

though the necessarj'- specific facts are at present lacking. Unfortu-

nately, we have been unable to find any definite anatomic knowledge

of the innervation of the glands of the avian oviduct; and physiological

or pharmacological studies on these nerves of the bird seem never to

have been attempted. In the absence of definite information one may
nevertheless begin an investigation upon the following assumptions:

First, that the innerv^ation of the oviduct is similar to that of the homolo-

gous organ—the uterus—of mammals. Even among amphibians Lang-

ley and OrbeUi (4) found "that in its general features the plan of the sym-

pathetic innervation of the viscera of the frog is the same as that of the

mammal. " Second, that the highly glandular part as well as the muscu-

lar part may have received parasympathetic and sympathetic innerva-

tion in birds. Third, that the action of atropine and other alkaloids

is Ukely to be rather similar in the two organs. If these assumptions

approximately represent the facts we may reasonably hope to decrease

or to increase the oviducal secretions of the dove by means of proper doses

of those alkaloids which have been found markedly to affect secretions

under the control of autonomic nerves in mammals; one may, for

example, expect to diminish the secretions by atropine.

It is understood, however, that a decreased secretion of albumen or of

shell would not be a necessary result of the depressant action of atropine'

since it is known that parasympathetic depression or stimulation does

not respectively decrease or increase the output of all glands having tliis

innervation. And until now apparently we have little or no data by
which thus to classify the oviducal glands of the bird. Again, there is

the possibility that any observed effect on the amount of secretion under

the drug may be the result of the action of the latter on the gland cells

themselves. In view of these and still other uncertainties we shall here

confine ourselves largely to an objective description of our results.

When further facts shall have been accumulated a fuller interpretation

may lx» possible. Also, other investigators may be in possession of

information which has not been available to us. Since, however, we
have made use of drugs—atropine, cocaine, nicotine, pilocarpine which

are reputed to have such characteristic action on the uutononiic nerves

of the mammal it seems to us highly probable that our results throw some
light upon the extent to which th(? secretion of Hll)unH'n and shell are

dependent upon nerve stinjuli. In any case our data supply a measure

of the effect or lack of effect of particular dosages of these drugs upon
thcio tecrotions of the oviduct.
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Our special reason for undertaking this study was our need of the

results of this inquiry in a series of studies whose object is to learn why
the eggs of some birds are habitually or sporadically provided with thin

or inadequate shells. That general problem has been discussed earUer

by one of us (5) . In the immediately preceding paper of this series (6)

it was found that an increased intake of soluble calcium salts has very

little effect upon the amount of calcium laid down in the shell. The
question next arose: Is the secretion of the shell under the control of

nerves? Are the egg shells of birds sometimes inadequate because of

nervous deficiency or derangement? The present study has been

carried out with particular reference to a decision of this point. If,

however, the secretion of shell and albumen are found to be not really

under nervous control the question of the possible mechanisms which

play a part in regulating the intermittent activity of those glands is

placed one step nearer solution,—since, in that case, direct contact,

stimuli and the influence of an internal secretion seem the only other

alternatives.

Materials and methods. Eight female ring-doves (blond and white

ring-dove hybrids) which were producing pairs of eggs (clutches)

at intervals of 6 to 8 da> s were selected for study. These birds had be en

previously fed calcium lactate during a period of a month or more, as

reported elsewhere (6). A period of 40 to 60 days elapsed after the

lactate feeding before the treatment here recorded was begun. These

birds had an average body weight of 169 grams at the beginning and
165 grams at the close of atropine administration. Body weight after

the short cocaine, nicotine and pilocarpine dosage was not determined.

Atropine sulfate (Parke, Davis Co.) was administered in four dosages. The
lightest dosage was of 0.002 grain, once daily, tested on a single bird ( 948, table

3). Other dosages were: 0.002 grain (7 birds), 0.005 grain (7 birds), 0.01 grain

(2 birds); all given twice daily at about 9:00 a. m. and 7:00p. m. The heavier

dosages were given to birds which had earlier been given lighter dosage.* Will-

burg (7) determined the lethal dosage of subcutaneously injected atropine

sulfate in a number of animals; for the dove he found this to be 0.2 to 0.25 gram
per kilogram body weight. Thedove was found 113 times more resistant to the

drug than is man. In our administration of the drug the relatively tame birds

were caught and tablets of appropriate size dropped far back into the throat.

Birds were frequently watched for regurgitation; none was ever noted. Four
birds (table 4) were given 0.2 and 0.4 grain atropine thrice daily.

^ For the extremely heavy dosage of atropine and pilocarpine (table 4) another

group of eight females was used. These birds had not previously been treated

with any drug.
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The only supply of nicotine (Merck) available to us had been purchased nearly

six years before using. It had been kept unopened in the dark and its strength

was tested as follows: A dove of 175 gramsbody weight, injected subcutaneously

with 1.67 mgm. died in 1 to 1^ minutes. A similar dove given 0.67 mgm. vomited,

showed slight diarrhea, and distinctly heavier respiration. Within 5 hour the

dosage to this bird was increased by 0.57 mgm. The above symptoms (except

diarrhea) increased, eyelid movements became abnormal and standing position

unsteady. A third dove survived a dosage of 1.0 mgm. but showed many signs of

collapse. All nicotine solutions were made up in water each 3 days and kept in

the dark. The strength of the solutions was made such as to require subcutaneous

injections of only 5 cc.

Cocaine (Boehringer) was converted by us into the hydrochloride and sub-

cutaneously injected in aqueous solution.

Pilocarpine hydrochloride (U. S. P.) was given per os as was the atropine.

None of the above drugs was given continuously, but solely with reference to

the time of egg-laying. These doves lay two eggs in a clutch, the two being laid

40 hours apart. The first of the pair is laid at very nearly 5 : 00 p.m. ; the second

at nearly 9 KX) a.m. of the second morning thereafter. When the eggs are removed
from the nest immediately after laying, the first egg of a next following pair may
usually be expected 6 or 7 days thereafter. The egg requires about 45 hours for

passage down the oviduct. An egg laid 6 days after the last of the previous pair

"would therefore leave the ovary and begin to receive the oviducal secretions

about 4 days after the laying of the last preceding egg.

Since our purpose was not to study effects of the dosage upon the work of the

ovary (yolk size), * and in order to avoid the probable cessation of egg production

incident to continuous dosage, atropine was given only from the morning of the

3rd day after the laying of the last of the preceding pair of eggs. The albumen is

secreted during the first 15 of the 45 hours spent by the egg in the oviduct; the

formation of the shell occurs during the lust 30 hours. The administration of

nicotine and of cocaine was so timed as to affect the secretion of the shell only,

of the first egg of the prospective pair; this, however, necessarily subjected the

albumen secretion of the second egg of the pair to the action of the drug.

The eggs and shells were prepared in the following manner: Eggs were

obtained 10 minutes to 3 hours after laying; they were weighed, steamed forS

minutes, cooled in tap water for 4 minut^ps and the shell removed piece by piece

with small curvc<l-tip forceps. The weights of the solid coagulated yolk and of

the moist (nearly air dry) shell were next obtained. The sum of these two
weights subtracted from the total egg weight gave the weight of the u[l)umon

(including shell membrane). The albumen cannot bo weighed directly on

account of evaporation during removal of the shell.

Hince nearly all of the inorgiinic inalcrial of the shell is in the form of calcimn

carbonate*—with magnesium carbonate and earthy phosphates present in very

• Unavoidably, however, the yolk of the first of the pair was subjected during

ita laat 1 to 2 days in the ovary to the action of the drug; while the yolk of the

Hecoml of the pair was thus affected during the last 3 to 4 days of its growl )i in

thr ovary.

* llurknrr and Martin (K) found in hIicIIh of fowls' eggs that the calcium culcu-

latod a* CnO, in equal to about 9H,() per cent of the ash.
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small amounts and representing practically all of the remainder—it was found
practicable and desirable, because of the numerous samples, to make volumetric

determinations of the total of these alkaline earths. The egg shell was dried in a

weighing bottle for 12 hours at 105°C. It was found that the organic matrix of the

shell prevented ready solubility in weak acid. Since the nature of the procedure

made it inadvisable to use a strong acid the dry shell was transferred to a porce-

lain crucible and ignited until the small amount of organic material had been
removed and then over a heavy flame until all carbonate was converted into oxide.

The crucible and ash were then placed in a beaker and the ash dissolved in 100 cc.

N/10 HCl. By using 100 cc. there was an excess of 10 to 40 cc. which was deter-

mined by titration with N/10 NaOH. Methyl orange was used as indicator. The
values for total bases thus obtained are considered as wholly calcium and calcu-

lated in the tables as per cent CaCOs in dry shell.

Presentation of data. For obvious reasons it seemed best to study the

effects of the drugs chiefly—though not exclusively—on birds whose

secretions were normal and to place chief reliance upon a decreased secre-

tion under atropine.

The details of data for individual egg-shells and albumens as obtained

from one bird are fully given in table 1. In order to economize space

other records (tables 2 and 3) are given in summary only. Reasons

for inclusion of yolk size and other data in these tables are given in

a preceding paper (5), and the discussion given there of the relations

which normally obtain between yolk size on the one hand and the

volume of the oviducal secretions on the other are necessary to a

proper estimate of the present data.

Atropine. The summaiy given at the bottom of table 3 makes it

clear that under atropine dosage the amount of albumen secreted is

slightly though certainly reduced. The reduction is not more than 2

or 3 per cent. Analyses of this albumen show (table 5) that it was

nearly or quite normal in respect to the relative proportions of water,

alcohol-soluble and alcohol-insoluble constituents.

The amount of shell material secreted under atropine was either

unaffected or but slightly affected. In this evaluation the smaller

amount of egg surface presented by the eggs obtained under atropine

is of some importance as shown by reference to the figures for "percent-

age relations of shell to egg" (tables 1 to 3). The percentage of

alkaline earths present in the shell-ash was possibly sUghtly reduced

under atropine. The difference involved is of questionable value.

The two birds (table 1 ; and 9 907, table 2) which each received

three different degrees of atropine dosage do not plainly show a greater

effect of the dosage with 0.02 grain daily than with 0.004 grain daily.

Yolk size was unaffected by the short part of its growth period during



TABLE 1

Effects of atropine and of nicotine on the oviducal secretion of ring-dove A 120



TABLE 2

Effects of atropine, cocaine and nicotine on the oviducal secretions of ring-doves

907, A798, A843, 152.

{Birds in this order from top of table)
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TABLE 3

Summary of effects of atropine on the oviducal secretion of ring-doves A622, 48,

ES17. (In this order frorn top of table)
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TABLE 4

The effects of pilocarpine (and very heavy atropine) dosage on the thickness of shells

as measured by hourly rate of loss

NUMBER
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TABLE 4—Concluded

NUMBEK
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apparently decreased by about 5 per cent. The percentage of bases

present in the shell ash was little if at all affected; possibly it was

slightly decreased but there is even less evidence of this than there was

in the case of atropine.

Nicotine. Twelve eggs were obtained from four birds treated with

nicotine (table 1 , and first three birds of table 2) . In only about one-

half of these was the nicotine given before the secretion of albumen

was completed. This fact and other special circumstances concerned

in the figures obtained make it doubtful whether the data show an

TABLE 5

Analyses of albumen secreted tinder atropine dosage {0.005 grain, twice daily) and

control
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The data seem to indicate that about one-sixth of the lethal dose of

nicotine, given either once or twice daily, neither notably nor wholly

consistently affects the amount or gross nature of the shell material

secreted.

Pilocarpine. The shells of eggs derived under dosage with pilo-

carpine were not removed, weighed and analyzed. These eggs were

given careful incubation under other birds and the relative thick-

ness or adequacy of their shells estimated by the rate at which such eggs

lost weight, i.e., the rate at which the shells permitted the passage of

water vapor from the eggs. Previous work (5) has shown that the

thinner the shell the more rapid is the rate of loss of weight by the egg,

and one purpose of the present study was to further the ultimate discov-

ery of a means of preventing the formation of shells whose rate of loss of

water is so high as to be incompatible with complete embryonic develop-

ment in the egg. In table 4 this rate of loss from treated eggs may be

compared with the mean for two corresponding (first or second of

clutch) control eggs produced by the same bird immediately before

and immediately after the treated eggs.

The table permits the following comparisons concerning eggs whose

shells were produced under pilocarpine dosage

:

13 (first of clutch) gave a rate of loss of 3.6, against 3.9 for control.

15 (second of clutch) gave a rate of loss of 4.2, against 4.8 for control.

14 (first of clutch) had a mean weight of 8.46, against 8.60 for control.

17 (second of clutch) had a mean weight of 9.14, against 9.16 for control.

Of these 28 eggs which permit comparisons of relative rate of loss

of treated and control eggs, 17 treated eggs show a lower rate of loss;

6 treated eggs a higher rate of loss; 5 show equality of rate of loss.

Since the treated and control eggs are of equal size the reduced rate

of loss from this large proportion of shells produced under pilocarpine

is almo.st certainly not the result of chance. The avenig(! reduction

of the rat« of loss for the 28 treated eggs compared with the controls is

exactly 10.0 pv.r cent. For the first eggs of i\w clutch (which were

neccwtarily Hubjected to a somewhat shorter period of dosage), the reduc-

tion wa« 7.7 per cent; while for second eggs of the clutch this was

12.5 pc?r cent. The data therefore indicate that the secretion of shell

material Ih nieuHurably incnMistnl, or made more adequate, under

pilo<'ar|)ine doHage. It is clear, however, that in the case of certain

hirdH (P891, PS/iS) which were producing abnormally thin shells the

pilocarpine doKAge wholly failed to induce the secretion of a normal

amount of ithell mat<>rial.
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The birds grouped at the bottom of table 4 were dosed with pilocarpine

throughout the final period of yolk growth in addition to the period of

albumen and shell secretion. These eggs therefore give some oppor-

tunity to determine whether and how pilocarpine influences total egg

size. The thirteen eggs thus treated average 8.81 grams; the thirteen

controls, 9.03 grams. On the other hand, nine eggs treated only during

the period of albumen or shell secretion average 8.93, their controls

8.78 grams. It is possible therefore that pilocarpine slightly increases

the secretion of albumen but reduces the amount of yolk production.

The lack of information concerning the yolk-size of these eggs as well as

the hmited numbers involved makes a decision on the latter

point more or less uncertain. The data supply fairly good evidence,

however, that the amount of shell material is somewhat increased

under pilocarpine and that the amount of albumen is certainly not

decreased, but probably shghtly increased when the dosage is hmited

to the period of actual albumen and shell secretion.

The shells of five eggs shown in table 4 were produced under

heavy atropine dosage and their adequacy was studied by means of

their rate of loss as was done in the case of the shells produced under

pilocarpine. The numbers involved are here too few to be of much
significance. Three of the atropine-treated shells show a lower rate

of loss and two of them a higher rate of loss than their respective controls.

Accurate data concerning the time of egg-laying were obtained

throughout the present study. This was necessary in order that one

might know whether any increase or decrease of the secretions could be

accounted for by a longer or shorter period occupied by the passage

of the egg down the oviduct. Originally these data were included in

all of the tables, but in order to economize space in already overcrowded

tabulations these were ultimately omitted. It is well known that at any

given season doves deposit their eggs at a markedly definite hour.

Our data show a slightly greater irregularity of time of laying under

dosage than under control. In case of none of the drugs used, however,

was either an acceleration or a delay of the time of laying clearly or

consistently obtained. The measured amounts of the various secre-

tions are therefore Uninfluenced from this source; it follows moreover

that the movements which propel the egg down the oviduct were either

practically unaffected by these drugs or, if such motor responses were

present, they nevertheless failed to affect the time of the final expulsion

of the egg.
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DISCUSSION

In anj' consideration of the activity of the oviduct it is important

that one striking peculiarity of this organ be not overlooked. The

oviduct passes repeatedly and periodically from a functional to a

semi-functional state within the period of one week or slightly more;

and during this period the size of the organ may change by no less

than 200 to 400 per cent. The functional organ may occasionally

attain perhaps even fifty times its non-functional size. This enormous

fluctuation in size may have a bearing upon the innervation—or the

lack of it—of the gland cells which form a prominent part of the func-

tional organ. The appearance of the actively secreting glandular cells

of the fowl has been briefly described by Cushny (9)

.

In mammals Loeb (10) was able to show that at a definite period

after ovulation the internal secretion of the corpus luteum sensitizes

the mucosa of the uterus in such a way as to enable it to form the

maternal placenta in response to a contact stimulus provided by the

ovum. An essentially parallel situation in birds would involve: First,

the preparation of the oviduct for its functional state (growth) under

the influence of an internal secretion derived from the ovary; second,

the active production of albumen and shell (secretion) in such a prepared

oviduct in simple response to the contact stimulus supplied by the pass-

ing ovum or other foreign body. The meager modification of the amount

of albumen and shell secretion obtained by us by means of drugs with

presumably pronounced action upon the nerve supply of the oviduct

thus affords some evidence that this hypothetical mechanism also

best coincides with the facts; and, further, that this mechanism is

little if at all directly affected by nervous action.

Several studies with the same drugs used by us have been made upon

the motor nerves of the uterus of various mammals but for reasons

stated at the beginning of this paper we do not feel in a position to under-

take a discussion of the relation of that work to the present study.

However, the rather special relation of pilocarpine^ and ntroi>iiie to uterine

movements in the cat and the rabbit should be noted here. Cushny

(11) says of atropine and pilocarpine: "These two drugs seem to affect

flomo structure, which is different from Ihat acted u]X)n by the other

druKS cxttmined (nicotine, ergot, adrenalin, quinine), and which does

not appear to Ixs involved in the spontaneous contraction and the

rcftponsn to nerve Htimulation." Our data indicate a more or loss

Kimiliir nrlion of tiln»f)in(>, rocainc and nicotine, and an opposed action
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of pilocarpine, on the oviducal secretions of the bird. In an earHer in-

vestigation Riddle and Anderson (12) found, in the same sort of birds

used in the present study, that quinine very markedly decreases the

secretion of albumen and of egg yolk. They were inclined to interpret

this as a result of the nitrogen-conserving action of the drug. It is pos-

sible that the small effects obtained with the drugs used in the present

study are also due to effects on the general metabolism of the birds; and
that, just as atropine and pilocarpine are not supposed to affect lymph
formation in mammals, they have also no direct action upon the oviducal

secretions of birds. The effect of quinine on shell secretion was not

quantitatively studied in the investigation cited above but it is almost

certain that no pronounced change was effected.

If atropine retards and pilocarpine accelerates development within

relatively undifferentiated cells, as found by Mathews (13) in dividing

starfish and sea urchin eggs, it is also possible to consider the rather

small observed effects of these drugs upon the oviducal secretions

described here as due to a direct action of the drugs upon the secreting

cells.

SUMMARY

Atropine administered twice daily and in the dosages used by us

decreases the amount of the output of the albumen-secreting glands

but the decrease is only about 2 or 3 per cent.

The albumen secreted under atropine is of normal composition

with reference to its water content and the relative proportions of

alcohol-soluble and alcohol-insoluble constituents.

The amount of shell material secreted under atropine is not measur-

ably affected. The percentage of bases present in the shell ash is

unaffected or only slightly reduced.

Cocaine probably decreases the output of the albumen-secreting

glands. The amount of shell material was apparently decreased by
about 5 per cent under cocaine. The percentage of bases present in the

shell ash was not decisively affected.

Nicotine given once and twice daily did not affect, in any constant

or definite way, the amount or the gross nature of the shell material

secreted. Its effect upon albumen secretion was not adequately tested.

Pilocarpine probably slightly increases the secretion oi shell material

and, when the time of dosage is properly restricted, of albumen also.

The results indicate that the occasional imperfect functionings

of the avian oviduct which result in the production of inadequate egg
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shells probably cannot be even temporarily corrected by means of

alkaloidal drugs.

The nature of the innervation of the oviducal glands of birds is appar-

ently unknown. Whether the drugs used in this study act upon the

autonomic ner\'es of birds in a way parallel to their action in mammals
is very inadequately known. Definite conclusions are not drawn

by us as to the relation of effects produced by these drugs to the

nature and extent of the innei-vation of the oviduct.

If the innervation of the o\'iduct is similar to that of the mammalian
uterus, and the alkaloids used by us have an action on the autonomic

nerv'es of birds similar to their action in mammals, these results supply

some evidence that the oviducal secretions of birds occur largely inde-

pendently of the nervous system. The small effects observed arc

possibly ascribable to the direct action of the drugs on the secreting

cells, or to more general action on the metabolism of the animal.
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The unpredictability of shock after spinal transection, in cats,

by various methods, stimulated this investigation of the possible relation

of the early reactions in spinal cats to the surgical treatment to which

such animals are subjected.

Experiments recorded in the literature were performed on various

animals for the purpose of observing reflex phenomena over long periods

of time The operative procedures were conducted with the animals

in surgical anesthesia, which precluded early reflex responses after the

spinal cord was transected. Early, frequent and accurate blood pres-

sure determinations were not made.

This investigation was conducted upon cats under very light anes-

thesia at the time of the spinal transection in order to study reflex

phenomena and other reactions, instantly after cutting the cord.

Method: Procedures common to all series. The animals were

completely anesthetized with ether from a cone. The blood pressure

was taken at intervals throughout the experiments from the left femoral

artery, instead of either carotid, to prevent interference of the cannula

with subsequent operation in the neck.

The ether was discontinued, and after anesthesia became very light,

the cord was cut.

Transection was effected as quickly as possible to preclude hemor-

rhage.

Reactions to the following stimuli were observed, immediately after

the spinal cord was severed, and from time to time throughout the

experiment: a, sudden pinching of the toes of the hind feet, h, pinching

of the skin of the hind legs and abdomen, c, constant and intermittent

pressure against the plantar surface of the hind feet, d, scratch irrita-

tion of the girdle, e, suspension of the animal by the skin of its back,

291
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/, pinching of different portions of the tail as a whole, and of various

skin areas of the same, g, pinching of the testes singly and together,

h, striking the various tendons from the pelvis to the toes, inclusive.

The incidence, duration and type of reflex response were carefully

observed after the cord was severed.

The length of time the animals lived, after the transection, was also

observed.

The spinal canal was carefully opened post mortem, to determine

the success and location of the transection.

Further procedures differed in the three series.

Series I. The right vertebral and carotid arteries were ligated, and

followed by hgation of the left vertebral and carotid arteries. The cats

were tracheotomized and given artificial respiration. Transection of

the spinal cord was done in the region of the first cervical segment.

Series II. The cats were given artificial respiration, and the cord was

severed in the region of the first cervical segment.

Series III. Without either ligation of the vertebral and carotid

arteries or artificial respiration, the spinal cord was divided between the

second and third dorsal segments.

Results: Series I. Blood pressure variations. The initial blood

pressure in this series of twelve animals averaged 153 mm. Hg. (table 1).

The blood pressure in nine of the animals was depressed, on an

average, 31 mm. Hg. (from 2 to 66 mm. Hg.) following ligation of the

right vertebral and carotid arteries. This represents a percentage fall

from the original average blood pressure of 20.9 per cent. Blood

pressure in one animal was not determined at this period. The re-

maining two animals, however, showed increases of 17 to 28 mm. Hg.,

respectively.

When in addition to ligation of the right vertebral and carotid arteries,

the left vertebral and carotid arteries were ligated, the blood pressure

rose on the average of 17 mm. above the initial pressure. On the

whole, therefore, ligation of the right vertebral and carotid arteries

lowered the blood pressure below the original level, and subsequent

ligution of the left vertebral and carotid arteries raised the pressure, not

only to the initial pressure level, but above it slightly.

Irniiicdiatoly after completion of these ligations artificial respiration,

by tracheal InHudlation, was instituted. This procedure while slightly

rtKhicing the blo(Ml pressure did not depress it below (he initial level.

Traiiwrction of the spinal cord in the region of tlu^ first cervical seg-

ment foUowefl. Aftfr m Inp^c of 2 minutes, on tlie average, the blood
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pressure became constant on a new but lower level. The average level

following this procedure was 67.5 mm. Hg in contradistinction to a

pressure of 153 mm. Hg initially, and 154.9 mm. Hg just before the

cord was cut. The blood pressure, therefore, was reduced some 85 mm.
Hg or approximately 55 per cent as an immediate result of the

transection.

Temperature. The fall of temperature of the body surface in the

animals living as long as 15 or 20 minutes after severing the cord was

TABLE 1

Series I. Blood pressure variations
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from the initial pressure in the five animals giving no reflex response

ranged from 41.6 per cent to 77.2 per cent (table 1), and those in the

seven animals giving reflex response ranged from 16.6 per cent to

73.5 per cent.

Fate of the animals. The duration of life of the animals of this

series was, for the most part, short. Of the twelve animals, nine

died on an average of 28.4 minutes (varied from 2 to 120 minutes)

after the cord was cut. The remaining three were killed at periods of

134, 57 and 54 minutes after the spinal transection.

TABLE 2

Series I. Reflexes after cutting cord

EXPERIMENT
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Temperature. There was a 'decrease of body surface temperature

15 or 20 minutes after cutting the cord sufficient to detect by palpation.

Reflexes. Each of the six animals gave flexion and extension instantly

after transection of the cord (table 4).

TABLE 3

Series II. Blood pressure variations

EXPERIMENT
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Fate of the animals. The duration of life was short in this series,

five of the animals dying on an average of 24.2 (varied from 10 to

42 minutes) minutes after the spinal transection. One animal was

killed at the expiration of 100 minutes.

Post-mortem examination. One animal of the series showed not quite

complete transection of the cord.

Series III: Blood pressure variations. The initial blood pressure

in this series of eight animals averaged 173.7 mm. Hg (table 5).

Without further operative procedures, the spinal cord was transected

between the second and third dorsal segments.

TABLE 5

Series III. Blood pressure variations

EXPERIMENT
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individual relative depressions from the same level ranged from 3.7

per cent to 60.8 per cent. All of the animals, however, gave reflex

response under these various conditions of blood pressure.

Fate of the animals. Not one animal died during the periods of

observation, which varied from 34 minute's to 48 hours. The usual

period of observation, however, approximated 2 hours.

Post-mortem examination. The spinal cords of three animals of this

series were not quite completely severed.

Note: The reactions in those animals undergoing almost but not

quite complete transection were so comparable to those of the cats

after complete severance of the cord that no attempt has been made to

separate the two classes.

TABLE 6

Series lit. Reflexes after cutting cord

EXPERIMENT
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5. Transection of the spinal cord between the second and third

dorsal segments, under very light ether anesthesia and without ligation

of the vertebral and carotid arteries or artificial respiration, produces

distinctly less fall of blood pressure than when the spinal transection

is made in the region of the first cervical segment, under very light

ether anesthesia and artificial respiration, with or without ligation of

the vertebral and carotid arteries.

6. When the cord is transected between the second and third dorsal

segments the length of life of the animals indicates no impairment of

respiratory function. This is contrary to the findings of Gotch and

Horsley (1).

7. There is no relationship, within limits, between spinal shock and

blood pressure.

8. The incidence of spinal shock, in cats, is unpredictable, when the

spinal transection is made in the region of the first cervical segment,

under very light ether anesthesia and artificial respiration, subsequent

to ligation of the vertebral and carotid arteries.

9. When spinal transection, in cats, is made in the region of the first

cervical segment, under very light ether anesthesia and artificial respi-

ration, without ligation of the vertebral and carotid arteries, spinal

shock does not occur.

10. Spinal shock does not occur, in cats, when the spinal cord is

severed between the second and third dorsal segments, under very light

ether anesthesia and without ligation of the vertebral and carotid

arteries or artificial respiration.

11. From the standpoint of the absence of spinal shock after spinal

transection there can be no doubt that the best preparations are those

made without previous ligation of the vertebral and carotid arteries.

While the evidence strongly indicates a relationship between spinal

shock and the surgical trauma preceding spinal transection, it is felt

that the data are inadequate to permit of such a definite conclusion at

this time.

12. In general, the length of life after spinal transection is much
greater when the cord is severed between the second and thirtl dorsal

segments, when no ligations to control hemorrhage are made, and no

artificial respiration is given.

13. Body temp<'raturo falls appreciably in cats imdergoing spinal

transection in the region of the first cervical segment.
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This reinvestigation of the motor control of the esophagus by the

vagus nerves was prompted by the unexpected type of control by the

vagi of the lung motor mechanism in the amphibia (frogs and sala-

manders). It was found that the primitive amphibian lung possesses

independent or peripheral automatism like the heart and the gut and, as

in the case of the heart, the local lung automatism is normally prevented

from full development by tonic inhibition via the vagi nerves (6), (20).

The lungs are diverticula of the esophagus. The question naturally

arises whether in the adult stage of any species of mammals the esopha-

gus, or any region of it, retains the type of local automatism and

extrinsic inhibitory control shown by the amphibian lung. This ques-

tion appears to us of peculiar importance in relation to the phenomena
of cardiospasm and spasm of the esophagus in man.

It was pointed out in one of our earlier papers that the type of motor

control (exclusively inhibitory) found in the most primitive lung

available for study (lung of necturus) is probably an original state

rather than a result of differentiation, because in the higher amphibia

(frogs), with their more developed lungs, motor nerve fibers are present

as part of the extrinsic nerve mechanism, while in the reptilia the

local lung automatism is but poorly developed, the extrinsic innerva-

tion is of the motor type, the inhibitory type being very subordinate,

if not completely lacking (7).

It is also evident that the vertebrate esophagus has, at least in

some species, undergone a greater degree of differentiation than the

lung motor mechanism. In some species the musculature of the entire

esophagus has changed to the striated type, and parallel with this

change there is absence of Auerbach's plexus and other local ganglia.

In other species this transformation of the primitive esophagus has so

299
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far involved only the upper two thirds of this organ. Obviously

these changes in structure are paralleled by changes in type of autom-

atism and motor control, but the latter changes may come about

in the absence of change in gross structure, as shown by the amphibian

and reptihan lung. When the smooth musculature and local nervous

sj'stem is retained, as is the case with the cardiac and pyloric sphincters,

the degree of deviation from the primitive control is a matter for ex-

perimental determination. If the primitive inhibitory control of the

cardia predominates in a species, cardiospasm could be induced, nof by

"vagotonia," as is at present held by many chnicians, but by vagus

"hypotonia, " that is, failure of the tonic vagus inhibition of the cardia.

We have not gone extensively into the clinical literature on cardio-

spasm, but it is well known that many patients with this malady exhibit

other symptoms of impaired inhibitions and Strock (32) quotes Kraus as

having shown actual atrophy of the vagi in a case of cardiospasm.

LITERATURE

In 1861 Ravitsch (27) reported that section of both vagi in the frog

tends to paralysis of the stomach. Ten years later Goltz (12) showed

that in frogs destruction of the medulla by pithing it or killing it chemi-

cally ^^ith huge doses of curare or as the result of inhalation of chloro-

form caused a markedly hypertonic condition of the esophagus and

stomach together with a great increase in the motility of these struc-

tures. This hypertonus of the esophagus and stomach with increased

motiUty occurred also after double vagotomy. Once produced the condi-

tion was permanent, relaxation of these organs occurring only when the

tissues were dead (acute experiments). Goltz therefore assumed that

the vagi carried inhibitory fibers to the esophagus and stomach which

were in tonic activity. To his great surprise stimulation of the peri-

pheral vagus trunk did not cause the anticipated inhibition of motility

but rather augmented the motility of the esophagus and stomach.

Goltz furthermore showed that this hypertonus and increased motility

of the stomach could be induced by chemical, mechanical, thermal and

electrical stimulation of different parts of the skin and small intestines.

Goltz, however, did not consider these effects as types of reflex activity

but presumed that the inttmse stimuli employed paralyzed more or

lets completely the medullary center from which under normal condi-

tions the tonic inhibitory inipuls(!s for the esophagus and stomach

arose ("Herabsetsung dor Ltibenscnergic"). It seems to bo esscn-

tiaUjy a reflex inhibition of the tonic activity of the nu^dullary center
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quite similar to the reflex inhibition of the inhibitory lung motor center

of the frog and other amphibia previously described by us (6), (20).

Since it was shown that the vagus on direct stimulation caused an

increase in the hypertonus and motihty which followed its division, it

is possible that the hypertonus and increased motility of the esophagus

and stomach which arose on sensory stimulation of cutaneous and vis-

ceral nerves was in part due to the reflex stimulation of these motor

fibers of the vagus together with central inhibition of the activity of

the* sympathetic fibers carried to the stomach by the splanchnics.

The original obsei-vations of Goltz were confirmed and extended by
Contejean (9) in 1892 and by Steinach (30) in 1898. Relying on

direct observations, Steinach found that on destruction of the medulla

or section of the vagi nerves in the frog (R. esculenta), the esophagus

passes at once into permanent hypertonus, the stomach and the upper

end of the small intestine show increased spontaneous motility and in-

creased excitability to direct stimulation as well as to stimulation of

the upper spinal nerves. Steinach varied the experiments by local

etherization of the medulla. In this way Steinach found that the

hypertonicity and hypermotility of the upper end of the alimentary

tract can be induced two or three times in the same animal and the

normal conditions restored by removing the ether from the medulla by
the aid of irrigation with physiological salt solution. Steinach states

that after the third or fourth period of etherization the medulla cannot be

restored to normal. Steinach was less successful in causing inhibition

of the gastric and esophageal tonus by electrical stimulation of the

medulla, but as he relied on direct observation, slight tonus changes

following stimulation of the medulla could not be detected. Steinach

concluded that in the frog the vagi contain inhibitory fibers for the

esophagus, the stomach, and the upper end of the small intestines, and

that the.se fibers are in tonic activity, like the vagus inhibitory nerves

to the heart.

Bottazzi (3) reported motor effects but no distinct inhibition of the

esophagus of the toad on stimulation of the vagi and the sympathetic

nerves. On stimulation of the pure vagi the contraction of the longi-

tudinal musculature predominated.

Stiles (31) showed that isolated segments of the frog's esophagus

exhibit a greater degree of spontaneous automatism than similar

segments from other regions of the alimentaiy tract. The reactions of

these esophagus segments (circular fibers) to solutions of electrolytes

parallel those of the heart.
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Waddell (33) found that pituitrin has a primary depressant action

on the frog 's esophagus, the depression appearing both in the longitudi-

nal and the circular musculature. It is most marked in the cardiac

end of the esophagus.

In 1911 Hopf (13) reported extensive experiments on the effect of

vagi stimulation on the stomach and esophagus of the frog, concluding

that the vagi contain both inhibitory and motor fibers to the esophagus

and stomach, the motor fibers predominating. Hopf stated also that

if the esophagus and cardia are put on too great tension the inhibitory

action of the vagi on these structures cannot be demonstrated. Un-

fortunately the experimental procedure followed by Hopf is open to

objection, and the numerous tracings published are far from convincing

in support of his conclusions.

Patterson (26) found that section of both vagi (vago-sympathetic)

in the bull frog rendered the stomach hypertonic for a period of 10 to

15 days. The condition of the esophagus and cardia was not noted.

There appears to be nothing in the hterature on the effects of vagus

section on the esophagus and cardia in the reptiUa. Bercovitz and

Rogers (1) have recently shown that section of the vagi in the turtle

may increase the gastric tonus, at least temporarily, and stimulation

of the peripheral vagus with weak induction shocks repeated at slow

rate inhibit both gastric tonus and gastric peristalsis, while stronger

stimulation of the vagi induces gastric contractions. This indicates

that in the turtle the vagi contain both motor and inhibitory fibers

to the stomach,

Doyon (10) reported that appropriate stimulation of the peripheral

vagus in the pigeon inhibits the motiUty of the gizzard, and that this

inhibitory action is aboUshed by nicotin.

Observations on mammals are more numerous. Bernard (2) and

Schiff (28) reported a temporary (10 to 72 hours) spasm of the esophagus

and cardia following section of the vagi in dogs. Chauvcau (8) noted

a siniilar spasm of the esophagus in three horses following double vagot-

omy. In all horses double vagotomy was followed by paralysis of the

eaophagufl.

Kronocker and Meltzer (17) reported reflex dilatation of the cardia,

but aacribed this to central inhibition of the vagus motor tonus to the

cardia. Later (1906) Meltzer and Auer (23) showed that the vagus

contaijui inhibitory fibers to the cardia of the rabbit and that these can

be exoited reflexly by stimulation of the central end of the remaining

vaguf.
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Openchowski (24), (25) described in the rabbit, dog and cat a branch

of the vagus on the lower end of the esophagus, whose stimulation caused

dilatation of the cardia. This nerve was accordingly called "nervus

dilator cardia. " The dilatation of the cardia was also obtained by stimu-

lation of the peripheral end of the vagus with weak induction shocks of

slow rhythm. With stronger shocks at a rapid rate contraction of the

cardia was induced.

This investigator also describes groups of ganglion cells, in addition

to the plexus of Auerbach, in the region of the cardia. These nerve

cell groups are similar in structure to those of the heart ganglia. He
concludes further, on the basis of experiments on rabbits, dogs and cats,

that there is a constrictor center for the cardia in the posterior corpora

quadrigemina, while the primary dilator center for the cardia is located

in t le region of the union of the nucleus caudatus and nucleus lenticu-

laris. Most of the constrictor fibers for the cardia pass out in the vagi,

principally the left, but a few reach the cardia via the cervical nerves

and the cervical sympathetic. Some of the dilator fibers for the cardia

also pass out through the cervical nerve roots and reach the cardia via

the aortic plexus.

Openchowski states that, with the vagi intact, reflex dilatation of the

cardia may be induced by stimulation of the kidneys, the uterus, the

urinary bladder, the intestines or the sciatic netve. Dilatation of

the cardia is sometimes induced by stimulation of the cerebral cortex in

the region of the crucial sulcus.

Langley (18), working with curarized and atropinized rabbits, repoited

that stimulation of the peripheral vagus caused dilatation of the cardia.

When no atropin was administered the vagus stimulation caused in-

creased tonus of the cardia. Langley therefore concluded that the

vagus nerves carry both motor and inhibitory fibers to the cardia, the

motor fibers being more readily paralyzed by atropin. Later Langley

(19) reported that the adrenalin inhibits the cardiac sphincter in the

rabbit.

Krehl (16) reported that section of both vagi in the dog left the

esophagus and the cardia atonic or patulous. The state of the cardia

seems to have been determined by the absence of resistance to the

passage of a stomach tube into the esophagus through a gastrostomy.

These findings of Krehl on the dog are accepted, without additional

proofs, by Katschowsky (14), working in Pawlow's laboratoiy.

On the basis of the examination of four dogs, Sinnhuber (29) reached

the conclusion that section of the vagi above but close to the diaphragm
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renders the cardia atonic, while section of the vagi high up in the neck

leads to a temporary hypertonicity of the cardia. If these observations

should prove to be correct, it would seem that in the dog the inhibitory

fibers to the cardia leave the vagi at some distance above the diaphragm

and pass down to the cardia in the wall of the esophagus.

Espezel (11) declared (in 1901) that inhibitory nerve fibers to the

esophagus had not yet been satisfactorily demonstrated, at least for

the rabbit and the dog.

Strock (32), working on dogs, reported that section of both vagi

causes dilatation of the esophagus, and a slight increase in the tonus of

the cardia. He quotes V. MickuUcz to the effect that section of the

vagi doubles the tonus of the esophagus as measured by the resistance

to the forcing of liquids through into the stomach. Nevertheless

Strock does not believe that this hypertonus of the cardia in dogs is

analogous to clinical cardiospasm.

Kelling 15) states that deep anesthesia increases the resistance of the

cardia to pressure exerted from the stomach side. If we assume that the

anesthetic paralyzes the medullary vagus center before paralysis of the

local motor mechanism of the cardia, one may conclude that the cardio-

spasm induced by deep anesthesia is caused by ehmination of the vagi

inhibitory impulses to the cardia.

Cannon (4) reported (1907) that section of both vagi in the cat leads

to an increased tonus of the cardia lasting for several days (and in

some cases indefinitely), parallel with decreased tonus and peristalsis of

the esophagus. This conclusion was based on the observation that the

peristalsis of the lower esophagus frequently failed to force the food

through the cardia, and the increased resistance at the cardia to the

passage of the stomach tube.

The resistance of the cardia to the passage of food may not indicate

any increased tonus of the cardia, but merely the failure or absence of

the normal inhibitory reflex. We do not believe that under normal con-

ditions the carfiia is forced mechanically by the strength of the esophagus

peristalHis. It RC'ems more probable that the passage of food tlirough

the cardia in nonnal swallowing is associated with reflex inhibition of

the tonus of the? cardia. Furthermore, the degree of resistance offered

to the paMiage of the Htomac^h tube is subject to muny factors, so that

actual quantitative differences, even if established, are capable of more
than one interpretation.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Turtles. In practically every case the animals were decerebrated

as a preliminary step, to avoid the use of anesthetics in subsequent

operations. In a few experiments the spinal cord was sectioned below

the medulla, leaving the brain intact. Since all subsequent dissection

is made peripheral to the spinal transection, no pain impulses can reach

the brain.

The animal is secured, ventral side down, on the turtle stand, in a

manner described in a previous communication (7). The entire spinal

cord is pithed, the spinal column of the neck and the large retractor

neck muscles excised. We usually made a window through the cara-

pace on the left side, exposing the left lung and the stomach. The left

lung was prepared for the administration of artificial respiration.

Three methods of introducing and adjusting the deUcate balloons in

the esophagus and the stomach were tried out. Through a small slit

in the stomach 2 cm, from the cardia a flexible seeker was passed through

the esophagus; the gastric and esophageal balloons were attached to

this seeker and pulled back into their respective positions, the flexible

rubber tubes connecting the balloons with the respective water mano-
meters. This method has the disadvantages of the trauma to the

stomach wall, the mechanical action on the rubber tubes of the swallow-

ing or respiratory movements of the jaws, and possible reflex influence

on the esophagus and stomach (via the medulla) from the irritation of

the tubes in the mouth and pharynx. To avoid these latter factors we
made a small opening in the wall of the esophagus just below the pharynx

and passed the tubes from the manometers through this slit, thus leaving

the mouth free from mechanical stimulation.

In a few experiments the stomach was left intact, the balloons being

pulled through the esophagus and stomach into their proper positions

through a slit in the duodenum near the pylorus. We also pushed the

balloons into position by means of a seeker operated through the esoph-

agus. This leaves the stomach intact. When records were taken

from the esophagus only, the balloon was either pushed into position

by means of a seeker operated through the mouth or pulled into place

from an opening into the stomach.

The tubes connecting the balloons must be anchored at the head end

to prevent them from being pushed from the esophagus into the stomach,

and from the stomach into the intestine by the esophageal and gastric

peristalses. Since by our methods of preparation both esophagus and
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stomach are exposed from the dorsal side, moderate inflation of the

balloons will disclose their exact location by direct inspection. Fur-

thermore, the exact location of the respective balloons was verified by

opening the esophagus and stomach at the end of each experiment.

A few observations were made on the action of the vagus nerves on

the esophagus, after removal of the esophagus from the body. The

excised esophagus was kept moist with Ringer 's solution but no attempt

was made to perfuse the organ.

It is scarcely necessary to state that there is considerable hemorrhage

in the turtles as a result of the extensive dissection required to remove

all external influences on the upper end of the gut. There was accord-

ingly considerable impairment of the circulation. Impaired circulation

in the esophagus and stomach may not only induce abnormal motor

activities, but ^\^ll be a source of error in a study of the action of drugs,

when these are injected intravenously. To control these sources of

error the loss of blood was compensated for by intravenous injection of

Ringer's solution. One can judge the state of the circulation in our

preparations fairly accurately by direct inspection, and in all cases of

doubt methylene blue was injected intravenously at the end of the

experiments, in order to check up on the efficiency of the circulation in

the organs concerned.

The pithing of the brain (medulla) was usually made from the spinal

cord end. The vagi sections were at a distance of 0.5 to 1.0 cm. from

the angle of the jaw. The pulmonaiy vagi were usually sectioned so

that the lung contractions caused by stimulation of the vagi may not

influence the tension in the stomach and esophagus.

The esophageal and gastric balloons were made out of rubber con-

doms, the length of the balloons varying with the size of the animal.

The initial pressure in the balloons was usualy fixed at 1 to 2 cm. of

water, the graphic registration being in every case made by means
water manometers (diameter, 8-10 mm.).

Frog ft. The animals were decerebrated, the spinal cord sectioned in

the wcond cervical segment and pithed posteriorly. The animal is

thus immobilized, except for the jaws and the pharynx, and there is

no call for anesthesia.

In further prejmration the animal was fixed, dorsal side down, and
an inclKJon nuule in the median line from the symphysis pubis to the

MymphyiiiMof thclower jaws, the body wall pinned to the side, and the

mophaf^iH and stoniuch exposed by pushing the left lung and the liver

toward the right side. In some eases the left lung was excised after

ligation at the Iaomg.
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Vigorous animals will usually carry on fairly efficient respiratory

movements even after this extensive dissection. But we usually placed

a cannula in the tip of the right lung for the purpose of artificial respi-

ration when required.

The necessary dissection causes, of course, hemorrhage in varying

amounts, and consequent impairment of the circulation. This was

counteracted, so far as possible, by introducing Ringer's solutionthrough

the median abdominal vein.

With frogs fixed dorsal side down pithing of the medulla from the

spinal cord is not feasible. Hence in the experiments involving pithing

of the medulla we usually (after the decerebration) cut off the upper

mandible at the level of the anterior end of the brain cavity, so that

the pithing needle could be readily introduced and pushed down to the

medulla with minimum mechanical disturbance of the graphic registra-

tions. In a few experiments we destroyed the medulla by crushing

the skull by strong artery forceps, but the procedure cannot be carried

out without some direct mechanical stimulation of the pharynx. In

several of the experiments the medulla was destroyed by injecting into

it through the anterior end of the cranial cavity one drop of chloroform.

This method has the advantage of the sudden destruction of medulla

without the movements of the head and neck which always occur

during pithing it. It furthermore does not bring about a change in

the level of graphic registration as does placing the jaws of the hemostat

prior to crushing of the medulla.

In animals thus prepared, the effects on the esophagus b^ pithing the

medulla, sectioning the cervical sympathetic and the vagus nerves,

and stimulation of the vago-sympathetic nerves, were studied both by
direct inspection and by graphic methods. The latter consisted in

placing a hook, connected by a recording lever, under the cardiac end

of the esophagus, the stomach being left intact, the pharyngeal end of

the esophagus serving as the fixed point. We also sectioned the

stomach just below the cardia, fixed a hook in the small stomach

segment and suspended the esophagus by the weight of the recording

lever, the pharyngeal end again serving as the fixed point. But finding

that section of the stomach near the cardia induced motor disturbances

in the esophagus, we endeavored to eliminate this by suspending both

stomach and esophagus by a hook in the duodenum close to the pylorus.

Such records are composites of gastric and esophageal motility. These

methods of suspension interfere more or less seriously with the circula-

tion in the esophagus and stomach. But any method of graphic regis-
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tration of esophageal motility in our preparations introduces serious

errorsfrom the movements of the pharynx. These cannot be eliminated,

if the medulla is to be kept in functional activity. The data secured by

these graphic methods must therefore be checked against those from

direct observation. The frog's esophagus is too short to permit record-

ing tonus and motility by the balloon method.

An aspiration bottle containing Ringer 's solution was so arranged as

to deliver its contents drop by drop to the surface of the stomach and

esophagus. In this way we prevented these structures from drying.

In those experiments where the action of drugs was studied the irriga-

tion of the esophagus with Ringer 's solution was stopped while irrigating

the preparation drop by drop with the drug contained in a hypodermic

syringe.

The graphic method employed by us introduces an additional dis-

turbing factor, namely, the local or direct stimulating action of tension

on the stomach and esophagus, and the failure to record satisfactorily

the tonus and contractions of the circular musculature. In order to

eliminate the direct stimulating action of tension on the stomach and

esophagus, we allowed these structures to remain in their normal posi-

tion in the abdominal cavity gently hooking back only such structures

which hid them from complete view. We next mounted above the prepa-

ration a camera. This latter was essentially a Woelfel artificial eye

used ordinarily for classroom instruction in physiological optics. We
replaced the stationary ground glass "retina" with larger pieces of

ground glass y^hich could be readily moved laterally. The ground surface

of the glass was uppermost. The light from two ordinary head lights

with reflectors was directed toward the preparation. The room was
now darkened and the observer, with head and shoulders under a black

cloth, looking at the ground glass surface could, by a little focusing,

obtain a distinct and slightly enlarged image of the stomach and eso-

phagus. The outlines of these organs were traced on the ground glass

with a soft pencil. As soon as this simple sketch was complete the

t^iBBB was 8hift('d laterally and another sketch was made. After several

sketches were made in this manner the vagi were ligated in the neck,

and the stomach and esophagus were sketched many times in rapid

succession. In this manner we obtained tracings of the outlines of the

eeopliaRiiK and stomach similar to those obtained by Cannon when
studying oHophageal, gautric and intestinal inovcMuents in manunals

0vc?r x-niyH and under a fluoroscopic screen. It 1 ook l<^ss t ban 5 seconds

to complete a HJnglc sketch. These sketches were subsequently traced
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on paper by placing tissue paper over the ground glass plate and illumi-

nating the latter from below with desk lamp.

In the observations on drug actions, the drugs (in Ringer 's solution)

were applied to the surface of the esophagus; injected intravenously;

or injected in large doses hypodermically at different times before the

preparation of the animals.

It is of some importance that all solutions used for intravenous injec-

tions or superficial irrigation have the same temperature as the frog

(approximately room temperature) ; for heat accelerates and cold de-

presses the peripheral automatic rhythm seen after ligation of the vagus,

destruction of the medulla, or stimulation of the peripheral end of the

vagus nerve.

RESULTS ON TURTLES

Effects of pithing the medulla or sectioning of the vagi nerves. If

the circulation is maintained in good or fair condition the animal, with

only medulla, midbrain and vagi intact, usually executes periodic

respiratory (swallowing) movements for hours. These swallowing

movements of the jaws are accompanied by contraction of the striated

muscles of the pharynx. The contractions of these muscles together

with the air pressure in pharynx and upper end of the esophagus cause

rapid increase in the pressure in the esophageal balloon, shown in figure

1, R, But the respiratory act or periods of swallowing appear to be

accompanied by actual decrease in the tonus of the esophagus, and the

tonus of the esophagus increases gradually between the swallowing pe-

riods (fig.l). In the case of preparations that exhibit no spontaneous

respiratory or swallowing movements there is usually no distinct

rhythm of the tonus of the esophagus so long as the vagi and the

medulla are intact.

The pithing of the medulla or sectioning of the vagi close to their exit

from the skull induces a very brief inhibition of the tonus of the esophagus,

followed by a permenent hypertonus. Typical records showing these

reactions are reproduced in figures 1, B, and 2. In some preparations

the hypertonus of the esophagus following isolation from the medulla

exhibited a slow rhythm (fig. 2, B). We were unable to determine

whether or not this tonus rhythmwas peristaltic contractions ofthe esoph-

agus. But the hypertonus was rarely equal in degree throughout the

entire length of the organ. In other words, isolation of the esophagus

from the central nervous system not only induces a general hypertonus,

but permits also development of local spasms of the esophagus, lasting

in many cases throughout the experiment (6 to 36 hours).
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In preparations also provided with a balloon in the stomach we some-
times observed that destruction of the medulla or section of the vagi

induced a rhythm in the stomach (fig. 1,B). This confirms the recent

observations of Bercovitz and Rogers, It should be noted, however,

that pithing of the medulla does not invariably augment the tonus in

the active or induce a rhythm in the quiescent stomach, but the hyper-

tonus of the esophagus is always induced by this operation, provided

the preparation or the animal is not moribund.

The hypertonus of the esophagus shown in figures 1 and 2 seems to

involve mainly the circular musculature. There is no distinct shortening

of the esophagus. The esophageal hypertonus seemed to extend to the

cardia, but we cannot prove this graphically, as it is not possible to con-

fine a balloon in the cardia without it being influenced by the tonus and
contractions both of the gastric and the esophageal musculature.

We desire to point out the similarity of the hypertonus of isolated

esophagus of the turtle to the hypertonus and tetanus of the amphibian

lung following the same operation, that is, sectioning of the vagi or pith-

ing the medulla

Effects of stimulation of the peripheral vagi. Stimulation of the

peripheral vagus (right cr left) inhibits the tonus of the esophagus. In

preparations in good condition all types and strengths of stimulation

applied to vagus nerves cause inhibition so that on the basis of results

secured by direct stimulation of the vagus nerves one might conclude

that these nerves carry only inhibitory fibers to the circular musculature

of the esophagus and cardia. The recovery of the original tonus follow

ing the vagus stimulation is usually very gradual (5 to 15 minutes).

Typical tracings illustrating this inhibition are reproduced in figures

3 and 4. In these experiments simultaneous tracings were taken from

esophagus and stomach. Tetanization of the vagi with very weak cur-

rent inhibits the esophagus and may inhibit the stomach (fig. 3).

Stronger tetanization of the vagus causes contraction of the stomach

parallel with marked inhibition of the esophagus (fig. 4). It will be

seen in figure 4 that the esophagus inhibition lasts much longer than the

gastric contraction. The esophagus inhibition can be counteracted

by intravenous injection of adrenalin (fig. 4, x). The vagus inhibitory

fibers to the esophagus retain their activity after administration of this

drug while the gastric motor fibers of the vagus system are paralyzed.

The inhibition of the stomach by weak tetanization of the vagi con-

firms the recent findings of Bercovitz and Rogers.
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In one preparation we secured what seemed to be primary contrac-

tion of the esophagus on tetanization of the esophagus. This animal

was in very poor condition, in fact, moribund, at the time of preparation.

This reaction was obtained even after removal of the esophagus (with

the vagi) from the body so that it is evidently due to contraction in the

esophagus itself (fig. 5).

The tetanization of the vagi sufficiently strong to cause contraction of

the stomach induces the same contraction of the longitudinal musculature

of the lower end of the esophagus (1^ to 2 cm. above and including the

eardia) so that if the esophageal balloon extend down to the cardia,

the graphic record represents the algebraic sum of the inhibition of the

upper two-thirds of the esophagus (circular musculature) and contrac-

Fig. 5. Turtle. Records from the excised esophagus showing effect of the tet-

anization of the vagi. A, esophagus from an animal in good condition, showing
the usual inhibition of esophageal tonus on vagus stimulation. B, esophagus from
an animal in poor condition (moribund), showing slight increase in tonus from
vagus stimulation.

tion of the longitudinal musculature of the lower end of the esophagus,

the inhibitoiy effects predominating.

The results so far show conclusively that the action of the vagi on

turtle's esophagus is predominantly, if not exclusively, inhibitory; on

the stomach it is predominantly but not exclusively motor. It would

thus seem that the hypertonus of the esophagus (circular musculature)

following section of the vagi or pithing of the medulla, represents a

peripheral automatism normally kept in check by tonic impulses over the

vagus nerves, a condition identical with the motor mechanism of the

amphibian lung.

We have so far been unable to influence the esophagus by stimulation

of the cervical sympathetic nerves, either central or peripheral ends.

As in our preparations the entire spinal cord below the medulla was
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pithed, no observations could be made on reflex control of the esophagus-

vagi inhibitory mechanism, except from the intact cranial nerves. In

several preparations wath intact medulla and vagi nerves we stimulated

the central end of the pulmonar}'- branches of the vagi. This stimula-

tion caused at times dilatation, at times contraction of the esophagus.

3. The action of atropin, nicotin and pilocarpin on the esophagus,

and on the vagi fibers to the esophagus. The primary object of these ex-

periments with drugs was to endeavor to separate the inhibitory ner-

vous mechanism from the possible motor nervous mechanism in the

manner that proved feasible for the amphibian lung. It will be re-

called that in the frog nicotin paralyzes the inhibitory vagi fibers to the

lungs, leaving the motor pulmonary- vagi functional, so that the pure lung

inhibition following vagus stimulation is changed to pure lung contrac-

tion after nicotinization. Because of the similarity in origin and neuro-

muscular structure of the lung and the esophagus, we might look for a

similar selective action of nicotin on the vagus system of the esophagus.

Support for such selective action is found in the report of Langley on

the rabbit that atropin depresses the vagi motor fibers to the cardia to a

much greater extent than the inhibitor}^ fibers to that after nicotiniza-

tion vagus stimulation produces only inhibition of the cardia. Further-

more, Bercovitz and Rogers report on the turtle that atropin paralyzes

the gastric motor system of the vagus but not the gastric inhibitory

system.

All our experiments with drugs were made on preparations after section

of both vagi, or pithing of the medulla, so as to avoid complications from

direct action on or reflex action through the medulla. But this means
that the esophagus was invariably hypertonic, the degree of hypertonicity

var>'ing in diflfercnt preparations. In most of the exp)eriments in this

group parallel records were taken of the gastric and the esophageal

contractions to bring out the antagonistic action of the drugs on these

two organs.

Atropin, even in very large doses, does not change the action of the

vagi on the esophagus. The inhibitory fibers of the vagi are not para-

lyztKl (fig. «,/^; fig. 7,/!,/^). Becau8tM)f the fact that atropin usually

caujMw a marked and lasting depression of the esophageal tonus the vagus
stimulation prior tontropinizution may cause a relatively greater inliibi-

tion. Hut this is no indication of oven partial paralysis of the inhibitory

nerve fibers.

Nicotin invarial)ly causes a prolonged depression of the esophageal
tonus without mibscKiuent stimulation (fig. S,A,B). This inhibitory
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Fig. 6. Turtle, both vagi sectioned. Record of gastric contractions, s, and
tonus of esophagus, e; x-x', intravenous injection of atropin sulphate in Ringer's

solution. A, 1 mgm.; B, 2 mgm. ; C, 1 mgm.; D, 2 rngm. ; v, tetanization of pe-

ripheral end of right vagus. Showing primary stimulation, ^,fi, and primary inhi-

bition, (', D of esophageal tonus by atropin; failure of atropin to paralyze the

esophageal vagus (inhibitory fibers); primary inhibition of gastric contractions

by atropin, D.

Fig. 7. Turtle. Record of tonus of the esophagus. Signal, tetanization of

peripheral end of vagus {A, left vagus; B, right vagus). A, after intravenous

injections of 15 mgm. atropin sulphate and 10 mgm. nicotin. B, after intravenous

injection of 15 mgm. nicotin. Showing failure of atropin and nicotin to paralyze

the vagi inhibitory fibers to the esophagus.
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action of nicotin parallels so closely that caused by the stimulation of the

vagi as to suggest that nicotin acts primarily by stimulating the local

vagus mechanism in the esophagus, as is the case in the heart. But

there is no further parallel between the nicotin action on the esophagus

and the heart, as this drug fails to paralyze the vagi inhibitory fibers to

the esophagus (fig. 7, B). We may also point out that nicotin has the

same primarj' action (inhibition) on the amphibian lung as on the rep-

tihan esophagus but this drug tends at the same time to paralyze the

inhibit orj' fibers in the pulmonary vagi, thus bringing the lung in line

with the heart.

Fig. 8. Turtle, both vagi sectioned. Record of tonus of the esophagus, e; v,

tetanization of the vagi. A, x-x', intravenous injection of 1 mgm. nicotin in 10

cc. Ringer's solution. B, x-x', intravenous injection 2 mgm. nicotin. C, x-x,

10 cc. 1-100,000 histamine hydrochloride. Showing parallel action (inhibition)

of vagUB, nicotin and histamine.

Nicotin has a primary stimulating action on the turtle's stomach,

the stimulation being followed by paralysis. Typical tracings showing

tho nntagonistic action of this dnjg on the esophagus and the stomach

are reproduced in figure 9. The nicotin inhibition of the esophagus is

in evidence even after large doses of atropin.

Piiocarpin has a slight inhibitory action on the esophagus, parallel

with its Htimulating action on the stomach (fig, 10). In no instance did

we note any stimulating acrtion of this drug on the esophagus. The
fitimulation of the motor nicclumism of tlie stomach is the typical ac-

tion of thin drug on the gut, the turtle's esophagus failing to comply

with the law.
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5. The action of adrenalin and histamine. Adrenalin causes prolonged

(30 to 120 minutes) hypertonus of the esophagus (fig. 11). This is

true of all concentrations of the drug that are capable of influencing

Fig. 9. Turtle, brain pithed. Record of gastric, s, and esophageal, e, tonus;

X, intravenous injection of nicotin in 10 cc. Ringer's solution. A, 1 mgm. nicotin

;

B, 2 mgm. nicotin; C, 2 mgm. nicotin. Showing primary stimulation of the

stomach and primary inhibition of the esophagus by nicotin.

this organ. The stimulating action is in evidence even when the eso-

phagus is in marked tonus at the time of intravenous injection of the

drug. The action of adrenalin is not influenced by previous adminis-
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Fig. 10. Turtle. Brain pithed. Parallel record of gastric contractions, s,

and esophageal tonus, e; x-x' intravenous injection of. 0.6 mgm. pilocarpin in 10

cc. Ringer's solution. Showing primary inhibition of the esophagus by this

drug parallel with the stimulation of the stomach.

Fig. 11. Turtle, brain pithed. Record of tonus of esophagus, K, x, intraAcnous

injection of adrenalin in 10 cc. Ringer solution. .4, adrenalin 1-1,000,000; li,

1-600,000; C, 1-100,000. Showing primary and prolonged stimulation of the

esophagUH by adrenalin.

V'\%. 12. Tiirtli', bruin pithed. Record of gastric contractions, s; L, \ , tctani-

Mtion of left vngUM; H, V, right vagUM; x-x', intravenous injection of 10 cc.

1-100,000 dirnaJiii in Hinger'n Holution. There is an interval of 10 minutes be-

tween the VBKi HtimulatifiUH at |, pr(>paratiou left for 12 hours. Showing pro-

loofed perftlysi* of the gnitrio motor fiboPH of the vagi by adrenalin.
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tration of atropin or nicotin. Adrenalin does not paralyze the vagi

inhibitory fibers to the esophagus (fig. 4).

On the turtle 's stomach adrenalin has the typical gut action, that is,

inhibition. Adrenalin not only depresses gastric automatism and tonus,

but it causes a prolonged paralysis of the gastric motor fibers of the vagus

system (fig. 12).

The uniform stimulating action of adrenalin on the esophagus was
unexpected, in view of the usual inhibition of the gut by this drug, and
in view of the predominating, if not sole, inhibitory innervation of the

esophagus. We have so far failed to influence the esophagus by stimula-

tion of the cervical sympathetic nerve (central and peripheral end).

If there are motor fibers to the circular musculature of the turtle's

esophagus, they appear to belong to the vagus system, on which adrena-

lin is not supposed to act. If we accept the usual view that adrenalin

action on muscle mechanisms is ipsefacto evidence of nervous mechanism
having similar action our results prove the presence of motor fibers to

the esophagus, but the evidence that these motor fibers belong to the

vagus sytem is at variance with the sympathomimetic theory.

We have pointed out the parallel between the reptilian esophagus and
the turtle lung in the presence of a peripheral local automatism normally

held in inhibitory check by the vagi nerves, and the prolonged hyper-

tonus of these organs caused by section of the vagi. But the parallel

fails in the case of the primary action of adrenalin which is inhibitory

on the amphibian lung and stimulating on the reptilian esophagus.

Histamine is usually regarded as a universal stimulant of smooth

muscle. On the turtle 's esophagus histamine has a moderate inhibitory

action (fig. 8, c).

Stimulation of this organ by histamine was never obtained. But the

turtle 's stomach is stimulated (feebly) by histamine, the turtle's lung is

very strongly stimulated. Histamine stimulates the lung musculature

of the frog, but inhibits the lung of the salamanders (21), unless the

lung inhibitory nervous mechanism is previously paralyzed by nicotin,

in which case the histamine inhibition is changed to stimulation (20).

RESULTS ON FROGS

The effect of ligation of the vagus nerves on the motility of the esophagus

and cardiac portion of the stomach. If the vagus nerves are ligated in

the neck of a frog whose stomach and esophagus are attached by means
of a hook and cord to the short arm of a delicate lever recording on the

smoked surface of a slowly moving kymograph, the usual and immediate
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effect is a sharp contraction of the longitudinal musculature of the

esophagus as is recorded at x in A of fig. 13. Following this initial

contraction peristaltic waves pass continuously toward the cardia which

may pass over the stomach but usually stop on reaching the cardiac

sphincter. These peristaltic waves appearing in the lower end of the

esophagus and stomach give rise to the irregular undulation seen in the

figure just referred to. The motility then gradually diminishes until the

remaining vagus nerve is sectioned as shown at y in A of the figure.

Following the physiological division of this nerve from the medullary

center the tonus remains lightly above that which existed prior to section

of the vagi although this does not obtain invariably in the frogs with which

we worked. The subsequent destruction of the medulla at 2 of B in

figure 13 has no appreciable effect in raising or lowering the tone of the

esophagus or stomach.

From an examination of this figure it would appear that a division ofthe

vagus nerves relieved, especially the esophagus, from the tonic inhibitory

influence of the medullary centers. But results are obtained quite fre-

quently in frogs which would seem to be open to but a single interpre-

tation, namely, that the ligation of the vagus nerves acted solely as a

mechanical stimulus to the nerves and that the increased tonus and

hypermotility resulting therefrom were due solely to marked after-dis-

charge of motor impulses which, impinging on the ganglion cells of the

peripheral automatic mechanisms, continue to send out discharges to the

smooth musculature for an appreciable time after the direct stimula-

tion of the nerve fibers in the neck has ceased. This interpretation is

rendered quite probable for one of us has shown that the quiescent heart

of molluscs can be induced to beat rhythmically for some time following

electrical stimulation of the motor heart nerves (5).

Figures 14, 15 and 16, representing essentially the same conditions

are offered as evidence in support of this interpretation. In figure 14, A,

the right vagus nerve was ligated in the neck with the usual hypertonus

and motility of the esophagus. In this animal the medulla had been

pithed 1^ hours before taking this record. The response can be

accounted for solely on the basis of mechanical stimulation of the motor

fibers of the vagus by the tightening of the ligature. In this instance

the hypertonus was only transient. Eighty minutes later, electrical

stimulation with a tetanizing current (fig. 14,B, at y) induced an activity

of the esophagus quite similar to the previous ligation of the vagus in the

neck. Figure 15 records a similar experiment and suggests a similar

interpretation. It is reproduced solely because the pseudo-hypertonus
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on ligation of the vagus (at xin A) and stimulation of the peripheral

end (at y in B) records only esophageal movements since the hook

attached to the recording lever was placed under the lower end of the

esophagus.

As a final example of what appears to be a simple mechanical stimula-

tion of the vagus nerve on mechanical division of it in the neck we offer

the experiment recorded in figure 16. Here the left vagus was Ugated

at X in A, with prolonged motor activity of esophagus (and stomach)

while in markedly hypertonic state. Simply placing a ligature under

the right vagus with the incidental stimulation of the nerve {B at y)

Fig. 14. Gruphic rerord of csophiiKcal movcinonts of a frog. Frog decere-

brated, upper jaw cut off cxposinR anterior ends of cranial cavity. Animal laid

on back and virtually eviscerated, the cardiac end of the stomach and entire

etophugus alone preserved. The cardiac end of stomach attached to delicate

lever. Medulla pithed without striking effects on motility of esophagus. A,

record taken 2 hours after beginning of experiment, and about IJ hour after

destruction of the medulla. At x, ligation of the right vagus in the neck. B, at

y, electrical Mtimulution of the right vagus for 2 seconds with a tctanizing

current of mtMlerute Htrength 80 minutes after ligation of the nerve in A. Indi-

eeting that the hypertonus of the esophagus following ligation of the vagi

in the neck under conditions where these nerves are still in conuiuinicat ion with

the VAKUii center is due at least in part to ])rolong(>(l s( imuhition of the peripheral

automic incrhnnii«m by the mechanical stimulation of the motor fibers by the liga-

ture end not an wcape of esojihagus from tonic central inhibition.
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Fig. 15. Graphic record of the esophageal movements of a frog. Frog decere-

brated. Spinal cord transected below the medulla and pithed. Animal fastened

on back and abdominal and thoracic contents exposed. Hook under lower end
of esophagus, attached to delicate recording lever. A,&tx, ligation of one vagus.

B, at y, electrical stimulation of the same vagus with a tetanizing current of

moderate strength. Showing marked similarity on the esophageal movements
between ligation and electrical stimulation of the same nerve.

Fig. 16. Graphic record of the movement of the esophagus of a frog. Frog

decerebrated. Spinal cord transected below the medulla and pithed. Stomach
transected 0.5 cm. from cardia and attached at that point to delicate lever. A,

at X, ligation of left vagus nerve in the neck. B, at y, careful introduction of a

ligature under the right vagus 50 minutes after A. C, at z, ligation of right

vagus 20 minutes after B. Showing in B the similarity in movements of the

esophagus following mechanical stimulation of the nerve with ligation of the

nerves (.4 and C) still connected with the medullary centers.
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had a similar effect. The hgation of this nerve subsequently at z, in C,

caused a motor response in the esophagus similar to the ligation of the

first vagus nerve prior to its physiological division. It is furthermore

plain that the hypertonus and motor activities are but of short duration.

The effect of sudden destruction of the medulla by chloroform. To
eliminate as far as possible direct stimulation of the motor fibers of the

vagus directly by ligation or indirectly by pithing of the medulla with

a wire, we performed several experiments in which we destroyed the

medullary centers suddenly and completely by injecting chloroform

directly into them. Assuming that under these conditions the vagus

centers would be rapidly destroyed without experiencing a temporary

Fig. 17. Graphic record of the esophageal movement in the frog. Frog

decerebrated. Spinal cord transected below the medulla and pithed. Upper
jaw cut away just anterior to the eyes thus exposing anterior ends of cerebral

cavity. Animal on back. Stomach attached near cardia to delicate lever writing

on smoked surface. At a;, intramedullary injection of one drop of chloroform

through opening in anterior end of cranial cavity; at y, pithing medulla with a

wire through the same orifice. Indicating an escape of the esophagus (and

stomach) from the tonic inhibitory control of the vagus centers by destroying

these centers suddenly with chloroform at x, for sub.sequent pithing of centers

at y, had no further effect on the rhythm initiated by the chloroform aestruction.

stimulation, all motor effects resulting from the destruction would
indicate release of the esophagus and stomach from the normal tonic

inhibitory control exerted by them.

Figure 17 gives the graphic results of such an experiment. Here
(lower line) both th<'es<)phftguHftn(ls1oinach wore rolntivoly (iuiosc(Mit

to iK'gin with, the sharp upstroke prior to .r representing movements of

the head and neck of the animal. Immediately following the destruction

of the medullary crntors with (•hloroform at .r, u pronounced riiytiim

ap[M*4ired imrticiilurly in the esophngus which persi.st(>(l lliroiighout the

period of cxjwrimentation. The subsequent mechanical maceration
of the mcdulUi with u pithing needle nt y (upper line) hud no further
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effect. Experiments of this type indicate that the vagus centers

exercise a tonic inhibitory control over the stomach and especially the

lower end of the esophagus.

3. Changes in outline of the esophagus and stomach following ligation

of the vagus nerves in the neck. The methods used for the graphic record

of the stomach and esophagus following division of the vagi or

destruction of the medullary centers involve tension on these structures.

It seemed desirable, therefore, to show that the results recorded above

transpired when the esophagus and stomach were resting in their normal

positions within the abdominal cavity without the disturbing factors

of diminished blood supply and traction on these structures. By a

method previously described we found it possible to sketch rapidly the

outlines of these viscera and thus obtain a consecutive record of the

movements following ligation of the vagus nerve which would mean
more to the reader than any amount of description.

»>iy«.i ^^35^ ^^Z^I ^^i^ V-::^?' ^^r^ ^^3^
S<t'*'>*K %>'^v

t.i ^^=^ (5r5==t CV^ ^r^ c^rrc^ ^^:C^ C^:::^

•S ^-v

Fig. 18. Frog. Tracings of the outline of the esophagus and stomach before

and after section of the vagus nerves. Showing hypermotility of the esophagus

following isolation from the central nervous system.

Two experiments of this type follow

:

Experiment 1. February 3 (fig. 18). Frog decerebrated and spinal

cord pithed below the medulla. Animal fastenc d on its back. Thoracic

and abdominal viscera expD33d. L^ft lun? excised. Ligatures under

both vagi. Sketches of the esophagus and stomach made on a ground

glass plate. Interval between sketches about 5 seconds.

Immediately following the ligation of the vagus nerve the contour of

the quiescent esophagus changed. The esophagus shortened. Peristal-

tic waves swept over it for about 45 minutes. Occasionally the peris-

taltic waves passed over the stomach. The appearance of the esopha-

gus and stomach immediately before and after ligation Of the vagus

nerves is shown in the upper series of sketches of figure 18.

In the second experiment the animal was prepared in a similar manner.

In this animal, however, we excised the heart, lungs and liver. In
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this experiment the esophagus did not shorten especially following liga-

tion of the vagus nerves. On the other hand, .peristalsis started promptly

and continued throughout the period of observation (about 35 minutes).

Sketches shown in lower line of figure 18 note the changes in the esopha-

gus and stomach which followed ligation of the vagus nerves.

4. Incomplete tetanus oj the esophagus and stomach on stimulation of

the peripheral etid of the vagus nerve with a tetanizing current. Figure 19 is

offered as an example possibly of incomplete tetanus of the esophagus on

electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve. The prolonged stimulation of

the vagus at y leads to a prolonged hypertonic state of the esophagus on

which were superimposed the individual contractions of automatic

Fig. 19. Graphic record of the esophageal and, in part, gastric movements of

the frog. Frog decerebrated. Spinal cord transected below medulla and pithed.

Animal fastened on its back. Abdominal and thoracic viscera exposed. Stom-
ach transected 0.5 cm. from the cardia and upper end attached to delicate lever

writing on a smoked surface. Both vagi sectioned, x, stimulation of peripheral

end of vagus with tetanizing current of moderate intensity, y, prolonged stimu-

lation of the same vagus with the same strength of current. Showing incomplete

tetanus of the esophagus following prolonged vagus stimulation.

rhythm. In view of the fact, however, that a very brief period of

stimulation can produce a similar contracted state of the esophageal

musculature lasting for some time after cessation of the stimulation, it

is not so certain that the prolonged period of stimulation is responsible

for the result which was obtained in this instance.

6. Effect of section and stimidation of the cervical sympathetic

and tplanchnic nerves on the motility oJ the esophagus and stomach.

The results of section and stimulation of the cervical sympathetic had

DO pronounced effects on the movement of the esophagus and the

tomach. A similar statement applies to our experience with stimula-

tion of the peripheral end of the splanchnics. We attach no positive

Mignificance to our negative results.
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6. The action of various drugs on the neuro-muscular mechanism in

the esophagus of the frog: Nicotin. We have no extensive series of

experiments relative to the action of this drug on the state of activity

of the esophagus. Since nicotin aboHshed the central inhibitory-

control of vagus on the lung of the amphibia, we injected the drug
intravenously in a few frogs to note whether the quiescent esophagus

would escape as evidenced by marked shortening and the appearance

of peristaltic waves. In 2 mgm. doses this effect was produced but
it is obvious on the basis of our results that the increased motihty might
be due to direct stimulating action of the drug on the peripheral neuro-

musculature apparatus. For where the evidence for the presence of

inhibitory nerves in the vagi to the esophagus is wanting or doubtful,

the description of the escape of the esophagus from their control by the

use of nicotin is hardly justified.

Atropin. Since the stimulation of the peripheral end of the vagus
invariably gave a marked motor response it seemed possible to paralyze

the peripheral terminations of this nerve by suitable doses of atropin.

Under such conditions we might be able to demonstrate the presence

of inhibitory fibers.

Atropin failed to have the slightest recognizable effect on the periph-

eral motor terminations of the vagus. Even after giving the animal

10 mgm. of this drug intravenously, stimulation of the peripheral end of

the vagus with a tetanizing current sent the esophagus into tetanus

(fig. 20 at x).

Since the intravenous injection of the drug was made under conditions

of possibly poor circulation through the esophagus, we injected three

frogs subcutaneously with 8, 10 and 20mgm. of the drug one hour before

preparing them for graphic registration. In every case the results

were the same. One frog which had received 20 mgm. at 9:15 was

given another 20 mgm. of the drug subcutaneously at 4:30 p.m. At
4:50 p.m. when the respiration had ceased the animal was prepared for

graphic registration. Even before section of the vagi or destruction of

the medulla and spinal cord lively movements of the esophagus and

stomach were in evidence. Section and stimulation of the vagi gave

the usual motor effects. In fact, we were able to tetanize the esoph-

agus by electrical stimulation of the nerve. However the results

are interpreted, one thing seems clear, namely, that the motor termina-

tion of the vagus cannot be paralyzed by atropin.

Adrenalin. This drug even in dilutions of 1:100,000 exerts, when

appHed locally to the esophagus, a marked inhibitory effect on theperiph-
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eral rhythm present in the esophagus as is illustrated in figure 21

at X. Nor is the inhibitory action entirely due to the chloretone content

present in the dilute solution of adrenalin used; for irrigation of the

esophagus with a chloretone solution of equal concentration as at y

of figure 21 produces only a slight and fleeting inhibition.

When the concentration of adrenalin is increased to 1: 10,000 and

applied locally the inhibition is even more pronounced and long lasting.

Even more remarkable is the fact that during the marked inhibition

following irrigation, stimulation of the vagus nerve with any strength of

current is without effect as is shown at y and z in A of figure 22. As

Fig, 20. Graphic record of the peripheral rhythm of the esophagus and stomach
of a frog. Animal decerebrated. Spinal cord transected below the medulla and
pithed. Both vagi have been sectioned and the peripheral end of one retained

for stimulation. Twenty minutes before taking this record the animal received

an intravenous injection of 10 mgm. of atropin sulj)hate through the anterior

abdominal vein. At x, stimulation of the peripheral end of the vagus with a

tetanizing current of moderate strength. Showing that atropin failed to paralyze

the peripheral motor terminations of the vagus.

the action of the adrenalin wears off stimulation of the vagus nerve

gives the usual motor effect. This is shown in B of figure 22, where the

electrical stimulation of the vagus, x, for 3 seconds was promptly

followed by motor effect. The irngation of the esophagus at y with

Adrenalin led to an inhibition during which an electrical stimulation at

X gave only a feeble motor response.

From this it would appear that adrenalin not only abolishes a pe-

ripheral rhjrthm of iht; eKophngus however induced but, when adminis-

tered in sufficient concentration, panilyzes t<'ni|)<)rarily the motor
tenninations of the vagus.
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Fig. 22. Graphic record of the esophageal and gastric movements of a frog.

Decerebrated. Spinal cord transected below medulla and pithed* Fastened on

back and thoracic and abdominal viscera exposed. Both vagi sectioned. Stom-

ach transected 0.5 cm. below cardia and upper end attached to delicate lever.

A. Animal had received 10 mgm. atropin sulphate through cannula in anterior

abdominal vein. This amount failed to paralyze the terminations of the vagus

(see fig. 20). At x, irrigation of the stomach and esophagus with 2 cc. of 1 :10,000

adrenalin chloride solution; at y, stimulation of the peripheral end of the vagus

with weak tetanizing current; at z stimulation of the vagus with a strong tetan-

ising current. Showing adrenalin inhibition of the peripheral rhythm of the

esophagus and stomach as well as paralysis of the motor termination of the vagus

by this drug. B, at x, electrical stimulation of the right peripheral end of the

vagus for 3 seconds with a tetanizing current of moderate intensity before and

after the irrigation of the esophagu.s and stomach at \j with 2 cc. 1 :10,000 adrenalin

chloride solution. Showing motor effects on electrical stimulation of the vagus,

adrenalin inhibition of the esophageal and gastric rhythm and partial paralysis

of the motor terminations of the vagus by adrenalin with beginning recovery.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The retuHs on the turtle are clear cut and convincing. There can

be no doubt that the local motor automatism of the esophagus is held

in tonic inhibitory check by the vagi, so that on seel ion of the vagi,

or destruction of the medulla, thocircuhir inuscuiaiuri' of liie esoph-

AgUf goee into hyportonus lasting throughout the experiment. In
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line with this, stimulation of the peripheral vagus inhibits the circular

musculature, including the cardia. This type of motor control of the

reptilian esophagus and cardia is identical with the motor control of

the amphibian lung.

It is true that extensive dissection is required in the turtle to per-

mit satisfactory experiments of this type but we cannot see how the

trauma can account for any essential part of our results. It seems

more likely that the trauma to the nervous system depresses the med-
ullary centers so that the hypertonus of the esophagus following section

of the vagi is actually less than normal. The esophageal hypertonus is

not due to local stimulation of the esophagus by the slightly inflated

balloon, as the empty esophagus goes into hypertonus on vagi section.

The results on the frog cannot with certainty be interpreted as showing

a predominating vagal inhibition of a local esophageal automatism.

There is a remarkably prolonged motor effect on the esophagus of mo-
mentary stimulation of the vagus, a factor not recognized by Goltz and

his followers. On the other hand, the marked inhibitory action of the

drug adrenalin may be interpreted as demonstrating an inhibitory nerv-

ous mechanism. Our failure to demonstrate extrinsic inhibitory

nerves in the vagi, cervical sympathetic or splanchnics, by section or

by stimulation, may be due in part to the condition of the frog. The
work was done during the winter months and the animals were not in

the best of condition. But the temperature itself was not a factor, as

some of the animals were slowly warmed up to room temperature before

the experiment.

The reader may recall that in frogs in poor physiological condition the

tetanus of the lungs, so marked in good preparations, may be insignifi-

cant or altogether absent. It seems reasonable to suppose that the

inhibitory mechanism for the esophagus would be similarly depressed

by poor condition of the animals, and hence to be demonstrated only

in the very best of preparations. Peripheral "shock" may also be a

greater factor in the esophagus than in the lung. It should be noted,

however, that the frog with section of both vagi swallows air into the

stomach, but cannot force the air into the contracted lungs (Patterson)

.

This would seem to indicate that the hypertonus of the isolated lung is

greater or of longer duration than the hypertonus of the esophagus

isolated from the medulla.

Contrary to our results on the amphibian lung and the indications

in the literature on mammals, neither atropin nor nicotin were of any

service in differentiating between motor and inhibitory nervous mechan-
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isms to the esophagus in frogs and turtles. These drugs do not para-

lyze the vagus motor fibers to the frog's esophagus or the vagus inhibi-

torj' fibers to the turtle 's esophagus. Adrenalin parah-zes the gastric

motor fibers of the vagi both in the turtle and the frog, but not the vagi

inhibitory fibers to the turtle esophagus.

TABLE 1

Primary action of vagi section, of vagi stimulation, and of certain physiologically

important drugs on the motor mechanism of stomach, esophagus, lungs and heart.

Stimulation or increased action — + ; inhibition = _— . When both augmentation

and inhibition may result the predominating action is placed above or first

Section of vagi

Stimulation of vagi '.

I

Adrenalin

Histamine

Nicotin

Atropin

Pilocarpin

4-a

+

+

+

+a
_?

+ ?

+

+

+ - +

+?

+

+

+

+a

+ *

+

+

+a

+

+a

+

+a

+ '

+

+ + ? - ?

+a

+

+

SALAMAN-
DER

+a

+*

+a

+

a, escape from inhibitory control of vagi. * after nicotin.

The striking lack of parallel between vagi and drug action on stomach,

efiophagus, lungs and heart may be recapitulated in tabular form (table 1).

The present results sirongthon the view that the prhnary action of

many drngH on innceral motor mcchaniam depends on the predominant

type of innervation {motor or inhibitory) of these organs. The action of

lulrenniin on the turtle's esophagus uppc^ars, however, to run contrary to

this view, us the predominating vagus influence is itihibitory, but

adrenalin nevertheless augments the esophageal tonus.
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On examining this table carefully it will be noted that histamine,

nicotin and piloearpin have an action on the stomach, esophagus, lung

and heart of turtle directly opposite to the action of adrenalin and atro-

pin. This direct antagonism of the drugs mentioned was particularly

striking between adrenalin and piloearpin.

The present results on the turtle's esophagus, together with the

indications in the literature of at least temporary hypertonus of esoph-

agus and cardia in some mammals following section of the vagi, show

that the factors of local automatism and extrinsic inhibitory nerves

must be taken into account in motor disturbances of esophagus and

cardia. But experimental results on one species cannot,without further

consideration, be transferred to another species, because of the evident

variations in the degree of primitive motor control retained by this

end of the gut (including the lung) in different animal groups.

SUMMARY

Turtles: 1. Section of the vagi or pithing of the medulla leads to hy-

pertonus of the esophagus (circular musculature) and cardia. Stimula-

tion of the vagi causes inhibition of the esophagus (circular musculature)

and cardia. The predominant vagus innervation of the esophagus is

therefore inhibitory, and this mechanism is in tonic activity.

2. The observations of Bercovitz and Rogers that section of the vagi

may induce hypertonus and initiate contractions of the stomach, and

that stimulation of the vagi causes inhibition of the stomach are con-

firmed, but the predominating action of the gastric vagi is motor.

3. Atropin and nicotin do not paralyze the vagi inhibitory fibers to

the esophagus.

4. Adrenalin stimulates the esophagus, inhibits the stomachand para-

lyzes the gastric motor fibers of the vagi. The drug does notparalj'ze

the vagi inhibitory fibers to the esophagus.

5. Nicotin, atropin, histamine and piloearpin have opposite actions

on the stomach and the esophagus.

6. No evidence of sympathetic innervation of the esophagus was

obtained.

Frogs: 1. Section of the vagi causes in frogs a hypermotilit}' of the

esophagus particularly, but to some extent also of the stomach. Our

evidence would seem to indicate that this hypermotility is due in part to

an escape of these structures from the tonic inhibitory control of the

medullary centers but essentially to the mechanical stimulation of the

motor fibers carried by the vagi to these structures.
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Stimulation of the peripheral end of the vagus nerves give invariably

pronounced motor effects on the esophagus and stomach. An incom-

plete tetanus of the esophagus may result from such stimulation.

We could secure no direct evidence that the vagus and cervical sympa-

thetic nerves carry inhibitory fibers to the esophagus and stomach of the

frog. No positive significance is attached to these negative findings.

2. In the frog atropin even when used in large doses fails to paralyze

the motor termination of the vagus nerves.

Adrenalin, on the other hand, promptly inhibits the peripheral auto-

matic activity of the esophagus and stomach. This drug likewise

temporarily paralyzes the motor termination of the vagus.

General. 1. The present data afford additional evidence that the

primary action of many drugs on visceral motor mechanisms depends

on the predominant innervation (motor or inhibitory) of the organs.

2. The present data indicate that tonic inhibitory innervation via the

vagus nerves plays a role in the motor control of the esophagus and the

cardia. But the conditions found in one animal group or species do not

necessarily apply to another group or species, as the degree of differen-

tiation in the motor control from the primitive condition appears to

vary greatly in different species.
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Successful experimentation in physiology generally depends to a

very large extent upon the degree to which the process under investiga-

tion can be experimentally isolated. One of the means which can be

used in this sense, to isolate the process of respiration in protoplasm,

is the use of cyanides. It has become a well-known fact that cyanides

in general change the rate of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide

production to various degrees depending upon conditions. The effect

which is best known is the inhibitory action of potassium cyanide.

Little if anything is known about its apparent tendencj'^ under certain

conditions to accelerate the rate of respiration.

It has sometimes been tacitly assumed if not expressly stated, on

the basis of good and extensive, but not complete experimental evidence

that all biological oxidation processes are inhibited more or less by
cyanide. There has been a tendency to assume that because KNC
inhibits cell respiration in some or many organisms, therefore it should

inhibit the respiration in all types of living protoplasm. Sec for example

Hyman (1) Child and Hyman (2, p. 217).

It was therefore somewhat of a surprise to the writer when he was

unable to demonstrate any inhibitory action of KNC on the oxygen

conMumption of Paramecium (3). These experiments suggested the

advJHability of measuring the effect of cyanide upon Planaria which

had Ixrcn uacd by Child and his co-workers in extensive studies in

• The writftr in indobtod to Mr. Emmott Rowlcs for viihiablc nssistunco in miiny

of the cxporimcntM in thin work.
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which solutions of cyanide were used to determine supposed differ-

ences in rate of metaboHsm.

The experiments by Allen (16) showed that a perfectly reversible

inhibition amounting to 70 or 80 per cent of the normal oxidation could

be obtained. These results were confirmed by H3'man (1).

Since that time numerous papers have appeared in this and other

journals by Child (4), (5), Robins and Child (6) and Hyman (7), (8),

(9), in which various attempts are made at an explanation of the appar-

ent discrepancy between the experimental results obtained from Para-

mecium and those from many other cells and organisms typically

represented by Planaria. These criticisms and suggested explanations

of the results may for convenience be classified under two heads.

First: Criticism of experimental method and interpretation of the

data from the experiments on Paramecium. See Hyman (1), Child

(5, footnote p. 155).

Second: Attempts by Child (4, p. 255 and footnote, p. 256) at explana-

tions as to how these differences in experimental results between Para-

mecium and other organisms might come about. Repetitions of these

criticisms and explanations have been made in several papers by Child

and Hyman at different times; therefore I take it that in the minds of

these writers the explanations which they offer constitute more than

mere tentative suggestions. It will be the purpose in this paper briefly

to answer the criticisms and show chat the explanations which have

up to the present been offered, can not possibly be correct. In a follow-

ing paper results of experiments recently completed which give in the

opinion of the writer the correct interpretation of the behavior of

Paramecium toward cyanides will be presented.

Criticisms of the accuracy of experimental methods. In order that

the reader may be able to see in the simplest way the writer's attitude

toward the criticisms by Hyman (1, pp. 356-358) and Child (5, foot-

note p. 155), these specific criticisms are summarized and numbered,

and the answer to each one is given briefly as follows.

1. It is stated that the solutions of KNC used by the writer in the

tests on Paramecium were too dilute to affect the rate of oxygen con-

sumption since Paramecium is more resistant to KNC than other organ-

isms and dies only in relatively very high concentrations of cyanide.

The answer is that a wide range of concentrations was used, as shown

in the tables (3). The higher concentrations which were used did kill

the animals although no trace of inhibition was evident. They were

lethal concentrations, and that is all that is necessary in this connection
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to prove the point that death in KNC solutions can take place without

inhibition of the oxidations.

2. Child and Hyman state that it is probable that the alkalinity of

the KNC solutions has a stimulating effect on respiration in Para-

mecium. This, however, is not correct as will be shown below.

3. It is stated that the oxygen consumption by protozoa is very small,-

therefore quantitative measurements are difficult to perform. Presuma-

bly Hyman means the rate of oxidation. The truth of the latter state-

ment has never been shown, in fact the opposite may be true. If her

statement means that the total quantities of oxygen consumed by the

Paramecia during the experiments are too small to be accurately meas-

ured, then the answer is that the quantity consumed varied from about

15 to over 50 per cent of the total oxygen content of the water in the

bottle. A glance at the tables will show this. The experimental error

in Winkler's method when properly used is, as is well known, about

1 to 2 per cent.

4. The initial effect of KNC might be quite opposite to its final

effect and therefore a test of the total oxygen consumption, such as that

which was made by the writer in any one experiment, does not give any

indication of what the time course of the effect of the cyanide really

was. The answer is obviously that the experiments given were never

designed to show what is the time course of the effect of cyanide on

Paramecium. They do show that the toxic solutions of KNC had no

more inhibitory effect than the non-toxic concentrations, which is the

point in question. In fact, the toxic solutions had an accelerative

effect, if any. This for example is true in the 10-hour period and also

in the 29-hour period in table 3 of the experiment.

5. The error due to iodine absorption by the cells was not adequately

determined, so that it could not be adequately applied as a correction

to the results. The answer is that for the essential purpose of the

experiment and conclusions drawn the iodine error may be ignored

entirely, for we arc primarily comparing the oxygen consumption in

low and high concentrations of cyanide. See for example table 3,

column 7, in which the iodine error is necessarily the same in all the

detcnninationH.

6. To Hyman a very important lack in the experiments is that

"no fiKi>r<*« lire given anywhere of the normal rate of oxygen consuinp-

tion of tlu! Hiune lots of Paramecia" (p. 357, 1. c). Proof that different

1 cc. HninplcH of tlu? wirne Paramecium suspension consume identical

amoiintM ofoxygen under the same conditions will be found in, forexam-
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pie, table 4, column C. Several other experiments in an earlier paper
should make this clear to any one (cf. Lund (10)). It is evident from
this that in the experiments referred to by Hyman it was not at all

necessary to test the oxygen consumption by the same lots of Paramecia.

7. In my paper (3) it was suggested as probable that after cytolysis

of Paramecium, those oxidations ceased which especially represented

that part of the respiratory exchange of a cell which is directly concerned
with transformation of chemical energy into, for example, mechanical

work.

TABLE 1

Showing the difference in total output of COt by normal Paramecia and by the same
number of Paramecia after mechanical disintegration. The latter was a colloidal

solution, no cell fragments present. Duration of tests 2\ and 3 hoxirs. Total

CO2 liberated is given in equivalents of cc. n/100 HCl
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fragments remained, the suspension was made up of small granules

and was colloidal in character. The method for determination of

CO2 was a modification of that described in a former paper (12). Four

tests were made, all of which gave the same results; two of these are

given in table 1.

It is clear from the results that under the conditions of the experiment

the CO2 elimination in Paramecium practically disappears after de-

stroying the protoplasmic structure of the cell. This fact along with

the data given in table 4 (3) strongly supports the suggestion which

was originally made, that stopping of the greater part of normal cell

respiration follows cytolysis even in the absence of KNC. Similar

evidence was obtained when high oxygen concentration was used as a

toxic agent (10).

The problem of the relation of protoplasmic structure to cell respira-

tion is, however, in need of extensive and accurate investigation before

it will be possible to lay down any general conclusions.

Is the toxic action 0} KNC solutions on Paramecium due to their high

alkalinity? The only criticism made by Hyman and Child, that would

seem to have any justification, is that given under criticism no. 2 above,

where it was maintained the alkalinity of the cyanide solutions might

affect cytolysis and also the rate of respiration in Paramecium.

It would appear possible, since no inhibitory effect on the respiration

could be detected in concentrations of KNC from m/27400 up to as

high as m/274, and since the animals began to die within 30 hours in

m/274, that the high alkalinity was the cause of death rather than the

action of cyanide as such. An answer to this question can readily be

given by comparing the survival time of identical lots of Paramecia

from the same suspension in equimolecular solutions of KNC and

KOH, whose hydrogen ion concentrations are known. The following

table gives the result of one experiment from among several which were

carried out with identical results.

It is clear from the table that the high toxicity of the KNC solutions

is not due to their high alkalinity, for the KOH solutions whose pH
waa even slightly higher than that of the KNC solutions did not kill

any of the animals within the duration of the exp(Mim('nt. We nnist

conclude therefore that the toxicity of KNC solutions used in the experi-

rncntR on the rate of oxidation in Paramecium was not due to the high

alknlinity hut that the toxic action of the higluM- corjccnt rat ions of

KN(' in which no truce of inhibition of rcspiiHl ion was found, was d\w

to tho toxicity of the cyanide as such.
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Does the hydrogen ion concentration of the medium have any effect

upon the rate of oxygen consumption by Paramecium? It has been suggest-

ed by Child (5, footnote, p. 155, and in private communication) that

cyanide solutions, due to their high alkalinity, might stimulate the cell

to a higher rate of oxidation which therefore might counteract or conceal

TABLE 2

Shovoing the relative survival times of Paramecium caudatum in the same concen-

trations ofKNC and KOH. The table also shows the absence of a relation between

survival times and pH of the solutions. Volume of each solution 100 cc. pH of

tap water = 8.2. x = few dead, xx = many dead, xxx = most dead. = all

dead
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a strange coincidence if in concentrations of cyanide ranging from

m/27400 to m/274, the inhibitory effect of the cyanide and.accelerative

effects should just balance one another in practically every concentration

between and including these limits! However, not being content with

leaving this question without experimental test, I give below the results

TABLE 3

Sfioming the rate of oxygen consumption by Paramecium caudatum and its inde-

pendence of the hydrogenion concentration in the medium. Paramecia used in this

experiment were transferred to tap water and starved 18 horirs previotis to the

experiment. Volume of bottles 1S6 cc. Temperature 19°C. Duration of test S6

hours. Range of pH of tap water to highest concentration of KOH in tap water

was 8.2 to 9.5. The numbers in the table represent cubic centimeters of thiosnlphate

equivalent ofoxygen
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The striking uniformity of rate of oxygen consumption by Para-

mecium in solutions of KOH whose range of pH is from 8.2 to 9.5, is

evident from the figures representing the average oxygen consumption

by identical 2 cc. lots of Paramecium suspension. There is no trace of

a stimulating or accelerative effect on the respiration.

TABLE 4

Showing that the rate of oxygen consumption in solutions of KNC is not changed by

the addition of an equivalent amount of HCl to reduce the alkalinity. A dense

washed suspension of animals was used. Temperature 19°C. Duration of test

17\ hours. Numbers in table represent cubic centimeters of thiosulphate equivalent

of oxygen
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Three concentrations of KNC were used; these were made up by
adding 0.4 cc, 1.0 cc. and 2.0 cc. m/10 KNC respectively to each bottle

in three sets of three bottles each. Then 2 cc. of Paramecium sus-

pension were added to each bottle of 137 cc. volume, A second set

of bottles was prepared in the same way except that in addition to

the KNC, an equivalent quantity of m/10 HCl was added to reduce the

alkalinity of the KNC solutions. A set of controls without cyanide

or acid was also supplied in order to compare the rates of oxygen con-

sumption in cyanide, and neutralized cyanide, with that of duplicate

samples of Paramecia in tap water. The results are given in table 4.

The total consumption in 17| hours in KNC and neutralized KNC
was about i of the total quantity of oxygen in the bottle. There can

therefore be no question whatever of the significance of the numerical

values representing the average total oxygen consumption which is

given in cubic centimeters of thiosulphate in table 4, The average

oxj'^gen consumption by the animals in tap water was equivalent to

2.86 cc. thiosulphate, the average of all the lots in KNC was 3.50 cc.

and the average of all the lots in neutralized KNC was 3.60 cc. thiosul-

phate. No difference in the different concentrations of KNC is appar-

ent. The solutions containing 2.0 cc. KNC and 2.0 cc. neutrahzed

KNC were both about equally toxic as shown by the fact that some

of the animals in both were dead at the time when the experiment was

stopped. The death of animals and consequent decrease in the oxygen

consumed is barely noticeable in the lower values of the average total

oxygen consumed by the animals in the bottles to which 2.0 cc. of

the KNC had been added.

The hydrogen ion concentrations in all the bottles which contained

KNC and acid was very nearly the same as that of the tap water, as

was shown by colorimetric tests. While the range of hydrogen ion

concentration in the bottles containing 0.4 cc. 2.0 cc. KNC was 8.4 to

9.4. In this experiment there occurs an apparently distinct accclera-

tive effect by the KNC on the rate of respiration. This acceleration

amounts to about 25 per cent of the normal rate of respiration, but this

accelcrative effect is not due to the alkalinity of the solutions, as Child

EUggeelH. Further study of this phenomenon is necessary before any

definite Htatcmcnts can be made as to the conditions for its occurrence

and ucluul magnitude.

It will Ix; cleur from what has been presented thus far that the results

from different experiments confirm one another, and in every detail confirm

the rcMultB and conclusions of the writer's previous studies on the effect
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of cyanide upon Paramecium. Furthermore all the suggested explana-

tions by Child and Hyman of the difference in action of cyandie upon
Paramecium and Planaria fail entirely to stand the test of experiment.

The question still remains, why does KNC act differently upon Para-

mecium than upon Planaria? Some definite light will be thrown upon
this question in a later paper.

A test of Child's explanation of the differences in survival time in KNC
of fed and starved Paramecia and Planaria. It is a striking fact that

fed Planaria, Didinia and Paramecia—and perhaps the same will be

found for other animals—are more resistant to the toxic action of cyanide

than starved animals of the same species. Similarly due to the action

of food, the same animals after feeding have a higher rate of respiratory

exchange than starved animals. The apparent discrepancy between

these facts and Child's explanation of the relation of susceptibility to

toxic agents and the rate of metabolism, or more specifically the rate

of respiration, has been discussed in several papers by Child and his

co-workers. It is maintained that in reality high susceptibility is

correlated to high rate of respiration and low susceptibility to a low

rate of oxidation. A full discussion of the question will be found in

Allen (17). Child (4, p. 255 and footnote, p. 256) and Hyman (7, p.

398) have offered an explanation of the apparent discrepancy between

theory and facts by making what appear to be two assumptions. First

:

That the toxic action of cyanide is primarily, if not entirely, upon the

superficial structures of the animal, for example, in Planaria its action

is assumed to be upon the body wall and in Paramecium the assumption

is that the cyanide acts upon the ectoplasm. Second: It is assumed

that when Paramecium or Planaria are fed, the increment of increase

of respiration is localized largely if not entirely in the intestine of Plana-

ria and the endoplasm of Paramecium, consequently the rates of

respiration of the body wall and intestine in Planaria are more or less

independent variables, a similar reasoning applies to endo- and ecto-

plasm in Paramecium. It is clear that since in the direct measurement

of the respiratory exchange the results represent the algebraic sum of

the rates of respiration in different parts of the cell or organism, it

might conceivably be true that susceptibility tests with cyanide which

according to the assumption acts only upon the body wall, might give

different results from those obtained by direct measurement of the

total oxygen consumption and yet not be out of harmony with Child's

conception of susceptibility insofar as it may be related to rate of

respiration.
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This explanation may appear at first sight to have some merits, since

it is probably certain that oxidations proceed at different rates in different

parts of the same cell and since it is well known that different organs

and tissues have different rates of respiration (19). However, there

are two sets of facts which seem to speak fatally against this explanation

of the difficulty.

First: Specific dynamic action of foods in higher organisms has been

shown to be an accelerative effect upon the respiration of the body

cells and not an effect residing in the alimentary tract, so that if we
are permitted to reason by analogy from higher animals, we have

certainlj' no a priori reason for believing that the effect of food on

respiratory exchange in Planaria or Paramecium is localized in the

intestine or endoplasm respectively.

Second: The most fatal objection is the fact that cyanide inhibits

the oxidations in about equal percentage amounts of the normal rate,

in both starved and Jed Planaria. Now if, as we are told by Child and

Hj'man, the cyanide only or primarily acts upon the body wall and since

food accelerates only or primarily the respiration in the intestine, then

sureh' we should be able to note a very large and distinct difference in

the degrees to which total respiration is inhibited in starved and fed

Planaria when subjected to the same concentration of KNC, since

according to Child and Hyman the action of cyanide is primarily on the

body wall.

Tables 5 and 6 are two separate but similar experiments, the results

from which show that the percentage inhibition in staryed animals with

1 cc. m/10 KNC is 48 per cent and 47 per cent respectively, while the

percentage inhibition by the same concentration of KNC in the corre-

sponding fed lots of Planaria is 53 per cent and G3 per cent respectively.

Evidently the KNC acts upon the respiration of internal organs as well

as that of the body wall or else we must conclude that the specific

dynamic action of food is on the body wall as well as internal organs.

In short cyanide acts to a large extent, if not entirely upon the respira-

tory processes in the mme cells whose respiratory processes are affected

by the specific dynamic action of the food. The conclusion must there-

fore be that the interpretation of the difference in survival time in KNC
M)lutions of fed anrl starved Planaria (and therefore also for Paramecium
f»o far as Child's argument is conccMned) on lh(> basis of difference in

rate of respiration in body wall and intestine is completely unwarranted.

In fact, the percentage inhibition appears to be greater in fed than in

iftarved animals which is directly opposite to what one would expect

if the pr"?»"'i<"<l I'vi.lii.'ii ion were correct.
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TABLE 5

Comparison of the amounts of inhibition hy Kl^C of the rate of oxygen consumption

in fed and starved Planaria agilis. Animals starved 12 days before feeding beef

liver to set B. Both starved and fed sets of animals were again starved 17 hours

before the test. Duration of test 8| hours. Volume of bottles 102 cc. Twenty
animals in each bottle. The individual lots of 20 animals each were weighed just

before feeding animals of set B. Numbers in the table are the actual number of cubic

centimeters thiosulphate equivalent of oxygen consumed during the test. The
weights of the different lots of animals were very closely the same and hence weights

are not given in the table
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Further careful study and comparison of the effects of KNC on fed

and starved animals may in all probability throw very important light

upon the nature of the specific dynamic action of food.

CONCLUSION

It will be clear from the foregoing experiments which were designed

to test briefly the validity of the criticisms and explanations offered

by Child and Hyman, that not one of these criticisms or explanations

has stood the test of experiment and careful examination. As a

matter of fact a careful study of the data in the tables of the writer's

previous papers should have obviated most if not all of the criticism in

regard to the earlier experimental results. The writer has with some

reluctance ventured into this replj^ to criticism since he has felt that in

any situation where individual judgments differ in regard to the inter-

pretation of experimental results, it is desirable to pay more attention

to rigorous formulation of experiment than lengthy verbal discussion.

From this standpoint the writer may be pardoned for this reply to

criticism since he has attempted to answer by experiment rather than

by explanations which are based on assumptions.

SUMMARY

1. Potassium cyanide even in concentrations which cause cytolysis

do not decrease the rate of respiration in Paramecium caudatum. This

confirms the writer's previous results. Paramecium therefore differs

markedly from Planaria and most other cells and organisms whose

respiration rate is decreased in the presence of KNC.
2. The criticisms offered by Child and Hyman of the exporimental

results and conclusions by the writer are shown to have no basis in

fact.

3. The toxic action of KNC upon Paramecium is not due to the

alkalinity of the cyanide solutions, but is due to the action of the cyanide

as such.

4. The alkalinity of the solutions used in Ihe experiments on Para-

meriuni do<'H not effect the rate of respiration, contrary to the sugges-

tionH offered by Child. Furthermore neutralized solutions of KN(^/ are

not different in their action from non-neutralized solutions of KNC.
Wheth<*r or not KNC as such has a tendency to accelerate the o.xygen

consuinption by Paramecium is an open question.
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6. The assumption by Child that the rate of respiration in the body

wall of Planaria is not primarily affected by feeding, and that KNC
only or primarily affects the body wall and superficial structures, is

not correct. For experiment shows that the percentage inhibition of

the respiration in fed animals is just as great or even greater than the

percentage inhibition in starved animals used as a control. In view

of this fact similar assumptions which are made by Child and applied

to endo and ectoplasm of Paramecium are unwarranted.

7. The explanation as to why Paramecium and Planaria differ in

their behavior toward cyanide is to be sought in an entirely different

direction from that suggested by Child and his co-workers. A follow-

ing paper on the relation of oxygen concentration and its relation to

the action of KNC will throw light on this question.
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The investigations described in this series were undertaken in an

attempt to reveal more facts as to the nature of the metaboHc factors

controUing individual organization and development, and to assign to

these factors their proper relative values. Since recent work along this

line rests largely upon a definite background of previous work, particu-

larly that of Child, some of the conclusions of this writer may be sum-
marily reviewed, with the caution that no statement or interpre-

tation should be attributed to him without first consulting his own
writings (1), (2), (3).

After extended experimentation and careful analysis of phenomena of

regulation, growth and development in many organisms. Child put

forth certain helpful generalizations as to the dynamic nature of the

organism, which were applied convincingly to most varied and ap-

parently independent groups of data. According to this view it is

held that: metabolism is the basis of the phenomena of life, and an

axiatc "organic individual in its simplest terms" consists of a quanti-

tative "metabolic gradient, or gradients in certain metabolic reactions,

perhaps oxidations, with associated protoplasmic conditions, " existing

along the main axis and probably also in minor axes; the establishment

of such a physiological gradient or gradients by interaction of environ-

ment and specific protoplasm is the first prerequisite to development

and organization, and constitutes the basis of the functional and struc-

tural symmetry and polarity of the individual; through transmission of

excitations the region of higiiest metabolic activity in the axial gradient

exerts a dominating and integrating influence over subordinali* levels

with a lesser ntetiibolic rate, such dominance or control being manifested

by a correlatinKi coordinating, and generally unifying action in ontog-

eny, KTOwth, regulation, Ixjhavior, etc.

360
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Proofs of the existence of such a metabohc gradient and evidence of

its nature may be found in the hterature cited. These proofs and evi-

dences have hitherto concerned themselves chiefly with differences

along the axis in regulation capacity, in susceptibility, in output of CO2,

in consumption of O2, and in electrical potential. Numerous other

differences, often closely associated with metabolic activity, might

well be sought for and studied in favorable forms, e.g., differences in

heat production, in electrical conductivity, in H ion concentration, in

water content, in permeability of membranes, in state of dispersal of

colloids, etc. The role of each of these factors deserves individual

attention, especially because of the wide applicability of the results in

physiological gradients and in metabolism generally.

The writer believed that an attack of the problem might be made by
a study of the action of electrolytes and dyes. Certain aspects of H ion

action have been treated (4), and results with salts will be reported

later. The object of the present paper is chiefly to state the experi-

mental facts as observed regarding gradients of staining and suscep-

tibility in several flatworms, protozoa, hydra, annelids, and the chick

embryo with vital and other dyes; to analyze and interpret as far as

possible these results in their bearing upon the concept of metabolic

gradients as a further test of its validity and applicability; and, specifi-

cally, to ascertain whether regions of high general susceptibility and rapid

respiratory exchange behave in a characteristic manner in the staining

process as shown by the diffusion, segregation, flocculation, etc., of the

dyes. The results are believed to contribute additional proof, with

agents hitherto little employed, of the reality of the metabolic gradient

in the forms used, and further evidence as to the nature of these gradi-

ents, particularly with regard to certain physico-chemical properties

associated with high metabolic activity.

The experiments were performed for the most part at the University

of Chicago in 1916-1917; the paper was then put in substantially its

present form. Now newer observations and more recent literature are

included. While the writer naturally assumes full responsibility for the

results embodied in this work, he gratefully acknowledges his debt

throughout to Dr. C. M. Child for many kindnesses and for the

unfailing suggestiveness of his writings and criticisms.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF RESULTS

As might perhaps have been anticipated, there is a rather clean-cut

difference between basic and acid dyes in their staining capacities
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intra vitam, corresponding to the known differences in their physical

and chemical properties. Basic dj^es alone truly and definitely stain

the tissues of the organisms under observation; though acid dyes some-

times penetrate and are even stored in granules, they do not in general

become visible by fixed staining of protoplasm. Basic dyes of most

varied chemical constitution and relationship were used but, while they

differed very considerably in toxicity, in irritating action and in details

of staining, the final staining pictures obtained with all were essentially

similar. Most basic dyes, as toluidin blue, Victoria blue, crystal

violet, methylene blue, janus green, etc., and even neutral red, are

much more toxic than the acid dyes, as congo red, eosin, erj^throsin,

trypan blue, methyl orange, acid fuchsin, orange G, etc.

A given tissue or layer does not stain uniformly and simultaneously

throughout the length of the specimen, even though at final saturation

just before death the intensity of stain may become approximately

equal everywhere. Regions of strongly marked susceptibility to such

lethal agents as had been used and to acids, alkalies, and the dyes them-

selves, are regions where the basic dyes first became detectable in certain

granules or globules of the cells. Thus in general a staining gradient is

produced indicating directly the metabolic gradient. A gradation of

penetration was found with every major gradation of susceptibility.

Depth of coloration increases rapidly as the death point is neared,

but preliminary to the actual onset of disintegration there occurs in

most species with most basic dyes a sudden loss of both natural pigment

materials and stained particles, leaving the most susceptible parts

strikingly decolorized.

In causing a selective disintegration methylene blue and some other

(lyes proved to be favorable agents for demonstrating not only the chief

longitudinal axis in flatworms but also in many cases the minor axes as

well. But these axes were not always to be distinguished by differ-

ences in staining, nor is there noticable difference in rate of staining

of young and old individujils.

EXI'EIUMEXTAL

Mrthods. Dye samples wore obtained from as varied source's as

po«Hil)Ie ((inibler's, ulso Bausch and Lomb's and Kalilbaum's). Stock

solutions were made up in well or tap—rarely in distilled—water,

and were not made free from the salt impurities with which Ihoy wore

diflpcnsed.

In vital Mtaining it in highly important that the experimental animals

be healthy and that they be kept under almost oonlimious observation to
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watch the progress of the staining since very erroneous notionsmay be ob-

tained by examining the specimen at the end of the process when tissues

have been loaded to saturation. The staining should ba witnessed as a

process rather than observed in the finished state. Animals were

usually brought under observation in clear water and closely examined

from time to time with eye, lens, dissecting or compound microscope, and

were often flattened under a cover slip with or without support, or

teased.

The salient features of the susceptibility method have been many
times described. According to the concentration of chemical agents or

the intensities of physical conditions used there are two general modes of

studying relative susceptibility, the direct and the indirect, both of which

seem to have a definite and characteristic relation to the metabolic

rate. With the direct method such concentrations or intensities are

used as are lethal within a few hours; in this case individuals or parts

with highest metabolic rate are most susceptible, and the susceptibility

gradient follows the metabolic gradient. With the indirect method

such lower concentrations or intensities are used that some acclimation

occurs and death takes place only after many hours or days; in this

case acclimation is most rapid and complete in individuals or parts with

highest metabolic rate and length of life varies directly with rate of

reaction.

As criteria of relative susceptibility use was made of loss of motility

or response to stimulation, possibility of recovery, etc. For most

lower invertebrates disintegration is a satisfactory index, and appro-

priate for fairly exact and quantitative readings. Death is manifested

by a loss of continuity of surface contour, swelling, and loss of constitu-

ents, by the visible separation of tissue fragments and cells from the

main mass, and by change to acid phase of some dye indicators (e.g.,

neutral red) . With the usual slight disturbances in the container tissue

fragments continue to scatter out into the medium until little or nothing

remains in situ of the dead parts. A disintegrating organism thus

imparts a turbidity and a tinge of color to clear water. Impending

disintegration is often indicated by cloudy swelling, opacity, immobility

and loss of local responses. Accompanying color changes consist of

loss of more or less natural pigment or previously stored stain. Criteria

of equivalent staining rates are those of direct observation and readings

on the time required for first visible coloration of a given part.

Factors modifying the effect of dyes: Concentration. Figure 1,

summarizing averaged data collected from many protocols, shows the
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fairly direct relation existing between concentration and time of first

staining, staining at all levels, and first disintegration of Planaria

dorotocephala; vital staining is roughly a function of time and concen-
tration. The interval elapsing between a given intensity of staining

and the initial disintegration widens with increasing dilution, until the

1^ 04 04 oer »o* ooor 0.001 o-ooor 00001

Fig. 1. TimcH of first visible staining, S, of first visible staininj? at all levels,

S', of first disintegration, I), and of longest possible exposure with complete or

partial recovery, li, of I'lanaria dorotocephala of about 15-18 mm. length in dif-

ferent per cent concentrations of methylene blue at room tcm|)eratun>.

animals, though ultimately well stained, disintegrate less and less com-
pletely with greater individual variations, and finally near 0.0001 per

cent will live on Htuined for an indc^finite period oitluM- wliolly iiituct or

after recovery with hmsof head and other most suscoptihh^ parts. In

less toxic dyes like neutral red or even dilute methylene blue the worms
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survive for months, carrying the dye even past fission and regeneration

crises. In 0.1 per cent methylene blue loss of head substance occurs

before stain has become at all visible in caudal regions, and in slightly

higher concentrations toxic effects may be produced without appreciable

visible staining, for recovery is impossible when staining begins. In

short the curves of staining, S, S', do not run parallel with that of re-

covery, R, or that of initial disintegration, D. With a given intensity

of stain prognosis for recovery is least favorable from strong and prac-

tically certain from weak solutions. Disintegration and failure to

recover apparently depend less upon actual staining than upon presence

of excess stain in the medium.

So far in this work the reversed order of susceptibility (indirect)

has not been met with even in most dilute solution. But mere traces

of methylene blue are said to have an accelerating effect upon growth of

yeast.

Age of the organism is doubtless a factor in determining dye action.

Ten large and ten small planarians were immersed together in 0.1

per cent methylene blue and examined at half-hour intervals and records

made of the progress of their disintegration. A graph of the results

shows a little difference in the resistance of the two sets of animals, the

younger ones being perhaps slightly more susceptible than the larger.

Similar results are obtained with acids (4).

Temperature. At 14°C. staining in 0.02 per centm.b. is strikingly

delayed as compared with that under the same conditions at 2Z°C
The protective effect of cold on organisms in the dye is so marked and the

rates of staining and disintegration are so similarly modified that the

clue might be followed further for evidence on the exact value of the

temperature coefficients for intake of dye and for disintegration— partic-

ularly since amount of adsorption has a negative temperature coeffi-

cient (5). It would seem that adsorption is soon followed by chemical

combination.

Hydrogen ion concentration. The reaction of a dye solution is of

prime importance. Staining in well or lake water of pH = 7.5 may
be considered rapid; if this water be made more alkaline by the addition

of NaOH rate and depth of staining increases with rise of pH. At

the same time in the more alkaline media differences in sites of staining

also appear in that certain irregular or stellate bodies with nucleus-like

centers stain conspicuously on the ventral surface, and in that blue

granules are detectable in the posterior zooid region of P. dorotocephala

very shortly after similar ones are visible anteriorly and before any are
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to be seen at intermediate levels. As OH' is reduced by addition of

HCl the staining becomes more and more limited to the auricles and

tip of the head (pH = 6.4), and finally at pH= 4.8 stained tissue cannot

be found anywhere even after hours of exposure, when the acid itself kills.

Probably for this reason animals stained very poorly in distilled water

solutions of the dyes, for its reaction was about pH = 6.0. As a rule this

species dies from the toxic effects of the distilled water before more than

the few most sensitive parts of the head have been stained. In fact it

is extremely difl&cult to get any basic stain at all into some specimens of

oligochetes and protozoa when taken from an old, very acid culture.

Sufficiently acid media apparently reversibly destain some vitally stained

protoplasms to a certain extent; in many cases m.b. passes through a

green or a more or less decolorized state. How much all these results

are due to influence of the H ion concentration on dissociation and rate

of diffusion of the dyes and how much to the alteration of membranes

and- deeper tissues is yet undetermined.

Susceptibility of all parts to a basic dye is usually increased by a

definite alkaline reaction in the medium. In planaria the disintegra-

tion of the head is followed at once bj' the disintegration of the posterior

zooid region—an order which is not often followed if the reaction be

acid. Alkalies seem to sensitize certain parts of the organism so that

non-lethal concentrations of either the alkali or the basic dye combine to

become lethal. It has been reported that alkalies increase direct

susceptibility and acids indirect susceptibility (1), (4). But this fact

should not be confused with another, namely, that an inner acid reac-

tion probably increases suceptibility to basic dyes (6) ; both of these

facts are consistently interpreted in the discussion.

Neutral salts markedly retard or actually prevent staining of all parts

of planarians with m.b and other basic dyes. In this, CaClj is more

effective than NaCl. It is surely significant, however, that salts and

hydrogen ion facilitate acid dye action.

Data in detail. The bulk of the data deals with the effect of m.b.

on diverse species, and the results obtained are described for this dye

with each form, frequent notes being added for other basic and a few

acid dyes, when peculiarities or divergences in action were observed.

Planaria dorotocephala. This flatworm was singled out for particular

study with the dyes l)ecau8e it was readily available and especially

because it had been extensively used in the siime laboratory for similar

studies, and many data were already at hand of much value for compari-

son. Previous work with this had shown that individuals over
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5 mm. are composed of a large anterior zooid and of one or more smaller

posterior zooids not morphologically differentiated but clearly distin-

guishable physiologically (1). With these in mind attention was

devoted chiefly to the relative speed and intensity of staining of different

levels along the axis and to the time of disintegration of these different

levels.

Staining gradient. Immersed in a solution of basic dye, planarians do

not stain uniformly and simultaneously even throughout their surface

area. Certain points of election are from the first visible. In general

d^fiaV 4«n«| u« tX*%\ dav-ial dL*rt«l

Fig. 2. Stages of staining of P. dorotocephala with methyene blue (and many
other basic dyes) to show sites and relative intensity of coloration: A, stain in

sensory lobes chiefly; B, spreading along margins of the head, and B', same stage

in ventral view, stain extending much farther than inB; C, and D, continued deep
staining in more posterior levels. In alkaline media or with very young worms
the stain shows early also in the posterior tip.

the first staining occurs within a few minutes or hours in certain parts of

the epidermis. This order of such staining (fig. 2) is, practically without

exception, first the lateral auricles. A, then the tip and later the ventral

surface and margins of the head, B, C, continuing posteriorly thence

until the whole animal excepting the proboscis is distinctly bluish, D, and
finally quite blue-black externally. By use of diluter solutions and re-

moval of specimens to clear water from time to time at appropriate

intervals a series is obtained showing stained areas extending pro-

gressively backward and intensifying. At an early stage the animal is
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quite distinctly " cyanocephalous " and is much given to moving the

head in constant exploratory movement, or holding it stiffly erect.

The ventral surface of the head takes on and retains a deeper coloration

than the caudal parts and the dorsal surface, this difference persisting

through further staining until shortly before cytolysis begins. In

concentrated solutions the staining becomes more equalized through-

out, and the initial differences are less evident. Curiously the proboscis

remains strikingly uncolored even to the last in many dyes unless treated

in a special manner to induce staining. In later stages of deep staining

the anterior end is rendered more and more inactive, flaccid and

unresponsive, and the part previously held erect drops under the ventral

surface and the remaining parts roll or coil dorsally at ends and at the

margins, in a characteristic fashion. If stimulated the animals may yet

unroll and glide stiffly with the posterior cilia or muscles, but the up-

lifted anterior end is not touched to the substratum.

Teasing and close examination show the dye to be located in certain

stained droplets and granules as well as to a less extent in the ground

substance, first of the superficial cells and later in the deep-lying tissue.

As a rule the stained constituents prove to be chiefly globules of an ever

increasing size and number, occurring singly or several together inside

larger globules of a bluish liquid. In m.b. made strongly alkaline

the stain appears to pick out and color a number of irregular cells with

central nuclei (?) situated on the ventral surface; no attempt was made
to localize this stain by study of prepared sections.

Repeated tests made in various ways by exposing to H2O2 planarians

stained only cephalically gave no indication of there being any colorless

leucobase present but invisible in unstained regions, where it might con-

ceivably be reduced. In fact, as Ehrlich found for m.b. in nervous

tissue (7), the expectation would be that regions of high oxidative

metabolism would reduce dye compounds to a leucoform more rapidly

than the less active parts here loft unstained.

Injured loci, wherever situated, take up basic stains considerably

in advance of any uninjured parts: fission planes, either freshly or

recently exposed or after the ends have contracted down and begun

healing and recon.stitution, exhibit a similar precocious eolonition.

There is no obHervational evidence for believing that simple exposure of

or removal of a inembrance from interior substaiiccs will jiromote

immediate stnining; the increased staining is such as would be (>xpectcd

to proceed from the stimulation of injury or the higher metabolism of

contractinK cnd8. It is interesting also to note that regenerating heads,
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however translucent and apparently devoid of "density" and of differ-

entiated structural material, yet stain easily and relatively deeply.

Previous killing by slow heating or by alcohol allows stains to flood

in rapidly at all levels. Only in life was the staining gradient with

basic dyes obtained.

Disintegration gradient. As bilaterally symmetric animals, flat-

worms possess three axes: the chief, antero-posterior axis, a ventro-

dorsal one, and a medio-lateral one in the horizontal plane. Each of

these axes should theoretically be represented by a gradient in metabolic

or protoplasmic condition, such that a region of highest rate might be

distinguished by its more marked susceptibility from other regions of

lower rate.

As has been stated, there are low concentrations of stains which will

stain without producing lethal effects anywhere. Once this minimal

concentration is passed it is only a question of time when disintegra-

tion will set in. After the necessary toxic effect has been produced, the

epidermal cells of the anterior end along the auricles and tip and ventral

surface of the margins of the head assume a swollen and edematous aspect,

loosen up from each other, lose their coherence and their original struc-

tural orientation, and scatter in small shreds, clumps and spherical

masses, usually as small as the globules or granules composing the proto-

plasm. A disintegrating area decolorizes somewhat by extrusion of the

stained constituents, so that the disintegrating portion is often sharply

contrasted with the intact blue portion, as a loose, white, felt-like, downy
tuft.

The order of disintegration of the epidermis and body wall (fig. 3)

is most significant, since it affords an excellent readily visible demon-

stration of all of the three gradients beheved to be present in the outer

layers of the triaxiate organism, a. The zone of decoloration and of

disintegration begins invariably on the auricles and tip and margins of

the head, and proceeds slowly caudad. The disintegration belt is

constantly shortened in front by detachment and loss of granules and

droplets, and lengthened behind by the incorporation of more sound

tissue into the disintegrating zone, which finally reaches the extreme

posterior end. The belt immediately behind the disintegrating level

is strongly contracted as in the sphincter-like closing of any injured

part. Meanwhile the attitude of the head, margin and body is as

described above. Parts left intact usually will exhibit some move-

ments upon stimulation ; only the more posterior levels retain power of

adhering to the substratum. For a few minutes preceding initial

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, VOL 57, NO. 2
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disintegration the individual passes through a stage of rhythmic move-

ments; the wave proceeds postero-anteriorly—the posterior tip extends

to its maximum caudally and then widens and shortens from the caudal

tip forward, as if in attempting backward movement of an avoiding

reaction. In moderate concentrations these rhj'thms may reverse in

direction, several times alternating from posterior-anterior to anterior-

posterior, b. The ventro-dorsal axis is also clearlj^ indicated. Whiten-

ing and dissolution of tissue usually extend caudad more rapidly on the

^nal V•hi'^a\ \J;ytra\ Ventral

Fig. 3. Certain stages of disintegration of P. dorotocephala in methylene blue,

showing correspondence with stages of staining of figure 2; and also the frequent

precedence of ventral over dorsal disintegration, C, and of median over lateral

disintegration, C; D, and D the posterior disintegration of younger worms, or of

any worm in a definitely alkaline medium of the dye.

ventral surface than on the dorsal (fig. 3, C). This more rapid advance

of disintegration vcntrally is obvious from the time the first tissue is

loet under the head and is still noticeable posteriorly; in fact in many
cases the ventral surface has entirely disintegrated when the dorsal

parts of the posterior end &tc still intact in the form of a carapace-

like shield of tissue, which is the lust to display irrital)iHty and to

disappear, c. Even tlu* median-lateral axis is often demonstrable.

Disintegration of the ventral surface does not usually advance back-
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ward on an even transverse front. Often, and especially in high

H ion concentration, disintegration of the epithelium is most rapid in

the midline, so that the decolorized and cytolyzed area pushes back

in a wedge shape and the living tissue is cut out to show a V-shaped

front with two lateral arms projecting forward. In dorsal view the

picture is more variable, and toward the posterior end

the line of disintegration becomes more transverse.

In younger animals the posterior tip commonly dis-

integrates soon after the head. In more alkaline media

all animals disintegrate thus (fig. 3, D). In no case was

there any early loss of tissue at the anterior end of the

second zooid with basic dyes. A recent fission plane

shows early disintegration corresponding to its early deep

staining.

With dilute cyanide and various anesthetics Child

obtained first disintegration along the margins, at the

posterior tip, and dorsally at the anterior ends of inter-

mediate zooids. These results could not be duphcated

with any basic dye or with acids, but were approached

closely by use of alkalies and some acid dyes, as alizarin

blue S (fig. 4).

Other basic dyes differ from methylene blue chiefly in

the degree of their irritating and toxic effects and in

minor details of their staining. Naturally those with

colors differing widely from the natural yellow brown

pigment are most favorable for study of penetration of

the dye, but all lend themselves to use as agents in

susceptibility work—neutral red, crystal violet, victoria

blue, magenta red, janus green, toluidin blue. The last

two perhaps best show early staining of the posterior

zooid region.

Acid dyes—eosin, erythrosin, trypan blue, methyl blue,

water blue, berlin blue, acid fuchsin, congo red, and many
others—were tried in neutral solution but none became

visible within the living animal even after hours or days. Only a few

were toxic enough to kill. After death the dyes passed in but were

easily washed out again. The action of alizarin blue S has been

mentioned above. In more acid media the acid dyes are more

effective, but here the acid effects seem to be predominant.

Planaria velata. In all essential respects this species resembles the

above. Basic dyes penetrate and become visible within the proto-

Fig. 4. An
early stage

of the dis-

integration

of P. doro-

tocephala in

alizarin blue

S, and acid

dye. Large

specimens
commonly
show disin-

tegration in

the order 1,

2, 3,8', or if
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plasm first in the truncate end and anterior margins of the head, and

onlj' later are to be seen at more posterior levels. P. maculata is even

more similar to dorotocephala

.

Phaenocora agassizi. This small white transparent rhabdocoel with

large cilia was first met with and collected in abundance preying in a

thriving ameba culture. On account of its small size (4-5 mm.) all

observations were made under the microscope. This form is of some

interest, for an individual is composed of a single zooid and shows a

simple steep main gradient. This gradient may be demonstrated with

basic dyes in several distinct ways

:

1. The staining gradient. Placed in 0.01 per cent m.b. the animal

takes up the stain in a clearly differential fashion along the chief axis.

A clear hyaline apparently structureless layer over the entire surface

«^ B C 3> X

$' so' so' too
135-

Fig. 5. The anterior-posterior gradient of staining A, B, C, of decolorization

C, D, E, and of disintegration E, F, of Phaenocora agassizi in 1 per cent methylene
blue.

remains relatively unstained. Almost at once the underlying tissues

begin to stain around the sensitive point and edges of the reddish

pigmented anterior end. It should be noted that this part Hes well

in front of the pharynx opt^ning, contains no portion of the alimentary

canal, and that no stain has yet become visible in the pharynx itself.

The dye may be seen penetrating farther and farther* caudad until in

about 30 minutes its presence is indicated at the posterior truncate

end. At this time tiu; color differential is well marked; the pointed

anterior end exhibits the first and the most abundant large blue gran-

ules which are progrefwively f(»wer posteriorly. Other concentrations

give the same order of staining. The intensity of coloration continues

to increa«<» but the difference antero-posteriorly is never lessened until

death cliangcs are evident (fig. 5).
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2. The gradient of extrusion of the stain. In about 40 to 50 minutes

after exposure to 0.01 per cent m.b. the uncolored superficial layer in

front of the pharynx assumes a somewhat bubbly outline as the cuticle

is raised in small blebs. The edema or swelling in this zone doubtless

implies changes in permeability and more or less local injury preluding

death of the part, for closely following upon these alterations of state

of membranes and tissues there ensues a conspicuous expulsion or

escape of bluish granules and spherical clumps of cell material leaving

the region without stain or pigment but surrounded by a blue halo or

corona. The zone of extrusion slowly progresses backward and reaches

the posterior end 45 minutes or an hour later.

3. The disintegration gradient. Immediately following the loss of

colored particles a dissolution of structure sets in, manifested by fur-

ther aggregation, clumping, swelling and lack of cohesion, fading away
of the limiting epidermis and ultimate disorganization into semi-fluid

transparent droplets or rounded granular masses. As superficial

structures disappear and dissolve internal parts swell and push out.

By the tune colored particles are first thrown out from the intact

posterior end, the anterior end is already disintegrating. At 2j hours

disintegration has completely obliterated anterior structure and has

been carried well toward the caudal end, the sound tissues being

demarcated always by a sharp and well-defined boundary. Appar-

ently in all cases the decoloration as well as the breakdown of tissue,

once begun, is more rapid and simultaneous posteriorly, as if the

gradient of susceptibility were more level and uniform there, though

steeper anteriorly. That disintegration follows close upon death is

indicated by the continuance of the ciliary stroke to the moment of

disintegration when the beat becomes feebler and crawling and finally

comes to a full stop.

Dalyellia (Vortex) viridis, also, stains expels stained particles, and

disintegrates in a definite anterior-posterior order.

Bothrioplana alacris? A small white rhabdocoel, evidently with

triclad affinities, was collected from a temporary spring pond, but the

sudden failure of the material left its identity uncertain. In 0.002

per cent m.b. staining begins definitely anteriorly, attacking the tip

and especially the ciliated pits on the margin of the head. In 20

minutes the gradient is marked; at 30 minutes posterior parts are

not yet stained, except sometimes at the extreme caudal end. In 40

minutes disintegration starts in cihated pits and margins of the head

and extends backward at such a pace that the anterior half of the
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animal is removed in 55 minutes and the whole body scattered in

1^ hom^.

Stenostomum hucops. As collected in April and May in indoor

cultm^es this form consisted largely of chains of from 2 to 5 zooids, but

there were individuals in nearly all stages of fission and regeneration.

Since a relatively high degree of differentiation (ganglia, ciliated pits,

pharynx, etc.) is attained before zooids separate from the chain, Stenos-

tomum should be contrasted with planarians in which the posterior

part is removed in a much less developed state.

A posterior zooid of a 2-zo6id animal recently divided shows, if any,

only a weakly developed secondary zooid so that the gradient is simple

and straight. The stain becomes visible first in the ciUated pits, then

extends superficially to other more posterior levels. It finally seems

to strike deeper and reach the ganglia underlying the pits, the other

nerve structures, and sense organs around the mouth. Disintegration

follows in 1 to 2 hours in 0.02 per cent m.b., usually before much stain

is detectable posteriorly. Around the pits and over the main nerve

masses the tissue swells even to rupturing, the protoplasmic masses

taking deep stain when thus exposed. Hence in this case the dis-

integrating part is bluish. The ventral (oral) surface may disinte-

grate somewhat more rapidly than the dorsal surface.

An anterior zooid recently detached from its posterior one stains

and disintegrates at both anterior and posterior ends; the posterior

end being both stimulated and exposed at the point of separation.

Sometunes the fission end is lost well before the anterior end. In

practically every instance disintegration of the anterior end follows

the rule of midventral precedence over lateral and dorsal parts. In

very acid media only the pharynx wall stains—in a sort of a network.

In an intact 2-zo6id animal the anterior end stains and disintegrates

first; the new-forming anterior end of the second zooid follows next in

order, more rapidly if well formed, only after a time if not manifestly

diflferentiated. A region where a fission septum is forming or where

fission is taking place stains not only behind but also, and fully as

much, in front of the septal plane. This region is doubtless subject

to marked stinmlation attendant upon the stresses and strains of the

more or less violent separation which the dyes tend to induce. Indi-

viduals with more! than 2 zooids also tend to break up into discrete

zoOids, but when the animal remains compound the zooids stain as

independently as in the 2-zooid specimens.
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Paramecium caudatum. Among protozoa Paramecium and Dileptus

were chosen on account of their commonness in infusions, their elon-

gate and axiate form, their comparatively exposed and uniformly

ciliated surface, and the position of the oral aperture far back from the

anterior end.

Most coarser stains, both basic and acid, are taken.in and segregated

in or near the food vacuoles of Paramecium, but m.b. and many other

dyes of high visibility and marked color contrast also enter and stain

somewhat diffusely even the less granular parts of the cell. With
these agents, at 0.001 per cent or more, it is seen that individuals from

actively dividing cultures show a distinct deep staining first in the

extreme anterior end (fig. 6), soon concentrating below the ectoplasm

in the outer endoplasm, in which the color spreads gradually backward

;

meanwhile the food vacuoles store much dye and collect posteriorly.

In any effective concentration of the dyes the animals commonly

Fig. G. Order of staining and disintegration of Paremecium in methylene blue.

reverse the direction of their swimming, or alternate in vigorous for-

ward and backward movements, until they become sluggish and finally

come to rest when they are heavily stained (except for the nuclieus)

.

Shortly there occur changes in the gross appearance of the cell—the

surface contour becomes more spherical, and the cuticle with its pat-

terned markings, the cilia, etc., is lifted off the underlying parts and

often ruptured, as if by inner swelling and the accumulation of a

vacuole-like blister of fluid in some portion of the anterior end (not

usually over the contractile vacuole) . The fluid appears to force more

and more of the more solid central contents posteriorly until the an-

terior portion of the cell has been practically emptied except of Hquid

while the caudal end is dense and crowded. The ciliary strokes cease

soon after the outer layer is raised up, and always in the antero-pos-

terior order, with many minutes intervening between their cessation in

front and behind. It should be noted that only late in this process

does the nucleus become deeply stained—a certain sign of lethal

exposure.
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This description applies quite generally for other basic dyes and for

other typical ciliates, as Stylonychia, etc. Budgett (8) described

antero-posterior dissolution of Stylonychia as a result of lack of oxygen,

addition of KNC, pilocarpine, etc., and Child reported a somewhat
modified gradient in several ciliates with KNC.

Dileptus gigas. This very large and elongate ciliate also reverses its

direction of progression in the irritating dye solutions, until depression

and paralysis ensue. In low concentration some basic dye is ingested

and stored in the vacuoles, but in greater concentration little is thus

taken in, and the animal gradually shortens and rounds out as it

i'Xi

Fig. 7. The gradient of intravital staining and of disintegration of Dileptus

gigas in methylene blue and many other basic dyes.

becomes quiescent. The stain enters first at or near the tip of the

proboscis, especially along the row of large ventral cilia which extend

back toward the mouth (fig. 7). Thence it continues to become visible

further back in the middle regions and finally at the caudal tip itself.

Disintegration occurs either slowly, or sometimes suddenly, with a

lo.HH of substance of the proboscis tip and base, of the oral region, and

hi) on; or in some cases quite differently by a series of ruptures along

the dorsal side opposite the many contractile vacuoles.

Hydra oligadis. Hydra is also instructive, in providing a case of a

radially symmetrical animal where secondary budding may be fol-

lowed in aU stages (fig. 8).
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A young hydra without buds, placed in a Syracuse dish, allowed

to come to rest and attach for a time, and then covered carefully with

m.b. (e.g., about 0.002 per cent), shows blue granules first in the ecto-

derm of the tips of the tentacles, on the mound of the hypostome, and

on the body below the bases of the tentacles. The tentacles load up
rapidly with stain, especially at their ends which soon surpass all other

regions in their intense blue coloration. Dye meanwhile is detectable

more and more basally upon the column and in a half-hour or more

may be found everywhere in the ectoderm, excepting sometimes in

portions of the base of the stalk. Nematocysts are commonly dis-

charged instantaneously by strongly irritant dyes, and may be seen

heavily colored throughout, either attached in situ or thrown out into

the medium. They are practically always extruded first from the

Fig. 8. Order of intravital staining and early disintegration of Hydra oligactis

in many basic dyes.

distal parts of the tentacles, and then more synchronously elsewhere.

(Incidentally, this action of irritant basic dyes provides an excellent

method for demonstration and study of the kinds, numbers and dis-

tribution of the stinging cells, especially of the smaller kinds shown

only indifferently well by acetic acid and methyl green.) When dis-

integration occurs it also begins distally in the tentacles, which are

slowly removed bit by bit down to their bases, after which the hypo-

stome and adjoining oral parts are similarly broken down. Basally

there is less order and regularity in the disorganization. While the

stain was entering the ectoderm it was also accumulating in the gastro-

vascular cavity in an irregular fashion, chiefly at the bottom of the

cavity, and somewhat orally reaching out into the bases of the ten-

tacles. It is this fact, that the dye is taken in by the large mouth and

made available to the endoderm, which helps to complicate so much
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the later stages of disintegration in larger hydras. But even this

cannot conceal the essential fact that in hj^dra a gradient exists from

tip to base in the tentacles, oral to aboral in the column as has been

shown by Drzewina and Bohn (9) with lack of oxygen, heat and chemi-

cals, and bj' Child and Hyman (10) with KNC and dyes.

If a well-formed bud is present, it takes the stain and disintegrates

in about the same order as the young specimen. With regard to the

time of first staining of the bud and the parent there is fair constancy

of behavior; usually the parent tentacles stain earliest, accompanied

or followed soon by bud tentacles, and then by the body of parent and

bud. The rounded or cyhndrical elevation where a new bud is form-

ing, even though it be but a proliferating rudiment, exhibits a con-

siderable capacity for early local staining. A bud eminence thus stains

prior to the adjacent parent body. Disintegration of tentacles of a

large bud and of the parent occur at about the same time; a small bud
without tentacles is disorganized after the parent tentacles but before

the parent body of the adjoining level is attacked.

Neutral red gave evidence of a similar gradient : from tip to base in

a tentacle, and from hypostome downward on the column. To congo

red and phenol red, which can hardly be said to stain, and even to

hydrogen peroxide, hydra displays a like differential susceptibility for

it succumbs gradientwise in these agents.

Hydra differs from most animals used in that it will take up and

concentrate a basic stain from solutions so dilute as to appear clear.

Among the Annelids a number of common fresh water species were

used. For purposes of comparison and confirmation data on these

forms has fortunately often been available from the work of Hyman
(11), who gives an interpretive analysis of the process of regeneration

and demonstrates and describes the gradients of susceptibility to KNC
in many oligochetes. It will be obvious that, except in minor respects,

dyes show the same gradients.

Aelosoma hemprichii. This small form was collected readily from

mixed protozoan cultures. The conspicuous structures are: reddish

oil globules imbedded in the integument, and, apically, the flat rounded

st-nsory prostomium, a ciliated phurynx, ;\nd cerebral ganglia just

anterior to the pharynx.

Both staining and the ensuing disintegration proceed down a gradient

of u primary sort (fig. 9). In an intact animal without fission planes

the stain (e.g., 0.()05-().()l per cent m.b. for 1 to 4 hours) shows first in

the ciliated pitH and thickened sensory epithelium of the rounded ventral
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surface of the prostomium and in the oral epitheHum, but is soon visible

also in more dorsal areas above the mouth between the pits and over and
in the two ganglia lying superficially in full contact with the epidermis.

From the deeply colored anterior end the staining area (and disintegra-

tion later) is carried backward at first slowly behind the mouth and then

in more rapid sequence through the more posterior levels. In this

progress stain does not enter segment by segment but in continuous

gradation. The oil globules appear to stain about equally rapidly at

all levels. The cihated pharynx and the oral parts of the intestine may
draw in and accumulate quantities of the dye, and produce a local area

'dft»»$. ViCWt".

Fig. 9. Aelosoma hemprichii, showing order of staining of different specimens,

composed of one, two or more zooids.

of deep staining disturbing the simple gradient, but the first parts

actually to stain lie wholly in front of the alimentary canal and out of

communication with it.' The posterior end stains early if a posterior

zooid has recently been removed.

If an animal possesses a marked fission plane, the stain enters in a

definite ring of epidermis at or near each anterior end and concentrates,

especially on the dorsal surface, behind the plane. The further course

and times of staining are similar in both zooids, which are ordinarily

separated by the disintegration of the anterior end of the second.

Dero limosa. The important structures and their order of staining are

shown in figure 10. In 0.01 per cent m.b. a sound specimen without
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zooids stains quickly in cutaneous portions, particularly anteriorly in

the prostomium and ventral sensory buccal areas. An especiall}^ active

ciliated gill region at the anal end composed of gills in a respiratory pit

colors about as soon. Staining progresses slowly back from the head

and more rapidly from the anal end forward. In this latter course it

moves by segments or small blocks of segments, which stain first near

the septa where, intersegmentally, a sphincter-like contraction takes

place and forms a chain of blue bead-like rings, such a chain lengthening

by additions from in front. In each segment the deepest mass of

dye accumulates in ventral patches apparently corresponding in posi-

tion to the segmental ganglia. The advance cephalad is soon met by

ftlTYT 1>

il^^^:^Ji'^5tii^^S£^±..:

iiWtrfr-i'>fMf»fiat ^ 1 rt4» it'w*"f*-Mi'

'N^;»*^Wi!SW»aj«*<> -»ija 3l?#ft>Si#^

Fig. 10. Progress of staining and disintegration in Dero liinosa, resembling

generally that for most higher Oligochetes.

anterior staining moving caudad. In this and the higher annelids the

cuticle seems to interfere with the penetration and fixation of the dy(^s,

for in all staining is uneven at any given level and may wash out for

some time after it has passed through i\w outer covering.

Wlicti two zo()ids are present, the nut erior stains the more darkly

at first and in the antero-posterior order. A posterior zooid stains less

deeply, at first postort)-anteriorly and later also from its ant(Mior end

back. As differentiation of cephalic structures pioceeds inthiszo()id

these stain more and more quickly, finally equalling or even anticipating

the anterior end of the first zotiid.

.The first losses by diHintegrution an; from the gill region and several

of the posterior segments. Then follow the prostomium and the next
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succeeding anterior segments. By the time the head goes the last 10

or 12 segments have been cut off one by one or in small groups. Inter-

mediate portions may recover partially after losses from either end.

Lumbriculus inversitans. In 0.001 per cent m.b. epidermal struc-

tures stain chiefly at the anterior end and the caudal tip. The head

stains quite uniformly along its length; it lacks septal divisions. Dye
is soon visible more or less irregularly in intermediate regions, and

edematous swelling occurs at corresponding points.

A part becomes pale blue on disintegration. The caudal third or

more of large worms, beginning posteriorly, has formed a bead-like

series of blue segments, as in Dero, by the time the head shows first

signs of actual breakdown. The wave of further disintegration spreads

backward from the head and forward from the anal end. Segment by

segment the stain floods into the tissues and then is partly lost again

in the subsequent dissolution process. Smaller and larger worms begin

disintegration about simultaneously, but smaller ones may complete

it sooner.

Tubifex tubifex and Limnodrilus claparedianus. Cutaneous parts,

bristles, as well as the whole superficial nerye plexus take on stain early.

In small, 1 inch specimens the anterior end colors first. In larger ones

before the head segments stain perceptibly posterior ones have long

since colored deeply and often broken off. In Tubifex where the cuticle

is thinner posterior segments drop off one at a time; in Limnodrilus

they detach in sections. Meanwhile the whole anterior tip loads

heavily with stain. Prior to the sloughing off of segments the purplish

stain seems to concentrate heavily along the lateral portions of the

segments and then spread elsewhere; otherwise anterior rings stain

most prominently at the bristle level and posterior ones in blue bands

intersegmentally. Finally the dye concentrates ventrally in each seg-

ment. The last parts to stain are the dorsal portions of those segments

somewhat behind the head. Rhythmic pulsations of blood vessels and

alimentary canal continue regularly until slightly before the deep stain-

ing of the approaching death-point is attained.

In disintegration the parts swell greatly and constrict between seg-

ments. Usually the posterior half is lost by detachment of rings or

groups before the head dies; even in 0.001 per cent m.b. 20 or more anal

segments were dropped in 3^ hours. Head and succeeding parts go

next, the last surviving segments being a block about one-fourth of the

distance back.
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The chick embryo. The incubated egg was opened and immersed in

a solution of 1 part m.b. powder in 5-10,000 parts of isotonic saline,

previously warmed to incubation temperature and held at about that

point for the course of the experiment.

The blastodisc, germ wall, and actively growing vascular area stain

before the j^olk or vegetal pole. The regions most sensitive to colora-

tion are the formative regions: the edges of the uprising medullary folds

in the anterior parts, and the sides of the neural groove posterior to

the head fold, fading out more posteriorly until the level of forming

somites is reached and back toward the anterior end of the primitive

streak, where deeper stain is again met with.

On 3-somite chicks the medullary folds and head ectoderm are the

most conspicuously stained portions anteriorly, and the end of the

folds posteriorly, where some active growth and proliferation is taking

place.

Five to seven-somite chicks stain deepest on the head, the intensity

thence grading down in the region of formed somites and tlien gradually

rising again in tlie extending medullary plate and folds. It certainly

seems to be clearly possible to distinguish here a descending primary

gradient (of differentiated structure) and a posterior ascending (growth)

gradient, resembling generally that in anneUds. At least the ectoderm

of a 10 to 12-somite chick becomes a deep opaque blue-black in the head,

which fades out to the end of the region of the closed medullary tube,

whence it again deepens toward the posterior ends of the medullary

folds. The trough of the medullary groove is comparatively lightly

stained. The bulk of the stain accumulates at first only in the ectoder-

mal layer, for this may be peeled off leaving the interior practically un-

colored. The mesodermal somite regions, however, evidently show a

somewhat similar gradation of s\iperficial staining later, lowering from

the head through the formed somites and rising sharply toward the

posterior end of the region of developing somites and anterior to the

unsegmcnted plate.

DISCUSSION

In at least three ways the intravital dyes might be expected to contri-

bute to a solution of the probh-ms of (lifferciilial suHcoptil)ility and to a

closer study of the real nature of a "dominant region" or active state.

(1) The movements of their conspicuously colored particles may be

followed moH' readily tiian thoH(> of most agents, their points and rates

of penetration and hIIch and manner of storage noted, and the facts so
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obtained correlated with the results obtained by the susceptibility

method with the dyes and with other agents and conditions. (2) Altera-

tions in penetration and storage may be studied: a, during different

functional states; and 6, with the dyes in media containing dissolved

salts, acids and bases. (3) Use may be made tentatively of the physico-

chemical properties of the dyes and of protoplasm, as far as known, for

analysis of the process of staining and of the manner of production of

dye effects upon the organism. This applies to dyes, toxic and rela-

tively non-toxic, vital staining and non-staining, as well to those under-

going some definite change (oxidation, reduction, or a change in color

indicating reaction, or a change of state) as to those which apparently

resist such changes. Obviously this work makes use of by no means all

the possibilities of the method.

1 . The susceptibility gradient with dyes. The general significance of

the differential susceptibility existing along the structural axis of axiate

organisms has been often and fully discussed (2), (11). In the Hght of

the data derived largely from these previous studies with KNC, lack

of oxygen, and narcotics, and from the quantitative determination

of gas intake and output, there seems to be full warrant for the belief

that, under conditions where death occurs at all rapidly, the relative

susceptibility indicates more or less delicately a gradient in some

slight differences in metabolic activity, associated in all probability

with oxidations.

As described in the details of this paper, the numerous basic and rarer

acid dyes which are toxic enough in nearly neutral solution to be dis-

tinctly lethal, produce disintegration beginning in cephalic parts and

other sites of known markedly high metabolic rate—this disintegration

agreeing, so far as the facts have been determined, in fundamentals

with that for cyanides, etc., in the same forms. The chief divergence

in results occurs in the lack of delicacy of the dyes in distinguishing the

small differences detected by KNC. Even such dyes as m.b., which

undergo oxidation and reduction changes, failed in the same way and

were disappointing, inasmuch as at the beginning of the work it was

thought likely a priori that they might give positive results. Helpful

facts should certainly be obtained from the use of methylene blue and

its leucobase in conditions where oxygen can be supplied or withdrawn

at will.

The nature of the difference in susceptibility to dyes as compared with

that to KNC, etc. is interesting and perhaps significant, particularly

if compared also with susceptibility to acids and bases (4). It may be
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fairly stated that in . this matter and in general physiological effects

basic dyes behave much Uke acids (HCl or acetic), and acid dyes much
like alkalies (NaOH). Thus both basic dj^es and acids produce in

flat-worms a most rapid disintegration of the anterior end, often of

the ventral surface as compared with the dorsal, sometimes of the mid-

line as compared with more lateral parts; the anterior ends of the second

and succeeding zooids are not singled out for early disintegration; no

matter how low the concentration and how slow the kilHng, disintegra-

tion, when it does occur progresses posteriorly; and finallj^, in any

quickly lethal concentration the young and old individuals are nearly

equally tolerant, the young being but slightly, if at all, less resistant

than the old. Acid dyes, conversely, resemble alkaUes in their effects,

though seldom sufficiently toxic to be readily lethal except in solutions

made considerably acid. Thus alizarin blue S causes most rapid disin-

tegration of the anterior end, dorsal surface and lateral margins, and often

of the anterior ends of the second and third zooids; and young individuals

are plainly much less tolerant than older ones; and in certain cases

indirect susceptibility was observed,

These similarities of action had not been anticipated, in fact were dis-

covered entirely empirically, but might logically have been expected

from the likeness of the dissociation of these agents. The neutral

salts of basic dyes hydrolyze freely in neutral or alkaline solution, and

dissociate into a large colored basic ion, the cation, which moves toward

a cathode, and the anion radical, e.g.,CI', of a strong acid. Evidently

the large color ion, like the mobile H ion, predominates powerfully in

effect over the anion. On the other hand, acid dyes dissociate, if at

all, into a large colored anion resembling hych'oxj'l ion in effects, and a

less potent metallic ion like Na+.

The influence of impurities, such as heavy metals, in these dyes de-

serves treatment, of course, but these did not seem to interfere with the

action above described, which I interpreted as due to the dye itself,

since all samples of numerous dyes from varicnl sources gav(^ like effecls.

If acids are added to acid dyes or alkahes to basic dyes to incn^aso their

action the results are naturally neutralized and confusing.

2. Decolorization gradient. That a gradient of docolorizalion by

extrusion or escape of dye and dye particles should bo found in some

forms, as many flatwonns, is not really a new obsei-vation. Such loss

of stain, like the loss of nalural pigtncnts many tini(>s rcporled occurs

commonly when death is iinniincnt, and may be taken lo indicate Ihat

rcsutance to the passage of diffusing substance has disappeared, and
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conditions of normal semi-permeability destroyed, or perhaps, in this

case, rather that retaining surface layers have been broken and loosened

by beginning disintegration, and allow escape of discrete particles,

especially if these are under pressure from adjacent swollen tissue or

from a cover slip. Recovery is, however, often still possible after a

certain amount of this loss has taken place.

3. The staining gradierit. Although a sort of coloration gradient had

been reported by Child with potassium permanganate (12) and with

indophenol (3), the field of true axial protoplasmic vital staining with

dyes has been entered deliberately only in this and associated studies on

algae and hydroids (13) ; hence the facts merit brief discussion here.

Any doubt of the general observation that with easily visible basic

dyes, such as methylene blue, toluidin blue and many others, there is

produced, as reported for the forms used, a color gradient corre-

sponding approximately to the major susceptibility and metabolic

gradients (as determined by HCl rather than by KNC), may be

removed by a few simple but convincing experiments such as above

outlined, with organisms consisting either of one zooid or of two or

more morphologically distinct zooids. Generally speaking, the order

of staining of parts corresponds to the order of their susceptibility to

acids and to the basic dyes themselves. Slight differences of suscep-

tibihty as shown by cyanides are not usually indicated either by

susceptibility or by staining with these dyes, but it is safe to state that,

knowing the order of staining with basic dyes one can quite reasonably

predict the general course of disintegration with most lethal agents, or

knowing the relative susceptibility of parts, their relative staining times

may be foretold.

Concerning the correct interpretation of these findings there may
well be some diversity of opinion. Where so little is really known one

may not safely become assertive or dogmatic. But I shall point out a

few indications of the r61e of some physico-chemical factors underlying,

conditioning, or associated with metabolic gradients, to this end in-

voking the aid of current doctrines. To attempt to apply the classic

as well as more recent theories of vital staining, both "physical" and

"chemical," may help to recognize, eliminate or evaluate the factors

here concerned.

First of all, one may be assured that there is no simple gross ana-

tomical explanation to account for the axial ingress of the stain. The
mouth is seldom situated at the cephalic end of the staining gradient,

and is often well back, e.g., midway in flatworms, and at the base of
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the tentacles in hydra. The role of the alimentary canal as a path of

staining is easily recognized, as in the cases of Hydra or Aelosoma. The

first parts to dye are usually particles or globules in or subjacent to

the epitheUal surface and stain passes in through the surface not by any

large aperture. Nor is there staining of some special tissue alone,

though ciliated and sensory surfaces and nervous elements are oftenest

first conspicuous. The gradient is easy and continuous, but need not

be always antero-posterior, as differentiated structure would commonly
be; in higher annelids the dye enters ea,rliest at the ends, and later in

the middle regions. Much the same Hmitations apply to a "density"

factor. If metabolic activity leaves an accumulating residue of organ-

ized reserve or inactive stabilizing substance, then as differentiation

proceeds this material might be laid down gradientwise and be stained

accordingly; but a newly regenerated head, highly transparent, non-

granular, and relatively undifferentiated accumulates stain earlier than

adjacent posterior levels, and the staining particles appear identical

throughout the axis.

In view of Ehrlich's demonstration (7) of the relation existing be-

tween staining capacity with methylene blue and the rate of oxidation

in different tissues, the assumption was made a priori, that stain

might enter equally all along the chief axis but become invisible

in certain parts through transformation into colorless base by marked

local reducing action. That such is not the case here is shown by tests

with strong oxidizing agents, as H2O2, which fail to reveal, i.e. make
blue, any such invisible dye base. On the contrary, there is every

reason to believe that a greater power of reduction in deoxygenated

water must be possessed by those most active parts, first staining in

aerated water: and it seems likely that in deficiency of oxygen supply

reducing power is a criterion of vital activity, while in abundance of

oxygen staining with methylene blue is such a criterion. Certainly in

well oxygenated media any local reducing action may be ignored entirely,

especially since in most of the vital stains the colorless form does not

exist.

The gradient may, of course, be " explained " and dismissed as due

simply to differences along the axis in permeability of the niombrano to

dye particles. If by this term one implies some kind of ultrafiltor in

the sense of Iluhland (14), then it may I think be rejected, for the size of

particles of basic dyes is increased in the same alkaline solutions that

facilitate their penetration and the sixmc is true for acid dyes in acid

solutions (6). In any case the mechanism of alteration of permea-

bility itself requires analysis.
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For the popular Overton theory (15), maintaining that the entrance

dyes, basic or otherwise, into nervous and other tissues is determined

by their relatively high solubility in lipoids that collect at surfaces and

phase boundaries, there is no support here. The theory obviously

cannot hold both for the lipoid-soluble dyes (janus green, dahha, neutral

red, methylene blue, methyl violet) and for the similarly acting lipoid-

insoluble dyes (toluidin blue, thionin, methyl green), all of which enter

and exhibit strikingly like effects in the cases tested. The intravital

stains are mostly basic, and many of them have been designated as

"specific" nerve stains, but even for the nerve it is not the myelin

sheath which is colored, but the neurofibrillae and Nissl bodies (16).

Solubility in lipoids would appear to have no prominent influence in

controlling distribution or effects of dyes as here described.

Ehrlich and his students, Fischel (17) and Goldman, contended that

vital dyes react chemically with definite specific dye-receptors of large

protoplasmic molecules, which receptors might conceivably concentrate

in graded amounts along the axis and could thus determine and measure

the relative affinities of various parts of the animal for the stain. It is

hard to refute this view but many facts stand against it as stated in its

original form: first, nearly all or all levels parts and tissues of the or-

ganism stain finally to approximately the same depth; it is merely a dif-

ference of time required to bring in the stain and make it visible, not of

stainability or of amount of stain taken up ultimately. Second, the

marked non-specificity of staining with the various basic dyes points

to some more fundamental common property conditioning the recep-

tion of the stain. Chemically unlike dyes (thiazins, azo-dyes, etc.)

(5), (18) often behave- ahke, and those of closest chemical relationship

are as frequently opposing in effect. Further, practically any lethal

agent or condition will produce a disintegration gradient of an essen-

tially similar nature, differing only in minor respects-cyanides, narcot-

ics, lack of oxygen, excess COo or other waste products, salts of heavy

metals, dyes and indicators, ions of electrolytes, high and low tempera-

tures, and doubtless a great variety of other unfavorable conditions and

of agents of no known or obvious chemical similarity or kinship. As

to the dyes, the most prominent cleavage among them is not one of

specific chemical constitution but that between acid and basic, a

matter of reaction and manner of dissociation. Admitting the prob-

ability of some specificity in details of working of individual dyes does

not warrant speaking of staining as a specific chemical process. There

must be some widespread and less specific chemical or physical character

responsible for the course of basic vital staining.
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In the writer's opinion the staining gradient may well be due to the

greater entrance and fixaton of dyes in certain regions corresponding to

a graded difference in adsorption or combining capacity, itself based on

metabolic activity. This conception is not inconsistent with the belief

that continued entrace of the dye depends in large part on its power of

combining with or being precipitated of flocculated by certain con-

stituents of the cells, and that its accumulation is possible because more

or less insoluble compounds are formed within (19).

Valid evidence as to the mode of fixation of the dye may be obtained

from the study of the conditions necessary for staining of textile fibers,

proteins, etc., in vitro and post mortem. Basic dyes, yielding electro-

positive colored ions, form insoluble colored salts with many "acid"

protoplasmic substances containing organic acids combined with strong

bases, e.g., mucin, hyaline cartilage, nuclein, amyloid, casein, Nissl

bodies, yolk material, soaps, etc., the dyes combining like metals to

form a basic-dye-albuminate, etc.; but basic dyes will not combine with

the more basic or neutral albumins, globuUns, albumoses, histones,

etc., except in alkaline solution. These latter substances, however,

especially in acid media, combine readily, often with a precipitation,

with free inorganic or organic acids and with acid dyes of all kinds,

giving an albumin-acid-dye compound (20), (21), (22). Neutral

gelatin combines with neither acid nor basic dyes; if made electro-

positive it stains with and retains acid dyes (acid fuchsin) , and if made
electro-negative it takes up and retains basic dyes (neutral red) (23).

In general, previous adsorption of acid or neutral salt ions tends to dis-

charge and aggregate electro-negative colloids, and accordingly both

in vivo and in vitro decreases basic staining and increases acid staining,

while conversely, alkaline solutions favor basic staining and diminish

acid staining (5), (24), (25), (27).

These suggestions by way of an electro-chemical view of staining are

supported by the facts of vital staining. Methylene blue and neutral

red form in.soluble dycMunnate compounds with tannic acid of the sap

vacuoles of Spirogyra (28) ; neutral red forms a soluble red compound
with some organic acid in Elodra; while in animal cells, as in Paramecium

and in Echinoderm eggs union is made pr()l)ably with some lecitho-

protcin (29). From recorded and new data Von Moellendorf (27)

concludes that basic dyes react with nuturalacid colloid (anion) constit-

uents of coll protoplasm in the same? maimer as thely react with acid dye

ions cither in vitro or stored previously as granules in vivo; but basic

stained protoplasm cannot thus coml)ine later with acid dyes!
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Matthews believes that basic dyes stain because they form some insol-

uble compound (salts, esters, etc.) with the 'proteinate," '"lecithinate,"

amino-acid, cholesterol, fatty acid, and other similar ions of protoplasm.

The compounds may be regarded as weak surface chemical combinations

quite insoluble and inert chemically, usually but not always highly

stable, sometimes slightly dissociating and partly reversible.

That animal protoplasm is usually electro-negative is attested by
both electrical and physiological observations; under ordinary conditions

and in ordinary slightly alkaline media the proteins and lipo-proteins

of which it is composed, having low iso-electric points, dissociate with

negative charge (5), (30). Electro-negative colloids behave electrically

like anions of an acid, and anions combine with or adsorb positively

charged metal or basic dye cations, but not acid dye anions, which

wash out leaving no stain. Even a prolonged immersion in an acid

medium does not commonly, but may sometimes, suffice to bring about

acid dye staining. In the exceptional cases where colloids are posi-

tively charged, as in hemoglobin of erythrocytes, perhaps in many plant

cells, and apparently in some leeches, it is the acid dyes that really

stain. In extreme acidosis also tissues may stain vitally with acid

dyes (31). From this view the likeness of the effects of basic dyes and

acids, both with predominant cations, is to be expected.

If anions or acid radicals are important requisites of basic staining,

then there would need be a graduated production of such anions along

the axis to account for the staining gradient, as well as a greater abun-

dance of them in certain tissues, as nervous tissue, and in active parts

generally. A constant, and in life unfailing, source of these anions may
be sought in the katabolic processes, which yield acid products always

on the whole preponderating over the ammonia produced. From split

products an increased number of molecules results which, like amphoteric

substances in the alkaline interior of the cell, dissociate as acids with a

maximum number of anions and a certain number of H ions. This

would not necessarilj' result in any actual acid reaction even locally;

one can only speculate as to the disposal of the H ions, whether by

neutralization, or by rapid escape outward, or by formation of a Helm-

holtz double layer; rapid liberation of H ions may produce the galvano-

metric electro-negativity of the active part (32)

.

It is interesting to note what has been taken as a curious old obser-

vation, that only the color ion of a basic dye is adsorbed, while the CI

ion is left in the outer solution (5). Similarly only the H ions of an

HCl solution are absorbed, according to Gray (33), who says that the
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charge of the CI' outside is satisfied by outgoing K ions, which are them-

selves replaced by H ions. It seems likely that basic dye ions like-

wise take the place of H ions, providing these are able to make their

escape into the outer medium (as in neutral or alkaline media), but if

the H ions are unable to escape (as in acid solutions without, or with acid

reaction within the cell) they would block the entrance of the dye ions.

For there is considerable evidence that if reaction of the cell actually

becomes acid it no longer stains with basic dyes (6). In general it is

sufficient if one of the results of rapid metabolism is a correlative net

increase, momentarily at least, in negatively charged ions, which con-

stitute the basic staining substance or condition. Naturally if the

anions are formed by dissociation of amphoteric proteins as acids, their

production should be reduced by acidity and facilitated by alkalinity,

by abundant oxygen, rapid diffusion of CO2, etc.

The rate of entrance of a dye may be controlled not alo;ie by capacity

to form compounds within, more or less depending on metabolic ac-

tivity; conceivably a greater water content of active parts may aid in

more rapid diffusion, or katabolic acids may lead to a more aggregate

or more swollen condition, which may stain more rapidly. And there

are doubtless other unanalyzed factors in the graded permeability

along the axis; in the next section high permeability to dyes will be seen

to be practically always associated with states of stimulation and

activity.

I believe the points to be not witnout significance that all of the

dyes of whatever chemical consitution and however varied the details

of their staining pictures, were always in substantial agreement as

regards the parts first stained as well as in the final staining gradient;

that the dye first become visible at the same definite loci (e.g., the

auricles of Planaria), whether staining exactly the same substance or

not; that these loci are practically always the loci of greatest general

susceptibility; that all of the really successful vital stains were basic,

while the acid dyes were as generally signal failures; and finally that this

staining is apparently dependent upon metabolism, since previously

killed animals show no staining gradient.

4' The CHuential .similarity of protoplasmic condition in the dominant

region, a stimulated region or condition, and in a fertilized egg. Of more

than ordinary interest are the variations in staining in different physio-

logical Ktates, particularly that of excitation. Vov instance, recently

traumatized regions, stomach ulcers (34), and healing wounds are

characterized by a state of enhanced metabolic activity, increased res-
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piratory exchanges, by weakening of the surface layers, and accordingly

are stained easily and strongly.

There is in the literature considerable direct evidence that capacity

for taking and holding basic stains varies to some extent with metabolic

and respiratory activity. For gland cells the facts are fairly complete

and all in full agreement. Asher and Garmus (35) and Garmus (35)

showed by direct continuous observation that gland cells of the nicti-

tating membrane of the living frog take up much more vital dye of all

various degrees of solubility in lipoids (m.b., neutral red, rhodamin,

bismark brown, toluidin blue, thionin) when stimulated to great func-

tional activity by pilocarpine than when left unstimulated, and more
when left unstimulated than when function was depressed by atropine.

After injection of pilocarpine the secretory granules, etc., were more
quickly colored, and with time their coloration became strongly inten-

sified. After local or general atropinazition coloration began very late

and never became more than weak, although the cells were as richly gran-

ulated as resting or normally functioning cells. The difference could

not have been due, therefore, to a greater secretion, but must have been
brought about, according to the authors, to an alteration in the perme-

ability of the membranes. Keleman has since shown (36) that pilo-

carpine increases respiratory exchanges and CO2 production as much as

10 per cent and increases CO2 of both arterial and venous blood, while

atropine diminishes these below normal. Pilocarpine also raises the

relative galvanometric electronegativity of gland cells stimulated by it.

For nerve tissue a similar condition apparently obtains. Bethe (16)

discovered that during and shortly after the passage of a polarizing

current through a living nerve the neurofibrillae lose absolutely all

power of primary staining with methylene blue or toluidine blue at

the anode but increase their normal capacity for the same dyes at the

cathode. After recovery is complete the staining polarity disappears.

These phj'siological changes exactly parallel the electrotonus changes:

decreased irritability and conduction at the anode (anelectrotonus)

and increased irritability at the cathode (catelectrotonus) ; that is,

primary stainability varies directly with irritability and conductivity.

Bethe came to believe after some experimentation with alkalies, dis-

tilled water, narcotics, etc., that at the athode there is an increased

affinity of the neurofibril protoplasm for a "fibril acid substance,"

which moves toward or otherwise becomes more abundant and firmly

attached at the cathode pole and there makes the fibrils more stainable.

Frequent stimulation, strychninization, and a relative predominance of
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katabolic processes over anabolic gives a cathodal appearance to stain-

ing fibrils; prolonged rest or excessive stimulation gives an anodal

appearance. In death and deep narcosis no polarity is produced.

According to the view here suggested the cathode may be conceived as

stimulating the production of metabolic acids and attracting and with-

drawing from the fiber positive ions, in whose places may be substituted

the basic dye ions. Neurologists have repeatedly found that an in-

creased amount of basic staining occurs, e.g., in Purkinje cells of the

cerebellum and other motor cells, after first stimulations, but that

with excessive stimulation ending in fatigue and exhaustion the staining

substance or condition vanishes and less and less staining occurs.

Pollock and Cluney (37), commenting upon the results of intravital

staining of brain cells of mammals, with various dyes introduced into the

blood stream or under the meninges, say that "any procedure which

increases metabolic activity of cells insures a greater degree of intra-

vitam staining" or ingestion of trypan blue.

Matzumoto (38) reports that very dilute (0.00001 per cent) neutral

red or nile blue sulphate after 10 hours to 4 days stains characteristic

granules of corneal epithelium of the frog. He notes a general parallel

between activity of cells and presence of stain, the deeper basal swollen

and active cells (which are more acid, according to Unna (39) ) stain-

ing in many granules of all sizes, while there is progressively less stain-

ing in more superficial cells, and none at all in the flat polygonal cells of

the surface.

There are many points of likeness, also, between the processes of

fertilization (initiation of cell division) and of stimulation. Arbacia

eggs shortly after either natural or artificial fertihzation show a two to

three fold output of CO2 and of heat, a vastly increased Oo consump-

tion, a diminished electrical resistance (as in working striated nmsclc

(40), (30) ), an increased permeability to salts, water, natural pigments,

and an enhanced stainability with methylent> blue and neutral red (41).

The most deeply staining individual eggs divided first.

In the light of new observations and relevant literature basic vital

staining of different cells and tissues and of different parts of an axiate

organism may be understood tentatively as indicating differences in

staining condition more or Jess paralleling metnl)()li(' activity, which pro-

durcH MubstanceH with anion radicals capal)le of combining with posi-

tively charged ions. It is yet impossible to clearly dissociate this com-

bining capacity from accompanying and secondary (?) differences in

water content, ion content, and espi'cially in "iwrmeability." It has
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become increasingly obvious as this work progressed that a sharp dis-

tinction could hardly be drawn between chemical reactivity, combining

capacity, and permeability; and indeed a semi-permeable membrane is

not necessarily a definite, physically detachable, primarily static and

unchangeable structure, but should be and commonly is (5), (30), (42)

regarded as an integral part of the protoplasm, undergoing all of the

changes characteristic of living substance, and hence showing with it

similar modifications by agents in the medium as well as its alterations

during functional activity. In fact concentrated and exposed surface

protoplasm almost certainly participates in these changes even more

quickly and completely than less available, remoter, interior parts, and

the preliminary effect of an agent or physical condition (in compounds

produced, altered or destroyed, or in aggregation and solution effects,

etc.) may well facilitate or retard subsequent action and penetration of

the agent, or effectiveness of the physical condition. Thus surface

metabolism and condition may control general metabolism.

Semi-permeability is probably maintained by metabolic activity.

It is interesting to see that organisms killed by heat or alcohol stain

quite heavily in a fraction of the time required by a living individual,

and in the dead animal no gradient appears, but intake of stain is quite

uniform throughout, special sites of election being to all appearances

absent.

As staining and susceptibility follow each other closely in their re-

spective courses, it is readily conceivable and probably true that, though

cells apparently uninjured and with unaltered membrane take up the

stain, a state of excitation, such as we must suppose exists in a dominant

part, amounts substantially to a mild injury; that there are all degrees

of injury up to death itself; and that staining, like permeability, in-

creases in general after injury and as death approaches.

A region or state of dominance in an axiate organism is thus charac-

terized by possessing distinct differences in susceptibility, in regenera-

tive capacity (2), in respiratory activity (3), (43), in electrical poten-

tial (32), probably in catalase content or activity (44). Evidence of

differences in rate of vital staining or in permeability has been presented

in this paper. In most of these properties the dominant region

resembles any metaboHcally active or stimulated part. Whether it

resembles an actively functioning part in certain further respects is

yet to be determined. An examination for high water content may be

made by analysis; heat production may be measured in favorable forms

by some thermocouple device; and electrical conductivity may be

quantitatively determined.
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In view of the exact and extended parallels which may be drawn be-

tween the physiological state of the dominant region and that in any

stimulated region it is helpful to conceive of the dominant region in

general as a portion in a condition of more or less permanent tonus or

continuous partial stimulation, more highly irritable and more quickly

responsive than less active parts, and therefore as always activating or

stimulating subordinate levels. It responds to stimulation after a

briefer latent period, or period of restitution and recovery. Since its

activity is but little arrested after responses it is relatively non-fatiguing

(like nerve as compared with muscle), and because of these attributes

it possesses to a greater degree than other parts automatism and spon-

taneity, the capacity of "initiating" impulses.

SUMMARY

These researches were undertaken to determine further the nature,

characteristics and mode of action of metabolically active parts or

tissues, especially those of the "dominant" (cephalic, apical, anterior,

etc.) region, chiefly with the aid of a representative series of stains.

"The methods employed were those of direct susceptibility and differ-

ential vital staining.

1. Both basic and acid dyes were used, but with few exceptions

basic dyes alone were found to be sufficiently penetrating and toxic in

nearly neutral solutions to be effective.

2. Neutral salts and H ions in the medium retard visible staining

with basic stains; OH ions and higher temperature facilitate it, as do

also local injury and local healing.

3. Data are given, especially for methylene blue, demonstrating

more or less satisfactorily: a staining gradient, sometimes a decoloriza-

tion gradient, and always a disintegration gradient in the forms used,

including Paramecium, Dileptus gigas, Hydra oUgactis, several fhitworms

and oligochotes; and a staining gradient for the chick embryo. The
loci of highest general direct susceptibility to most agents and conditions

arc firfrt to stain visibly with the dyes, first to decolorize (in case color

is lost) as death approaches, and first to disintegrate at death.

4. The disintegration gradient with Ijasic dyes resembles that ob-

tained with acid.s; disintegration witii lethal aciil dyes n^scMnbles the

type obtained with alkalies and KNC (p. 361).

5. Basic dye color ions are positively charged, and cviih^itly arc

taken up by negatively charged colloids and other anions, which there is
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reason to believe are most numerous in metabolically active regions,

where acid substances are produced (pp. 378-380).

6. There is much collateral evidence to the effect that a difference in

permeability accompanies states and sites of greater metabolic activity;

but there appears to be little justification as yet for distinguishing

sharply between combining capacity and penetration power, or to

attempt to give priority to either.
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Among the questions pertaining to the behavior of water in the

body during fever is that of the changes in function in the digestive

glands. In this connection Meyer, Cohen and Carlson (1) showed

that the total quantity of the gastric secretion in human febrile cases

is reduced.

The present investigations upon dogs were undertaken to deter-

mine whether the curve of salivary secretion is also affected by fever,

and if so in what way. As saliva is not rapidly secreted by a resting

animal several hours after food, the procedure adopted was to deter-

mine the response to a standard dose of pilocarpine in normal animals,

repeating the procedure during fever after sufficient controls had been

obtained.

Methods. The following method of collecting saliva, similar to

that used by Pawlow, Cushny (2) and others was employed:

Under ether and stringent asepsis a permanent salivary fistula was

made in the right submaxillary (Wharton's) duct. This was done by

ligating the duct as far forward as possible and then suturing it to the

skin of the right submental region, after which it was incised. One

month or longer was allowed for heaHng before experimentation.

One-half milligram pilocarpine hydrochlorid per kilo body weight of

dog was selected as the standard dose. This amount was weighed

1 The expenses of this work were defrayed from a grant from the Bache Fund of

the National Academy of Sciences. The data are taken from a thesis presented

by one of the authors (B.P.F.) in candidacy for the degree of Doctor of Medicine,

Yale University, 1920.
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and freshly made up in 8 to 10 cc. of distilled water for each individual

experiment. Injections were made subcutaneously.

Throughout each experiment the animal was made to lie on a table

on its left side, so that the salivary fistula was on the upper side. The
fistula opening was then carefully wiped out and a small weighed

pledget of absorbent cotton applied. The saliva secreted was collected

by 5-minute periods upon such pledgets and the amount immediately

ascertained by reweighing in order to prevent loss by evaporation.

The secretion was thus observed for 10 minutes before and for 2 hours

after the injection of pilocarpine.

Attention should be called to a number of the precautions which

were taken. The dogs were disturbed as Httle as possible during the

course of the observations and would lie quietly on the table, often

even falling asleep. Furthermore the area surrounding the fistula

opening was kept free of hair at all times so that nothing was weighed

upon the tared cotton except the clean saliva. Besides this, great

care was taken to prevent any fluid frohi the mouth reaching the field

of operation and the saliva was blotted from the opening upon the

cotton with the slightest and most uniform pressure possible.

Throughout the entire series of experiments the animals were kept

on a standard diet consisting daily of canned meat, 8 ounces; bread,

4 ounces; lard, 2 ounces; water, as desired. The experiments were

usually begun from 16 to 20 hours after the daily meal. The animals

were allowed to run out of doors for several hours each day except in

bad weather.

Two dogs were used. Dog 1 was a male tan mongrel terrier hound

weighing 13 kgm. at the beginning of the pilocarpine experiments

and 13.8 kgm. at the end (see fig. 3). At the time of operation, one

month previous to the beginning of these experiments, he had weighed

12 kgm.

Dog 2 was a female black, short-haired mongrel weighing 7 kgm. at

the beginning of the pilocarpine experiments and G.7 kgm. at the end

(fig. 4). At the time of operation, however, 2 months previously, she

had weighed 8.25 kgm.

The pilocarpine injections were usually made at intervals of 2 or 3

days. One or two exceptions to this will be noted in figure 4.

The pro(hiction of fever was accomplished by the subcutaneous in-

ject ion of I cc. j)('r kilo of a coli vaccine (Lcdcrlo) containing 1,000,0(X)

million killed bacilli pc^r cubic centimeter. After injection the

tcniixyraturc was taken at hourly intervals until it had risen consider-
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ably. The determination of the salivary curve was then begun and
the standard dose of pilocarpine injected.

Results: The effect of repeated injections of pilocarpine in normal

dogs. Contrary to expectation it was necessary to repeat the injection

a number of times before a normal curve could be predicted within

reasonable limits. In both dogs the maximum secretion for any 5-

minute period was found to increase for a time with each successive

injection. Furthermore the same was found to be true of the total

saliva secreted within the standard period of 130 minutes. With re-

spect to the total secretion, however, (see figs. 3 and 4) the increments

in dog 2 were not very considerable after the first two injections.

These results are most clearly illustrated in figures 1 and 2, apply-

ing to dogs 1 and 2 respectively. The chronological order of the

curves, which are superimposed, can be seen at a glance by comparing

the respective maximum heights (the maximum usually occurred be-

tween the 25th and 40th minute of the experiment). In the case of

dog 2 is seen a tendency for the curves to fall away more steeply from

the maximum point; the greater the maximum secretion the steeper

was the fall, thus accounting for the comparatively slight increments

in the total secretion for each successive day (fig. 4). The failure of

the totals to keep pace with the maxima is attributed in this case to

the somewhat inferior nutritive condition of this dog.

From the above findings it is concluded that injections of pilocarpine

repeated at intervals of a few days continue to hypersensitize dogs to

the stimulating action of this drug upon the salivary secretion until

the submaxillary gland is at least twice as responsive as after the first

injection.

In order to determine whether this increasing hypersensitivity was

due to a functional hypertrophy, the submaxillary glands on both sides

of both dogs were removed at autopsy (subsequent to recovery from the

fever experiments) in order to determine if possible whether anatomical

hypertrophy was present. From neither the macroscopic findings nor

from the size and character of the various types of cells as compared

with those of normal dogs could any degree of anatomical hypertrophy

be definitely estabhshed.

Effects of pilocarpine, upon febrile dogs. The results obtained during

fever in each animal differed in some respects and will be described

separately.

Dog 1 . On the 26th day after the first injection of pilocarpine had

been made the animal weighed 13.9 kgm. and exhibited a temperature
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Tif. 1. Dog 1. 8*livary Mcretion under pilocarpine 0.5 mgm. per kilo. Subcutaneous injection a

Conre o( Itt day ( ); 13th day (-.-.-.-.-.); 17th day ( ); 2l8t day ( ). Ordiii!

gramt of saliva. AbaoiiMM: mioutes. (Note successivoly increasing maxima and total amounts of siili

Fig. 2. Dor. 2. Halivary secretion under pilocarpine 0.5 mgm. per kilo. Subcutaneous injection ii

Curve of 1st day ( ); 4th day (-.-.-.-.-.); 13th day ( ); 18th day ( ). Onlinntos: k<

of saliva. Abaeiwae: minutes. (Note successively increasing maxima. Total secretion did not incr

much after second injection (4th day).)

Kig, 3. I>ig I. (.'urves of total salivary secretion and of body weight on various days i)f pilocar

injections. Alnicissne: days. Ordinates: Kruiiin rtaliva or kilograms body woighi. Cniitiiiiioiis lino: t

secretion; broken line: btnly weight (the Hhort broken lino at the beginiiiiiK iudieatuH the wei^lit at t

of o|*eration). Day of coli injection indicated by arrow.

Fig. 4. I>>g 2. Knme as figure 3.

Fig, 5. Dog 1. Kalivar)' secretion under piloearpint* 0.5 mgm. per kilo. Subeiitancous injection ati

the normal animal and after induction of fever, ('nr^ f 'tl !•« ' );2(Mhday (fex-n ' —
'/7ih day (-.-.-.-.-.); .'WMh day ( ).

Fig, A. Dog2. Hi' -retlon under piloriirpiiie i;..> umm. |)tr kilo. iSnbeulnnenus iiijicii '

'

ml MtlltvtM t .iiiliK-lKiti iif f.iv«r ('iiriri« nf IHtli iliiv t ^ • •>(Hli il.iv (fi.vi.rl
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of 38.8°C. Fourteen cubic centimeters of coli suspension raised the

temperature to 40.1°C. in 4 hours. Determinations for the curve

of secretion were then begun and the pilocarpine was injected after

the usual two preHminary 5 minute periods. The effect of the fever

is best understood by a study of figures 3 and 5. Figure 3 shows that

the total secretion fell from 35.7 grams on the 24th day to 28.2 grams

on the fever (26th) day. There was a still further fall on the following

(27th) day, although the temperature had* returned to normal. In

the meanwhile, however, the animal had refused his daily ration, the

result of which is further seen in the weight curve (fig. 3, broken line).

On the 30th day the animal although still low in weight had entirely

recovered his power of response to pilocarpine, the total secretion for

that day amounting to 38.8 grams.

In figure 5 the curve of secretion during fever is indicated by the

continuous line, all of the other Hues being broken. It will be seen

that during the fever no marked secretion of saliva began until the 35th

minute of the experiment. The maximum was not reached until

the 95th minute, amounting to only 2.32 grams. This was lower than any

maximum for this dog since the 14th day, before much hypersensitiv-

ity had been acquired. The completeness of recovery from the febrile

condition is indicated by the curve of the 30th day (light dotted

line) which presents two peaks, the first being reached at the 25th

minute. Figure 5 should be compared with figure 1, in which other

normal curves for this dog are presented.

Dog 2. On the 20th day after pilocarpine injections had been

started in this dog, her weight was 7 kgm. and body temperature

38.1°C. To produce fever 7 cc. of the coli suspension were injected,

the temperature rising to 39.8°C. by the end of the 2nd hour. The
determinations for the curve of salivary secretion were then begun and

pilocarpine injected as usual. The results obtained agree substan-

tially with those on dog 1 during fever. The decrease in the height of

the total secretion is well shown in figure 4, while the continuous line

in figure 6 shows how low a maximum was reached . The maximum
secretion of 1.09 gram (lower than any maximum observed since the

first day of experimentation on this dog) was however attained with

but comparatively slight delay, occurring at the end of the 30th

minute.

On the following day the observations differed somewhat from those

on the corresponding day in dog 1 . Dog 2 exhibited on the day after

coli injection some loss of weight due to the refusal of food, a slight
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persistence of the febrile temperature, 38.8°C., being also observed.

The curve of salivary secretion obtained at this time was found to be

much higher than any of the pre-fever curves, the total amounting to

14.9 grams as against the greatest total of 11.5 grams on the 18th

experimental day. During this copious secretion of saliva the tem-

perature rose from 38.8° at the beginning to 39.7° at the end. On
the succeeding days the curve of salivary secretion decreased until on

the 27th day the pre-fever level was reached (11.1 grams).

Since in both dogs during the height of coli fever there occurred

not only a definite delay in the appearance of secretory stimulation

after pilocarpine, but also a marked reduction in the maximum se-

cretion for any 5 minute period as well as in the total secretion, it must

be concluded that the stimulation of sahvary secretion by pilocarpine

is less effective during fever.

The fever experiments were so conducted as to include the period

when Barbour and Howard (3) have found constantly the greatest

increase in the total solids of the blood as well as the highest tem-

perature in coli fever. It seems therefore unnecessary to attribute, as

others have done, the depression of secretion in fever to a somewhat

indefinite condition of "cloudy swelHng" of the glands. The paucity

of secretion can be perfectly well accounted for by the lack of avail-

able water in the circulation (4).

The difference between the two dogs in the effects of pilocarpine on

the day immediately after coli injection cannot at this time be account-

ed for. The one in which the fever still persisted (dog 2) exhibited a

very marked stimulation of secretion, while the one in which the tem-

perature had returned to normal (dog 1) secreted even less saliva than

on the day of coli injection. Unfortunately no data are available as

to the presence or absence of hydremia on these occasions. Undoubt-

edly both dogs were still in an abnormal condition; this is evidenced

by the return to the pre-fever level of salivary secretion a number of

days later, when the animals appeared to have recovered except for

the local effects of the injection.

The marked increase of temperature observed in dog 2 following

the pilocarpine injection on the day after coli injection can be account-

ed for readily by the copious loss of fluid from an animal already

febrile.

Chanois in the solid constituents of the saliva: In the second

dog it was attempted to (Ictcrmino whether any quantitative changes

occurred in the solid constituents of the saliva as the result of the
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injections on the various days. To this end estimations were

made of the total soHds as well as of the total inorganic salts. The
sample of saliva used in each case for this purpose was one of those

taken near or at the highest peak of the secretion curve. It was col-

lected in a weighed crucible held against the fistula opening. After

weighing to determine the percentage of total solids a combustion

was performed on the dried saliva and the total inorganic salts deter-

mined. Table 1 shows in the second and third columns the percent-

age changes in the solids and inorganic salts of the sample of saliva

tested. Assuming the saliva to be of constant composition through-

out the experiment we have calculated from the total saliva in 130

minutes (column 4) the total number of milligrams respectively of

solids and salts probably secreted in that time (columns 5 and 6).

TABLE 1

Analysis of saliva (dog 2)

DAT OP
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The data relative to the solid constituents are presented as a matter

of record rather than a basis for final conclusions regarding changes

in the composition of the saliva.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Salivary fistula dogs exhibit a gradually increasing sensitivity

to pilocarpine during a series of repeated injections at intervals of 2

or 3 da\-s. In two dogs the secretion increased with each experiment

until both the total for 2 hours and the figure for the maximum indi-

vidual o-minute period were more than doubled.

2. This gradually increasing sensiti\ity to pilocarpine has not yet

been explained.

3. Salivary response to pilocarpine becomes diminished during the

height of coli fever in dogs. This diminution occurs under conditions

in which an abnormally high concentration of the blood is known to

obtain.

4. The depression of secretions during fever should probably be at-

tributed rather to lack of available water than to "cloudy swelling"

of the secretory glands.
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According to Wooldridge (1), tissue fibrinogen forms part of the

fibrin it produces by action on the blood. This view has not been

generally accepted owing, in part at any rate, to a general neglect of

Wooldridge 's work since that work and the ideas back of it were not in

consonance with the current view of Schmidt (2) that clotting is due

primarily to fibrin ferment or thrombin set free from the leucocytes on

their disintegration. Morawitz (3) gave to tissue fibrinogen the name
of thrombokinase to indicate his belief that it was an activator of

thrombin. Fuld and Spiro (4) called it cytozym, supposing that it

was an enzyme supplied by the tissues or leucocytes which served

to activate prothrombin. The most recent view is found in the careful

work of Howell (5) and his pupils that it removes or neutralizes in some

way the antithrombin which is present in circulating blood. That

these later conceptions are probably incorrect, or rather perhaps incom-

plete, and that Wooldridge was correct, is indicated by what follows.

That tissue fibrinogen clots blood in some other manner than throm-

bin is supposed to do, is shown by its clotting both in vivo and in vitro,

whereas thrombin clots only in vitro This fact clearly indicates the

importance of tissue fibrinogen in blood clotting as it normally occurs,

that is, as the blood escapes from the vessels into the tissues. Wool-

dridge found that the addition of tissue fibrinogen to plasma increased

the yield of fibrin recovered therefrom, but he had not yet reached a

clear picture of the nature of the process of clotting and was ignorant

of the role of calcium. Schmidt pointed out that the addition

to plasma of the substance called by him paraglobuHn increased the

fibrin yield and he beUeved from this that paraglobuHn played animpor-

' This work was financially aided by the U. S. Public Health Service and the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York.
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tant part in clotting, but subsequent work on the clotting of fibrinogen

solutions in the absence of paraglobuUn has caused the general neglect

of the fact found by Schmidt.

It has been shown by Mills (6) that the active tissue coagulant is a

protein-phosphohpin compound probably consisting of about thirteen

phospholipin molecules united to one protein molecule. The protein

part alone and the whole compound have the solubilitj^ of globulins and

are negatively charged in neutral salt solution, where they exist prob-

ably as sodium salts. It will be shown in the present report that when
tissue fibrinogen is added to citrated plasma and clotting is then induced

by calcium addition, tissue fibrinogen enters apparently without change

into the fibrin formed and that only a part of the phospholipin of the

added coagulant can thereafter be extracted from the fibrin, thus

showing that the tissue fibrinogen is chemically bound. Analytical

data will be presented to show that the missing phospholipin is present

in the fibrin in a non-extractable form. It will also be shown that

calcium is present in the fibrin in amounts varying somewhat with the

composition of the fibrin. From these facts a diagram is given of the

possible structure of fibrin molecules.

1 . Is the active coagulant a true tissue fibrinogen? A fibrinogen may
be defined as any organic albuminous substance capable of entering

directly into fibrin formation, and to be found in the fibrin produced.

We will now present evidence that this tissue coagulant is a true fibrino-

gen according to the above definition.

In all the experiments which follow horse plasma was used. The
blood was drawn directly into vessels containing sufficient potassium

citrate to give a final concentration of 0.5 per cent, the corpuscles

allowed to sediment in the ice box and the clear plasma used. Such

plasma required 0.35 cc. of 1 per cent CaCU solution for each 1 cc. of

plasma in order to get the quickest possible clotting at 40*0. but we
actually employed an equivalent amount of 5 per cent CaCl^ (7 cc.

per 100 cc. plasma) to lessen the volume added. Citrate was used in

preparing the plasma in the hope that there would be no calcium pre-

cipitate; in the fibrin except that of the fibrin molecule.

The clots were allowed to stand at 40°C. for about 30 minutes after

gelation to insure a completion of the process, and were tluMi cut up

with a knift; and iK)un'(l on large filtxus to drain. After standing in the

ice box and draining ofT practically all the serum, the fibrins were

thoronglily maccrut(Ml on a fine steel screen with a steel spatula. These

finely shrc'ddcMlfibrins, after washing willi ().!) per cent NaCl until free
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from soluble proteins, and with distilled water until the washings were

free from NaCl, were dried at 100°C. to a constant weight, and kept

for analysis.

All tissue extracts used were sedimented for at least 24 hours in the

ice box at 2°C. before being used, so as to leave little chance for having

present anything except dissolved substances or those in a very fine

state of suspension. The tissue fibrinogen was prepared from calf

lung except in a few instances which are noted.

Some of the lung extracts were made from dried lung and others

from fresh lung tissue as noted. In making the extracts from the

dried lung (dried at room temperature) the lung was powdered and

extracted with 0.9 per cent NaCl solution. To get an extract saturated

with the lung proteins not over 4 cc. of the salt solution should be used

for each gram of dried tissue. This gives a solution containing usually

about 1.8 per cent of protein. With the fresh tissue about 2 cc. of salt

solution for each gram of tissue yields a saturated extract. Such an

extract of fresh lung contains about 2 per cent of protein. The fresh

tissue was hashed in a meat grinder, ground well with sand in a mortar,

the salt solution added and, after standing 10 to 30 minutes at room
temperature, the extract was drained off through several layers of

cheesecloth. After 24 hours sedimentation in cylinders at 2° to 3°C.

these extracts showed little tendency to form further deposits. They
were opalescent.

The extracts actually used were generally approximately saturated,

but being made in part from dried lung not always powdered to the

same degree of fineness and in part from fresh lung, they contained

varying amounts of protein. The amounts are specified in each case.

We have found that lung extracts contain roughly four times as much
globulin as albumin, that is, a saturated lung extract containing 2 per

cent protein would contain 0.4 per cent albumin and 1.6 per cent

globulin. As was pointed out in an earlier paper, the entire globulin

fraction appears to be a single globulin, tissue fibrinogen.

In the analytical work the following methods were used

:

For phosphorus: Pemberton-Ne^imann.

For nitrogen : Arnold-Gunning Modification of the Kjeldahl.

For calcium : The dried fibrins were first mixed with fusion mixture

and ignited gently until white. The mass was then dissolved in 10 per

cent HCl and Lyman 's method (7) for determining the calcium followed

from that point.

For phospholipin : Prolonged extraction with boiling 80 per cent

and 95 per cent alcohol and absolute ether.
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In the following series of experiments about 700 cc. of plasma were

used in each experiment ; where the amount was different from this, the

yield of fibrin has been computed by proportionality for 700 cc. plasma

in table 1 to make comparison of yield of fibrin more easy.

Inasmuch as the experiments consist in the comparison of the amounts

of fibrin recovered from various samples of plasma with and without the

addition of lung extract, the question arose as to the variation in

amount of fibrin recoverable from the same sample of citrated horse

plasma after standing for vai-j-ing times. On testing this out it was

found that the amount of fibrin yielded by such plasma varied widely,

i.e., from 4.937 grams to 1.6975 gram for 700 cc. plasma, depending on

the length of time the plasma was left standing in the ice box before

using. There occurred a slow sedimentation, probably of the blood

platelets or A-fibrinogen of Wooldridge, but there also took place in this

layer of sediment a slow fibrin formation. After two weeks' standing

of plasma at 3°C, this layer in the bottom of the flask was typical

fibrin, while the supernatant plasma showed a greatly diminished fibrin

yield on clotting by calcium addition. It is probable that the fibrin

formation was caused by the presence of a slight amount of

ionized calcium, the citrate being less effective in binding the calcium

than is oxalate. No such fibrin formation takes place in plasma con-

taining 0.5 per cent oxalate.

Inasmuch as the amount of fibrin varied so widely depending on the

age of the citrated plasma, it was necessary in the following experi-

ments to compare always the yield of fibrin under different conditions

in a single sample of plasma. In this manner the variations were not of

importance in interpreting the results, since controls were run for each

series of experiments, and each series represents experiments carried

out simultaneously. That the method of fibrin determination is

accurate to within 1 per cent is shown by scries G.

In series A the plasma stood 3 days before using; in scries B, 5 days;

in scries C, 4 days; in series D, 3 days; in series E and F, about 10 days;

in scries G, about 2 weeks; and in series H, 1 day.

The first experiments, series A, 1,2 and 3, show the great increase in

fibrin yield produced by adding vaiying ciuantities of the extract of

fresh lung tissue. Thus in experiment 1 , 700 cc. plasma yielded without

addition 4.110 grams fibrin; in experiment 2, in which 00 cc. fresh

luHK extract had been added to 700 cc. [)lasina, 4.502 grums fibrin were

obtained; in experiment 3, the addition of 700 cc. of the same lung

extract caUHcd an increase of yield of the fibrin to i\.7i\\) gnuns, an in-

crease of 64.0 per cent.
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The addition then of tissue fibrinogen (lung extract) to the plasma

yielded a much firmer clot and a great increase in the amount of fibrin,

the increases in later experiments varying up to 152 per cent, depending

on the freshness of the lung tissue used and the concentration of the

active substance in the plasma.

Series A: Experiment 1. Seven hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 700

cc. 0.9 per cent NaCl + 49 cc. 5 per cent CaCh. Clotted in 4 minutes at 40° C.

Normal control for fibrin yield from plasma. Weight of washed fibrin obtained

:

4.116 grams.

Phospholipin extractable from this fibrin 2.38 per cent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction 0.127 per cent

Calcium content before phospholipin extraction 0.126 per cent

Experiment 2. Seven hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 60 cc. lung extract

(made from fresh lung and containing 1.7 per cent proteins ) + 640 cc. 0.9 per cent

NaCl + 49 cc. 5 per cent CaCU. Clotted in 10 seconds at 40°C.

Weight of washed fibrin obtained 4.502 grams

Increase in fibrin yield above normal 9.38 per cent

Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 4.37 per cent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction 0.154 per cent

Calcium content before phospholipin extraction 0.186 per cent

Experiment S. Seven hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 700 cc. lung

extract (same as used in experiment 2) + 49 cc. 5 per cent CaCh. Clotted in 10

seconds at 40°C.

Weight of washed fibrin obtained 6.769 grams

Increase in fibrin yield above normal 64.46 percent

Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 12.48 percent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction 0.493 percent

Calcium content before phospholipin extraction 0.121 per cent

In order to discover whether the power of the extract to increase

fibrin yield was dependent on the amount of phospholipin-protein

compound present, or whether the protein without the phospholipin

had the same power, experiment 4 was tried In this experiment the

dried lung tissue had been partially extracted with benzene before

extraction with NaCl so as to remove some of the phospholipin. In

this case 5.273 grams fibrin were obtained, an increase of only 28.11

per cent as compared with 64.46 per cent in experiment 3, but the pro-

tein solution added was less than half as concentrated. The amount of

protein added, however, was five times that in experiment 2, but the

yield was increased only 2^ times.

Experiment 4- Seven hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 700 cc. lung extract

(described below) + 49 cc. 5 per cent CaCla. Clotted in 6^ minutes at 40°C.

Weight of washed fibrin obtained 5:273 grams

Increase in fibrin yield above normal 28. 11 per cent

Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 6.22 per cent
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The lung extract used in experiment 4 was made from lung tissue

from which the phospholipin had been partially exhausted as follows:

Calf lung tissue, dried at room temperature and powdered, was treated

with benzene at room temperature (200 cc. benzene for 100 grams
dried lung) for about 2 minutes. It was then freed from benzene and
extracted with 0.9 per cent XaCl and the extract sedimented. The
extract after sedimentation contained 0.7 per cent proteins. Such

brief benzene extraction removed about 4.8 per cent of phospholipins,

so that, whereas the dried lung tissue formerly contained 22.82 per

cent phosphoHpin, it now had only 18.00 per cent. It will be shown
in a separate paper on anticoagulants that this 4.8 per cent phosphohpin

comes mostly from the tissue fibrinogen of the lung tissue, the phos-

pholipin of the remainder of the lung coming off with much greater

difficult3^ Thus extraction with benzene at room temperature for

days cannot reduce the phospholipin content of the dried lung below

about 15 per cent.

Since this experiment showed that rertioval of a portion of the phos-

phohpin from tissue fibrinogen markedly reduced its power of entering

into fibrin formation, experiment 5 was tried in which the phosphohpin

was more thoroughly extracted from dried lung tissue by benzene. The
yield of fibrin (exper. 5) was now reduced to only 4.314 grams or 4.81

per cent increase in place of 28.11 per cent above, although the amount
of protein added was almost twice that in experiment 4.

Experiment 5. Seven hundred cubic centimeter plasma -f 700 cc. hmg extract

made as indicated below + 49 cc. 5 per cent CaCh. Clotted in 30 minutes at

40»C.

Weight of washed fibrin obtained 4.314 grams

Increase in fibrin yield over normal 4.81 percent

Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 3. 14 per cent

The lung extract used was made from lung tissue extracted with benzene at

room temperature for 4 days, with change of the benzene 2 or 3 times a day.

Such extraction reduced the phospholipin content of tlie lung tissue from 22.82

per cent to 15.27 per cent. The saline extract used above contained 1.33 per cent

protein.

Finally the dried lung was completely extracted with benzene as in

experiment 5, .'ind then the phospholipin protein compound remaining

in the Kulinc extract of tlu^ defatted lung was removed by can^ful pro-

cipitfttion with N/2 H3SO4, leaving tlu^ protein free from phospholipin

in Kolution. This extract was then added and although it contained

0.7 JKT cent protein, approximately tlu; same as experiment 4, it no

longer caused cougnlMtioii of Mood, but inhibited it (exper. G). The
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fibrin yield after several days standing was so small as to be negligible.

The fibrinogen remained unaltered in the solution and could be clotted

by addition of active lung extract.

Experiment 6. Three hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 300 cc. lung extract

(described below) + 21 cc. 5 per cent CaCh.
Only a fine fibrin network present after several days' standing. It was possible

to induce clotting by addition of active lung extract.

The lung extract used above was made by taking the saline extract of benzene
extracted lung, such as was used in experiment 5, and adding N/2H2SO4 to give

a calculated concentration af about N/500. A portion of the globulin content
of the extract precipitated at this point. This precipitated material contained

about 13 per cent phospholipin, instead of the 41.6 per cent normally present

in a precipitate obtained in a similar manner from active lung extracts. The
solution remaining after removal of this precipitate contained 0.7 per cent pro-

tein, about half of which was globulin containing less than 1 per cent phospholipin.

This globulin represented the active anticoagulant, or the part of the tissue

fibrogen from which the phospholipin was most completely removed by the ben-
zene extraction.

This series of experiments demonstrates two points : First, whereas

a relatively small amount of lung extract will produce a maximal
acceleration of the clotting process (exper. 2), the increase in the fibrin

yield over normal is far less than when a larger amount of lung extract

is used (9.38 per cent fibrin increase in exper. 2, as contrasted with 64.46

per cent increase in exper. 3). Second, partial removal of the phospho-

lipin from the tissue fibrinogen by benzene, which leaves the protein as

soluble as before (the difference in concentration of the extracts being

due to alteration in fineness of the pulverized material and to variation

in length of time of extraction), causes the lung extract to be much less

effective in increasing the fibrin yield of a plasma, and causes the

clotting time to be lengthened beyond normal. If the tissue fibrinogen

still containing phospholipin in these extracts be removed by acid

precipitation, then the remaining solution is so strongly antithrombic as

almost entirely to inhibit fibrin formation in the recalcified plasma.

It is possible to fraction this antithrombin solution and get a product

which greatly delays fibrin formation, only a small amount of the fibrino-

gen being changed to fibrin after several days' standing. The anti-

coagulant action of this protein is considered in a forthcoming paper.

It is interesting to compare the increase in weight of the fibrin ob-

tained with the amount of tissue fibrinogen added. Thus in experiment

2, series A, the actual increase obtained was 0.386 gram. There were

added 60 cc. lung extract containing 17 per cent protein or 1.02 gram
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protein of which about 0.8 gram was tissue fibrinogen. Of the total

fibrinogen added 0.386 gram reappeared in the fibrin or 47 per cent of

that added. In experiment 3, series A, there were added roughly 12

times as much tissue fibrinogen or about 9.6 per cent grams. The
increase in fibrin was 2.653 grams or roughly a sevenfold increase in the

amount of tissue fibrinogen bound in the fibrin. Since this tissue

extract was made by simple salt extract of fresh lung tissue it con-

tained albumins, approximately 20 per cent of the proteins, as well as

tissue fibrinogen, the latter comprising its entire globulin content. It

is clear that a considerable proportion of the tissue fibrinogen went into

the fibrin either by a chemical or physical union during the clotting.

A second series of experiments (series B) similar to those of series A
was now tried and very similar results were obtained, but in experi-

ment 3 the increase in fibrin yielded was even higher than before and

amounted to 80.9 per cent.

Series B: Experiment 1. One thousand cubic centimeters plasma + 1000 cc.

0.9 per cent NaCl + 70 cc. 5 per cent CaCh. Clotted in 4 minutes at 40°C. Nor-
mal control for fibrin yield.

Weight of fibrin obtained 5.348 grams
Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 0.57 per cent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction 0.09 percent
Calcium content before phospholipin extraction 0.125 per cent

Experiment 2. Fifteen hundred cubic centimeter plasma + 1500 cc. lung

extract (made from fresh lung tissue and containing 2.0 per cent proteins) + 1350

cc. 0.9 per cent NaCl + 105 cc. 5 per cent CaClj. Clotted in 15 seconds at 40°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 8.656 grams

Increase in fibrin yield over normal 7.9 per cent

Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 2.91 per cent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction 0.161 per cent

Calcium content after phospholipin extraction 0.110 per cent

In this experiment the minimum amount of lungextract capable of producing

maximal acceleration of clotting was used, and an increase of 7.9 per cent in the

fibrin yield obtained as against 9.38 per cent increase in experiment 2 of series A.

Experiment S. Five hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 500 cc. lung extract

(same aa used in experiment 2 above) + 35 cc. 5 per cent CaCU. Clotted in 15

seconds at 40'*C

Weight of fibrin obtained 4.8375 grams
Increase in fibrin yield over noral 80.9 per cent

Phoiipholipin extractable from fibrin 17.55 per cent

PhoophoruH content after phospholipin extraction 0.383 per cent

Calcium content before phospholipin extraction 0.141 percent

AlthouRh Mills has stated in a previous pnpcr ((>) Hint the albumins

of tissue extracts are inactive as regards blood clotting, we thougiit it
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best to insert another series of experiments to prove beyond doubt that

these fibrin increases are not due to the albumin content of the extracts

but only to the globulin content, i.e., tissue fibrinogen. The following

series (series C) proves these points. None of the fibrins of this series

have been analyzed as yet.

Series C: Experiment 1. Six hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 600 cc. 0.9

per cent NaCl + 42 cc. 5 per cent CaCh. Clotted in 2 minutes 50 seconds at 41°C^
Normal control for fibrin yield.

Weight of fibrin obtained 2.2750 grams
Experiment 2. Three hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 300 cc. lung extract

(made from fresh calf lung and containing 1.8 per cent coagulable protein) + 21

cc. 5 per cent CaCh. Clotted in 10 seconds at 37°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 2 . 3470 grams
Increase in fibrin yield over normal 106.3 percent

Experiment 3. Three hundred cubic centimeters plasnia + 300 cc. pure coagu- n/
lant (as described below) + 21 cc. 5 per cent CaCU. Clotted in 10 seconds at 35°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 2.9425 grams
Increase in fibrin yield over normal 158.7 percent

The pure coagulant solution contained 1.23 per cent coagulable protein and
was made as follows : a portion of the same lung extract as was used in experiment

2 was diluted with an equal volume of distilled water and precipitated by adding

N/2 H2SO4 in proper amount. The precipitate was collected and washed in

distilled water by sedimenting and decanting until all soluble albumins were
removed. The precipitate was then dissolved in 0.9 per cent NaCl solution with

the aid of N /2 NaOH sufficient to give a calculated strength of N /500.

It is seen from the above data that this preparation retains its acceler-

ating action on clotting and gives a still greater increase in the fibrin

yield than did the original lung extract although the concentration of

tissue fibrinogen in the two solutions probably differed by less than 0.2

per cent. Out of 3.69 grams of pure coagulant used in experiment 3,

1.805 gram, or bout 50 per cent, was bound in the fibrin, while in experi-

ment 2 only 1.2095 grams out of 5.4 grams of protein of lung extract

were so bound.

Experiment 4. Two hundred cubic centimeter plasma + 200 cc. albumins of <

lung extract (containing 0.464 per cent coag. protein ) + 14 cc. 5 per centCaCh. v

Clotted in 3 miniiies^ 37°C. -»,... .
--'

Weight of fibrin obtained. -. .0.6910 gram
The albumin solution used was made by removing the globulin from lung

extract by half saturation with (NH4)2 SO4, then obtaining the albumins by

complete saturation, redissolving the albumins in water and dialyzing till free

from (NH4)2S04. Dialysis is necessary, as the amount of sulphate present retards

clotting to a marked degree.
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It is seen here that the albumins alone have practically no effect on

the speed of clotting. The fibrin yield is even a httle less than normal;

thus the normal yield was 0.3791 gram per 100 cc. plasma, while the

j-ield here was only 0.3455 gram per 100 cc. plasma.

This series of experiments demonstrates clearly that the tissue

fibringen, and that alone, enters into the fibrin formation, the albumins

being totalh* inactive in this respect.

Ha\'ing thus shown that tissue fibrinogen enormously' increases the

amount of fibrin, the question arises as to how it does so. The first

suggestion is, of course, that it is simply entangled in the clot mechani-

cally. The particles of tissue fibrinogen must be quite large even for

colloids. Thus the solution even after sedimentation is opalescent

and on filtering quickly clogs a filter, even a rather coarse one. It

cannot be filtered through a bougie. This clogging maj' not be mechani-

cal. It is quite possible that union occurs between the paper or the

bougie, both of which are electro-negative, and the calcium or some

other polyvalent electro-positive part of the tissue fibrinogen helps

hold the latter in the filter. But in spite of this possibiUty certainly

the first suggestion occurring to one is that the union is purely mechanical

with the fibrin. Were this the case it ought to be possible to dissolve

it out readily from the clot with salt solution, since it is easily, quickly

and completely removed from dried lung tissue in this way, and also the

phospholipin ought to be as readily and completely removable as it is

from the dried tissue fibrinogen. The fact that it cannot be washed

out with salt solution from the fibrin, and that a portion of the phos-

pholipin cannot be extracted even on prolonged boiling with alcohol,

as will be .shown in a moment, indicates pretty plainly that the tissue

fibrinogen is not simply mechanically entangled butisfirmly chemically

bound in the fibrin.

However, before taking this up, we tried first some experiments with

other inert colloidal dispersions which were certainly as coarse as tissue

fibrinogen, to see if they would similarly increase the weight of fibrin.

The first which we tried was starch solution 0.4 per cent. It will be

obflorved, series D, experiment 2, tiiat the addition of an equal quantity

of 0.4 per cent boiled Htarch solution only increased the fibrin yield

3.66 per cent, as contrasted with a 28 to 80 per cent increase when an

equal volume of tisHue fibrinogen solution was adchMJ. As the starch

paste is only 0.2 jht cent im contru.stcd with 1.0 per (H'nt for the tissue

extract in experiment 3, a better compariHon is made with expcM-iment 2,

•eriea A. Here tiic concentration of tissue fibrinogen in the linal mix-
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ture was only about 0.05 per cent yet the increase in fibrin was over

9 per cent. While, therefore, a small part of the increase might be due

to the impossibility of washing out the tissue fibrinoge-n, yet the experi-

ment indicates that the greater part of the increase is due to something

else than mechanical entanglement.

Series D: Experiment 1. Seven hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 700 cc.

0.9 per cent NaCl + 49 cc. 5 per cent CaCh. Clotted in 4 minutes at 40°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 4. 146 grams
Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 3.00 per cent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction 0.127 per cent

Calcium content after phospholipin extraction 0.130 per cent

Experiment 2. Four hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 400 cc. 0,4 per cent

starch paste (well boiled) + 28 cc. 5 per cent CaCh. Clotted in 4 minutes at 40°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 2.456 grams
Increase in fibrin yield over normal 3.66 per cent

Eighty-seven thousandth gram of starch, out of the 1.6 grams added, was bound
in the fibrin. This experiment was inserted in order to test the effectiveness of

our washing of the fibrins. It is seen here that inert suspended particles are not

held in the fibrin to any great extent, even where the particles are so large as these

of starch.

Experiment 3. Seven hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 700 cc. lung extract

(made from dried lung several weeks after drying, and containing 2.09 per cent

proteins) + 49 cc. 5 per cent CaCU. Clotted in 20 seconds at 40°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 6. 1675 grams

Increase in fibrin yield over normal 48.8 per cent

Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 14.77 per cent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction... 0.206 percent

Calcium content after phospholipin extraction 0.133 per cent

We next tried the effect of another tissue extract, namely liver extract.

The results show that this extract also increases the yield but not more

than lung extract although it contains nearly three times as much
protein.

Series E: Experiment 1. Four hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 400 cc.

0.9 per cent NaCl + 28 cc. 5 per cent CaCU. Clotted in 4 minutes at 40°C.

Normal control for fibrin yield.

Weight of fibrin obtained 1 . 4387 grams

No analysis of this fibrin.

Experiment 2. Four hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 400 cc. liver extract

(made from fresh calf liver and containing 5.9 per cent proteins) + 28 cc. 5 per

cent CaCl2. Clotted in 3 minutes 45 secgnds at 40°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 2.4933 grams

Increase in fibrin yield over nonnal 73.2 per cent

Weight of liver proteins bound in fibrin: 1.0546 grams or 4.74 per cent of the

total proteins of the liver extract.
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Experiment S. Three hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 300 cc. lung extract

(made from fresh calf lung and containing 1.82 per cent proteins )+ 21 cc. 5 per

cent CaClj. Clotted in 50 seconds at 40°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 2.720 grams

Increase in fibrin yield over normal 152.1 per cent

Weight of lung proteins bound in fibrin : 1.641 grams or 30.1 per cent of the total

proteins of the lung extract.

This series demonstrates the effects of Hver and lung extract in increas-

ing the fibrin yield from a given plasma. Liver extract has only a slight

accelerating action on clotting as contrasted to the effect of lung ex-

tract. Although the liver extract was more than 3 times as rich in

proteins as the lung extract, still it increased the fibrin yield less than

half as much (73.2 per cent increase from liver extract, and 152.1 per

cent from the lung extract). Thirty and one-tenth per cent of the pro-

teins of lung extract were bound in the fibrin, as contrasted with 4.47 per

cent of the proteins of the liver extract. So far as precipitation reac-

tions and appearances go, the globulin fractions of the two extracts

are exactly ahke, but the phospholipins extractable from these two

globulins are very different in nature. The phospholipin from the lung

globulin is a reddish brown substance, very hygroscopic, and very

readily emulsified in water. That from the liver globulin is more

yellowish in nature, much less hygroscopic, and almost impossible to

emulsify in water. The protein fractions of the two globulins are

alike in that they both strongly inhibit blood clotting in vitro or in vivo,

and may be made to accelerate normal clotting by being joined to lung

cephalin.

The differences noted in this series in regard to the fibrin yields re-

sulting from use of liver and lung extracts are probably due to a differ-

ence in the nature of the phospholipins. This would certainly indicate

that a direct chemical union is occurring in the fibrin formation and
that the phospholipin is intimately concerned in that union.

Still more e\idence that the increase of yield is due to chemical

union was obtained by studying the increase due to the addition to the

plasma of a boiled egg albumin suspension, egg white solution and
KC'lntin (HoricK F and O). While a decided increase (30.5 per cent) was
obtained with the boiled egg white it was only about half as great as

with a corn'Kponding lung extract of the same protein content, and the

un))oilr(l j'gg white givcH only a small increa.se (4.9 per cent) as con-

trnMtfd with W) to 70 ]»'r cent in the; tissue fibrinogen. Moreover the

pifcipitiited coagulati I • xn white may be bound chemically in the

fibrin nl»M) kImci' it f '

< tro-negative and is easily precipitated by
calciutii.
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In the case of gelatin, none was held in the fibrin clot so firmly that

it could not be readily washed out.

Now tissue fibrinogen is very readily soluble in salt solution, just

as is gelatin, and were it simply entangled it ought to be as easily

removed.

Series F: Experiment 1. Four hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 400 cc.

0.9 per cent NaCl + 28 cc. 5 per cent CaClj. Clotted in 3 minutes 50 seconds at

40°C.

Normal control for fibrin yield.

Weight of fibrin obtained 1 . 5705 grams
Experiment 2. Three hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 300 cc. egg albumin

suspension + 21 cc. 5 per cent CaClj. Clotted in 3 minutes 10 seconds at 40°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 1 . 6445 grams

Increase in fibrin yield over normal 39.5 per cent

The egg albumin suspension used was made by diluting fresh egg white with

5 times its volume of distilled water, stirring well, filtering, and boiling without

stirring. This gave a milky suspension of the egg albumin, showing no sediment

on 24 hours' standing, and being non-filterable through filter paper. It contained

2.12 per cent protein.

Of the 6.36 grams of suspended protein present here at the time of

clotting, 0.4666 gram, or 7.33 per cent, was bound in the fibrin. This

may be contrasted with the experiments where lung extract was used,

in which usually about 30 per cent of the proteins of the extract were

bound in the fibrin.

Series G: Experiment 1. Two hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 200 cc.

0.9 per cent NaCl + 14 cc. 5 per cent CaCU. Clotted in 5 minutes at 40°C.

Normal control for fibrin yield.

Weight of fibrin obtained 0.4895 gram
Experiment 2. Two hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 200cc. 0.9 per cent

NaCl + 14 cc. 5 per cent CaCla. Clotted in 5 minutes at 40°C.

Normal control for fibrin yield.

Weight of fibrin obtained 0.4849 gram
Experiment 3. One hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 100 cc. egg white

solution (described below) + 7 cc. 5 per cent CaCl2. Clotted in 4 minutes at 42°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 0.2555 gram

Increase in fibrin yield over normal 4.9 per cent

The egg white solution was made by mixing fresh egg white with 4 volumes of

distilled water and filtering. It contained 2.6 per cent protein. About 4.6 per

cent of this protein was bound in the fibrin formed.

Experiment 4- Two hundred cubic centimeter plasma + 200 cc. 2 per cent

gelatin solution + 14 cc. 5 per cent CaCU. Clotted in 5 minutes at 42°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 0.4885 gram

Apparentlj' none of the gelatin was bound in the fibrin.
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This series shows, first, that the method of washing and obtaining the

fibrin is accurate to within 1 per cent (expers. 1 and 2) ; and second,

that protein solutions of about the same concentration as the tissue ex-

tracts used have httle or no influence on the fibrin yield from a given

plasma. Thus the fibrin yield in experiment 4 fell between the two

normal controls, while experiment 3 with the egg white solution showed

4.9 per cent more fibrin than the higher one of the two normals. We
conclude that the addition of other soluble proteins, such as fresh egg

white and gelatin, to the plasma does not noticeably increase the fibrin

jneld.

Addition of non-filterable suspensions of inert insoluble substances,

such as boiled diluted egg white and starch paste, causes some increase

in the fibrin yield probably due to difl^iculty of washing the particles

out, but the percentage of the total added material that is held in the

fibrin is very much less than the percentage of the proteins of lung

extract similarly bound. Thus 5.43 per cent of the added starch

paste was held in the fibrin; 7.33 per cent of the boiled diluted egg

white; and 30 per cent of the proteins of lung extract.

If the tissue extract is relatively inactive in accelerating coagulation

it gives also a corresponding smaller increase in fibrin. Liver extract

had 4.47 per cent of its protein content bound in the fibrin, giving a

73.2 per cent increase in the fibrin jaeld with a slight acceleration in

time, while the lung extract had 30 per cent of its proteins bound and

gave an increase of 152.1 per cent in the fibrin yield with a tremendous

acceleration in rate (series E).

These facts clearly indicate that the active coagulant of lung extract

enters chemically into fibrin formation rather than that it is merely

held mechanically. This being the case, the substance may truly be

called a fibrinogen, and it was therefore rightly named "tissue fibrino-

gen" many years ago by Wooldridge.

f . Part of the phospholipiii of the added tissue fibrinogen is hound in

the fibrin in a non-extractahle form. If the tissue fibrinogen were held

in the fibrin only mechanically, it should be possible to extract its whole

phoAphoIipin content, since before union with blood fibrinogen the phos-

pholipin may be removed from it very readily by lipoid solvents. It

wa« found, however, tluit in every rase only a part of Ihe pliospholipiii

calculated from the gain of weight as being present in the fil)rin, could

be extracted even on prolonged treatment with boiling 80 per cent and

06 per cent alcohol and absolute etlier. The values for t lie " calculat (>(1

photphoHpin" percentage in the fibrins W(;re obtained by t.-iUing -ll.C)
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per cent of the increase in fibrin weight, adding to this the weight of

phosphohpin to be extracted from the normal fibrin, and dividing this

weight of phosphohpin by the total fibrin weight. It was shown in a

previous paper (6) that the purified coagulant contains 41.6 per cent

phosphohpin.

The following experiments (series H) show the analyses of fibrinogen

and of fibrin after varying proportions of tissue fibrinogen have been

added.

Series H : Experiment 1. Several grams of blood fibrinogen were prepared for

analysis by adding to citrated horse plasma an equal volume of saturated NaCl
solution, redissolving the precipitate in distilled water and reprecipitating twice,

washing in I saturated NaCl solution several times, and finally freeing from salt

by coagulating by boiling and washing in distilled water.

This fibrinogen yielded 0.71 per cent phospholipin; after extraction it still

contained 0.1 12 per cent P and 0.092 per cent Ca. Nitrogen content before extrac-

tion was 16.54 per cent, and afterwards was 16.62 per cent.

Experiment 2. Eight hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 800 cc. 0.9 per cent

NaCl + 56 cc. 5 per cent CaCl2. Clotted in 3 minutes at 42°C. (Control for

fibrin yield.)

Weight of fibrin obtained 5.642 grams
Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 1.72 per cent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction 0.127 per cent

Calcium content before phospholipin extraction 0.129 per cent

Nitrogen content before phospholipin extraction 15.74 percent
Nitrogen content after phospholipin extraction 16.14 per cent

Experiment 3. Eight hundred cubic centimeters plasma + 800 cc. lung extract

(2.06 per cent protein) + 56 cc. 5 per cent CaCl2 Clotted in 23 seconds at 42°C.

Weight of fibrin obtained 7.652 grams
Increase in fibrin yield over normal 34.03 per cent

Phospholipin extractable from fibrin 7.50 per cent

Phosphorus content after phospholipin extraction 0.209 per cent

Calcium content before phospholipin extraction 0.120 per cent

Nitrogen content before phospholipin extraction 15.18 per cent

Nitrogen content after phospholipin extraction 15.76 per cent

The lung extract used in this experiment was made from dried calf lung that

had stood in the laboratory for several weeks and so had lost considerable of its

activity. Thus clotting occurred after 23 seconds as contrasted with 10 seconds

in series A, and the fibrin yield was increased here only 34.03 per cent.

This series was carried out in order to get fibrinogen, normal fibrin,

and fibrin containing tissue fibrinogen, all from the same sample of

plasma, for analysis and comparison. The results of all the analyses

will be found summarized in table 1.
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TABLE 1

Results of fibrin -analyses
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1. Nitrogen determinations (Arnold-Gunning modification of Kjel-

dahl method) before and after phospholipin extraction by boiling

alcohol, ether, etc., gave these results in series H

:

Exper. 1. Fibrinogen

Exper. 2. Normal fibrin

Exper. 3. Fibrin with 34 per cent increase due to tis

sue fibrinogen

NITBOQEN
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the phospholipin alone and that httle else of the added tissue extract

could possibly be concerned.

3. Further proof that there is some phospholipin in the fibrin in a

non-extractable form is suppHed by extraction of such fibrins following

digestion by hpase-free trypsin solutions. Considerable additional

phosphohpin may be extracted following such digestion, but the experi-

ment has not as yet been sufficiently controlled to supply exact data.

The results will be given later.

The evidence appears to the writers to be conclusive that in the union

of tissue fibrinogen to blood fibrinogen, a certain amount of the phos-

pholipin of the tissue fibrinogen is bound in the fibrin in a non-extract-

able form. It is difficult to see how this could be brought about unless

the phosphohpin had taken on an additional point of attachment to

hold it more firmly in the fibrin molecule, this new attachment probably

being to the blood fibrinogen, directly or indirectly, Tliis impossibihty

of extraction of the phospholipins even by boihng alcohol is the more

striking when it is remembered that the phospholipin may be extracted

from the tissue fibrinogen alone with great ease and even by the use of

benzene at room temperature.

S. How are tissue and blood fibrinogen united in fibrinformation f Cal-

cium percentages. It being apparent that a chemical union does take

place between tissue and blood fibrinogen during clotting—and only

then—the question arises as to the nature of this union. Again certain

facts must be borne in mind

:

1. Both tissue and blood fibrinogen are electro-negative in neutral

solution, as is readily shown by cataphoresis experiments.

2. Calcium is necessary for the clotting process as here carried out,

and enters into the fibrin in definite amounts. (It will be noted that

these analyses do not deal with fibrin formed from the action of purified

thrombin on purified fibrinogen. Free calcium is apparently not

necessary for such clotting, the Ca already present probably being

sufficient.)

3. In the union of the two fibrinogens a part of the phospholipin of

the tissue fibrinogen is firmly bound in the fibrin in a non-cxtractablc

form.

4. Removal of the phospholipin from the tissue fil>rinog(Mi in a

manner to leave the protein part soluble destroys its thromboplastic

power and instead it becomes strongly anticoagulant in action, and \tro-

vents the union of the tissue substance with 1)1()0(1 fibrinogen in fibrin

formation (series A, cxpcr. 0).
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From the above stated facts, the authors infer that the fibrin mole-

cule is probably formed by a union of the tissue and blood fibrinogens,

the union possibly being between the phospholipin of the tissue fibrino-

gen and an acid group of the blood fibrinogen.

This union of the two fibrinogens is probably brought about by the

replacement of the H+ ion (or Na+ ion if they exist as salts) of the phos-

pholipin and of the blood fibrinogen by a Ca++ ion, the resulting com-
plex calcium salt being insoluble and possessing the property of gelation.

That the process is a calcium salt formation is strongly indicated by an

experiment suggested to us by Dr. G. H. A. Clowes in December,

1920. That is, whereas 1 cc. of citrated plasma + 1 drop of lung

extract will clot in a certain time at 40°C. (for instance, 40 seconds)

after adding CaClz, no gelation will occur if sufficient oxalate be added

to bind the free calcium as late as only 5 seconds before the expected

time of gelation, only a weak, stringy clot forming on standing 24 hours.

However, if this mixture, at 40°C.) be recalcified, clotting occurs in the

usual fashion, except that ojily 10 to 15 seconds are required now,

instead of 40 seconds. This indicates that the gelation phase of clotting

represents the condition where sufficient fibrin molecules have formed

to precipitate from solution to form a gel, and that the union of the two
fibrinogens may be stopped at any point by removing the free calcium

ions from the solution. This experiment is rather difficult to explain

by the thrombin theory of fibrin formation.

It is impractical to review here all the literature that has appeared

relative to the action of calcium in blood clotting since the work by
Greene (9) and Arthus and Pages (10) demonstrated its importance

in the process. It has been considered by most investigators that cal-

cium is necessary for the production of active thrombin, but the ques-

tion as to whether thrombin itself contains calcium, by virtue of which

it is able to clot fibrinogen solutions, has never been satisfactorily

answered. Most of the work done in this direction has been done with

so-called "purified" substances (fibrinogen, prothrombin, thrombin)

which are very likely greatly altered in their solubility and chemical

reactivity. It was partly for this reason that we attacked the problem

through the use of citrated plasma and tissue extracts without pre-

liminary purification of the reactive factors concerned in the clotting.

We believe that we are thus working with conditions more nearly simu-

lating those present in the normal clotting of blood escaping from a

ruptured vessel over injured tissues.

We must refer briefly to a recent paper by Mason (11) in which he

reviews the literature of coagulation and arrives at two conclusions but
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gives no experimental results in support of them. He suggests that

both fibrinogen and thrombin are kept inactive by the presence in each

of a "protective colloid" which must be removed before clotting can

take place. After these protective proteins are removed the "precipi-

tating" portions of thrombin and fibrinogen are joined through cal-

cium. This idea, while somewhat hke ours reported in December be-

fore his paper appeared, is in other respects very different. The idea

of colloids being thus precipitated by polyvalent metals was pointed out

by A. P. ]\Iathews (12) in 1905, when he suggested that the ability of

such metals to precipitate colloids was probably due to their multiva-

lence making it possible to unite two or three or more colloidal aggre-

gates into verj' large aggregates, the union being through the poly-

valent metal. Thus tiivalent metals are better precipitating agents

for negatively charged colloids than bivalent ones of the same atomic

weight while monovalent metals possess no precipitating power except

in high concentration. We are restricted from using trivalent metals

for fibrin formation as we would hke by the very active pre-

cipitating power they possess, all the proteins present in plasma being

precipitated in a mass. With the divalent metals (Ca, Ba, Sr, Mg),

however, the more easily precipitable proteins of plasma are acted

upon first and we get normal fibrin formation. Now fibrinogen is the

least soluble of the plasma proteins. It separates out first in almost

every method of protein precipitation, such for instance, as salting out

and acid precipitation or by heat coagulation. The same is also true

of the tissue fibrinogen of tissue extracts. Therefore it is not sur-

prising that these two colloids should be the ones to precipitate by

union through calcium. Casein apparently enters into the clot in the

same manner when present in plasma at the time of clotting. And the

clotting of paracasein is no doubt entirely similar to blood clotting

in this respect.

As for the presence of "protective colloids" in blood fibrinogen,

prothrombin and the active principle of tissue extracts. Mason gives

no prfX)f of this except by referring to the work of Haminorsten, Schmie-

debcrg and Heubnor on the presence of a soluble globulin left in the

serum following the clotting of fibrinogen solutions. This was formerly

taken as proof that the fibrinogen was hydrolyzed in the process into

a soluble and an insoluble fraction, but few men at present believe this

to bo likely. The work of Kcttger (13) on the quantitative reaction

between thrombin and fibrinogiin at once raises the question whether

this soluble scrum globulin miglit uot have boeu merely the excess of
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fibrinogen left after the thrombin was exhausted. Some more definite

proof of the presence of such "protective proteins" is necessary before

such a theory of clotting can be seriously considered, although the idea of

there being such a possibiUty is to be commended.
To return again to the manner of union of the two fibrinogens, it is

known that phospholipins are both acids and bases, that is, they are

amphoteric, like proteins. The union of the phospholipin and protein

in tissue fibrinogen might then be either through the acid group of the

former and amino group of the latter, or vice versa. However, in

order to have an ionizable H+ or Na+ ion on each phospholipin, it is

necessary to assume that the amino of the phospholipin attaches to the

protein. It is only thus that we could account for this phospholipin

joining to blood fibrinogen through calcium. Attempts to prove this

Hnkage are in progress.

Taking the molecular weight of cephalin as about 890, and that of

protein as 16,000, the tissue fibrinogen with its 41.6 per cent phos-

pholipin would consist of 13 molecules of the phospholipin attached to

one protein molecule, giving a molecular weight of 27,400 (fig. 1). A
solution of such molecules, as lung extract, is not filterable even

through filter paper after the first few cubic centimeters have passed

and clogged the filter pores.

It has been observed that a relatively small amount of lung extract

will give a maximum acceleration of clotting; for instance, one drop of

a saturated lung extract in almost every case quickens the clotting

of 1 cc. of plasma just as much as does 1 cc. of the extract. However,

the increase in weight of the fibrin is quite different in the two condi-

tions, often being 16 to 18 times as great in the latter condition. We
might suppose that the minimum amount produces maximum acclera-

tion when a point of attachment to the tissue fibrinogen has been given

to each blood fibrinogen molecule. That would mean that one blood

fibrinogen molecule would be attached to each of the 13 phospholipin

molecules of the tissue fibrinogen, giving a molecular weight to the

complex of about 235,900 (fig. 2). About 11.6 per cent of such fibrin

would be tissue fibrinogen, while we found that the addition of suffi-

cient tissue fibrinogen to give 9.38 per cent increase in fibrin weight

actually did produce such a maximum acceleration of clotting. Such

fibrin, according to our idea, should contain 13 atoms of calcium or

0.216 per cent, and 0.177 per cent P. Actual determination gave 0.186

per cent Ca and 0.154 per cent P (series A, exper. 2).
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Our theoretical maximum fibrin increase should represent one tissue

fibrinogen molecule united to one blood fibrinogen molecule (fig. 3).

The molecular weight would be about 43,400, with the added tissue
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Fig. 1. Tissue fibrinogen molecule (1 protein molecule to 13 phospholipin mole-

cules. Mol. wt. 27,400.)

Fig. 2. Fibrin molecule obtained by adding minimum amount of tissue fibrin-

ogen to produce maximal acceleration of the clotting. (Mol. wt. 235,900.)

Fig. 3. Fibrin molecule representing a maximal fibrin increase resulting from

tiMue fibrinogen addition. (Mol. wt. 43,400.)

Fig. 4. Fibrin molecule representing two blood fibrinogon.s joined to one tissue

fibrinogen. (Mol. wt. .'>9,400.)

fibrinogen bcinK 171 per cent eh much as the blood fibrinogen. In

our experimontH ho far, the highest fibrin increase we have been able

to obtain is 152 per cent (sorioH K, cxpcr. 2). In .scritvs B, experiment

Z, an incrcaiMJ of 80.9 p<*r cent in the librin yield was obtained and the
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fibrin analyzed. This increase represents about one tissue fibrinogen

molecule to two blood fibrinogens, and should, therefore, have a molec-

ular weight of about 59,400 (fig. 4). It should contain two calcium

atoms, or 0.134 percent Ca before phospholipin extraction and 0.369

per cent P after phospholipin extraction, assuming that all the phos-

pholipin can be removed except that between the two protein molecules.

Actual determinations gave 0.141 per cent Ca and 0.383 per cent P
under these conditions. This fibrin should have -\^ of its phospholipin

in extractable form, which would give 16.13 per cent phospholipin

from the fibrin. The actual yield was 17.55 per cent.

On the whole, the fibrin analyses gave results checking closely enough

with our idea of the structure of the fibrin molecules to warrant us in

concluding that our idea is a possible one. We feel, then, that it is

probable from the facts adduced that in the clotting of plasma con-

taining dissolved tissue-fibrinogen, fibrin formation is a direct chemical

union of the tissue and blood fibrinogen. The evidence leads us to be-

lieve that this union is between the blood fibrinogen and the phospho-

lipin of tissue fibrinogen with calcium as the connecting link between

the two. We have shown that clotting is almost impossible in the

absence of this phospholipin fraction, just as it is impossible in the

absence of calcium or other bivalent metals.

We may infer that this same kind of fibrin formation occurs in all

cases of hemorrhage where the escaping blood flows over injured tissues.

In fact this might well be called the "normal" method of fibrin forma-

tion, in the sense that it is the physiological method developed by the

organism to prevent undue loss of blood from the vascular system.

Two very easily precipitable colloids, one in the blood and the other in

the body tissues, form almost an instantaneous union through cal-

cium when they are mixed by escape of the blood over the tissues.

As regards the method of fibrin formation in plasma containing no

tissue extract, a condition which may be called the abnormal method,

although it has generally been studied as the normal one, our results are

very interesting, but we wish to withhold discussion of them for the

present. Some further proof is required before we can fully formulate

our ideas of this process.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The fibrin yield from a given plasma may be made to vary greatly

by tissue extract addition, variations being noted up to 152 per cent

above normal.
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2. The globulin fraction of the tissue extract is found to be capable of

thus increasing the fibrin yield. Therefore we may conclude that this

globuHn is a true tissue fibrinogen.

3. The albumins of tissue extracts, and other soluble proteins such

as egg white and gelatin, are inactive as* regards blood clotting when
added to plasma and do not increase the fibrin yield.

4. Removal of the phospholipin from the tissue fibrinogen by the

use of benzene at room temperature, lessens or destroys the abihty of

the globulin to enter into fibrin formation, the loss of coagulative power

depending on the completeness of the phospholipin extraction.

5. Thorough phosphohpin extraction (boihng 80 per cent and 95

per cent alcohol and absolute ether) of fibrins containing added tissue

fibrinogen shows that not all the phospholipin calculated as being

present can be extracted. Phosphorus analyses show that these fibrins,

even after thorough phospholipin extraction, contain 0.154 per cent to

0.493 per cent P as compared to 0.127 per cent P in normal fibrin.

6. The nitrogen content of fibrin containing added tissue fibrinogen

is found to be below that of normal fibrin, the difference depending on

the amount of added tissue material. After removing all extractable

phospholipin, the difference is less, but is still quite definite, so that we

may conclude that some non-protein material is present in the fibrin in

a non-extractable form. Considering the results of the phosphorus

analyses, it is very probable that this material is a part of the phos-

pholipin of the added tissue fibrinogen.

7. Calcium is found in the fibrins in amounts varying somewhat

with the composition of the fibrin. These calcium percentages are

roughly such as would be found if the union of the blood and tissue

fibrinogens was through a calcium atom in each case. This, taken

together with the fixation of definite amounts of phosphohpin in the

fibrin, makes it probable that the union of the two fibrinogens is be-

tween the phosphohpin of the tissue fibrinogen and an acid group of

the blood fibrinogen, calcium being the connecting hnk. Diagrams

arc given ilhist rating the probable composition of tissue and blood

fibrinogen and fibrin.

8. The compoHition of fibrin may be made to vary quite widely by

varying the amount of tissue fibrinogen present at the time of dotting.

9. Tissue fibrinogen (thr<)inl)oplastin) probably docs not then pro-

duce coagulation of the blood normally by r(>ni<>\mi' .m antithrombin

or nnticoftgiilftnt, iw has Ih'cji suggt'stcd by Howell, <»r by acting as a

thrombokimusc, but it itself unites directly, through calcium, with blood
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fibrinogen to make fibrin. On the other hand, if antithrombin is

present tissue fibrinogen will neutralize its action, as Howell suggested.

10. This explanation clears up the role in clotting of both calcium

and tissue fibrinogen. The significance of thrombin will be con-

sidered later.

Note: The authors wish to express their appreciation of the helpful criticism

of Dr. A. P. Mathews in the preparation of the manuscript, and their gratitude

for his suggestions in the course of the work.

Note: The major part of the work here reported was carried out in the summer
of 1920, and was reported in brief before the Joint Session of the Federation of

American Societies for Experimental Biology, meeting in Chicago, December 28,

1920. The abstract of this report appeared in the Journal of Biological Chem-
istry, volume xlvi, page viii of the Proceedings, in the March number.
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The essential facts known concerning the significance of vitamin-B

in the nutrition of animals have been ascertained in studies chiefly

on pigeons, rats and mice. The relation of this vitamin to the nutri-

tion of the dog has been studied only very recently. . Voegtlin and Lake

(1) and Karr (2) demonstrated that in the dog, as in the other species

which have been studied, symptoms resembling polyneuritis will develop

if the animal is fed for a considerable period on a diet which lacks vita-

min-B.

Voegtlin and Lake emphasized loss in body weight as one of the symp-

toms shown by a polyneuritic dog. Karr, however, attributed this to a

loss of appetite, and succeeded in showing some relation to exist between

the desire to partake of food and the administration, by means of a

stomach sound, of brewery yeast, or bakers ' yeast, or a suspension made
by squeezing canned tomatoes through cheesecloth. He concluded

that the restoration of appetite, which resulted from the administration

of any one of these products, was due to the vitamin-B which it con-

tained, since, in the case of yeast, the product was less potent in this

respect after it had been autoclavcd.

Voegtlin and Lake used autoclaved lean meat to produce symptoms
resembling polyneuritis in dogs and cats. Karr, on the other hand, pre-

pared a series of dietaries consisting of casein or whoni ghiton as llio sole

source of protein, and sucrose and lard to supply the remaining calorific

requiremrntH. The contention of the first -named authors that" the diet-

ary hubitH of the variouH animals had to be taken into considerntion"

' The data in this paper are taken from n (iiHHcrtiitioii proscntiui to tlic faculty

of the Graduate Kchool in Ynic Univcrnity, UY2\, in pnrtinl fulfilment of the

requirementa for the degree of Doctor of PhiloHophy.
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does not seem to be a very important one in view of the success which

attended Karr in his use of a "synthetic" dietary with the dog.

The data presented in this paper and constituting an amphfication

of that reported by Karr were obtained by following essentially the

methods employed by him.

Experimental part: Foods. What is designated diet I in this paper

is identical with Karr's diet I. Diet II, as prepared by the writer

consisted of a slight modification of diet I, the alteration being simply

the substitution of butter fat for an equivalent amount of lard in a

quantity sufficient to constitute about 7 per cent of the food. The
desire to perfect the dietary in all respects and to make it as far as

possible deficient in only one factor, namely, vitamin-B, was the chief

reason for supplying butter fat as a source of vitamin-A.

Although Karr obtained no evidence indicating specifically that the

absence of vitamin-A resulted in injury to the experimental animals

within the period of his tests, it does not follow that dogs fed on his

diet should show precisely the same syndrome, when pathological symp-

toms do appear, as do dogs which are fed on a diet which includes vitamin-

A. Another improvement of the diet would be the addition to it of the

antiscorbutic vitamin. To do this without at the same time adding

vitamin-B, however, does not appear feasible at the present time.

Diet I (from Karr (2)
grams

Commercial casein (12.7 per cemt N) 6.3

Sucrose 4.5

Lard 4.1

Bone ash 0.4

*Salt mixture 0.2

Water 2.5

18.0

Containing 0.8 gram N. and 80 calories

Diet II
orams

Commercial casein (12.7 per cent N) 6.3

Sucrose 4.5

Butter fat 1.1

Lard 2.8

Bone ash 0.4

Salt mixture 0.2

Water 2.7

18.0

Containing 0.8 gram N. and 80 calories.
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* Salt mixture (from Karr (2) grams

Sodium chloride 10

Calcium lactate ' 4

Magnesium citrate 4

Ferric citrate 1

I-KI solution a few drops

Sources of vitamin-B. The following products containing vitamin-B

were used in the experiments reported in this paper.

Dried brewery yeast: administered in the form of a suspension in water.

Neutralized tomato juice: from canned tomatoes of commerce. The tomatoes

were squeezed through cheese cloth and the suspension centrifuged. The super-

natant fluid was heated to 80°C., carefully neutralized with sodium hydroxide,

and filtered through paper. The filtrate was administered bj' stomach sound.

Alcoholic extracts of wheat embryo, rice polishings and navy bean: The method
of McCoUum and Simmonds (3) was used in preparing these extracts. The raw
material was first extracted with ether. It was then extracted repeatedly with

hot ethyl alcohol, the alcoholic fractions combined, the bulk of the alcohol

removed by distillation under diminished pressure at temperatures ranging

between 40° and 50°C., and the concentrated alcoholic solution evaporated to

dryness in shallow porcelain dishes. The yellow gummy residue was taken up
in distilled water and the aqueous solution filtered through paper. This solution

was tested with litmus and carefully neutralized with sodium hydroxide. It

was then made up to such a volume that 1 cc. of the final solution represented the

extract from either 1 or 2 grams of ether-extracted material.

The neutralized tomato juice and the extracts of wheat embryo, rice

polishings and navy bean, were tested for vitamin-B upon polyneuritic

pigeons with positive results.

Influence of vitamin-B on food intake. At the beginning no difficulty

was experienced in making the dogs eat the food offered. As Karr has

already pointed out, however, the animals, after having been fed on the

vitamin-free food for a short time, differed as to the amount of the food

which they would cat daily. All of them ate these diets for a varying

pcriwl. A lo.ss of appt^titc then revealed itself resulting in a lowered

and irregular daily fo(Ml intake and occasionally in a complete refusal

of the food over many days. If an animal continued to eat some food

every day, it eventually showed symptoms rosoinbling polyneuritis.

This accords with the findings of Finik (4) and Luini(M-e (5) that starved

pigeons do not develop jM)lyneuritis whereas the l)irds which continue

to cat eventually show the characteristic symptoms of this disease.

The following graphs illustrate the relation of the food intake to the

vitamin-H contained in the product used. The maximum ordinate
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represents the food in grams offered to the dog to eat, the quantity being

estimated on a basis of from 65 to 80 calories per kilogram of body-

weight. In the shaded portion is plotted the actual daih" food intake.

In testing the various products for their ability to restore appetite it

was decided, after some preliminary experience in observing the response

of the animals to the food offered, not to administer the vitamin-contain-

ing product until the animal had refused the food for 2 days in suc-

cession. In "many instances dogs refused the food for one day and then

began eating of their own accord on the day following the refusal.

Chart 4 illustrates this fact

.
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extracted wheat embryo was found to be effective for 10 kilogram dogs

in every trial that was made. The equivalent of the same amount of

ether-extracted rice polishings was also found effective. In the case of

ether-extracted navy bean, the administration of the equivalent of 30

grams was followed by a partial recovery of appetite. Tests of these

preparations on polyneuritic pigeons showed that the equivalent of 2

grams of ether-extracted wheat embryo or rice polishings sufficed to bring

about a complete disappearance of polyneuritic symptom's, while the

equivalent of 4 grams of ether-extracted navy bean was required to pro-

duce the same result. This parallelism points to the vitamin-B in

the products as being the active agent in restoring the appetite.

Pathological symptoms. The symptoms described as developing in

response to a deficiency of vitamin-B (1), (2) appeared in ten of the

animals used in these experiments. Some of the animals showed a

paralysis, which was gradual in its onset and development and which

involved only the hind limbs, as the first observed symptom. With

most of the animals, however, vomiting appeared as the first symptom.

In contrast to the observation of Karr, however, it was not noted

that "either the loss of control of the legs or the convulsions may
appear first. " When vomiting was noticed, the animal was taken out

of the cage and allowed to walk about the room. Careful observation

usually resulted in the discovery of a slight loss of control of the hind

limbs, this being evidenced by a peculiar dragging of the foot and failure

to lift it from the floor in a normal fashion. The onset of convulsions

occurred in some of the animals more suddenly than in others. The
writer believes, on the basis of his own observations, that the convulsions

intlicate an advanced case of vitamin-B deficiency and that they are

sj'mptoms which follow those of muscle spasticity in the limbs with

greater or less rapidity.

In many of the animals a foul breath was a very noticeable feature of

the syndrome. That an alimentary disturbance occurs in animals

suffering from a lack of vitamin-B can hardly be doubted in view of "^the

vomiting and the foul breath. I^'specially interesting in this connection

is the cam of dog 25. This animal vomited on the day preceding that

on which symptoiuH of paralysis of the hind limbs appeared. Neutral

tomato juice was achninistered by stomach sound when the nervous

fl>'mptomH manifeKt(!d theniHt^lves. A large part, of the juice was

promptly vomited. A Hnwill part of a second dose was also vomited.

The thjrrapy was continued nevertheless. None of the juice given in

subHe(|uent treatments was rejected. All of the symptoms disapp(>ared
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in the course of a few days. In the case of dog 23, which was treated

with an extract of navy bean, there was a similar inabihty to retain the

material introduced into the stomach. Further evidence that alimen-

tary disturbances accompany or result from a deficiency of vitamin-B

was obtained in the experiments with pigeons. The approach of the

birds to a polyneuritic condition was in many cases associated with a

failure of the crop to empty. The cure of the polyneuritis by injection

of vitamin-B was in every case accompanied by the evacuation of a

greenish colored fecal mass from the intestine. A similar observation

led Voegtlin and Myers (6) to compare secretin and vitamin-B as to

both their antineuritic property and their property of promoting the

flow of pancreatic juice.

Whether the sympathetic system is affected is a question which

naturally arises when the symptoms shown by dog 27 are considered.

Figures 1 and 2 show particularly the condition of the hind limbs in

this animal. The muscles of both limbs were vigorously contracted

and the limbs could be felt as distinctly warm to the touch. Whether
this increased heat production in the limbs was merely an expression

of a greater volume of blood-flow, or whether it was due to the vigorous

and maintained contraction of the muscles was undetermined.

Two of the animals showed paralytic symptoms and a slight inco-

ordination of gait; when they exerted themselves to leave their cages,

they were seized with spasms and suddenly died. Heart failure was

considered to be the cause of death.

Examination of the leg muscles in those animals which showed paraly-

tic symptoms always revealed a condition of tonic spasticity; the loss of

motion in the limb seemed to be due, therefore, not to a degenerative

lesion involving the cells of the central nervous sytem, but rather to the

presence of some toxic substance. The opisthotonic position which the

body assumes during a convulsion and the hypersensitivity of the entire

nervous system at such a time recall to mind the symptoms of strych-

nine poisoning. The tonic spasticity of the limb muscles disappears

when the animal is anesthetized by ether, another fact which is in accord

with the idea that a toxic substance is responsible for the symptoms
which occur in response to a deficiency of vitamin-B,

In this connection it is of interest to note that the researches of Kimura (7)

and L'hermitte (8) on the brain and spinal cord lesions occurring in beri-beri

show that, so far as the central nervous system is concerned, the histological

pictures obtained from cases of beri-beri are indistinguishable from those of

toxic polyneuritis. Walshe (9), in reviewing the literature concerning the

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, VOL. 57, NO. 3
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Fig. 1. Polyneuritic dog. Tlii.s animal had been fed for Sli days on a diet

lacking vitainin-H. A very slight paralysis involving the hind limbs became
evident on the OOth day; on the 74th day the paralysis became ijronounced.

Photograph was taken on theS;}rd day.

i'lK- -'. ."'iimi- iiniiiiiil an ih .shown in (igiirc I, photographed on IheSHnl day.
Notice thnt the miiimcIi->< «»f the hind limb are ccmtraeted even when the animal
it lying down.
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nervous lesion of beri-beri, rejects theVedder and McCarrison hypothesis that

the lesion in this disease is not a peripheral polyneuritis but a degenerative change
in the cells of the central nervous system. He also asserts that "so far as is

known, the cardiac lesion of beri-beri is identical with that found in diphtheria

in which a similar liability to sudden heart failure exists." Walshe favors the

toxicity theory of the origin of beri-beri, the idea being that a lack of vitamin-B
brings about the production of a nerve and heart poison which is the immediate
cause of the symptoms.

The body-weight changes of dogs fed on a diet lacking vitamin-B have

evoked some discussion by previous investigators. Voegthn and Lake

(1) emphasize a great loss of body weight as one of the symptoms. Karr

(2), on the other hand, claimed that the body-weight changes followed

the food intake, and seemed to deny that any appreciable loss in body
weight might occur as a result solely of the lack of vitamin-B. The
observations made in the present investigation support the contention

of Karr. -y An analysis of the charts, which give the daily food intake

plotted along with the body-weighl^ changes, shows that the latter

follow the variations in food intake.

The pathological symptoms disappeared after the administration of

extracts of wheat embryo or of rice polishings, or of neutralized tomato

juice from canned tomatoes. Dog 18, which had been seized with

severe convulsions, received the equivalent of 30 grams of ether-ex-

tracted wheat embryo by stomach sound within 15 minutes after the

first convulsion appeared. Only one convulsion more occurred, about

1^ hours later. Twelve.hours after this single treatment the dog was

able to walk about the room with only a slight incoordination of gait.

Dog 22 became poljmeuritic after eating the vitamin-free food for 56

days. Administration of the equivalent of 20 grams of ether-extracted

rice polishings produced a distinct therapeutic effect. Treatments with

smaller doses were continued for several days and then discontinued.

The animal recovered completely from all symptoms of polyneuritis and

for 8 days ate the same diet that it had eaten before pathological symp-

toms had appeared. Dog 26 showed characteristic symptoms of vita-

min-B deficiency. First there appeared an incoordination of gait due

to a slight paralysis involving the hind limbs. The animal finally be-

came unable to walk and had severe clonic spasms when handled. Fig-

ure 3 represents this animal when it was perfectly helpless. The
same animal 18 hours later, after it had received neutralized tomato

juice, is shown in figure 4.
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>,
"^1

^iSiiS-

Fig. 3. Polyneuritic dog. The leg muscles were \ ifioiously contracted,

especially those of the hinder extremities, resulting in extension of all the limbs

and inability of the animal to stand. If this dog was handled, severe clonic

spasms resulted.

Fig. 4. Same dog as is shown in figure 3, 18 hours later and showing the effect

of administering neutralized tomato juice. After such treatment the animal was
able to walk although with a characteristic spastic or "steppage" gait. After

repeated treatments extending over 4 days, the spasticity of the leg muscles and
spastic gait almost entirely disappeared.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The observation of Karr, that "some relationship exists in the dog

between the desire to partake of food and the amount of the so-called

water-soluble vitamine ingested " has been confirmed.

To the list of substances demonstrated to contain an appetite-pro-

moting factor, the present investigation has added:

alcoholic extract of wheat embryo,

alcoholic extract of rice polishings and

alcoholic extract of navy bean.

The symptoms of polyneuritis in dogs were made to disappear by the

administration of an alcoholic extract of either wheat embryo or rice

polishings, or by tomato juice which had been carefully separated from

the tomato pulp and neutralized.

All of the products, which were tested and found to restore appetite

or to relieve polyneuritic symptoms in dogs, were tested on polyneuritic

pigeons, and the birds were cured.

This parallelism indicates that the physiological effects of these prod-

ucts are due to a common factor, probably vitamin-B.

I wish to thank Prof. Lafayette B. Mendel, who suggested this work,

for his advice and criticism so freely given.

The expenses of this investigation were defrayed in part by a contri-

bution from the Russell H. Chittenden Research Fund for Physiological

Chemistry.
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Appendix : A few representative protocols are presented.
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37th day. Refused food in morning. At 1:30 p.m. gave 8 grams of dried

brewer}- yeast suspended in 100 cc. water. Offered 180 grams of diet II at 4 p.m.

All of it eaten within half an hour.

63rd day. Vomited. Paralysis of hind limbs noticed when animal is allowed

to walk about the room. This paralj'sis is not at all pronounced however.

69th day. Paralysis is more marked than on the 63rd day but is still not

very pronounced. Animal does not walk quite normally but drags the hind

feet slightly.

C'hiirt S

70th day. At 8:50 n.m. don fell over with convulsions; opistholonus, and

Irtiinic contrnntionH involving particularly the musrloH of the hind limbs. At

9: 10 a.m. given 23 cr. of wheat embryo Huniple III (= 30 grams). Aninuil has

one other convulHion duriiiK tlie forenoon; none during the afternoon. Dog is

much imfiroved nt 4 p.m. At 10 p.m. the animal wjvh able to walk out of the

cMKn with only a Hlight wobble in itH legH. At 12:30 a.m. of 7lHt day, :iniiii:il

wnlkod around conRidcrably. At H a.m. aninnil was found dead.
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Dog 22. The daily food intake of this animal is plotted on chart 2.

1st day. Offered 120 grams of diet II, which is about 65 calories per kilogram

of body weight.

5th day. Animal has not maintained weight satisfactorily on 120 grams of

food daily. Therefore increased the amount of food offered to 150 grams.

56th day. Animal shows some paralysis of the hind limbs; favors them when
walking about the room.

57th day. Dog is barely able to walk; hind limbs are slightly paralyzed.

Muscles of the hind limbs are spastic. At 8 : 45 a.m. given 10 cc. of rice polishing

extract sample II, (= 20 grams).

58th day. Slight improvement in use of hind limbs. At 8:45 a.m. given

another treatment with 10 cc. rice polishing extract sample II.

59th day. Limbs are normal but when walking about the room, spasms
involving the neck muscles occur and the dog slinks off to the cage to lie down.
At 9 a.m. given 20 cc. of rice polishing II ( = 40 grams).

60th day. Great improvement over condition on previous day. Given
another treatment of 20 cc. rice polishings II (= 40 grams).

6l8t day. Great improvement. Given 20 cc. rice polishings II (= 40 grams).

62nd to 64th days inclusive. Daily improvement. Given daily treatments

of 5 cc. rice polishing II (= 10 grams).

65th day. Good condition. Treatment with rice polishing extract discon-

tinued. (Reference to chart 2 will show that beginning on the 60th day the

appetite was restored. On the 63rd to the 70th days inclusive, the animal ate

all the food that was offered.

)

72nd day. Dog eats only 15 grams. Ate only 40 grams on the 71st day. In

hope of restoring appetite, dog was given 10 cc. of rice polishings II (= 20 grams).

73rd day. Dog eats 95 grams of food. At 2 p.m. given 25 cc. of rice polishings

II (= 50 grams).

74th day. Dog eats 135 grams of food.

75th day. Eats 200 grams. Increased the amount of food offered from 150

grams in the hope that a restoration of appetite combined with a greater food

intake would result in a considerable increase in body weight.

80th day. Experiment concluded. Animal placed on a mixed diet consisting

of dog biscuit and meat.

Dog 25. 31st and 32nd days. Dog refuses to eat.

33rd day. Refuses to eat. Is given 15 cc. navy bean extract II (=30 grams).

34th to 40th days inclusive. Appetite is restored partially (see chart 3).

41st day. Dog refuses to eat. Is given 50 cc. of navy bean extract II (it had

been autoclaved for 15 minutes).

42nd to 54th daj's inclusive. Appetite is partially restored (see chart 3).

55th and 56th days. Dog refused food. Afternoon of 56th day was given

200 cc. of neutralized tomato juice.

57th day. Dog eats 140 grams. Appetite is only partially restored as dog
eats part of the food offered up to and including the 63rd day.

65th day. Animal vomited during the night. Walks with a slight loss of

control of hind limbs, dragging the feet slightly.

66th day. Dragging of hind feet much more noticeable than on the previous

day. Dog vomits a bile-colored fluid during the forenoon. Is apparently very

thirsty as it drinks water frequently. At 5 p.m. dog walks with great difficulty

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, VOL. 57, NO. 3
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and has clonic spasms when handled. Is apparently in no pain as it wags its tail.

At 5.15 p.m. given 200 cc. of neutralized tomato juice. Vomits a large part of it.

67th day. Animal is helpless. Legs are sprawled out (see fig. 3). At 9 a.m.

given 200 cc. of neutralized tomato juice. Part of juice is vomited.

68th day. Animal is helpless. Legs are sprawled out as on the previous day.

At 8.45 a.m. given 200 cc. of neutralized tomato juice. Photograph taken at

1 p.m. (see fig. 3). Repeated the treatments with neutralized tomato juice

at 2: 30 p.m. and 8: 30 p.m. When observed at 8: 30 p.m., the animal was able

to walk about the room. It showed a characteristic spastic or "steppage" gait.

69th day. Condition at 9 a.m. is about the same as at 8: 30 p.m. the previous

day. Photograph taken at 9 a.m. (see fig. 4). Dog eats 25 grams of food. Is

given a treatment of 200 cc. neutralized tomato juice at 11 a.m. and another

smaller dose of 100 cc. at 5 p.m. Animal shows characteristic spastic gait with

some improvement over the previous day.

70th day. Eats 25 grams of food. Spastic gait still very pronounced. At

5 p.m. given 200 cc. neutralized tomato juice.

71st day. Eats 120 grams of food. Spastic gait still evident. At 4 p.m.

given 200 cc. of neutralized tomato juice.

72nd day. Eats 170 grams. Spastic gait evident. Given a treatment of

200 cc. of the tomato juice.

73rd day. Eats all the food offered. Spastic gait not so noticeable. Given

a treatment of 200 cc. of the tomato juice.

74th to 77th days inclusive. Animal eats all food offered. Experiment con-

cluded on 77th day. Placed on mixed diet. Thirty-seven days later the dog

was in excellent condition; there was perhaps a very slight spasticity of the

muscles of the hind limbs which was not easy to detect.

Chart
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In 1908, Waters (1) published the results of his studies on the influence

of under-feeding upon the gi'owth and development of calves. He con-

cluded that skeletal growth will continue at the expense of other tissues

when animals are underfed to the point where body-weight fails to in-

crease. Probably the most exhaustive work since 1908 has been that

of Jackson and his co-workers, a r^sum^ of which was pubhshed in 1918

(2). These studies, as well as those which have been made since 1918

by Jackson (3), Stewart (4), Siperstein (5) and others, show very con-

clusively that acute inanition is a most important factor in the growth

and development of all tissues, especially the endocrine and reproductive

organs.

With the advent of chemico-biological methods of research and the

recognition of diet as an etiological factor in deficiency diseases, such as

scurvy and beri-beri, it was but natural that investigators should turn

their attention to problems involving the influence of inadequate diets

upon the weight and size of various organs and tissues. It was natural

to expect, in the light of more recent work, that investigators should

inquire as to the physiological role played by each of the recognized food

constituents.

Funk and Douglas (6) observed a district atrophy of testes and cer-

tain other organs of pigeons when a diet was fed which was deficient in

the antineuritic vitamine. Similar observations have been made by

Allen (7) and McCarrison (8). The last-mentioned writer has contrib-

^ Published with the approval of the Director as Paper No. 261, Journal

Series, Minnesota Experiment Station.
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uted many valuable papers in this field, using pigeons and monkeys

as his experimental animals. In his opinion, vitaminic deficiency pro-

duces atrophy of reproductive organs with the result that the function

of spermatogenesis may be destroyed. Other writers have emphasized

the influence of restricted diets upon reproduction in farm animals (9)

and albino rats (10).

Hart, Halpin and McCollum (11), Hart, Halpin and Steenbock (12),

Lewis (13), Hughes (14) and others have emphasized the importance of

vitamines in poultry feeding but, so far as we are aware, little or no work

TABLE 1

Weights of White Leghorn cockerels fed on polished rice
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dietary history with the exception that they had received the ordinary

poultry ration employed by the average commercial poultryman.

Ten birds received the diet consisting of rice, while six birds received

rice which was supplemented by fresh alfalfa. At the end of the 36-day

feeding period the "rice-alfalfa group" (group II) was in much better

physical condition, having increased uniformly in body-weight, while

the "rice group" (group I) was in much poorer physical condition and

some of the birds had developed polyneuritis and died. The growth

records of these groups are recorded in tables 1 and 2.

The cockerels in group I, table 1, developed a depraved appetite during

the first 20 days of the experiment, eating all of the droppings on the

TABLE 2

Weights of White Leghorn cockerels fed on polished rice and fresh green alfalfa

DAY OF
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TABLE 3

Preliminary observations on the infl/uence of diet upon the weight and size of testes

Rice only

Rice + green alfalfa

DAY OF
EXPERI-
MENT

1

32

1

32

1

32

COCKEREL
NUMBER

164

164

264

264

488

488

WEIGHT OF
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pointed out, also, that young timothy, clover and alfalfa are richer in the

water soluble (B) vitamine than the more mature plants (17).

The limited data of table 3 indicated that the fresh alfalfa possessed

the property of preventing atrophy of testes on a rice diet. In order to

obtain further information the remaining cockerels were caponized on

the 37th day of the experiment, the right testis being removed in each

case and weighed.

Immediately after caponizing, the diets of the two groups were reversed,

the rice group was given alfalfa, while the rice-alfalfa group was

deprived of the alfala. The feeding continued for 46 days, at which

time the left testis of each bird was removed and weighed. The data

are given in table 4.

The influence of the alfalfa additions (table 4) is quite marked. It is

quite apparent that the increased weight of testes in group I on the 83rd

day is due to the presence of the alfalfa and not the natural growth, for

marked atrophy or cessation of testicular growth occurred in group II as

soon as the alfalfa was removed from the diet. Another important

fact is brought out in connection with the body-weights of birds through-

out the experiment. With the exceptions of cockerels 268 and 462 no

losses in body-weight occurred. / AVhat seems more remarkable, atrophy

of testes took place while hody-weights were actually increasing. This, in

our opinion, is evidence that atrophy of organs is not due necessarily to

general inanition; neither is it necessary to assume that atrophy of organs

is necessarily accompanied by loss of body-weight.^ It is quite evident that

fresh alfalfa contains something other than protein, fat or carbohydrate

which produces a profound influence on the development of reproductive

organs. During the 36-day feeding period the right testes of the birds

receiving alfalfa (group II) grew practically eight times as fast as those of

the cockerels receiving no alfalfa (group I). It is impossible to explain the

low weight of testis of cockerel 462, group II. This bird did not grow as

rapidly as the others in the group and died on the 52nd day of the

experiment period. The atrophy of testes in group II is less pronounced

than in group I, due in all probability to a smaller demand for vitamines

at the later stages of growth and also to the fact that some vitamine

storage might have occurred during the alfalfa feeding period.
"^ Riddle (18) has observed that the right testes of pigeons are heavier, on

the average, than the left testes. Our limited data concerning the com-

parative weights of testes of White Leghorn cockerels do not indicate

that striking differences exist although greater differences might be ap-

parent if we had worked upon a larger number of birds. Table 5 gives
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the body-weights and testes weights of eight (apparently) normal "White

Leghorn cockerels.

' This would indicate that the weight of testis approximates 1.541 grams

per 1000 gi'ams of body weight in birds averaging 1500 grams in body

weight.^ In a later paper we shall describe similar studies in which we
have fed purified diets to a larger number of cockerels. In this study pro-

tein and the water soluble (B) ^^tamine have been the vai'jang factors.

TABLE 5

Compariison of weights of testes of norvial cockerels

COCKEREL NUMBER
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The observations outlined in this paper were undertaken in the hope

of throwing hght on the question of the coagulation of menstrual blood;

a problem, according to the literature, on which conflicting opinions

are held.

Various theories have been advanced to explain its normal non-

coagulability. One, that the alkaline secretion of the uterine cervix

is responsible (1) is now regarded as untenable, for the cervical sec-

retion tends rather to favor than to hinder clotting, if added to the

blood (2). Neither can it be due to the acid secretion of the vagina

—

a theory referred to by different authors—for blood collected directly

from the cervix exhibits the same property (3). Then too the vagina

has no typical glands and in the non-pregnant is kept moist by a small

amount of secretion from the uterus (4). A third suggestion has been

the presence of an anticoagulating substance in the mucous membrane of

the uterus. This theory has been especially developed by Schickele

(5), (6). In recent years the problem has been approached along

three lines; first, by a comparison of the factors of coagulation in sys-

temic blood taken during the menstrual and intermenstrual phase;

second, by an examination of the menstrual blood itself; and third, by

oljservations on the uterine mucous membrane. Birnbaum and

Osten (2) studying the question by the first method, added definite

quantities of human serum to a fibrinogen solution prepared from

oxalated plasma of the horse and found its average time of coagulation,

UHing scrum from thirteen cases during the intermenstrual period,

to \h) 44 minutes, while with scrum from nineteen menstruating

HubjectH it averaged 75 niimites. They considered the delay due

to a diminished amount of fibrin fennent in the blood during menstrua-

tion. Raineri (7), however, could find only slight changes and Kristea

uikI Denk (8), umng Wright 's mctiiod, found no dilTerence in the

•lit
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coagulation time of blood taken at different periods. These various

results were questioned by Cantoni (9), for the data were collected

from different individuals for the two periods and in some cases the

temperature was not kept constant. In his own studies he used a

fibrinogen solution prepared by Schmidt's method and added to it^^'^

definite quantities of serum from his subjects. He reported no notice-

able changes in the coagulation time at different periods. Dienst

(10), by a quantitative method, compared the fibrinogen content of

menstrual and systemic blood, taken at the same time, and found that

the amount was the same in both as it was in the systemic blood taken

at other periods. Using Schmidt's method he found less thrombin

in the systemic blood taken during menstruation than in that tested

at other times and in the menstrual blood the thrombin was diminished

to a still greater extent. This led him to the conclusion that there is

an anticoagulating substance in the uterine mucosa. Bell (11), since

he could not find fibrin ferment in menstrual blood which had passed

the vagina, concluded that its precursor had been destroyed in the

endometrium. The calcium content of such blood is normal (8) or,

according to Bell (12), even above normal. Another series of observa-

tions on menstrual blood, collected directly from the cervix, (3) led to

the conclusion that it contains thrombin and tends to hasten rather than

to retard the clotting of plasma and that its seeming peculiarities are

due to the secretions chieflyfrom the body of the uterus. Recently, Stickel

and Zondek (13) state that there are no changes in the coagulation of

the systemic blood during the menstrual period and that blood obtained

by puncture of the uterus during menstruation clots normally. They
conclude that failure to clot is due to an inhibiting substance in the

mucous membrane of the uterus. The attempt to find such an anti-

coagulating substance was made by Kristea and Denk (8) in the

course of their work referred to above. But, though they ground the

mucosa of a menstruating uterus and extracted it with salt solution,

no such anticoagulant was disclosed. The idea was further developed

by Schickele (5), (6) when, by means of the Biichner press, he obtained

the tissue-juice of a number of organs: human, of the dog, sheep, cow,

horse and pig. He tested for the presence of antithrombin by adding

definite amounts of the juice to the plasma of the goose and found that

from the ovaries and next that from the uterine mucosa produced the

greatest delay in clotting, sometimes complete failure to coagulate

resulted. This anticoagulant was common to all the animals tested.

It was, however, not found in salt solution extracts of the ovary or of
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the mucous membrane of the uterus and he is therefore led to conclude

that it is closely bound up in the tissue cells. He regarded it as be-

longing to the hirudin group and thought that it prevented the coag-

ulation of menstrual blood.

From these conflicting reports there seemed need for further consid-

eration- of the subject, using the modern methods for the study of

coagulation. At Doctor Howell's suggestion, Schickele's experiments

were repeated though not with the variety of organs from different

animals. IMost of the observations were made on the mucosa of the

pig's uterus, a few on the uterine muscle and on the ovarj'- of the same

animal. The pig was selected because abundance of material could

be obtained in all stages of the oestrous cycle and of pregnancy.

Method and observations. The observations were made in three series.

Series I during January, February and March, all on the pregnant

uterus; series II, from October to INIarch on both the pregnant and non-

pregnant and a third during the month of June almost entirely on the

non-pregnant organ. In all, twenty-six uteri with embryos varying

from a few millimeters to half term, and sixteen non-pregnant were

examined. Schickele does not indicate whether his animals were

pregnant but he does express regret that he could not obtain material

during the period of heat.

The material reached the laboratory from the abattoir while still

warm and the mucous membrane was usually dissected off at once from

the body of the uterus, though sometimes the uterus remained in the

ice-box until the following morning before the dissection was made.

The mucous membrane can readily be removed from the pregnant

organ and fairly easily from the non-pregnant one, but if the mucosa

is not congested the dissection is made with the greatest difficulty. The

mucosa was placed in normal saline as it was removed—the process

lasting from half an hour to an hour—it was then washed and kneaded

by the hands in many changes of sodium chloride, until the last washing

was almost clear. The excess of fluid was absorbed by pressing between

filter papers and the finely divided tissue either ground with sand in

a mortar and then with Kie.selguhr or only with the latter. An effort

waa made to have the specimens of uniform dryness. The material

was then folded in a tow<>l or in many layers of filler ]iaper and sub-

jected to a pressure of from three to four hundred atmospheres in the

BQchncr press. The fluid thus sccui-ed was clear with a reddish or

•CMnetimee a ycllowislj tinge. From 1 to 8 cc. were usually obtained,

depending on the original amount of material. Preliminary tests

were made at once and a more detailed study on the following day.
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The fibrinogen solutions, prothrombin and thrombin were all prepared

according to Howell's methods (14), and the technique developed by
him was employed in the tests. The observations were planned to

determine whether antithrombin was present in the pressure-juice,

whether its addition to plasma increased the antithrombin time of the

plasma, whether an antiprothrombin could be demonstrated by its

antagonistic action to prothrombin in solution and by causing delay

in the activation by calcium of the prothrombin of oxalated plasma.

Each of the forty-two specimens was not, however, subjected to all

of these tests.

The evidence for the presence of antithrombin may first be considered.

This could be demonstrated in the tissue-juice from the mucous mem-
brane of two of eighteen pregnant uteri tested, while it was present

in eight of the fourteen non-pregnant organs. For illustration the

following data may be given from one experiment:

A drop of pressure-juice, heated to Sl'C. to remove possible fibrinogen, was
incubated for 15 minutes with 2, 3, 4 and 5 drops of thrombin; 10 drops of fibri-

nogen solution were then added.

The times of clotting were:

Thrombin 2, 3, 4 drops, a membranous clot in 6 hours.

Thrombin 5 drops, a membranous clot in 3J hours.

As a control the pressure-juice was replaced by 0.9 per cent NaCl, and
The times of clotting were:

Thrombin 2 drops, clot in 20 minutes.

Thrombin 3 drops, clot in 10 minutes.

Thrombin 4, 5 drops, clot in 5 minutes.

As was to be expected, when antithrombin could be demonstrated in

the tissue-juice, an increase in the antithrombin time occurred, if

it was added to oxalated plasma, due to the additional antithrombin

in the mixture. But when the juice considered was added to oxalated

plasma, which had been heated to 54°C., the coagulation was delayed

even more than could be explained by the presence of the added anti-

thrombin. Equal parts of the pressure-juice and plasma were incubated

for 15 minutes, then a drop of the mixture was incubated with 5 drops

of thrombin for 15 minutes and finally 10 drops of fibrinogen solution

added. In 6 hours a slight gelatinous clot had formed, while in the

control—in which salt solution was substituted for the juice—a solid

clot formed in 20 minutes. Another specimen, in which antithrombin

could not be demostrated, when subjected to the same test with oxa-

lated plasma showed the following times of clotting:
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Thrombin 2, 3 drops, no clot in 90 minutes

Thrombin 4 drops, clot in 65 minutes.

Thrombin 5 drops, clot in 60 minutes.

The corresponding controls clotted in 30, 30, 20 and 5 minutes.

It is surely of interest that the tissue-juice from sixteen uteri, which

did not contain antithrombin, when added to plasma increased its

antithrombin time. Three other specimens while containing some

antithrombin prolonged still further the antithrombin time of the

plasma. The pressure-juice, then, seems to possess the same prop-

erty' as heparin isolated and described by Howell and Holt (15).

According to their conclusion, heparin increases the coagulation time

by activating the pro-antithrombin in the plasma to antithrombin.

The same workers were able to show that, although heparin has no

action on fully formed thrombin, it is able to prevent the activation

of prothrombin by calcium. If the uterine "Presssaft" contains

heparin or some similar substance, one would expect it to have a similar

inhibitory action on prothrombin—preventing or delaying its change

to thrombin when calcium is added. To test this point the tissue-juice

from twenty-three organs was added to a prothi'ombin solution pre-

pared from the oxalated plasma of the cat. In ten cases it exercised

an undoubted inhibiting action on prothrombin activation—varying

from a delay of half an hour in the time of clotting of the fibrinogen

solution to failure to clot in 24 hours. A few additional specimens

caused slight delay. The data from the tests made on one sample

follow

—

Prothrombin solution 5 drops added to pressure-juice, 2 drops, incubated 15

minutes, added calcium chloride 2 drops, then fibrinogen 10 drops. Result

—

Slight membranous clot in 1 hour, not solid in 7 hours.

Control in which 2 drops of water were substituted for the pressure-juice

gave a solid clot in 10 minutes.

With another specimen there was a slight membranous clot in 14 hours, while

the control was solid in 5 minutes.

The substance causing such delay in the activation of a solution of

prothrombin would naturally have a similar action if added to oxalated

plasma if the pla.sma were then rccalcificd. Thus the specimen re-

ferrod to al)ove which gave a slight membranous clot in one hour

in the prothrombin activation tost gave the following results with

oxninted cat's plasma:
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1 part plasma added to 1 part pressure-juice, then added
CaCIj 3 drops slight precipitate 40 minutes.

CaClz 4 drops slight precipitate 30 minutes.

CaCl2 6 drops floating clot 30 minutes.

No further change in 12 hours.

When 0.9 per cent NaCl was substituted for the pressure-juice, clots formed
in 5, 5 and 2 minutes.

It was much more difficult to demonstrate an inhibiting action on the

prothrombin activation of the plasma than on the prothrombin solu-

tion. Of those specimens of Presssaft on which both tests were carried

out—ten were positive and three weakly positive to the antiprothrom-

bin test. Four of the thirteen were positive to the prothrombin acti-

vation test and the others uncertain or negative. However, a positive

test was never obtained with the plasma if the prothrombin test was
negative.

A few observations were made on the sodium chloride extract of

the uterine mucosa and on the ovary. Schickele says that such ex-

tracts accelerate rather than retard coagulation. Antithrombin was
demonstrated in five of the nine uteri. They all five produced delay

in the antithrombin time of the plasma though not more than could

be explained by the added antithrombin. It is interesting that the

tissue-juice of four of the five mucosa also contained antithrombin.

Similar results were obtained on the extract of the ovaries though no

observations were made on the ovarian ''Presssaft." Antiprothrombin

could not be demonstrated in any of the extracts, seeming to indicate

that heparin is closely bound up in the tissue cells and cannot be ob-

tained by extraction. On the other hand antithrombin may some-

times be extracted in sufficient quantity so that its effect is not neu-

tralized by the thromboplastic substance present in tissue extracts.

Schickele also obtained an inhibitory substance from the brain,

liver, testicle, the suprarenal body, and from the thymus and thyroid

—

the last two ranking next to the ovary and uterine mucosa in their

power to delay coagulation. My observations beyond those on the

mucous membrane of the uterus are far too meager to warrant any

conclusions but they are, nevertheless, of some interest. The uterine

muscle in a few cases was ground and subjected to pressure as described.

Great care was taken not to include any of the mucous membrane in

the preparation. Although the juice from the mucous membrane of

the same organ had in each instance a decided antithrombic action,

none could be found in that from the muscle—except in one case in
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which the time of clotting was 30 minutes as opposed to 12 minutes

in the control. The results on muscle are in agreement with those

of Schickele and others. Three samples of the mucosa from the

small intestine of the pig were subjected to the same tests as those

from the uterus and of these, two showed antithrombin and all three

increased the antithrombin time of the plasma. Two increased the

prothrombin time of the plasma without delaying the prothrombin

activation of a solution of prothrombin. The delay was so marked

where obtained that I am inclined to think, with a large series, the

results would have been similar to those obtained with the uterine

mucosa.

DISCUSSION

An analysis of these observations brings out the fact that a sub-

stance which must be fully formed antithrombin may be present in

the mucosa of the pig's uterus. In nearly 23 per cent of the specimens,

studied its presence was demonstrated in the pressure-juice of the

mucosa. It is also sometimes present in saline extract. There is evidence

also of the antiprothrombic action of heparin or some similar substance

since the antithrombin' in heated plasma was increased by a large

number of specimens of tissue-juice. Howell has shown that heparin

can bring this about by its abiUty to activate pro-antithrombin to

antithrombin and also by being able, further, to prevent the activation

of prothrombin to thrombin (15). In this work the second characteris-

tic was repeatedl}'^ demonstrated by the use of prothrombin solutions.

Evidently Schickele was dealing both vnth antithrombin and with

heparin but by his methods he was not able to distinguish two different

substances.

The fact that many specimens of pressure-juice failed to exercise

an inhibiting action on coagulation may be due to neutralization of

both the antithrombin and antiprothrombin by an excess of thrombo-

plastic substance—always present in tissues and recognized as exerting

such action (16), (15). On the other hand, they may be entirely

absent from the mucosa due to seasonal variations. However, this

does not seem probable for, although antithrombin was found in more

specimens examined during June than at other periods, this may have

been due to the fact that it was easier to obtain the non-pregnant

uterus at this time and consequently attention was concentrated on

it. A third possibility is that there are differences due to the period

of the oestrous cycle. According to Marshall (17), the domestic sow
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is polyoestrous and the duration of the dioestrous phase is from 2 to 3

weeks. During the proestrum there is a sanguineous-mucous flow

from the vagina. Corner (18), however, from observations on large

numbers of sows, which he knew were in heat, did not confirm Mar-

shall's statement as to the sanguineous flow. He states that the

uterine mucosa presents differences in general appearance and texture

—

"during the oestrous period it is paler than at other times, with a

firmer and at times sUghtly gelatinous inner surface, due to oedema"
while a week or ten days later "the mucosa is pink or red, soft and

velvety." However, he does not regard the uterine mucosa as a reU-

able index of the stage of the cycle. No consistent differences could

be recognized in the reaction of the pressure-juice of the congested

and the non-congested mucosa of the non-pregnant uterus. It is not

to be understood, however, that gross examination of them was considered

sufficient to place them according to the cycle. Corner suggests that

the congestion may sometimes be due to a recent pregnancy or to

some pathological condition. Ignorance regarding the age of the

animal and of the amount of bleeding of the carcass may be further

cause for variation. The only marked difference, then, was between

the pregnant and the non-pregnant uterine mucosa and here only in

the presence of active antithrombin. In the former the tissue-juice

from two of the twenty-six tested had antithrombic action while anti-

thrombin was present in eight of the fourteen non-pregnant ones.

It seems probable from the observations made by Howell and Holt

as well as from those recorded on the intestinal mucosa, that the uterine

mucous membrane is one of a number of organs from which pro-anti-

thrombin may be obtained as well as antithrombin (15). Schickele

reports an anticoagulating substance in the mucosa of the human
uterus, taken during menstruation. If heparin and antithrombin are

present in the human uterus they might prevent the coagulation of

menstrual blood but it is difficult to explain why they should have

peculiar significance in the pig's uterus.

Specimens of menstrual blood collected as they passed the vagina

are diluted with mucus. An examination of the precipitate obtained

when the blood was oxalated and centrifugalized, showed that it was

made up of blood corpuscles, bits of fibrin and epithelial cells. Some
of the larger masses which had the appearance of clots, when carefully

washed, proved to be small pieces of epithelial tissue. Extensive

hemolysis had occurred, as was evident in the supernatant fluid. There

is no satisfactory explanation of this. The suggestion of Stickel and
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Zondek (13) that it is probably the effect of an enzyme does not seem

probable. Neither can the hemolysis be due to the action of bacteria,

for it has been amply demonstrated, according to Williams (4), that

the normal uterus is free from microorganisms. Portions of the fluid

were heated to 60°C. in order to detemine whether fibrinogen was

present, but with negative results. Clotting did not occur when
thrombin was added to such specimens unheated. It has been stated

that menstrual blood contains active thrombin, since it will clot plasma

(3). In these experiments, however, such results were not obtained

either by adding it to fibrinogen solution or to oxalated plasma. This

seems strange for if clotting has occurred, as seems evident from the

absence of fibrinogen, and the menstrual blood is only serum—then

one would expect to find thrombin present. Its presence might be

concealed by large amounts of antithrombin but experiment showed

that antithrombin was not present in greater amounts than in normal

serum. Or it might have combined with antithrombin in the uterus

to form the more stable metathrombin. Attempts to determine this

point by alakli activation were only partially successful. A precipitate

formed when the reactivated serum was added to a fibrinogen solution

or to oxalated plasma, indicating a weak thrombic action. In only

one instance did a clot form, even after several hours.

The appearance of the menstrual fluid, especially toward the end

of the period, suggests old clotted blood in which the clot has almost

completely disintegrated. At the beginning the fluid is usually the

color of freshly drawn blood, while later it is darker in color and fre-

quently has an odor of decomposition. Possibly the blood clots as

it leaves the vessels of the mucosa but locally in small amounts so that

no large mass of fibrin is formed and only small fragments of clot,

more or less disintegrated, pass from the uterus. If these suggestions

are accepted, it is unnecessary to explain the non-coagulability by the

presence of an anticoagulating substance in the nuicous membrane of

the uterus or by peculiarities in the menstrual blood itself.

SUMMARY

1. A pressure-juice obtained from Iho mucous membrane of the

non-prognant uterus of the pig fnuiuontly yields antithrombin. Anti-

thrombin is s(!ldom ol)taine(l from tli(« pregnant organ.

2. Then? is evidence for the presence of heparin—as described by

Howell nn«l Holt—in the tis-sue-juice of the umcosa of both the preg-

nant and the non-pregnant uterus of the pig.
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3. Neither antithrombin nor heparin is obtained with regularity

and it is suggested that their presence may be masked by an excess

of thromboplastic substance.

4. There is no reason for assuming that these anticoagulating sub-

stances have a. local function in the pig's uterus, though if present in

the human being they might inhibit the coagulation of menstrual

blood.

5. Antithrombin and anti-prothrombin were demonstrated in the

mucous membrane of the pig's intestine.

6. Neither fibrinogen, thrombin nor antithrombin were demonstrated

in menstrual blood. There is reason to believe that it clots as normal

blood as it passes the uterine mucosa and that the discharge consists

of serum and small bits of clot. There is some evidence that the

thrombin of the serum has combined with antithrombin, forming

metathrombin.
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In a series of recent papers (1) dealing with studies on the nature of

cellular antigens I have presented facts sufficient to warrant the con-

struction of a working hypothesis to the effect that the specific antigens

of cells, bacterial and somatic, consist of the various fatty complexes

which are peculiar to the different species of cells and which bestow upon

their particulate surfaces definite chemical characters.

Every cell is regarded as a colloidal particle presenting a character-

istic fatty (in part) surface to its enviroment. The fats of cells,

consisting of ordinary fatty acids and their salts and esters intimately

emulsified with protein and other material, have been removed from

the cells by appropriate chemical methods, their nature and propor-

tions observed, and from these data artificial complexes have been pre-

pared from similar fatty ingredients derived from sources other than

the cells in question, and artificial antigens have been made by creat-

ing adsorption compounds between the fats and surfaces other than

cell stromata. Such aqueous suspension colloids of artificial cells have

been used in immunological experiments and have been found to give

rise to antibody production and to replace the true cell suspensions

in the various serological tests.

As a control experiment to some work on the cells of malignant

growths I applied the principles of the hypothesis to the fermentative

properties of yeast cells. The results have seemed worthy of the

following preliminary note.

To Ix^gin with, yeast cells were regarded as particulate entities pre-

senting fairly specific chemical surfaces of emulsified fat. If this fat

complex were known and an artificial substitute for it were to bo placed

upon an appropriate surface and tlicn brought in contact with a solu-

tion of dextrose, liberation of COj and the production of alcohol

•bould occur. Accordingly a large (juiintity of S. ccrovc^siac was

examined and the fats uh fatty acids recovered by methods outlined in

464
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previous papers. The identification of the fatty acids constituting

the mixture and their proportions showed a not too difficult complex

resembling, as Neuss states (2), olive oil. I was unable to verify the

statement of Neville (3) that the greater quantity of the acids have

the formula C15 H30 02. Indeed the existence of such an acid with

an uneven number of carbon atoms appears doubtful. We were in

accord, however, as to the unsaturated fatty acids C18 H34 02 and

C18 H32 02.

Now, since yeast itself is not highly specific in its fermentation,

there being other fungi and perhaps bacteria also capable of inducing

alcohol and CO2, it was thought for the sake of simplicity that a single

fatty acid having physical characters approximating those making up

the bulk of the complex and fairly well representing it might be

employed to advantage. Accordingly oleic acid was determined on,

and a sample of perfectly colorless acid having an iodin value of 87.5

and a neutralization value of 140 mgm. NaOH was used.

The question of a proper surface to convey the fat then arose. A
variety of substances such as cholesterol, mastic, casein, serum,

hemoglobin, agar, etc., in association with 10 per cent dextrose solution,

with and without electrolyte and with varying pH, was tried but in

no instance was alcohol formed or CO2 evolved. In this connection

it has been stated that many inert substances may bring about fer-

mentation in slight degree. Berzelius (4) mentions animal fibrin, the

expressed juices of some plants, cheese, etc., while Guilliermond states

that common garden peas immersed in water will cause fermentation

by virtue of their surfaces alone. In my hands neither well-washed

fibrin (blood) nor fat-free casein alone in contact with dextrose solution,

where the mixtures were clear and free from bacteria and fungi, has

produced either CO2 or alcohol even after standing for months at 20°C.

Putrid fibrin yields a small volmne of gas containing CO2 but the

process is soon checked and alcohol is not formed. The properties

of fibrin, however, commended it as a surface suitable for carrying the

fats. Therefore 0.250 gram of the substance was ground in a mortar

to a granular condition and subsequently allowed to imbibe water

in N/20 NaOH under toluene in the ice box overnight. The fluid

was then filtered off, the fibrin washed thoroughly in water and the

excess of moisture taken up by blotting paper. With the moist fibrin

there was then triturated 0.010 to 0.025 gram freshly prepared dry

sodium oleate and the mixture placed in the bottom of a chemically

clean U fermentation tube, which was then filled with 10 per cent
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dextrose solution in distilled water, brought to a pH of 7.6 to 8.3 by

XaOH and 0.5 cc. of toluene added. A large number of such tubes,

together with various modifications, and of Ehrlenmeyer flasks were

prepared and an equal number of controls containing : 1, 10 per cent

dextrose solution alone; 2, 10 per cent dextrose solution plus 1 agar

slant of a 24 hour culture of B. coli; 3, 10 per cent dextrose plus fibrin;

4, dextrose plus sodium oleate; 5, dextrose plus the combined alcohol-

ether extracts of yeast; 6, the same plus fibrin; 7, dextrose plus fibrin

plus the sodium salts of the fatty acid complex derived from yeast;

8, dextrose plus the above salts alone; 9, dextrose plus the concentrated

aqueous extract of yeast residue after exhaustion in a Soxhlet apparatus

with ether and \Nath alcohol for one week each. (This substance still

contains yeast fats in considerable amount.)

All mixtures were allowed to stand at room temperature. Control

tubes 1 to 6 and 8 remained for months unchanged, sterile and clear

save those containing the sodium salts alone with dextrose, which showed

slight uniform cloudiness due to diffusion of the salts. After a latent

period of a few hours to a day or so the determinant tubes and controls

7 and 9 showed fermentation and the process continued slowly and

about equally in all until gas completely filled the long arms. The gas

was COo and the fluids gave all the qualitative tests for ethyl alcohol.

The first change to occur in the active mixtures was development

of cloudiness of the fluid due to diffusion of some of the sodium oleate;

then, quite suddenly, the fluid cleared and at about the same time the

fibrin became altered in appearance. Instead of the fibrin grains

continuing to be distinctly separate, just touching at points of contact

as in control tubes, they became agglutinated into a spongy mat the

surfaces and pores of which soon became charged with gas bubbles

which not infrequently carried the mat to the top of the long arm of

the tube. The use of flasks permitted the aspiration of the gas into

quantitative alkali.

These experiments have been repeated many times so that some

vagaries of the reaction have been noted. With slight variations in

manipulation fermentation sometimes failed, the fibrin did not agglu-

tinate but lost water and looked white and powdery, and its

upper surface as well as the wall of the tube was covered with white

flocculont oleate. The oleate and the fibrin must combine. In other

tulx'S fonnentation would Ix; stormy at first and then slow down
perhaps dying out l)efore half finished. Where the proper adsorption

was obtained, however, the process was carried on steadily, and in some
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cases continued after renewal of the dextrose solution following with-

drawal of the gas. Often an inactive tube was activated by shaking,

and vice versa. In watching fermentation by yeast one is impressed

with the fact that the rapidly rising bubbles of gas favor diffusion and

hence serve to speed up the rate. The slower formation of gas and its

tendency to become held in the mat of fibrin appear to slow the arti-

ficial mixtures, so that sometimes a sort of ''depolarization" by tapping

was necessary to restore the rate. The rate appeared to depend on

the proper dose of oleate with reference to the surface of fibrin and

upon its optimum adsorption thereon. It was, naturally, always slower

than a corresponding weight of yeast, reckoning fibrin and oleate to-

gether, but much faster than with a weight of yeast corresponding to

that of oleate alone. The best results were obtained with 3 grams of

fibrin and 50 mgm. of oleate in a large amount of dextrose solution

where 30 cc. of CO2 were obtained daily for 5 days, or until complete

filling of the long arm of a giant U tube occurred.

When acid was substituted for the alkali salt the fermentation often

began at once and finished quickly, but in many tubes of all descrip-

tions the rate lagged so that sometimes the process required a month
to complete.

The surfaces of such materials as fragments of porous earthenware

and of pumice and of common sponge produced no effect on 10 per cent

dextrose solutions, but when these were first permeated with films of

oleic acid or oleate, the air spaces being well filled, and then brought

into sugar solution, fermentation began soon, in some cases within a

few minutes, and COo was slowly evolved for variable periods of time,

or until the films had entirely separated from the surfaces.

The specificity of oleic acid and its salts is of course not rigid. Impure

acids, that is, samples with iodin value of 82, known to contain small

amounts of lower saturated acids, and others with iodin value of 95

containing some linolic acid, also produced alcoholic fermentation.

Pure linoHc acid, one having molecular weight and fluid character

similar to oleic but differing widely in iodin value, fermented dextrose

equally well. I was unable, however, to obtain fermentation by the

saturated acids of the acetic series, such as stearic, or their salts, or

from a commercial soap. From the examination of the acids obtained

from yeast it was expected that the fluid unsaturated fatty acids would

prove most available, and it is possible they may be essential. The
salts of such acids are not so readily hydrolyzed in water as are those

of the saturated acids, and the acid salts do not separate out save at
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temperatures lower than the soUdification points of the corresponding

acids.

Some samples of lecithin, impure and carrying adsorbed unsaturated

acids, also produced alcoholic fermentation in conjunction vnth. fibrin,

whereas purified lecithin did not do so.

Without going into detail fully some further observations may
be noted. The presence of electrolyte such as phosphate did not

appear to be essential although balanced solutions giving a pH about

8.0 were serviceable but no better than those made alkaline with

NaOH.
Fermentation appeared to be best between temperatures of 15° and

25°C. Heat, sunlight and extremes of pH outside the limits of 6.5 to

8.5 destroyed the activity. Slator (5) showed that the rate of fermenta-

tion by yeast was exactly proportional to the number of yeast cells

present. In the experiments here summarized the rate appeared to be

proportional, as was suggested, to the extent of fihn-covered surface,

and its maintenance to the ability of the fibrin or other suface to hold the

films. With the production of CO2 and alcohol there was often some

acid produced, probably acetic.

Like Buchner's yeast juice, the artificial enzymes fermented other

sugars besides dextrose, e.g., saccharose, maltose and lactose, whereas

yeast ferments the hexoses only. For some reason no fermentation of

levulose was obtained.

Slightly alkaline sugar solutions were found to be fermented most

readily, possibly because of the influence of the OH ion in initiating

the hydrolysis, but more probably because the initial pH favored the

proper adsorptions.

Ten per cent sugar solutions, in distilled water, were used, save in

the ca.se of lactose, because it was known that the rate of fermentation

is independent of the concentration of sugar between ext.rcmes of 1

and 10 |)cr cent (5), and because this concentration favored sterility.

Toluene was always used as an added safeguard against contamination.

Cultures taken from the fermented mixtures were sterile. The quanti-

ties of oleate used were for the most part such as to favor sterility

alBO (6).

In some instances a moderate d(^grce of fermentation was olUained

by Uflinn;, in conjunction with fibrin, the glycerol esters of some

unsaturatcul fatty acids 8U(;h as are found in olive and in sesame oils.

The production of an artificial zyma.so similar to Huchner's yeast

juioo hai) protM'iiUMi up to the present time insuperable dillicultics,
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and for this reason it was determined to approach the problem in another

way. It was thought that the assumption of yeast juice consisting of

colloidal particles of yeast fats, or specific yeast substance, could be sus-

tained if the zymase were to be specifically thrown out of the fluid and

rendered inactive by the serums of animals immunized with j^east. To
this end rabbits were repeatedly injected with fresh yeast-cell sus-

pensions in salt solutions, and other rabbits with artificial yeast con-

sisting of suspensions of fibrin carrying adsorbed sodium oleate. The
serums of normal rabbits were found to contain no agglutinins for yeast

suspensions, whereas the serums of the animals injected with the yeast

and with the artificial substitute showed agglutinins in dilutions of

1 :10 to 1 :500, although those artificially induced were not so active as

the others. These serums also contained precipitins in comparable

quantities as was shown by precipitations with yeast juice (7). Follow-

ing these procedures, it was then determined that the fermentative power

of the precipitated juices had been destroyed. The fermentative

power of the cells in the agglutination tests, however, showed an

interesting anomaly; those that had been treated with but not

agglutinated by normal serums produced no fermentation, whereas the

agglutinated cells fermented strongly. At first glance this result was

disconcerting but the explanation proved exceedingly simple. Yeast

cells, unlike the red blood cell or the cholera bacillus, which easily undergo

lysis by immune bodies, are quite resistant in this respect, even in the

presence of complement, and preserve their surfaces fairly intact.

When treated with normal serum they adsorb therefrom films of a

protective colloid which, upon removal of the serum and addition of

sugar solution, prevent the latter from reaching the surfaces. The

hberation of these films by washing the cells restored the fermenting

power. For purposes of illustration the following protocol of a group

of animals is given.

Six rabbits of 2 kgm. average weight were selected, of which 2 received

six intraperitoneal injections of 3 cc. of a suspension of live yeast

cells in salt solution at intervals of 4 days; 2 received similar injections

of artificial yeast cells, and 2 were reserved for normal control.

The artificial suspensions consisted of finely gound fibrin, 5 mgm.
plus 0.25 mgm. of sodium oleate plus 3 cc. water, pH 8.3. This was

allowed to stand with 0.1 per cent trikresol or equivalent for 1 hour

before using. Sediment and supernatant fluid were injected together.

Like other artificial antigens previously worked with, this showed

toxicity, and rabbits were killed by too large doses.^

* See earlier papers.
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Eight days after the last injection all rabbits of the group were bled

from the hearts and the serums separated and inactivated at 56°C.

for 30 minutes.

To test the agglutinating power of the serums two series of tubes

were used, one containing 5 cc. of a heavj'' opaque suspension of yeast

cells in 0.6 per cent salt solution, the other the same quantity of a

similar but much lighter and translucent suspension, and to these gradu-

ated amounts of the normal and immune serums were added so that

dilutions of 1/10, 1/50, 1/200, 1/500 and 1/1000 were obtained. After

mixing, these series, together with controls of yeast suspension alone,

were placed at 20°C. for 2 hours before readings were taken. Thereafter

a small quantity of toluol was added to each tube and both series were

let stand in a cool place over night, as so to allow all unagglutinated

cells to settle. It was not difficult to distinguish which tubes had
flocculated and those in which the yeast cells had merely sedimented, the

deposits in the former being of greater volume, white, flocculent and

adherent to the sides of the tubes,—the electronegative glass having

adsorbed the positive cell-antibody aggregates,—while the latter

showed even and level, slimy, buff-colored sediment. All fluids were

then carefully pipetted off and replaced by 10 per cent dextrose solu-

tion after which fermentation was allowed to proceed at room tempera-

ture until finished.

Duplicate sets of tubes were centrifugated following the readings

of the result of the agglutination, the supernatant fluid removed, and

to each tube 0.5 of a 1/10 dilution of fresh guinea pig serum, or

complement, in 3 cc. of salt solution was added. The sediments

were then mixed thoroughly with the complement and the tubes placed

in the ice-box over night, after which the fluid was pipetted off and 10

per cent dextrose solution added.

The precipitation test was carried out by combining 2 cc. of freshly

prepared, clear, filtered maceration juice (and also the aqueous extract

no. 9, referred to on page 456) with an equal quantity of each serum

to be tested, together with controls of yeast juice alone and S(M*um

alone, the mixtures IxMiig allowed to stand at 20°C. for 30 miiuites.

After the precipitates had formed in the tubes containing the unmune
eenuns there was added to each tube 1 cc. of a 50 per cent solution

of dextrose.

The results of the tests are given in the following table:
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TABLE 1

Agglutination

Salt solution suspensions of yeast, 5 cc.

Normal rabbit 1

Normal rabbit 2

Rabbit yeast 1

Rabbit yeast 2

Rabbit art. yeast 1.

Rabbit art. yeast 2.

No serum

DILUTIONS OF SERUMS

1:10

++
++
++
+

1:50

++

+
+

1:100 1:500

+
++
+
+

+
+

Fermentation following agglutination

—
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DISCUSSION

The explanation of the foregoing facts is fairly simple. With fibrin

and other surfaces on which the fatty acids and their salts were adsorbed

I endeavored to make, as well as might be, artificial cell surfaces similar

to those of yeast. The reaction of fermentation alwaj^s occurs at the con-

tact of sugar solution and the yeast mass. This was shown conclusively

by !Mitscherlich and by Helmholz (8), who separated yeast from sugar

solution by animal membranes and found that hydrolysis took place

only in that portion of the solution which dialyzed. CO2 and alcohol

were never formed outside the membrane.

Now a mass of yeast culture consists of innumerable individual,

minute cell surfaces such that the amount of specific surface is very

great in relation to the mass. Immersed in fluid it constitutes a virtual

suspension colloid even though the particles quickly settle out. The
cell surfaces are specific; that is to say, they are made up of a certain

chemical complex which gives them definite special (species) characters.

The fats, i.e., fatty acids, salts and esters of yeast are peculiar to the

species and differ from the complexes of all other cells I have examined.

These fats are largely aggregated at the surfaces of the cells, emulsified

with protein, cholesterol or its equivalent, etc., thus constituting a

colloid wholly similar to that of the interior of the cells but of reversed

type with reference to external phase or content of water, in the sense

of Bayliss (9) and of Clowes (10). The presence of unsaturated fat

in the membrane causes the cell to retain the Gram stain (11). All

the Gram positive bacteria I have examined have shown the unsaturated

portion of their fat content to be at least 55 to 60 per cent. The
character of the yeast fat in this respect has been mentioned.

The assumption of the presence of the so-called lipoids in the cells

appears to be unnecessary, and indeed the existence of such substances

in living cells is open to doubt. While it is admitted and believed that

very many labile adsorption aggregates of protein, or lower nitrogenous

material, fat and electrolyte exist and undergo change with the func-

tional requirements of the cells, it is extremely difficult to understand

the reason for the presence or the function of hard-and-fast substances,

Buch for instance as lecithin, the common prototype of lipoids, which

are so firm in structure that not even the most powerful reagents are

able completely to hydrolyzc them. I reganl them merely as fortuitous

compounds of extraction.
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We have then in the yeast-glucose mixture specific particulate or

colloid surfaces with an aqueous solution as external phase, and in the

artificial mixtures inert membranes, fibrin, clay, etc., bearing adsorption

films similar in chemical character to the surface membranes of yeast.

Fermentation takes place in both mixtures—in the former briskly,

in the latter more slowly, but usually as regularly and continuously.

In the artificial fermentation mixtures certain changes take place.

Where sodium oleate is used in conjunction with fibrin, a latent

period is evident and is required for the proper adsorption to occur.

In aqueous solutions the alkali salts of the fatty acids, of oleic less

than others, undergo some hydrolysis. If the solution of the salt

of a fatty acid is brought in contact with a large surface, the fatty

acid set free by hydrolysis "tends to collect in the surface," i.e., it

is concentrated or adsorbed there. The hydrolytic equilibrium of the

remaining solution is thereby disturbed, and is reestablished only by
the hydrolysis of more salt (12) . In this manner continuous films of

fatty acid are formed upon the electro-negative fibrin and these

surface films act as catalyst. Experience has shown that it is not

material whether the sodium salt be rubbed up with the fibrin be-

fore the dextrose solution is added, or dissolved in the solution

prior to the addition of the fibrin. In the latter case a longer time is

required for the adsorption to occur, and sometimes shaking of the

mixture is necessary. It is probable that films are formed on the

moist fibrin by the trituration so that a shorter interval occurs before

fermentation begins, while in the instance where the fatty acid is add-

ed to the fibrin in the place of the sodium salt the latent period

may vanish and fermentation start at once, although the rate may
be very slow, probably because the dose of acid is disproportionate-

ly large for the fibrin surface, it being difficult to manipulate small

weights of liquid fatty acids. When the glycerol esters of the fatty

acids, as in oils, are used with fibrin the small amount of alkali pres-

ent does not combine with the fat in molecular proportions, but un-

doubtedly small portions of the alkali salts are formed and these then

undergo hydrolysis with subseqeunt adsorption of the Uberated acid

upon the fibrin. The latent period in such cases appears to be

greatest of all.

The mechanism appears to be one simply of catalytic action in which

specific surfaces act merely as such without entering into the reaction.

At the end of yeast fermentation the cell mass whitens and undergoes

change, while in the artificial catalysis the fibrin and fat become dis-
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sociated and the mat becomes white and granular. It will be observed

that an entirely passive character has been assigned to yeast cells

during fermentation. The chief difficulty Pasteur found with the

simple equation of Gay-Lussac was that no provision had been made
in it toward a supply of ox^'gen for respiration of the cells. A yeast

culture uses some sugar under aerobic conditions and grows rapidly,

but yields Uttle fermentation because of the great increase of the mass

and the meager amounts of sugar available in shallow depths, whereas

under anaerobic conditions in deep containers yeast exerts strong

fermentation on pure sugar solutions, remains viable but practically

unchanged in mass for a time, and then at length becomes pale, dimin-

ishes in volume and disintegrates into a sediment of cellulose free

from nitrogen. This was known to Thenard over a century ago.

In modern phraseology, the yeast undergoes sterile autolysis. It is

evident that for the non-vegetative existence under depths of sugar

little oxygen is necessary for the cells to remain viable, and every

bacteriologist knows that all ordinary depths of culture fluid contain,

to meet such slender demand, abundant oxygen—so much in fact that

frequently pieces of sterile animal tissue are purposely placed there

to favor anaerobic conditions. There is really no valid evidence to

indicate that yeast cells play other than a passive role in the phenomena

of fermentation.

It is generally admitted that alkaline glucose solutions tend to

break down spontaneously, and Ducleaux (13) states that sometimes

sunlight will start the reaction, yielding in some instances alcohol

and CO2, in others acetic acid. It is probable that glucose is split at

once in contact with yeast according to the oldest and simplest

equation: C6 H12 06 = 2C2H60 4- 2CO2. Since only one inter-

mediate compound is known in heterogeneous systems (14) it appears

needless to postulate another in this instance. What doubtless takes

place is, according to the conception of Nernst (15), a, diffusion of

the sugar; b, adsorption; c, chemical change. Electrolyte, particularly

phosphate, is not required. Surface condensation alone is sufficient

without recource to intermediate products or to the idea of some
writers, among others Siator (16), that sugar is taken into the cell

and passed out as alcohol and carbon dioxide. Such an idea is pure

aBsumption and certainly does not fit the facts in the case of yeast

juice, which is cell-free.

If one inHists, however,, upon tiic modern chemical hypothesis for the

mechanism of fermentation, starting with the well-known effects of
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alkali upon dextrose solutions, and following the various steps of

reduction by the alternate dissociation and readdition of a molecule

of water, it may be assumed that the effect of the catalyst or fat is

one which allows such a reduction to proceed in the presence of alkali,

whereafter, selecting pyruvic acid as the simplest of several possible

substances including methyl glyoxal, glyceric aldehyde and dihy-

droxyacetone, capable of furnishing CO2, there remains the oxidation

of acetaldehyde to alcohol by the addition of the H, split off from

the dextrose molecule at the same time with pyruvic acid, and which

is supposed to remain nascent, quiescent and uncombined during the

evolution of CO2. It is argued that this mechanism is rendered more

probable by the discovery of the presence of an additional enzyme,

carboxylase, in yeast juice. No doubt it will be shown in the future

that every change in the colloid state of a sol will give rise to new
enzymes, particularly if one is inclined to be satisfied by the explanation

of chemical processes through unknown agents.

In the course of attempts to produce a therapeutic substance from

yeast by grinding and expressing the juice, E. Buchner (17) experienced

difficulty in keeping the product sterile, and to overcome it added con-

centrated sugar solution, whence came the chance discovery of alcoholic

fermentation without the actual presence of yeast cells. From the

observations of many workers on the properties of this zymase, or

yeast juice, there has been elaborated a most complicated array of

esters and aldehydes, enzymes and co-enzymes, chemical reactions

and equilibria. Yeast juice is a colloidal fluid invariably contaminated

by bacteria, somewhat dark in color, viscous, opalescent, and contains

considerable quantities of protein and fat. Its fermentative power

is only 1/40 that of an equal weight of yeast, it deteriorates rapidly

at 4''C. and is inactivated Hke the complement of blood serum and
like bacterial toxins by filtration through porcelain (the first portion

to pass the filter is sterile and retains some fermenting power), by
heat, light, shaking, and by adsorption on inert surfaces like charcoal.

Without going deeper into the matter at this time yeast juice is a

typical emulsion colloid, and yet Buchner and others disregard the

fact and attribute its activity solely to its content of "soluble ferment."

Unlike yeast, the juice ferments saccharose and maltose as well as

dextrose and levulose, requiring the presence of phosphate for the

purpose, the real function of which is probably to regulate the pH.
While ordinary Berkefeld filtration removes a large amount of the

ferment the juice becomes completely inactive on passage through
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gelatin filters, one portion of the ferment called the enzyme remaining

on the filter, the other called the co-enzjTne appearing in the filtrate.

Neither is active alone.

Speaking of co-enzjTne, Harden (8, p. 4) says:

The chemical nature and function of this mysterious coadjutor are still un-

known, but as it withstands the temperature of boiling water and is dyalizable

it is probably more simple in constitution than the enzyme. This, however, is

not all; for the decomposition of sugar a phosphate is also indispensable. It

appears that in yeast juice, and therefore also most probably in the yeast cell,

the phosphorus present takes an active part in fermentation and goes through

a remarkable series of changes. The breakdown of sugar intovalcohol and carbon

dioxide is accompanied by the formation of a complex hexosephosphate, and
the phosphate is split off from this compound and thus again rendered available

for action by means of a special enzyme, termed hexosephosphatase. In addition

to this complex of ferments the cell also possesses special enzymes by which the

zymase and coenzyme can be destroyed, and further at least one substance,

known as an antienzyme, which directly checks the destructive action. It seems

probable, moreover, that the decomposition of the sugar molecule takes place

in stages, although much doubt yet exists as to the nature of these.

The hypothesis is too top-heavy to stand. Like Ehrlich's theory

of immunity, every weakness demands a new shore until the mass is too

unwieldy to work. It is evident the explanation can be made far sim-

pler. Yeast juice is a colloid containing particulate surfaces undoubtedly

protein-electrolyte bearing thereon the specific fats of the yeast. In nearly

all particulars it bears a striking resemblance to the bacterial toxins,

such as of B. diphthcriac and others caused by the lysis and disintegra-

tion of the germ bodies in a suitable menstruum. These toxins have

been shown to consist of colloidal aggregates of the specific fats of the

bacterial cells with particles, usually protein, of a certain size, and

artificial toxins have been made from similar fat complexes in associa-

tion with particles of protein, mastic, etc. (18). This is altogether

different from the toxin theory of Delbriick and Wortmann (19), who
regarded the formation of alcohol by yeast as something similar to the

prwluction of bacterial toxins. Colloids similar to yeast juice are

obtained by the autolysis of yeast in water as in the active prepara-

tioHH dcscriljod by Lcl)odeff (20). With the idea of ferment consisting

of thoHc Homewhat labile colloidal aggrogatos it is not difficult to under-

Rinnd the wparation of the active principle^ co-onzyme, from the

particle on which it is carried by filtration through g(»latin on which the

latt^T iH left Ix'hind. In our studies on toxins the dependence of the

active principle (fatty complex) on particUjs of definite size in order to
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form toxin was well shown b}'^ the expedient of moving the necessary

particles from the menstruum (broth) by simple Berkefeld filtration.

The addition of the fat complex to unfiltered broth produced toxin,

whereas its combination with filtered broth was non-toxic. The
bacterial and artificial toxins as well as yeast juice and autolysates

are all inactivated by the same agents in the same manner. Harden

admits (p. 58) that co-enzyme is a fat, but his comparison of enzyme

and co-enzyme with the amboceptor and complement of immune
reactions appears to me to be unfortunate since these latter substances

do not combine until after the antigen-amboceptor aggregate has

formed. Yeast ferment is, however, properly comparable to the

antigens, and is indeed antigen, as has been shown in the foregoing

experiments. Bechhold (21) states that antienzymes may be produced

by injecting animals with the proper enzymes, but gives no reference.

Bayliss (22) on the other hand doubts the specificity of antienzyme,

particularly in the case of antiemulsin. While he admits the presence

of antibody in the serums of his immunized animals as a precipitin

reacting with the "vegetable protein as impurity in the emulsin"

used as antigen, he states there was no precipitin for the enzyme itself,

and compares the antiemulsin property of serum to the adsorption

of trypsin, or rennin, by charcoal. From my point of view yeast is

antigen, giving rise to the elaboration of antibody, and the change

brought about in the antigen cells, or in the colloidal fluids, by adsorp-

tion of specific antibody is fatal to subsequent enz>Tne action, and it

seems immaterial whether one applies the term antienzyme for anti-

body or not, although if we were to infer that all enzymes were antigens

the term would take on specific significance. In this connection I

believe that a good share of the discrepancies in the results of the

work done on the production of antienzymes is due to the facts so

frequently observed in experimenting with cellular antigens and their

artificial substitutes, that the same antigen in different colloid states

produces in one state 'excellent antibody and in another little or none,

constitutes potent toxin in one and a harmless colloid in another,

is strongly hemolytic in the one and nonhemolytic in the other—the

one constituting enzyme, the other not at all or suffering change in

character, like yeast juice, as its state in the colloid zone is shifted.

It is necessary also, in this connection, to keep in mind the fact impressed

upon us in our work of the unit character of antibody, which may be

in one instance antitoxin, in another a complement fixing substance,

or a precipitin, or an agglutinin, according as it operates at one

extreme or the other of the colloid realm.
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Early in the progress of this work it was thought advisable to con-

duct somewhat parallel experiments on the enzyme urease, but for

many reasons the work has not been carried far enough to warrant a

report at this time. A number of tentative examinations of the active

principle of Jack bean meal, and various trials of artificial fatty com-

plexes comparable to it showed convincingly, however, that definite

results had been obtained, and that in all probability urease could be

demonstrated to be analogous to the ferment of yeast with respect to

its catalytic and antigenic properties.

At the commencement of this paper reference was made to work in

progress upon the cells of malignant growths. It will be admitted

without question, I think, how vitally essential it is to regard such

cells as physico-chemical entities and how necessary to direct study

upon their chemistry and upon their colloidal relations and inter-

actions with the normal fluids and tissues of the body from the stand-

point of catalytic and immune reactions in order that more light may
be thrown upon the obscure problems of sarcoma and cancer.

CONCLUSIONS

It is believed that the experiments summarized in this paper warrant

the tentative conclusions that alcoholic fermentation is due to a cata-

lytic process operating at the surfaces of yeast cells, at the colloidal

surfaces of j'cast juice (zjniiase), and at artificial surfaces composed

of specific fat complexes similar to those found to be present in yeast

cells, and that the enzyme of yeast may be regarded as belonging

to the cellular antigens.
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The doctrine of specific nerve energy as developed since its early-

enunciation by Johannes IMiiller, states that the results of stimulation

depend upon the end organ and not upon any peculiarity of the partici-

pating neurones. The function of the latter, according to this view,

is purely to conduct and so long as they retain this function they are

doing all that the animal economy requires.

This doctrine, however, does not imply that all fibers are alike. As
an electric conductor might be of platinum or carbon or copper and
still conduct electricity so nerve fibers might be conceived as being

different in regard to internal structure and nevertheless capable of

conducting the nervous impulse. That such differences between neu-

rones actually exist is shown most clearly by experiments upon nervous

conductivity. For the conductivity of different sorts of nerves, for

example, sensory and motor, may be influenced differently by the

application to them of the same agencj'^ and differences of this sort can

be attributed only to difference of internal stmcture whether anatomic,

physical or chemical.

No attempt will be made at the present time to catalogue the many
differences which have been shown to exist between different sorts of

nerves either in respect to conduction or in other respects. It is how-

• The history of this research is as follows: In 1913-14, Dawson repeated and
confimied the work of Hafenuinn on the froR ; in 1915 Hodges and Dawson extended
the work to the dog, cat and rabbit but for reasons mentii)nod in the text the

results were often open to criticism; in 1920 Ostlund and Dawson satisfactorily

completed the work on rabbitfl and the results were embodied in Ostlund's A.B.

thetit presented at this I'niversity in June of that year; finally a brief summary
of the work of Ostlund and Dawon was presented before the American Physio-

logical Society and was published in the Proceedings, This Journal, Vol. Iv, no. 2,

1021. Dawson is responsible for the writing of the present article from the

proctocols of the experiments.

470
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ever impossible to refrain from pointing out that it is greatly to be wished

that some one possessing an adequate knowledge of this subject should

bring together for critical examination all the data so far accumulated.

A relatively cursory glance on the part of the writer seems to indicate

that such a procedure might be very fruitful. He has noted Griitz-

ner's observation (1) that of all motor nerves only the vasodilators of

the hind-leg are capable of stimulation by heat, and he has felt a thrill

of interest on recollecting that these vasodilators, the antidromic

fibers of Bajdiss, may, on the basis of our present knowledge, be expected

to behave in just the perverse way which Griitzner described, that is to

say, to behave like sensory fibers. But such considerations, captiva-

ting as they may be, are beyond the scope of the present report, which

has for its purpose to introduce the reader to what seems to be a new
specific difference exhibited by motor and sensory nerves in their

conductivity when under the influence of heat.

Although our contribution to this interesting subject may be a modest

one, we have no hesitation in presenting it since all additions to our

knowledge in this field are stepping stones to the comprehension of the

nature of the nervous processes and their variations.

Historical. In 1908 Max Hafemann of Leipzig reported his observa-

tions (2) on heat block in frogs. He exposed the sciatic, applied to it

two pairs of electrodes and then heated the region between these pairs.

To avoid the criticism that his stimuli were spreading across the block,

he also employed mechanical stimulation in strychninized frogs. As in-

dicators he used the observed movements of the feet, movement on the

same side being attributed to direct stiriiulation, that on the opposite

side to reflex stimulation.

He found that a temperature of 44° to 48° caused a disappearance of

the conducting power of both sensory and motor nerve fibers of the

sciatic but that the power of conduction was first lost by the sensory

nerves.

Present Research. Apparatus and procedure: The apparatus was

simple. A bath kept at a constant temperature held a Mariotte bottle

containing physiological saline (0.7 per cent in the case of the frog,

0.9 per cent in that of the mammal). A rubber tube with a transverse

hole through it was connected with the Mariotte bottle. This hole

transmitted the nerve which was slipped into it by means of a diagonal

slit connecting the hole with the outer surface of the rubber tube. Thus

the nerve came to fill the hole and lie athwart the lumen of the rubber

tube through which flowed the heated saline. The temperature of
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the saline depended upon the rate at which it was allowed to flow from

the Mariotte bottle, could be regulated by means of a screw clamp and

was measured by reading a thermometer inserted into the tube just

above the position occupied by the nerve.

On either side of the rubber tube was a pair of platinum electrodes

upon which the nerve rested. These electrodes were connected with

the secondary coil of an inductorium by way of a commutator which

permitted the operator to send the stimulus at will through either pair

of electrodes.

The efficacy of any stimulus in respect to the motor fibers was deter-

mined by observing the limb supplied by the nerve. The efficacy in

respect to the sensory fibers was determined in the case of the frog

by the crossed reflex to the other leg, in the case of the mammal by
the changes in blood pressure (mercurial manometer) or in respiration.

The latter were recorded in the case of the dog by means of an abdominal

tambour; in the case of the rabbit by means of a side tube from the

tracheal cannula.

The anesthesia in the frog was the result of transection of the brain

above the medulla and pithing forward, an operation which was per-

formed under ether; in the case of the dog, the anesthesia was due to

morphia and ether; in that of the cat to ether only; and in that of the

rabbit to a mixture of urethane and chloral given by mouth and to a

subsequent light administration of ether.

The experimental procedure consisted in exposing the sciatic, slipping

the rubber tube around it, placing the electrodes under it, and stimulat-

ing the nerve above or below the part enclosed by the rubber tube both

before heating and at intervals during the heating. Between the under-

lying muscle and the nerve was a thin layer of unheated saline on which

the nerve lay except when being stimulated. At such times the elec-

trodes were elevated by the turning of a screw; and, being hooked under

the nerve, they brought the latter clear of the liquid before stimulation

occurred. The position and fixation of the animal's leg was such as

to preclude undue tension upon the nerve.

Jicxults with Jrogs. The total number of satisfactory experiments

performed on frogs was 23. Of these 10 showed definitely a sensory

block preceding the motor block; one showed a motor block proo(Mling

the sensory while in 12 tlu; observer was unable to secure evidence either

way owinK at times perhaps to the too rapid heating of the nerve.

The temporaturoH required for producing sensory block w(mo found

to be cxcoedinirlv v.-iriablc as can be seen in the accompanying table

(no. 1).
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Results on mammals. Two methods were employed in making an

examination of the nerve. By one the thresholds of the various respon-

ses were determined; in the other the stimulus was constant and the

intensity of the responses observed. The latter method requires no

further description; the former may be understood from the following

example (cf . table 3) . If the central electrodes gave a sensory response

at 33 cm. (between the coils of the inductorium) and a motor response

at 33 cm. and the peripheral electrode gave the same results (at 33 cm.

and 36 cm. respectively) and if then, after Tieating, the former gave such

values as 36 cm., 36 cm., and the latter 9 cm., 36 cm., then we may
conclude a, that the irritability of the nerve above the heated area has

remained practically unchanged (now 36 cm., formerly 33 cm.) ; b, that

the irritability of the nerve below the heated area has remained un-

changed (now 36 cm., as formerly); c, that there has been no decrease

TABLE 1

DATE OP EXPERIMENT
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ing a motor response, one would not be justified in concluding that a

block had taken place since the absence of a sensory reaction might

as easily be due to a loss of irritability at the point stimulated.

As already stated (p. 470, footnote) the experiments on mammals
fall into two series. The first of these comprises the work of Hodges

and Dawson and the second that of Ostlund and Dawson. To the

first belong 8 experiments on the dog, 2 on the cat and 11 on the rabbit;

to the second, 11 on the rabbit.

In the first series there were a few definite results such as are shown in

the following table (figures represent centimeters between coils).

TABLE 2

CENTRAL ELECTRODE

Sensory effect

25

Motor effect

32

PERIPHERAL ELECTRODE

Sensory effect

35

Motor effect

41 Before heating

28

30

41

43

15

15
During heating

Experiment of April 28, 1915 (small dog).

TABLE 3

CENTRAL ELECTRODE
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The experiments of this series were, however, for the most part

unsatisfactory for the following reasons. In the first place the nerves

of dogs and cats were usually too large to be heated satisfactorily.

Secondly, the conclusions drawn from rabbits were vitiated by a silly,

experimental error. For, owing to the fact that the respiratory reac-

tions of the rabbits were depressed by too high a degree of anesthesia,

the reflex effects upon the circulation came to be recorded instead. A
study of the circulatory phenomena led us to conclude that in rabbits

the motor block usually preceded the sensory, a belief which was subse-

quently invalidated by finding that our so-called sensory reaction was

due to direct stimulation of the vasoconstrictors of the hind-leg. By
the time these errors had been detected, it was found necessary to

abandon the research at least temporarily. We mention our troubles

for the warning of others.

In the second series of mammalian experiments, only rabbits were

used, the doses of chloral and urethane were as before but the ether

anesthesia was in the successful experiments very fight, the respiratory

changes were used as indices of sensory function of the nerve examined.

Of these experiments, 8 were for one reason or another unreliable,

while the remaining 3, against which we could find no technical criticism,

showed indubitably a sensory block which was complete in two cases

and partial in the third (exper. July 31, 1920). The values obtained

in the experiment of April 19, 1920 are shown in the accompanying

table (no. 4).

Here are given for sensory response and motor response the thresholds

in centimeters distances between the coils. After determining these

thresholds and heating, the coils were set 17 cm. apart. Stimula-

tion then gave a very marked effect except when the sensory fibers were

stimulated by the peripheral electrode. The thresholds were then

redetermined except in the case of the sensory response to stimulation

through the more peripheral electrode. In respect to this last, . no

effect was obtained until the coils were so near together that escape of

the stimulating current could not be excluded. Finally the stimuli at

17 cm. were repeated with the same results as before.

The experiment of July 31, 1920, already referred to as showing

incomplete block is interesting also in that it shows the possibility of

the recovery of conductivity on cooling. Here the significant values

were as follows : central electrode continued to give peripheral responses

at 41 cm., meanwhile the peripheral electrode showed first at 21 cm.

a marked central response, then two almost negative results (the tem-
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perature being 48°), and finally a series of quite positive results. A
comparison of the effect upon the respiration of stimulation by the cen-

tral electrode coil at 21 cm. and that of the peripheral electrode with

the coil in the same position, showed marked diiferences. The stimulus

which had to pass the heated area caused an increase in respiratory

rate of from 20 (normal) to 24 per 10 seconds and of amplitude of from

10 mm. (normal) to 14 mm. while in the case of the central electrode the

corresponding increases were from 20 in 10 seconds (normal) to 24,

TABLE 4

CENTRAL ELECTRODE

Sensory effect Motor effect

PERIPHERAL ELECTRODE

Sensory effect Motor effect

Before heating

Thresholds

31

23

23

41

31

21

21

35

33

27

23

41

33

29

23

After heating

At 17 cm.
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2. In the frog the temperature required to produce this sensory

block is very variable, the average being about 50° (Hafemann 45°).

3. In the frog very rarely the motor fibers are blocked by heat before

the sensory.

4. A similar sensory heat block may be obtained in the dog.

5. The temperature at which sensory heat block may be obtained

in the rabbit is very variable but may be roughly placed at 50° to 54°.

6. On one occasion, on cooling, recovery of conductivity after sensory

block has been observed in the rabbit.

The difference in behavior between the sensory and the motor fibers

may be attributed either to differences in the susceptibility of the

fibers themselves or to differences in exposure of the two kinds of fibers.

It is conceivable that the sensory fibers may lie on the outside of the

sciatic nerve and that motor fibers may lie within, so that the former

while exposing themselves may protect the latter. Although such a pos-

sibility has not yet been excluded by experimentation, it seems highly

improbable both inherently and also in the light of what we know of

the distribution of the motor fibers in the human sciatic (3), for the

latter has been carefully explored by Kraus and Ingham with the pur-

pose of locating the fibers to the voluntary muscles, and there seem to

have been no indications that the motor fibers are more centrally placed

than the sensory. One may therefore with some justification assume

that the results enumerated above are dependent upon a real difference

in the constitution of motor and sensory nerves.
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It is recognized that there is a great difference in the rate at which

different materials diffuse through the wall of the alimentary tract into

the blood stream. A salt such as sodium chloride, for example, diffuses

very rapidly into the blood from the alimentaiy tract while magnesium

sulphate scarcely diffuses at all. It is also known that the rate at which

the fatty acids are absorbed is greatly accelerated by the presence of

bile.

The present investigation deals with the rate at which several differ-

ent materials, principally foods, pass through an artificial membrane

made of collodion. .

Methods and Residts. The collodion membrane was prepared from a

62.8 per cent solution of collodion by the method of Beal (1). In brief

the method is as follows : This material was poured into a long test tube

which was then inverted and allowed to drain. After about 10 minutes

the membrane was carefully i-emoved from the test tube and immersed

in distilled water where it was allowed to remain until used. All the

membranes were made from the same stock solution and in the same

manner in order to insure as nearly as possible a uniform thickness.

The solution to be dialyzed was introduced into the collodion tube and

this was placed in a vessel of distilled water, unless otherwise stated.

The names of the substances, the strength of the solutions, and the time

of dialysis will Ix; given in the discussion of the tables containing the

data.

In table 1 is shown the rate of diffusion of certain monosaccharides,

diHacchnrideH, polysaccharides and sacciuirin. Five grams of each of

thcfw Hubstanc<'H were dissolved in 25 cc. of distilled water mid these

» Huttmittcd in pnrtinl fuinimcnt of the requiromont for the degree of Doctor

of PliiIo««n)hv in I'hyaiology.
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TABLE 1

Table showing the rate of diffusion of the substances named through a collodion

membrane

EXPERI-
MENT
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were introduced into the dialyzing tubes which were suspended in ves-

sels containing 1 liter of distilled water each. The materials were per-

mitted to diah'ze for 30 minutes. At the end of this time the contents

of the diffusion tubes were*introduced into a weighing bottle and evapo-

rated to constant weight at a temperature of about 95°C. The decrease

in the amount of material in the diffusion tube at the end of 30

minutes was taken as the amount which had dialyzed and is indicated

in the table under "grams dialyzed," the original amount being given

under "grams used,"

It may be seen under "average percentage dialyzed" that at the end

of 30 minutes between 34.2 and 37.3 per cent of the monosaccharides

had dialj'zed; between 24.4 and 28.3 per cent of the disaccharides; 31.7

per cent of raffinose; 18.2 per cent dextrin; 4.4 per cent of the starch;

and 46.7 per cent of the saccharin. By comparing these figures it will

be seen that the monosaccharides diffused more rapidly than the di-

saccharides; the disaccharides more rapidly than dextrin or starch and

that saccharin diffused more rapidly than any of the substance used.

In table 2 is shown the rate of diffusion of phosphates, carbonates,

chlorides, sulphates, citrates, tartrates and acetates. Five grams of

each of the substances were dissolved in 25 cc. of distilled water and this

was introduced into a dialyzing tube which was suspended in a vessel-

containing 1 liter of distilled water. The materials were allowed to

dialyze for 30 minutes. At the end of this time the contents of the dif-

fusion tubes were removed by several washings with distilled water and

were Introduced into weighing bottles and evaporated to constant weight

at a temperature of about 95°C.

It may be seen in the table that 67.0 per cent of the sodium phosphate

had diffused in 30 minutes, 36.6 per cent of the sodium diacid phosphate,

and 76.9 per cent of the disodium acid phosphate had diffused in 30

minutes.

By comparing these figures it may be seen that the introduction of

one hydrogen atom into the sodium phosphate molecule renders it more

diffusible, while the introduction of two hydrogen atoms renders the

molecule much less diffusible.

The object of the experiments to be descrilx^d now is to conipaio the

rate of diffusion of the saline cathartics. It is usually regarded that

the cathartics exert their characteristic action by retarding absorption

or withdrawing water from the blood by osmosis into th<» aliiniMitnry

tract and increasing peristalsis. The three most active saline cat hart ies

are sodium sulphate, magnesium sulphate and sodium potassium t:u-
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TABLE 2

Table showing the rate of diffusion of the substances named through a collodion

membrane

EXPERI-
MENT

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

SUBSTANCE

Sodium phosphate

Sodium phosphate

Sodium phosphate

Disodium acid phosphate. .

,

Disodium acid phosphate. .

,

Disodium acid pho.sphate. .

,

Sodium diacid phosphate...

Sodium diacid phosphate...

Sodium diacid phosphate...

Magnesium sulphate

Magnesium sulphate

Magnesium sulphate

Sodium sulphate

Sodium sulphate

Sodium sulphate

Sodium potassium tartrate.

Sodium potassium tartrate.

Sodium potassium tartrate.

Sodium pyrophosphate

Sodium pyrophosphate

Sodium i)yrophosphate

Potassium biphosphate

Potassium biphosphate

Potassium biphosphate

Sodium carbonate

Sodium carbonate

Sodium carbonate

Sodium chloride

Sodium chloride

Sodium chloride

GRAMS
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TABLE 2—Concluded

EXPEBI-
SIENT
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taining molecular equivalents of these two acids as well as other fatty

acids was determined. Twenty-five cubic centimeters of the solution

of each alcid named in table 3 were introduced into a dialyzing tube and

permitted to dialyze against 1 liter of distilled water for 30 minutes.

At the end of this time, 1 cc. portion was titrated against N/10 standard

sodium hydroxide using phenolphthalein as the indicator. The amounts

of the acids dialyzed in 30 minutes are given under "grams dialyzed"

in table 3.

TABLE 3

Table showing the rate of diffusion of the organic acids named through a collodion

membrane

EXPERI-
MENT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

SUBSTANCE

Acetic acid

Acetic acid

Acetic acid

Lactic acid

Lactic acid

Lactic acid

Propionic acid

Propionic acid

Propionic acid

Butyric acid..

Butyric acid .

.

Butyric acid..

OBAMS
USED
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distilled water for 30 minutes. At the end of this time the contents of

the diffusion tube were introduced into a weighing bottle as previously

described and evapomted to constant weight at a temperature

of about 95°C. Twenty-five cubic centimeters of pure cream, and

cream containing 5 cc. and 10 cc. of bile respectively, and bile alone were

introduced into dialyzing tubes which were suspended in vessels con-

taining 1 liter of distilled water each. The material was permitted to

dialyze for 30 minutes. At the end of this time, the contents of the

TABLE 4

Table shoinng the rate of diffusion of bile and cream through a collodion membrane
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TABLE 5

Table showing the effect on the rate of diffusion of the addition of bile to oleic and

stearic acids

EXPERI-
MENT SUBSTANCE

1 gram oleic acid

1 gram oleic acid

1 gram oleic acid 5 cc. bile..

1 gram oleic acid 5 cc. bile..

1 gram stearic acid

1 gram stearic acid

1 gram stearic acid 5 cc. bile

1 gram stearic acid 5 cc. bile

GRAMS
DIALTZED
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monoacetin, a glycerol derivative with one hydroxyl group replaced by
one acetic radicle, diffused less rapidly than the glycerol, and the triace-

tin, a glycerol derivative with three hydroxyl groups replaced by acetic

acid radicles, diffused still more slowly.

In these experiments 5 grams of glycerol were added to 25 cc. of dis-

tilled water whith was introduced into the diffusion tube and permitted

to diah'ze against distilled water for 30 minutes. At the end of this

time the contents of the diffusion tube were removed and the percentage

of glycerol determined by means of the refractometer (3).

One and twenty-five hundredths grams of monoacetin were added to 25

cc. of distilled water and this was introduced into the dialyzing tube

which was suspended in a vessel containing 1 liter of distilled water.

The material was permitted to dialyze for 30 minutes. At the end of

this time the contents of the diffusion tube were introduced into a

weighing bottle and evaporated to constant weight at a temperature of

about 95°C. Molecular equivalent solutions were made of diacetin

and triacetin and the method of procedure was the same as for

monoacetin.

During the process of digestion in the small intestines, it is known that

a certain amount of soap is formed and absorbed. The object of the

experiments about to be described was to compare the rate of diffusion

through the collodion membrane of the sodium soaps of butyric, suc-

cinic, oleic and palmitic acids. Two grams of each of these soaps were

added to 25 cc. of distilled water and this was introduced into dialyzing

tubes and permitted to dialyze against distilled water for 30 minutes.

The contents of the tubes were then transferred to weighing bottles,

dried and weighed. The weights of the dried materials are given in

table 7.

It may be seen that 52.7 per cent of sodium butyratc dialzycd in 30

minutes, 3C.1 per cent of sodium succinate, 10.7 jwr cent sodium oleafe,

and 9.3 per cent sodium palmitate. By comparing the rate of diffusion

of Kodium soaps of oleic and palmitic acids, the two acids found in ordi-

nary fats, it may be seen that the sotlium oleate diffused about 80 jxir

cent more rapidly than the sodium palmitat^^.

ThcBc experiments suggestthat sodium oleate may be absorbed more

rapidly from the alimentary tract than sodium palmitate, if they dialyze

at the name rnici as shown in table 7.

In figure 1 in hIiowh the rate of diffusion of glycerol. The figures along

the ul)HciHHiw! iii<licat<> the time in minutes, and the figures along the

ordinate, p^irctintuge of glyctuol dialyzed.



TABLE 7

Table showing the rate of diffusion of soaps through a collodion membrane

EX-
PERIMENT SUBSTANCE

Sodium butyrate.

Sodium butyrate.

Sodium succinate.

Sodium succinate.

Sodium oleate

Sodium oleate

Sodium palmitate

Sodium palmitate

GRAMS
USED

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

GRAMS
DIALYZED

050

060

0.730

0.716

0.334

0.336

0.174

0.198

PER-
CENTAGE
DIALYZED

52.5

53.0

36.5

35.8

16.7

16.8

8.7

9.9

AVERAGE
PEB-

CENT.'^.GE

DIALYZED

52.7

36.1

16.7

9.3

Q

-^

Q
-J

-J

^ ^0

90

80

70

60

50

30

20
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It may be seen that 50.8 per cent of the glycerol dialyzed in 30 min-

utes and that 88.9 per cent had dialyzed in 80 minutes. By comparing

the rate of diffusion of the sodium salts of palmitics and oleic acids in

table 7 with that of glycerol in figure 1, it will be seen that glycerol dif-

fused much more rapidly than these soaps.

Five grams of gtycerol were added to 25 cc. of distilled water and this

was introduced into a dialyzing tube which was suspended in a vessel

containing 1 liter of distilled water. At intervals of 10 minutes, the

TABLE 8

Table shovring rate of diffusio7i of urea, glycocoll, alanine, aminoids and peptone

through a collodion membrane

EXPERI-
MENT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

SUBSTANCE

Urea
Urea
Urea

Glycocoll

Glycocoll

Glycocoll

Alanine..

Alanine..

Alanine..

Aminoids

Aminoids

Aminoids

Peptone..

Peptone..

Peptone..

GRAMS
USED
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Five grams of each of these substances were dissolved in 25 cc. of

distilled water and dialyzed for 30 minutes, evaporated to dryness, and

weighed.

In table 9 is shown that the effect of dialysis on the ptyalin in human
saliva. Twenty cubic centimeters of saliva were introduced into dia-

lyzing tubes and dialyzed against 1 liter of Ringer's solution for 48

hours in an ice chest. At the end of this time the diastatic power of

dialyzed saliva, as well as the non-dialyzed or control, was determined.

In all cases of the enzyme experiments to equalize any differences in vol-

ume of the solution in the dialyzing tube, the contents of the tubes were

diluted to an equal volume before the comparative tests were made.

The amount of sugar formed in 5 minutes from the starch paste by 1 cc.

of the saliva was taken as a measure of the activity of the enzyme. The
starch paste was made by adding 20 grams of corn starch to 500 cc. of

TABLE 9

Table showing the effect of dialysis on ptyalin

g

2
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due to the inactivation of the enzyme by the membrane. Porter (5)

has shown that collodion membranes have the power of inactivating

enz\Tnes.

In table 10 is shown a comparison of the rate of diffusion of pepsin,

pepsinogen, trypsin and trypsinogen. The pepsin and pepsinogen were

obtained from the stomachs of dogs according to the method of Langley

and Edkin (6). After removing the stomachs of these animals, slitting

them open and washing with tap water, they were immersed in a 1 per

cent sodium bicarbonate solution for 1 minute to remove any pepsin

adhering. The stomachs were again washed with tap water and rinsed

with distilled water. The mucosa was torn off and ground with sand

in a mortar. Approximately 200 cc, of 0.7 per cent solution of sodium

chloride were added to the finely ground mucosa. The liquid which was

pressed out of this material was centrifugalized and filtered through

three thicknesses of fine-grained filter paper by means of a vacuum
pump. A moderately clear solution was thus obtained which was

divided into two portions of 100 cc. each. To one portion was added 1

cc. of a 37 per cent solution of hydrochloric acid while the material was

being shaken vigorously. This was the pepsin solution used. Dilu-

tions of 1 :0, 1 : 1, 1 :2 and 1 :3 were made with 0.9 per cent sodium chloride

solution. Twenty cubic centimeters of each of these solutions were

introduced into dialyzing tubes and dialj-^zed in an ice chest against 2

liters of Ringer's solution for 48 hours. Similarly, the diluted pepsin

solutions were dialyzed against 0.37 per cent hydrochloric acid and 0.37

per cent hydrochloric acid made with Ringer's solution. At the end of

48 hours, the proteolytic activity of the dialyzed pepsin solutions was

determined according to the method of Mett (7). A Mett's tube was

introduced into 3 cc. of the liquid and digestion was permitted to pro-

ceed for 48 hours at 37*'C. The preservative used in these experiments

was thymol. At the end of the 48 hours the tubes were removed and

the amount of egg white digested was measured. The measurements

are given in table 11.

It may Ix? seen that pepsin dialyzed as indicated by the fact that the

activity of this enzyme wa.s less after dialysis than before and also by

the fact that the solution outside the dialyzing tube contained pepsin.

The 100 cc. of iK'psinogen solution made from tlu^ gastric nuicosa of

the dog and fn^'d from the hychochloiic acid and jH'psin l)y means of

1 per cent Hodium bicarbonato was the p<^psinogen solution used. Dihi-

tion« of 1 :0, 1 : 1, 1 :2 and 1 :3 ^viv made with 0.9 jiercent sodium chloride

BOlution. Twenty cubic centiincti'iH of these solutions were dialyzed
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against 2 liters of Ringer's solution for 48 hours in the ice chest. The
pepsinogen was activated by the use of hydrochloric acid. The proteo-

lytic activity of the solution was determined in the same way as was the

pepsin.

It may be seen in the table that the pepsinogen did not dialyze. It

may be seen also that trypsin as well as trypsinogen dialyzed but that

trypsinogen dialyzed more rapidly than did tiypsin.

Pancreatic juice was the trypsinogen solution used. The pancreatic

juice to which enterokinase had been added was the trypsin solution.

TABLE 11

Table showing the digestive activity of the solution outside the dialyzing tubes which

contained the enzymes, pepsin, trypsin and trypsinogen respectively

1 »
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before as well as after dialysis. The determinations were made by

adding 0.5 cc. of the blood to neutral hydrogen peroxide at approxi-

mately 22°C. in a bottle, and the amount of gas liberated in 10 minutes

was taken as a measure of the amount of catalase in the 0.5 cc. of the

blood. The results of these determinations are given in table 13. It

will be seen that catalase did not dialyze through the collodion

membrane.

No attempt will be made in this paper to discuss the large literature

relative to the theories of absorption and secretion that has been stimu-

lated by the controversies based on the two theories. Suffice it to say

that the facts accumulated do not seem sufficient to demonstrate con-

clusively one view or the other.

The experiments bearing on the subject reported in this paper would

seem to favor the mechanical theory. It may be recalled, however,

that in this paper all of the constituents of the urine, organic as well as

inorganic, urea was found to be the most diffusible.

Sm^tanka (9) showed the presence of pepsin in the urine. That this

pepsin comes from the stomach is shown by the fact that this enzyme

disapf)ears from the urine upon removal of the stomach from the animal.

The fact that the pepsin comes from the stomach shows that the enzyme

must have diffused through the cells of the walls of the stomach as well

as the cells in the kidney. The experiments reported in this paper show

that pepsin is diffusible while pepsinogen is not. This observation

suggests that the passage of the pepsinogen from cells of the gastric

glands into the stomach is a true secretory process and not one -of os-

mosis and diiTusion. Buchner and Rapp (10) showed that maltase is

diffusible, while it was shown by Brown and jMorris (11) that zymase

is not. It was also found that both trypsin and trypsinogen diffused

through the collodion membrane, the trj^psinogen diffusing moi-e rapidly.

It was hoped that the study of the diffusibility of the materials named

in this paper might throw some light that could be applied to diffusion

through a living membrane, but any conclusions on this point require

further work.

SUMMARY

1. The addition of bile to neutral fats as well as fatty acids incivascd

the rat€ of their diffusion throuRh a collodion membrane, just as it in-

creases the rate of their al)H()rp1 ion from 1 li<» alinientaiy tract. Glycerol

diSvuea more rapidly than eitlier oleic or palmitic acids or the sodium

•oap of these acids.
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2. The monosaccharides diffuse through the collodion membrane more
rapidly than the disaccharides and these more rapidly than the polysac-

charides.

3. As a rule, the more powerful saline cathartics diffuse less rapidly

than the less powerful ones. The conspicuous exceptions to this rule

suggest that there are factors involved in the action of these cathartics

other than simple diffusion and osmosis.

4. The same amino acid, glycocoll, diffuses more rapidly than alanine;

and acetic acid, a substance closely related to glycocoll, is more diffus-

ible than propionic acid, a substance closely related to alanine.

5. The enzymes ptyalin and catalase are not diffusible through a

collodion membrane. Pepsin is diffusible while pepsinogen is not.

Both trypsinogen and trypsin are diffusible, the trypsinogen being the

more diffusible.

6. Of all substances used in this investigation, urea was found to be

the most diffusible.
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